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FOREWORD
.

By Chairman Henry SL Retiss '-
....

viet Union does notppublish measures o economic growth and [level-
, me ipar able ay ith thoseLof Western...countries. Rather, it publishes

. I, ,res of growth that are geared to its own definit lolls of economic iihefioni-
,:li and, its own political requirements, In addition, It follows a policy of

r.ecy with regard to much of its economic activities acid has_ en inconsistent
tie comparability and coverage of the economic statistics t i, t are published.

Che,result is a large gap in the information available in the eat concernjng
the performance of the Soviet economy. To help fill this gap, the Central Intel-
Howie° ;Agency (CIA) has been called updn to provide quantified estimateS of
the arable orSoviet f..-,...i-oss national product (GNP), its rate of growtri, its gize
relative to U.S. GNP, and its allocation among the various end uses- consump

,tion, investment, and goveinment expenditures, including defense.
The tudies rontareedin this volume' are the culmination of a large °-

various .T int. Economic Committee- studies of the Soviet economy' and CIA's

.
search e ort oVi-u- many years carried out by CIA's DirectoTate :for Intelligence.
The esti ates of GNP and its components, which are included, are virtually the
only inch. iendent Western estimates of these important' measures of economic
perform°. ce in the Soviet Union. Earlier results of this wolli have appeared in

annual Ifradhook of Economic Stati.gtics. This publication is the first time that
the concepts, methodologies, and data have. been fully explained and docu-
mented in i. comprehensive and up-to-date form. I.

The studies include separate sections devoted to agrieulture and industry--2-
the major components of tbe- originating sectors in the GNP, and to consurn
tionthe principal end-ils6S'seator, Part I digetisses the overall estimates of
Soviet GNP liy sector of origin and end use Eneli of the rtaiinining-three studies
arutlyzes in detail a major component of GNP. Part. II contain an incti-x of in-
,dustrial production. Part III is an index of agricultural production. And the
final part is an index of consumption. Indieeg for all.other sectors are included
in Part I. .

Each study includes detailed compilations of the data used, their sources,
and the methodologies used to combine the data to the-aggregate measures.
The goills of this publication are to achieve a widerNunderstanding of havY the
synthetic measures of Soviet economic performance are derived, to encouragel
their broader use in analyses of Soviet economic performance, and to stimulate
discussion of ways to improve these measures and our general understa ing of
the Soviet economy.

NEcEssiT To ' i.cia..vrE Ixorerxopwr afp.Astrims

There are several reasons for the calculation of independent measures of
Soviet economic performance- deficiencies of official Soviet measures of
economic mai vit y are well Aloe umented. Official Soviet inerighres are often con-
reptmilly different from the me asin-es used in the W ..' , are not published in
sufficient detail, are sometimes published in noncorrip able seri s, and tend to
inflate real growth rates. Air

The offici;i1 Soy* measure of econi)lie growth, referred to as net material
product, includes only the value addec in the production of goods, and a few
.Services. The value added in the rest. of the service sector and all depreoiation

r (V)



income is excluded. Thus,..Stiviet net material :product omits about one - fourth
of the resources used to produce goods and seryieeein the USSR ,In addition,
there is an upward bias in official mensures-of activity. The result is thht Soviet
statistics on net material product pi -oxide an incomplete and distorted view of
tip size- "and growth of the Soviet economy.

The need for independent measures of econothic performance is heightened
the spars ere of official data and their 'inconsistencies. The official. data

tend to be thiblished rn insullicieatt detail, theprice base of souse series are
Tern) Acidly changed, and time product covolTtke may be altered Without notice. -

r example, because the. official measure of conumption referred to as
al incomes of the population," is not described adequately, its validity or

clulness cannot be .fully -assessed The official series shows a higher growth
than, does the synthetically constructed index of consumption, fit part

cause of the failure of the official series to take inflation into account. '
The. SoViet indices intlustial and agri-culturtil production are based

gross output rather than value added. As a consequence, double counting
.4, of mats.rials used in, productilin is incomorated indiees. There is con-

siderable evidence that the: official index for industrial production hasserions
short-comings due to the treatment of -price and quality changes. There is much
evidence that prices assigned to new industrial products are too hgli relittive
to 'wives for older prbducts in view of the changes in technology and quality
taking place.

In the consumer sector, there is considerable evidence that new, high-priced
but only slightly altered products. are deliberately substituted for t quivalent,
low-priced products to syphon off consumer purchasing power. The o Id data
treat such eliiingi4; as if there were no real pi -ire inereases, thus inco mating
hidden inflation. -

THE GE.-- , A

The value of GNP can be ealenlated in two Ivays. One way, is to derive
GN Pl.'s the suIll of the various end uses of the go(irts and servicesconsaluptiOn,
investment, and government (both military and civilian). GNP can also lie
come Dated as-the stun of value added in the several production sectorsindustry,
agneulture, and the like.

Tip intent of these stitches is to replicate-as far as possible on both the
if prig_ in and end use sides of-the accounts, thentothodologies developed
17.S. Department of (,ounnerce and the 0 ELI) for the construction of,

Ve ern economi account~, Precise cormferumitV is not possible, primarily be-/
cause the organization of- the Soviet economy and the limited amount of data
published by the Soviet I Ttii( m require modifications and simplifications of the
Western accounting frame-. irk. Dare/me f,xpendit toes are the most conspicuoits
exaMple. Total defense is not identified:separately in the Soviet GNP accounts
contained in this volume because other GNP components, primarily investment
and research and development expenditures, are thought to include substantial -
amounts of defense -expenditures. As a separate exercise, the (1 A estimates .

total defense expenditures directly from a detailed description of their defense
programs ,and activities. The defense estimates have been explained and dis-
cussed in the Joint Economic Committec.!; annual hearings on the "Allocation
of Reseurces in the Soviet. Union and China."

Despite the limitations. it is believed that the nieasnres develooedboth the
configuration 'of trends and absolute size are reasonably accurate representa-
tionS of Soviet economic performancegan be compared with confidence with
similar measures for Western -tTonomies' and are fur more aeceptable indicators
of eNmomi performance than the corresponding utensures published by the
USSR.

Gross national product is defined as the market value, of the final goods and
_services produced by a given country. As applied to, the Soviet. econqmy, this
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theoretical problems:. The most important is that the Soviet
Union does not havii market, determined prices. Instead, it uses,for the most
part, centrally fixed prices which nufy be quite `far' removed from the values,
that would obtain in a market-oriented oebnomy Market prices reflecting real
resource costs of each product are needed to deriveLtheoretically correct infer-
ences about tile val growth anti distribution of GNP, An important segment
of Part T is "devoted to computing a :fit of alternatiVe,:factor-cost prices used
to replace Soviet piecs. The. latter are seriously' listarted t.iy taxes and sub-
sidies and by;their failure to incorporate accurately the costs of land and re-
producible fixed assets. The factor -cost prices are interidyl to represent more
accurately the actual cost of resotirces used to prtiduce each category of goads"
and services.

The indices of the growth of GNP and its three major coryponents are
car opined as weighted avthTtges of subcoMponent indices. The Weights ;HT 1970
expenditures or value added: as derived in the 1970 GNP accomits (Part I,
Appendix I)). The suboompouent indides are developtid froin physical produc-
tion orJconsfimption data. The index of industrial preducrion vomputed
from Prodlletion dilea on (-Wit 300 products.. These are grouped first into 10
branches of industry and then into en aggregate index. The index of agrieul-
urnl production,^mputed by combiningproduct ion data for 4 types of crops

or livestock products represents the value of all output less that used by
agriculture itselfprimarily feed and seed. The index of consumption is
divided into three major eategoties of goods and eight categories of services.
Each category is flirt her divided into individual products or services. The
indeXrof GNP by- sector' of origin is farmed by combining the indices of indus-
trial and agrieidt,ural production with gimilar indices for the remaining pro-
(loot ion sectorstransportation, communications, dotnest iv trade. and services.

GNP' by end use is computed by adding iratices of_investment and
other government expenditures, including most of defense outlays.

11.,1(4t I MIX:11S 14:Nrf )1' NTE7/1.:1)
.

'rife construct-Ion of the independent measurepttntered numerous pr+ab-
lc rtes. Some are universal to all aggregate measuresYill conennic perfomance
and Amon are peculiar to the Soviet case. The treatment of quality chanfre, for
example. is a universal problem. Most elements of the industrial indox arc

products. On the other }tarn. official' data. expresed in rubles or as indpx

eNpressed in physical units sin _i as tans opinumber of items. This procedure
' V 1111(10rArat 0 tilla 1 it V 0111) ' VPIriOltS (WV r time, especially in, machinery

moldier, are used where physical production data are not available. As indi-
eated aboe,, these data clearly overstate growth. Because the bias-es in official
and physical data are offsetting, however, their -use in eombination should pro-
vidr a truer measure of real growth. Similarly, the index of hensing services

without Ii quality tie, ustment, In this c.ase, allfievidence points to remarkably
in the consumption iirydex is based on the number of square meters of lousing

little improveznent in the quality of Soviet housing and there is likely not a
rions bias in the housing index. J

TAPiling rOnSiStOnt 111161 fur the period 1050-s0 presented a challenge.,
Many of the oOicial-data series are incotnplete or published in differing formats,
requiring many interpolations,and strong assomptionw about relative prices.
Othei data lire not 0110'n:ilea at all Or not on a regular basis. Instead. they
1111i`e to hculled fromalie specialized monograph and journal qiterature. For
example, data or), the amount 24-----waste included in the gross output data of
agricultural products are: iblis-hed rpm darly or in a consistent framework,

rsr.s a. TIM STuDiEs

Just as aggregate measjires of Western economic performance ace used
,in many different, apptirntifras, so the results cif these studies can be employed



viii
in ninny ways. Foremost is their use in makingcling assessments ot the Soviet econ-
omy by analyzing the interplay bf the disposition of resources for consuinp-
tion, defense, and future growth. Insights into the, regime's policies apd priori-
ties can be o'btained by assessing the "burden" of defense and the,pitttern of

'allocating the "g(rowth dividend.' In addition to being a measure of the site
and growthof the economy,-GP also provides a standard against which other
economic variables can be measnred, such as the amount or(intiigy und Per
unit of GNP.

The GNif-datit base forms the foundation for forecasting,'either.by using
large econometric models or other means. Such forecasts not only concern the
future growth rate of total GNP. but also can be emPloyed to assess other' im-
portant variables, such as the domestic demand for oil.

The GNP estimates can be used to compare the size of the Soviet economy
with the ITnited States or other conntpips. u, d the relative riorities each
country assigns to the uses of its national prodoct. Such international com-
parisons. depend, of course, on the domestic value of (;NP or one (if its corn-
:orients. For exathple, an earlier pnblk.attinn in this series estimated the

Soviet, consumption relative to otheecountries.'
Despite the limitations of the :stin-lattis,, the work expended ow the CIA
pendent measures repet-sseots iOraltiable contrilintion to economic analysis

the USSR. Tire results shown in this volume present a picture of Soviet
economic growth different frqtr.t' that given by the official measures. Each of
the four studies presentS coOparative results in4letail. By way of summary,
the following tabulation ,!-.:O r
ag re

ftipares average, annual growth rates for the fourite
indices and t Imo closest, Soviet official roontrparts for l051-80:

rd

v rngr firikva iyd 'ars 1951-N
[Percent]

CIA
measure Measure

(NI' 4.7
Tuclustr Iproduet inn e. 6. S
Agric ire produrtilin 2 2.8
Per 9 tit truStiniption 3. 5

7. 4
8.7
3. I

Tire CIA measure for the MIMI.. 14/Vernal' as the sovik measure (see text? is 5.3
nt per year
The measure shown represents -net output,- or gross output less products used

miculture (seed and -feed). This is the concept of output closest in coverage to the
Soviet -measure of farm output. As it contributing sector to GNP the appropriate

eamure for agriculture output.ls value added (net output less material purchases from
tier sectors) which over this period grew at 2.0 percent' per year.

It is clear that,'except for agriculture, the growth ride cliiTerences are large
and, over a 30=year period, indicate a significantllz different picture of economic
growth than that provided by official Soviet statistics.

14 mom Imo Ion In Inn USSR. An 1 otormi t Irmo (onmorMon,-
Commit .'douse 1981.

I Trim, Taint Economic



THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF RUSH V. GREEN SLAVE
The research in this vojurne owes An immense debt to.the work of the late

Rush V. Greenslade. Dr. Greenslade was employed- at the Central Intelligence
Ageney from the early 1950's until his retirement in 1973. For many years he
directed CIA's research on the Soviet economy. After his retirement, he,con-
tinuff as a consultant and advisor to,the CIA until his death in 1978.

Dr. GreenSrade's primary contributions were in the area of quantifying and-
analyzing Soviet economic development. He developed an index of Soviet in-
dustrial production in the 1950's and wrote frequently on industrial trends. He
was also closely involved in shaping the analytical framework and in organizing
the collection of data for estimates of Soviet GNP. In the early 1970's, he led
an effort 10 convert the GNP estimate to 1970 prices and to reexamine Ind im-

eve'all of the methodologies and data supporting these estimates. This-work
ed to the publication by the CIA of a set of (INP accounts for 1970 abd an
rticle in the Joint Economic Committee's 1976 compendium on the Soviet

economy, "The Real Gross NationarProdnet of the U.S.S.R., 1950-1975."
This' volnine extends`Dr. Greenlade's work by updating and documenting

the 1970 base-year accounts and the many time nries used in calculating each
or-of-origin and end-use GNP index.
Dr. Greenslade was also deeply involved in the,..analysis of the size and

. of the Soviet economy in relation to that of the United States and
other countries. An. earlier volume in this series on Soviet GNP compared
Soviet consumption with consumption in the United States and other countries.
Tins project, was designed and directed in its early stages by Dr. Greenslade.
Dr. Greenslade also played a leading role in forming estimates of the dollar
value of Soviet investment based on new ruble-dollar ratios for machinery and
construction. The results of this ruble-dollar ratio research were published by
the (`IA. Dr. Greenslade's research on- economic comparisons
culminated in a new comparison of Soviet and 'United States GNP since 1955
published by -Edwariiis., Hughes, and Noren in the Joint Economic Committee's
1971) compendium on the Soviet economy.
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Gross National Product
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Introduction

This paper presents estimates of the real growth of
Soviet grosinational produtt (GNP) since 1950 devel-
oped-by the:Central Intelligence Agency and de-
scribes the methodology used to construct those esti-
mates. An earlier publication presented our estimates
Of Soviet GNP for a single base year, 1970, in both
established-and factor-cost prices!' This paper revises
the 1970 GNP estimates based on information collect-
ed since-their publication and develops constant-price
activity indexes to move each component of 1970
GNP over time! The result is an estimate of the
growth of Sort GNP in 1970 prices since 1950.

1

Our; Esfitnafes in Perspee
The Soviet GNP data presented here supplement an
alreadk large body of research. The accounting struc-
ture closely foll v6-7-s-4,he one by Professor
Abram Bergson and further eveloped by scholars at
the -Rand Corporation-.3 The result-of their efforts is a--
set of Soviet GNP acco for 1928, 1937, 1940,
1944, and 1948-66 in current rofiles. Bergson also

CIA. GNP 1970. 4

Preliminary versions of the time-series data:presented here were`
published in Herbert Block. -Soviet Enonomic Performance in a
Global Context,"..JEC, 1979. vol. 1, pp. 135-140; and Rush V.
Greertsladc, The Real Gross National Product of the U.S.S.R.,
1950-1975J"JEC, 1976, pp. 269-30o. - =
The principal publications, in order of the years for which the

GNP accounts were constructed are 010 Hoeffding, Soviet
National Income and Product in 1928, Columbia University Press.
New York j 954 Abram Bergson, Soviet National Income anct-r.
Product in7937, Columbia University Press, New York, 1953;
Abram Bergson and Hans Heymann, Jr., Soviet National Inctame
and Product, 104048, Columbia University Press, New York,
1954; Abrim Bergson, Hans Fleymann. Jr., and Oleg Floeffding,
Soviet National Income and-Product, 1928-1918; Revise4 Data,
Research Memorandum 2544, The kind Corporation, Santa-Moni
ca, Calif.. 1960; Bergson, 1961; Oleg Hoeffdinand Nancy Niglitz,
Soviet National Income and Product, 1949-1955, Ressarch Memo,
randurn 2101. The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif., 1959;
Nancy Nimitz, Soviet National income and Product, 1956-1958,
Research Memorandum 3112-PR, The Rand Corporation, Santa
Monica Calif., 1962; Becker, 1969; and Sally Anderson, Soviet-
National Income, 19641966, in Established Prices, Research
Memorandum 5705-PR, The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica.
Calif.. 1968. -

devise_ d the adjusted factor-oast standard-(ACS) in
order to correct some of the distortions caused_by the

, .
Soviet pricing system. He recalculated GNP using ..

factot-costr,prices, Ana are deterrainedby imputingria Uniform capital c arge inplace of p °fits and
- - ,

eliminating the hi ly discriminato turnover -tax.

In order to o pute-t e real growth of Soviet GNP,
Bergson- developed pri indexes to deflate the cur-
rent-price varues of eac ind-uscoomponentpf GNI;..--
BecWsimilarly co puted the real growth of Soviet
GNP from 1'958 to 1964 in both 1958 and 1964:
factor-cost pciees.4

&number of other scholars-have piblished estimates
of Soviet GNP. Twb estimates for early yearare by
Baran and Seton.5 The United Nations, Bornstein,
and Cohn constructed GNP accounts for single years
in the 19500 More-closely related to 'this study are
calculations of the real growth of Soviet GNP for
extended time periods by Moorsteen-and-Powell;
Kaplan; and Cohn.' The latter three studies combine a

' Bergson, 19611 pt. 3.and Becker, 1969; ch. 4.
PaulA. Baran, "National Income and Product of tlif USSR in

1940," Review of Economic Statistics 29, November 1947, pp. 226-
234; and Francis Seton,''The.Sacial Accounts of the Soviet Union
in 1934," Review cf Economics and Statistics 36, Angost 1954, pp.
290-30&

An Estimate of the National Accounts of the Soviet Union for
1955, Economic Bulletin for Europe 9, United NatiOft$, Economic
Commission for-Europe, May 1957, pp. 891-107; Morris Bornstein
et al., Soviet National Accounts for 1955," Center' for Russian
Studies.-The_University of Michigan, 1961 (mimeographed): and
Stanly Cohn, Derivation of 1959 Valu;-Added Weights for Origi
nating Sectors of Soviet Gross National Product, Technical Paper
RAC-TP-2{0. The Research Analysis Corporation,-McLean. Va..
1966. -

Richard Moorsteen and Raymond P. Powell, The Soviet Capital
Static. 1028-1962, app. P, Richard D. Irwin, Homewood, Ill., 1966;
Norman -Kaplan, The Record of Soviet Economic Growth, e; (
search Memorandum 6169, The Rand Corporatton, Santa Monica,
Calif.,-1969; and Stanly Cohn; -General Growth-Performance of
the Soviet-Economy," Economic Performance a#d the _Military
Burden in the Soviet Union.. US Congress; Joint Edonomic Cord-
mittee, Government Printing Office, Washington, D,O., 1970, pp.-

..917.



Distribution of ScrrietGNP by sector of origin for a._
base-yeariviikconstintriee---getivity indemfogeach
secharto estitnit%:tAc real growty of Soviet'GNP in .

the prices of the base yen.f. The mast recent study
by lee, who eiistrueted_end-use accounts for 1955--
75 5

This Paper coinbihes the sector-of-origin and end-uie_
approaehee to estimating the real grOivtlf ofSaiet.
GNP. first, the GNP-aecounts are 'constructed for
1970 in established prices following the Bergson
model. Second,.the income side of the GNP account ,is
rearranged by sector of orighi. Thirdi GNPby sector--
of ortgin is converted to-factor-rost,priers,--and the
factor cost correction is carried over t2,0NP by end
use 'Via an estimated 1970 input-oUtput rable. Fourth,

_

indeies in 1970 prices are constructed foipeh-sector-
of-origin and end-use componenqFinally, the eo
not inde re combined using th01-§7Q weights t

factor 0 s to estimate thereal irowth of Soviet
GNP ector of origin and end use. Theresults
are intended treasure changes in both production
potential and actual resource allocation Over. time:

The maindifference betwel` /IMP and-GNP is that..
-,--re/MB.dotts not ineliide:the-VabieAddedin-the-produc-----

Lion ofmost.seiyides, aka capital consumptidn allow
once 'a To t uild an estimate-of-prst.P from Sovief data

_

these..,twa quantitie, which represented about 25
pereeht of GNI-1ri 1970; nidst, be estimated' in the
desired defail: Historically; production of 'the exelud-
e4 seryi-ces has gtown more sl owly than theAther. c

_Components of GNP and,,therefore, this difference in
coyer-age has imparted an upward bias to the growth

- of.1%.17MV.5
(7

Soviet Natio/Pal Income Da '
The Central-Statistical - istration of the Soviet
Union compiles its own measure of aggregate econom-
ic activity, usually labeled net material product
(NMP) in the West.' The anntaaltSoviet statistical
handbook, Norkhoz_19, proirffieSdata can total
Soviet NNW, including five sector-of-Origin and two
end-use components. There are -t ee principal reason,s_
for compiling an independent inde Soie
is activity ratter than accepting the SoViet a
(1) there-are important differences in coverage c-

cen NMP- and GNP, (2) we do not have sUfficient
knowledge,o1 the methodological base of the 'NMP
data, and (3) the Soviet-data inPurported constant
prices are subject to major price distortions.

Vv. T. Lee, "USSR Gross National Product in Established Prices,_
1455-1975," Jahrbuch der Wirtschaft Osteuropas, vol. 81979,
399:429.
The actual Soviet term (riarsiortal'niy dokhod) translates as

Motional income." Since the same term is used in Western GNP
accounting for a different concept, the: Soviet term is referred to as
net material product; it measures the net value added in the
production of material goods.

.Thornission bf depreciation_from NMP affects the
gro-vith rate if Vital depreciation grows more rapidly
than the-other elements of value-added, or if thebase-
year distribution of deprecialiorkaineng the- sectors'or
origin differs.tharkedly frorilttliC distribution of the
retraining components of value added. The Available
data are not sufficient to inferihe direction of the bias
-in the growth rate of NMP. 'due to the omission of
depreciation. The exclusion ofdepreciation does. of

.course, affect the absolute size Of NMP.
_ .

The oviet Government regularly publishes annual
-.data on totarNMP-Produced in bath current and
constant prices; but the fivesectdr-of-origin-compo-
nenis are given only in current prices. Annual data
are alsO published in current in-lea-for "NMP used,-
disaggregated.info two end tis6"conSuiriptiOn" and
"accumulation- and` other outlays-%-similar data in
constant prices have been published only for -recent
fiveyear periods. Even if suitable deflators do* be
deviseci,-the published sectoral disaggregations are far
too few-to support .systerriatie analysis of structural: _-

changes ip the economy or to provide a uatedata
r economic modeling.

The problems in using:the P data are Complicated
by gaps in our knowledge about the methodology used
to compile the daia. The Soviets have never published

msie ToWard a ReCariCiiialian cif Marxist and Western
Measures af National Income, US Central Intelligence Agency,
WashirTgtorc D.C. 1978, for a- more detailed discussion-of the
differenc= between the GNP and NMP concepts.,



-a manupi setting out their procedures in detail: The
nearest thing to such -a manual %v-as prepared by the
CEMA secretariat for pOliCation by the United
Nations." This document set&out only the general
procedures and states that individual-nations of
CEMA-freouently diverge fi-om them. Various Soviet
authors, including some known to hold iniportant
positions in the Central Statistical Administration_
have published books on NMP. It is never clear,
however, whether these books-represent official state-
rnents or persongl opinions. The lack of knowledge of'
Soviet N.-Mgpractices makes it difficult to know how
to adjust NMP in order to reach GNP. The dividing
line between NMI) and -GNP is"not always clear, and
the -user of the NMP data is _left to guess the correct
interpretation.'

- assign each_ new product a price high enough to --
recover research,-development, and introductory pro-

-ductiontosts. After ihase initial costs are reciivered,
the price of the new product is supposed to be lowered
and a Permanent price established. In.pr#tice, how
ever, pricing procedures are used by Soviet managers
to inflate the growth of °input in two ways. Often old
product's areiltered slightly and declared to be new
products with unjustifiably higher prices, and genu-
inely new products ire allowed to retain their intro-
ductory price as a permanent-price. In both cases, the

_unjustifiably.hiih price is used by the Soviets as the.
base-year price needed for the constant -price output

:calculation. Thelmpact of the new-productpricing-
problem twill be greatest in thosesectors with a high _
rate of innovation,- primarily the machinery and
chemicals branches of industry in the Soviet Union.'

=The -third principal reason:foemaking independent
GNP estimates is that Soviet data on the real growth
of NMP and,sectoral output thvolve considerable
overstatement. Soviet NMP incrkased 57 percent in
constant prices and 51 percent in current prices from
1970 to 1979, which implies deflation in the Soviet
Union since 1970." In contrast, most studies by
Western scholars indicate that there is persiftent
inflation -iii the Soviet Union 'both overt and re-
pressed. For example, Cohn:allocated the difference
in the'_growth rates of Westeritestimates-of Soyiet '-
GNP and .,Snviet NMP to diff6rences in (1)eoverage,
(2) the weights assigned to each se9tor,.and (3) sectoral'
growth sates. He-found the latter to(be the most
important."

.
The chief cause of the difference in sectoral groWth
rates in the postwar_ $eriod is believed to be the Sovie
method of accounting for the'prodnetiori of new
industrial products. In constructing an output sgr'i'es in
constant prices, d price must be imputed to products
introduced after the base year.,In'theory, the Soviets

Basic Principles of the System of Balances of the National
Economy, United Nations,'INew York, 1971. '
" SCC Abrahaei S. Becker, "National Income Accounting in the
USSR," in Treml and Hardt, by 115-119, fora discussion of
problem
"Narkhoz 1979, p. 405.

Stanly H. Cohn, "National Income Growth Statistics," in Treml
and Hardt. pp. 1313-137. For a Tecerg look at inflation in general see
Alec Nave, Political Economy,and Soviet Socialism. 0_ 11.
George Allen & Unwin, London, 1979.

The Plan of the Paper
This paper is divided into twb main parts.Part I
presents and analyzes the results; detailed description'
of the construction of individual sector indexes is
reserved for tT7'appendixes. The first sections exam-
ine the estimated growth rats for both total GNP and
its_principal coMPPIztallt§, thepercentatge distribution
of GNP over tinip,.major shifts- in resource allocation,
the 'growth of pee c4pita coAumption ;Rd interna-
Donal copparisons of the gi-owth and structure of the
goviet economy The final sections of parl1 assess the
accuracy and reliability of the resirlts. , ..

-Part Il setsout the methodology used to construct
base-year weft hts in factor-cost prices ffnd the indexes
of real economic activity. The methodology itself is
presented in four Sections: the ..ccounting framework,

rmthe valuation proble.conversion of the is4 GNP
accounts from established prices to fact&-cost prices,
and the construction of constant-priceactivity index-
es. :The final suction briefly describes the nature of the
various end-use ancl4sectortoforigin indexeS.

"See-Comfracing Planned and Actual Growth of Industrial Output
-in Centrally Planned Economies, Central Intelligente Agency-
Washington, D.C., 1980, p._6; and. Rush V. Greenslade, "Industrial
Production Satisties in the. USSR," in Treml anti.Hardt., pp. 181 -
186, for discussions of the new-product price issue.



PPondikApontains_theidetair:_ -statistical reSults of
iistud3tAppendixes B and C doeuraerit the_nteth,

Oda logics used to construat thoseindiVidUal Scoter-of-
Origin and end-use increxes'not described elsewhere.
Apperutx D describes the revisions in the 1970 estab-

_lished-pride accounts, and appendix E describes the
methodology Used to convert the 197tTestablished-

--Pricp values to a factor-cost hasis.



Soviet Economic Growth
in Perspective

National economic accounts constructed" for the Sovi-
et Union along conventional_Western lines confirm
that thd Soviet economy has experienced rapid growth
since 1950. The output of the Soviet Union in 198Q
was about four times the level in 1950-(f1gtire 1), the
result of an average annual growth rate of'4.7 perceht.

Changes in Soviet GroWth Since 1950
The pace of advapee over this 30-year period, howev-
er, hai not been steady; In fact, annual rates of
growth have been characterized by both wide year-tri
year swings and a pronounget downward trend (figure
2). Despite this volatilitY,-"in- absolute fall. in GNP
from one year to the next that is a. negative growth
ratehas been extremelyrare!'iThe downward trend

-shows up clearly in average annual rates of GNP
growth for each of the five-year plan periods between

1-9c0-and` 1980 ."

Figure 1

Grflwth of Soviet GNP

Sr 19707190

Five-Year Period -

1951-55
1956-60

1966,7
1971705

1976-80

Average AnnhalYe'rcentage
Growth:

I

40

20

These' data suggeit that the Soviet economy has been
in a strong growth slide since the late 1960s, and that

" All of the results presented here are in terms of 1970 factor-cost
prices unless otherwise stated. Part II discusses the rationale for
using these synthetic prices. I

"The single occurrence is 1963 when an enormous reduction iri the
inventory of livestock following a disastrous harvest drove the

growth rate doWn to 1_1 percent This decline is probably
elaggerated because the livestock index uses an average value per
head and'mosi of the animals which were slaughtered in 1963 were
relatively- low-valued young livestock. -

the average growth rate in the late 1970s was barely
half the rate of 10-years earlier."'

-The wide year-to-year fluctuations in Soviet growth
are due primarily to swings in agricultural production.
Agriculture still represents a large part of the Soviet _

Conventional average annual rate-of-growth calculations are sub
ject to potential distortion if either of the end years_ is abnormal.
Alternative calculations basid on procedures developed by Boris
Pesek. ".Economic Growth and its Measurement," Economic Devel-
opment and Cultural Change 9, April 1961, pp. 295-315 to reduce
this source of distortion yield results which show only small
differences in the rates of growth calculated above. The Pesek
average annual growth rates for the five-year periods listed in the
tabulation above are: 1951-55, 5.5; 1956-60, 5.8; 1961-65, 4.8;
1966-70, 5.1: 1971-75, 4.0; and 1976-80, 2.6 percent per year.



Annual Soviet GNP Growth Rates.

Figure= _=

Growth Rates of Soviet GNP and Agriculture

-economyL-14 percent of GNP produced in 1980
(measured in 1970 prices). As a result of geoclimatic
limitations and cropping practices, Sovietagricultural
output is subject to largeyariations." It not at all
unusual for agrictiltural output to fall from one year-
to the next,ibut such deelines usually have been
followed by areturn- to more normal weather and
therefore a more normal level of output from agricul-
ture in the following years. The recovery shows up as
a-very high growth rate of GNP in the year after a
shortfall-in agriculture, inoducing a distinct saw-tooth
pattern to annual growth rates in GNP (figure 3).

_

While agriculture is the major source of iharp annual
swings in GNP groWth, industry, with its large weight
in total GNP (37 percent in 1980 in 1970 prices),
appears to be the major source of the secular decline

in growth Industrial growth, although generally ex-
ceeding that of GNP, has slowed from The8- to 12-
percent-per-year range in the 1950s to the 3 -'to 4-
percent-per-year range in the late 1970s (figure 4).

The Evolving Structure of the Soviet Economy'
The structure of the Soviet espnerny has changed

dramatically since 1950 (figure 5).a' By far the most
important chahge has been the decline in the share of
GNP produced in agriculture And the-steady increase
in the share produced in industry. Other notable
trends are the growing importance of transportation
and-;surprisingly the declining relative importance
of the service sector.

"Year -to-year variation in Soviet agricultural output is three times
greater Alan in the United States. See Douglas B. Diamond and
W. Lee Davis, "Comparative Growth in Output and Productivity in
US. and U.S.S.R. Agrieulture,- _TEC, 1979, vol. 2, p. 20.

/" The percentage shares of GNP are calculated in 1970 fact -

prices. A more accurate portrayal of changes in the structure of
--GNP would be obtained by computing the-shares in current factor-
cost prites. Unfortunately, those data are not currently available.



Growth Rates of Soviet GNP andjndustry
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Distribution of Soviet GNP by Sector of Origin.

s a result of the Soviet Union's long-term pokey of
emphasizing industrial develotment, the Share of
GNP created in industry has increased steadily from
20 percent in 1950 to 37 percent in 1980. The rate of
growth of industry's share of GNP has been slowing,
however, and haschanged little in the late 1970s.
Aruong the branches of industry, the machinery and
chemicals branches have had the highest growth
rates. Y y-nhachigerc share of GNP has risen from 6
percent_in,1950-tb 14=perce-nt 1980,while the
chemicals share =has risen from 1 le 3 percent of

-GNP.'

decrease, the repercussions of its future fluctuations
on GNP growth should diminish. .

The demand for transportation, communications; and
trade services is derived for-the Most par 'from
growth of industry and construction: Consequently,
the.share of these three sectors in GNP.has grown:
significantly: -

Percentage Share Of GNP =,

1950 1960 1970

Transportation 3:9- 6.8

Comunurlications

Agridulture's share of GNP has dropped ,from 31 Trade 4.

...percent in 1950 to 14Percent in 198(ItAsdisciissed
above, fluctuation in the indei of agricultural product -,
flop is thedominnt,cause of fluctuation in thetrowth
rate olGNP. Since the reittive importance of agricul-
ture in the Siviet economy probably will continue to .

In particu ar, the increase in the shU of G-N
p_roduced,m-thelransportation sector. can be ttribut-
ed to the increasing size of the industrial sectqr,
.relies on transportation to.movq raw materials and

_ ,

2' See IEC, Industry, for-an-analysis-of the development
_industry.



pri:iduc'ts; the increasing specialization within iAdus- .Fignre
.try, which leads to-more transportation Of semiproc-
essed materials; and the shifting of inchistrial prodrith.

.. isttibution ofSo;Ie'''t GNP by End-Use
tion toward Siberia, which leads _to longer shipping _: . --

distances to _reach the European population centers. P gent
Within the transport sector itself, the'Share of rail o

transport has been steadily falling: rail freightkLans-.
port accounted for 86Vercent of total freight tevenue

13in 1950 in the mole. used in this study to estimate 8°

the contributi of this sector.to GNP and only 47.
percent-in 1980, as air and truck freight transport
expanded _rapidly from minuscule levels.

The share f GNP produced in the service sector has 0
-.declined fr rri 29 percent in 1950 to 20 percent in
1970-.22 Thi decline has been shared by almost all of
the individu services; only science has shown any 20

,appreciable-g w.th as a-share of GNP, rising from 1.1
percent of GNP in 1950 to 2.3 percent in 1980. The
decreasing share of GNP produced in the service
sect-or is contrary to the-experience of most

--nations:_Normankanincrease in:the income
nation le.acls-to above-average growth in the d
for services. The-below-average-growth of servi
the -USSR suggestt a deliberate policy to restrai

. development of services.

CveloOing
Vol of a

and
es in

the

Changing Patterns of Output Use- -
Accompanying the shifts in the producing structure of
the Soviet economy has been a changing pattern.of
output use since 195.Q. The dominant trend is the
increasing share of GNP which is allocated toinvesf-
ment at the expense of most other use categdries.
Measured in 1970 prices, expenditures on investment
have climbed from 14 percent of GNP in 1_950 to 33

percent in 1980 (figure 6). The growth of investment
reflects-partially the traditional SoViet emphasis on
growth through rapid increases in capitalstock'
Moreover, there. has been-a pronounced change,in the
structure of investment. The share of expenditures for
the sum of Producer durables and new constructiqri
allocated to producer durables alone has risen frorn.22
percent in 1950 to 39 percent in 1980.1 This shift

"The service sector ipcludes housing, utilities. repair and personal
care, recreation, education, health, setencc, credit-and insurance, _45

and government administrative services:
"Table A-6. nil change in the structure of Soviet investment is
analyzed by Boriaturnor, The Dynamics of the Capital Coefficient
of USSR Industrial-Output: Investment Process in Soviet Induilry,
National Council for Soviet-and East European Research. 1981.

reflects the increasing emphasis toward reequipping
and, modernizing existing production sites rather than
creating entirely new4acilities. The growth rate for
investment has slowed shark; however,frotn 11 5
percent per year for the 1950s to an average of 5.8
percent per year since 1960. The direct consequence

.

of slower investment giowth is a smaller contribution
to GNP growth through a larger capital stock.

Defense is a major claimant on Soviet resources._
Although no data. are presented totalhere on totadefense
expenditures, it is believed that total defense expendi-
tures amounted to 11 to 13 percent of GNP in 1970
and have increased at an average annual-rate-of4 to-5

percent per year since 1965:24 Since this rate is
somewhat above the growth in GNP during that
period, the share-of GNP allocated to defense has

Alloeation of Resources in the Soviet IlmOn1 980, US Con-
vas, Joint Economic Committee, Government Printing pflice,
Washington, D.C.. MI, p. 124.



increased slightly since 65. Total defense expendi-
tures are not presented as a separate end-use category
because we believe that some defenseexpenditures are
contained in several other components of GNP. In-
vestment probablY Jncludes the procurement of,-corn-
mon use, durables, such as trucks and transport air
craft, and the construction of military facilities:-
Science probably is very heavily weighted toward
defense expenditures. Other defense expenditures
could well be contained in administratiOn, education,
and health expedditures. Because of runny uncertain-
ties, no estimate - is made here of the values of defense
expenditures included in the other end-use categories.
Estimates of total defense expenditures have been
made by the CIA independent of the GNP accounts.
These data are presented for reference in appendix C.

Consumption has declined as a share of GNP from 60
percent in 1950 to 54 percent in 1980. Consul-ill:4km
consists of two principarcomponalts;gcrods-and:serv,---
ices, which have shown similar growth rates. The
consumption of goods has grown at an annual rate of

4:3-ciereerit-ner-Yeaisiiiee .1950 and Sari/ices at-4:2
percent compared with 4.7 percent for GNP. As a

, the consumer goods share of GNP has declined
from 38 percent in 195Gto 34 percent in 1980, while
the consurner services Share has declined from 22 to
20 percent. Within consumption, there have been
sizable structural changes. The consumption of food
-has declined sharply as a-share of GNP,-frorn---32
percent in 1950 to 23 percent in 1980, _while the
consumption of soft goods and durables has risen as a
share of GNP frdrn.6 pierce 1950 to 1 1 percent in
1980.

with growth trends in other countries_during the same..
period. These trends can be measured in terms-of --

GNP growth, priorities in output use, and growth in
per capita consumption.

--Comparisons-of GNP Growth. Table 1 compares the
average. annual rates of-growth of GNP for the &Met
Union and.of gross domestic product; (GDP) for
selected OECD countries." For the entire:1951790
period, the figure for the Soviet 'Union is "roughly in-
the middle of the OECD range. Jipan, West Germa-

_ny, Spain, and Turkey clearly achieved faster growth
than the;Soyiet Union, and several other nations
achieved rates close to the Soviet figure. In compari-
son- with the United States, the Soviet Union consis-
tently enjoyed a higher growth rate until the late;:
1970s. The average annual growth rite Of Soviet
GNP is a full percentage point higher than that of the
United States for the entire 1951-79 period. Since

71970, however, the gratitth rate of Soviet GNP has
declined steadily, while the US growth rate has
continued at roughly an unchangedqempe_As

t1 `US-dildSdviet economies grew ny al> iost
the same average rates in the 1970s.

Trends in per capita consumption are more useful _.
indicators of the inipact on living standards of re--
sonrces'allocated to consumption than are trends in
total consurnption. Measured at factor cost, Soviet per
capita consumption has grown at an average-annual
rate of 2.9 percent-since 1950, but only 2.2 percent
since 197Greflecting both the overall slowdown in
Gis1P growth and the falling share of consumption in
GNP.

Soviet Growth in International Perspective
Without doubt the Soviet economy has achieved rapid
growth since 1950. This performance, however; can
best beinterpreted and understood when compared

Priorities in Output Use. Another way of comparing
the perforfnance of the Soviet and OECD economies
is to examine the patterns of output use: Table2
shows the percentake distribution of the GDP of
several OECD countries and of the GNP of the Soviet
Union among Consumption, investment, and all other
expenditures. The data for the Soviet Union are not
strictly comparable with those for the OECD coun-
tries because. Soviet Government expenditures for
health, education, and physical culture are'included in
consumption. These expenditures were equal to 5.5
percent of Soviet-,GNP in 1970 and serve to inflate
Soviet consumption data relative to the OECD data.'

Theshare of Soviet GNP allocated-to investment,
measured in 1970 prices, has steadily increased
&mil 14 percent in 1950 to 32 percent in 1979while

"The difference between GNP and GDP for the. Soviet Union'is
negligible and can be ignored for these comparisons.
"JEC, Consumption Comparison, makes careful adjustments for
these definitional differences and obtains similar changes in the
consumption shares to those shown in table 2. The absolute levels-of
the adjusted consumption shares, as expected, are higher.



Table 1

Average Annual Rate of Growth of National Product for Selected
OECD Countries (GDP) and for the USSR (GNP)

1951 -55 a 1956 -60 1961-65 1966 -70 1971-75 97642 , 1951-79

Tota1DECD

-Or which

NA NA 5.2 4.8 NA

Canada- 5.2 4 5.7 4. 0 .7 4

Unmted States 4.2 4.6 31 =x.2,3 4.4 i 34

Japaa. 72 6 10.0 12 2 5.0 5.9

Austral 8 4 0 4. 6.0 33 2A . 4.2

New 4;0 -- 4.9 2:7 4.0 ' 0

nland 5.0 4 4. 4.8. 3.9 :2.5. 4.2

once 3.7 5.0 5 5.4 4.0 .7 4.6

est Germany 9.2 6.5 5.0 4A 2 4,0 5

Italy 5.6 5.5 --%.5.2 6.

Netherlands 5.9 -. 4.0 4.8 5.5 3.2 4A

Norway .8 4.8 3,7 4.6 4.2

Spain 5.2 3.2 8.5. 6.2 5.5 2.5

Sweden 3.4 A 51 723 ' 1.1--

4.9 4.3 5.1 4.2 0. OM 33

4.6 6,6 7. 4 6

4.1

5.3

-3.4 4

Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom

.9

Data in column 1 for Japan and the United Kingdom are for 1953-
55; for Finland, France, West Germany, Italy,-andihe Nether-- -
lands-1952-55: and for New Zeqland and Spain-1955 only The
corresponding data irbolumn 7 are for 195349, 1952779, and 1955-
79. respectively.

NA - not available.

Sourees: OECD data are from National Aec4nts of OECD
Countries, OECD, Paris, 1981, except for the value for total OECD
for 1961-65. The latter value is from the 1980 edition of the same
publication. USSRdata are from table A-5.



Table 3 -
-

. Average Annual Rate of Growth of. Per Capita Commotion in
Selected OECD Countries and the USSR

Per=

1951-55 1956-60 196165 1966=70 1971-75_ 1976-79 951-79

Total OECD NA NA 3.7 7.i 2.8 3.1 ANA

Of which
Canada
Upited States

2.5 2.1 2.6 2.7 2 2.4 2.9
1.5 I.0 2.8 2.7 , 2.0 3.4 2.2

Japan 7.0 _ _ _6. .6 _;4.8 3.9 6.6

Australia- - 0.4 . 0.9 2.5= 2.9 2.5 .7

New Zealand NA NA 5 1.2 0.7

Finland 3.7 2.0 5.0 4. , 3.6 3.4

France 3.7 2 4.5 4.0 4.1 3.6 9

West GerMany 8:1 5.5. 4.1 =4.0 2. 7 4.6

Italy =

Netherlan
3.9 4.1 . 5.3 6 2.6 4.0

3.4 2.3 4.9 4.9 2. 3.5

Norway -1.8 2.2 2.6 19 3.2 1.9 2.5

Spain 4.6 1.5 7.3 '4.8 .6 4

----_,Swerien 8 1.8 3.6 -- _ 23. 0 9--
Switzerland 4 3.1 3.0 1.4 2.1- 2.2

. Turkey -5.9 1.9 1.8 3.0 4 - 1.7

United Kingdom 2.2 2:0 1.6 2.0 2.4 -1.22

USSR _ 3.8 .2.1 2.6

a Data in column 1 for Japan and the -United Kingdom Ire for -1953-
55; for Finland, France, West Germany. Italy, and the Nether=
lands1952-55; and For Spainl 955 only. The corresponding dal'
in column 1 are for 1953-79, 1952-79, and.1955-79, tespective111.-
The value in column 7 for New Zealand is for 1961-79:-

NA -ft available.

Sources; See sources to table 1 for the OECD consumption data. The
USSR consureptioadata.are from table A-9. The population data
for all countries are from World Population 1979. US Bureau drthe
Census, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1980, and
Demographic Estimates for ntries With a Population of 10
Million or More: 1981. US Bur of the census, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 981, and World Population

-1977,-US Bureau of the Census, Ghrnment Printing Office,
Washington. D.C., 1978.

_



e share=allocated to consumption has decreased by 7
percentage points. The only other: country-to have a _

sittilar change in output-use patterns is Japan,-where
investment has risen from 15 -w 33 pel-ccht of GDP,
while_Private consumption has fallen-Krim 63 to 55

Table 4 .

Percentage Distribution of 1960 and 1976 Soviet.
GNP by Sector of Origin in Current and 1970
Established Prices

pereent.-MOst of `the other OECDscolintris show
Seither stable patterns of distribution or shifts from tor

private contraption to other (mostly government}
expenditures.

Growth in`Per Capita Consumption. Table 3 corn
pares the .average annual' growth rates of per capita A

Tansp=consumption-foi-selected-OECD-courrtries and the r ortation

USSR. There is considerable variance amongnoun- Communications

tries and time Periods, The USSR compares quite Trade

favorably with most OECD countries but lags well semces
_behind Japan and West Germany. Deelining Soviet Other

growth - shows up clearly in the Soviet data, with the Sources: Thedata in 1970 prices are derived by using the indexes in
table A-5 and the established-price weights in table D-7. Thegrowth rate of per capita consumption falling to 1.7 methodology is described in appendix A, See footnote 28 for the data

percent per year in 1976-79. in 1960 and 1976 prices.

Indust

71960 1976

1960 1970. 1970 1976.
Prices 'Prices Prices Prices
47.2 42.1 47.9 . 48.9

7..4pot= 7.9

16.8

7_9 8..4

0.8
5

0.6 0.5
4.6 4.5- 5 41

13.0 12,0 11.5

2.8 2.6 r, 1.9 1.9-

How Reliable Are= die Snthetic
-Measures of Soviet Growth?

The data used above to deScribe and interpret Soviet
economic growth since 1950 are based on convention -i
at Western national income concepts. While they rely
on published official Soviet data, they reflect numer-
ottsjudgrrients about both the meaning of Soviet data
and the best procedures for constructing the Western-
style accounts. The reliability and sensitivity ,.of the
synthetic GNP data can be examined in terms of the:
(l) sensitivity of the grOwth rate of GNP to the base

- year used, (2) patterns in the residual component of
the accounts, (3) comparison with official Soviet NMP
data, and-(4) corriparison with other Western esti-
mates of Soviet GNP.

Sensitivity to the Base Year Used
When the prices of one year are used to measure
gtowth over a 30-year span, growth rates in years far
from the base year can be distorted because of

-changes in intersectoral price relationships.27 As a
check on the severity of this priablem, current-price

r` Bergson concludes that the long-term decline of the Soviet GNP
growth rate is understated on this account. See Abram Bergson,
-Conclusions," The USSR in the I980s, NATO-Directorate of
Economic Affairs, NATO; Brussels, -1978, pp. 231-242..

Nl accounts -for the-USSR---Weredonstructedfor--
1960 and 1976? The distribution of GNP by sector of
origin in 1960 and 1976 in ctirrcnt and 1970 estab-
lished prices is compared in table 4.29 In 1960

_
the

irtiary difference is that agriculture has a 1o'er
t in 1960 prices-than in 1970 prices, a result

which reflects the faot that price increases for= agricul-
tural output between 1960 and l'97() were: greater -

than those for other sectors.

The rates of growth of GNP obtained by-using 1960,
1-970, and 1976 as a base year are compared in the
following tabtlation:
Average-Annual Percent Growth of GNP

Period 1960 Prices 1970 Prices" 1976 Prices

1951-60 -6.6 6.2

1961-70 5.5 5.3

1971-80 3.4 3.2

6.1

5.2

" These accounts are not included in this report, but were
constructed using the same Methodology as described in this report
for 1970.
-7' Because of the problems inherent in using Soviet established
prices for measuring the growth of GNP (discussed in part It) a
nidre informative comparison would be in factor-cost prices. At this
time, however, data for 1960 and_1976 in current factor-cost prices
are lint available.



_-,fluctuations.-in.SovietGNP arc Captutecr fairly_accu- .z, difference between the.growth r _computed by
BeekOr and in this study arises frryrn the lower growth= in study
ratebf onsurription derived `versus 3.5
Percent Or year) This "difference in _ turn results

.

latgely from Elecker'suse of Sovietitriee.indexes to
deflate the retail Sales data as oppad to-the use of
physiealsuiantity -anconsumption d r, rodUction data

=

ratelyin our 6ta. The continued close relationship of-
both measures after 1978 suggests that our estimates
of the growth rate of total GNP are aceurate, and
that the apparent underestimate_of outlays .nte.c. after
1978 noted above resultS from an overestimate of
other enthuse cam vents : --

Comparison.TWith Other Western Estimates
A number of other estimates of Soviet GNP have -

been compiled by Western scholars, although none is
as comprehensive or recent as those presented here.
Most of these estimates 'concern the 1950s or early
1960s. The tabulation beloy compares the average
annuar rate of groWth of total GNP derived in these
other Western studies with the corresponding value.
derived in this study:12

Period Othcr Western StudleS= Aviragt Annual
of Soviet GNP Rate of growth

Derived in This .

Average Annual- Study (Percent)
-Rate of Growth
(Percent)

1951.55 1Bergson -
1951--61 Moorsteen and 7.4

Powell

Author

1951 -65. Kaplan
1951.69 Cohn
1956-75
1959-64 Becker_

6..

5.5

5.5

5.7

5.5

thi§study.Sithilarly, most of the dMerenci between
Bergsoa's estimate and the erre ohtainecl fiere is the
much loiter rife of consurrip.----t-io'n derived in
this study.Again;Bergsbn uses 504,ii price indexes to
deflate the retail sales component 9f' consumption.
Lee's data are-essentially in -current -prices and this
undoubtedly accounts for most of iltr,e difference be-
tween _his results_ and those ebtalnod here.

The studies-by _Moorsteefa and Povve=---=11, Kaplan, and .
Cohn-all use a -set of base-year, statcunr -of-origin
weights and a set of correspiondiok pliroduction indexes
in order to estimate the growth rare of .GNP. The
growth rate obtain4Ifere_is lowci tan that of
Moorsteen and Powell prirnarilylocc=ause of-dif nt

--weights:The 1950 arnplicit-weiging fT-or _industryla
high-growth sector) in this-study Ate = lower and-the
weightsforagritulture and housirig sr (low-growth sec;
tors) are higher. The Kaplan growth rate is higher -
mainly because industry is assigritii E a higher weight
and the average growth rate of indutry is a full
percentage point.higher. The Caw mr-rowth rate is
nearly. these= as the-one obtain61:1 here:

7.7 _ 5.0
5.8 4.8,

It is readily apparent that in each case the growth rate
_derived in this Study is lower, and in some cases the
difference is considerable. The studies by Bergsoir,
Becker, and Lee estimate the growth of GNP as the
sum of end-use expenditures. About 60 percent of the

rgson, 1961, p. 149; Moorsteen and Powell. Soviet Capital
h. pp. 623-624; Kaplan, Soviet Economic Growth. p. 14; Cohn,

"Growth of the Soviet Economy," p. 17; W. T. Lee, "USSR Gross
National Product, p. 413; and Becker.-1969, p. 128.



---_Part II
_ 'Methodology :

.:The estimation of Soviet GNP and its thaw over
time presents several thorny Methodological problems.
This part first summarizes the major issues in formu-
lating an accounting structure and devising a set of
synthetic prices that will be in accord with the
Western theoretical model f national intorneValua-
lion and growth measurernnt A discussion of Ihe
construction-of out 1970 base-year accounts :using
Soviet official prices-and their conversion to our
synthetic pricearfolloWs.

Having described the base -year accounts, the discus
m

-

shiftson then shifts to the methodological problems in-
volved immeasuring the growth of nviet ONP over
time The central problem is bow to measure the real
growth of a diverse collection of goods and services

when lhe.relativeprices an_ d quantities are shifting.
Index number theory tells us that there is notsingle
answer...to this question. A summary of the problem is
provided here with additional discussion. of a few
specific problems that are particularly serious in the
Soviet case. Finally, all of the indexes used to measure
the growth of the various components of GNP by
sector ofor7.igin and end use and their underlying
methodologies are described.

The Accounting Framework

The accounts used to compute GNP are partially
determined by the institutional structure of the coun-
try involved. This section first describes the account-
ing units that comprise the Soviet economy and then
describes the main financial flows involving these
units. Next a number of definitional problems are
considered and the resulting differences between the

..US GNP accounts and those constructed here for the
Soviet Union are discussed.

The Accounting Units _ -

There are four important types of accounting units in
the USSR. The first two are khbzraschet enterprises
and So-called budget institutions, both of which area

state organizations.-The other two are the_collective
farm (kolkhoz).-which is part state and part coopers s:
tive, and the private holisehold.

KhozrasehetEnletprisei. A-khoiraschet erfterPrise is--
a state organization that operates on a profit-and loss--
basis. It sells its output, uses the Proceeds to purchase
its inputs, and thereby oLitains a profit or loss. The
enterprise,:hm.Vever,Imuset regulateproductiOn in con-
formity with the highly detailed state economic plan
and is in other ways Airectly administered by the
government. Although it differs operationally from a
.private corporation in the United States, a khorras-

.diet enterprise:wrn viewed from a-ONP accounting
dpoint, is similar to and treated much like a

private corporation- It is sirnilat hat the financial
relations between, a kly2;rale4( n ErprissanAtheL
state are conducted on a net rather than a gross basis.
The enterPrise is expected to be manage!" 'sufficiently
well to obtain enough profits to finance certain activi-
ties, and the amount of government revenues obtained
from the enterprise depends on its performance."

An enterprise's profit is disposed of according to
administrative rules. Most profits go to the state
budget, much like an income tax in the United States.
In 1979, for:example, 59` percent-of_the profits of
fthozrosellet enterprises were turned over to the bud
get. The government takes such a large share of the
profits because itis directly involved in the capital '
transactions' of khb±raschet enterprises; contrary to
the situation in a'private US corporationMost capital
investment is paid for by allocations from the state
budget. Retained profits of enterprises are used not
only for capital investment, but also for a variety of

It should not be forgotten that a khozrasc enterprise is a state
organization. All of its' apital stock is state owned and can be taken
away without compensation, just as the profits derived from the
operation of the state-dwned assets also can be taken away. The
director of an enterprise is appointed by the state and is chyged
with fulfillment in the most economical manner of the production
plan assigned to the enterprise.-



mated expenditures for maintenance. Household 9inancial flows are categorized as figt74s: Figure

-Hottsehld Income and Outlay Account

Outlays Incomes

4. I Goo& and serviCes
4.2 Net earnings from sales of
goodslnd services
4.3 Irriputed wages
4.4 Imputed net rent
4.5 Consumption in kind of
privateplot output -

4.6 Investment in kind of live-
stock
4.7 Imputed earnings from pri-

e housing construction

4.8 Rent of owriir-xcupied housing
4.9 Sales of servitti
4:10 Saks of new housing _

4_11 Sales of tgricultural products
to thd-state add irivate consufription
4.12.1mputed salad in kind con-
sumption of private plot output
4.13 Imputed solo of in 'rind invest-
ment in livestat

Soviet End-71E15e and Sector-of-Origin GNP Categories

End-Use Catore Sector-of-Origin Categories

Consumption
Corisumer

Food_
Animal
Process -v=4 fc
Basic fcrmods
Beverat=ses

Soft good
©itrables:

Consumer sms-vices
Housing
Utilities
Transportion
Cornmuniations
Reptir an personal ca e
Recreatio=r
Education

. Hfalth
Ingstment

New fixed irk-vestment

rations and Conventions
or Classifications. Three meastres of GNP are

calc ated, based alternatively-on end use, income
flows and sector of origin The end vs are, as-in
Western accoUnts, consumption, invcs:mcnt, govern- .
merit and net exports. Tile detailed end.use catego-
ries are listed in figure 9. Consuniptionis divided into
goods and services. Goods-corprise four types of food

= (animal Products, basic foods, processed foods, and
beverages), soft goods,' and durables Services corn-
prise housingrenis (cash -and imputed), utilities, trans-

-wortation, communications, repair and perSOna.1 care,
recreation, education and health. Some services are, s

purchased by consumers, and some are partly paid_ for
by the governmelt.15 Other services either are not
available to SOviet consumers, or there are no data
with which to estimate them: For example, financial
and real estate servicesfurnished to householdg are
negligible, and privately supplied services of lawyers,
doctors, dentists, and teacherscannot be estimated
adequately, especially over time. Our 1970 weights,
however, do include some estimates of private health
and educational services.

`,...

Soviet investment- differs from_ the end-use category in
the US GNP accounts by the inclusionof investment
in kind in livestock and expenditures on capital
Contriry to Western practice, the Soviets make de-

repair
'predation deductions for- capital repair and account

Machiner d'nd equipment
Construct .on and other

capital tutlay.s
Net additimons- to livestock

Capital repa_d
Other governrnrit. expenditures

Government _.=dministrative
service -

General awicultural pro-
gram's

Forestry
State adrnecnisuatiern and -

the adinamistrative or- .

gans of vial organiza-
. Lions

ulture
Municipal servijts
Civilian pcIice

Research arna developritent
Outlays n.e.c

Industry
_ Ferrous metals
- 'Nonferrous metals

Fuel
Electric power
Machinery =

Chemicals -

Wood, pulp, and paper
Construction materials
Light industry
Food industry
Cith'er industry

Construction
Agriculture
Transponation
'Communications
Trade
Services

Housing
Uuhties_- v _________

Repaie'and personal care
Reereation

- Education
Health _

Science .

Credit and insurance
Government administrative

services
Genei'al agricultural progr -
Forestry
State administration and the

administrative organs of
social organizations

Culture-
Municipal services
Civilian police .

Militan,Personnel
Other branches

for these ex 1=yeriditures separately_ from current repair.
In the Unites States, some repairs of this sort are,
onsidered -7-i_irrent expense and not included in GNP;
thers are capitalized and included with new fixed

investment_ The Soviet investment expenditures re-
ported in tit Narkhoz include investment by state

"Sec _MC, Consumption, for a discussion of the rationale for
including government-paid services With consumption.



enterprises, the government, and ko/kAahozy for m
cbinery and equipment, coristruction-irEnstallation
work; design worksand other capital evittlays, and also
investment by priVate!rouseholds for Iwousing. New

r - fixed investment,-aidfined in the 'reconstructed GNP
accounts, for the. USSR, also, includes rznet additions -to
livesteek, iihich'arepart of-inventory E-Rnvestment in
the IJS!accourits, Ineontrast to the Untraited States, the
Soviets include the cost of installing a-machinery in
construction expenditures. These expeses would be--
part of investment in machinery ir3 the = United States.

Because of_the different scope of go;er-irnment activity
in the SovietUnionigovernment experiiditures are ::
treated somewhat differently than in _JS GNP. The
Soviet Government provides a wide ram :rage of consumer
services without charge. Government cw7.-urrent expendi
tures for health, education, and recrea' tional services
are classified here aiconsumption ratier than as -
governrndnt eiiacriditures. The governiument, through
the state budget, alsopurchases alargezwe share of the-
ir-West-Merit goods andOstributes them- to various

----criganizations:-These expenditures are ar-treated as-in-
vestment rather than as government` e=Kpenditures.
Investment in the LIS accounts includs only private
investment; government investment is iianeluded-in
government eXpendithres. Included in tovernment
expenditures for The USSR are cirrren= outlays-for
governinent administrative services, reearch-and de-.
velopment, and a part of defense experaditures.,Gov-
ernment administrative services tirram consist of
outlays on cultural activities, municiparil services, civil-
ian police, general' agricultural prograramns, forestry,
and state administration and the adnirmistrative or-
jans of social Organizations.

- -

charges for-special- funds, taxes, depreciation, subsi7
dies-(as negative income), deductions Tram profits, and
other payments to the budget.

.The thiid basis of calculating GNP is-by sector of
-origin, aggregating.the income earned in each, sector
of production activity. The clssification Of the pro-
duction of goods-and services conforrns to Soviet .,=
definitions: industry, construction, agriculture, trans-

_

portation, comniUnieutions, trade, and services. Indus-
try is further broken down into 11 silbsectors and
services into nine- personnel and a' small
"'other branches" sector Complete the sectors of origin.
The list of sectors is shown in figure 9.

E_ h.typeof income earned in 1970 is allocated
.-amen-g the sectors of origin. The values assigned to

each sector are, then summed to form the 1970
weights for each sector. Each sector weight is then.
multiplied by a matching volume index to derive the
estimated grawth of real GNP.

Production 'Boundaries. The definition of a- final good-
er service-is not always clear in national income
accounting. The main source of uncertainty iswheth-
er government expenditures should be considered final
or intermediate Output. The decision in Western-
practice has been to declare all government purchases
of goods and services to be final output. The more
extensive scope of government activity-in the USSR
makes definition of final output still more difficult.
One major problem concerns science expenditures. In
the-United States, research and development is large --
ly financed by private corporations, and their expendi-
tures are considered intermediate purchases.The

_ research and development funded by governments is
considered final output, being treated as purchases
from the various industries that perform research and
development on government contract or as direct
purchases of materials-and wages of government
employees. Accordingly, in the US accountsftere is
not a separate-comprehensive-account for research
and development expenditures. In the Soviet Union,
most science expenditures are funded by the govern-
ment, and science is considered a separate sector. For
practical reasons, then, all Soviet science, expenditures

- The second basis of classifying GNP is -L by type of
income. This approach is not used er---imputing the
growth of real GNEhnt is used to' cons --&-truct the base-
year GNP- weights -.-The principal types- za: of household
incomes are state'i,v agerand salaries, Ic=olkhoz money
wage payments, net income from sales o- f farm prod-
ucts, consumption in kind of private ap=alcultural
production, earnings from private ser.viceS,.net rent
-from oWner-occupied housing, and net a income from
construction of privatehousing. The prTncipal types of
income in the puhlic'sector are retainel earnings,
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products. The purpcise of-Bergson's adjusted factor-
coststandard (AFCS) is to adjust:Soviet prices SQ that
they more closely approicimate the theoretical stand-

d.-This-section firSt_examines the basic nature of
oviet pricesand there describes Bergson's-AP-CS, its

Justification;and its limitations.

Soviet Established-Paces, , .

In most countries, GNP is computed only in terms of
market prices. The related prices in -the Sovrt Union
.y.p,are the so -called established prices."' Mosta ices in
the Soviet Union are established by admirustralive
_decision rather than by market forcel. They are
intended to cover material costs, wages, depreciation
allowances,-social security altawances, other direct

_costs, and a profit surchArge----in other wortjs, average
cost plus a-profif markup, While the profit surcharges
are intended to average about 15 percent of the stock
of fixed and workinpital, in Practice they are.

g-ca r
c puteo as a percentage of input costs. The costs
computed are those that would be incurred by an
average enterprise producing according to required

---liandards and following normal procedures, rather,
than the actual production-costs of any one enterprise.
Thus some enterprises' should make abovezaverage_
profits becanse of _better-than-averageproduction con
ditions,-While 'other enterprises will make less-than-
average profits or even losses. This method of price
formation, however, does not apply to all prices.
Agricultural prices include a bewildering array of
procurement, above-plan procarement,-direct deliv-
ery, zonal, and collective-farm-market prices. The
construction industry does not have a standard prod-
uct; hence, its prices are formed on a cost plus basis
:for -each construction project.

. . I
The profits' included in Soviet prices are intended to
cover the normal uses to which an enterprise is
allowed to put its profits while leaving enough for the .
heeds of thetate7bildget-.-Since the economic refOrms
in the late-1960s, the enterprises have been allowed to
form increased material incentive and other funds
from profits and have had to pay 'a..-charge to the state

erfor tt.use of enterprise capital stock. The allowance
for profits has, therefore, been increased.

Established prices in the eSSR have several aspects:
.t4at make them unsuitable as weights in computing
the real growth of the` Soviet economy. These aspects
include large turnovetaxei (levied primarily on
consumer goods), rapidlfgrowing sublidies on

industrial purchases of agricultural 'goads,
widely varying profit rates when computed as a return
_to capital, differential prices for the same good, and
inflated prices Of new products: Each of these prob- -

s will be disciissed briefly.

I
Finding a Basis for Valuing Soviet GNP
The important uses of national income statistics in-
clude the analysis, of resource allocation and the
measurement of the growth of economic production'
capability. A considerable amount of Wesrelitera-.

turd centers on measur ment 'of national income for
these purposes Ind on what can Or cannot be implied
from the results. " In practice; Western countries
construct GNP accounts using existing market prices
as if they met the theoretical requirements for use in
measuring resource allocation or economic grol:v1h.
Although -the- requirements ara-neverperfettly-thet-,----
market prices of molt Western industrialized coun-
tries fit the theciretical model.reasonably well,.so that
the distortions probably are small.

'6 The term "prevailing prices" is also used in Western literature.
See Bergson. 1961.

TheoSoviet Union's centrally established and fre-
quently arbitrary prices diverge` greatly from the
theoretical iii del ..The principal-requirements Of this
model are tha the relative pace s of two goods should
be equal to r relative marginal-costs and that the
rate of return to each factor of production should be
equal in all of its uses. Soviet procedures for price
formation violate these requirements. A price-based
on the average direct cost of all enterpfises producing.
a product does not allow for.the differential-cost of the
capital resources -being used for the different utility

An-wig-the-classic articles are- Ftllick.s,--The Valuation of
Social Income," Econantica7, May.1940, pp. 105-124; Simon
Kuzircts, "On- the Valuation of Social Income, " = Econoripca 15,
February-May 1948, pp. 1-16, 116-131; J. R. Hicks, "On the
Vsluation of Social Income,- Econonzica 15, August 1948, pp, 163 -
172; P. A. Sarnuelson, "Bvaluation of Real National Income,-
Oxford Economic Papers 2, January 1950, pp. 1-29; and Richard
H. Moorsten, "On Measuring Productive Potential and Relative
Efticiency,'. Quarterly Journal of Economics 75. 1961.
pp.451-467.



that two products of equal cost rnay tave, or for the
relative scarcity of the inputs used to produce the
produet. Since demand has, little or no-effect-on
-prices, some goods be in'abundant supply while

'7-others are fationed.-

Distortions Caused by Turnover Taxes and Subsidies
The turnover tax is one of the major sources of
government income in the Soirief Union. It is effec-
tively an excise tax levied selectively on various . ---

products-, but mostly on consu r goods. It can be
characterized as a tax on consum re-income intended-. , , intended

.__

to soOcup excess purchasing er and to restrain -Y

consumer demand. The often high incidence of the tax
and its selective appliCation areimportant ibeasons
why Spviet prices do not fit the WeStern model which
requires that price equal marginal cost. Table 5 shows
selected data from the 1972 Soviet input-output table
on the level and variability of the turnover tax.

Table

Turnover Taxes as a Share of
Gross Output in Industry, 1972

Secuir Turnover
Taxes
(billion
rubles)

Gross Turnover
Output. Taxes
(billion as a Share of
rubles) Gross Output

(percent)

1.2

Electric power
Machinery

Most of the taxes are levied on consumer goods, as
_indicated by the large amounts collected in the light

and-food-industry-sectois. -The .fuel-taxes -are an -

exception: most are collected on interindustrial sales
and in some_ cases are extremely high. In the ease of
agriculture, the farms pay heavy taxes on fuel pur-
chases while receiving a subsidy on electricity
purchases.

Construction ins
Light industry
Food industry
Other indus

15.7

26.2
1.0

126.2
13:4

Source: Dimitri M. Gallik, Barry, L. Kostinsky, and Vladimir G.
Trernl, Input-Output Structure of the Soviet Economy: 1972,
Foreign Economic Report 18, US Department of alsnmerce, -
.Bureau of the Census, Foreign Demographic Analysis Division.
Washington, D.C. forthcoming.

This issue has been discussed in detail by Becker and
Bergson, both of whom rejected the argument.4z

-The aggregate data in table 5 not only indicate a high Subsidies also force a divergence between prices and, __
variance in tax, incidence, but also hide other differ- marginal toStS. In the 1967 price reform, the prices of
ences. For example, the entire turnover tax revenue natural resources such-as coal, oil, gas, and ferrous
shown for machinery products. Irises from taxations of_. and nonferrous ores ere raised sharply in older to ,
consumer goods, mainly automobiles (the tax account* eliminate subsidies or`to improve profit levels. Rising
for 53 percent-of consumption outlays for automobiles extraction costs since then have made once profitable
in purchasers' prices) and radioelectronics (15 per- - branches unprofitable and led. to renewed subsidies
cent). Within the food industry, no taxes are paid on and the need to raise prices once again. In-the coal
the output of the fish, meat, dairy products; flour, and industry, for example, profits have declined from-844
fruit and vegetable sectors. On the other hand, the tax million rubles in 1970 to a loss of 626 Million rubles-in
amounts_to 30- percent of the gross output_of the sugar 1978-43-
induslry and 56 percent of the grog output of the
"other foodsbranch, which manufactures alcdholic The most expensive subsidies are now paid on agricul-
beverages. _Loral products. The Soviet Government has several

times raised procurement prices for various agricul--
Clearly, wide variations in indirect tax rates weaken,,, tural products, notably meat and dairy products, in .

the usefulnesS of-prices-as a measure of production'
poten al. The suggestion has been made that Soviet Becker. 1969. pp. 47-49; and Bergson, 1961, pp. 105-108.

z ,turn er taxes represent a surrogate factor charge to 1Vorkho 1978 p. 517.

compensate for the other problems in Soviet prices.
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-Differential Prices acid j'41Q0'Product Pr king
Not only del relative price-% q Soviet goods a-1 _

services riot CorrespOnd to rOative costs of regtnurces
used in their production, but the price of a prqd,ct
often varies'according to turchaser..The price 4-is-
crimination is sometimes c prnplished by'seetii_ve
application of taXes-And'Ptbsidies, and soineti-tn-s by ,
charging different ptiees, Tire full extent of this price
discrimination is not known, but it is especia14,1z/E- eva-

_

lent in the fuel sector. ntIindirect consoquelle is a
divergence in the relative prices of-outPut frig% ie
value of rrecl.

-Once a product is in serial brodiiction in the
its price rarely changek. This is due partly to izitt,i-eau-

.

cratic inertia and Partly tti the convenience of px--ice
stability for planning and aqministration. To iinrease
profits, many enterprises Arid ministries introaltd new
products than are BCW ill rlithie only. Creating, a now
produCt permits establislannt of a new , bigliqr, price
for essentially the same gOod and results in relktive
prices that do not reaect -relative resource usc gtxrtd
herice donot Measure a-ici.1 to- tely-theiarodiictiOrx Do-
tential -of alternsqve econorhic activities. As yvitla
differential prices; We have itifor1mation to

-account for this price distortion, Whenever pcIssible,
therefore; we use Physi&I output data to meAtri.---e
changes in the level of output rather than deflat-d
value data-. While avoiding the new-Product
problem, this t7 oll-tot! terls to understate
cbange.44

markets, and the full use of all productive factors..if
these conditions are Met, then the econorny_will -
operate on,its production- possibility frontier, where
the production-of anY product cannot be increased
unless theprciduction of some other-Product is de:
creased and wherg the relative prices of thetvvo

-_- products indicates the trade:off._

BergSon hypothesized that the Scniiet economy does
not operate on its production-possibility frontier, but _

rather on 'a lofeasibility cus which is Well short of the
-frontier.-This shortfall of production may result from
bureaucratic inefficiency or froth the miSallOCatiOn of
resources: Bergson further conjectured that the' feasi-

lity loctis is J:iroadly parallel to the production-
possibility frontier. .

Working-from this hypothesis, Bergson- derived a set
of price rules be sufficient to, measure the
growth of productionpotential as represented bypthe -

feasibility locus,These rules form his AFCS.- Accord=
ing to Bergson, if the feasibility locus were to ap-
preach- the-production - possibility frontier;-then-the----
AFCS would also approach the efficiency standard
for-valuing national income. Broadly speaking, the
AFCS ensures that prices are equal to average cost
and that .factor prides are equal between markets and
proportional to factor_productivities:

The Adjusted Factor -CDSl Standard
Because of the deficiencies of Soviet Prices, et son
concluded that establisliN brices did.not con

nicieritlY well With the requirements o[ the th.ory.
ptiriaal resource' 4110cation to permit their u in

measuring the change irr SQyiet production pettfitial
over time or to study the rewurce allocation pattern
adapted by the SoviQt.1.111i0h7 As an Alternatil'eilte.-
proposed. his adjusted fatt-cofit standard.

For GNP to rneasiirt production potential,. sotn
strong assumptions Ore tkitiired: chiefly perfect ,corn-
petition, the absence of Mee distortions in f-J,txzfi-

This issue is discussed in more ;tail in Comparing d and.
Actual growth of ffidlatilal OW14 in Ceo/rally piaantAt
mks, Central intelligeric AgencY, National Foreign AOest-rtent
Center, Washington. a C., 1980-

,.=

particular, the AFCS require that-the following
statements be true:

All product priees must resolve into charges for
pHmary inputs; that is, for land, labor, and capital.
The differences in wages'ameng sectors represent
differences in labor productivity and workers'
disutility.
Rent is charged for the use of superior land and
other natural resources.
The charge for capital consists of a depreciation

--allowance and an interest payment-based on a rate
of interest corresponding to the average level of

- capital productivity:"-
Commodity prices are uniform within Ea given mar-
ket area.

!' There is a difference of opinion over whether capital stock should
be valued gross cir net of depreciation. The capital stock data used
in this study are grass of depreciation,



It should he clear-that the AFCS is an nriperfect -

measure of production pqtential and that our empiri-
cal applicatiodof it isseven more imperfect The prices
that we-implicitly construct using-the AFCS-are not
the equilibrium prices of Western national income
theory, and the data do not exist to inwleinent the
AFCS With great precision. Nevertheless, the AFCS
is to be preferred to S&iet established prices because
it removes major price distortions and provides a
better measure of changes in Orddtretion potential and
resource allocation than do Soviet prices.

Our application of the ,AFCS builds on the work
.

by
Bergson and- Becker. Starting with established prices,
they deleted turnover taxes and added subsidies to
arrive at- GNP by sector of origin at factor cost. The
effect of these price changes was then estimated on
the various components of GNP by end use. The same
adjustments also are done here. The availability -of
reconstructed Soviet input-output tables, however,
permits some improvement in the allocation of the

-adjustments-among end-use sectors. In addition, we
rePlaceprofits-With a capital charge which is calculat---
ed as a pereentage of each sector's stock Of fixed and
working capital, and extend our earlier use of the
input-output tables by integrating the serviceitectors
into the adjustment process.

Soviet GNP in 1970 in Established
Prices and at Factor Cost

This section presents GNP accounts for the Soviet
Union in-1970 in established prices and then converts
the:accounts to factor-cost prices, step by step:

_ The 1970 accounts in established prices are elabo-
rated into an input-output.framework.
A 1970 input-output table in producers' prices is
estimated. _

A factor--cost repricing algorithm is developed and
applied to the 1970 input-oltput table. ,

.

The Revised 1970 Soviet GNP Accounts -

CIA's original estimates of the 1970 GNP accounts
were published in 1975." The revisions in those
accounts to take account of new information are
described in appendix D, and the revised accounts are

CIA. GNP 1970.

surrimarized in tables .8 and 9. These accounts are
based-on an elaboration and Peel:litigation of the
income and.outlay flows describedbove. The inecpwrie
account(table 8) combine's portions of the ieft.-hri
column in each of the individualacepunts. Thus, st_...te
wages and, salaries are the surnof items 1.2_and
Similarly, the expenditure accent (table 9) shows

.

data from the right-hand side cf each set of accon ts.

In order to.estimate the relationship bettveen estate
lished_prices and factoNcostr prices, itis_fiecessary
identify the effect of a price change in one sector o=i
the price level of all sectors. This is necessary becai.
a change iri value added, such as replacing profitsb-a
capital charge, represents a price change. The'device
used for this purpose is an input- output O) table_ It
shows the structure of each sector's purtrhases frorrsa_
and sales to each sector, which allows the direct arkArd
indirect effects of a price change to be traced. In ori=er
to use an I-0 table, the data in tables 8 and 9 need_ to
be disaggregated according to 1.0 definitions. The
value-added quadrant of an I-0 table identifies the
types-of incorne=shown--in table the sector in_'
which it is produced (columns ofthel-0 table).
Similarly GNP by end use (table9) represents the
final expenditures on final. goods and services. The
final-demand quadrant of the 1.0 table identifies
these expenditures with the sectors from which thew
arc pin-chased(roWS-of the I-Ohble). Both
disaggregations are` shown in app radix E.-

Con4ruction of the 1970 Input-Output Table and
Conversion of the 1970 Accounts to Factor, Cost
The construction of the 1970 input-mitput table prc=3,-
cceds in two steps. First, the established-price data
are converted to producers' pric.c.Then the convert` d
data are used with an 1-0 up:la:lag algorithm to
estimate a 1970 Ir0 table in producers' prices basel
on the structure of the Soviet IV table in
producers-prices. Producers' pric re equal to ester
lished prices less turnover_ taxes,plus subsidies, less
trade and transportation expenses on delivered proc
ucts." Producers' prices are used to estimate the 19-70

For a detailed discussion of producer? prices, see Vladimir 0-
Treml et al., Conversion a f Soviet Inpui-Ouipia Tables to Proar=,-Ja.
ers' Prices: The 1966 Reconstructed Table, US Department of
Commerce: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Foreign Economic
port. No. 1, Washington, p.c., 1971
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Table 8 Billioti Rubles' Table-9 -

Gross National Product of the Soviet Union
in Established Prices, by Type of Income, 1970

age bill - 35_412_

-State wages and salari
Military pay and alio

Other' imput me

Net income of households from a ritulture
Subsistence

=Other Money income currently barned and
_

statistical discrepancy .

puted neti -eat
Imputed value of owner supplied _

ruction sh-vices

*

32:03-2

3.380
62.251

41.709 .-

160

Billion Rubles .

Gross National protthet of the Soviet Union
in Established Pri by End Use, 1970

Consumption
G

0.598

1 080

0!579

Soft gtiods
_
Durables

Services
Housing
Utilities

211.083
166.478
107.926
44.294
14.258

44.601
3.429

Transportation
CoMinunications

3.478
.400

1.200

to economic enterprises for special unds 5,085_-
; Repair and personal care 5.497

Recreation 2.608
Education- . 0.40

Research 2.578
Education 14.38[7

.

Social- cultural measures ands po : activities _162
Health 8.613.

n merit 109.220-
Militarized guards 880

-

New fixed-investment 90.220
.Suppori for administration of higher echelons .065

_- --achinery and equipment -- ------

89.154

- 26.053 -
Social insurance 9.436

C s ruction and other capital outlays 59.100
Profits

State enterprises _ 9.591

Retained profits of a e enterprises 26.481

N t additions to livestock 4.367

Capital repair
her publicsector expenditur

. Deductions from profits state enterprise 53.110
Government administrative services.

Collective farms 7:852

Retained income of llective farms 7.186

Tax on income of collectiVe farms 0.666

Consumer cooperatives 1.283

Retained profits of consumer cooperatives 0.821

Tax on income of consumer cooperatives 0A62

Other organizations 0.428

Retained profits of other organizations
Tax on income of other organizations

Depreciation
TurnoVer and other indirect taxes

Turnover taxes
Miscellaneous chargos

Allowances for subsidized losses n.e.c.

Gross national product

0.321

. 0.107'

31:827
77.732
53.346

-24.386
22.553

383.259

General agricultural programs-
ore

19000
-62.956

9.030

0.636
.State administration and the administrative 3.821
mails of social organizations

unicipal and related services 3.569

Culture
unicipa

Civilian police
Research and development
Outlays n.e.c.

1.180
0:628
1.761

10.343

28.429

Net exports 0.961

Defense n.e.o. unidentified outlayi, and 27.468
-statistical discrepancy

Inventories _

Source: Appendix D.

Gross national product .

Source: Appendix D.

15.1

.259
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table becauSa rela prodneere=prices are

,-7thought to bemore stableover-time than relative
purchasers' prices. -

Since Soviet I-0 tablehow9nly the productive
sectors," while the trar7poitation and Qattirpunica-
tions.sectors furnished both productive (freight trans-

.-
"portatto-n) amtnonproductive (pasSenger traiBborta
tion) services, these NP sectors must be
disaggregated. In iddition, to obtain a value-added
quadrant in produc_prs prices, we must compute:(1)
the irnplicit subsidies received and turnover taxes paid
By each al purchases,riproductive sector on its mate
(2) the nonproductive services purchased by each
lector; and (3) the material purchases of the sbrvice
sectors. These estimates are explained in more detail
in appendix E.

The 1970 I-0 table is estimated with the help of a
least squares minimization algorithm. It estimates a
1970 I-0 table in producers prices that is as much
like the actual 1972 table as possible, with the
constraInt that each' row and column_ must sum to a
predetermined amount The raw and column stims-are

= determined as each sector's gross output less, respec=
tively, its value-added or final demand. See appendix
E for further discussion of the algorithm and its
rationale.

Many of the steps taken to compute the 197Q -I -0 .

table in producers' price", are part cif -the conversion'to
factor-cost priees,potably, the elimination of_ turnover
taxes and subsidies op final and services. The
remaining steps eliminate the rest of turnover'-taxes
and subsidies and replaceprofits with a uniform
capital charge. In our earlier publication on the 1970
GNP accounts, the uniform capital charge was-set at
12 percent of the stint of fixed and working capital.
The present report follows the work of Brown, Hall,

" The Soviet Union divides its economy into productive and
nonproductive sectors_ Productive sectors are those which produce
material goods (industry, construction, and agriculture) and those
'which are needed to deliver material goods to !lick final user
(freight transportation, business communicalions, and wholesale
and retail trade).

__and-Licari in applYing
deVelopedgOriginally for East European-J-0 tables,;tp-
determine the interest rate." _=

The repricing procedure or algorithm relics on a basic
praperty bf an I-0 table: that the sum =of the entries in
a particular-Column must equal the sum of the entries
in the correspondingroW. That is, ,a sector's sales must
equal its total expenses, including profitX. This proper-
ty, plus the distribution pf each sector's sales de-
seVbed by an I-0 table, provides the ability to relate
an-Increase in- the pike of the output of one sector to
increases in the costs of all sectors: Thus, equalizing
the,rate of return on each sector's fixed ,and working
capital implies a given set of changes in relative
prices, and the I-0 table can be used to compute
directly the required array dpriceehanges. ,

A.Comparison of Established and Factor-Cost Prices
Tables 10 and 11-comparethe percentage distribution
of GNP by end use and by sector Of _origin, in
eStablIshed prices and in factor-e-oSt prices. As expect7
,cd, the largest difference in .the end-use distribution
(table-10) is-the-increase-in-the-share attributed-to
services, especially housing, when factPr-cost prices
are used. Expenditures on consumer services, which
were 1 E6 percent of GNP in established priads, are
19.5 percent of GNP in factor-cost prices The hous-
ing share increases from 0.9 to 7.0-percent of GNP.
The shares Of most other services "also rise.

The major. reductions in GNP shares are in consum
goods especially- beverages, soft goods, and durables.
These changes stem mainlyfroyn the-elimination of
turnover taxes. As a whole, however, the share of
consumption is about the same iti established prices
(55.1 percent) as in factor-cost prices-(54.2 percent).
The share of investment is virtually unchanged by the
use of factor-cost prices. Total investment is 28.5
percept of GNP in established prices and-28.2 percent
in factor-costprices, with the structure all-host-the
same.

" Alan A. Brown, Owen P. Hall, and Joseph A. Licari, Price
Adjustment Models for Socialise Economies: Theory and Empiri-
cal Technique. International Development Research Center, Bloo-
mington; Ind., 1973.

1



Table-10

1970 Soviet Gross National Product
by End Use

_ -
Percent Table 11

1970 Soviet Gross National Product
by Sector of Origin

Established FactOr,Cost
Prices Prices

Percent

Consumption 55.1 54.2 7 Industry
Consumer goods 43.4 34.7 Ferrous metals

Food N28;2 _ 25.5 onferrous metals
Animal products 1L0 143 = Fuel

Processed foods
Basic foods
Beverages -

3,6 2.7

6.0 6.1 .

7.5 "2.4

1.9 1

1.2 1.3

_3.9

Soft.Goods
DurableS -7' =

Consumer services
Housing

114 7' 6.8

3.7 2,5

11.6 19.5

7.0

Uti ties
Transportation

0.9 110

L4 1.7

Cbrnmunicatiens- 0.3 0.5

Repair and personal care 1.2

Recreation 01..7 1.0

Education
Health.

3.8 4.5

Investrnent
2.2 2.6

28.5 28.2

New fixed investment 23.5

Machinery and equipment. 6.8
Construction and ether capital 15.6
outlays

23.4
67
5.6

Electric power

Machinery
Chemicals
Wood, pulp, and paper
Construction materials

, -1.5 2.2 .

11.9 10.1

2.6 2.0
.2.9 2.4
2.0= 2.1

2.

7.4 3.0
E1.7: 0.9

7.3

Light industry
Food industry
Other industry

Construction
Agriculture

7.4
. 20.5

Transportation
Communications
Trade -

21.1

7_4 8.7

0.7 0.9 -
4_8 73

Services
Housing
Utilities

1.4

0.9
0.5

20.5

7.2
0 . 6

to liyestocie

'Capital repair
1.2-

Repair and personal care
Recreation
Education
Health

1.1 1.2

0.5 _ 0.8

3.0 3.8

5.0 4.8.
Other public-sector expenditures

Government adininistrative services
Research and development
Outlays n.e.c.

Source: See text.

16.4 - 17.6

2.4
2.7

1.4

2.8

6

Science 1.6

Credit and insurance - 0:3
2.0
0.4

11.6

Government administrative semi= 1.9

General agricultural programs 0.2
Forestry . 0.1

As regards changes in the distribution of GNP by
sector of origin (table 11), the two sectors showing the
largest increases in percentage shares of GNP as a
result of repricing are trade (retail, wholesale, and

,agricultural procurement) and housing. The light and
food industry sectors experienced the greatest ddcline
in GNP shares, primarily because most of the turn-
over taxes are collected in those sector .

State administration.and the ad- 0.8
ministrative.organs of social
organizations
Culture 0.3

2.5

Municipal
0.4

Civilian police
lviilitirY Personnel
Other branches

Sou ree: See text.

0.4
1.8

0.3

0.4
1.9

0.3



14obleMs in Estimating Vohmie TIndex
of Economic Activity in the USSR

The real growth oT Soviet GNP is computed by
multiplying each of the 1970.sector-of-origin and, end-
uie Weights by an appropriate constant-price activity
index. While use of this methoa is not'unusual in
OECD couptries, it is more common te_deflute cur-.
rent-price data. The lack of detailed Soviet price
indexes and -distrust of those that do exist pre-
cludes that approach here.

The problems of estimating constant-price indexes
have generated a voluminous amount of literature.'
In connection with -the- presentation of our Soviet
GNP indexes it is appropriate to summarize some of
the general problems encountered in ikorking with
index numbers.

Effect of the Base Year on the Growth Rate
In the computation of. GNP, the aggregation of
physical quantities expressed in different units re-. ,

quires file use of, pricei as weights. Thus the growth of
GNP between any two years m coin tent prices is t e
ratio of two summations of prices aes.quantities. If
relative prices or quantities of the various goods and
services produced in the two years are the same in
each year, then it does not Atter whether the prices
of-the first or sdFond year are used for aggregation. In
general,-however, technological progress; changing
endowinents of land, labor, and CaPitil; and other
factors will cause changes in relative prices. In-prac-
tice', then, the measured GNP growth rate will vary,
depending on whether prices of the first or second
year are used

In computing a series of growth rates for a multiyear 4
period, it is possible to use the prices of one year for

some of the general sources are: Lawrence Grose, Real Output
Measurement in-the United Stares National Income and Product=
Accounts, US Department of Commerce,-Washington. D.0 1967;
T. P. Hill, The Measurement of Real Product, The Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development, Paris, 1971; R. G. D_
Allen, Index Numbers in Theory and Practice, Aldine Publishing
Co., Chicago, 1975; United Nations, Guidelines an Principles of a
System of Price and Quantity Statistics,. New York, 1977; Richard
Stone, Quantity and Price Indexes in National Accounts, Organi-
zation for European Economic Cooperation, Paris, 1956; Franklin
M. Fisher and Karl Shell, The Economic Theory of Price Indices,
Academic Press, New York, 1972; and Dan Usher, The Mdasuri-
merit of Economic Growth, ch. 4, Columbia University Press, New
York, 1980.

-all calcidations orto use -a moving price base: With a--
moving price base, the weights Used to,combine'the

-constant-price volume indexes are different for each
calculation. In this report,-I970 prices are used for all

,growth rate calculations. The primary reason-for this
approach is that-the-Construction of current-year
weighted (Paasche) indexes requires current-price
GNP aceounts for each year, informaqon which is not
currently available. In addition, Western practice is to
use,the base-year weighted (Laspeyres) index.",

For analysis of current trends; the base-year should be
reasonably close to tfie-current year so-that the base-

_

year_relative prices are not greatly different from
those of the current Year. For the Soviet-Union, 1970
is sufficiently recent to qualify _asSoviei pricei have
not changed much since then. The large energy price
clianges of 1973-74 Make it more important.to use a
price base of 1975 or later for a Western economy."

Aggregation of Quantity Indexes Instead of Deflated
Value Indexes
There are two basic methods of computing .a constant-
price activityin ex o the output o a collection of
joods or services. Assuming that observations are
available on the quantities produced and the prices of
each good or service, then the current-price output
can be deflated by a price index, or a weighted
quantity index can be computed. With full informa-
tion, the result will be the same. For the year 0, let
Q(0,1), Q(0,0, .-TQ(0,N) bethe `physical
quantities of the N goeds produced in year 0 and
p(0 1) . p(0-i) p(0,N) the corresponding
prices. Then the growth of output from year 0 to year

expressed in current prices, is:

1 Q

1

N

21 Bergson, 1961, pp. 25-41, discusses the various economic interpre-
tations of the two indcics. Also, sec Becker, 1969, pp: 69-72, and
the sources listed in footnote . .

"The benchmark of the US ac unts in 1981 retaine4 1972 as the,
bdSe year, implying that the data or using a more recent kase year
are not available or that the US national income accountants do not
think the change in relative prices is a'severe problem. Many
OECD countries, however, have shifted to a 1975 base year.



his Ex-pressrun- is -deflated by A-Paatche id-it-rent =-
--- year-weighted) price index, then the desired Laspeyres

.
index

, . . . ..
OUtptit Maw( la obtained.

= C O M p u l e d TrOfrilhe irnpie& -the eeli tiility -o
the quantitSrindex depends on the representativeness
of the quantity sample. Hill argues that the price
index is likely to be more accurate, especiallY when
large niimbers of new products are being introduced
andold prodncfs.withdrai,Vn." UnfortunatelY, Soviet
price data are soicarce and unreliable that the
deflation method is not Practical either for GNP as a
whole of for most individual sector indexes. The
quantity index method is relied upon almost
exclusively.

Q(0,0p(0,i) Q(t,i)p(0,0
.

Rarely is information available on production and
prices for all goods and services in both-the base and
the giVen year If only a sample, of observations is
available, then the two sides of the previous equation.
rinaynolhethe sutuefore)9.1tple7=..supuosethereare
N products, but price and quakiitz_dati- are available
only for n (less than N) products. The estimated- 4 \
growth of output from year 0 to year :t using the
deflated current-price index would be:

0(t,i)p(0,0
I

p(0,0
N

and -the

N
Q(t,i)p

1

N

Specific Index Number Problems
Several specific index nuMber problems are also

_

important in the measurement of Soviet GNP. They.

Arise in regidnal preduction, seasonal
production, price discrimination, quality changes, and
unique products.

Regional Production. T- he resources required to pro-
duce. given produet may be quite different depend-
ing on wherea product is made. For exampl a school

- buildingof exactly the same dirnerislo cost
much mordio-constfuct in Siberia than in the
Ukraine becauSe of greater transportation expenses,
more stringent structural requiferrientS, a larger heat-
ing unit, and more difficult construction; conditions.
To the extent that-the added cost reflects real differ-

. ences in the use of resources, a shift in production to a
t,i) Q(t,i )p(0,i) more expensive region represents an increase in pro:

i-- duction rather than a price increase. Theoretically, we
X - ishould construct weighted regional production index -

Q(0,i)p(0,i) 0(t,Dp(t,i) ;
es, but the of-data does not permit doing so.
The influence' of regional production on the growth of

I i a 1 GNP is probably most important in the construction,
agriculture, and fuel sectors.

-timate using the quantity index would be:

Qt,i)p(0,i) Q(t,i)p(O,i)
I I

N n

C)(0Dp 0,i Q(0,0p(0,i)
i -1 i 1

If nN, then-the two equations are identical. If n is
less than N, the reliability of the deflated current-
price index depends on the accuracy of the price index
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Seasonal Production. Changes in seasonal production
patterns ptesent a similar problem. A vegetable grOwn
near Moscriw in a hothouse during the winter*requires
more resources than the same vegetable grown out-
doors during the:summer. Theoretically, the two
vegetables should be treated as different products,
and a production or price index containing them

Measurement, p. 25.



_
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houlcrbe-Weiglitecl-ani,rcipriately:The Soviet Union' = = investment in producer durables based official
attempts to capture this ettect.tn-thb construction = values in so-called constant estimate prices).overstates
sector by allowing_price suaplements for work done - growth, we lack the data fu use an ahem
during the winter_ No adjustments are made in this approach.

Price Discrimination, Quality Changes, and Unique
Products- to one ofthe sonditiens of the
AFCS, product prices must be unifoirn within a
market area. This condition is violated frecmently in
the Soviet Union, especially in energy pricing. Some-_
sectors pay preferential prices, receive higher quality
products for the same price, or enjoy special delivery
privileges: To the extent that differential prices are
included -in the input-output data, the factor-cost
prices are inaccurate. Changes in the degiee of
crimination will also affect the indexeg.

The problem of qUality change, is pervasive in index
computations. The basic question is how much of the
change in the pride of a product actually reflects a-
change in the quantity of the services provided by the
product. Theanswer is not always clear, problem
is particularly severe in the Soviet case, because we
rarely can observe products over time on .a scale
sufficient to assess quality changes and because a
common method of raising prices in the Soviet Union
is to make a cosmetic change in the product and call it
a new product. The quality problem mainly. affects
our index of industrial production, which frequently
relies on physical output data covering fairly broad
product categories. The lack of adjustments for quali-
ty changes probably understates real quantity
changes.'1

Many investment goods are produced as unique prod-
ucts or in very small batches. Most_construction
projects and as much as one-third ot producer dura-
bles constitute unique products. A variety of tech-
niques have been devised to Measure the real Cost of
unique products; summing input costs;-using hedonic
indexes; using a related, standard product as an
analog; and computing the cost as a sum of standard
components. The construction index used here, for
example, is a material-input index rather than an
output index. Although we suspect that our index of

Sec Campa;ing Planned and Actual Growth, Central Intelligence
Agency, Washington.-D.C, for a discussion of this problem.

Problems of Measuring the Real Growth of Value
Added
The discussion to this point has centered on the _
problVens of any constant-price activity index. The
construction of indexes of value added in economic
Sectors poseg additional problems. Value added cannot
be measured directly in constant prices because
changes in depreciation, profits,-and social insurance
do not=Iend theniselves to soaration into price and
quantity changes-. Therifore, value added is computed
as a residualthe difference betWeen gross output
and current material inputs. This procedure makes
value added especially subject to measurement error.

SPecialists generally agree that the preferred ap-
proach to measure real l-changes in value, added_ is the
so-called double deflation-method. If QOM is the gross

=

output of sector j in year t, q(i,j,t) is the current input
of type i used by sector j in year t, n is the number of
sectors,-and p(j,t) is the pdce.of the good or service
produced by sector j in year t, then-value added in

-
sector j in year t is

n
p(j,t)Q(j,t) p(i,t

i 1-

The value added in base-year prices (year 0) is then
computed as the difference between the deflated
values of both terms, or:

n

V(i,t) p(j,0) 0(j,t) T 2 p(i3O)q
i

The virttie of this approach,is that it preserves _

consistency b-etween the end-use and sector-of-origin
accounts. If the sales of all sectors are properly
deflated, then the sum of deliveries to end -use, compo-
nents of GNP in base-year prices will equal the sum
-of deflated value, added by sectors of origin.



Siveral problems preclud
deflation:

widespread use of dotibit It turiisaout thafdouble deflati6n is optimal only when
knowledge of both the output and input indexes is
perfect. As uncertainty about either index increases,

1, .=

-It requires a great-deal of data to implement. A ful
I-0 table is needed for a Complete accounting f a
sector's inputs, A surrogate method relying o a
price index of a sample of a- sectors inputs ca be f
used, but even this requir,sinuch data and will not
support timely estimates.

Double deflation assumes that the inputs actually
used in yeas t by sector j would have been used even
with a different set of relative prices, an, unlikely
-occurrence. It is possible that value added calculat-
ed by-the double deflation method could be negative
if the prices-of some-of the major inputs in year t in-
-creased greatly between year 0 and-year t.

Because double deflation is the difference between
two values,it is subject-to large fluctuations that
result from small fluctuations in the two other
values."

Hill investigated the conditions under which double deflation is
the best procedure for estimating value added (Measurement, ch.
2..) Let y be the ratio in constant prices of the inputs used by sector
in year t compared to year 0:

y = Ip(i.0)q(i,j,t)/Zp(i3O)q(i.j,4)).

Let z be the gross output index of s

the advantages of using the groSoutput index in-
creasel*.:Hill surveyed the practice of OECD mum- -

hers and found that agriculture is the Only sector for
which double deflation is frequently used: This prac-
tice is.also true of Our sector-of-origin indexes. Except
for

,
agriculture, we use gross output or some other

indicator of the level of production as-our index of
Value added.-

If double deflation is not used, and if a gross output
index is not available or not accurate enough, then
some other indicator must be used. Among those that
have been suggested are-an input index; an employ-
°tent, hours worked_ , or deflated wages index; an
employment index plus an arbitrary productivity al-
lowance; or an index of some related industry. In this
study we have used gross physical output in most of
the nonservice sectors. We also use gross output
indexes for some of the service sectors, but many are
simple indexes of ingu7h9ur_ciriployittsat A detailed
list of our sectors and the type of index used for each
follows. The construction of the indexes is described in
appendixes B and C.

0(i.0)Q(j,t)/p(i3O)Q(i.0).

Finally, let x equal the ratio of

x a Zp(i3O)q(ij,0)/p(j,0)Q6,0)..

's inputs to its gross output:

It can be shown that the index of value added in constant prices
the following weighted average of z and y:

v (wXa),1-(1wXy), where

w m 1/(1x).
Since x is always less than 1, w is greater than 1 and- i w is less
than 0, .

If sector j uses very few inputs, then x is small, w is close to 1, and
the value-added index approximates a gross output index. If sector
j's use of inputs is high, then w is very large,-and the weight for the
inputs, 1w, becomes a large negative value.
The question now becomes should v be computed as the weighted
average just described, as an index of gross output. or as an.index of
some other quantity, such as employment: The answer depends on
the reliability of the various indexes involved. Unfortunately, if
both .a and y have some error,- the error in v will tend to be the sum
of the two errors rather than their average or difference. Therefore,
the error in v increases rapidly with an increase in uncertainty in

- the two other indexes. This error should then be compared with the
error that would be obtained by using the gross output index alone.
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'bid, p. 20, and footnote 55. According to Hill, if x = 0.5 and if
the standard deviations of the errors in the growth rates of the
output and input indexes are both 1 percentage point, the
difference between the output and input indexes m at least.2
percentage points.in order for double deflation to preferred to
the use of the grosedutput index alone.
it is interesting that the grosi output index is alway closer to the
value-added index than is the input index. The ex e.ssion of v as a
weighted average of z and y3can be rewritten as:

wz+(1 w)y

ztwaa (w
t

a+(wIXayt-
Therefore, if z > y (gross output, grows faster than inputs) and if
w-1 >_0 (the base-year share of inputs is between 0 and-1),-then.

v a+(w-1)(ZY)

whete b > 0, and v > z > y.

The reverse is also true: if z, y, then v z < y. Therefore, if in-
dexes of gross output and current inputs are both available, the
gross output index is always a better indicator of value added unless
the errors associated with the gross output index are much larger
than those associated with the input index.
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End-Use Indexes
Consumption.' The consUmptiOn index 'scribed in
detail in JEC, ConsumptiOn) consists of. three consum-
er goods indexes and eight don.sunrighservices indexes.
The consumer goods indexes are (1) food, (2) soft
goods; and (3) durables. -The consumer, services index-
es are (1) housing, (21 utilities, (3) transportation, (4)
communications, (5) repair and personal care, (6)
recreation, 1(7) education, and (8) health.

loilefsoaplare based ondeflateltretail sales: Five
-.- line-item _indexes. (hoSiery; leither; rubber,` felt

footwear; and knitwear) are based on physical prOduc-
tion data, and onelsewn goods) is_based on Soviet
reported prqduction in rubles in constant prices. As
with the food index,.each line -item index is multiplied
by estimated consumption expenditures-in 1970 and

- suit riled. No attempt is made to recompute the
internal weight's of .-the soft goods index in factor-coSt
prices.

Consumer Goods. Food_ The. food index aggregates 1
categories of-food._Three basic types of indexes are
used. Ten of the 18 (fish, meat, milk, :vegetable oil,
Sugar, eggs, potatoes, vegetables, fruit, and flour and
groats) are determined from physical per capita con-
sumption data (publishedin the Narkhdz) and theisize
of the poPulation. The milk, sugar, and flour and
groats figures are knoWn to contain the milk, sugar,
and flour used in making butter, confectionery prod-
ucts, and macaroni products, so deductions are made
in order to avoid: clotiblodounting,Six of the 18 --_

indexes are based on production data (butter,, cheese,
tea, margarine, confectionery PIT-in-as; -and'bever-2---
ageS), with adjustments for inventory changes and
foreign trade where possible. The other two indexes
(macaroni-and tobacco) are based on deflated _retail
sales data: Deflated sales data are less satisfactory'
than the per capita consumption arid production in-
dexes because Soviet pride indexesiprobably under-
state inflation and hence overstate growth. The 18
indexes are each-,multiplied by a 1970 estimate of
consumption expenditures and,then summed for each
year to obtain consumption of food in 1970 estab-
lished prices. For computation of the factor-cost
prices, the food indek Was subdivided into four
partsanimal products, processed foods, basic foods,
and beverages, so as to take account of the differential
effects of subsidies and taxes on different types of
foods. Conversion to factor-cost prices raises the _

weight of animal products and lowers the weight of
beverages.

Soft GoodS. The soft goods index is a weighted sum of
indexes for 15 line items. Nine line-item indexes
(cotton, wool, silk, and linen fabrics; haberdashery;
school supplies; publications; household soap; and

Durables. The consumer durables index is the least
satisfactory of thesonsumption indexes. It consists
simply of total deflated retail sales of nonfood goods
less the deflated retail sales of identified nondurable
goods. All retail sales are deflated, if poslible, i3y the
corresponding official retail sales-price index. The
resulting series undoubtedly includes.scime nondura-
bles and is not adequately deflated. There is-not
enough information, however,-4o construct an index
biSed on productiorlor sales of individual consuVr
durables.

Consumer Services. Hotning. TheliefiSingliideisji the-
-stock-of-housing measurerlinmillions of square
meters of urban mid-rural housing-the only aggre-
gate data available. Since the index is based,on purely
physical measures, Sit- does not capture changes in the
average quality of Soviet-housing."

-1-

Utiblties. The utilities index,is a weighted average of
household consumption of electricity, gas, and the
urban-housing stock. The latter is intended to repre-
sent household consumption of centralized heat, hot
water,_water, and sewage services, for whicli data are
not available. Information for electricity and gas
consumption is incomplete and involves some interpcg-
laticins and _extrapolations.

Transportation. This index, is a weighted average of nine
--mcideSW passengeftransportation Rail, sea,, inland-
waterway, bus, and air_ transport are measured by
passenger-kilometers; tram, trolleybia, and subway

Sec JEC. Co umptio
problem.

for a more detailed' discussion of this
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transport Tare measitred by the 'number of rides; and
- taxi services are measured by the-volume of paid

kilometers. It was assumed that 25 percent of the
_1970.expenditures on passenger transportation repre-on
sentbd-business travel expenditures; this amount was
deducted in-arbitrary]propgrtioris'frion-the rail, air,
and taxi weights. Nci -allowa6ce was made for a
change in the relativeimportance of business travel
overtime:

Counnualeatious. Since a large share (about two-thirds) of
communications activity is considered to be consump-
tion rather than production related, we use our index
for total comrriuniaations as-a sector of origin. This
index is a weighted average of:-(1) the volume of
letters newspapers parcels and money orders mailed,
(2) the dumber of telegrams sent, (3) the stock of -

:telephones and -the volume of long distance telephone
calls, and (4) the stock of radio and television receivers
and the number of radio relay facilities. -

Repair and Personal Care. This index is the sum of expen-
clitures on state-supplied services and on private sPrv-
ices. State services include the repair of clothing,
shoes, furniture, radio and television receivers; dry
cleaning; film pmceising; and similar household serv-
ices. The index is based on sales data inconstant
prices patched together from several Narkhoz series.
Estimates of sales to state organizations were ded et-.
ed from the Narkhozwalues. Also the value of
materials used in some types of services, but not
included in the Narkhoz data, were added. The .

purchase of private services is based on a few, reports
of aggregate expenditures and is not a satisfactory
index. It represents, however, a declining share of the
total index: hence; errors in the estimate of private
services should not greatly disturb the total index.

Reel-olio& The recreation index attempts to measure a
diverse collection of expenditures. It is computed as a
weighted average of the number of movie and theater.
admissions,-the -number of peopleattending resorts,
and employment in hotels. The latter is_a crude
measure of personal expenditures. on hotels.

Educafion. The education index is a.weighted average of
indexes of einploymentand other current expendi-
tures. The employment index is based on man-hour
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data and is-straightfriniaid: The calculation of other
current-expenditures-is quite-complicated; It is based
on budgetaryrdata for several levels of educational
activities. For each level, 'all labor and capital expend-
itures identified in republic budget data are subtract-
ed froth-the total, yielding 'a residual that-is assumed -1
to represent current expenditures other labor
costs. Each index of nonlabor current oxpenditurei is
then applied to a USSR total for that level of
educational activity to obtain a series of nonlabor
current expenditures expressed in current prices. The
sum'of those series is Then deflated by our implicit
priceiindex for the consumption of goods:"

c/'
Health. onstruction-of this index parallels that o
education index, but in less detail.

Investment. The index of Soviet investment is a--
weighted average of indexes of new fixed investment
and-capital repair.-The index of new fixed. investment,
in turn,is a weighted average, of investment in
machinery and equipment, construction and other
capital outlays, an& netadditions, to hvosiock,,The
index of investment in machinery and equipment is
taken directly from the Narkhoz, and is said to be in
constant prices Most machinery and equipment, how-
ever, are pr6duced by the machinery sector, for which
the published price index is widely believed-to be
seriously understated." Thus, we suspect that'thP
growth of investment in machinery.-and equipment
may be overstated. The-index of construction and
other capital outlays are derived from our sector-Of-
°virgin construction index described below two
major products of the construction sector are new
construati&-i and capital repair. Theconstruction
component of capital repair is estirgated and then
subtracted, from the sectorf-origin'index for the
total construction sector. The Norkhaz series on

. % e -
"Sec M. Elizabeth Denton, Soviet Consumer 'Policy: Trends slid
Prolpectar-JEC;,4 979, p. 766, for the derivation of this price index.
" AnAnalyiis of the Behavior of Soviet Machinery Prices, 1960-
73. US Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C., 1979: and
ABraharn Becker, "The Price Level of Soviet Machinery in the
1960s Soviet Studies 26, July 1974 pp. 363-379, are two of many
sources that discuss the shortcomings of the official machinery
price index.



investment in construction installation work is be
lieved-to-eaverstatg the growth-Of new.corfstruction..

While the_ residuil ealcUlation used here is not fully
satisfactory, the-resulting index does Shon, slightly
sloiver growth than. the Warkhoz scrips. The series_, on
net additions to livestock is a part pf the index of
agricultural output and is based on reported changes
in livestock numbers. The major-difficulty,with this
index is that large changes- in livestock inventoas
often reflect disproportionate swings in the numbers
of young livestock, whose value per head is,less than
average. This causes excessive fluctuatioris in the
index, The.Capital repair index is a deflated current-
price index. The major data available on capital
repair are current-price data; on amortization &due-

lions and budget allocations fortcapital repair. The
machinery and construction components are deflated
separately using price indexes-constructed by compar-

,. ing Soviet production in current prices with our
reconstructions in constant prices.

Other Government Expenditures. Government Admin-.

_ istratfiveServices_This index is a collection of small_
services: (1) general agriculturailnograrn§, (2) forest-
ry; (3) state administration and administratho organs
of social organizations, (4) culture, (5) munierkal
services, and -(6)sivilian police. All of these indexes_
arebased on man-hour employment because we have
no Physical indicators to measure the output of these
services. As is well known, indexes based on,employ-,

by-definition,,do not reflect changes in-labor-
productivity.

Research iind Development. This index attempts to
measul-e what the Soviet Union-defines as science
expenditures. Unfortunately, Soviet data and defini-
tions are rot always clear and often conflict with
other published data. The problem is greatly corn-
pounded by the belief that Soviet science is heavily --

oriented toward military objectives and by the fact
that many different sources of finance exist. Thus,
this index is subject to considerable error in its
interpretation and growth rate. It is constructed as a
weighted ,average Of man-holiCemployment and otter
current expenditures. The employment component is
based on Nar hoz employment data for science and
estimated av annual hours of work. The other
current exp -s component-is based on data for

1960 2 fro in a SciiietmaiMgia h nd'tl e oliseita=_--
tion at other:current expendit _es were a nearly
cons_ ant share &total expenditu in that period.
The resulting current -price expen iture data a* de--
flated by a_price_index made up ostly from Soviet
whPlesa1e price indexes and weigh ed by the structure
of material expenditures in scienc

Outlays ii.e.c. This final end-use c mponent is the
residual s& total GNP, calculated f one the sector-of-
origin-indexes, less the identified e d=use components
described -above.- This component in -ludes alarge _
portion of defense exT;enditures, net xports; inventory;
change, other unidentified outlays, a d a'statistical
discrepancy.

Sector-or-Origin Indexe
Industry. The index-of industrial pro uction is .a
weighted average of 10 industrial bra eh indexes: (1)
ferrous metals; (2) nonferrous metals; ) fuel; (4)
electric power; (5) machineryi, (6) ehem cals=; (7)-wood,
pulp, and paper; (8) construction mater als; (9)
industry. and (10) food induStry Eacl ranch index is, index
the sum of several subbranch indexes e mbinta`by
valise- added= weights derived from the 1 72-1-0 table
inlroducers' prices: Each subbranch index measures
the gross output of an .P9 sector by sum ing the
physical production of several-products, -ach
plied.by a bas -year price. We do not ha4 an index
for the Ilth branch, -other branches of in ustrY." We
assurrie the index, for this branch to be th same as
that of total industrial production. The-in ex of
industrial production is explained in detail by Ray
Converse in JEC, InduStry.-

Construction. It would be desirable to meal re con-
struction activity by its gross output, but the only data
available-are a current-price grois output's_ es and a
constant-price series for the construction-ins Ilation
component of investment (Soviet definition). The lat-
ter excludes a significant part of the output-ohhe
c- ,struction sector (Capital repair-) and probatny is-not .,,,
a °d uately deflated. For these reasons, we tea e con -

ted an independent index. It is a, weighte aver-
age of material inpuls_The structure of-inputs is
taken from tht 1972 Soviet 1 -O table, and the growth



of thilndiffidual inputs is taken= from thecorrespon
ing-parts of the industrial production-and other
indexes. The material-input index is-less desirable_
than a double deflation or gross output index, but
appareatly the best that-can be had with-the data _
available.

Agrit:ulture. The index, of net agricultural production
(grbss production less intra-agrieulturaluse) is de-

, seribed in detail by Margaret-Hughes and Barbara
Severin in JEC, Agriculture. It is derived as the sum
of the physical production of 42 products multiplied
by their. average 1970 price, less the estimated quanti-
ties of-seed and feed used by agriculture itself. The
value-added index is then derived by subtracting an
indexpf material purchases from nonagricultural
sectors. The weights for this-index are based on the
1972 1-0 table.

.
Transportation. This index-is a weighted average of _

indexes of freight and passenger transportation. Deri-
vation of the passenger transportation index is the
same as the end -use transportation index, but without
any- deductions for b iness travel in the 1970 -
weights. The freight transportation index is a weight
ed average of rail; sea, inland-waterWay, oil-pipeline,
truck, air, and gas-pipeline freight transportation. The
output of all of the components is measured in ton-
kilometers,-except that of gas pipelines which is
measured in cubic meters of gas shipped. The weights
are 1970 revenues per ton-kilometer or per cubic
-meter.

Communications. The communications index is the
same as the one deseribed above as a part of
'consumption:

agriculturalproducts. TheWeights ire-1970 procnre
mew prices.-The three component indexes are.corn-
bined with estinfated 1970 value-added weights.

' Services. The service indexes on the sector-of-origin
side-of the accounts are the same as those described'in
the list. of end-use indexes except that -an index is
added for the credit and insurance sector._Only this
index and any differences from the end-use indexes
are described here.

The credit and insurance index represents employ-
ment converted to hours worked. All of the reserva;
lioni about employment indexes apply to this index.
Indeed,-the credit and insurance index almost certain-
ly fails_to capture labor_productivity growth that
results from effective application of machine calcula-
tors and computers. We have no evidence, however,
on which we could estimate a productivity allowance.-

The sector-of-origin_ utilities index measures the value
added by that part of the housingcommunal economy
sector _that supplieswatrgas,heat,:arld sewage_z,
services. The delivery of gas is measured by total gas
production and the delivery of all, other services is
-measured by the stock of urban.housing.

The education and health indexes for sector of origin
use only the labor component ofthe'end-use indexes.

Military Perionnel. This is an.index of personnel
costs in 1970 prices.s estimated by the CIA.

Trade: The trade index is a weighted-average of the
three main activities of the domestic trade sector: (1)
retail trade, (2). wholesale trade and material-technical
supply_ , and-(3) agricultural procurement. The retail

-trade index is an average of the consumption indexes
foF food (less income in kind), soft goods, and dura-
bles. The wholesale trade index is a gross output
weighted average of the indexes Of all of the branches
of industry except the electric power and other indus-
try branches. The agricultural pro6urement index is a
weighted average of state purchases of 16 types of



Soviet Gross -National -
Product, 1950-80

This appendix presents the main statistical results of
this report. All data included here utilize the 1970
factor-cost weights A rilnr set of-data could be

. calculated using the 1970 established-price weights.
The indexcz for each sector (except military personnel)
and-their growth rates are the same in both types of
prices.

the
values, percentage shares of GNP,

and the aggregate indexes are-different in factor -cost
prices than in established prices.

Tabfes A-1 through A-_5 conteirt data_on Soviet GNP_:_
by sector of origin. Table4A-1 shows.the yalue added
in each sector as measured in- 1970 factor-cost rubles.
These data are obtained by multiplying the base-year
1970truble Values for mot sector by-its correspond-

ing index. Total GNP and the subtotals for industry,
seryices, and government .administrative services are
obtained by atidition.jablesA-2andA-.3 show
average annual growth rates for !Vie-year periods
annual growth rates for each component. All of the
growth rates are derived from the ruble data in table
A-1. The percentage distribution of GNP by sector of
origin is shown in table A-4. The percentage values
are derived by dividing tile ruble value for each

_component by the ruble value for total GNP, The
sectoral indexes used to compute the ruble data are
shown in table A-5..The indexes for total GNP and
the subtotals are derived from the ruble data in table
A-1.

Data on Soviet GNP by end use a own in tables-
A-6 through A-12. The ruble value rage annual
growth rates for five-yeer periods,-and annual g_ rowth
rates are shown in tables A-6 through A-8-and are
derived in the same manner as the sector-of-origin-
data. The data for total GNP are taken directly fidni
the sector -of-origin tables and the ruble' values for
outlays n.e.c, are obtained as the-residual of total
GNIZeirss the sum of-the other end-use components.
The percentage distribution of GNP q' end Use and
thesectoral indexes_veshown in -tablbs- A-11 and
A-12. Tdbles A-9 and A-10 contain data on per capita
consumption, per capita GNP, and the population
size. Table A-9 presents these-data in rubles (the
population data are in millions of people) and table
A-10 has average annual growth rates for five-year
periods.



Table A-1

GNP by Sector of Origin,

Billion 1970 Rubles

1950 1951-- 1952 9 1954 1955 1956 9 1958 1959

Indust 27.2 30.5 .1 36.1 39.8 .1 47.8. 51:5 56.1 61.3

Ferrous metals --, /0 2.2 2.6 2. 3.1 3.4 3.6 3.8 4. 4.5

Nonferrous metals .9 I.0 1.2 IA 1.7 - I . I.9 2.0 2.I

Fuel /9 . 32 3A 3.6 -'- 4.0 4.5 0 5A 6.1 6.6

:-- Electric power 1,0 1..2 . 1 7 1.9 2.2 2.4 /7 .0

fvfichinery 83 9.1 9.9 10.8 .112 132.
.-

14.1 15:1 162 173

Chemicals Id) 1.1 1.2 1 1.5 17 2.0 /1 2.4`_ 2A

ptilp, and pa r ,--3.8 4.3 4.5 4.7 5A .6 6.0 6,6 7.2

unstruetion materials __-_:_. 13. .5 3. 2. 2 6 .0 6 4.2

ht 2.7 2 4 7 4. 4.4' 4.7 A.9 5_7

industry /6 3.0 3.2 3,6 3.9 4.8 5.1 5.5 6.0

Other industry 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.2 1. 4 1.6 I

Construe in 5.7 6.5 72 7.9 .8. 0.0 10.9 12.I 13,7 5.

Agribulture 40 6 39.5 41.9 4/7 48A 55.5 54.7 _ 59. 60.5

Transportation. 2 5.8 6.4 7.0 7.8 9.2 10.2 11.7- 12.9 14.3

mmunications 0.7 .9 - - - ;-- O. .0 --A-

4.8Trade 6 7 73 8.0 .' 8.9 10.7 1.7 12.6 9

services 9A 403 41.3 41.9 4/6 43 442 45:3 47A
17.5

49A
18.5°using 13.7 14.1 _14A 14 15. 15.9 16A

Utilities 0.6 A 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9
/4 .
/1
3

42
2.9

0

/8
2.2

9_

5.I

2

Repair and-personalcare 2.2 22 2.2 2.3 '23 2A 2 2.3

Recreation I IA lA IA 1.9 .9 2.0

Education 6.9 7.1 73 7.5 7.9 2-

health .4 5 3A 8 4I) 4 4A 4.6
26Science r 1_6 1.7 8 I 9 2_0 2.3

.Credit and insurance I 1.1 1.I ..1,1 1;1 .0 - 1.0 __ 1.0_
Government administrative

services
9.3 9.3 9.3 - .9 83 7A 7.2 6.9 7.0 6.8

General agricultural pro-
scams

03 0.8 0.8
.

0.8 0. , 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 ' 0.8

Forestry 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0_5

State administration and
the administrative or-
trans of social organize
Lions

5_2

0.5

5.2. I 4.9 . -, 4.4 3.9. 3.7 3.5 3_5 3

0,7Culture; 0.6 0A 0A 0.6 0.6 0.7 -0.7 0.7

Municipal services 0.4 OA 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 O. 0.5 0.5

Civilian police 1.6 .6 1.6 1.4 I.2 1.2. 1.1'

5.7

0.6
223.4

Military personn 7.5 4 9.0 8.3 7,7 7.2 7.1 6.6

- Other branches OA 0A 0.4 OA 0A .5 0. .6-

Gross national product I33A 7 7 145.8 153.4 1603 174.5 189. 196.2 211.2-

52



Table A-1 (continued

GNP by Sector of Origin

Billion 1970 Rubles

-- -1960

65.7

:1961 1962 1963 1964 = 1965 1966 - 1967 - 1968 1969

Industry 70.1 75.3 79.8 85.0' 90.4 95.5 102.1 108.8 114.6 -

Ferrous metals 4.8 3 5.7 6.0 6.5- 6.9 73
3 7

10.

73
4.0

10.6 L

_
8.1 8.3 .4-...--
4.3 4.6 r.

11.0 114
Nonferrous metals -23 15 2 A , 4

9.5Fuel 7.0 7.3 7.7 8A 8.9

Electric power 33 4.2 4A 5.2 51 6.1 '6A 7.2-- 73 v.-

_achine 19.3 20.9 23.1 . . 24.5 26.1- 27.5 28J_ 303 4 33.5 35.8 ..i-i-

6.6-----4TChemicals 2.9 3.2 9 4A 5.1 5A 6.1

Wood pulp, and via 7.2 7 7A 8.0 8.1 8/ 8.6 9

Construction materials '43 -5.0 5,3 5.4 5:7 6.1 6 5 6.9 7 2 7
. .

Light Indusstry 6.1 6 3 63 6.6 6.8 6,9 701... _ 8.0 8.7 9.2.

Food industry 6.3 6.8 71 7 7.9
2.5

8 2 9. 10.4 1

Other industry 1.9 2.0 2.2 23 2.6 2. 0 2

Construction 6 17.4

63.4

18.2

61.5

18,9 19.9 21. 22.1 2 3:8 : 025.0 26.0.-

Agriculture 59 48,7 64.4 70.8 0.7 74.0 70

Transportation 15.7' 16.8 2 19.7 21.5 24.1 25. 27.9 - 29.8

Mmunications 1.5 16
16 5

7

17.4

1.8, ____ :--_2.0 _ _ _2.2 -2.4_: 2.6

Trade 15_8 18.1 1803

61f9

20.0 71.6 2 -24.9 26.2

ices 51A -55.8 63 _ 6-Sr.6-7`

Housing 19:6 20.5 21.4 2.2.3 23.1 '23.8 24.6 15.4 26.2 26.9

Utilities 1 11 1.3 1.4 1:6 1:7 1. 1.9 2.0 .2.1-

Repair and personal care 2.7 2.4
2.4

2.4
2.4

2.5 2.7 3.0 3. 3.6 9 4.2

Recreation 2. 2.4 2:6 2.7 2.7 2.9 3.0

-- Education- 9.1. 9.5 2
5.7_

10.7 = 11A 12.1 123 13.2 13.7 14-1_

Health 5.5' 5.9 6.1 6A 6.6 6.8 7.1 7.4

Science 4.1 ' 4.6 4.9 5.3 5.6 .6.0, 6.3 6.7 7.2

Credit and insurance 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 2 1.2 1.3

vernment administrative
services _

6.7 6.6

0.

-6.8 6.8 7.1 7.5 7.9 4 8.9

General agricultural pro-
-grams

-0.9 0 O. 0.9 .; 0 1.1

Forestry 0.5 - 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5 0.5 0.5 0_5 0.5 075

State administration and
the administrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tions

3.1 '3.1 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.5 33 3.9 4.1 403

0.8 7 0.9

0.6
Culture 0.7 03 0.8 1.0 1 1

unicipa 0.5 .5 0. 0.5 0.6 OA 0.7 03 0.7

Civilian police 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 . 1

6.3

1.2 1. 1 1.4

litary onnel 5.6 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.4 6.6 6.9 7,2

Other branches 0.6 0.7 e- 0.7. 0.7 0_8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1 0

Gross national produ 232.3 245.3 254.5 251.7 279.4 296.8 311.9 326.3 346.0 355.9

9 2 0 - 02

.53



Table 'A-1 (Coritinued)

GNP by Sector of Origin

IndustrY

Ferrous metals
Nonfeus metals
Fuel
Electric power.

achinery
Chenu
Wood pu p, and paper
Gonstrtiction rtT terials

ight industry
Food tnllast>y
Otherindus

Construction
Agriculture
Transportation

Lions--Communica
Trade

ic
Housing
Utilities
Re ir and al ca-re

Recreation
Education
Health
Science
Credit and insiirance:
Government adrninistrati 'c

General age ultural progra
FOrtry
State admmis and the

administrative organs of social
organizations .

Culture
Municipal services

Civilian police
- Military personnel

tither branches
Gross national. roduct

Billion 1970 Rubles:,

1970 .1971 1972 1973 1974 -= 1975 -1976 -1977 1978 1979 1980

122.6 130.0 136.6 - 144.5 153.9 163,4 169,8 176.5 182.6. 188.0 193.4
8:8 9.1 9.4. 9.8 10.2 1 11.0 . .11.3 11 3 -11.3
4.8 5.1 .4 5.8. 6.1 6,4 6.6 6.8 . 7.0 7.2 7.3

12,1 =12.7 13.3 :9 14.6 . 15.4 -16.0 16.7 17.2 17.7 18.1
8.3 9.0 9. 11.0- f1.7 . 12.5 12.9 ,-, 13.5 13.9 .14:6

38.5 41.7 7. 44.5 48.3 5Z4 6.4 , 59,5: 62.9 66.4 70.1 73.2
7.8 8.4
9.4 9.7

8.9

9.8
9.7

10.1

103 11 -7

. :10.3 10.74

12.3

10.7

12.9

10.7

13.4 3.4

-10.7 10.3

141
10.6

8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.8- 11:0 11.2 11.3 11.4
9.8 0.2 103 10.6 0.8 -11.2 11.6 11.9 12.2 12.4 12_7

11.6 11.9 12.3 12.4 13.4 = 14,1 13.9 14.5 14.3- 14.8 4.6
3.6 4.0 4.2 4.5 4.7 -4-4.9 5.1 5.3' .5.5' 5.6

28.0 29.9 31.5 33.3 35.0 _ 36.8 8.0 383 40.1 40.4 '41.4
81.0 79 6 72.8 84.9 : 83.0 72.0 80.2 83:0 85.9 78.8 73.1 -

33,4 35.7 37.6 .40.3 43.2 45.8 47.8 48.8 51.1 52.3 54
.,6- - 8 '-4.1 -- 4.4-: ---- 4.7- ----,--5.0- - ----5.6 ------:---5

_283-1.-_-__= 29,4 -30.3 31.9 35.1 36.3 .37.6 9 -39 40.7
A 84.3

29.2
187.1

30.0
= '90.0- .92.8'

30.8 31,6
95.1

.22.3
97A

.

100.4 103.4
33.9 34.6

106.6

.35.327.7 28;5
2,2 2. 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.1 3.2 6
4.6 4.8 5.2 .5 5.9 6.2 6.6 6.9 7.4 7.9 4

3.2 3.2 3:4- 4 3,4 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7
143 15. -. 15.3 . 15.6 - 15.9 16.3 -16.6 -16.9_ :17.3 17.7,-
7.6 . 7,9 1 8.5 8.6 8.8 . 8.9 . 9.0 9.3 .

7.8 8 9 9.9 T 10.4 __ 0.6' 10.9 11.2 1,1.7 12.2
:4 1.5 1.6 1.6 1 8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3

9.6 10.0 10.4 101 11.2 --.11.6 9 12.3 ;12.7 13.0 _ 4
1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4, .5 1.5 .6 1.7

.6 - :0.6 0.6 0 0.6 4)3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
4:4 4.6 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.8 5.9

1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 '1.7 1.9 2,0 2.0 2.1
0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 .0 1.0 1.0 1,1 1.1 1.1

1.4 1.5 1.5 6 1.6 1.7 .7 1 1.8 1.8- 1.9
7 4 7.6 7,7 7.8 7.9 8.0 8.1 . 8.1 8.2 8.2 8.3

2 1.2 -
383.3 98.2 405.7 435.2 452.2 459.7 481.6 497.0 514,1 51 .1. 525.4



Table A4

Areraie Annual Rates of Growth of GNP-by Sector of Origin

Percent

1951-55 1 956-60 1961-65 1966-70 _- 1971 -75- 1976-80

Industry
_Ferro

Nonferrous meta
Fuel
Electric power
Machinery
Ch rm Is

Wad pulp- and -paper
Construct ion materials'
Light indust
Food industry
Other indust-

= construction
;.Agrieulture,

Transpo=rtation
Communications
Trade
Set-vices

6.6 6. .4

11.1 7.6 7.2 1 4.0 L1

12. 6.9 7.6 7.4 5.9 _ 2.6

9,4 8.9 6.3 5.0 _ 5.0 '_3.3
4:5 =

I 1L4

9,6 7.9 7A 6.9 7.9 .

11.6 10.5 -12,0 8.9 8,6 3.8.

7,4 5.8 - 2.6 2,_9 2 6 -0.1

7 14.7 SA 7 5,4

0.4 6,4 /6 7.2 2.7 26
10.2 __ 8A 6.8 5.9 3=9 0.7

10,2 8.3 6.6 6 3 5.9 3.4

11;8 0.5 5.0 SA 5;6 2,4

42 2 5 0.3

12.3 11.3 9.0 6.7 6.5

Housing
1-Itil ties

ir and personal car

8.1 7.0 7.1' 8.9 7.3 5.

9 2 4 7 0- 4.6

1.9 5 4.4 4 2 A 2.8

/9 5.0 4 7 'I2
5,4 9.1 81 '5.5

51 0

1 2.2 2,3 8.9 6.5 6.2

Recreation 7 4.0 3, 2.8 1.9 4

3.6 2,2 5,9 3.7 2,2 2.

H h 0 4.4 3,8 3.6 .2.6 1.6

Science 7.5 12.5 9.0 6.7 6.0 3.2

and insurance -2A 1.5 5.5 5.9 _ 4.6,

Government adminis rative services -4,5 . -1.8 2.2 5.2 3.8 .3.0

eneral agricultural program 5 9.7 .7- 1.3 . 4.8 4 5.4

Forestry -/8 -4.0 1.7 9 0

Educatio_

C

State administration and the administrative -6,0 -4.1 2.2 4.9 3.5 2.5

organs of social organizations

Civilian police
Military personne
Other branches
Gross national product

3.5 1.6

2,7 1.4

-6.0 -4.1
-4.8

5,5 - 5.9

5.5 5.9

5.5 -8.4 _

3.4 5 4 5

2.2 4 9 5 2.5

/2 3.4 1,6 0.6

5.0 _ 5.2 7 2.7

5.0 5.2 3.7 2.7



-

Table A-3 -_ Percent

,Annual Gro h Rates of GNP by Sector of Origin

-1951 1952 1953 1954- 1955 1956- 1957 1958 1959 1960

Ind 12.2 8.5 9.1 -_ 10.1 11.0 8.2 7.7 9.0 9.3 7 2
Ferrous -me 0 13.7 9.7. 9.0 10.1 7.6 6.8 8.7 8 -

metals 12.5 11.5 9A 17.4 6.0 5.6 5.6 8.1 9.0
Fuel _9.2 . 6.9 .9 10.3 13.8 11.0 11.5 9.2 7.0 6.0
Electric Lxnver 13.8 14.4 12.8 11.8

9.0
12.7

-11.8
12.7

7.2
9.5

-6.8
12.3

7.5
12.4 10.2

achinery - 9.8 8.6 8.9 9.0 _ 9.1
Chemicals 9.8 ' 9.1 10.3

11.1

14:9
-5.5

12.2

3.6
9.5
7.0

12.2

9.3

8.7

9.2
0.1

_. pulpland pa r 4 3.9 4.3
=term 5 13.7 12.8 16.7 6 18.8 11.0 16.2 19.3 15.1 12.1

Light industry 17: 6.4 9.5 7.1 5.9 ' _ 4.6 8.0 7.6 5.7
Food-industry 14.7 9.0 11.0 . 7.2 9.3 12.9 6.6 7.5 10.4 -- 4_7

Other industry 12.2 8.5 9 10.1 11.0 8.2 -_ 7.7 9.0 9.3 7.2
Construction 14.1 10,4 10.3 11.3 13.2 .8.8 10.9 12.3 7.6

,Agriculture. , -8.0 -5.1 6.0 2.0 ____13.3 14.7...i -__ _8.4._ _ _ _2.1_
Traniportation -12.1 9.8 10.3 10.6 18.7 '11.3 13.9 10.5 - 11.1 9.7
Communica ions 9.0 6.4 8.2 7.5 7.7 7.7 5.8 .6.4 7.6
Trade 8:8 9.7 11.0 10:5 9.2 9.3 8.0 9.9" . 6.9 6.

2.4 2.4 4 1.7 1.5 2.2 2.3 4.7 4.3 4.0,
Housing 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.5 4.3 5.3 5.9 5.8
Utilities 4.1 4.1 5.4 67 6.8 1.0 ,. 8.6 0.8 9.8 9.3
Repair and persona r 1.5 .6 1.7- .1.9 2 0 -2.2 -0.7 5 13.2 -3.8
Recreation 3.8 4.6 4.9 10.Z 4.4 3.9 3.6 6.5 2.1 3.9
EAuca Orin 3.4 2.5 4.6 4.1 1.4 1.9 2.5 ° 2.2 2.8
Health 4. 3.9 3.6 6.9' 6.3 2_8 4.4 -5.4 4.6 4.7
Science 9.9 8.2 - 5.0 5.8 9.0 .2 0 10,9 14.4
Credit and insurance -0.7 -0.7 O. 0,2 (1.2 -2.1 74.2 -1.1 -2.7 9
Government administrative

services

-3.8 7,3 -10.9 -1.9 -4.6 1_2 -2.6 -1.2

Gelieral agricultural
programs

8.4 7.5 -8.5 3.7 -27.9 9.0 -4.1 18.7 5.5 21.5

Forestry 1.7 1.7 -10.1 -3.5 -3.4 -2.2 -5.6 -3.3 -6.7 -1.9
state administration and

the administrative or-
gans of social organiza-
ions

-1.5 -1.5 -3.5 -10.7 -12.0 8 -5.8 =0.7 -4.3 -5.9

Culture 3.4 3.2 2.5 4.5 4.0 1.0. 1.5 2.5 1.3 1.7

unicipal services 3.9 3.7 2.1 2.0 9 2.6 0.9 1.2 0.7 1.8

Civilian police -1.5 -1.5 -3.5 -10.7 -12.13- . -3.8 -5.8 -0:7 -4.3 -5.9
litary personne 12.5 - 7.4. ---8.0 -7.3 -6.8 -2.0 -5.9 -8.3 -6.9 -0.6

Other branch _ 5.9 3.2 4.7 8.6 8.4 7.6 5.8 4.0
Gross national p onus 3.1 5.9 5.2 4.7 6 4 3.8 7.6. 5.8 4.0



Table A-3 (Continued)

Annual Growth Rates of GNP by Sector of Origin

=1961 1962- 1963 1964 - 1965 =- 967 A968 1969 1970

ndust 6.7 7.4 6.0 . 6A 6 5.6 9 6.5 4 7.0

MC 8757-7777-7-773 6.2 ,- 73 6.4 = 6.2 5 7 44 5.5

, metals 4 8 9 7.8 6.0 72 9.7 .9 8.0 54 5 6

Fuel 4.9- 5.8 8.4 6 5 9 ,-6A 5.2: 5 4.4 5.5

Electric power 12.1 12.8. 2 11.2 104 i 74 7.7 8.8 7.9 7.6

aehineor 0.2 6A 6A 5.5 4.5 6.7 9.0. 63 -. 7,7

Chemi 99 10 10.8 _7 - 14.9 104 0.0 7.2 1

pulp, and pa 70.1 2.4

7A 5.1

4.2

2.8

4.5 24 0.5 5.0 14 1.8 . 4.9

Construction materials 4 6S 7.2 7.1 33 24 8.5

nd .3 6 3.5 lA 3.0 14 7A 8,3 73 6A 5.9:

pool industry 7.3 6.2 4.2 5 11.2- 4.5 7:4 4 7 4-

Oth er industry 63 7A 64 6;4 6.5 -54 6.9 6.5 5,4 74

Construction 5.2 4.7 . 33 6 4.6 6 5 44 7.7

-Agriculture___:__. 63 0 -20.8 2 5.8 4.0 -1.6 6. -4A 14,4

Transportation 7.2 8 0 8.3 9.3 12.0 6A 83 6.9 64

o an ions 5 9 6.2 5.9 7.1 10A 10.5 10.3 72 7 7.5

trade 9 --- 5.8 - 4.1 3.9 6.1 7.9 7.4 7.4 5.4_= 74

Services .7 4.7 3.9 5.2 4,7 4.5 4 4.6 9 3.8

Floasing 5 0 4A .44 5 2 3.2 3 2.

Utilities 2 8A 8.0 7.7 72 6.1 5.7 5.2 5.0 5A

R and personal care 2 -1.5 23 8 11.1 0 9.8 9. 6A 8.8

Recreation 6 -: 2 .9 7.3 3.8 0.7 4: 1,7

Education 4.5 6.9 5. 6.7 53 4. 6 4.2

Hea 4_0 2.9 4.0 4A 3,8 24 4.6 9 0

Knee 1 7.9 8 5A 64 4.2 63 6.9 83

Credit and insurance 0 2.2 1.9 2,9 0.6 4.9- 5A 5.4 5.1' 6:7

Government administra
semices

-1. 2.0 0.4 4.2 5.5 5.5 7.0 5.7 5.1 2.7

General agricultural
prograrhs

-9.7 -1.4 =1.4 3.7 2.9 5.9 9.4 7.5 .5- -0.1

Forest 0.7 2.9 2.3 1.8 -1 3 2 1.0 2.4 .4 1.4

--State admirtistration and
theodministrative or-
gans of social organiza-
nods

-1.6- 4.0 7.0 9 6.6 4.9_ _ 5.4 _1.9

Culture 2 6A 5.4 6.8 5.6 4 0.0 10.1

Municipal services 1.1 9 5.1 .7 4.8 7.7 4.9 4.9 9

Civilian police -0.5 .1.6' -0.8 4.0 7.0 5 6.6 4.9 5A 13

Military personnel -22 4.1' 6 2 2.2 1.9 3.8 - 4.8 43 . 2.1

Other branches 5.6 , 11.0 . 4 5.1 4.6 6.0 . 2.9 73

Gross nal' nal pr u 5,6 3.8 -1:1 11.0 6 5 4.6 6.0 2.9 i_ 73
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Food 'i_ndu

lther rods

Ion

971 1971 .1973 1974. 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 - 1980,

Government administrative 4.2 3.
services

programs.
Forestry 0.4 2.3 -0.5
State administration and 3.3 -15 4.2

the administrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tions

Culture
Municipal services
Civilian police

uc

5.9 4.9

3.5 _

2.7 2.0

3.9

3.7 4.2

3.2 4.2

1 1.2

9

6.8 . 4.4 - 4.9 4 2.6. 3.5 4.3 4.3

5.2 6.3 5 2 4.9 5.2 4.6 2

3.4 4.2 3,5 3,1 2. 3.3 17 3.0

General agricultural 6.8 4.5 4.0 4.1 4.6 9.1 2.3 6.2 3.9 5.6

0.0 0.4

6.9 4.2 4_.7 5.4 4.0 3.9 5.6 4.1 2 2 '' -2.4.

2A 6 4.3 3.2 2.8

2.2 -2.2 2.5 2.7 -6----.9
1.2 0.1 0.5 ,0.7

3.9 1.7 4 .3.2 3.4 0.8

3.9 3.2 3.4 0.8

0.6

Table A-3 (Continued)

Annual Growth Rates of GNP by Sector of Origin

Credit and insurance

Military personnel
-Other branchis
Gross national p

Science 6.7 7.4

6.6 6.6

.9 r 7
9 1.9 7

1.4 0.7 -0.9 0.4

1.7 4.8

Industry 6.1 0 5.8 6 5 6.2 9 4. 5 3.0 2.9
Ferrous me tale 3.8- 3.3 4.0 42 4.4 2.7 0.7 12- 0.0 -0.3

,
'_Nonferrous metals 7.0 5.3 6.1 62 4.7 .. 3.1 3.1 3.0: 0.8

- Fuel 4.8 43 - 4.9 4.9 19 3.7 - . 4.2 3 1 3.0 13
Electric power 8.1 7.1 6 6.7 - 6.6 .6.9 3,6 7 2.9 4.

in 6.9 8,5 7.7 5-5. 5.6 - 5.6' 5.6 4.3
be: Ls 8 6.7 9.0 9.5 9.7 L.. 4 5.2 3.6 0.2 5.2

Woad, pill . and -paper 2.8 2.0- 2 7 .6 0. -0.5 -19 2.8

Construction materials 63 5.2 6.0 4.7 4.5 3,5 1.9 24 0.3 .1.0
Light industry 4.5 0 7 -- 2.8 2.7 19 4.2 2.5 2:6 1.8 2.0

2.6 3 3 0.8 19- 5.1 -_ -1.1 4.0 -1.I 3.2 - IA
6.1 5.0 5. -6. 62 3.9- 4.0 3.51 3.0 2.9

. Co 63 5.2 5.9 4.9 34 ' 2.4 3.0. 0.8 2 5

Agricul ure__ 7-13 Ei 6.7 7-22 --.13 . 3 a z a..11 A i _ 33 _z._ - 3.5 -_ -7
Transportation 6.7 5.5 7.2 7.0 4.4 2.2- 4.6 = 2.3 3.9
Communications 7.3 7A 7.2 7.2 7.2 6.4 53 5.5 5.6 6
Trade 4.8 3.3 5:3 --5.0 4.5 .6 6 3A 2A 2A
Services .7 5 . 2.5. I_ 3.1 3.0

Housing 23 23 17 2.6 2:6 14 2.3 22 11 2.1

Utilities 5.0 4.2 4. 17 5 5.7 4.8 4.8 -12 4.4
Repair and pe onal care _ 6.2 6.7 6.9 6.5 5.9 5. 4.8 7.0 6.8 63_-_._

Recr ion- 17 IA 2.1 9 1 3 -1.2 0.8 19 _ 1.9 2.6
Education 2.9 2.3 1,8 2.2 2,0 1 =9 13 2.9 2.1 3.6
Health 4 2.7 2.2 2.5 1.9 1.9 1 3 1.2 .7

2.2 2.2 2.7 .2.9

1

Percent

4

.4
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Percentage Shires of GNP by Sector of Origin

1950 1951 1952 1953 . 1954 1955. 1956. :1957 _1958 1959

Industry, 20.4 22.2 22.7 23.5 25.3 25.3 2 26.6 27.4

Ferrous metals 1 1.6 8 1.9 ". 1.9 1.9 2.0 .9 2M

Nonferrous metals 0.7 -0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 --1.0 0.9 1.0.: 0.9 1.0

Fuel 12 2 2.4 15 2A 17 19 .--19 19
Electric power_ a8 09 0.9 1M 1.1 1:1, 11 12 1.3 1.3

Machine 62 6.6 6.8 11 7.3 7.6 7.5 7.7 7,7 . 7. 9

Chemicals O. 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 E 1.1 .2

Wood , pulp, and paper 2. 3M 3.2 3.1 -3.0 1 2

Construction materials 0.8 0.9 1 0 1,1 11 1.3 1.4 1.5 12. 9

Light industry 10 13 2.3 2.4 16 16 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.6

Food industry 1.9 2.2 2.2 2.3 2,4 '4 2 2.6 2 6 2.7

Other indwary 0.6 0.6 0.7 07 02 02 03 0.8 0,8 0

Construction 4.3 4.7 4.9 5.2 5.5 52 -5.8 6.2 6.5 6.9

Agrculture .._ 0,6 27.3 27.1 27.3 2E6 27.7 29A 27.9 28.1 7.1

ionTransportation 9 4.2 4A 4.6 4.8 .4 5.9 6.1 6A

- 0.6 0A 0.6 0.6 OA 0.6 0.6 0A 0.6 0.6

Tradc 5.0 5 5.5 5. 6. 6.1 6.2 6.4 .6 6.6

Servic 29.5 29 28 27.3 26.5 24.8 23A 23.1 214 22.1

housing 10.0 9.9. 9.6 9.4 -9.3 8.8 8A . 8.4 83 8.3

Utilities 0A 0.4 OA a4 0A .4 4 0.4 0.4 0.5

Repair and personal c 1 6 6 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.2 .2 1.2

0 1M 1M 1M 1:1' 1M 0 0 1MR ion
Education 5.1 .2 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.7 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.0

Health 15 15 /5 2A 2.5 2,4 23- 2. 23

Science 1.2 .2 1.2 1.2 2 1 14 1.4

Credit and insurance 0.8 as 0 0.7 0.7 OA a6 a 0.5 0.4

Government administrative
services -.

6.9 6 6.4 5,8 4.2 3.8 3.0

.Gcneral.agriculiu r
programs

0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.3 O. 0.3

Forestry 0.5 0.5 0.4 .4 0.3 0.3 0 0.2 0.2

-State administration and
the administrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tions

3.2 23- 2.2 -2.0 1 1.6 1.53.9 --/5 3r5

Culture 0.4 0,4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

unicipal se ces 0.3 0. 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 E3 02 0.2 0.2

Civilian politic .2 . 1.2 1 1M 0.9 0.7 OA 0.6 o. 0.5 '1

ilitary personnel 5.6 6:1 6.2 A 4.8 4. 3.7 3.4 2.9 2.5

Other branches 0.3 0 0.3 0.3 0. 0 0.3 0.3 0.3

Gross national eruct loao Imo 100.0 map - 100.0 loao loao 100.0 100.0 loom
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Table A-4 (Continued)

Percentage Shares of GNP by Sector of Origin

Indust
Ferrous me
Non
Fuel
Electile power
Machinery

_ meta

Percent

1960 1961 -1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

28.3 28.6 29.6'. 31.7 30.4 30.5 30.6 31.3 31.4 32.2
2.1 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.3 .2.3

1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2

3.0.

1.4

8.3

3.0 3.0 3.3 3.2 3.2- 3.2 3.2 312_

1.5 - 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.9 2-.0 2 :0 2.1 22 -
8.5 9.1 9.7 9.3 9,3 9.2 9.4 9.7 10.1

Chemicals 1.2-. 1.3 1.4 1.6

Wood, pulp.; and paper -3.1 2.9 2.9 2.9

Construction rnateriab 2.0 2_0 2.1 2.1 2.0

Cher industry
Construction

1.7 1.8 .9 . 1.9 2,0
2.7 2.6- 2.6 2.5 2.5

. 2.0

2.8 3.0

0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 .. 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
7.1 7.5 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.3 -- .7.2 7.3

culture
.Transportation =
Cormnuhications
Trade
Services

Housing
itilitie

_ _Repair and personal care
Recreation

ucation

"25,5 25.9 24,2 1"-°- 19.4 23.0 .,22.9 22.7 21.4 21.4 19.9

6.9 7.1 7:8 7.7 8.1 8.2
.7 0.7 0.7`= 0.7

6.8

0.7
6.8

8.6 8.6 8.8

0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9

h

22.1

8.4
0.5

6.7
21,7 21.9
'8.4 8.4

6 7.2 6.7 6.7
23.0 2E0 21.5

8.9 8.3 8.0.

6.9 7.1- .7.2 . 7.4
21.4 -21.3 21.0 212

0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6

7.9 7.8.
0.6 0.6

7.6

0.6
-1 1.0 _ 0.9
1.0 1.0 0:9

3.9 3.9 4.0

1.0

.0
4 3

.0

0.9

4.1-

1.0

0=9 0.9
4.1

0.9.
4.1 4.0

Science
Credit and insurance

2.3

1.6

0.4
2.9

1.7

0.4
2=7Government administrative

services
General agricultural .0.4 0.3

programs

2.2 2.3- 2.2 21 v 2.1 2.1

'1.8 2.0 1-.9 1,9__ 1.9 1.9

0.4 0.4 0.4 -0.4 0.4 0.4 _

2.7 2.7 2.5 2.5 - 2.5 2.6

0:3 0.3 0.3 0_3 , 0.3

Forestry 0.2 0.2 0.2 '02 0.2

State administration and
the administrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tions

1=3 1.3 1.2 1=2- -1.2

Culture 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

Municipal services 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Civilian police 0.4 '0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Military personnel 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.2

Other branches - 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

Gross national product 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

60'

60

1.1

0.9
4.0
2.1

1.9

OA

2.6

7.6
0.6

1.2

0.9
4.0
2.1 '
2.0
0.4

2.6

0.3

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

1.2 1.2 -1.2 12 1.2

0.2
0.4
2.1

0.3
100.0

0.3 -0.3

0.2 0.2
0.4 0.4

2.0
0.3

100.0 100.0

2.0
0.3

100.0

0.3 0.4

0.2 0.2
0.4 0.4
2.0 2.0
0.3 0.3

100.0



Table A.4 (Continu

,--=Percentage Shares of GNP by Sector of Origin

970 1971. .1972 1973 1974- 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

-industry 2.0 32.7 33.7 33.2 34,0 35.5 5.2 35.5 35.5 36.3 36.8

Ferrous m 2 2.3 2 -_ 2.3 23 2.3 2/" 2.2; 2.2 2

on fen. us instals 1.3 4 1.4 1,A IA A

Fuel 3.2 3.3 3.2- 3.2 3A --. 3.4 3 3 3.4 3A

Electric pavver 2.2 23 2.4 2A 2.4 . 25 2.6 2.6 /6 2.7 2.8

achin 0 a5 0 11,1 6 123 12.4 2.7 /9 .5 13.9

Chemicals 2.0 2. 1 2 2 2/ 24 2.5 5 2.6 26 2.6 22

Wood, pulp. and paper 2.4 ..2,4 2.4 2.3 2,3 2,3 22 2/ 2,1 2.0 2.0

Construction materials . 2.1 2,l 2_2 2 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2/
Light industry 2.5 2,6 2.5 2 2.4 2.4- 2.4 2.4 2A 2.4 2.4

industry .0 3.0 3.0 2.9 3.0 31 .9 2.9 . 28 2.9 2.8

Other industry 0.9 0 9 1.0 1_0 _ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 I 0 1. 1. 1.1

:Construction 7. 7 7 7.6 7.7 8,0 7.9 7.8 a7.8. :7.8 -73

I u 20.0_ 9.5 18,4 . 15.7 16.7; 6.7_ _ 16.7 : 15

Tra ion -83 9.0 9.3 9.3 . 9:5 10.0 9.9 9.8 9.9 I 0.

Communications 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1,0 1.0 1. 1,1 1/
Trade 7.3 7.4 7.5 -7 3 7.4 7,6 7.5 7.6 7.6 7I--7 73

Se 20.5 204 20.8 20.0 19.9 20/ 19.7 19.6 19,5 20.0 203

Housin 7.2 7.1 7/ 6.9 6. 6.9 -6.7 63 6.6 62 6,7

Utilities:: 0.6 -0.6 0.6 0.6 0. 6 0.6 0.6 0.7 02

epair and __a 2 1 4 4 1,4 IA 1.6

ecreation 0.8 0 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 7 03 03 0.7 0.7

Fduca ion 3.8 3.8 3.6 3:5 3.5 4 34 3,4 3 .4 3

2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8 -1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8

cience 2,0 2.1 2.2 22 2.2 23 2.2 2_2 2 2 2.3 2.

Credit and insurance 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 . 0.4 _- 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Government administrative
services

2.5 2.5 2.6 2.5 2:5 2.5 2.5 2.5 '2.5 25 2.6

General agricultural pr©gral 0.3 0.3 0.3 O. 0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

-Forestry 0.1 a 1 al- az 0.1 a 1 0.1 0,1 0 1 0.1 0.1

State administration and the
administrative organs of social-
organizations

1.2 -1.1 1.2 LI 1.1 1,1, 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

Culture 0,4 0_4 0,4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
.e'. .

util 1 setviccs 0/ 0.2 0,2 .0.2 0.2 0.2 2 0/ 0.2 0.2 0.2

Civiliau poliCe a4 OA OA 0.4 0.4 0.4 0,4 0.4 0,3 0.4 0.4

lafilitary personnel 1.9 1.9 1- 9 1.8 1 8 13 13 1.6 1.6 1.6 Ifi

Other branches o 0 0 0 o i 0. 0.3 0.3 0.3 0. 0.3

Gross national product 100.0 mac, 100,0 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 10a0 100.0 Imo
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Table A -5

Indexei of GNP by Sector of Origin

1970x100

1950 19511 1952` -- 1953 1954 - 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 -

Industry 22.2 24.9 27.0 29.5 32A 36.0 38.9 42.0 45.7 50.0
errous.metals. 216 25,6 29.1 1.9 34.8 38.3 411 43.7 46.6. 50.7

Nonferrous metals 19.0 21.5 24.2 -27_0 29.6 -34.7 36.8 38.9 41.0 44.4.
Fuel 24.0 26.1 28.1 30.0 33 i 37.6 41.8 46.6 50.9 54.5

_ Electric power 12.5 14.2 16,2 20.5 23.1 26.0 28.5 .0 0
Machinery 21.6 23.7 25.8 30.6 34.2 36.7 39.2 42.1 45.9
Chemicals 13,0 14.3 15. .2 19.6 22.5 25.3 27.7 31. .7 -

pulp, and paper 40.4 45.8 47 6 49.6 54.7 57.6 59.7 63.9 69.9 76.3
Construction materials 14.2 16.1 18.2 -21.2 24.7 29.4 32.6 37.9 45.2- 52.0

ig t indus try 27.8 32.7 34.7 42.6 45.6 48.3 50.5

43.5
54.5
4

58

5 .7Food ndustry 22.3 25.5 27.9 30.9 33.1 36.2 40.9
Other industry 22.2 24.9 27.0 29.5 32 4 - 36. 9 42.0 45.7 50.0

Construction 20.4 23.3 25.7 28 31.5 53 9 4 1 48.7 54.7
Agriculture ,---.-- ---=- --_ - -50A--- -46.4-- - - 48.8- -51.7 -52.8 - --- 59.8-- -68.6 6716 = -74.7
Transportation 15.5 17.3 19.0 21.0= 23,2' 27.6 30.7 34.9 38.6 42.9
Communications 22A 24.5 26.7 28.4 30. 35.6 38.4 40.6 43.2

. 519Trade 23.9 26.0 28.5 1.6 4.9_
54.3

8.2 41.7 45 49.5
Services 50.2 51:4 52.7 53.4 55.1 56.4 57.7 60,4 62.9-

Housing 48 49.4 4 50.7 52.1 53.6 55.4. 37.3 59.8` 63.0 66.7
Utilities 25.9 - 26.9 28:0 29 6 31.5 33.7 36,0 39.1 43.4 47.6
Repair and personal ca_re _--_47,8 : 48_6 49_3 50.2 51,1 52 2 -51,0 50 7- 53 60,6
Recreation 41:9 433 45.5 47.8 5217 60.3 62.6 64.9 69.1 - 70.5
Education 47.2 48.8 .50A 51/ 54.0 56_2 57.0 58.1 59.5 . 60.8 -.-

Health- 44.0 45.8 47.6 49.3 52.7 56.0 '57.6 -60.2 63.4 66.4
Science -18.2 20.0 21.6 22.7. 24.0 26.2 29.6 32.8 37.2 41.3
Credit and insurance 80.8 80.3 79.8 79.9 0.1 80.3 78.6 75 74.5- 72.4
Government administrative 96.4 96.4

services
96.4 X92.7 86.0 76.6 75.1 71.7 72.6 70.7

General agricultural pro- 66.7 72.3
rams

77.7 71.1 73.7 57.9 55.5 65.9 -69.5.-

-Foves- 121 23.9 126.0 -109.3 105.6 103.2 97.4 94.2
Mate administration and 118.3 116.6

thqadministrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tions

114.8 110.7 98.9 ; 87.0 83.7 7 ;78.2 74.9

ulture 39.9 41.2 42.5 43.6 /45.5 47.3 47.8 48.5 49.7 50.4
Municipal services 53A 55A 57.5 58_7 59. 60.9 62.5 63.1 63.9 64.3

Civilian police 118.3 116.6 114.8 110.7 98.9 87.0 83.7 78.8 78.2 74.9
Military personnel 101.4 114_0 122.5 112.7_ 104.4 . 97.3 95A 89.8 2. 76.5
Other 1n-anches 34.9 35.9 38.0 40.0 41.9 45.5 49.3 51.2 55.1 58.3
Gross national product 34.9 35,9' 38,0 40.0 41.9 45.5 49.3 51,2 / 55,1 5



Table 5 (Continued

Index of GNP by Sec Or o Origin

.

1970=-100

1960 1961- 1962 1963 1964 196 1966 1967 1968 1969

Industry 53.6 57.2 61.4 65.1. 69.3 _73.8 77.9 83.3 88.7 93.5

. Ferrous metals 55.1 59.8 64.4 68.4 73.4 . 78. 2.9. 87.6 9 6. 94.

Nonferrous metals 48.4 52.4 57-.1 61 652 ,69.9 76.7 83.5 90.2 94.7

Fuel -57.7 60.6 64:1 69.4 73.9- 78.3 83.3 87.7 90.8 94.8

Electric power 39.7 44_5 50 55.8 62.0. 68.3 73.5 79.1 86.1 42.9
Machinery 50.1

37.1
76.4

54.3 59 8 7 .67.7 71.5 74.7 79.7_ 86,9 92.9'
Chemicals

pulp. and paper-
40.8 45.1 5 0 56.8 65.3 71.8 79.0 845 89.8

76.3 78 4 85.1 86.8 87.2 91.5 93.7 95.4

ruction rtmaterial 58.3 62.6 65 67.6 ' .9 75.8 81'2 7.0 90.4 92.2
88.8 94.4Light industry 62.1 64.3 66.6 67.5 69.5 ''- 70.7 .76.0 82.3.

Food indust 54.1 58,1 612 64.3 67.7 75.3 78.6 '84.4 ,-. 89.2 ' 94.3

Other industry . 53.6 57.2 .61.4 65.1 - 69.3 73.8 : :77.9 83.3 . 88.7:v--- 93:5

Construction 58.9 62.0 . 64.9 67 70.9 75.3 78.8 : 84.8 89.3 92.8

-7 7 3 - 75.9 ---. 60.2 - 79.5-- 84.1- ----87.4 --L. 860 := -191,4 87.4 -

Transportation -47.0 50.4 54.4 59.0 64.4 72.2_ 76.9 8 . 89.3 9 .

Communications 46.5 49.2 2.3 55 59. 65.4 -72._3 79.8 85:5. 93.0

Trade 56.5 58.7 62.2 64.7 67.2 71.3 76.9 82.6
88.6

7 93.5

92.7 96.3Services 65.5 67.9 71.1 73.9 77.7 81.3 85.0

ousing 70.6 74.1 77.4 80.5 86.0 91.6 94_5 97.3

Utilities 52.0 56_8 61. 66.4 71.5 76.6 81.3 85.9- 90.4 -' 94.9

Repair and nal care 58.3 -5 52.7 54.0 7 -65.3 -_ - 7L0 _ __ 79.0 _ 86.4 _ _919
97.1 9

94.2 974
Recreation 7 2 - 75.8 77.6 78.3 84.0 87.2 7 93.1

90.4Education 62.5 65.3 - 69.9 73_7 78.7 87.3

Health 69_4 72.2 -75_0 77.2 80.3 86.9 89.4 9 4 974

Science 47.2 52.7 58.6 63.2 68.7 72_4 77.3 0.5- 86 92.0

Credit and insurance 71.0 71.0 72.6 74.0 76.1_ 76.6 80.3 84.6 89.2 93.8,

Government administrativ 69.8 69.0 70.4 ° 70.7- 73.7 77.7 81.9 87.7 92.7 97.4
services_

General agricultural pro- 84.5 76.4
grams

Forestry 86.2 86.9 89_4

75.3 .74.2 77.0 79.2 .9 91.7 98.6 100.1

91.5 93.1 91.9 94.0 ---':- 94.9 -97.2 98.6

70.7 73.5 78.6 83.3 88 8 93.1 .98.1State administration and 70.5 70.1 71.2
the administrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tions

Culture
Municipal services
Tian police

Military personnel
Other branches
Gross national product

51.3 52.9 56.3 59

65.4 66_2 68.3 71.0

70.5 70.1 71.2 70.7

76.1 74.4 77.5 80.

64.0 66.4 65.7

64.0 66.4

63.4 66.9 70.1 77.1 84.9 92.4

74.6 77.4

7 78.6

81.1 87.4 91.7

83:3 88.8 93.1.

82.9 84.8 86.4 89.6 93.9

85.1 90.3

90.3 92.9
72.9 ..77.4 , -81.4

65.7 72.9 77.4

96.2
98.1

98.0
92.9



Table A-5 (continued)

Indexes of GNP by Sector of Origin

1970

Industry 100.0

Ferrous metals 100.0

Nonferrous metals 100.0.

Fuel 100.0
Electric power 1.0

Machinery 100.:0 -,

Chemicals 1000
pulp, and paper 100.0

Construction mgtenals 100,0

Light; industry 100,0

Food industry 100.0.
ther indust 100.0

tiah 100.0 -_

100.0 -

1000
1000 -

Trade 100.0

Services 100.0

Housing 100.0

Utilities 100.0

Repair and personal tyre 100.0

Recreation . 100M

Education 100.0
Health 100.0

Science 100.0

Credit and insurance 100,0
Government administrative 100.0

services
General agricultural pro-. 100.0

Construe
-Agriculture--
Transportation
Communications

grams

-Forestry 100.0

State administration and 100.0
the administrative or
gans of social organiza-
tions

Culture
Municipal services
Civilian police

Military persannel
Other bran
Gross national product

19707100
-

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

106.1 111,4 117.9 1253 133.2 138.4 143.9 _148.9 153.4 157.8
1 A 107.3 111 6 116.3 121 124.7 125.6 28A 128 A 128-0
107.0 a 112.7 - 119 :6 126.9 132.9 137.1 141.3 145.9 150.2 151.4

09.8 11 120.7 127.8 132.5 138.1 142.5 1463 150.17
108.1 115.8 123.6 131.9 140.6_ 150.3: 155.7 _162,9 167.7 1753
108.1 115.6 -125.3 136.0 146.4 154.5 163.2 172A 182.0 190.0
108,1 115.3 125.7- 37.7 151.0 158 166.6 172.5 -1729 1819
102,8 104.8 107.7 109;6.' 113A 113.4 114,0 113A 1102 -.113/
106.7 112.3 -119.0 124.6 130.2 134.8 -- I37A -140.7 141.2 14/6
1043 105. 108.2 111.1 114.3 119.0 122-1- . -125.2 127,4 130.0
102.6 105.9 1067 115.2 121.1 9.7 . 424.5 123.2 I27/-, 125,4
106,1 111.4- 117.9; 125.5 133.2 138.4. 1439 148,9 1534 157.8
1067 112.2 1188 125.0 131 2 135.6 . 1389 143,0...144 .1. 147.7

9 9 1 04;8 102,5 88 9 --99.1 =102.5--- - 73!---90.2--

1067 112.6 120.7 129.2 137.0 143.0 146.2 529 6 162.5

107.3 115.2 123.5 324 142.0 151.1 159 6 168.4 177.9- 1879
104.8 108.3 114.0 1193 125.1 1296 134.2 138.7 1420 145.3
103.7 1074 111,0 114.7 118 121.2__ 124.2 X7,9 1318 13SY8
102.7 105.5 108.4 111'.2 114.1 r1 6.8 9 22/ 124.8 1274105.017 1213 128.3 135.7 142.2 149:0 1567 1636

306.2 113.4 121.2. 129.1- - 136,7 144.6 151.6 - 1622- 173.2-- 184.9 --

102.7 104.2, 1064 1084 09.8 108,5 109.4 112.6 114.7 1176
102.9 105.2 -!107.1 109.5 111.7, 1 115,8 119.2 121.7 126,1

' 103A 106.2 108.5 1113 113A .115A 117.1 . 118.5_ 1213 122.8

1067 114,6 1224 127.8: 134.1 61 139.6 . 144.5 150,7 157.2

1066 11'3,6 1193 127,0 133.5 140,4. 147.3 155.0 162.2 166.8
104.2 108.2 111.8 1165 120A 124.3 127.7 -1182.0 135,5 139-.6

196.8 111.6 116.1 120.8 126.5 0 141.1 149.9 155.7 164.4_

100.4 102.7 1022 103.7 104.4 103.5 103.9 10 105.3' 105.8

103.3 107,0 _ 110,4 115.0 118.8. 121.3 124.0 127 130A 134.3

100.0 106.9 111.5 116.7 123.0 127.9 -132.8 140.3 146.1 149:2 152.9

100.0 105.9 111.1 115.2 120.0 124A 127.4 132.0 137.6 141.9 146.0

100.0-, 103_3 107.0 110.4 115,0 118_8 r 121,3 124.0 127.2 1306 134.3

100.0 :12.7 -104.7 105S 107.2 108A_ 109.7_ 109.9 110.4 111.2 III 8
10 200 1253 129.7 134.1 135.2 137

100.0 103.9 105.9 113.6- 118.0 . 120.0 125.7 -.129.7 134.1 .135.2 137_1



_Table A-6

GNP by End Use

_1950 1951 19527 -- 1953 1954 1955 1956 19577

Consumption.
Consumer

80.1 80.6 85.5 91.1 96.2 101._ 106.4 113.7

74.3a

Animal products
Processed food_ s

asic foods
Beverages

50.3

42.9
21.3

2.7
17.0

49.9 53:6 58.1 65.1 68.6.
415 443 47.9 49:5 52.3 54.7 59.1

21.6 22.2 21A 24.6 25.3 27.5 30.2_

3.5 3.9 4.7 3_9 4.8 5.2 . 5A
14.2 16.1 171: 17.9 18.7 . .18A 19.5

2.2 2A 2_7 4 3__6:

7.2 7A 8A . 9.8 0.3 2 11.9

1.2 _lA 1.8 -2.3 2.5 2.7 3.3

0.7 1 34.6 .36.5. 37.8 9A

.9

Soft good
Durables

Consu s

Housing
Utilities
Transportation

6.3
1_0

29
.0 7 14.0 4.5 4 9 5.5 6

0_9 1.0 1.0

0_9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1 4 1.6

2 1.4

1.7 2.0

= 1958 1959

, 121.7

80.2

Billion--1970 Rubles

127.2

63.7 65.6
34.3 35.8
5.6 5_9

19.6 19.8

" t2 - 4.2
12.8 13.7

3A 3.9

41.6 "44.0

2.2 Z.4

1.4

7.0 0
6

'Communications -----0_4-- -" 0.5 0.5 -0.5 OA-- 0.6 -07 0.7 -0

Repair a -d personal care 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 /1 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.5

1.5 -1.6 . 1.6 . L8 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.6

7.4 7.5 7.8 8.0 . 83 8.9 9.2 9A 9.7

4.1 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.4 5.7. 6.0 6.4

- 22.7 26.2 28.1 4.1 38.8

'e fixed investment 19.4 19_2 22.3 219
chinery and equipment 35 3.8 4.0

Construction and other 12.3 14:2 15.9 17.4 19.3
capital outlays_

Net additions lives_

5.8 7.3
21.4 - 22.7

9.8 --
24.8 28.0 31.6

#ock 0 7 -0.5 0_9 -0.2 1.7 2.6 .5 _

2_9 3.2 3_5 9 4 5.2 6.2 7.1 7.9 - 9.3 -,

government e i nd #tires 34_5 4 37.7 36.1 36.3 43.9 39.2 41A 42.8

Government administrative 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.0 9.3 8.3 8.1 7.7 7.8 -' 7.6
services

General agricultural pre 0.7_
grams

2.7

Capital renal
Oth

0.7 0.8. 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7_

Forestry 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7., 0.6 . 0.6 0.6

State administration and 6.0 5.9 5.8 5.6 5.0 4.4 4.2- 4.0 4.0
the administrative on

-gans of social organiza-
tions

Culture
unicipal senrices

3.8

0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 .0.6_- 0.6 0.6

Civilian police 1.9 . 1.8 1_8 -1_7 1.6 :1.4 1:2 1.2 1.2

Research-and development 2_2 2A 2.6 2.7 2.9 A 3.9 4.5 5.0'

Outlays n.e 2 21.6. 24.7 23 24.2 27 4 2. 27_5 29.1 30.2

145.8 .1534 160.7 1745 189.1 196.2 211.2 223.4Gross national product 6 137.7



Table A-6 (Continued)

GNP by End Use

Rubles

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1866 1967. -1968 1969

Consumption 133.9:- 137.8 143,3 151.0 152.1 160.3 169.11 178.8 189.5 198.6

Consurntr goods 87:5 89,1 92.0 96.2 95.3 '= 100.5 106.4 113.2 120.8 =127.0

Food.. 68.3. 69.3 71.5 75.6 73.7 77.2 80.9 85.4 90.4 94.3

Animal products 7 8 9 42. 39.1 44.4 . . 47.2 50.5 5

Processed foods 6.4 6.7 7,1 7.4 8,1 8.4 8.5 =9.0 9.4 9.9

Basic 19 9.9 204 199 20_7 21.3 21. 21.9 22.6 22.4

Beverages 4.4 43 5.1 5.5 5.8 6.2 6.7 7 7.9 8:9

Soft gocas 14.13 15 15 15,9 1614 J 17.5 19.0 20.7 22 5 24.2

Durables 4.5 4.5 4.8 4.8 5 2 5_8 6.5 7.1 7 8.5

Consumer services 46.4 48.6 51,2" 5 56 59.8 623 65.6 68.8 71,6

Housing 19 0 - 20.0 20 21.7 22.5 23.2 23.9 - 24.7 25.5 26.2

Utilities 1:7 1.8 2.0 2 2.4 2.6 2 3.0 3.2 3.4
.

Transportation 1.23 2.9 3.3 3 6 9 4. 4:8 5 5 8 6.2

Communications" 1:0 :: .0 1 1 4 1 5- 13- I

Repair and personal care 2:5 2.3 2.3 2.4 = 2.6 2.9 , 32 3.5 3.9 4.2

Recreation 17 r.8 2_ 2.9 3.1 3.2 3,3 35 3.6 3.6

Education 10.2 10.8 11.7 12.6 1 4 14.2 14.9 15.5 16.2 16.8

Health 6.8 7.0 7.1 74 73 8.1 8,4 8.6. 9.0 9.4

nvestrnent 56.2 ' 62.5 65.1 60.0 74.0 809. : 81.6 84,7 901 96_0

New fix investment. 46.4 51_9 X53.5 46. 59.7 65.7 66,0 68.7 73.3 78.5

n and equipmen 1 1 .2 4. 6.6- 7 8 18 202- = 21.8 -22.8

Construction and other 34.1. 35.6 -37.4 38.8 40.5 43.6 45.4 49.6 52.3 54.9
capital outlays

Net additions to livestock - 1.5 4.5 2.9 . 2.6 4.3 1.7 -1. -0.8 05
Capital repair 9 10.6 11.6 14.4 15_2 15.7 116.0 16.9, 17.6

45.0 46.2 41.6 53.2 55.6 61.2 .6/8 66.2 61.2

7.4 7.6 7.6 : 7.9 8.4 8.8 9.4 10.0 - 10.5
Other government expenditures 42

Government administrative 7.5
services

General agricultural pro- 0.9
grams

0.8

Forestry 0.6

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 Y 0.9 0.9 _ 1.0 1.0

0.6 -0.6 < 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

State administration and - 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 _ 3.7 4.0 . 4.2 4_5 4.7 0
the administrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tions

Culture
Municipal services
Civilian pa lice

Research and develop en
Outlays n.e.c,

Gross national product

0.8- 0. 0.9 1.0 1.0 1:1 1.2 13 .4

0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0,8

1.1 1.1 1.1 1_1 1.2 ; 1.2 13 1_4 1.5 1.5

7.0 7.6- 8,3 8_7. . _ 9.3 9.7 10.3 11.0

29.0 -31.2 31.6 26.54- 6 37.0 % 38.5.' 43.1 43.7 45.9 39.7

232.3_ 245.3 254.5. 2513 04 2794 296.8 311:9 326.3 346.0 355.9



R

Table A-6:(Continued)

P by End Use

Billion 1970 Rubies:,

Consumption
Consumer

1970 1971 1972 1973 - 1974 1975 1976 , 1977 1978 1979 1980

207.8 215.3 220.4 229. 238.1 247.5 253.0 260.4 268.0

3 138.0 140.6 146.9 152.4 158.7 161.6. 166.8 71.

97.8 100.1- 1 1 7 108.0 1.3 111.6 114.2

Animal products 54.7 55.8 56.8 59.7 62.0 - 64.7 64.6 65,4 66.7 68.4 68_5

Processed foods 10.3 10=5 10.7 11.3 11.7 11.7 12.3 12.7 13.2 13.4

Basic foods. X3,5 4 24.3 24.1 24.2 23 7 25.0 -25A 25.2

275.5

175.8

6.8 119.1

28

179.2

119.4

Beverag_ 9.3 9.5 9 9.3 10.2 , 10.7 11.0 11.0

Suft goods 25.9 27.1 9 28.8 29.8 31.5 33:0 34.1

Durables 9.4 10.7 12A 13.4 14.5 16.0 17.0 18.6

74.6. 77.3 79.8 82.5 85.7 . 88.7. 91.5Consumer servic

35.0 36.5

19.4 20.2

93:6 96.8 99.7 102.6

21.5

lousing 27.0 27.7.: 28.4 29.2 30.0 30.7 31.5 32.2- 32.9 33.6 34.3

Utilities
Transportation 6.7 7.1 7.6 8.1 8:7 9.4 9.9 9.9 0 10.7 11.2

Communications 1;9 . 2_1 / /4- 2.6 1- A ---
Repair and personal care 4 6 4.9 5.2 5.6 9 6.3 6.7 1 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.6

--RecreaLon 3.7 3.8 3 8 3 9 3.9 4.0 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.1 4

Education 17.2 17_7 8.0 18.4 18.9 9C 19.9 20.4 21.0 21.4 22.0

Health 9.9 10_2 10.4 10.6 10_9 ° 11.2 11.4 11.7 12.0 123 12.4

10 _2 113.4 118.2 129.1 137.6 140.6 151.8 . 159.5' 165.5 168.3 173.3

investment 89.7 92.8 95.7 103.5 109.9 113.3 121.9 127.3 133.1 136.6

6 3.9 4.2 4.4 4.7 4.9 2 5.5 7 5.9 6.2

6-

Investment
New

Machinetynd- equipment --25.6 27.0 29.2 4 -34.6 '39.0 42.8 45.2 49. 5

Construction and other 59.6 63.4 = 66.6 70.1 7 76A 79.2 80.8 1 83.0
capital outlays

Net additions to Livestock 4.4 2A -O. 2.0 2.0 -2.1 0 8 0.7 0

Capital repair 5 20.6 22.5. 25.6 27.7, 27.2 29.9 32.3 34.2 6.7

Other government expenditures 6/3 69.4 67.1- 76.7 76.6 -71.7 76.8 .77.1 80.7 74A 70.

Government administiative 10.7 11.2 11.6 12_0 12.5 12.9 13.3 13.7 14.1 14.5 14.9
services

General :agricultural pro- 1.0 1.1

grams
1.2. 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7

Forestry 0.7 0.7 0_7 0.7 0.7 0.7 MT 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

State administration and 5.1 5.2, 5.4 5.6 - -5.8 6.0 6.2 6.3- 6.4 6.6 6.8
the administrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tions

Culture
_unicipal services
Civilian police

Research and development

Outlays n.e.c.

Gross national product

1.5 1.7 1.7 9 2.0 2.1 2.2 . 2:3 2.3 2.4

0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1 1 1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1,

1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.9 9 2.0 2,1 2.16

12,0 12.8 13 8 14.7 15.4 16.1 -.163 16.8 174 18.9

44.5 454 41.7 49.9 4 7 42.7 .47.1 46.6 49.2 41.7 36,4

83 3 98.2 405.7 435.2 4512 459.7 481.6 497.0 514.1 .2 7.4



Table A-7

Average Annual Rates of Gr of GNP by End Use

1951-55 95 - 0 1961-65 1966-70 1971-75 1976-80

n_4Epti on
'Conprner goods

rood

Consumer s
Housing

4.9 5.7 - 7

5.3 2.8

2:6

3.6 2.5

4.0 5.5 2 4. 2.6 1.4.

lima' products 6 1 5_ 4 1

P - --. d s 1 59 4.1 2_7 2.9

Basic 9 1.5 1.9 . 0. 0.5

Severs 12 5.0 7:2 8.5 2

0.3 . 7.4 A -- .2 4.0_-: .4.0

D b 19.4 -12.5 A 10.2 11

rvi 4.2 49 512 4. 3.0

29 5.0 4 0 1 27 22

Utilities 5S 6.6 95 6.7 6 43

-Transportation 12.0 10.8 -10.0 - ,- 9.1 7. 5

Comrnunicat ons '8:1 - 7. 7.1 8S 7.3 --------;

Repair iThd-personal 2.0 2.9 3A 9.5 67 6A

Recreation .9 _ 4. .7 2.6 1 6 1

Educati 6. 4.0 2.4 2.6

h 6.1 5 .6 4.2 2.4 2.1

12A a5 7.6 6. 5,4 4.3

New fix investmen 12A 9S 7,2 6.4 4

-MaciiiiiEry and equipment 10. 4 10.4 7 8.7 -- 6.5-
.Construction and other capital outlays 1.6 9 5 6.4 5 3

Piet additions to i k 44.2 -3.0_ 24.0 A NA NA

Capital repair 2.2 13.7 9.1 4.0 6.1

. Other governmerit nditu 2.4 7 5.7 9 -0.4
Government ad 1 ra iv s -4.5 -2.0 2.2 . 5.2 2.9

General agricultural programs -4.5 9.7 ' _
4.8 -4. 5A

Forestry -2.8 -4.0 ' 1.3 3 9 .0.3

State adrnini tratmn and the administrative .-- 6,0 -4. 2.2 4.9 2.5

organs of social organizations

ill u 11 5.5 8A 5.0 6

Municipal services 2.7 - lA 3 4 5. 4.5

Civilian police -6.0 -4_1 2.2 4.9 5 2.5

Research and develo 7.5 12.5 9.0 6_7 6.0 3.2

Outlays n. 4:5 1_1 5.9 2.9 -0.9

national product 5E5 5.9 5.0 52 32 23
Grossoa



TableA-8
= -

Annual Grotith Rates of GNP by End Use

Percent

ConsuMption
Consumer gc

Food

Animal pr-
Proeess
Basic foods
Beverag

Soft goods .
Durables

COnsunier services
Housing

Utilifies
Transportation

ominunicetions
!Repair and personal

acts'

1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 !-1956 1957 19511 1959 1960

0.7 6.0 6,7 5.6 5.6 4.7 6. 5

-0.7 7.5 . '8.4 5.9 5.7 5A.. , 8,3 7.9 3.9 5.1-

-3.2 7.6 7.3 3.2 5:6 4:6 8.1 7. 3.1 4:0

1.6 2.7 5. 5 0 .0 8.4 10.0 1 .4 4.5 5.5

2.3 103 203 18.0. 23A 9.2 3.4 4.6 4.9 7.5

-16;6 13.6 5.8 5.3 4.2.. -1.8 5.9 -0 7 0.8 - 0.1

11,9 11.6 12A 12.5 12.2 43 10.7 52, -0.3 5.2

13A 5.6 10_9 .16.4 - 5A 8A 7.6 6.3 8.1

164 14.3 30.6 27.8 9.3- 9A 21.1 -9.9 9.2 13.2

3.1 3.6 3.7 4.9 5.4- 3.5' 43 5A 5.8 5.5

2_6 27 23 ' 2_9 3.2 3,5 4.3 5.3 5.9 5.8

6.3 6.6 5.7 5A 5.6 5.7 5.2 75 7.7 6.9

11._2 10.0 11.9 11.8 15.4 7.2 14.1 1.6 9. 11.5

9.3 9.0 6.4 8.2 7.5 7.7 7. 5. 6;4 6

1.7-, 1.9 2.0-- -- - -2.2= - 24 - -- 2.5._ -0; _ 6.6 _113

6.0. 6.4 4.7 .- 11.6 16.2 .5.4 4.6 7.8 2.6 3.8

2.4 r 2.6- 4.2 4.2 2_9 2.5 3.0 ' 3.1 5.2

-2.0 4.7 8;9 8.2 3.9 53 5.5 5.8 6.2

18.9 0 15.5 .5 212 13.8 113 11.9_ 11.0
11.2 10.6 97

5.3

5.20.5 -1.0 16.1 7.0 21.2 12.8

0.0 9.1 5.6- 18.4 -- 22.2 25.5 10.1 13.2 8.-1 10.8

14.9 11.9 9.6 11.1 10_8 6.1 _ _ 9.2 _ _12.8' 12.8 7.9

528.3 NA NA NA - NA 53.0 A NA

la2 11.9 10.1 20.9 -19:1 14.7 2.6 73 45A
-02, A -4.3 0.7 . 6.8 13.3 - 10.8' 5.6 3A -1.6
-0.1 -0.1 -3.8 -7A --.1a6 -2.0 -4.6 1.0 - -23 -1.7

8.4 7.5 -8.5 3.7 -27_9
_

9_0 -4.1 18.7 5.5 21.5

1.7 1.7 -10:1 3.4 2 2 -5.6 7 --"Lor
-1.5 -1.5 -3.5 --10.7 -e -12.0 =3 -5.8 -0.7 -4.3 -9

re .--
Recreation
Education
Health

Investment
New-Fixed inves lent

Machin'e0/and equip nt
- -Construefion and other .

capital outlays .
iNlet additions to livestock

Capital repair
Other government expenditures

Gbv _ent administraiive
$C

--GentraI agricultural pro=
gram;

Pore

State administration and
----Si- the administrative or-

gans of social organiza-
tions

.4 3.2 2.5 4_5 4.0 .1.0 1.5 2 5 1.3 1:7 2 .

Municipal services .9 3:7 2.1 2.0 1,9 2.6 0 9 -' 1.2 0.7 1.8

Civilian police -1_5 -1.5 -3.5 -10,7 -12.0 -3 -5.8 '-'0.7, -- -4.3 -5_9j t

R 10. 133 = A10.9- 14- -esearch an I 9.9 8.2 5 0 53 9.0 13.2 3 ..

Outlays n c. 0_0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ass_nation p uc 3.1 5.9 5_2 43 8.6 8.4 3 8, .7.6

Culture

33-3,22 - -32 7



Table A-8 (Continued)

Annual Growth Rates of GNP by End Use

Consumption
Consnmer

Food

Animal products
Processed foods
Basic foods
Bcrcrages

Soft.goods

Durables
Consuther services

Housing
Utilities
Transportation
Communications
Repair and
Recreation

rsonal ar

Education
Health

Investment
- New'fxed investm n

Machinery and equipment
Construction and other

capital outlays
Net additions to 1 k

'Capital repair
Other government expenditures

Government administrative
services

General agricultural'pro-
grams ..

Fdresy
State administration and

the adminlitrative or
gam of social organiza-
tions

Percent

10.1 -8.6 5.3. 7.7 6.4 - 6.9 .5.3 2.9

4.2 9.2 4.5 . ' 1.2- 4.2 5.2 4.1

0.9 2.3 -2.4 4.2 2,9 -0. 2.9 3.5 - 1.2 5.0

6:2 10 2 6.5 6.0 73 '7.5 9.2 _7.9 13.5 4.4

3.4 3 5. 0.5 3,1 6.8 8.8 83 8.8 7.5 =7

1.7 : 5.1 -0.4 9.9 11.2 1 L8 8.6 10.9 7.9 11.7

4.8 5:3 5.1 5.5 5.3 4.8 4.7 4.9 4.1 4.2

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 .1967 j968 1969 -1970.

2.9 4.0 4 1.4 5.4 5.5 5.8 6.0 428 4.6

6.4 6.7 5.2 4.8

5.8 4.4 3.6

'5.0 4.4 4.0 3.5 3 3 3.2 3.2 . 2.9 2.8

9.9.: 10.2 9_6 9.2 8.5 -6.9- 6.3 7. 7:0 6.5

9.6 129 10.3 8.2 9.3 11.1 - 9.8 9.6 7.4 7.5

5.9 6_2 5.9 7.1 10.4 10,5 10.3 7.2 1 8.7. 7.5

-6 _--0.4 __ _-.---- 12 _ 197-. -.....105 93 _ 3A___ 9

2,5 0.5 - .8.0

0.8 . -2.1

4.6 6.4

8.7

4.6 4.9

7_8 9.3 14.3.

6_8 2.8 -93
-0.3 -1 0.5

-0.5

1.8

4.0

6.1

3.7

1:2

12.0

205.7

0.7

7

4.1

0

12.5

NA

2.9

4

5.7

NA

2.3

5.8 4.9 3.9 4.6

4.7 4.0 3.0 4.4

9.3 0,9 3.7 6.5

0.2 0.3 4.2 6.6

10.3 13.7 7.0. 5 9 7.3 7.8

_ 3_7 4.5 7.8 4.1 9.2 = 5.5

7.0 6.9

4.3 3:8

-7.7 23.3

-12.5 27.5

-2.4 4.7

NA

5.4

68.3

5:9

4.7

3.9 0.5 6.1- 4.

NA

8.6 5.8 _ 3.1
27.8 4.5 10.1

4.2 5_5 5.4

-9.7 -1.4 -1.4 = 3.7 2.9 5,9 9.4 7.5 1.5 -0.1

1.8 -1. 2,2

1.6 -0.8 4.0 7.0 5,9

5.6

NA

1.0

NA

1.8 3.6 5.6

2.6 5.4 -7.6 10.0

7.0 5.6 5.1 2.7

6.6

-2.4

4.9

3.8 2.7

3.9 6_0

6.4 12.7

7.1 14.3

4.8 12:4

4.9 8.6

NA, 450.3

1.4

5.4

1.5

1.4

1.9

Culture
Municipal services

Civilian police
Research and development

.

Outlays n.e,c,
Gross national product

2 6.4 SA 6.8 5.6 4.8 10.0. 10.1 . 8

1 3 3.9 5.1 3.7 4 7_7 4,9 4.9 .9

1.6 . -0.8 -4S 7S 5.9 6.6 4.9 5.4 1.9

1 8 11.1 7.9 . 8.8 5.4 - 6.6 4 2 6.9

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

.5.6 3.8 -1.1 11.0 6,3 5.1 4.6 6.0 2.9 7.7



Table A-8 (continued)

Annual Growth-Rates of GNP by End Use

-Percent

1971 1972 1973 1974 4975 1976 1977 1978 1979. = 980 _

`Consumption 3.6 2A 4 7 2 2.9 2.9 2 2.3

Consumer gc "6 9 4 7 4.2' 8 3 2 2.6 2.7 1.9

Food 2A 0.1 4-4 2 0. 2.3 2. 2.0 0.2

Animat products 1.7 5 4.2 -0 I.9_ 2.6 0.1-

. Processed f 2 6 2.9 0 4 4 33 3 5 .9

Basic foods 3.6 -4:1 4 -0.8 0.3 -1.7. -0.8 -1.7
Beverages 1.3 0 -1 4 9.2 5.2 2.4, 5 5.0 4.5 4

ft goods 4:7 3.0. 5 5.5 4.7 3.3 .2.9 4.2 4.8-

Durables 1 5A 8A 8A- 7 6.6 r. 9.2
2,3

42 4 6.8

Consu r services 3.6 3.3 3.4 3.8 3.6 3.4 3.0 2,9

rasing_ 2.7 2.7 . 2.7 2.6 2.6 2,4 2,3 2. 1 2 1

Utilities 6.8 6.6 6: 2 6.1 5 6.0 3.9 4.8 4 43
Transportation 6.9

= 7 4 5.8 8.0 7,6 .9 -0.5 3.9 4.4

-Communications 7.3_-_-= 74 7.2 7.2 - 7 2.- 7 5. 5.6

Repair and personal care 6.4 7,0 7.2 6.7 6.1. .9 4.9 _7.2 7_0 6.9

ccreation 23 1.0 1.9 5 1,0 -1.6 OA 2.6 1 7 2.5

EducUtion 2.9 .3 2.2 2.9 2.8' 2 3 2.4 3.1 2.2` 2.8

Health - 2 2.4 3R 2.2 2 2.3 3.2 2.5 0_7

nvestmen 4.8 4.2 9.2 6.6 2 2 8R 5.1 3.7 13 3_a

ew fixed investment 3.5.1 8 .63 3.2 7.6 4,4 3.1 1_4 2.6

Mactery and equipmen .2 7.6 10.0 12.8 93 5_7 8.4 4_3 .4.7

Construction and other 6.4
capital outlays

5.0 5.2 4.6 4.3 2.4 =1.2 . 1 9 0.7 2.1

Net additions to livestock A NA NA NA NA NA 236.8 NA NA NA

Capital repair .4 8. -1 7 9.6 6.1 2.9 4.2

Other government expenditures 2 .4 4 -0. -6.3 7.1 OA 4.6 -_7.8 -5.5
Government administrative 4.2

services
3 4.2 3A 3.0 Z8 2,6 3R

General agricultural pro- 6.8
am

4. 4.0 4.1 4.6 9.1 2.3 6.2 3.9 5.6-

Fo 0.4 2.3 --0.3 .1.4 0,7 -0.9 0A 0.0

State administration and_ -3.

the administrative or-
gans of s9cial organiza-
tions

_3_2 4_2 23 -_2.2 2.5 2.7 2.9

Culture 6 9 4.2 4.7 .5.4. 4.0 3.9 5.6 4. 2.2 2.4

unicipal services 5 9 4.9 3.7 4.2 3.7 2A 6 4 33 2

Civilian lic 3 4.2 .3.3 2.2 2 -. 2,7 2.9

catch and de elopmen 6:7 7.4 6 4.4 4.9 1.4 Z6 4.3 4.3

lays n.e.c. 0 0 0.0 OR 0.0 OM OR 0.0 0.0 0.0 OR

product 9Grov national pr 1.9 7_3 9 1.7 4.8 3.2 3.4 6.8 1.4
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Table A-9

Per Capita GNP by End Use

Consumption 444.6 440.5 459.4 479.7 498.4- 517.9 T._

onsumer g 274.2 2723 4 - 306.0 19.0 1.7

Food 238.3 226.9 240.2 252.3 -256A 266.4

,Animal 8.2. .2 119.4 23.4 27.5 129.2

Froecsud 14.9 9. 21.1 248 20.1 244
B 1 s 94 77 86.7 89.7 93. 95.

Beverages 0.8 11.9- 13.1- 14A 15.9 17.6

loft goads 35.2 39.3 40.8 44.3 50.8 52.6 .

Durables 5.7 6.5 7.3 9.4 11.8 23
Consumerserviens 165.4 67.7 171.0 1733 179.5 86.2-

Housing 72.0 723 73.5 73.9 74.9 76

Utilities 5.

5.0

5.3

5

5,6 5. 6.0 6.2

Traniportation 6.0 6.5 ' 7_2 8_1

o _municauons 2,4 2.6 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.3

Repair and personal care 10 .7 111.7 103 0.7 10_8 0_9

Recreation _ 7.7 8.0 8.4 8.6 9.5 0 8

Education 40.9 41:2 41.8 42.0 4 442

Health 21.5 21.6 22.3 23.3 _ 24.9 26.6

Gross national, product 741-7 752.2 784.0 .807.3. 832.4 889.2

Populatio million ) 180.1 183.0 6.0 190.0 193.0 196.2

72

72

532.7 559_7

343A 365.6

2 R 290.

1 7.6 14 .8-

26 26,5

92 95.8

18.0 19.6

56.1 583.
13.6 16.2

189.3 194.0

77A 79.3 .

6A 6.7

8.6 9.6

3 5 33
OA 10.1

11.2 11;5

447 45.0

27.1 28.

946.8 9653
199.7 203.2

1970 Rpbles

165.7 170.

27_3 28.1

947 93.9

2412 10.8

62.1- 64.9

17.5 18.8

201A 209.0

82.1 85.5

7.0 7.4

10.5. 11A.

3.8 4.0

10.6 12.0

2.2 12.3

6 46.2

-29;1 30.2

1,021.1 1,061.2

206.8 210.5

588.6 604.5

387.6 395

308.0 311.9



Table A-9 (Continued)

Per Capittie GNP by End Use

970 Rubles

1968° 1969=1960 1 61 962 1963- 1964 1965 1966 1967 --

Consumption 625.0, 631.7 646.1 666.4 666.8 694.1 724.0 757.6 795.3 825.6

onsume- gs 408 408.7 4152 -427.3 417.9 4352 455
346.3

4793
362.0

200.1

382

506,7
379.

528.0
92.1F- 18.7 17.9 22.4 6 2 4.4

Animal pr _u - 176 174A 175 9 71A 178.5 . 90. 211:8

39.4.
220.9

41 1Processed Cool - 29.7,= 30.5 31.9 35.3 36.5 36.5

Basic roods 92.3 91.4 92.0 88A 90. 9 .914 91.1 92.8 95.0 9 .0
----Beverages 20.5 `21A -23.2 24.3 2 .4 26.9 28.7 1.0 7.2

Soft goods 68.9 70,0 71.2 70.5 71.7 75A 81A . 7.8 94,6

3:..9

1002
15.1Durables 209 20.8 21.5 21.1' 22.9 25.2 27.9 70,9

Consumer services 216.5 223.0 231.0 239.2 249.0 259.0 268.4 277.9 288.6
1069

291

109Housing 88.8 91.6 94.1 96.3 98_4 100A 102,5 1046

Utilities 7.8' 8.4 9 9 .6 11.4

18.7.

12.0

20.5

2.1
213

13A

24.2
14.2

252Transportation 2.5 13.4 14.9 16.2 17.3

Communications 4.2 4.4 4.6 4A 5.0 5.5 6.0 6,5 6.9 7.5.
Repair and personal care 1.5 10.5 0 f0A 1 2A 13 15.0 6A 17A

Recreation 12A 12.8 12.9 12.8 7 14.0 13.9 14.6_ 15.1

67.9
15.1

69.8Education 47.7 49.7 52.9 55 8.8 61.5 632 65.5

1 311 32. 0 .8 5.0 5.9 36.6 -37.8 38.9

Gross national product 1,083.8 1,124A 1,148n 1,118.1 1/24.7 1/85.5 1 1,382.6 1A51.8- 1A79.0

Population (million) 214.3 218.1 221.7 .225.1 228:1 30.9 2 236,0 238.3 240.6
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Table A-9 Continued)

Per Capita GNP by End

1970 1971 1972-

Coniumption 855.7 878 890.6

Corisumer, good 548.4- 563,0 568.0
Food 402.7 408,6 405.1

Animal products 225.1 227.7 2294
Processed f 424 423 43.2

Basic fps 96:8 94.4

B6verages .6 38.3

Soft goods .1063 110.7. 112.9

-Durables 38.9 43.7 50.0

Consumer,services 307._3 315.5 322.6'
Housing 111.0 113.0 143
Utilities 15:0_ 15.9 16:8

Transportation 274 29.0 30.9

Communications 0 8.5 9.0

Repair and personal care 18.8 19.8 21_0

Recreation 15.2 15A A

Education 71.0 -72.4 72.6

1970 Rubles

1973 _ -_ 1 74._-____1975 1976_

918.7 _944.4 _972.4 985.4
588.2 604.5 623.7 629,1
419.1 4284 437 .434.5
239 246.1 254.1 251.5
45.4 463 46.2 472
97.2 95.5 .94.9 92.5
374 40.5 42.1 42

1154 1184 123.7 128.4
53.7 57.7 -62.7 66.
30.5 339.9 348.7 356.

1163 18.9 120.8 122.6

17.6 18.6 19.4 20.4
324 34.6 .36.9 38.7

9.6 _2 10.8 11.4

22.3 23.6 2 26.0
15.315.6 15.7

73.6 75.0

6

Gross national product
Population (million)

40.9 41.5 41.9 42.5 43.4

1,578.5 1,624.6 1,639.3 1.742.2 1293.7

24/8 245_1 247.5 249.8 252.1

15.

76.4

43.9
77.4

1977 1978_ J 7 198{1 .-

1,005.4 1,025.5 1,046.0 1,061.5

644.0 655.2 - 667.4 6743
440.7 446.9 4522 -449.7

252.6 255.1 259.7 2573
49.1- 50.3 50.9 - 51.0

96.5 r97.1 95.6 93

42.6 444 46.0 47.6
1 1 4 1 138 7 144.1

71.7 74.1 76_6 81.1

361.5 704 378.5 86

124.3 126.0 122.7 129.3:-

21.1 21.9 22.6 234
38.2 394 40.8 42.0

11.9 12.5 13.1 14.7

27.1 28.8 30 .5 24
15.2 15.5. 15.6.- 15.9

78.6 80.3 81.4 83.0

44.4 45.1 46.1- -46.9 46.8
.806.5 875.4 1,919.1 1,967.5 1,967.3 1,978.9

254.5 256.8 2594-- 261.3 263.4 _ 265.5



Table ,t -I4

Average Animal RA

1951-5 1956-60 1961-65- 1966-70 1971-75 1976-80

nsuniption' 3 8 2.1 :43 2.6 1,8

Con.sumer goods 3.5 4.3 1.3 4.7 2.6- -1.6
.

2.3 _ 3-.7 1.0 -. 8 7 0.6

Animal roducts 1,8 6.4 0.2 4.7 2.5 0

Processed s 10.4 4.0 4.2 3.0 l.7 2.0°

Basic 1' 0.2 -0.6 0.0 0.9 -0.4 -0.4
Beverages 10.2 5.6 7A 1.8 2.5.

8A 5.5 1.9 : 7,1 3,0

Durables 17,4 10.5 3.9 9.1 10.0

Consumer services 2.4 6 .3 5 2.6 2.1.

Housing 1 1 2.5 2.0 17 'IA

Utilities 4.1 . 47' 7 5.7 3.3: 3.8 .

Transportation 10.1 8.9 8A- 8.0 6.1 2.6

Communications- .5.2 5.5 7.8 6.3

Repair and personal care 0.3 1.1 1 8,4 5.7 5.5

Rec ion 7.1 3.0 2.2 1_6 0,6 03
EduOation 2 2.9 1.5 7

Health 4;3 3.5 2.1 A 1

Gross national pr uet 7 4.0 5 4.2 2:7

Population 1.7 1.5.- 1.0 0.9 0.8

t="



Table A-11

Percentage bar .of GNP by End Use

1950

Consumption 59.9

Consumer 37.6

Food 2

Anirrial.produc 15.9

Prctc ssei3 fins 10
Basic (Dods 123
Beverag

goodseft 4.7

Duralil 0.8

Consumcrscivic 22.3

Housing 97
Utilities- 0.7

Transportation 0.7

Corninunications- --
Repair and personal care 1.4

Recreation 1 0

Education 5.5

Health
Investment

New fated investmen

2.9

14.2

12.0

Machinery and equipment 2.6
Construction and other 9.2-

capital outlays

Percent

1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

58.6 58.6 59,4 - 59 58.2 56:3 58.0 57.6 57.0

36.3 36.8 37.9 38.3 37.3 36.3 37.9 38.0 373 .1

30.2 30.6 31.3 30.8 30.0 28.9 - 30.1 3Q.2 294
16.015.7 15.2 15.3 15.3 14.5 14 -5'= 15A 16.2

2.6 -. 2.7- 3.1 2A 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.7: 16
1,0.3

1.6

1 11.1 1_2 io.7 -. 9.7 9.9
1.91.7 8 1_9 -2.0 9 2 0 2.0

5.2 5.2. 5i5 6-1 5.9 5.9 6.1 6.1 6.1

OS 0.9 2 1.4 1.4 4 1 7 13
193
8.0

1

193
8.1

03
1.1

-22.3 21.8 21.5 21.6- 20.9 20.0
8.2

20.1

.8.29.7 9:4 9.2 9_0 8.6

0_7 r 03 0.7 03 .03 0.7 0.7 03
0,7 .8 0= 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0

0A -1----- OA 0.4 - °0.4 - = .0A -O.

.4

1.1

IA
1.1

l 3 1 3 1.2 '''1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1

1.21.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1 2 1.2_

5.5 5.3, 5.2 5.2 = 5.0 1 4.7 4.7 4.5 4A

2.9 2.8 2.9 .0 3.0 2.9 2_9 2.8 2.8

16.4 1 17 7 5 19.5 20.5 22.1 22.8 23.9

14. 31 4.5
2.6

14.9 16.6 17.2 18.5 19.0 19.7

2.5 2.6 2.9- 3.3 4.1 4.3 4_4

10.3 10.9 11.3 _ 12.0 12.3 12.0 12.6 13.3 14.1

Net additions to livestock 0.2
2.2Capital repair

Other government expenditures 25.8
icvernment administrative 7.8

services

1.3 . -70.3 0.6 1 1.0 1,4 1.8 1.5 1.2

2.3 2.4 2.5. 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.8 4.2

25.0 25.9 23.5 22.6 22.2 23.2 200 19.6 19,2

6.5 5.8 . 4.7 4.3 3.9 3.7 3:47.6 7.1

General agricultural pro-
grams

Forestry
.State adMinistration and

the administrative-or-
gans of social organiza-.
tions

0.5 0.5 .0.5

0.6 0.6 0.6

4.5 4.3 4.0

0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3

0.5 0.4 .4 0.4

0.3 0.3

2:0 -1.9- :--1.7---

Culture
Municipal services

0.5 0_5 :L 0.5
43.4 0.4 0.3

-1.3 1.2

1_7

Civilian police - 1.4

Research and development 1.6

Outlays n.e.c. 16.4

Gross national product 100.0

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

0.3 0.3 03 0.3 0.3

LI 1.0 . 0.8 0.7 0.6

.4 0.3
0.3 0.3

0.6 0.5

8 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 12
15.7 16.9= -15.2 15.0 15.7 17.1; 14.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 .100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

13.8 13.5 1

100.0 100.0



:1'able-A-11 (Continued)

Percentage Shares of GNP by End Use

Percent

Durables '

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

57.7 56.2 56: 59.6 54.4 54.0

37.7 36.3 36.2 38.2 4.1 .9

29.4 28 3 28 0.0 264 26.0

16 5.5 15.3 17.0 4.0 13.9

2.7 2.7 18- 2.9 19
8.5 8.1 8.0 7.9 7.4 7.2

1.9 -- 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.1 2.1 -

6,4 6.2 6.2 6.3 5.9 5.9

1.9 1.9' 1.9 1.9 -1.9 2.0

20.0 19.8 20.1 21.4 20.3 20.1

8.2 8.2 6 8.0 7.8 -''

0_7 0. 0.8 0_9 0.9. 0.9

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5

0.3 0.3 0.3

_ 4 0 4 4 0.4 0 4.

1 0.9 0.9 0 9 0.9 1 0

11 1 1.1

44 4A 4.6 .0 4.8 4.

2.9 2.9 2.8 .0 2.8 17
. 24_2 25.5 25.6 23.9 26.5 27.3

New fixed investment 20_0 21_2 21.0 18.6 21A 22.1

Machinery-and equipment 4.7 4.8 5,2 5 {9 6.

Construction and other 14.7 14.5 4.7 15A M.5 143
capital outlays -]

1.8 1.1 -2.6 0.9 1.5

4. 4. 5.3 5 5

18.2 5 19. 8.7

.3_0 3.0 2.8 2

Consumption
onsumer goods

Food

Animal produc
Processed foods
Basic fOods _

Beverages

_ Consumer set-vie

Housing

Utilities
Transportation

-----Contmunlea
Repair and personal care

ecreation
Education
Health

In

Net additions to livestock 0.6

Capital repair 4.2

Other government expenditures 18.1

Government administrative 3.2
services

General-agricultural pro- 0,4
grams

_1

1.2

3.0

03

Forestry 0_2 0_2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

State-administration and --1.5 1.4 1.4 -1 A 13 L3

the administrative or
gans of social organiza
tions

Culture- 0.3 0.3 0_3 0 =4 0.4 0.3 0.3.

Municipal services 0.2 0.2 0_2 0.2 0.2 02
Civilian police 0.5 4 OA OA OA 0.4 OA

Research and,development 2.4 16 2_8 0 2.9

Outlays ri.e.c. 12.5 123 -12.4 10.5 13.3 13.0

Gross national product 100.0 100.0 100.0 109.0 100m 100.0 .

1966 =1967 1968 -1969

54.2 -54. 54.8 55.8

4.1 34.7 34.9 35,7

25.9 262 26.1 26.5

14.2'. 14.5 14.6. 14.9

2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8

6.8 6.7 6.5 63
2.1 2.2 2 2.5-

7- 6.1 6.3 6 6.8

2.1 22 2.3 14
20.1 20.1 19 9 20.1

7.7 7.6 7.4 7.4

0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0

1.5 1.6 1,7 13
0,4 0.51_ O.

1.0 1.1 1 1.2

1.0 1.0 1.0

4,8 43 4 7 4.7

/7 . 16 , 16 2.6

26.2 26.0 26.1 27.0

21.1, 21.1 . 2 22.

6.0 62 63 6.4

14.6 15.2 15.1 A

06 -0.2 0.2

5 4_9 44 4.9

1_9:6 9.2 9 17.2

2.8 19 19 2.9

0,3 0.3 O.

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

- 1.4 -1_4 - -1 .4

0.4 0.4 0.4

0.2 0.2 0.2
0 4 OA

3_0

13.8 13.4 13.3- 11.1

100.0 100.0 1000 100.0



Table A-I I(Continued) Percen

Percentage Shares of GNP by End Use

Consump
Consumer

Fo

970 . 1971
=

1972 1973 1974 1975". 1976 1977 '1978:`1979 -1980 -

6 54.2 54.1 54.3 52.7 52.6 53.8 515
s 34.7 34.7 34.7 7 34.5

25.5 -25.1 24.7 24,1 :23.9 24.2 2

Animal products 14 14.0 14.0 13.7 13.7 14.1 I3.4
Processed foods 2.7 ,2.6 2.6 2_6 16 2.6 F 2.5
Basic foods 6 6. 5.8 5.6 5 5 4.9

2.4 2.4- , 2.3, 2 2 2

Consumer services
Housing
Utilities
Transportation

6.6
3

19.0

52.4 52.1 53.2 53.6
.6 9 4

23.0 22.7 23.0 22.7
13.2 13.0- 13.2 0
2.6 2. 2.6 2.6

5 0 4.9:. 4.9 4,7
2.2 2 2.3 2.4

6.6 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.8 0 7,3
-2.T 3.1 i . 2 3.5' 3.5

9.5 19.4 19.7 .9 19.3 9.0 .8 1 19.5

7 3.8 3.9 4.1

.2
7.0 7.0 7.0 6.7- - 6.6 6.7 6.5 6.5 6A 6.5

.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1

7 9 .9 9 2.0 2.1 - 2.0 ! 2.0 2.1

0.5 0.5 0.5-- 0.5 0 0.---;6. 0.6- O. 0:7
1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1 IA 4 1.4 .5. 1.6

1.0 9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0 0.8 0,8
45 4.4 4.2- 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.

2.6 2.6 2.6 iA 2.4 2A 2.4 2.3 2:3 2.4
28.2 2 29:1 293 30:4 30.6 31.5 32.1 3/2 315
23.4 23.3 23:6 23 24 24.6 25 25.6 25.5- 253

. 6.8 . 7.2 7.2 7.6 5 9 9.1

15.6 15.9 16.4 16.1 16.2 16.6 16.3 15.9 15.7 15.7

1.2 0.6 0.0 0.5 10A -0.5 0.2 0.6 0.3 0_1

4.8 5.2 5.6 5.9 6.1 5,9 6.2 6.5 6.7 6.8

Communications
Repair and perSonal care
Recreation
Education
Health-

InVestment

New 11 d inns ment
Machinery and equipment-
Construction and other

capital outlays
Net additions to livestock

,,Capital repair
Other governmen -nditdre

6.5

1.

2 1

.

1.6

0.8

2

4.2
2.4

33.0

26.0
10.2

15.8

0.0
7.0

17.6 7.4 16.5 7.6 16.9 15.6 15,9 15.5 15.7 143 13.4

Government administrative 2.8
services

2.9 2.8 2.8 2. 2.8

General agricultural pro- 0.3 0.3 03 0.3 0.3
grams

0.3 0.3 .0.3 0.3. .0.3 0.3

0.2
ate administration and 1

the administrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tions

Culture
Municl services

0.4 0A OA OA OA OA OA 0A 0.4 0.4 0.5
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0,2 0.2

Civilian police
Research and development 3.1

Outlays n.e.c.
Gross national product

0.4 0,4 0.4

3.2- 3.4
11.6 11.4 10.3

100.0 100.0 100.0

0.4
3.4

11.5

100.0

OA_ 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
3.4 3.5 3.4 T.4 3.4 3.5 3.6

10.8 9.3

100.0 100.0

9.8 9.4 9.6 8.1 6.9

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Table A-12

Indexes or GNP bx End Use

70 100

1950 ..1951 1952 1953 _1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 . 1959 -..

Consumption 38.5 ...8 41. 43 9 16:3 48 51.2 54.7 58.6 6E2

- Consumer goods . - 37.8 37.5 40.3 43.7 _ 46_2 48.9 51.5 55.8 602 62.5

Food 43.9 42.5 45.7 49.0 50,6 53.5 55.9 60.4 65.1 67.1 ,

Animal products 38.9 39.6 40,6 42.9 45.0 46.4 - 50.3 55 62.7 65

Processed 26.0 34.4 28.2 45.9 37.7 46 5 - 5 0:7- -,- 52.4 -. -54.8 . 57.5

Basic s 72.4 -60.4 68.6 72.6 76.4 79.6' 78.2 82.8 83.4 84.1

Beverages 20.8 23.3 i 26.0 29.2 32.9 36.9 38.5 42.6 44.8 44.7"

s 24:5 27.7 29 -3 32.5 37.8 39 4-3.2 46.1 49 6 52.7

Durabl 10.8 12.6 14.4 8 24.1 .26.3 28.8 34.8 41

onsumci services 39.9 41.1 42.6 44.2 -46.4 48.9 50.7 52.8 55.7 '59.0

Housing 48.1 49.4 50.7 52.1 53.6 55 4 57.3 63.0 667 ..,------
Utilities 25 26.6 28.4 30.0 31.6 33 4 35 39.9 42.9

Transportatton 13.6 -. 15.1 16.6 18.6 20.8 24.0 25.7 29.4 -32.8 36.0

__ Communications 22.4 24.5T

42.9

26.7 28.4 30.8-- 33.1 35.6 38.4 40.6 43.2

Repair and personal care- 42.1 43.7 44.6 454 46.6 45.4 45.0 48.0 55

- Recreation 37.6 39.9 42.4 44.4 494 57.6 60.8 63:6 68.5 70.3

Education 42.8 43:8 45.1 46_3 48.3 = 50.3 53.1 54.7 564

health 39.0 39_8 41.7 44.5 48:5 52:5 54.5 57.4 60.6 64.

Investment . 17.6 20.9 20.9 24._ 26.0 5

322
_35.8

36.4

40.0 44.4 49.3

New fixed investment 17.9 21.6 21.4 24_9 26.6 40.5 44.8 . 49.1

Machinery and equipment 13.5 13.5 14,8 15.6 18.4 22.5 28.3 31.1 35.2 38.1-

Co struction and other 20.7
capital outlays

23.8 26.6 29.2 2.4 35 -9 38 41.6 47.0 5

Net additions to livestock 6.2 39.1 -10.4 20.3 =4.4 38.8 59.4 78.5 69.9 60.9

Capital repair 15.7 17.3 18.7 20.9 23.0 27.9 )3.2 38.0 42.9 50.3

Other government expenditures 51.3 51.2 56_0 53.6 54.0 57.6 65.3 58.2- 61.5 63%

Government administrative 97.0
services

97.0 96.8 .93.2 86_3 77.1 75.5 72.1 72.8 70.8

General agricultural pro- 66.7
grams

72.3 77.7 .71.1 73.7 53.1 57.9 55.5 65.9 69.5

Forestry 21.8 123.9 126.0 113.3 109.3 105.6 103.2 97.4 94.2 87.9

alp administration and 118.3
the adiinistrative or-
gans of social organiza-
tiom

1164 114 8_ 110.7 98.9 _87=0 83.7 _78 8 _78 74.9

Culture 39.9 41.2 - 42.5 43.6 45.5 47.3 .47.8 48.5 49.7 50.4

53.4. 55.4 57.5_ 58.7 59.8 60:9 ----1 63.1 63-.9 64.3-i

police 18.3 116.6 114.8 110.7 98.9 87.0 83.7 78.8 78:2 -74.9

Research and development 18.2 20.0 21.6 -22.7 24.0 = 26.2 29.6 32.8 37.2 -41.3

Outlays n.e.c. = 49.2 48.6 55.5 52.4 4..3 61.4 72.5 61.7 65.3 67.9

Gross national product 34.9 35.9 38.0 40.0 41 9- 45.5 49.3 51.2 55.1 58.3



_ Table A-12 (Continued)

-' Indexes of GNP by End Use

Consumption
Consumer

Animal products

Processed foods

Basic foods

Beverages

Durables
Consumer services

Housing
_

Transportation
-Communications

Repair and personal care
Recreation
Educati5n

ea h
vestment :
Illew fixed investment

In

Machinery and equip
Construction and othe

capital outlays
Net additions to livestock

Cdpital repdir
Other gdrvernment expenditures

Government administrative
services

General agricultural pro-
grams

1960 . 1961 '1962 1963, 1964 1965 1966 1967

4.5 . 66.3. 68.9 72.2 73 2. 77.1 81.4 86.1

65.7 66.9 69 1 7 .2 71.6 75.5 _9 85.0
69.9 70.9 73.1 77. 75.4 79.0 82.7 87_4

- 69.1 69,7 71.1 78.3 71.6 75.4 81.2 86.4

61.8' 64.7 68.9 71.7 78.4 81.9 82.8 87.6
84.1 84.9 86.8 84.7 88. 90.8 90.5 912
47.0 49.9 55.0 58.6 62.1 66.6 71.6 78.2
57.0 58.9 60.9 61.2 63.1 67.4 73.4 79.9
47_3 48.1 50.5 50.4 55.4 61.6 68.9 74.8
62.2 65.2 68.6 72.2. 76.1 80.1 84.0 87.9
70.6 - 74.1 77.4 80.5 83.3 -86.0 88.8 91.6
45.9 50.4 55.5 60.9 66.5 - 72. 77.1 81.9-

40.1 44.0 49.7 54.8 59, 64 72.0 79.1
46.5 _ 49 2 55.3 65 4 7 _79.

53.8 50.1 49.9 .51.5 56.5 63.5 70.3 77.7
73.0 75.9 77.8 78.2 84.4 87.7 88.2 93.6
59.3 62.9 68.0 72.8 77.8 2. 86. 89.6

68M 70.5 71.7. 74.8 77.6 81.3 84.5 87.0

51.9 57.8 60.1 68.4 . 74.8 75.5 78.3

51.7 57.9 -59:7 2 66.6 '7 . 73.6 76.7

42.2_ 45 9 51 57.0- 64.8 69. 73.4 .78.7...
57.2 59.8 62.7 65.0 67.9 73.2 76.2 83.3

33.4 102.2 65.1 -148.3 58-.2 98.0 38.9 -23.9
53.0 57.1 62.4 71.4 77 :5 8.2.0 84.6

.
86.1

62.6 66.8 68.7 61.9 79. 82.6 91.0 9

69.6 68.9 70.3 70.7 73.7 77.7 81.9 87.7

84.5 76.4 75.3 74.2 77.0 79.2 83.9e 91.7

970.-100

968 1969

95.6 =

90.7 .4

92.4 96.5

97.2
96.1

95.2

-92:3

91:3

96.4
84.4 95 8
86.9 93.5
83.0 - 89_5

92.2 96.0
94.5 9 .3

87.7 93 9

6.6 93.0
93.0

85.4 9.1_7

97.6 98.6
93.8 97.4
90.8 94.3

83.4 88.7
81.7 7.5

84.8 88.9
87.-8 92.1

.- 7 18.2

91.4 94.7
98.4 90:9
92.6 97.4

86.2 86.9 89.4

State administration and 70,5 70.1 - 71.2
the administrative of.-
gans of social organiza-
tions

Culture

98.6 100.1

91.9. 94.0 94.9 97.2- 98.6

713 73.5 78.6 -83.3 88.8-- 93.1- 98.1

Municipal services
Civilian police

Research and d

Outlays n c.c.

Gross national prc

51.3

65.4
70.5

52,9 56.3

66.2 68.3
70.1 71.2

59.3 63,4
71).0 74.6
70.7 73.5

66.9 - 70.1 - 77.1 84.9 92.4
77.4 81.1

78.6 83.3. -

_lop= 47.2 52.7 8.6 63.2 68.7' 72.4 77.3
65.1 70.1 '71.0
60_6 64.0 66.4

59.4 83.2 86.6 96.9
65.7 72_9 77.4 81.4

913 96.2
8.8 93.1 98.1

80.5. 86.0 92.0
103.1 89.1.

90.3 92.9
98'.2
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Table A-12 (Continued)

Indexes of GNP by End Use

1970 =100 *
-

1980.1920 1971. 1972 1973 1974 1975 -1976 1977 - 1998 1979

Consumptio :0 103.6 106.1 110.5 114.6 119a 121 8 125:3 _ _129.0 1316 1 35.6

134.6Consul-her g 0 03.6 : -105.6 110A T14.5 119.2 121.3 25 28.6 2.0

1 0 4 1015 107.1 1104 11 1 14.1 116.7 A19 121 122.1

Animal products 1 .0 1011 103.9 109.3 1 1-18.3 8:2 -1193 122.0 1252 -125_3
Processed foods 100:0 102.3 103.9 110.3 5 114.2 119.2 123.6 1273. 130A 131

100.0 103.6 994 103.3 102.5 1021- 101,0 1064 108.0 107..1 05.

everages 100.0- 01 lz 0 1 9_2 114.85 1 7 6 18_2 1241 1293 1

goods. 100:0. 04.7 107.8 111.2 1152 121.5 127.2 1 1 A 5,2 1403 147.7

Durables 100.0 113.5 131fl 142.1 154.0 168.9 180.1 196.7 ' 205.0- 213.5 227.9

Consumer scrvic 1 003 103.6 107.0 110.6 114.8 118.9 122.6 125.5 129.7 133.6 137.5

Housing 00.0 1027 .5 108.4 111.2 114. 116:8 119.5 122.2 124.8 1274

Utilitie-s 1003 106.8 13.8 :- 120.8 128:2 135.7: 143.8 149_5 -156.6 163.0 1704:
Transpo ation 100,0 106.9 114.8 121.5 131.2 141.2 149.5 1481 154.6 1614 167.6

Communications 100.0 - 107.3' 5115.2 123.5 2A- -1423- 151.1 159.6- -168.4 ---177.9 -7-1873 =

Rcpairand personal-car 100. 6A -11 -122.0 130.1 138.1- -146.3 :- 153.5 -164.5 1753 188.0

Recreation -:. 00.0 102.3 ,-:.103.4 105.4 1073 1083- '106.3 106.7 109.5 1114 114,3

Education 1110.0 102.9 104.2 106.5 7- 109.7 1117 115.3:.. 118.0 121.7 24. 127.8

Health 100.f1 102.3 :104.5 1073 110_2 112.6 114.9 117.5 121.3 124.3 125.2

Investment 1003 _- 104.8 109,2 119.3 127_1 129.9 140. 147.4 152:9 155 160.2

New fixed investment 00.0 103.5 1063. 1154 1223 126,4 135.9 141.9 146.4 148.5 1524 ..-

achi c nd equipment 100,0 1 05 3 1133 122.5 134 _8 1523 166.8 176.2 -191.0 199.1 --208.6

Constructiodand other ipao 106A_
capital outlays - . ,

111.7 117_5 122.9 128.3 131.3
.

132.9 135.5 136A 139.3

Net additions to livestock 1003 53.15 72.3 45.2 45:2 -473 : -49.1 64.2 34.6 16.9 2.6

Capital repaie . loao 1-11 A 121.5 0 1493 1473 161.1 174.0 184.6 189.9 197.8

thcr government expenditures 100.0 03.2 99.7 113.9 [l13.8 = 106.6 114.1 114.6 119.9 10.5 104A

Government adrninisfrative loao , 104.2
services

108.1 111.7 116.4 120.4 124.0 127A 1. 5,013 6 13

149.9 1553

139.1

64.4General agricultural pro- 100,0 .106.8
a ms

111.6 116.1 120.8 126.5 138.0 141.1

Fo 10 .0- 100_4 102.7 1012 103.7 1044 103.5 1033 1 5 05...8

State administration and 1003 103.3
__ - the administrative or-

gabs of socialbrganiza
tions . .

107.0 10.4

116.7_

115.0 1188 1213- 124.0 127:2- -130.6

Culture 100 106.9' 111.5t 123.0 273 18 140.3 146.1 149.2 1519

Municipal services - 100.0 105.9 115.2 120.0 124.4 -127A 13/0 137.6 413 46.0

Civilian police 0ao 103 107.0 110A 15.0 8 21 24 127.2 130.6 4

Research.arid develop en 10ao 106.7 114.6
93.7

122.4 127.8 4.1' 36.1- 139_6 . 144.5.- 150.7 157_2

Outlays loao 1023 112.2 109.3 95.8 105.9 104.8 110.4 93.7 81.8

137.1Gross national product 100.0 0 9 105,9 113.6_' 1183 120.0 1253 129.7 134. 35.2

8



Industry

Appendix B

Sector-of-Origin Indexes

The derivation of the production index for each
-branch of industry, exceprfor the othe;.industry
branch,isdesctibed by Ray Converse in JEC, Indus;
try. The 1970 established-price weights for the
branches of industry are derived in appendix D, table
D-7, and the factor-cost weights are derived in appen-
dix E. The index for the other industry branch is
assumed to be equal to the index for total industry -

and is computed as a weighted average of the other 10
branChs. The indexes for total industry and for all
branches of industry are reproduced in appendix A,
table A:5.

Construction

Scope and Coverage
The construction sector in Soviet statistics includes,
n construction and canal repair of buildings an

_ structures, oil and; gas wellArilling,design work
connected with the construction and capital repair.o
buildings and structures. and geological survey w
(USSR GosPlan, Metodichesklye ukazaniye k sos-
tavietziyu gosudarstvenrzogo piano razvitiya narod-
?ag° khoivaystvo -MR, Moscow, Eloanomika, 1969,
pp, 746-748, hereafter referred to as Ukazaniya). All
construction activity is included regardless of whether
it -is perfornied by contract organizations or on force
account. In recent years, about 90 percent of con-

. struction-installation work hag been Performed by
contract organizations. In contrast to Western ac-
counting practice new construction and capital repair
in the USSR include the cost of installing machinery
and equipment.

The United States uses the double deflation method
to.compute a:value-added index in constant prie s.
Gross output in.eurrent prices is deflated using price;
indexes for several t es of construction. Then materi-
al inputs in current ices-are deflated by a price

index constructed as a weighted average of price7
indexys for the various materials used by the construc-
tion sector Subtracting the deflated material pur-

-chases- from the deflated gross output produces value
added imopstant prices.

Price changes are notoriously difficult to ibeasure in
construction because there are few standard products
for which comparable prices exist. The Soviet Union
probably collects more data on construction costs than
most nations, butshas not published a price index,
much less one' lacked by sufficient data for independ-
ent testing, The lack Of standard products makes it
Impossible'to construct a physical output index. Faced
with the same lack of Sovievdata, Powell constructed
a material-input index, consisting of a price-Weighted

'average of the production of 28 types of construction-
materials, to measure real changes in the groskoutput
of construction (Raymond P. Powell, An Index of
Sovief Construction, 1927/28 to 1955,- The Review
of Economies and Statistics 41, May 1959, pp. 170-
177). The same basic approach is used here. Input-
output data for 1972 are used to derive weights for the

of 54 tYpes of materiak bPthe construction'
Similar data for 1959 and 1966 are used to

es ate changes in the share of the production of
' ach material purchased by construction over time
The share for each year is combined with the corre-
sponding production index to form an index of pur-.
chases of that type of material by construction. The
construction output index is a weighted average of the
54 pnrchase indexes.-

-This apProach assumes that the ratio of material
inputs to gross output is constant. The validity of this
approach depends on the manner in which producuvi-
,
tytains have been introduced. Productivity growth
can influence the output of a sector through higher
quality material inputs or through the better use of
labor and capital resources: If the, use of improved



materials permits a SmhIlervalue of materials to
used per unit of construction, then the ratio of
material inputs to gross output Would decline. On the
other hand, if the use of improVed materials permits
the substitutionof materials for labor a-nd capital,
then the ratio of material inputs to gross output would
rise. The Soviet Union _has published values for the
gross output and net material product (NMP) of the
construction sector,for 1964-78 in current-prices:-The
ratio of material inputs (gross,outpUt less NMP) to
gross output declined slowly in this period (from 57
percent in 1964 to 54 percent in.1978), suggesting that
the material-input approgch is reasonably valid. This
conclusion depends' on the relative price stability
between gross output and material inputs. The avail:-
able evidence does not suggest,a divergence in the,
prices of construction Output and its inputs. In addi-
tion, US data show a stable ratio of material inputs to
gross output in constant priees,ranging betw 52
percent- and 55 percent, since ' 950. International
comparisons -are -hazardoitsThnt this stability also
lends support to the use of a material- input indeV

'
Weights
The weigIrts used to combine the purchase indexes are
derived from the 1972 Soviet input- output table. The
construction column in that table enumerates the.

4117ruble value of purchases from each 5 input-output
sectors. The 1972 input-output tabl available with
88 sectors. In order to make comparisons with the
1959 and 1966 input-output tables, however, tables in

comparable 75-sectotformats were used: The con -
struction sector did not purchase any Materials from
11 of these sectors in 1972. Production indexes are not

eriPtion of the Index
Theiconstruction index is a weighted average of 54
purchase indexes, each showing the purchases ,by
&instruction from the input-output-sectors listed, in
table 13-1. Each purchase index is computed in a two--
step procedure. First, the shares of the gross output of
each of-the 54 sectors sold to construction were
computed from the 1959, 1966, and 1972 Soviet
input-outputtables. It is assumed that the rate of
change in these shares between 159 and 1966 and
between 1966 and 1972 was-linear. It is assumed also
that there was no change in theshares before 1959 or
after 197. The resulting time series shows-the share
of each sector's gmss.output sold to construction.
Second, the shares so 'derived were multiplied by the
production index for that sector.to arrive.dt an indek
of purchases byconstruction from each sector. Each
purchase index was rebased so that 1972 100_ A
sample.computation of a,purchase index is shown in

available for an additional 10 sectors. Thepurchases
by the construction sector from:the remaining 54
Sectors wt e;summed and converted into percentage
weights (table W.-Wile cenAtrUction sector Tnirchksed
over half of its inputS fromjust two sectorsconstruc
tion miterials and transportation and cominunica-
tions, A desirable develoriment would be to disaggre-
gate the construction materials' sector The data
needed' to compute the mirchase indexes for the
separatesonstruction materials sectors other
vears, however. are not available.

To form'the construction index, the 54 purchase
indexes are multiplied by their corresponding weights
from table. Et- I, and-the products are added. The
resulting index is- -shown in coldmn 2 of table B-3_
All but four of the_ 54 production indexes are for
industrial sectors and were obtained from the index of
7ndustrial-production described by-Ray Converse in

Industry. The indexes for the crops and animal
husbandry sectors.werederived from the data con-
tained in the index of agricultural output as described
by. Margaret Hughes and Bartrara Severin in JEC,-
Agriculture. The index for the transportation and
communications sector is. the index for freight trans-
portation derived below in this appendix. The index
for the trade sector is the index for wholesale trade

-derived below in this appendix.

Although the material--input. method is, peoretically
leis desirable ihan either the gross output` or double
deflation Method, it appeats to produce reasonable'
results -and to be best available method given the
data constraints. The material-input index can be



Table B-I

1972 Construction Input Weights

Input-Output Sector Purchases by ton- Share of
struetion (thousand Purchastn
rilbles, producers' (percent)
prices) 7

3,103,673
205,220

Ferrous -metals

Nonferrous metals

Refractory materials
goal

iI extraction
Oil refining
Gas

Input-Output Sector Purchases by Con- Share of
struction (thousand Purchases

-rubles. prOducers' (percent)
prices)

8.6 Basic chemical products
-0.6 'Aniline dye products

165,739 0.5

105,696 0.3

13,358

566.432 1.6

16,550

Peat
Oil shales

6,897
7,591

Electric power 504,205
Energy an power m&e b 35,779

IA
0

EIc6rotechnical th&e 494;980.

Machine inbls 9,753

Forge-pressing mSte 2,458

_Precision instruments 52.269
240,9,70Mining and metallurgical

rndce

_1.4

0.1

Pumps and chemical
_equipment

35,591

Logging and paper m&c `11,817.

Hoisting and transport 67,871
equipment
COnstruction mfee

. Transport m&e 7,942 a

Automobiles 329,658

0.7

Synthetic resins and
plastieg

129,655

31,056
41,847.

0.4

0.1

0.1

Synthetic fibers .2,980

Organic-synthetic:
produets

25,594 0.1

Paint and lacquer 610,260
Rubber prodUcts 313,506

Other chemical products 132,410

Loggink 437,5167

1.7

0.9
0.4.

1,2

Shit/milt and luthber 3,206,976 8,9_
products
Furniture4
Paper and pulp
Wood chemistry
0:instruction materials

.26,348.
79,506 0.2

4,031

12,621,215

Glass 379,175
0.1

Textiles 187,357

34.9

a Sewn goods 375,049

0.2 Other light industry
Meat products

198,056 0.5

0.9

Dairy products
Flour and bread
Other foods

69,220

1.0

0.5
1.0

0.2

Agricultural rn&e , 148,592

Radfoelectronics and other 412,753
machine building:
Sanitary engineering
products_ _
Other metalwareg
Metal structures
Repair of mete'

0.4 Crops

131,383
-.-Trade and distribution 465,

3.1

.Animal husbandry
Transportation and
communications

,018
7.025

947

86,257
.0-

11,718

0.2

5,841,370 16.1

540,744
1,713,501

914,31-4

A Less than 0.05 percent.
b r11-&C machinery and equipment.

SourceDimitri M. Gallik, Barry L.- and Vladimir G.
Trerrd, Input-Output Structure of- the Soviet Economy: 1972, US
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censu5Washinkton,
D.C., forthcoming.

1.5

477' Tata!
2.5

36,176,521 _00.0



Table B-2

Derivation of the Index of Purchases of Construction
Materials by the ConstruCtion Sector

Year
Percent pross
Output of con-
struction Mate-
rials Sold to
Construction

(2) (3)
Constiuction Ma- Purchases of
terials Production Construction Ma-
(Index: terials (Index:
1972-'100) 1972 =100)

1950 74,55

1951 74.55
1952 74.55
1953 74.55

1954 7455
.1955 74.55
1956 74.55

10.1

12.2

14,3

16.5

19.3 :

23.2
26.0

1957 74.55 30.6 -

1958 74.55 37:1

74.55 _43.3_

1960 7461 49 1

.1961 -74.72 53.5

.1962 74.81 56.4

. 196

74.9
1965- -75.08

58.3

61.0
66.0

_ 9.8

-11.9

13_9

Year (1) (2)
Percent Gross Construction Ma-
Output of Con- terials P_ roduction
struction Mate- (Index
rials Sold to 1972-100)

nstruction

(3)
Purchases-cif
Construction Ma-
terials (Index:
1972 =100)

196 71.4 70.0

.16.0
18,7

22.5 .

25.2

I967 75.43 77.1

1968 75.69 80.2-

1969 75.95 81.9

1970 76.21 88.9 _

95,3

100.0

106.0
110.9
115.3

11`9.5

1977 76.73 -121.2

1978 76.73. 123.9

1979 -76.73 123.8

125.1

75.8

79.1

81.0

1971 .76.47

- .29.7

36_1

42 0
47 8
52 1

1972 76.73
1973 76.73-
1974 76.73

_1975 76.73.
1976 76.73

55.0
57 0
59.6
64 6

88.3

94.9

100.0

106.0

. 110.9

:115.3
9.5

121.2
123.9

-123,8

125E11980 76.73

u es: Column 1 1959. 1966. and 1972 are calculated from the
respective input-output tables. These tables are published in Dimitri
M. Gallik, Barry L. Ithstinskiy, and Vladimir G. Trani, Conversion
of Soviet Input-Oyiput Tables to Producers' prices: The 1959
Reconstructed Table, Foreign Economic Report-6, US Department
of Cocrimerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Washington D.C.,
1975; Vladimir G. Trani, Dimitri Gallik, and Barry L.

J..laistinskiy, -1966 Ex -Post input-Output Tables for the USSR: A
. Survey;" in Vladimir G. Treml, ed., Studies in Soviet Input - Output

Analysis. Praeger Publishers, New York, 1977, pp. 1-67: and
Dimitri M. Gallik. Barri- L. Kostinskiy. and Vladimir G. Treml.

checked for reas.onahld-ness by comparing the gross
output of the construction sector in current prices, as
published in the Narkeoz, with our index in 1.970
prices and computing the implicit annual price
changes and implicit pride index (tableB-3). On the
whole, the implicit price indexIs reasonable It shows
price declines in the early 19505, especially
which conform with Sevict clains of price reductions.
After. 1955 there is a pattern of moderate price
increases with two large increases in 1967 and 1969.
The 1967 industrial price reform raised the prices Of

Input-Outpui Structure of the Soviet Economy. 1972, Ds Depart-
ment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C.,
forthcoming. The value -s for 195058 are assumed_to be equal to the
1959 Value, and the values for-1973-80 are assumed to be equal to
the 1972 value. The 1960-65 and 1967-71 values are linearly
interpolated. r

Column 2: This was derived-from the index of industrial production
deicribed by Ray Converse in JEC, Industry.
Column 3: This is column 1 times column 2, rebased so that
1972-100.

construction-materials, and construction prices -were
explicitly increased in 1,969. Since 1970 remarkably
little price change is indicated.

A world test compares an implicit price index de-
rived from Soviet data with the, price index derived in
table B-3. Firit:=&series-showori rekaentit-trres-orniew---
construction and other capital outlays in current
prices was derived by subtracting current-price esti-
mates of capital repair of buildings and structures,



Table 111-3

Derivation of the Implicit Construction Price Index

Table B-4

Derivation of an Implicit Price Index for Investment in
---- New Construction and Other Capital Outlays

Year (1)
Gross
Output of
Conitrue-
lion
(billion
rubks)

(2) .

Material-
Input
Construe-
tion
Index
(1970 100)

(3)
Implicit
Annual
Price
Change
(percent)

(4)
Implicit

=
Price
Index
(1970=100)

1950 17.1 20.4 NA 88.1

1951 13.6 -1.9 86.4

1952 25.7 2.2 88.3

1743 16.1 283 -4.8 84.1

1954 '18.2 31.5 1:2 85.2

1955

1956

1957

1814 35_7 -10.4' 76.3

20.3

22_6

38.9 IA 77.4

43.1 0.3 77.7

-1958 7
1959

25,7 48.7 -1 = _ _ 38.0
29.2 54.7

58.9

1.1 78.9

1960 31_9 1.6 80.1

1961 62.0 -2.6
1962 33,6 64.9 -13 -- 76.6

1962 34.7 67A 0.6 76.1

1964 36.6 70.9 0.4 76.4

- 1965 _ 40.3 75.3 3.6 79.2

1966 43.0 78.8 2.0 80.7

1967 50.0 84.8' 8.0 ,- 87.2

1968 53.0 89.3 0.7 87.$

1969 60_0 92.8 8.8 -. 95.6

1970 67_6 100.0 4.6

1971 74.7 106.7 3.6 103_6

1972 . 77.4 '112.2 L5 102_0

-1973 =

1974

80_9

86.4

118.8 -1.3 100.8
.

125.0
.

1.5 102.2

1975 -91.7 13r2_ i_1 103.4

1976

1977

1978

94:2 135.6
Nr:

N -0.6 s 102.7

96.2 . 138.9 .-13.2 10I5.
99.2 143.0 0.1 . 102.6

1979 NA 144.1 NA NA .'

1980 -147.7 NA_ 1

Year (1) (2) (4)

New Investment _Implicit Implicit
Construe- in New Annual Price
lion and Construe- Price Index
Other lion Change "(197(6-100)
Capital (billion 1969 (percent)
Outlays rubles)
(billion
rubles)

1962 28.7

1963 29.6

1964 31

1965

1966

1967

1971 65.9

1972 68.1

1973 70.8

1974 75.2 71,6

1975 19.5 76_4

1976 80.7- --.)
1977 81.5

1978 83.2

27.91961 32.2

8

36.2

4.7 34.5

36.8 42.5

43.4 6:1

82.2-

1.0 83,0
0 83.0

-2.1 81.3

2.4 83,2

-13 _ 811

8.8 89,3 .

46 49.7 --I:
1969: 52.6 51.1 11.0 97.7

1970 9 56.7 2.4 = 100.0

61.4 1.7 101,7

65.5 -3.0 98.6

67.6 0 99

1 9

7.9 -0.2 98.2

6 96 779.9

2 99.5

4-

83.8 94.1

Sources: Column 1 This was derived from table B-3. column 1 less
of buildings and (table column 2).capital repair structures C-2,

Column 2'This was taken from Narkhoz 1972. p. 474, and Similar
tables' in other issues.

'Columns 3 and 4: These were derived from a comparison of columns
land 2.

fromthe current-price gross outpUt-series in,table B-3_
(See appendix C for the derivation of the capital

, _
repair series- in current prices.) The resulting series is

compared with the Narkhog series on investment in
new coikst ction and other capital outlays in constant

sourees--6110-66-k-}958-7_s_Are_f_rom_warkh0,L928. p_at_kri /3 _p_ric_e_s_ _tab _BA, The int '.lieu_ rice index derived v,

-similar tables in oilier issues. 1950-57 arc derived by linking a series- from this camparison (column of table B-4) Matches
of estimates of construction installation work in current prices die -index derived in table B-3 closely especially the
developed by Moorsteen and Powell (The Soviet Capital Stork, -_ -. . , .

928-I962r ta. 395, table A 7 columns 5 plus 8) to the 1958 value. large price increases in 1967 and 1969.
olumn 2: This w deieribed in the text.

Columns 3 a oth were derived from a comparison of-columns 1
5nd 2,

1



Table FI-5

Selected Purchases by Agriculture-of Material
Inputs Prom Nonagricultural Sectors in 1972

Material-I-nput
Category -

Input-Output Sector Purchases by Agriculture
(thousand rubles.
purchasers* prices)

Share of Purchases
,(percent)

ineral fertilizer 2,102.579 16

Mineral chemistry products 59,649

Basic chemistry products 1,722,868

ganic syntbenc products 12,570

Other chemicals 307,49

Electric power Electric power 317,298 2.5

Fuel and lubricants Oil refining 2,240,049 17.3

Machinery repair 3,993,145 30.9

Metallurgy 97,585

Machine building and metalworking 3,895,560

Fish meal Fish pr tic 397,966

Boncmeal _ - products ._ 191,769__

Milling byproducts Flout and cereals 2,758.112 21.3

-.Oilseed meal 168.282

Vegetable products 57.336

Other foods 110,946

Skim milk' Dairy products 608.679 4!7

Sugar beets Sugar 151.593 17

Total 12,929,472 0

Source.- See table B-
e

Agriculture

or a reference to the 1972 input-output data.

Scope and Coverage
The index of net agricultural production described by
Margartt Hughes and Barbara Severin (JEC, Agri-

_culture), repreSents the gross value of agricultural
output less the-value of that output _used within
agriculture_ In order to coil-mute a value-added index
for agriculture, it is necessary t© subtract also the
value of the materials and services purchased by
agriculture on cu!rent account from nonagricultural.
_seciors_ This subliaction_ is described here.

by agriculture. These.indexes are combined using
weights derived from the 1972 Soviet input- output
table.

Weights
Tabl&B-5 shows the derivation of the weights used to
combine the 10 indexes of material inputs purchased
from nonagricultural sectors. The 1972 Soviet inPut-
outPut table shows agriculture's purchases from all
sectors. Those purchases which relate to each of Old
10 material-input indexes were summed and convert
ed to percentage weights. The purchases selected in
this manner -represent 71 percent of agriculture's
purchases from nonagricultural sectors in 1972: The
most important types of inputs are fuel, machinery
repair, and rnilling byproducts.

The in x of purchases from nonagricultural sectors is

by design asmaterial-input index. similar to the con-
struction indexdescribed above. We have been able to
construct indexes of 10 typO of materials purchased



Table B -6

Derivation of the In 'col Purchases of Nonagricultural
Material Inputs by Agriculture

Index: 1972 100

Year Mineral Eleetrie Fuel and Machin- Fish Bone
Feetil- Power Lubri- cry Meal Meal
izcr cants Repair

Milling
ByProd-
nets.

Oilseed Skim Sugar
Meal Milk Beets

Total _

Current
Purchases --

1950 . 8.9 2.1 25.9 24.4 2.2 5.0 24,4 .5 31.1 23.8 21.0

1951 9.5 2.6 28.4 26.8 3.3 5_5 27.8 32.9 30.6 . 23.4

1952 10.2 3.1 29.0 274 3.7 6_6 31.6 43.1 344 36.3 24.8

1953 -10.9 3.8 344 32.5 44 80 36.0 45.7 354 34.2 28.5

1954 12.4 '4.8 33.7 31.8 5.5 9.4 40.0 51.2 36.0 35.6 194
1955 14.0 6.1 37.4 35.3 6.6- 10.2 : 44.3 . 47.3 42.9 0 . 32.6

1956 15.7 7.3 40,8 33.5 '7 5 11.3 43.5. 57.2 51.6 47.7 35.1

1957 17.2 9.1 45.1 42.5 7.9 115 474 61.7 58.8 43.9 38.7

1958 17.9 11.6 442.7 464 9 6 14.9 49.1- 53.7 --. 61..0 59.9 41.3

1959 18.5 14.3 51.9 \ 489 127 . 18.2 51.6 64.2 ;6.8 79.3 ._ 44.1

1960 19.1, 16.3 544 513 -_ 18.6 18.8 53.9 584 68.2 643 : 45:8

, .1961.-- 20.3 -19.2--z- -_ 57 _ 54.41- 23.0 2L0 --_-'1_ 62.4 _60.2 _72.3 ______ 811 -- _50.0 _

24 6 27.9 68.4 71 6 76.9 74.2 54.7

71.9 68,3 55.5.-

1964 37.0 29.3 71.8 68A 38.6- 32.6 .58.5 77.9 78,3 64.4 59.9 -.

68.1

1962 23_1 22:6 64.2 58.4

1963 27.8 .25_5 66.8 55.0 30.5 35 :6 56:5 73.1

1965 -,46.2 34.7

1966 52.5 38A
74.7 73:5 _52.0 45.3 . 68.5 86.0 99.3 1

2:76.' 80.1 53.1 54.4 76.5 90.6 96.5 . 104.2 73.3:

'1967 58.4 44.L 79.2 86,6 71.3

1968 63 . 82: 76.3 . _71_5_ 864 1003 96.7 126.8 822
1969 69.1 61.3 8641 90.3 82.0 68.0 . 88.9 1009 88.3 130.8 85.0

1970 t '82.0 72.2 89.4 90.5 86.2 73:8 918 90..1 89.2 101.5 88.6

1971_ 92.1 85.9 94.8 93.3 93.6 90.3 93 3 97.7 94.6 111:0 93.5

1972 100.0 . 100,0 100.0 100.0 loom loom 100.,0 ioom loom loom loom

1973 110.' 165.5 109.8 111.0 101.7 101.7 107.8 114.7 105.8 107.6-

65.5 .81.6 90.3 98:1 108_4 78.8

1974 122.0 132.9 111.4 120.2 . 124.6 119.6 103.5 98.8 116.7- .120.9 115.4

1975 137.8 152.1. -119_8 132.1 143.6 132.0 104.9 90.8 114,0 104.9 124.2

1976 140_7 173.2 125.7 137.6 137,1 118.0 79.7 100.6 116.9 . 96.2- 122.3

1977 145.6 1817 131.3 142.5 127,0 124.6 107.0 104_9 130.4 . 132.4 132.6

_ _1978 _148.7 ___ 138_9 149.3 __ 115A_ 131.2 105.0 95.7-1 127.9 _- 131.9 135.9

1979 1464 215.8 146.8 151,00.-- 112_1 134.0 111.2 92.2 122.7 124.5 138

1980 157.4 _ 231,3 1 X5,2 155.1 123.7 133.4 112.9 98 1 107_7 144.1

,Source, See text

Description of the Index data gathered from Soviet monographs on agrieul-
Table B-6 shows the construction of the index of
agriculture's purchases of nonagricultural materials.
It is a weighted average of 10 indexes of separate
types of materials. The indexes are derived partly
from data published in the Narkhoz and partly from

cure`. In particular, data for agriculture's use of
mineral fertilizer and electric power are published in
the Narkhoz. The index of use of skim milk is
assumed to equal the index-of industrially produced



Table B-7

Derivation of the Index of Value Added in Agriculture

Year (1)
Net Output
(billion 1970:
rubles)

(2)
Index of
Column 1
(1972-100)

(3) -.
Net Output
(billion 1972
rubles)

(4)
Nonagricultural
Material Inputs
(billion 1972 rub

(5) ,
Value' Added
(billion 1972
rubles).

(6)
Index of
Value Added
(19707100)
250_41950 38.1 48.5 41.2 3.9 37:3

1951 35.8 45.5. 38.6 4.3 34.4 46.4

1952 6 47.9 .40.7 4.5 36.1 48.8

-1.953 -403 51_ 43.5 5.2 8. L7

1954 41_2 52.4 44.5 5.4 39.1 52.8

1955 46.5 59.2 50 2_ 6.0 443 -59.8

1956 52.9 67A 57.2 6.4 50.8 68.6

1957 52.9 :67.3 57:1 7.1. 50,0 67.6

1958 - 57.2 72.8 61.8- 7.6 54.2

1959 58.7 74.7 63_4 -8.1 55.3 74.7

1960 58 0 73._ 6 8_4 54.3

1961 62.1 79.1 67.1 9_2- 58.0 78.3

1962 61.3 78.1 66.2 10.0 56.2 75.9

1963 - 50_6 64.5 54.7 10.1 44.5- 60.2

1964 64.6 82.3 69.8 11_0 58_8 79.5 .

1965 69.2 881 74.7 12.5 613 84.1

1966 72 3 92.1 78.1 -13.4 64.7 87.4

1967 72.3 92.1 78.1 _ 14_4- 63.7 8620

1968 76.6 97.5 82.7 151 - 67.7- ' 91_4

1969 -- 74.3 94.6 803 r5_6 64.7 87.4

1970 83.6 . 106.4

/ 05.9.

. 90.Q.

89:9

16.2

17_1,

74.0

=72.8

100.0

1971 83.2 98.3

1972 78_5 100_0 84.8 18.3 66.5

1973 90_1 114_7 97.3 19.7 77,6 104.8

1974 89.8 114,4 97_1 21-1 75.9 -102.5 .

1975

1976

, 82 0 104.4 88.6 21_8 -.2 65.8_ -'_ 88:9

88 6 112.9 95,8 22 4 734 - 99_1

1977 92.8 118:1 100.2 24_3 75,9 102.5

1978. 95.8 121_9 103_5 24_9 78 6 106.1

1979

1980

90 2 114_8 97_4 25.4 72.0 97,3

86.3 109.8 93_2 26.4 66,8 90:2

Sources: Columli I: This is from JEC, Agriculture, table
Column 2 This is column 1 converted to index forrn(1972-7100).
Column 3: This is column 2 multiplied by the base-year (1972) value
_0184B billion rubles The derivation of the base-year value is
desciibed in the text.
Column 4: This is column 11 of table 0 =6 multiplied by the base-year
(1972) value of 18.3 billion rubles. The derivation of the base-year

JC is described in the text.
column 5: This is column 3 less column 4,
Column 6 This is colurrin 5 converted to index form (19707-100).



Witter, and the index of sugar beets is assumed to
equal the index-of state procurements-of sugar bee .

The other indexes are estimated from a variety of
sources. The detailed-derivation of each index is too
extensive to present here.

Table B-7 shows the computation of the index of value
added in agriculture. This, calculation also is based on
the 1972input-output table. First.an index of net
agricultural output is compted in 1972 priss by
multiplying the 1972 value derived from thc.input-
output table- by the index derived by Hughes and
Severin in 1970 prices (JEC, Agriculture, table A-)).
The 1972 value of net agricultural output is computed
as follows;

- Less:-
Leis-

Billion Rubles

Gross output of agriculture in 114,7;
purchasers' prices

-PurobasesTrom the trade sector- 4 -6
Purchases from the transporta- - 1 4

tion and connnuniciations
sector

Less: Purchases from the agriculture -_ 23_9
sector

Equals: Net agricultural output 84.8 _

Similarly, the index of nonagricultural material in-
puts is expressed in 1972 prices by multiplying it by
the 1972 value of such purchases, 18.3 billion rubles.
This: valuecio,b ived from the 1972 hMut-output
table as the sum II purchases from the nonagricul-
tural sectors. tracting the material-inpulieries
from the net oittput series producss an estimate, of
value added in agriculture in 1972 rubles which can
then be converted' to index form.

In the general discussion about the problems of
measuring the real growth of value added, it was
indicated that use of a gross outPut index May be '-

:fable B-8 Annual Percentage Rates of Growth

Gross Output, Total Material Purchases, and
Value Added in Agriculture

Year . (2) (3) (4)
Total: Valuo Column I

output Material Added Less
Column 2Inputs

-4.9 3.2 -8.0 . 78.1
1952 4.4 5.1 L6
19

1961= ,

1965 4.7

1966 6 12.4

1962 -0.3
1963 -15,1
1964 2

1954 4.6 2.0

1955 12 7- 11.5 13,3

1956 14.6 14.2 141
1957 1.6 8.8 -1.5
1958 8.2 7_9 S.4
1959 1.7 0.9 2.1

1960 -0.3 3-.2 =2.0

4.3

5_1 6_9=

-4.3
4.9

a30
-20 8

32.1

5.8

4.0
-1.6

6.3

-4.4
4.4

1967_ 0 2.9

-1968 _ 5.3 _ 3.5

1969 1.2 4.6

1970 - 11.5 6,7

1971 0.3 2.2 -1.7
1972 =5.0 1.2 . -8.5
1'973 15.5 13.6 16.7

1974 2.2 -2.3
1975 -1,3 _2 2

1976 8.4 4,4

1977 _3.3

-2.2
-13.3

11.4

3.0 3.5

-3.5_:1978

------1\4-8 0.3 -8.3
1980 -5.2 -2.4 -7.3

1.2

0.4
-.7.2

0.3

0.8

-3.5

-5.7
-10.9

16.7

0.8

-5.7

1.8

-5.8
4.9

-2.5
. =6.2'

L9
0.1

-9.6
4.1

0.3

-1.2
-5.1
-2_8

preferable tp'the_double deflation method unles; the Sources: Column 1: The gross output of agriculture is computed as
differencebetween the annual growth rates of gross the sum of the gross outputs of the livestock and crops sectors.the

gross output of the livestock sector is published in JEC, Agriculture
output ancrthe material inputs is 2 percentage points - (tablc-A-1)_ The -gross output of the crops sector is equal to net crops
or more. Table B-8 shows theme growth rates of- output(ibid) plus the value of seed and waste (unpublished

- _ ____ _ estimates)..g total material and value addedross output, inputs,
Column 2: Total material inputs are computed as the sum of non-ag-,

for agriculture. It is clear that fiequently there is a ricultural rnaterN purchases (table13-7. column 4)41* agricultural _
large gap between die growth rates; therefore, the material purchases. The latter (unpublished) is calculated as gross

double deflation procedure described here is prefera- output less net output. -

Column 3: This was coMputed from table B-7, column 6.
ble for this !lector Column 4: This is column I less coluinn 2. -



: Transportation

Scope and Coverage
The transportation sector includes enterprises

_ _

gaged in the transportation of freight, passengers, and
associated activities by. rail, sea, inland water, auto-
mobile, air, oil and gas pipeline, urban electric transit,
timber rafting, tug service, loading and Unloading
services, and maintenance of highways (Ukazaniya,
pp. 742-745). -

Our index is a composite of 16 physical series of
various types of freight and pasSenger transportation,

.aggregated with 1970 revenue weights.' The procedure
is similar to that used by N. M. Kaplan, Soviet
Tramport and:Cornmunications Output Indexes.
1928-62, Research Memorandum 4264 -FR and Sup-
plement, Santa Monica, Calif., the-Rand Corporation,
1964 and 1965. Comparable results for 1950-63 given

.by Kaplan and the index derived here are nearly
identical. The approach is also comparable-to that
taken by. Kendrick to obtain an output index for .

transportation as part of an investigation of longrun
Productivity trends'in the United States (John W.
Kendrick, Postwar Productivity Trends in the United
States; New York, National Bureau-of Economic
Research,-1973,pp: 186-193). The US GNP accounts
also use a gross output index, but one which is
primarily deflated current-price aata.

The coverage of the index is incomplete. grinned
entirely are timber rafting, road maintenance, tug
service, and activities of independent' enterprises en-
gaged in loadirig and unloading;.employment in such
omitted activities is estimated to have been about 10
percent of total transport employment in 1970.

A spedial problem arises with respect to freight
hauled by trucks. Two ph5sical series are published in
the 1Varkhoz. One relates to common carriers only
and the, other to total _truck haulage in the-economy.
Most of the trucking activity done byytontransport
enterprises is believed to be short-haul work in con-
nection with the current operations of the parent
enterprise. This type of activity is considered part of
the sectors to which-the parent enterprise belongs-in
the US accounts and, therefore, the physical series

relating to=common carriers only is used here. This
results in a lower weight for the truck index, but a
higher growth rate.

Total transportation revenue is calculated as the sum
of freight and passenger revenue. Freight revenue is
calculated as the sum of the 'revenue estimated for
each of seven modesrail, sea, inland water; truck,
oil pipeline, air, and gas pipeline. The revenue for
each mode is calculated as the product of a physical
measure and a 170 average revenue value. Passenger
revenue is calculated as the sum of the revenue
estimated for each of nine-modesrail, sea, inland
water, bus, air, tram, trolley bus, subway, and taxi.

The passenger index is virtually the same as the
transportation component of the consumption index;
its construction is described by Schroeder and Denton
(JEC, Consumption). The only difference is that
business travel-expenses are=not dedneted for-the
sector-of-origin index.

Weights
The weights used to aggregate the seven freight
subindexes are 1970 average revenue rates per ton-
kilometer (tkrn) (for gas pipelines, average revenue per
cubic meter of gas transported): The weights and their
sources areas follows:

Average Rate
(kopecks)

Source

Rail 0.400 per ton- TranspoFt i svyaz%
kilometer (tkm) p, 111.

Sea
Inland water

0.263 per tkrn: Ibid, p. 151. ,

0.418 per tkrn p486,
Truck 7.05 per tkm Ibid, pp. 222, 251.

ii i1 pipeline 0 123 per tkrn Ibid, p. 203.with 28-
percent profit markup
a-dried. =

Air 15.63 per tkm See text.

gas pipeline 0.258 per ciThic R. D, Margulov et al,
meter Ra:vitlya gazovoy

myshlennosti, Mosenw,
Nedra, 1976, p. 11 with a
28-percent profit mark-
up added.



The average air revenue rate in 1970 was obtained by
adding an arbitrary profit markup of 25 percent to the
estimated 1970 average cost of 11:5 kopecks per tkm.
An average cost of 17.7 kopecks per tkm-iii 1965 is
given in N. N. Barkov, ed., Zheleinedorozhnly trans-5
port v sisteme edinoy transportnoy seti USSR, MOs-
cow, Trafisport, 1967, p. 51. The average cost for
1965 was extrapolated forward to 1970 using the
average rate of decrease-of 7 percent per year -Calcu-
lated from data for 1958-68 pUblished in Flight
Internatfonal, 25 September 1969, p. 485.

Description of the Index
The physical data for freight transportation are shown
in table B-9.The resulting valueS for gross revenue of
freight, passenger, and total transportation are shown
in table B-10 in ruble and index format.-The sources
for the freight transp tation data are as follows:

Physiea Measuree Sources . ,

Rail, inland water. Ton - kilometers Transport I svyar'. p: 17,
sea, air, and oil and similar tables in
pipeline Narkhozy for sil bsc.

quota years.
Truck Ton- kilometers p_ 222. and similar

tables in Narkhozsz for
subsequent yeart

pipeline . Cubic eters Ibid. p: 204, and similar
tables in Narkhozy for
subsequent years.

Ideally, the physical series for gas pipelines should
take account of the Nicreasing average distance that
gas is transported as a result of the exploitation of
Siberian fields. Unfortunately, we do not'have suffi-
cient data to estimate changes in the average distance

:transported. Hence, no adjustment is made-to the gas
pipeline index. _

Trade

Scope and Coverage
The trade sector in Soviet statistics encompasses a
range of activity roughly equivalent to the wholesale
and retail trade sectors in the US classification.
Included are: retail trade, public dining, foreign trade,
film rentals, material-technical suppry (concerned
with supplying production enterprises and farms),
wholesale trade (concerned with supplying consumer
goods to retail trade outlets), and agricultural- pro-
curement (concerned with state purchasing of farm
products from producers). For a more detailed de-
scription, see Ukazaniya; pp. 748-751.

The index of value added in the trade sector is based
on the assumption that value added is correlated with
the volume of goods processed by the trade sector.
The trade lector is divided into three major branches
(retail-trade, wholesale-trade which includes material
technical supply, and agricultural procurement); and
an index is comphted of the value in .1970 prices of
goods processed by each brinch. The trade index is a
weighted average of the three branch indexes. The
weights are the value added -of each branch in 1970.

The coverage 8f the trade index is nearly complete.
There is no explicit measurement of the activity
associated with foreign trade, but much of this activi-
ty is probably captured in the retail and wholesale
trade indexes. Film: rentals are not included, but the
value added associated with them is tiny. The retail i
trade index implicitly includes the activities of public
dining enterprises.

An alternative procedure, used in the US accounts,-is
to deflate the current-price value of sales in _the_
various trade channels. It is_not employed here be-
cause of the lack of reliable price deflators.

Communications

The index used for the communications sector is
identical to that used for the communications compo-
nent of the consumption index. The methodology and
data used are described by Schroeder and Denton in
JEC, Consumption.



Table -B -9

Year

.RelatIng to the Activity of Various (No

(1) (2) (4) .

Rail Sea Inland Water . Oil Pipeline
(billion Elan . am) (billion dm) ; (billion tern)

1950 602.3 39.7 46.2

1951 677.3 40.3 51.9

1952 741.3

1953 798.0

1954 856.8 56.6

1955 970.9 68.9

1956 1-,079.1--- 82.4

1957 1,212_8 92.7 76

1958 1,302.0 . 106.

1959 1.429.5. . 115.7 93.6

__1960 131.5 99.6,
1961 1.566.6 159.1 -106.0

1962 1.646.3 173.4

58.2

59.3

62.8

67.7

(5) (6)
Truck Air
(billion km) (b llion'tktn) {billion

cubic meter)
4.9 0.9 0.14

55 1.1 0.18

6.4 1.2 0.20

7.6 2.5 9.22

10.2 4.2 0.24

14.7. 93 0.25

11.9

26.6 15.0

18.4

41.6 22.2

27.2

29.3

109.9

031 . 6.0

10

0.40

0.56

1963 1,7494 226.3 1-14.5 . . 90.9 34.1 0.91

1964 1,854.1 ,. 297.6 124.5 112.1 38.7

1965 1.950.2 388.8 133.9 146_7 50.2

1966 2,016.0 442_8 137.7 165:0 -52.2--

1967 2.160.5 527.1 143.9 . 183A 55_8 14

1.14

1.34

1.45

97.9

1968 2.274.8 586.8 .155.4 . 215.9

1 969 . 2,3671

IVO 2,494.7

1971 2.637.3

1972 2,760.8

1973 2.958.0

1974 3,097.7

1975 3,236.5

1976 . 12954
1977_ .i_.' 3:330.9

1978 3.429.4

1979 3,349.3

57.5

601.3 160.1 244.6 59.7

656.1 174.0 281.7 64.2

328.5 68.9

375.9 73.6

439.4 80.9

533.4 89.2

665.9 95.9

794.6 102.6

696_0 184

69.8,4 180.3

750_7 189.5

778.1 212.3

73613 221.7

. 762.2 222_7

772_6 230.7 922.4 109.1

827.64 243.7

851.1 232.7 1,140_7 - 123.0 2.91

1,049_1 115.8

1.66

80

1.95

8.8

166.0

1.88. 181.5--
1.98 209.8

219 4 219.9

2.37 231.1

2.49 245.7

2.59. 279.4

2.71 309.5

2.80 334.6

351.12.86

378,0

1980 3.435.0 848.3 244.7 f 1,216.0 130.7 3.09 417.7



Table B-10

Derivation of the Index of %/nitre Added in Trrailspbrtation

-_a

1950
1951

1952

(1) (2)
Freight Transporiation

Billion 1970
. Rubles

Personal Tran tation

Index Billion 1970 I Index: Balion 1970' Index
(1970-100) Rubles (1970-5 100) Rubles 11,(1970-100)

2.8 15.5 2 . 15.3 : 4.0 15.5

17.4 1.3 17.1 4.5 17.3

3.5 7: 9 5 '., 3. 4.9 19.0

21.0 1.6 -20.9 5A 21.0$

954 4 2_ I8 23:2 6.0 23.2

55 . 5 28.1 2.0 26A 7.1 -27_6 .

1956 5.8

1957- 6 6

1958 7_3

-1959 8 2

1960 8.9

1961

1962 -10.1

1963
.

10_9

12.0
13:6

-14_2

1964
1965

1966 --
1967

1968

1969
1970

9

36_4

2.2
1=4

' 40.4 2.7 34.4 -710.0 38.6

=45 2 - -.2. _3 11_-_-_ -42.9.
49 4 = 3_2 41.4 1 /.1 47.0

516 : 3.5 45.2 13.0 50.4

56.0 3.9. 50.7 14.0 54.4

60.5 4,3 55.4 , 112 590

66.5 4.6 59.6-. 16.6 64.4

75.3 5_0 18,6 712

-78,8 _6- 72.2 19_ 8 76.9

85,3- 6 79A -2-1_6' 83.6

90.2 6_7 87.3 23,0 89

93.9 7.2 93.7 24,2 93,8

7.7 100_0 25.8 100.0

107.0 27_5 106.7

8.9 114.5 29.1 112.6

9,3 120.6 31.1

129.7 33.3

-139.3_ 35.4

4 146 -8 36 9
.

46.5 -11.3 145.6 37_7

I 3.4 7 451.8 39.5

15 6 12.3 158.5 40A

'.12,7 164.2- 41.9

15.4

16.3-

17_0

18.1. 1 100.0

1971 19.3 :106.6

1972 20.2 111.8

1973 21.8 120.7

1974 23.3 _128.9

19-75 24.6

1976 -25.5
1977- 26.5

40.0

1978 27.7

1979 4 : 28.1

80

136.1:

141_4-

29.2 161

120.7

129.2

137.0

443.0
146_2

152_9

156.5

462.5

Sources: Column 1: For each year, the physical value in each column The physical values and th-e average revenu
in table B 9 is multiplied by The average revenPe rate given in the JEC, Consumnrfon-.
text and the'resultsiamsumened. Column 4: This is an ihdex of coldmn 3
Column 2: This is an index of -column I. Column 5: This is column 1 plus column .1'

Column 3: The same procedure isfolloived as e'olumn 1, Column 6: This is an index or column 5. -

eights are given in



Weights -- . rati-orcif the Monthly:wageslinsdeti of_the three,-_-
._

Value added in the trade sector in 1970 is derived n-.. branches to-the-Monthly-wage-rate for the en-tire-i _
appendix D, at 18.273 billion rubles. The value'added sector:
in each of the' three:brancheli of the trade sector is
shown in the follmVing tabulation: f
Distribiltion of-the Value Added
in the Trade Sector. 1970_

Total Retail Wholesale Agricultural
Trade - Trade TratIF Prcialrement

Total value 18.273 11.263 4_826' =2.184
added

Wage bill - 8.748 - r646
Other and 0.932 0.686

imputed
income

Billion Rubies:

- Social 0.395
insurance

= (I)
_Employment onthly Ratio of
in Estpnia _ ages in -Monthly Wages
(thousands) Estonia to Average

(rtibles)- .-:(percent)
-100.0Total trade 54 2

seem

Trad whole- 6
-Sale and retail)
and public
dining _

0.291 0.074 0.030:

riDepec-
ation

Profits

1313_ 0.534 0_531 0.218

6.679 3.359 2.208

Subsidies -z 0.530 70.530
Miscclla- 0.726 0.447 - 0.192

neous
charges

Percent. 100.0 61,64

L112
0

0 087

26.41- 11 95

The sources. for each line item are:

Total Value Added: This is derived as the sum of die
cbmponents.

Wage Bill. The total wage-bill, 8.748 billion rubles, is
divided among the branches using employment data
for the USSR and wage data-for Estonia. Average
wages and employment in -Estonia for I-970 for Oree
btanches (refaiiii-ade.;Whbleiale trade,2ad public

material-fechnical supply; ,and agricultural
procurement) arc given.in Naradnoe khozyaystva
Estonskay SSR v 1972'godu, Wallin- Raamat,
173, pp. and 223. These data plus the in-wiled
average monthly wage rate for the total trade sector
are shown in the tabulation below. Also shown is the

Material- _-_-=

technical a

supply

Agricaltural 2.1
procurement

:121.5 114:7-

113.9

is assumed_ that the structure f relative monthly
=

wages Was the same for the "U SSR. as it was for
Estonia. -T--he first column in-the tabulation belo-w
shows the average monthly-yvage rates
assuMpsion. Tfiey are calculated by niultiplying the
data in column 3 of the tabulation above by the
average monthly wage for-the total .trade sector-for
the USSR of 95.1 rubles(Narkhoz 4979, p. 395).
Employment in each branch-ls-shown in scolumn 2.
Total trade and retail trade empfoymeat are given in_
Narkhaz 1973, pp. 575 and 671. Agricultural pro:
curement employment is given in E. -I. VakIftm,
Form-I-ova:dye asnovnykhfandov kooperatiVnoy
torgavE,,Mokow, Ekonomika; 1974, p. 14. Wholesale

=trade and material-technical supply employmetiLare
. derived as a residual. The annual wage bill implied for

each branch.by the average monthly wage'rates and



= employment shownfinEtbluipti thesedata
= are sealed up in column- 4 so total wages
'gclual-8.748 .billion rubles

()) (2) (3) _(41_
Monthly Employment Annual Adjusted =

= Wages (million Waga Wage-ROI
:Ambles) persons) Ahillion

(billion rubleAl-
rubles, -=,

Total trade -, 95_1 7 537
sector --

Retail trade 92 9 5 746
add publie

VV olesale 109 1
trade and
material-

ehnical
supply

Agricuaural
proe uremen

_

NA 8348

6.406

basis of their, total profits of sate enter-
,.

Orkses. Net pronsiszual total profits le s the bonuses
paid from prafitgishieh are also includd in wages_
Net profits of ci-J3iiier-cooperatives wire included

_with retail tratteApublic dining.
=

Subsidies. Thi% iltifi applies only to retik trade. It
represents boditelsornbursement for loses incurred

_ in sales orslow.4goving_goods to,the pdt=iulation at
ieduced prices OM billion rubles) ancia a subsidy on
the procurenieht::resti vegetables by retail trade
(0.110_1zillion rut.,

Other-and Imputed Income,' The total =0.32 billion
rubles, was distributed among the branches_on the
basis of their shares of the wage bill

=

Soda! Insurance. The total,0395tillion rubles, was
distributed among the branches on the baSiS of their

_

shares of the wage bill.
-

Depreciation, Total depreciation in trade was distrib.
uted among the branches on the basis of their relative
share-S in:tOtAl amortization deductions as Aiven in
Narkhoz 1972, p,723, The-allocation between retail
and whole-Sale-trade-was made by estimating.amorti-
zatiori deductions for wholesale trade and subtracting
the-replt from the-amount given_ for the two-branches
combined. The,estirnate-for wholesale trade was made
bv_assuming that the-ratio of amortizition to wages in
-that branch was the same-as in material- technical

= _

supply,

Profits_ Total profits in the branched of trade are
given in Narkhoz 1973, pp,76-3 and '767,, Since the
1410 value-added corripmfent for profits represents
net profits (CIA, GNP 1970,--0. 67), the component
representing-state enterprise profits (5.396 billion
rubles) wasclistr'buted among the branches on the

Devrirition of dishidex
Retail Trade, 1-ralue of total goods Mowing
ttiyough the stateidcooperetive retail =trade network
in 1970-prices iidsliyed tiyieducting tie value of
collective4arm...0kei and commission sales and the
value of househddtonsurimtion in kind from our
index of perionplonsumption-or food- xpressed
ruble terms, arid thin Adding ruble. eSti -_--i-mates of the
consuiriptiodof sallgoods and durables_-_The resulting

-series measures ltisehold purchases of goods in state
And cOOperativitygde in real terms.

Estimates 9f collative-farm-market sals andjmuSe-
hold. consurriptiogin kind first.were der==ived far_the -
benchmark yeargoi1950, 1955, 1960, 966, 1970,
1974, and 1976 gsshown in tables B-11_ and B-12.
The.procedure is)imilar to that.useddn_ _ -CI-A, GNP
197q. First, ohligiAlquantities of seven= _ products sold
an collective failoisarkets and nine prducts con-
smiled in kind byhouseholdg were estimated for each
benchmark .ycarligeneral, grciss.outplis divided
into the amotintsid in `production, rn--rketedOut-
put:, and, residual, farm h-ousehold consumption

in-kind. Collect'its-farrn-rnarket sales are then esti-
,mated as rriarkuichistputless state prei=)Zurement,
decentralized ht.,auretnent; andthe diff=qrence;if any,
between the physical and aceountingwight o,f pro-

Sornalhe major sources,a_nd_proccdures
are- indicted in thisource to-tables 13.7-- 11 and B-12:
treater detail 15iiicn in CIN,GNP 19 7(1, table A-1,
pp. 27-31=-The olsittigof,eacli produ. ct fdr each



Table 0-11

Valuation of Firm Household Consumption in Kind in 19,70 Prices'

Price
(rubles per
tan)

1950 1955 1960 1966 1970 19761974 4

Grain 103

Thousd tons 15,000 16,000 10,000 6,000 z 3.000 3.000 3.000

Billion rubles 1.545 1.648 1.030 0.618 0.309 0.309 0.309

Potatoes 114

Thousand tons 30,000 15,000 16,500 18.600_ 21.843 17.000 13,932

Billion rubles 3.420 1.710- 1.881 2.120 2.490 1.938 1.588

Vegetables 163 ..-

Thousand tons
.

3,175
,

4.380 5./59 1,686 3.170 2.951 1,606

Billion rubles - 0.518 0.714 0.857 0.601 0.517 0.481 0_262

Meat: slaughter weight
Thousand tons 2,400 2,710. 2 700 3,000 2.878 2,820 2.500

Meat,' 4 2,327

Thousand tons 1,956 2.187 2,125 2.403 2,328 2.233 2.043

Billion rubles 4.552 5.089 5.108 5.592 5.418 5.197 4.753

Animal Fat 1,900 .
Thousand tons 365 445 435 519 469 . 491 382

Billion rabies b,693 0.546 0.826 0,986 0.891 , 0.932 0.727-

M ilk Tor ho m e_p rodu ced
butter
Thousand tons 2,599 2,599. 2.509 2,509 2,350 2,260 2,102

Milk 1-96

Thousand4ons 16,701 1 22,109 21,783 21.166 20,300 17,656

Billion rubles 3.273 3.469

115

0.397

11,424

1.142

4.333 4.270 4.148 3.979 3.461

Butter 3.450
,

1 1 I

0.383

15.890

1.589

Thousand tons 115 1.11 104 100 93

Billion rubles 0.397 0.383 0.359 0.345 0,321

Eggs

Million
Billion rubles

100 . .

15,335

.

7,755

0.775

16.793 _18,606 17,169

1.533 1.679 1.8.61 1.71,

98



Table B-.11 (continued)

Thousand tons

Billiorkrubles

Totar(billion rubles)

1955 ; 1970- 3 9176Price
(rubles per.
ton)

1950 1960 1966 1974

282

1,100 1,000 1.060 1,500 2,000 2,000- 2,500'

0.310 0.282 0.282 0,423 0.564 0,564 0.705

15.483 15.298 16.290n _ 16.526 - 16376 15606 842

. The price cit eggs is 100 rubles per.thousand.eggs.

Sou&esurar this table:

Grain. The quantities are estimated by the general methodology
given in CIA. GNP 1970. p. 31. The 1974 and 1976 values are
arbitrarily set equal to the 1970 value, The price is given in CIA,
GNP 1970,p. 32,-
Potatoes. The quantities are derived as gross output less the amounts
used for seed and marketed output. Gross output and marketed
output are given in Narkhoz 1974, pp. 316 and 369, and similar
tables in other issues. Seeding rates arc derived separately.for each
year at 19 centners per hectare in 19511 1955, and 1960: 20 centners
per hectare in 1966 and 1974: and 25.centners per hectare in 1970,
The price is given in CIA GAP 1970, p. 32.
4/egetables, The quantities are derived in the same manner as
pokatoes. Twenty percent of the gross output is assumed to be fed to
livestock, The price is from-CIA, GNP 1970, p.32.,
Meat. The slaughter weight of meat is derived in detail as described
in CIA. GNP 1970, table A-3, 13. 38. The slaughter weight is then di-
vided into tlAquantities consumed as meat or animal fat. The
percenta of the slaughter weight used fir each year are:

Meat Animal Fat
1950 81.5 15.2

1955 81.0 16.5

1960 81.3 16.1

1966 80.1 173
1970 80.9 16.3
1974 79.2 17.4 ,

1976 81' 7 i 5 3

99

N . ,,'
The detailed derivation of these Shares and the:prices (ndt pilesented
here) is based on estimates of thequantities- and prieeiceseyeral
types of neat, See CIA, GNP 1970, pp. 27 -38, for the general
procedure used.
Milk, The quantilieS of total milk are,degived in the-Sarhemanner as
potatoes. Milk consumed is equal to total milk less the quantity used
for butter, calculated at 22.6 tons of milk, per ton 4 butter, The
quantities of bbtter for 1960, 1970, 1976 anif1976;arrgiven in
Narkhor 1974. p. 187, and similar tables in other issues. The
quantities for 195(kand 1955 are assumed to47 equal to the value
published Mt 1953, and the quantity for 1966 is assumeiho be equal
to the value published for 1965. The price for milk i fry)) CIA, GNP
1970, p. 34. Thirteen eZscent of the gross output is Assumed to be
used in production. . .

Eggs. The quantities are derived in the same manner as potatoes.
The number of hatching eggs are calculated as described' in CIA,
diVP 1970, p. 79. The price is given in CIA, GNP 1970,p, 35,
Fruit. The quantities consumed in kind are estimated Cabe 40
percent of the gross output in 1950, 30 percent in 1955, 20 rcent in

in1960, 19 percent in 1966.17 percent in 1.9.70, and 16 perc= t l 974.



Table-B-12

Valuation of Collective FarUl Ex- Village

Grain

Price
(rubles per
ton).

ket and Commission Sall in 1970 Prices

1950 1955 . .1'960 °1966 19

24

Thousand tons--

Billion tubles
Potatoes

Thousand tons

3,290 2,330

0.816 0.578

6,460 6,530

Billion rubles
Vegetables

Thousand tons

1.156 1.169/

381- -

1,560- 1.940-

Billion rubles
Meat: slaughter weight

0.594 0.739.

Thous4nd tons 793 776
,-

Meat 2.378
.._

Thousand tons - 646 _629

1.537 1.495Bawl rubles
Animal It

Thousand tuns
Rillien rubles

1.900

1214
s

'128

2,270 2,100 , 2.004 1.500 1.500

- : 0.563 0.521 0.497 0.372 0.372

5,690 5,610 6,002 5,910 5.960

1.019 1.004 1.074 1.058 1.067

1,580 .460 1,781 .1,138

0:602 0.556 0.679 0.434

686 894 1,093 900 1.060

558 , 716 884 713 866

1.326 1.703 2,103 1.695 2.059

110 155 178 --- 157 162.

-316
Thousand tons

Billion rubles
Eg s

Million
Billion rubles

126

Total (billion rubles)

1,370

0.173
t
5.270

. The price of eggs is 126 rubles per thousa- eggs.'

3.140 3,170 2:780 2522 2,130 1,963

0.396 0.399 0150 0.318 0.268 0.247

23 4.707 4.858 . 5.340 4.790

Sources: The quantities for 1950,-1955. and 1969 a taken from
Jerzy F. Karct. Quantitative Analysis of the Coltre ive Farm

--311r Market!' American Economic Review 54, June 19_ . unpublished
appendix. The quantities for 1966 are derived by extending the
Karcz series by means of commodity indexes for collective-farm-

.

market sales presented in Naikhor 1968. p.154. The quantities for
1970. 1974. and 1976 are calculated as in CIA. GNP 1970-that is
marketed output less all ppacurements and the difference, if any,
between the physic& and accounting weight of procurements. The
'prices are from CIA. GNP 1920, pp. 32-35.,

100



benchmark year are thenmultinlied by 1970 Prices
and surnedto obtain total-ruble values for collective-
farrn-rnarketand commission sales ana for household
consumption in kind.

Ruble vat s for collective farm- market sales and
househord onsumption in kind for all other years,
were obea-tied by interpolation. The ruble-values for
both cons -motion categories in each benchmark year
were expre ed as percentages of the total consump-
tion of food. The percentages between each bench
mark year were interpolated based on equal percent-
age rates of change. The interpolated percentages
were then multiplied-by the total- consumption of food
-to obtain ruble values, These calculationg and the
resulting retail trade index are shown in table 13-1 3.

Wholesale Trade. The wholesale trade network serves
as an intermediary between induhrial enterprises and
retail trade enterprises. The material' - technical supply
systern serves as an intermediary between state pro-
duction enterprises. The index used to measure both
types of, activity is a weighted average'verage of nine gross
output indexes of branches of industry. All branches
'except for electric power and "other industry" are
included. The industrial production index6Tre de-
scribe-el by Ray Converse in JEC, lndylsrry. The
derivation of the wholesale trade i x is shown in
table B- 14. The 1970 Bros- uts of the nine

.branches were comp m producers' prices-as part
of the factor-cost Justmenttelescribedin appendix

are sh the following labulation:

- Um/mated Gross Outputs of Selected
Branches of Industry. 1970
(Producers' Prices)

Billion Rubles percent

Total = 363.618__ 100.00

1-errous metals 24.702 6 79

Nonferrous metals 12.374 3.40

Fuels -22.442 617
Machinery `92.800 25.52

Chernicals 22.414 6.16

%/pod. pulp, and paper 19.419

Construction materials "1"1.990

X5,34
4.40

Light industry 62.988 17 32.,

Food industry 90.489 24.89

QI:AQ, n R2 - 6

Agricultural Procurement. The value_ f 16 agricu
tural products purchased from state and collective .

farms and from private individuals for use by state
production enterpriselor retail trade outlets Corms our
index of agicultural procuremcnt.activity. The data'
exclude decentralized procurement, which in 1970
amounted to only about 4 percent of the value of all
stato procurement.

. .

The physical series are-aggregated with 1.970 aver ge
procurement priceS. The average prices for eight
productsgrain, potatoes, vegetables, sunflower
seeds, meat, -milk, wool, and eggswere calculated
directly from data on quantities and prices for the
three procurement chahnels (state farms, collecti
farms-, and individuals) given in CIA, GAT 1970, pp.
32 -35. Average procurement prices for th remaining'

,productS were obtained as explained and elluauniented
in JEC, Agriculture:The 'derivation of the pereemage
weights to combine the 16 products is-shown in table
B-15 and the physical quantities in table B-16. The
resulting index is shown in table B.17.

The Total Trade Index
The three branch indexes are combined using the
weights developed above. The branch indexes and the
resulting total trade index are shown' in tgble B-17

I

Services

The end-use housing, utilities, repair and personal
care, recreation, education, and health indexes are
described by Schroeder and Denton in JEC, Cop-
sump ion_ Only the differences fro4those indexes
an the remaining service indexes are described here.
T en Se utilities indexes a weighted average of
the housing stock and household consumption of
electricity and natural_gas. The_scetor-tOrigin utili-
ties index does ainclude an electricity Component

-cause the activity of the urban electric rower
network is believed tobe included with the electric
power branch of industry. The natural gas component
is measured by total production rather Orin perlonal,
consumption in order to reflect the fact that the



Table B-13

vation of the Retdil Trade Inrdex

Year (1) (2) (3)
Consumption Income in Kind
of Food
(b'llion Percent Pillion

970 of (1) 1970
ubles) Rubles

---,..---

(4) (5) (6) 17)
Collective Farm Sales - Retail Trade Sales

Percent Billion Food Soft G
of (1) 1970 (billion (billion

Rubies 1970 1970
rubles) rubles)

Durables
(billion
1970
rubles)

Total Index
(billion (1970-
1970 um/
rubles)

1950 42.7 '36.3 15.5 12.4 1-3 21,9 10.8

_

_k___

_---_ __,._

---

'
_

_

--.

1.5

1951 42,1 34.4 14.5 11.9- 5.0 123 18
195£ 32.6 14.9

-_--
rI.4
10.9

10.5

10.1

-IN-
5.2

,
25.6

5.4 28.8 -:

5:4 30-8-:--

_13.0

j4.4
16.7

2.1 .

2'7

3.4

1953 49.6 31.9
-
t._ 15.3----

1954 51.2 29.4 15 0-
1955 54 9- 27.9 15.3

4_

5.1 -.'. 3-1 ' 17.6 3-7____

4.-1-1956

1957

1958 -.

57.3

61.9 .

.26.8 --.45.4 '9.3

8.5

___

____....L
5.3 4

__

19.1_
20.475.8 6.0 5.0

66.2 24.%- f 6.5 7.9 ' 5.2- 44.5

4.9 , 46.7 _

22.0

23.3

5.5

1959 67,8 23.9 46.2 7.2 -

6.7

6.0

1960 70.6 23.1 16-3 4.7 4_,9.4____ 25.2 7, 6.7

1961

1962

72.3 22.3 16.1

-

6.5

6.3

6.1

5.9

5.7

5.6

5.4

5.2

4.7 0 /fi--.3_ __,--

4.7 ' 54.4

4.8 58.0 .
--#----e---

26F._
270
27.1

6.9

. '75.4 -, 21.6 . 16.3 7.2

1963 . 79.4 20.9 . 16.6 7.2

7.9 0
1964 79.3 20.2- Air.° . 4.7 58.6 '_-_ 28.0

1965 83.3 19.6 16.3 ' 4.8 Fs.; 62.2 . 29.9

32.5

'35 4

38S
41 4

,.

44.3

46.4

R.8

1966

1967

I 1968--,--
1969

1970

1971

87.2

92.6

98.1

18.9 16.5 4.9 65.9 b

5.0 -71.0 '.

5.2 76.4

5.3 81.9

5.3 86.2

5.2 89.0

9.8

17.9 16.6 10.7

11.8'17.0 16.6 -_ .
103.9

107.9

16.0 16.7_
- 16.4

16.2

-
5.1 12 8---

14.3

16.2

15.2
_

4.9

4.7110.3 14.6

1U2 (

59.9 41.4

. 66.0 45,6

71.9 49.2

76.0 52.5,

- S4

, 8 61.2

92.2 63.7
-v--

94.4 65.2*_-
.100.8 64.E

Is 108.2 74.7

117.1 80.9

126.7- 87.5

136.1

.144.8

151.6



- Table -13.(Continned)
.

Derivation of the 'ter

4 "
Year (1)

Consumptic
of Fockl

1970,
rubles)

70
4nt

(5) (6) (7) (9)
Farm Sales Retail Trade Sales

Billion Food Soft Gopds Durables Total
1970 (billion (billion (billion (billion
Rubles 1970 197.41 1970 - 1970

rubles) rubles) rubles) rubles)

1972 .110.4

I(

4.4: 4.9 89.9 47.7 18.7 156.3

1973' 114.0 4.2 4.7 93.8 49.3 20 3 163.3

1974 118.7 3.9 4.7 98.5 - 51.0 22.0 171.4

1975 122,6 3.8 4.6 102.6 53.8 , 24.1 180.5

1976 . 123.6
11.

3.9 4.8 105.0 56.3 25.7 187.0

1977 - 126.2 4.4 -107.6 58.2 28.0 193.9

1978

1979

129,9 9

3.9

13.7

3,7 4.8 111.2 59.9 29,2 200.3

133.0 3.6 4.8 114.3 62.4 30.4 207.7

1980 134.4 3.5 4.7 116.0 65.4 32.5 213.9
_

Sources: Column 1: The consumption of food in 1970 stablished
prices is computed by multiplying the index of consu, ption of food
by the 1970 value of 107.9 b llion rubl-es (table 9): The foOd index is
derived in MC, Consumption.'
Columns 2 and 4 Tlie values for'1950, 1955, 1960, 196. 1970,
1974. and 1976 are derived by dividing columns land
respectively, by column 1.Intervening years are interpolated by
assuming eoual percentage rates of change The values for, I977-80
are assumed to decrease at an annual rate of 0.25 percentage poin&
for income in kind (column 2), and 0.1 percentage points foe
collective-farm-market sales (column 4).

103

(10)

-Index
(1970-
100)

r
108.0

117.8

118.4

24.7

129.2

133.9

IT8-ftlj,
143.1 .

Columns 3 and 5: The values for 1950. 1955, 1960, 1966, 1970.
1974, and 1976 Are from tables B-11 and B-12. The values for all
other years are derived as column I times columns 2 andA,
respectively.
Column 6. is column 1 less columns 3 and 5.
Columns 7 and 8: The base-year (1970) ruble values of consumption
of soft goods and durables are multiplied by our indexes of i
tonsomption of ,ort. goods and durbles as derived in JEC,
tonsnmprfon. The 1970 values are from table 9.
Column 9: This the sum of columns 6. 7. and 8.
Column 10: This is the index of column 9.



Table B=14

Deri*atiop of the Wholesale Trade Index

1970r-100

.
Year

1950

Ferrous
Metals

22.6.

Non=
ferrous
Me14Is

19.0

Filth

24.0
26.3

MachinhrY

21.6
.

23.7
25.8

Chemicals

13.0

14.3

15.6

17.2

- 1.9.6

22.5
25,3
27.7

31.0

'

Wood,
Pulp.
and Paper

40.4

45.8
47.6

Construction
Materials

-14.2

Light
industry

27.8

. _fi.7

Food
Industry

Total

23,1

26.2

22.3,
.

1951' 25.6 21.5 16.1 25.5

1952 29.1 24.2 28.1 . 18.2 34.7 27_9 28.4

1953

1954

1955

31T9

34.8

.27.0

29.6

30,0

33.1

28.1

30.6_ -

49.6

54.7 . -

21.2

24.7

38.1

42 6.-..

30.9 31.0

33.1 34.0
38.3. 34.7

36-8

313.91Y

41.0

37,6
41.8

46.6
50.9

34.2
36.7

39.2

424 i
-

57.6 29.4 45.6 36,2 37.5
1956.

1957

4L2
43.7

59.7

63.9
, 32.6

37.9
48.3

50.5

40.9 40.7

43.543.5

;.: 1958 46.6 69.9

76.3

45.2

52.0

54.5 46.8 , 47-.2

1959

, 1960
50.7 44.4 54.5 45.9 33.7 58.7 51.7 51.5
55.1 48.4 57.7 50.1 37.1 76.4 58.3 62.1 54.1 . '54.9

1961

1962

1063

59.8 52.4 60.6 54.3 40.8 76.3 62.6 '64.3 58.1 58.4
64.4
68,4

5=77-

61.5

64.1

9 4

59.8

63.7

45.1

50.0
781

81.4

. 65.8

67.6
66.6 61.7 62.3
67.5 64.3 65.4

1964 73.4 65.2 677 56.8 85.1 70.9 .69.5 67.7 69.1

1965

1966

78.1 69.9 3 71.5 65,3 86.8. 75.8 7a7 75.3 73.7
82.9 - 76,7

83.5
90,2

8313v 74.7- , 71.8

79M

8.47

87.2 ' 81.2

87.0
76 0 6

4.4

77.8
83.4

, .88.81

1967

1968

87 6
91.6

87.7
Z 90.8

79.7

86.9

91.5 82.3

9347 90.4 88.8' 89.2

1969
1970

94.8
100.0

94.7

100.0

94.8

100.0

92.9 89.8

100.0

95.4

100.0

102.8

92.2

100.0

94.4

100.0

94.3 93.7
100.0 113010 100.0

1971 103.8 107.0 104.8 . 108.1_ 108.1 106.7' . 104.5. 102.6
,

105.2

1972'.
1973

..

.:1107.3 112.7 109.8
.

',115.1

115,6 115.3

125.7
---,

104.8

.
107.7

112.3

119.0

.. 105:3

108.2

105,9 109.6

'111.6
_

119.6 125.3 106.7 114.8

1974 .116,3 126.9 120.7 1 0 137,7 109.6 -

..
1124,6 111.1 115.2 ..',122.1

1975

,-.1V76

1977

1978

121.5

124.7

132.9

137.1

127.8

132.5

46.4
154.5

163.2

172.4

51.0

158.3

413.6
113 4

114.0

113.4

.

130.2

134.8

137.4

140_3'

114 3

119.0

122.1 ,

121.1

119.7

129.1

132.9

125.66,,

128.4

141.3
145.9

138.1

142.5

166.6

172.5

172.9

181.9

124.5 138.0

125.2 123.2 141.7

197.9 128.4
128,0 -

150.2

151.4

146.7

150.1

182.0

190.0

110.2

113.2-

141.2

1426
' 127.4

130.0
127.2 145.8

.-'. 148.81980 125.4

Source: S

104
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Table B-15

Computation of the Weights for Agricultural Procurement

r

Product -1970 Axierage 1970 Procurement
A Procurement PriCe. Volume

; (rubles per ton) (( thousand torn}

Index

J 970 Value of
Procurement
(billion rubles)

'Percentage Share of
.'Procurement Value.

..--

Total NA

97'
NA' 50.341 100.0

Grain
.

73,284 7.109 14.1

Potatoes ! 74 ., 1 1,233

10,918

0,531 I 7
a--

Vegetables 106 g 1.157 2.3 .

'Fruit 282 6,180 1.743 3.5

Meat 1.47.2 12,595 18.540 36,8

Milk _

Eggs

192 k 45.681

18,054 b

8.771

1.697

17.4

94 4 3.4

Wool e
; 4,651 440.9 4

2.05.1 4.1

Silk , it 5,100 33.7 0.172 - .
0.3

.
Collar' 555 ----

2.344 .

6,890 3.824
1.011

1_856

7.6

20
,-

3.7
Flax fiber .

"'Sugar beets
Sunflower seeds
Tobacco

' 431,4

26 7.1,385

f80 4.613 0.830 1.6

2,086 128 0.476 0.9

I. alqr.htWca 582 30

272.7
- 0.017

0.256Tea- 940 0.5

The price of eggs is 100 rubt
b Million eggs.

Less than 0.05 percent.

tnOusand egg$:

Sources: ColUmn 1; See text.
Column 2: See table.S-16.
Column 3: This is column 1 times column 2.
Column 4: This was computed from column 3.
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Table B-16

Derivation of the Agricultural Procurement Index

Year

1950

Grain Potatoes Vegetables Fruit Meat

32,311 6,906 2.043 597 2,277

1951 33.6130 5,195 1,819 -' 796 2,719

1952

1953

34,700 5,554 1,803 995 3,161.

31.107 5,422 2,485 1,193 3,604

1954 34,600' 6,615 2,974 1,267 , 3;886

1955 36.901 5,869 3,8W 1,341 4,168

1956 54,107 9,206 3.783 1,300 _4,449

1957 35,411 7,897 4,162 1.700 5,05.3

1958 56,600 7,049 4,179 1,900 5,661

1959. 46,600 _. 6,826 4500 1.908 '7.508

1960 40,736 7,066 5,105 1,951 7,880

1961 52,109 7,000 ,_
5

-
477 2,303 7,334

1967 56,649 5,680 6.242 2,937 8,564

1963 44.822 8,024 6,347 3.061 9,339

1964. 68.275 11,113 7,891 3,415 ' 8,255

1965 36.331 9,946 7,724 4,477 9,280

1 t 966 74,984 9.341 7,954. 4.473 10,270

1967 , 57.234 11,680 9,469 4,680 11,533

1968 69.047 11,724 9,099
06,004 , 11.927

1969 55,540 10.628 9,638 5,817 f 11,1,724

1970 73,284 11,233 10,918 6.180 12,595

197 -1 64,119 11,482 11,467 6,351 14,163

1972 59,971 11,087 11:234 5_125 15,023

1973 90,539 15,410 14,126 7.793 14,695

1ct74 73,285 11156 14.657 7,933 16,187

1975 50,213 14,527 13.883 88,541., 16.756-

1976 92,127 13,435 16,022 9,684 15,10&

1977 68,027 17,122 16.171 T 9,439 16,286

1978 95.900 14,951 / 8,374 9,268 17,034

1979 62,834 16,400 18.010 10.827 16,692

1980 69.400 11,100 17.700 10.003 1;15.900

100

Milk

8,479
9,201

9,923

10,646

12,076

13,506
17,337

20,4

221095

24,957

26.311
-1- ,2830D

29,215

28,541

31,397

38,700
40.069
42,457

143,996
43,782

45,681
47,078

48,443

52,978
0716.8
,. .296

56,220

=60,762

60,368
58,954
57,300

Thousand Tons

WoolEggs
Killion}

1,912 136.0

2,147 156.0

2,382 1760
2.618 197.0

2-,752 224.0

2;886 230.0
3,272 246.0

4,284 281.0

4,536 315.0

5.662 354.0
6,452 357.6

' 7,376 , 368.8

8,560 374.5
8.67 380.0 _r

8.296 352.7

10,478 368.5

11.561 380.0-.--
13.890* 410.0

14.061 428.8

-15,444 " 401.7

18,054 440.9

21,570 457.4

24,299
--4-

451.6

470.1- 57,544

30,8.92 . 506.8

33,065 510.9

32,807 4130.5

36.831 512.1

39,288 528.2

41,050 538.3
43.100 523.0



Table B-16 (Con tinued) Thousand Tons

Year Silk Cotton Fx Sugar'
Beets

Sunflower
Seeds

Tobacco Makhorka Tea

1950 24.8 3,539 174.0 19,705 1.084 59 86 84.9

1951 25.2 3,727 159.0 23,377 1.156 66 81 94.9

1952- 25.6 3,780 189.0 21.991 1.346 73 83, 97.7

25.9(/ ' 3.853
4,200

145.0 22,891 1,796 81 . 82 110.0

I .1954

1955

1956

26.5 . 192.0 19,523 1,188 93 68 110.2

4 3,881 347.0 30,664
--

2,316 81 108_

119.

121.0

110.0l 4,332

4.211

4,340

427.0

3_87.0

, 392.0

31,457 2,391 79

102

100

-112
103

100

102 -
122

184

16.9

178

215

1957 3.9 38,535
51,023

1,760

2.615

1,861

88 112A'
138.21958

1959

1960

28.3 10,2

29.6 4,645 333.0 41.369

'
71 145.7

29.7 4,289 369.0 = 52.198 2,293

,

70

33'
30

28 ,

163.7

1961

/ 962

1963

1964 _,

28.9

30.6

'33.9-

33.3

4,518
4,304

5,210
5,285

368.8
394.8

368.5

m47,742

43,946
41,455

2,923

3,082
3,035

3,933

3,888
4,663

161.6

.

178.9

195.6

316.8 ,76,124
67,500

69,715

81,579

43

43

38

32

193.7
.

1965 34.8

34.7

36.9
36.1

5,662
j,981

, 5,970
5,945

432.6
426.3

446.9
355.5

447.2
431.4
461.3

19770

1966

1967

238.2

, 4,867, 234.4

1968 89,168

65,283
71,385

64,329

4,906 ..

4,312

4,613

4,359

3,753

215

195

228

230

275

273

292.

267

299

300

273

295

260

46

39

30

24

17

26' P-
18

.9

12

2
7

5

4

,

229.0

1969

1970

1971

35.7

33,7

5,708 244.6

272,2
28a2
291.1,
305.4
329.9

352.3
375.4

434.2
453.8

480.0.

6.890
7.101
=

1972

-1973

41,4

38,,
39.139,1

45.1

43 1

46.5
-..-=

4__7._0
.45.0

7.296

7,664

8,409

439'.1

420.7
364.1

477.7
482 7
440.4
331 9

296.0

247.0

68,093
7 77,799

67.484

61,880
85,142

' 84,869
80,061

69,300
64,400

5,553

5,228

3,841

3.770

4.447-

4.028

4,225
3,360

1974

1.975

1976

1977

1978

7,864
8,278

-8 ,- 758
8',500

9,161
9,960

1979
1980 530.0

Sources.. The data for all products
224.229 -231. 234-235, and 253-2_
for other yea-s. Data for fruit. m
ma khorka for 1951. 1952 -rrid

from Narldwz 1978, pp; 203,
nd similar tables in Nark huzy

milk, eggs, silk tobacco. and
54 are interpolated
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Table 8-17 1970=-100

Derivation oilhe Index of Value Added in Trade

.
Year (2 (3) (4)

Retail Wholesale
.

Agricultural Total
, ..

Trade Trade Proeurernt nt Trade

1950 217 211 26.4 219

1951 25.3 262 - 28.6 26.0.

1952 28.1 . 28.4 31.0 28.5

1953 31.7 31.0 32.5,-
1954 35.2 # 34.0 '35.4

1955 38.3 37.5 38.8,

1956 41.4 40.7' - 46.0
,

1957 45.6 4,3.5 45.8
-,

1958 49.7 . 47.2 53.9

' 1959 52.5 51.5 58.4 ,52.9

1960 56.4 . 54.9 60.9 56.5

_1961 58.3 58.4 61.8 58.7

1962 61:2 4 62.3 67.0 62.2

1963 63,7 . 65.4 68!1 64.7

1964 65.2 ' 69.1 73.4 67.2

1465 69.6- 733 74.5 71.3

1966 7.43 77.8 86.4 76.9

1967 80:9 83.4 89.8

1968 87.5 88.8 94.6

1969 94.0 93.7 90.1

1970 100.0 100.0 #100.0

1971 104.7 105.2 104.4

1972 108.0

1973 112.8

1974 118.4

1975 124,7

1976 129.2

1977 133,9

1978 138.4

197% 1411

1980 - 147.8

109.6

114,8

122.1

129.1

132.9

138.0

1413 # 133 7

145.8 127.5

148.8 124.7

106.7

118.3

120.9

.118.6

124 3

126.9

31.6

34..9

38.2

41.7

45.1

49.5

82,6

88.7

93.5

100.0

104.8

108.1

114.0

119 7

125.1

129 6

1.4.2 ,

138.7
_ _

142.0

145.3

utilities sector supplies all urban customers, nut just
households. The weights used to combine the two
components of' the sector-of-origin utilities index are:
natural, gas, 2.5.3 percent, and the housing stock, 74.7
percent. The weights used to combine the subindAes
of the repair and personal care and recreation indexes

4

are derived- by disiggregating the value-added compo-
nents of these two seetQrs and, therefore, differ from
the end-use weights. The weighklised are

Repair and personal care 100.0

State provided services _79.9

Privately"provided services 20.1

R_ccreulion 100.0'

Entertainment 51.5

Vacation resorts

Leisure

Percent

14.0

34.4

The education and health sector-of-origin indexes are
the man-hour compqnents of the'end -use education
and health,indexes. The following sections describe
the re_ ining services-scierice, credit and insurance,
and g-v rnment administrative services_

Science
Seope.and Coverage. As defined here, s-cixce com-
prises the activjties of scientilAresearch organiza-
tions subordinate to ministries or the academies of
sciences. More specifically, the organizations included
are: (I) academies, institutesf observatories, rchivcs,
botanical gardens, museums, and-libraries engaged in
scientific research; (2) surveying and geological explo-
ration of a general nature; (3) independent designs
organizations and selected experinfental stations;

hydrometeorological servicind (5) angillany 'or-
ganizations servicing scientific organizations, such as
rnaching-testing stations (Ukazaniva, pp. 757-759).
The sector encompasses the Soviet classification-cate-
gory "science and scientific services," for whiCh em-
ployment and wage data are regularly reported. The
activities are financed partly by the state budget and
partly by charges to enterprise-costs and profits,

The sector encompasses rnbst but not all Soviet
activity in the area of research and development.
Some of the scientific research done at higher educa-
tional institutiohs is not included- about 2 percent of
total reported outlays according to B. M. Grincher,
lzmereniye effectivnusu aauchno=tekhnicheskogn



progressa, Mosbow, EkonOmika, 1974, p:40. Presum-
ably, the associated employment and earnirfds are
canted in the ethication sector. Also not-included'are
'ressacch- and deft lopment activities carried out id the
latioratories and dtsign organizalioris of inakvidual
producing enterprises (Ibid, bp. 39-40). These expend-
itufes are sizable7bin are considered a part.,of the,
productiOn aetivit-of each enterprise and are c targed
to produci,costs.

Science is treated as a separate producing sector here,
because employment and wage data are giveysepa-
rately in Soviet gtails-tics'.-16 tl yS national accounts
by sector of origin, employMent in Arriparable activi-
ties would be included mainly M thc,myerni-nent,
services, and manufacturing sectors, There are no
data on the basis of which to distribute reported
Soviet employment in science among einloyment

Tories cOmparable to -IJS.practice.

The sc. nce index is a weighted, composite of indexes
of man- our employment.and material inputs. The
inclusion f a materials comppnent in the index is
designed to captui-e some manufacturing type of
activity, mainly of prototypes or ii.rkide custom'-built
equipment, that apparently takes place in research-
institutes under branch ministries.

W.eighq. The weights .of, the man-hour employment
and material-input indexes are the estimated ruble
expenditures for both components in 1970. The
weight for the man-hour employment component
(5._296 billion rubles) is the sum of wages and social
security allowances (table D -7). The weight for the
'material-input component (4,463 billion rubles) is
estimated in table 13= I gods a part of the nialcrial-input
index_

Description ofrlte Index. Man-Hour Employment.
The m'an-hour employment data, column 4 of rabic
B-19, are: from Stephen y.apawy, Civilian Employ-
ment in the USSR; 1950 to 197,8, Washington,
Depaptment of Commerce, Bureap of the Census,
1980, rs 23 for 1950-78 and exnded to 1980 by the
same methodology
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aterial Inputs This is a deflated current-price-
-index. The derivation of the series in current prices is

own in table B-18. Data in currentprices are
available for l960-72 in Soviet sources. Vdlues for.
other years are calculated as estimated shares of
"outlays on science from the state budget.and other
sources," which are published in the Ncrrkhoz.

The exp ndttures on material inputs in current-prices
are conve d to'1-970 prices by a weighted average of
wholesale_ price indexes for 10 branches a industry.
fer'rou's petalfu'rgy, coal, oil, electric pciwer, machin:

cry, chemicals,: wood producti:construction materials,
light' industry, and, food industry). The weights to
comlime'the 10 indexes are Obtained from the struc-
ture of purchases by seta= and administration in
1.970.published by V. M. RntgaYzer, Resursy razvi-,
tiya neproirwodstvtnno sfery, Moscow, Mysl', 1975, p.
168. Science purchases. were about 86 perceni-of this
total. All of the price indexes except the one for
machinery are the official indexes published=in the
Narkhciz (for-example, Narkhoz /979, p. 164), The
official index for machinery is believed to understate
price increases ba4y in that branch. Accordingly, an-
atternativergice index estimated by Abraham Becker

'for 1958-70 ( "The Price Level of Soviet Machinery in
the 1960s,- Soviet Studies 26, July 1974, pp. 363-
379) was used, Estimates for 1950-57were'obtained
by extrapolation on the of annual changes given=
by the official index. Since 1970, a rate-of increase of

I percent annually was assumed, except for 1971 and
1 973, when price reductions were assumed to offset
the general inflationary pressves from other sources.
The resulting aggregate price index and the derivation
of the total science index are shown in table B-19,

Credit and Insurance
pc and Coverage. This sector includes the activi,-.

tics of thestate bank (Gosbank), the construction bank
(Stroybank), the foreign trade bank, the system of
savings banks, and the insurance enterprises (Ukazczn-

:760)



itp6aditurE t
.-

the ai
Nonpioductive of Total
Sphere - Nonproductive
(billion.subris) Material"-

Expenditures
1950'

-1951

952
1951
1954
19.55

-1956
1957

195

1959
1960

1961 8.5

=:_1962,= 9.2
1963-. 9.9
1964 10.7 --
1965 5

.4

1.6

2.0

376 37,6
0.414 37.6
0.451

0.489...-
0.526
0:601

0.751
2.4 0.902-
2. -1.053

241

_18 .9 1=466

za I 4. 1.708

20.9_ 52 .923 -
213 -5.8 109

22.5 6.4 2.407
216 6.9 2.599

37.6
37.6
37.6

966 12.4 23.0 7

1967

1968

-1969
1970

13.4

14
15.6

971 18.4

19.7.

23.0
24_0

24
25.8

26.5
27.2-

10.0

11:7

13.0 :

153

1975
1916
1977

37.6

2.852 '8.0
3.082 37.6

3.480
3 _2 382_
4.463 38.1

4.876
5.358

5.842 37
6.140 =
6.475

6 5 6-
6.8

37.2

7,182

37.2

37:2
37.2

= 372
37.2-

7.517 7.2 =

Sources.. Column 1: M. Rutgayzet; Resursy racvatya neprotz-
vodstvennoy sfery. Moscow. Mys1'. 1975, 157,
Column 2: Ibid:, P. 158=
Colurnit 3: 1950, 1960, and 1965-79 are from Narkhor 1975.,a.

Band similar tables in other_issues. 1961-64 are from UNESCO,
Science Policy and Organizations of Research in the USSR,. Paris,
UNESCO, 1967, P. 54. 1951-59 are interpolated based partly on

growth rates published in Plarkhoz. 19,59i p 805. 1980 is from
Tsifrakh 1980.0 811 = "
Column 4: 1060.72 are column 1 times coriimn 2. 1950-59 and 1973-.
80 arecolurnn 3 times bolumr5.;.
Column 5: 1960-72 are colutrin'4 divided by column.3. Values for
1950-59 are assumed to be egiial to the 1960 valite. Valuegfer 1913-
80 are assumed_ to be cutlet to the 1972 value.



Fnvatioti of the iiidex of Vali-le Addict inScience

-, = (2) Or -(6) (7)-_ _ - . ___:-..

__ Material louts: :Price Index for Material Inputs Man Hour Wage Income-

= (billion rubles) Miter-laLlnputs -(billion 1970-1- Employment (billion 1970. ..
o dtence- - rubles) -' (million) rubles)- -__

1970-7- 100) _ -_,L= _:__ _

0.376-

1974

1975
1976

-1977 -

97
1979.

1980 =

7.182
7 517
8.000

104.2

-1;5
1,639

;733

1.596

1.69

-950
951 0.414 6.

951 -" 0.451 07.9 0,418 '
0.4 9 _ -100.5 r-- 0.486 1,774 _ . 72

1954- 0.326' 97.2 0.541 1,849 00

- --- 1955 - ___.:. 01 = 1 92-3 0.652 1,952 :1.901 1 - _. _
1956 0.752 87:8 0.856. ,- 2,088 2.034

1957 - 0.902 86.3 1.045 2;216

- `1956 -. . _ L053 85.0 1.239 2,454 2.390

'1959 1 1.241 85.5 1.451': 2,644 2.575

9 1.4 7 2 1.6814 003 2.924

1961 1.708 7.8 ' 1.947 3,286 3.200 ,"

1962 1.923 88 2' 173 3,634 3.539

1963 109-- 2.366 3,901 .799

1964 2:407 89.9 2.678 4,140 4.032

1965 -- _2:599 90 5 : -2.g72.- 4, 4.198

1966 2.852 91.3 3.125 4,533 4.414

967 .082 95.3 .3:234 4.744- 4.620

1968- 3.480 &8 3.522 5,005 4.874

1969 = '3.822 99f 1 3.856 _ -5,258 5.120

-1970 4.463 100 0,' - 4.463 - 5,438 - . 5.2961

197.1 4i876 100 4 4.857 -, 5,709 5.559

1972 5.358 = 100.4 5.339 6,003 , 5.846

1973 3.842 100.5 5.815 6.299 6.134

6:140 0(1.6 6.103 6,542 6.371

6.475 101.0' 6.413 6,857 6.698

6.586 101,7 6.476 - 6,984. 6.802

6:810 112.5'. 6.646 7.166' 6 97

103 6.950 7, 46 7.154

7.212 7,698 7.497

7.645 7,908 -7.701 ..-104.6

Souites: Column 1: See table B-18, column 4.
Column 2: See text.
COldrim-3:ThiOeolumn-1 deflatedby,co1unin 2.
Column 4: See text.-

Total Science index of Science' '
Expenditures Expenditnres

- (billion 1970 (1270-100)
rubles)
1,775 18.2 - =

1.951 20.0

110 E. 71.6
2.214 . .22.7
2.342 24.0
2.553 . 26,2

2.890 . 29.6'
.3.203 32.

. .629 37.2
_4.026 -41

-4.605

.147
47

7

5.717 58.6

6.166 63.2

6,709 685
7.0711 72.4
7:539 77.3-
-7.854 -- -80.5

8.396 . 86.0

8,976 92.0
9.759 100.0

10 -417 X06.7

11.184 114.6

11.950 127_4

12.474 -127.

13.091 134.1

13.278 .136.0

13.624 139.6

14:

14.709

-15346

144:5

150.7

157.2

Column 5. The 1970 value is from table D-7. All other-values are
computed by converting colurri6kto index form (1970 =1.00) and
multiplyint by the 1970 value in this column.--
Column:6:1'his is c.21-umn 3 plus column 57
Column 7: This is the index of column 6:

- _



Description Of the Index. Ti e index is based On man--its employment-which-Tirobably understates growth-- Table B-261

since the accounting operations that form a large part Derivatien of the Woe_ dValue Added in credit-an
of this sector s work have-been gradually mechanized.

_

The data on employinent and Man-hours are obtain_ ed Insurance

from Rapawy, Civilian Employment:pp 2 and 14 for
1950-78 and extended to 1980 by the same method-

-ology.'These data and the resulting index are shown-in
7

table B- 2

Year

. 1950

Government-Administrative Services 1951

Scope and Coverage. These services represen ctivi-.

tics.that are usually financed and treated statistically 1953

as part of the ---gViernment (nondefense) sector in the 1954

(1) - (2) .- (3)
Employment Houi-s Worked. Index
(thousands) (million) . (1970. =100)

264 571

- 567'
563

564
.- 566

263
264

national accounts of Western countries. Soviet statis-_ 1955

iical practice in the treatment of goverUment types of 1956

activities differs from Western practice. Accordingly, , 1957
to obtain a group of activities for the Soviet Union _ 1958 .

which are reasonably comparable to the Western
concept of general government,t aeveral-Soviet statisti-
cal categories had toe combined and others estimat-
ed independently from -.a ; variety of informatiofi. This
procedure is better than using the single- Soviet cote-
--gory "apparat of organs of state and economic admin-
istration; administrative organs of cooperative and 1965

secial-organizations," for-which-employment-and oth-

265 567 --

26 -555

532

80.8
80.3

79.8

79.9

80.1

80.3

78.6
75.3

1959

260 526 74.5

960
260 512 72.4

26

1961 277-

1962 283._-

1963 289

502 r 71_0

502

513 72.6

522

964 296 538
! 541 _

-567
300

329
,346
363

er types.of data are reported but which is extremely 1967

narrow in scope. The problemslif reconciling Soviet- 1968

and Western concepts and definitions.bf gofeintnent 4969
and administrative employment are discussed in some 1970

detail in Stephen Rapawy, Cotaparison of U.S. and 1971 411

U.S.S.R. Civilian Employment in GoVernrnent: 1950- 1972 439

19p, Washington, D.. C., US Dgpartment of-Com- 1973 = 465

coerce, Bureaupf Economic Analysis, 1972, Inteyna- 1974

tional-Populatidn-Reports Series P-95, No 69; and -. 1975

Gertritde E. Schroeder "ACritiqueof Official Stabs -' 1976

tics on Pilibric Administration-in the USSR,' ACES 1977,
Bulletin (.8, Spring 1976, pp. 23-44. 1978

74.0
76.1

76.6
-80.3
84.6
89.2
93.8

598

630
662.

8

Activitiesrevlicitly included-in this sector are: general
:agricultural programs,_forestry, state administration'
and the administrative orgdrns of social organizations,
culture-;_tanicipal services, and civilian police. Each
of these caregorieS is discussed below. The coverage of
this group is hard to compare with general govern-
ment activities in the_ United. States. Major activities
known to be -excluded are upkeep of.highways (includ-
ed in transportation) and research and development
(included in science).

706 190.0
753 106.6.

802 113.6
44 - -119.5

519
6

897 127.0

943 133.5

992 140.4

0 147.3

1.095 155.0

46 16/2

574-
604

1980 650 1,1784 166.8

Sources: Column 1:1950-7.8 are from Rapawy, civilian EmPloy-
meat. p. 2.'1979 is from Warkhor /979. p. 388. 1980 is froM
Tsifrakh 1980c p. 161.
Column Z: Rapawy, Civilian Employment. p. 14, was for'1950-
78, and extended to 1980 by the growth rate of column 1.

,

Column 3: This is the index of column 2_



Des`cription of the 'Index. Tlic index of government
=-71--e-administrative-services=iraweighdd7average-of-the --_

_ _

- separate measures ormaif-bour employment in the six
subsectprs. The weights forth&subsectors are the
valne added in each suhsector as ShOwn in table D -7.
To the extent that labor productivity has increased,

an- hour employment understates the-growth of the
real produtt- rendered by this group ofservices. An
alternative procedureto current expendi-i
tures on these activities b- appropriate_price index-
es-cannot be:used becau e-there is little information
on n9nwage outlays for the sector-and suitable-price
deflators are not available.-Tlie procedure used in US
`accounts is to deflate general government expendi- -

tures largely by input price indexes. The man-hour
- employment data for each subsector are shown -_in

table B-21.

General Agricultiiral Program. -These programs pro-
videgeneral services to are apparently
financedlargely if not entirely from the state budget.

,The services include plant and animal disease control,
general veterinary services and inspection, erosion
control and land improvement, mgmagement of land
tenure procedures,and the like. Activity is measured
by an -inde.--of manLhour ernPloyrnent- obtained-as
follows:

Forestry. 'This activity ineoinpassgs enterprises andj_
or urii a tiaras engaged-M the rnanagemenran-d matte-
tion of state forests and parks, it is financed largely
from the state budget The man-hour employ-ment
data used to measure this_activity are, given for 1950-
78-in Rapawy, Civilian Employ mint, p =f 14, and
extended-to 1980 by the same, methodology.

State Administration aid the Administrative Organs
of Social Organization. This acti=vity includes the
opetatiOns of state administrative bodies at all levels
(miniStries,-State committees, and the like), legislative,
and judicialiorgans, administrative orgampf.state
security and defenie, and the administrativehrgans of
trade unionSthe communist Party and other so-
-called social organizations. The activity Of this sector
islinanced mainly from state budget funds, but also
partly from charges to enterprise costs. Social organi-
zations include the administrative organs of the All.
laln on Sbciety of onsumer Cooneratives, the Com-
rnunist Party and Komsomol, the trade unions and
professional unions-, and a nurdber of other groups
that are permitted to functiot (for example, the Red
Cross, civil defense, and nature societies). Their ctivl
!ties are financed largely from dues paid by memhes.
The- nan;botir--emploYinent-data used ti5-ineasure
-activity are given for 1950-78 in Rapawy, 'iv lien
Employment, 0.. 14i and extended to 1980 brthesame

`methodology.(1) -Employment- is.estimated in each year as-the
difference_ etween total reported employment in-
state ariculture.and employment in state farms,
interfarm economic, enterprises, suLisidiaiy and
other productive agriculthral enterprises." Data
given in Trud v SSS, Moscow, Statistika, 1968;
p. 26, suggest thatt nearly all of this residual group
consists of employees providing veterinary and
other services to -agriculture._ .

=

(2) The average annual number of man-hours was
assumed to be the sarrie as in state agriculture as a
whole. The latter was calciilated for 1950 -78 from
data on average annual employment and-total
man -hours worked given in` Stephen Rapawy,-
Civilian Employment, p. 24. The average number

Culture. Public libraries, museumi,parks, zoos,. clubs,
and children's _camps are the. _principal institutions
&dye-red by this sector Rbpawy ppblisheddata for'.:
education. and culture-combined (Civilian Employ;=
men!, p. 14). The education component is derived in
JEC, Consumptfon as part of the consumption indeX.
The remainder forms the index of culture.-

Municipal Services. These services consisrmainly of-
the upkeep of; city streets and municipal facilities,
garbage and trash collection, fire protection, and
similar finictions. Activity -is measured by an index of
marr7hour employment obtained in thez"housing-corn---
mural economy and perSonal services" category of

of man-hours in 1979 and 1980 was assumed to be
the same as in 1978.



Man-Hour Employment in Government Adma

General-
. Agricultural -

Services

ative Services

State Adminis- MuniciRal Services "Civilian Police Culture
tration and the - - C--
Administrative

rgans of Social
rganizations

1951<l._ 960 E 3.979 1425 585

1951 977 -2-3,920 00 1.404 605

1952 871 993 860 415 - 82- -,624 --

1953 797 89} 3.723 424 640'

1954 -.827 862 3_326_ 432 1 1_91 668

1955 596 832 a926 -.. 440 - 1,048 695

1956 650 4 2.8i4 452 - 7 =702

1957 .623 768 2,649 ..456 948 712

1958 739. 742 2,63 461 942 730

1959 780 693 2,518 46( 90 739
.

1960 =948 680 2,370 473 848 752

1961 -856 685 : 2,358:_ 478 844 776

1962 844 705 a 96 .494 858 826

- 1963 832 7 -- 721 2,376 513 851

1964 863 734 2A72 539 885' 9

..-- 1965 -888 ,--_----725 : fi 59'-__. ,_:,947_ 981

1966 940 741 .802 586 1,003 1,028

1967 ,029 748 087 631 069 =1,131

1968 1,106 766 3,132 663 1,246

969 1,122 777- 3.301 695 1 182 355

1970 - 1:121 =788 3,363 722 ,204 1,467___,,_=.
1971 198 -. 791 474 765 . 1,244 .- 1,569

1972- r 1,252 810- ,597 802 1,28 1,635

1,301 806 .712 832. 29 ,712

1974 1,355 817 67 67 84 -1,805

1975: 1,418. - 3,994 99 A 76

1976 1,547 816 4.080 920 1461 11949

1977 . -1,582 819 # 4,172 953 494 2.059 -

1978 1fi 830 4,277 ' 994 2,143

1979- 1,746 . 830 4,392 1.025` 1,572 2.190:

1980 1,844 834 . 4 5 1,054 ' -. 1,617 2,243

# -
55-Ores: See text.



oviet entployment data. Th are of municipal
rvices: ittthi& einployment- egory-was=estimated at

13 percentciti 1970 (CI, P 1:970i p 54) In the
absence of Other inforrnati n, this share was assumed

bethesame in all otber years. Man-hour-employ-
Merit in-"houshl-cornmun economy and personal

-
services" in -78 is give in Rapawy, tvilirtrt
Ernploymenti p.14, 40 extended to 1980 by the same
methodology:-

.

J. r

Civilian Paliee. As a caiegory in Soviet annual
statistics on employment in thestate sector, civilian.,

ice -does not exist: Ins the 1959 population census
theSoViets explicitly reported ernployfneni for ''work-
erSirtprotection of socialist propertyathpublic
order"2---429,000 persons. The 1970 census does-not
list -such a category Whether civilian police (militia)
areincluded somewhere inthe total oumber in the

-state.labor force (workers and ernployeesfreported
annually in the statistical handbooks' is uncertain.
Civilian police. might be: (1) considered- to be part of
the armed forces, (2) omitted entirelyfrom dripti
lished figures on military manpower.and from-report-
ed data- on employment, or. (3) included somewhere in
the regularly published annual statistics-On stale _

= employment The first possibility is ruled out for
constructing GNP accounts because pf the definition-
'of armed forces that has been-adopted. The second
treatment is possible, but it seems unlikely thht the
Sovickswould omit them altogether; they are highly
visible and entirely legitimate activity in a n dern

-State. The thirdpossibility-seems plausible nd is the
approach-adopted here_ The estirnkeirelies in part on
the work of Stephen Rapawy, Comparison of U.S.
and U.S.S.R. Civilian EmplaYment in,Government.
Th eargurnentsupporting this approach is a&follows:

,(IyA large unexplained residual of employment exists
in the Soviet catekry "Otter branches of mayri,
al production." Rapayryiestirnated this residual at
551,000 =in 196413, "redwing from total reported
emplbynient ige'other branches of material;pro-

_ducflon" thescported employment in component
subgrOups. No'em Toyment was reported for the
stiegrClup "inferde rnehtel guard," which is
classified in other ranches of material, produr-
tion';(likqzan0a, pp. 751-752).

2 his appisoach ds an-restimato for, police em--

ithat

-gym appropriate -toibe-sizeaud
extent ofttanizkion:orthe-SKand, to the
natureoetlieloeiety. By way of Comparison, total
.government -employment in Police-protection in
the United-Statesa winch more tisban society
in 1966 was:437,0.00:(Siativical Abstract of the . -
Unittd States, Washington, D. C., Government

I
Printing Office,-1967,..9: 439).

3) To obtain a time series for police ernploynient, the:
estimate fa' 1966 was extrapolated oO the
sSumption that thetrend -police employment is
the same as reported for,state administration sand
the-adthinistrative organs of social organizations.

-Both groups Would be likely to have been affected
by the shakeup in the police and .bureaucracy that
occurred-during the I950s; this phenomenon is
reflected in the-statistics. This approach-yields a

, figure of 452,000 for police employment in 1959;
the 1959 census repOrte-d 429,000 persons_as em-
ployed in proteetion-of socialiit property and
public order.--

(4) The alternalive to-the procedure adopted here is to
assume that the-function of_ police protection is
omitted from Soviet published employment statis-
tics. To account for what is obyiously a sizable
activity it would then be necessary to ddopt an

. ---__
arbitrary estlin ate for themuinherof police, their
average/Wages, and outer costs and to make an
ecnially_arbitrary asSurnption about trends over

_ time. Although arbitrary assumptions are ilio __
insVolved in flicprocedure used here, the results-
produce a plausible measure of levels and trends in
polce prOtection activity.

The index -used tomeasure police protection activity is
an ind x of man-hour employment. Average annual
emplo "ent was estimated for 1.966, as explained

'above, a d extrapolated on the basis of trends= in -man- -:
. hou'r embloyritent in state administration and the

. _ _ 4



intstrative organs of social organizationsverage
it nal-man--honii-work ,bi:Oolicd-weie_

pulp as for_-statt administration.

coe,and Coviiage
-All udiforinedpersofineLef the armed forces=includ-
ing border guards, internal sectirity, constrktion
troops, and railroad-troopsare included in this
activilYz It should be noted that substantial difinition-
al differences complica' IC any conmarison of thd.a.Ctiv-

rs of LIS and -a armed forces, --

cFi ti of. ie Index
Separati indexes s-are coninuted in prices
and factorst priaes.,The index;irt-ektabIisherl*ices
is the sum of wagcs, social seen it nts, and
outlays for subsistence, all comn-utetl-m--1-97CLpiices- '-
The index takes account of changeS-in the infix of
conscripts, office-Ts, and noncommissioned offieers.
For the factor-cost index, the conscript,dOSt(are --

replaced by an-estimate that attempts to allOW for the
opportunity cost of Conscripts. For this-wchave used a

--minimum-industrial -ivage, which-is slightli-hig l r-
thad expenditures on military pay and subsist-6.

Other Branches

The inde for this sector is assumed to be equal to the
'index -for etal GNP.- ---



nsiimption

. The indexes aconsumption are described by Ger-
trude Schroeder and Elizabeth Denton in JEC,

_ Consumption.

Investment

Investment is the sum of new fixed investment and
capital repair. New fixed investment is the sum of
machinery and equipment (prochicer durables), new
Construction and oth capital outlays, and'net-addi-
lions to livestock. :

. r
Soviet investment data pre equivalent ..in concept to
the machinery and equipment and Construction and
other capital outlays components of new fixedinve,st-
trient. The Soviet investment data in each editi of
the Narkhoz are published in "comparable esti ate

_- prices Of some base-year--(primarily-1955 or-196 .

Western economists have debated aboUtw .
these data are, valid measures of the real growth, For
example, Becker used the Soviet data for his constant
price accounts without any discount for inflation
(Becker, Soiiiet National Inconie,p. n 6). On the
other. hand, N9ve asserts that the Soviet data so :

,-overstate growth that real investment may actually_
have fallen in fecen_years (Alec.Nove, !A Note orr
Growth, Investmerit and Price Indexeri,"-Soviet:Stud-
ies, January 1981). The uncertaint:, about the official
data has led Western economists to consider alterna-
jive series. In this report, we use one suchalternative ,
for the constriction and other Teapital rnoutlays copo-

-.. nnt,of-riew fixed investment; We have not yet found
ark-acceptable alternative for the machinery and
equiprnoit component:Although our index of indus-

ial production contains a producer durables_catego
ry, it is not -a-suitable-substitute because of problems,
srelaiting to foreign trade and-inventory changes.,

nipment ,- ' _

ge-Invesintentin-rnaehintry
,,pme, eludes ull'expenditures'by state enter--

r
prises and o ganizations and collective fafritsrivate
investment is negligible By the Soviet definitinn,,thiS
sector- now includes thepurchateof ill new.equipment-
costing More than -100 rubleS and lasting longer than-
one year. CaPital repatr of machineryand equipment =

is,rot include4. Soviet investment data to nbt include
expenditures for certain-producer durables by budget-
ary institutions. An estimate of these expFnditures in
1970 was made, hpwever, and these pu.rahases are
implicitly assumed to-haVe giiiivn at the same rate as
other purchases of machinery at4equipment.

Description cff the Inda-ilie index is basedon
reported Soviet data on investment in machinery and
equipinent. These data are said to be in constant
prices. There is considerable controversy over the
existence and amount of price inflation in the machin-
ery sector. It seems clear from the putlished data that
the Soviets have made some attempt to account for.

price changes in their investrmtent data, Because a
large share ofproducer durables, perhaps as-much as
one-third, consists of unique products", all of the
inflation-in the investment- data -may -not have been-- -
eliminated. Nevertheless, it was not possible to con-
struct an alternatiie series.

Over the years, the Sbviets have published investment
data in constant 1955, 1969, and 1973 estithate --_

prices, In the .1550s the published data excluded,
collective farm investment__Tabli C-Lpresents the_ _ : _

published values for_staie investment and estimates of
collective faim investment. The Values in the various
prices are linked to form the index of investment in .
machinery andsquipment

Construction and Other_Capital Outlays
Scope and coVerage. This sector includes all new
construction of buildings and structures (including
pri'vare housing) and certain other eipenditures for
design work, geological exploration, and drilling. _As
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dvation of the Index of Investment in Machinery and uipment

(2) . : _ . (1) (4) -, . f (6)
,_ Expenditures in 1955 Prices (billion rubles) Expeaditures Ex Mitt=

111din 1969 Pr( 1973 Zriees 1 N(197e0x---- 160)

Collective Farms Mate Organizations "fotal illion rableS) (billion rubles)

950 0.2 1 0 2 5

1951- 0.2 0 3.2

1952 0.2 3.2 3.4 14.

.------- 1953 ,0.3' 3.6 15.6

954 0.3 4.0 4 14.4

1955 0.5- : 4.8 5 22.

1956 0 6. .6 28.3

57 0.6 6.7 7. 31.1- : E- ?

1958 0 9 7A 8 35/ -z_

1959 .0 9 38.1-

-1960 110 9 9 42.2

1961 . 0.9 10.8 6 45.9

1962. 1.1 121 51.6

1963 -1.3 123 . 4 5 7-.0

-1964: = 1. -13.7 152 16.4 64.8

1965 1.7 14.6 16.3 17 3 .9 69.3

,f, 1712 ' 8 73.4 - _

1/46- -. `L-9-9--

:.22003

.1966_

,. 1967

1968
.1969
1970

,1971

1972
_ 1973.

1974
1975

2 5
22.5

253
26.6

`28.8

84.8.

25.7 105.3

27.8 13;9

.9' 122.5

32:9 '4,8

37,1 152.0

40.7 166.8

1977 -4 .0 . 176.2'



Table C-I (Continued)

Y (1) (2) (4) (5) (6)
Expenditures-in 1955.Prices (billion rubles) Expenditures Expenditures Index

in 1969 Pricr,s in 1973 Priecs (197O-100)
Collective Farms S Organizations T (billion rubles) (billion rubles)

1978 46.6 191:0

1979 484 199.2

1980 50.9_ 2084,

Sources: Column 1: 1950-55 are estimated by assuming that the
share of machinery and equipment in total /coif-hoz investment wps
constant. Total kolkhoz investment in mathinery and equipment for
051,55 is derived as total investment in machinery and equipMent
(19.8 billion rubles- Narkhoz 1969; p. 502) less non- kolkhoz I

- investment in mac@nery and ,
equipment (18.3 billion rubles .

Narkhoz 1965,p. 529). Annual data on total kolkhoz investment are
from Kapitalifoye waiterstvo v SSSR, Moscow, Gosstatizdat,
1961, p.40; and Narkhoz 1965,p 536. The implied Aare of

-machinery and equipment in kolkhoz investment for 1951,55 is 22
pdrcent. This share is assumed to hold for 1950 also 1956-60 are
firs( estimated by multiplying thdshareof machinery and equipmeht
in total agricultural investment (Kapiralhoye wailers:viz p. 159)
by totaLkelkhoz investment. These estimates are

with investment in and- egt-ripment: -tile
Central Statistical Administration may not havetern-
pletely eliminated inflation from the construction
statistics Measurement of-the 'real change in con---% =-

struction has proved tioubleibme in Western ecano-
mks as well as in .the Soviet Union. In the United
States, price cltflators are used based'on certain types
of standard construction projects, but it is suspected-
that the real growth of investment in construction has
been significantly understated.

eSCrifiripll of the Index. Because of the Soviet
definition of its construction sector, an independent-
index of the construction component of investment
can be estimated. The Soviets define the entire output

',of the construction sector as capital expenditures.
Therefore, our sector-of-origin index of the output-of

--the construction sector in constant-prices, described in
appendix B, represents the growth of new construction

'and -other. capital outlay_ s plus capital repair of build-
ings and structures. In order to deriVe.the index of
nevi construction and other capital outlays, we first,

then adjusted to agree with control totali for 1956;58 and- 1959 -60.-
Kolkhaz investment in machinery and equipment for 1956-58 and
1959-60 are derived from data in Srrana sovem za 50 la. raoscowi
Sthtistilia, 1967, pp. 198-199; Narkhol 1969, Ix 502 and,Narkhoz
1965, p. 529:1961-65 arc calculated as column 3 less column 2.
Column 2: This is from Narkhoz 1965,p. 529.
Column 3: 1950-60 are column 1 plus column 2. 1961-69 are from
Narkhoz 1969, p 502. .

Columns 4 and 5: These are from 1Varkhoz 1975. p. 503, and similar
tables in other issues. '
Column 6: This was derived by linking the data-in columns 3, 4: and
5. Data for 1961-64%nd 1966-69 are derived from column 4, and
data for1950-60 are derived from column 3.

estimate capital repair-expenditures ou-buildings'and---
structures in current ppicesIsee below) and then
subtract that 'series from the Soviet published values
on-the.grtiss output of the construction sector in
current prices. The result is an estimate of new '
construction and other capital-outlays in current
pries'. Both corhponent series are then deflated by the
implicit price index obtained-by-comparing our index r _

ef construction output in constant prices with the
Soviet gross output series in current prices. Table C-2
shows the derivation of our estimated series on_new
construction;an4 other capital outlays in current
prfees and in 1970 prices'. Our estimates in 1970
prices are also compared- with Narkhoz data-in 1969`-
prices (column 5) and an implicit p'rice index is.derived
(column 6). The series in 1970 Drices shows slower
growth over the.1.061-78-period (4.9 percent per year

-versus 58-percent) The rdlationship is not c6nsistent,
however, as the imPlielt price index declines in several
years;
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Table C-2

rivation of Investment in
New Construction andOther Capital Outlays

Y e a r (I ?-
Gross Output
of
Sector
(billion rubles)

(2)
Capital Repair
of Building
and Structures
(billion rubles)"

(3)
Investment in
New Construction
and Other
Capital Outlays
(billion rubles) --

(4)
Inv" stment
New Constructioi
and'Other
Capital Outlays'
(billion 1970 rubles

(5)
Investment in -.

New Construction
and Other '"1
Ca'pitalOutlays
(billion 1969 rubles)

(6)
InipliWt Price
Index
(1970-100)

1950 12.1 -I.2 10.9 12.4 A NA

1951

2

3.6 1 4 2 NA

-15.3 14.1 5.9 A NA

1953 .16.1 14.7_7 17.5 NA NA-

1954 18.2- .6 16.5 19.4 NA NA

1955 18.4 2.0 6.4 21.5 NA NA

1956 20.3 2.7 17.7 22.8_ NA. NA

.1957 22.6 9.3 24.9 NA NA

1958 25.7. 3.8 21.9 28. NA NA.

1959 29.2 4.2 25.0 31-3 NA NA.

1960 _4 _ 27 =4 -34.2 NA

1961 - 32.7 4.8 27.9 -35.8 32.2 94.9

1962

1963

33.6 4.9 8.7 37.5 32.8 92.2

34.7 29.6 :9 3.8 91.6

1965

1966

36.6 . 5.5 31.0 40.6 , 66 94.0

40.3 5.6 347 43.8 9.5 95.1

43.0 6.2 -36.8 45.6: 42.5 98.3

1967

1968

50.0 . 6:6 43.4 49.8 46.1 97.6

1.0 6.9 46. 52 :5 49.7_. 99.8

1969 60.0 -7A 52.6 55.1 51.1 97.

1970 67.6 7.8 59 59.8 56.7 100.0

971 74.7 65.9 63.6- 61.4 . .101.8

1972 77.4 9.3 66. 65.5 103.4 =

1973 80.9 10.1

11.2

70.8 70. 67.6 '. 101.4

1974

1975

6.4 -75.2 7 71 6 102.7

91.7 12 4

. 13.5

79 76.7 76.4 : 105.

197

1977

1978

1979

94.2 _09 78.5 77.9 .7

96.2 14.7 79.5 79.9 -107.3

99.2 6.0 83:2 81.0 09.1

NA NA NA NA

980 NA . NA 84.7 NA N6-

ources: Column 1: See table B-3, column 1.
Coltmn-2: See text -=
Column 3 :. his is column 1 less column 2.
Column 4- This is column 3-deflated by the ptice index derived in
table -B13. column '4. Figms for 1979 and 1980 are estimatedusing
the m-owth rate, of gross output of total construction in 1970
prices(table B.3, column 2), and the assumption that the gtowth rate

of capital,repiir expenditures is double that of new construction and
other capital outlays. _

Columri 5: See Narkhor 1972, p. 474, and similar tables in other
issues:
Column 6:,Thissis derived from a comparison of columns 4 and 5.



Net Additions to Livestock
This index is derived by Margaket lEighes Ad -Barba
ra Severin Agriculture.

Capital Repair-_ -

Scope and Coven:me. This, sector includes the capital
repair of machine!), and equipment add-of buildings
and.structuies. It defie comparison with
activities in US oir other Western GNP accounts r

because much of the comparable activity evidently is
either charged to current expenses or-included with
new fixed investment- in Western statistics.'

cription of the Index. The index is the sum of two
. deflated eurrent,price seriescapital repair of ma-
chinery and emiipmenipand capital rerair of buildings
and structures. Both series are derived in an unrIrti
lished Working paper by Scot Butler (The Growth of
Capital Repair in the USSR, 1950-77 "). First total
capital repair expenditures are estimated, basectrnain-
ly on current-price amortization deductions.foilcipital
rePair. A series on capital repair of buildings and '-

structures is then derived based mainly on budgetary'
expenditure data. using estimated expedditures in
1970, the two indexes ere converted to 1970 ruble
values, and expenditures for capital repair of machin-
ery and equipthent are derived as a residual. -.

The two components of capital repair are. deflated
separately to constant 1970 prices. The e-price deflalor
for total construction (table B-S, column 4) is used
also for capital repair of buildings and structures.
Expenditures for- CapItal repair of machinery and'
equipment are deflated.by a price index based on a

-comparison of the gross output of thernachinerzi
sector in current and constant prices. The,eurrent-
price series for machinery output is built up from data
on-wages, social security-deductions, the ratio of
wages.and Social security_ deductions to production
costs, and profits The index of machinery output in
constant prices is., derived in the same manner as the .

index of the,value added in the machinery sector
(described by Ray Converse in JEC, Industry), but
gro)c.s output,weights are used to combine theNOrious
michinery subsector indexes rather than valueldded
weights:.The deflated machitierycapital repair series
and the derivation of the total capital repair series are
shown in Iable-C-3.

Other Government Expenditure

Government Administrative Services
The indexeg used to measure this activity are, the same
as those used for the sector-of-origin indexes. Theoret-
ically, a aseparate measure of real trenas In material_
purchases should be added to the measure of trends in
employment, Despite "a considerable amount of re-
search, it.his not Proved feasible toproduae reliable
estimates of material-purchases, nor can _a suitable _

price deflator be obtained, According to one Soviet
estimate, Materigliexpenditures in admlhistratirin in
current prices increased: at about thd same rate as
daman-hour employment during 1960-72 (V. M. Rut-
gayzer,.Resursy razvitiya izegroizvodstvennoy Eery,
PP- 157 -15$). The WeightsJisrd ttl combine the subsec-

-tor indexes are the end-use expenditures in 1970.

Research and Development
This index is the same as tha
sector of origin.

used for science as a

OutlayS Not Elsewhere Classified (n.e.c.)
The item js dsrived as d residual by subtracting all
identified end-use components from total GNP de-
rived from the sector-of-origin data. .

1
Defense
As stated in the main report, defense expenditures are
not computed as a separate component of GNP by
end use because it is believed thAt other components`-,
-primarily investment and research and development,
include.spbstantial amounts of-defense expendituws.

-The CIA does peribdically estimate the cost of Soviet
defense activities based on a detailed list of the
physical eleme jnts of their defense progranmssand ruble
values:derived from a variety of sources. Using data in
this report, we have-converted these estimates to
factor:cost prices. Table C-4 shows these estimates as
ranges. /
Although it has not been possible to integrate the
estimates of Total defense expe-nditures with.our GNP
data; we haveznade some sample calculations based
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Derivation of the Index of Capital Repair Fixpendituyes

1950

(1)
Capital Repair
of Machinery
and Equipment
(current prices)

1

Machinery
Price
Index
(1970-_100)

----
- (3)

Capital Repair
...of_Machinery.

and Equipment
ti _lion 1970

(4)
Capital Repair
of Buildings
and Strueturc-___

Total Capital Repair
(billion 1970 rubles)

rubles) (billion 1970 niblcs),

NA 6 3.0

195 .6 NA 1.8 -1.5 3.3

1952 NA -2 6

1953 2.1 NA 2.3 .7 "4.0

-1954 22 NA 4 1.9.

1955 .- 86.5 1.6 2.6 -5.3

1956 2.1 NA . 2.8 3.5 6.3

1957- 2.1 NA 3.0 4.2 7.2

1958 2. 69.9 _ 4.9. .1

1959 73.4 4.2 9.5

1960' .4 77.2- 4 5.6 10.1

1961 81.0 4.7 6.1 10.9

1962 4.4 80.4 5.5 6.4 1.9

1963 5.7. 82.9 6.9 6.7 - 3 6

1964 _ 6. 83.1 7.4 7. 14.7

5.6

1966 7.6 90.4 4 7.7 -. 16:1_
16.41967-_ 94.0 7.5

196$ 9.1 95.9 7.8 17.4

15(69 10.1 `' 98.0 7.7 18.0

1970 11.2 100 0 11.2 7.8 19.0

1971- 12.2 96 2.6 8.5 2

1972 13.7 97.7. 4.0
1973 15.2 3.5 6.2 1010 26.2

1974_ 16.5 94.6 7.4 11.0 28.4 I-

1975 5 96; 9 12.0 27.9

1976 16.4
93.6

17- 13.1 - 30.6

1977 7

6

38.7- 14.4

1978 95.5 19.4 15.6 35.1

:1979

1,80
9.5

20.6

96.6 20.2 5 36.1

97.6 21. 16.5 7.6

Sources: Coltimus 1 and 2: Sec text. Data are not available id r 1937 prices derived from daM.estimated by Moorsteen and Pos.vell,
calculate the current-price machinery series for 1950-54 and 1956- The Soviet Capital Stack, 1928,19620p. 386-387.
57 and hence, the price index. - - r Column 4 This is table C-2p deflated by the price index in
Column 3: This is column 1 dellated by the price irides in column-/ table B-3, column 4.
The values for 1950-54 and 1956-57 are estimated by=usings series Column 5 This is column 3 plus column 4.
of expenditures for capital repsif machinery and equipment in



Ta1det-

stirs Soviet Dif.ense
Expenditures, 1951-80

Year =

. _

Bin( 1970_Rift-Acc_Orl: about the_provortions of the identified-
Factor-Cost Pride ,- oo ponents ©f GNP which might repiesentdefense -,

_ .- -- _-::
expenditu_ tel.-These ealeUlationi indicatelhie-the'-' -
independent- estimates

,... _ _
,.-

-of defense- expenditutes are
reaiorahl,- .oizinsistent with our GNP -data.

_

and Lower Bound

1954.

1955

1956
1957
193$_

31-
36
34-
30

-.- 30
29

1960.
1961 34

9

1963 9

42
1965 43

1966
1967

-_- -1968
1969
1970
197

19

20
19,

20.
24

23

21

22
22

23

47

50 -

52

1972

1973_.

974
- = -197

. 1976

1977

56

56

57 _.

197 -75
_

1980 79



-Appendix to _

Revised 1970 GNP Accounts
in Establilhed Prices

The original estimate of Soviet GNP for-1970 s Housefiold Outlays
umented in CIA, GAT 1970 This appendix revises -

that estimate-by incorporating new information and
reinierpreting some old 'evidence. The basic account,
ing structure is unchanged. The first part of this .

radix summarizes the most important changes we
have made in the fonc basic accounts (houkhord

,.inconles--and outlays and public-seetor incomes and
outlays)-and the consequent changes- in.the comblna-
tion-ofthose accounts to form GNP. The rest oPthe
appegdix consists of the revised basic tables which_
comprise the GNP accounts, several supporting ta-
bles, and detailed 'sources for ail-tables. .

Household Incomes-

There are th-ree significant-revisions to the estimate of
household incomes. (table _D-D. First, total income,

;1..which iS-determined by total ottdays, is 1.7 billion_
rubles lower than in crfik, -GNP 1970. Second, mili-
fary subsistence has beenSevised upward by 1.2
billion_ rubles. Third, the first two revisions plus other,
smaller-changes mean that the unidentified money
income Yesidual-has'been reduced by 3:6 billion
wiles. The residual i-determined as total outlays less

all identified inconies.

In addi there have been numerous small changes.
In. particular, earnings in the yarious private services

Piave been reestirriated. Included is an increase in
private earnings in health and education from 1 to -5
percent of the wage bills of state health and education
based on reports of widespread private activities of
this type. There is one small changein'the accounting
structure ofhousehold incomes from that publishjd.in
CIA, GNPA'1970..The profits distributed to consumer
cooperative members are now considered to be.a
transfer receipt rather than earned income. This
change doea-not affect the-value of GNP because
these prdfits are now reflected as an-income oftthe
public seCteit. ti

Household outlays are1.7 billion rubles lower than in
CIA,- GNI: 1979 (table D-2). The lower total is mainly
.the result of redactions -in our estimates of household
eipenditares fur goods, transportation, private

construction, and recreationOffset
reductions ate upward of estimated expendi-

-auret for repair and Personal care, health, and_cduca-
tion-senrices and for military subsistence:-

Expenditures for goodp have been reduced-by-2.1-
billion rubies to eliminate expenditures for secon
hand goods in commission 'stares,_business.ttravel, and
materials which are also included in the cost of-
certain repair ervices.

.Traniportatron enditures-have been reduced by
percent or 1.8 bit On rubles, to eliminate bitsiftess
travel expenditures Thetvalue of private housing
construction-rePorte in the Aratkhoz was previously
thought to be in 1955 ices and was adjusted to 1970
_prices. We now believe is reported in current_
prices.- This reinterpretatio seduces_mvestment ex-
penditufes-by 03 billion rubles Expenditures -on
hotels (part of recreation expenditures) have been
reduced by 0.1 billion rubles to_eliminate business
travel expenditures:

Household expenditures for repair and persbnal-care-
services*were increased to include the value of materi-
als used for the repair and qtrst-om making of clothing
and. knitted goods. At__ the same time deductions were
made to eliminate sales to asnterprises-of all repair and
personalcare services. The-net increasein household=
outlays for repair and personal care se ces is 0.8
billion tubleaf-Hdusehold expel-Ida res for health and
education-and the value of military subsistence.were
all_increased in the same manner as household in:
comes from these s'ources.----



c-union and tither dues were_ consideted Ad,
element of consumption in CIA, GNP1970. They are
now classified as alransfer outlaYrSince the dims are
used mainly to =finance social-cultural and administra-
tive activities rather-than to-provide services to
hers of the trade unions and oihbr organjiations. This
Change does not affect total household outlays or fatal
GNP, but it does lower total consumption
expenditures.

_
--

Public-Sector Incomes

Public-sector incomes have increased 6313illion ru-.
ble-s (table D-3). The most important changes are:
(1) the addition of several charges to enterprise costs
for special fulids (2.1 billion rubles), (2) an increase in
the mistellaneous charges component of taxes and
other Payments to the budget (1.6 billion rubles),
(3) the deletion of the subsidy on milk products (0.8
billion rubles), and (4) the additibn of trade union and
other dues to transfer receipts (2.1 billion rubles).-

The charges to enterprise costs represent funds col-_
lected td slipport expenditures on certain components
of GNP by end use (for example, science expendi-
tures) which are charged to current expenses in the
Soviet accounting system. The information on the

-The subsidy on milk products was deleted because
itew-ioformation indicates it is netted 'against the
value of profits reported in the.Narkhoz. Trade anion -
and other dues are now considered as a transfer
payment as dekribed above:

Public-Sector Odtlays =

Total income provides the control total for the public
sector and, therefore, public-sector outlays have also
risen 6:7 billion rubles (table D-4). There-have been
substantial structural changes in addition..to the in-
creased total. Expenditures for communal and admin-
istrative services have decreased by 6.0 billion rubles
while'investment oatlays increased 4.6 billion-rubles
and-outlays ri.e.c.increised,7.4 billiondrubles. _ _

Expenditures on communal services (education,
health, and physical Cul tire) are estimated. by a new

_

-methodology and are : siderably lower than the
estimates published in A GNP 1970. PrecioUsly we
used NorkhOz'data re ating to eipenditureg on sum=
mark grimps-orservices from the budget and other
sources:,Because of many ambiguities in these data
and the discovery that they include imputed deprecia-
tion rges-of unknown size, we now estimateexpen-
ditures fbr communal services as the sum of wages,

number f3f these funds and their size, however, is, social insurance, and other current outlays. In addi-
sparse: The likelihood of large percentage Ortors in lion; expenditiires for art- have been deleted because..
these estimates remains. they already we -ncluded with recreation expendi-

The method used to estimate the miscellaneous
es component of taxes and other payments to the

budget has been completely revised. Although the
revised value is L6 billion rubles higher than in CIA,
GNP 1970, it actually has-been reduced becausewe
now explicitly include income earned from foreign
trade:This item, 7.6 billion rubles, was previously

excluded from GNP. Foreignitrade income results
from the differences between the domestic prices of
tradedgoods and their equivalent-foreign traderices.
We now consider the price differences to be equiva-
lent to a tax or subsidy and, in agreement with
Western accounting practices, include the income aga
part of GNP.

tures,.and enditures for physical culture were , ="
reduced, to ccount for the trade union subsidy on

t passes.

Expenditures for govornment administratiVe services
have been reduced `b-)L-97.9Vin' rubles. Most of this
amount is the result of a.decision to lower the share of
other current outlays in total expenditures from one-
third tobne-fourth.

Investment expenditures have been increased by 4.6
-billion rubles. The primary changes are the addition
of an estimate for the acquisition of equipment by

1Z6-

24



-es

budget institutions and a-revisedmethod for estimat-
-= ing the_value of new construction and other capitaL

outlays. In.acnition,r smaller revisions were made to
The value of net additions to livestock inventories and
marital kepair:expenditures.

utrays deterroideil as total public-s-ector in-
comes less identified public-seetor outlays, is 7.4
billion rubles larger than.in CIA, G1VP-197a The
revised-accounting of foreign trade income, however,
means that nerexports, a component of outlays n.e c.,
are now valued in foreign trade prices. Asa result, the
portion of outlays n.e.c.:_which might be associated
with defenseexpenditur6, changes in:strategic re--

serves, or a statistical discrepancy is virtually un-
changed from that computed in CIA, GNP 1970
(p. 16).

GNP -by End Use

GNP by Sector.of Origin

The growth of GNP in 1970 prices is measured as an
aggregatida of the growth rates of the various sectors
of origin..In order to compute-thegrowth-Of GNP, it is _

necessary to estimate how Much of each type of
income (tableD-6) was earned in each sector of origin_ =

(table L-7). Tables D-8 through D-16 show the distri-
,-

bution of each type of inepri y sector of origin.

The GNP of the Soviet Union is estimated by comb"
in the relevant portions of-the-outlays-of the-house-
hold and public sectors (table D -5). As a result of the
changes made in these accounts: total GNP is now 2.5-
billion rubles,higher thancalculated in CIA, GNP
1970. The changes in the important components of
GNP by-end use are shown in the following
tabulation:

Consum on

Goods .

Services,
Investment
Other government extiendito

Original Current
-mate

57.7. 55.1

44.0 43.4

13.7_ 11.6

.6 1.32.5



Table D-1_

.Soviejlousehold Invirimes 1970

Billion Rubles

I

1. State wages and salarieS--
2. Net income of households from agriculture --

-
a. Money wage payments by cbllective farms

,(1) Payments to collective farmlne
(2) Payments to hired workers

erurcome'frotd-sales-offuriVroducts-----
- " e. Net farm income in kind

132 b. Net income from-sales arfarmproducts. This item (8314 billion2 rubles) is derived as the difference between gross in me from the
41_70.9 sale of farm produas (9.238 billion ruhla---ILCIA; GR7 -1970, p. 23) --

14.453! - and purchases of materials and services (0'.924 billion rubles=lbid).

14,949 c. Net farm income in kind_
(1) Consumption in kind is from CIA, GO/P,/970, pp. 24-25.

0A13 (2) Investment in kind, a monetary valuation of the net-additions to
-= 8314-- -- private livestock inventories,is_estimalecl_at 0.595 billion rublei on

18.942 the basis of the change in numbers of cattle, hogs, sheep and goats,
and poultry and the estimated average-realizedgprice per head for
each animal. The calculation is presented below:(1) Consumption in kind 15.347

(2) Investment in kind 0.595
3, Income of the aiined-forcel 6.580

a. Military pay and allowances 3.380 -

b. Military'subsistence 3.200
4. Other mho, income currently darned and 10.598

statistical discrepancy _ -

a. private money income currently-earned
( ) Private earnings in construction

3.134

Valuation of-the Net Additions
to Private-Sector Liincstock
invetuorics, 1970

0.290

(2) Private earnings in services
=

(a) Housing repair =epair
(b) Other private repair and personal care

services

(I) (2) . (4) (5)
inventory of Net Additions
Animals to Liveitock
(thousand head) Inventories
End End' Thou Rubles Billion

= 1969 1970 sand P;t. Rubles
Head Head

.Cattle0.804 -24,989 24;953 -36- -4427: -0;016
2,732 =173 0.473
1.515 37 , 0.056 7

0.836 Hogs 13.830 16,562
Sheep and 31,665.- 33.180

(c) Private room rentals
(d) Education

(e) Health

-0.484 goats

0_470 Poultry. 360,126

0.250

bAlnidentified money income and statistical 7.464

5. rnputedbet re
6. Imputed vale of owner-supplied

construct `_n services .

7_ Total income- ouritntly earned
S.-Transfer receipts7,

a. Pensions and allowances

Sources: All data arc fro CIA, GNP 1970. p. 57, except for

1
poultry. The poultry inventory data are from Selkhog 1971; p_ 273_,080 The poultry price is derived by Margaret Hughes and Barbara

0.579 Severity in JEC, Agriculture P 51.
3. Income of thearmed forces

.192.578 g -ff. Military pay_ This is a CIA estirriate.

24.628 b. Military ,rubsistence-This is a-CIA estimate.
.

22.300
'1.300
1.035

-0.034
0.027

.b. Stipends
c. Interest income
d. Net new bank loans to households
e Profits distributed toProfits

consumer cooperative members
' 9. Total income . 217.200-

Sources lo this- table:
1. State wagesand salaries are from CIA, GNP 1970, p.23.
2. Net incortie of households from agriculture
a. Money wage payments by collective faints
(1) payments to collective jarrn members are, from CIA, GNP 1970
p.23. '
(2) Payments,to hired workers are film CIA, GNP 1970; p 23.

4. Other money income ckerrently earned and statistical discrepancy
- a. Private money incorntieurrently earned.

(1) Private earnings in construction (0.290 billion rubles) are based
on total expenditures for priiate housing construction (1.636 billion-
rubles=Narkhoz 1972. p. 486) and assumptions about the distribir
firm of those expenditures. Contrary to the view expressed in CIA,-
GNP 1970, p. 43 we now believe that the reported_value for private
housing.construction is in current prices rather than 1955 prices.

Private.housing is constructed by state organizations and by
private grams. The value of state-provided private housing construc-
tion and repair services in 1970 was 394.7 million rubles (Narkhoz
1974 p. 621). This value is believed to include sales to enterprises, as

Edo the reported sales of other state-provided services. They probably- I
represent repairs done for enterprises without their own repaincrews.

t Based on data published by V. L-Drultriev Wetadologicheskiye
osno9y prognazirovaniya sprasa na bytorPyr uslugi. Moscow,
Legkaya Inaustriya, 1975, p. 98), sales to enterprises are estimated

428



.

At 5 peicent of state-provided services. or 19;-7 Lillian rubles:The
remainder 1475.0 million rubles) arelalei to households. These sales
are arbitrarily divided roughly equally heti.veen new construction
and repair. The resulting distribution of state-provided privnie-

-housing construction and =pair services is as follows=

- Million Rubles

b.579.billion rubles, _With other seraces included in the retail
_

trade statistics, theAntireealue of state-pro-vided housing-innstruc- -
Lion and repair Bert icy, isAssumed to be included in the listed_
put-chaset of construction materials The residual retail sales of_

construction materials to households areD.267 billion rubles:-

Billion Rubles

Total tales
Sales to enterprises
Sal= to- households

Housing

394.1
19.7- :

375.0
187.0

...Total retail sales of construction materials to 1.221
households

New construction 188.0

Privately provided privatelousing construction is-talmilated as total
private housing construction-(1.636 billion rubles) less state-provided
private housing construction (0.188 billion rubles), or 1.448 billion
rubles..Of this amount. 60 percint iSasturned to be labor payments
and 40 percent, materials. The labor payments are further assumed
to be one-third hired labor and two- thirds owner-supplied construe-
tien services. The resulting distribution of peivate housing cahstruc-
tion expenditures is;

Billion Rubles

Total private housing construction exi

State-pmvicleal wrist- io

- Privately provided It
Materials
Labor payments

0.188'°

Materials used in privately tpvidednew
housing construction --.

0.579_

Materials used in state-provided private 0.375
housing repair and construction services

Equals:
Materials used in -Privately providedthousing 0.267
repair services

(b) Pther, private repair and personal care earnings (0.836 billion
rubles) are estimated at 90 percent of household expenditure's cn
these services: Expenditures (0.929 billion rublesyare derived as the
difference betWeen total household expenditures on priiatelyjprOvin
ed services (2.(-billion rubles -CIA. GNP 1970,p. 42), and
expenditures on privately provided housing repair services (1-071
billion rublesitem 4,a ;(2) (a) above).
(c) Private room rental earnings are from C/A, GNP 1970, p42.
(d)Edlication earnings_ (0.470 billion rubles) arc equal to household
expenditures for private educational services, which are assumed to
be 5 percent of the state wage bill for education.-Thestate wage bill
(9-.400 billion rubles) is derived in iterril,a of table D-4. 7 .

(c) Health earnings (0.250 billion rubles) are equal to household
expenditures for private health services, which are assumed to be 5
percent of the state wagetill for health. Thestate wage bill (5.004
billion rubles) is derived in item Lb of Mlle D-4.- '
b Unidentified Money income and.'-statistical discrepancy.-This item
is-derived as the difference between total income (item 9, below) and
the sum ©l items I; 2 3; 4.a; 5 6 and 8 t .

5. Imputid net rent. This is from CIA. GNP 1970, p. 41.
6. Imputed value of owner-supplied construction servic See item
4,a,(1) above.
7. Total income currently earned. This was derived as the su
items-1 through 6:
8: Transfer receipts

Pensiohs-ancPaflowances. See Narkhoz 1972, .

b. Stipends. Sec CIA, GNP 1970. p. 26.
c. Interest income. See CIA, GNP 1970, p. 26.
d. Net new bank loans to households. See CIA. GNP 1970, p. 26.
e: Profits distributed to consumer cooperative members. See CIA,
GNP 1970, p. 23. 1)

9. Total incOme. This is equal to total outlays (table D-2, hail 8).

_ 1.448

0.579
0.869

Private earnings in construction 0.-290

Owner-supplied construction scr-i-ces

(2) Private earnings in services
(a) Housing repair earnings (0,804 billion rubles) are estimated as
total expendittlres on housing repair less purchases of siate-provided
services and of materials used in privately provided repair services.
Household expenditures for housing repair are estimated at 1,258
billion rubles (CIA. GNP 1970, p 41). Purchases from state
enterprises were estimated-above in item 4A,(1) at 0.187 billion
rubles; this figure implies that purchases of privately supplied
housing repair services were 1,071 billion rubles. Of this amount,
expenditures for materials are estimated at 0.267 billion rubles
Private earnings in housing ref:air-arc calculated as a residual (1.071
billion rubles less 0:267 billion rubles).

The material expenditures of 0.267 billion rubles are determined
as total retail sales of construction materials to households (1.221

. billion rubles CIA, GNP 1970, V. 39) lets other uses of those.
materials. Construction materials purchased by households are'
assumed to be used for privately provided housing repair. for state-
provided private housing repair and construction, and for privately
provided housing constructi6n. In item 4,a,(1) above the materials
used in priVately provided housing construction were estimated at



Table Or Rubles:,.
=

Soviet Hotisehold Outlays, 1970

ail sales of goods for consumptibn

- h= State, cioperative'andtornmission soh 131.096
84.104

(2) 42.734'

Durables 4.2
Colleetive farm bi4 -village niarkt sales 3.835

3.617

2

2. CdnsUrner = ==

a frodsing

0.218

23.337
3.429

(I) Gross rent 2.733

(2) Repair 0.696

b. Other services- L9.908

(1)1ltili 3478
(2) Transportation 5.400

(3) Communications _ 1.2
_

_ -(4) Repair and personal care 5A97

tian 2.547
(6) Education 1.441

1t

(7) Health
3. Consumption in d

a. Farm consumption in kind
I F

(2) Soft goods

b. Military subsistence

745

21.547 .
8.347

18:235

0.112

(I) Food
(2) Soft goods

4. Total outlays fo

3.20°-
1.970
1.230

189.815

Sourcei to this table* _ - --

1 sales of goods for consumption
State Cooperative. and comMission

Total sales to households of Consumption goods are'estirriated as
follows: .

b. Fart-n investment in kind 0.595- .

6. Total outlays for consumption and investment 192,046

7. Transfer outlays 25.160
9.720

b. Dir
= Other payments-to the state

8'. Total outlays',-;

2.701
217.206

Billion Rubles
_

Total state and cooperative retail sales, including _155.208
commission-sales

Sales to institutions= -. 7.177
goods Co farm households 0.462

Construction materials sold to hOuseholds 1.221

Kerosene, _ 0.131

Film rentals 0.195

ommission les and sales to rental agencies 0.699

Business travelexpenditares"
Services included in retail sales
bah:

0.301

3.926

Sales of goods o households for consuption 41-.096

'Tghe values for all items arilioni CIA, G1VP 1970. p. 39 except for
.

commission salcs and sales to rental agencies, husinessaravel
expenditures, and services included in retarsales. An arbitrary
deduction of 1.0 billion rabies Is made to cover sales of secondhand
goods in commission stores, sales to rental agencies, and purchases of
restaurant meals by personson business travel. These items are -

'known to be included in reported retail sale& but their amounts are -
unkliown It is further assumed that the latter is equal to 2 percent of--
the reported sales of public catering establishmento (15.033 billion
rubles--Narkhoz 1Y: p. 578), or 0.301 billion rubles. This amount .
was subtracted from the I .0-3illion-ruble total to obtain the valUe for
sales of secondhand &Ws, in commission stores and sales to rental
agencies. 4 .

The values of services included in retail trade have been modified
from those listed in CIA, CIVP 1970. p. 39,-as follows:

Sales of laundry and photo services hgve been added because they
are classified ps,kroductive services (Ukazaniya pp 763-764).
Sales of housing construction and repaieservices have been deleted
°because they are believed to be included in the reported retail sales
ofeunstniction materials, which are dedtieted as a separate item in
the list above.
The values published in the Norkhoz for the repair and tailoring of
clothing and the repair of knitwear were doubled to account for the
materials used by these services. These materials are included in



_

.

retail sales data but not inish reported sales of the services. A corn- . Producer
_ -

porison of theieported safes of these two items with and without 4 goods
materials (Yarkhor I968.p. 664 and Ararkhoz1959, A 660) shows sold to
that rnateriali kre roughiy one-halt of total
The value of productive services included in retail sales is derived house-

in the following tabulation: . holds
. _

Billidn-RubIes' Con-
struction

- materi- --
als sold _

to honse-
holds."

_ _Total productive servioiS 3.9259
Shoe repair 0.3499

Repair and-tailoring of clothing 2.0902

Processing expesdes
MaterialsL-

1.0431 Kerosene

1.0451

Repair of knitwear
Processing expenses
Materials-,

Repair of durables
"Furniture repir
Dry cleaning -

_ _ Laundries
Photo setiices

------Other-productive services

Film rentall
Cosmiomn is-0.2404

120 02
salcs and

202 sales to
0.4428 rental

agencies

.

.0.2931

Retail sales to households of goods for consumption are divided-
among food, loft goods. and durables in the tabulation below:

Billion Rubles

Total state 155.208 88.948 1 45.092 14.856 6.312

ativeyetail
sales. inelud-
ing COMMiS-
lion sales .

Lbss:

Total Food Soft Durables Other
Goods and .

Uniden-
_- tilled-

Sales to in- 7.177 4.543 1.052 1.253 0.329

Business
travel
expe-ndi-
tiires

Services:
included
inretail

Uniden-
tified re-
tail sales -

Equals:
Saps to .

house-
holds of
goods
for
con-
sump-
tion_

---..

0462

0.131

0.195
0.699

1:221.

141,096 4.1

0.131 -

0.195
0.140 0.55.9

_=

0.301 - 0.301
-

3.926 1087 0_839'
:

=

2.052-2.093 4.105

42-.734 14.258

0.462

=

131



Table -D2 OCOndnu
-

Sources to This table (Continued):
Total sales-of food include the etttire food category in the

enumeratiortbf retaiksaleS by. typeof good (86:168 billion rubles----
NarRhor 1972. p 584) sales of-tobacco gOocis (2,780_billion;
rublesOW, p. 585). _ -7

Total identified.saces of soft goods are derived from the Narkhor
data- (Ibid. pp. 584-585)as follows:

Billion Rubles

Cloth
Clothing
Knitwear -
Shoes

45.092

5.026

- 15.278
_

8367
7.693

.Laundry soap
Synthetic cleaning materials
Toilet soap and perfumes

rdasheu
a h

Kerosene

Notebooks and pa

Publications

.
The sales to.institations are allocated as in CIA, GNP 1970. pp. -

61-62. The 0329 billion rublei'in the other-and unidentified colurrin =
-represents institutional ptirchases-of window-glass And lumber.
cement, and-other construction' materials: froducer goods sold to
farm households and- film rentals are assumed to be in the

- unidentified residual.The valtie.of construction materials sold to
-households is the difference between: (a) total sales-of window -glass

and lumber, cement, and other _constructionmateriaLs and (b)
institutional purchases of the same.

CommisSion sales and iales to rental agencies are believed to
consist mainly of-used cars, appliances, furniture, jewelry, and the-
like: Since these are durable goods it is assumed that 80 percent of
these sales are durables and 20 percent are soft goods. The sales of
productive services included it retail sales were divided between
soft goods and durables. Those allocated to soft gookare: shoe.

0.262- repair, repair and tailoring of clothing, repair of knitwear, dry

0.435
cleaning laundries, and 50 percent of other prodn'etive services:
Those-allocated to durables _re. repair OT durables. furniture repair.

1176 - photo service S: and 50 percent of other pioductive s,rvices The
3.638 remaining unidentified retail sales (4.65 billion rubles) were
0.137 allocated approximately equallybetween soft goods nd durables.

0:131 b Calle?thjecatra ax village market saki:The faal-yalue of these--T----
sales and their allocation between food and soft goods is from CIA,

1.734
GN 1970. pp.-40 and 61 -62. -; A

2 onsumer services . -
Ndrkhoz data a, Housing. The componeklts of this item have bien regrouped to

conform more closely with the accountfng proce.dures of the United

Billion Rubles States and the United Nations.=ExpenditureiRn housing now
consist of: _

15

al identified sales of durables are derived fr
bid, p. 585)a, follows:

Total retail safes- of durab

Furniture, carpets, and
metal beds

I dishes

Glass dis

Sporan

14.856

3.604

'0.961

.617

0.542

-Radio good
Musical instruments

2.832

_Toys

Bicycles and motorbike

---Watches
JeWelry

Electrical

0.28

Billion Rubles :.

nditu 429

2.733

Cash rent for.urban pablic housin
-Charges paid by members of horsing

cooperatives for maintenance
Imputed gross rent on urban private aid

rural housing

1.016'
0.075 .

0.649

1.009

0 578

Repair expenditures by tenants
public housing

0.696

This accotiriting-eanforths-with the US and UN standant which
0.533 treats maintenance expenditures by tenants as a final expenditure

_s 2.050 .` and maintenance e-iiinditures by ownerToccupiers as a portion of

0.104 gross rent.

0.520 b. Other services
(1) Uri/01es are from CIA. GNP 1970, p. 41.

0.576 (2) Transportation expenditures are reduced from those in. CIA,
GNP 1970, p. 42 by 25 percent to remove estimated business travel

Other and unidentified retail sales, include: window glass (0,050 exPenditures.

billion rubles) lumber, cement, and other construction materials (3)Communkations expenditures are from CIA, GNP h970,p, 42.

(1.500 billion rubles); and an unidentified residual (5.282 billion
(0 Repair and personal care expenditures are delved as the sum of

rubles)..

Sewing machines

Automobiles -

Other household loads

expenditujs on state-provided everyday services (4.481 billion



rubles), privately provided services (0.929 billion rubles), and other
services (0.087 biltion rubles). The state-provided everyday services

fsom Narkhor 1972,p 621, Thy Narkhoz data Must be adjusted
to xclude sales of housing,reparr and construction and sales to
`enterprises of all types of services: TIvy also must be adjusted to
include the value of materials used in repair and tailoring of clothing
and repair_of knitwedr.- which_vwas_deducted frOnt the_ retail sales of
goods to households for consumppon (iternlAbove). Aceording to
data published by Dmitricv (Metodo(ogiches'kiTe osnovy prognozir.
ovaniya sprosa na bytdvyye uslugi, p, 98), 7.6 percent of the total
sales reported in the 1Varkhoz (303.4 million rubles) repiresent.
purchases by enterprises This Amount presumably includes sales to
enterprises of housing construction and repair services, estimated
above at 5 percent of the sales of tliese services. In order to avoid dou
ble,counting these sales, only 95 percent of the published value of
housing construction and repair value is dettueted.-Similarly, the
purchasesof clothing and knitted materials must be added, net of the
PortionSOld to enterprises. The latter is estimated at 4 percent of
reported sales. Total sales of &tatelirovided everyday services to the
population are estimated as follows: .

(7) Health expenditures_by households consist of expenditures for
= private Services (0.250 billion rubles) and fees paid by parents for

children's nursery care (0.095 billion rubles). The former is derived
in table D-1, item 4,a.(2),(e)and the latterin CIA, GNF 1970,=P: 43,
3 Coatimption in kind
a: Farm consumption in kind See table D;1..Uern 2;c.(1).
(1) Food is from CIA,7GNP 1970,p. 61.
(2)--Soft-goodrisTrOarCIA.,-GNP 1970, pp. 61-62.
b.,Military subsistence. See table D-1, item 3,b.
(I) Food is a CIA estimate.
(2)'Soft goods is a CIA estimate.
4. Total outlays for consumption. This was derived as the sum of
items .1; 2,-and 3.
5. Divestment
a. Private housing construction, See NarIchoz 1972, p. 4867
b. Feint: investment in kind. Sec table D-1, item 2,e.(2). _

6. Total outlays for consumption and investment. This was derived
as the &um of items 4 and 5. .

7. Traneer outlays
Million Rubles

Total-reparted salearif everyday

Less: _

Enterpriseparchaies of everyday se
95 percent of sales of housing construction and

repair services
Plus:

96 perdu of materials used in tailoring and 1,003.3
repair of clothing -_

96 percent of material& used M repair

duals:
Sales of even,day services to boc

.
Household expenditures on privately provided services were estimat-

,

-ectin table D-1; iterni4,a, (2),(b). Expenditures on other services are
from CIA, GNP 1970, p: 42.
(5) 'Recreation expenditures (2 547 billion rubles) have been reduced.
by 0.100 billion rubles from the vane derived.in CIA, GNF 1970i p.

- 42 in order to account for business travel exPenses on hotel
accommodations. This deduction is'an arbitrary value. Household
expenditures on recreation are computed as follows:

--307.4

enditures on recreation.

BillionRublesy

2.547 -

1500
0.447

Hotels, motels and the likemotels; _ d

Private room. rentals

0.062

a. Net savings.. This is from CIA,- GNP 1970, p. 43.
b.'Direct taxes. This is from CIA, GNP 1970, p. 43.
cr- Other paymentsrio rift irate:This item (2.793 billiOn rubles) is

ited ttadelinion and-other dues- (2I166----
billion rubles), (2) net lottery ticket purchases (Q.254 billion rubles),
(3) taw on land and buildings owned by individnalS and cooper--
tives (0.211 billion rubles), (4) collective -farm- market fees paid by
householdsl0 .050 billion rubles), and (5) Other state budget revenue
from the populatijn (0.122 billion rubles). Trade union and other
dues are now treated as transfer outlays because they are used to
finance various social-cultural and administrative activities that are
included in public-sector outlays.. They are estimated as inCIA,_
GNF 1976, pi); 40-41, except for Communiit Party dues, These -

dues (0.390 billion ruble&) are derived on the basis of (1) estimated
total membershipn 1970 of 14,192,174:. the arrage of member-

'ship qgures for 1 January 1970 and 1 January 1971 given in
Partiinaya zhirnc No 14,-1973, pp. 9-10; (2) no estimated average
annual wage of members of 1830 rubles=25 percent above the
level for.all-state employees (Narkhoz 1972, p. 516); and (3) a dues
rate of 1.5 percent of wages, the applicable rate given in Ustav
kommunisticheskoy partly soyetskogo soyuza, Moscow, Poliiizdat;

.1964; p, 385. Net lottery ticket purchases are from CIA. GNP
1970, p, 43. Taxes on land and buildings owned by individuals and
cooperatives are frorn_Gosbyudrher 1972, p. 77: Collective-farm--
market fees paid by households are from CIA, GNP 1970, pp. 23-
24. Other state budget revenue fromthe population is derived as the
difference between total state budget revenues from the population
(13.844 billion rubles-Goibyudzhel 1972, p. 12),.ind the sum of
(1) direct taxes from the population (12.737 billion rubles--Ibid), (2)
net bcind purchases (0.470.billion rublesIbid),(3) net lottery ticket
purchases (0.254 billion rubles--Ibid). (4) Collective-farm-market
fees paid by households (0.050 billion rublesabove), and (5) taxes
on land and buildings owned by individuals and cooperatives (0.211

billion-rublesabove).
8. Total outlays. This was derived as the sum of items 6 and 71

(6) Education expenditures by households consist of expenditures for
private services (0A70 billion rubles) and fees for public education
(0.971 billion rubles), The former is derived in table D -1. item 4,aA2):
(d) and the later in CIA, GNP 1970, pp. 42-43.



-1,:.Table a
Soviet Palle-Sec EIncomes, 1970

J. Nee income retainedby organizations
a. Retained income of colleetive farms
b. Retained pfo its of state enterprises
c. Retained profits of consumer perativ
d. Retained prof her organizations

34.809
7.186 -

26.481-

0. 21

2.-Charges to economic enterprises for special funds
a. Social insurance and social security. See CIA, GNP 1970.-p. 46.
b. Education. See CIA, GNP-1970. p. 46. _

c. Reser' ;Ch. See CIA, GNP
d Social-cultural andi r s activities. Thisjtem_(0.162

bles),Citirritited as 0 5 percent of total wagekof_khozraschet
nterprisei, represen un to trade unions for support of

al- cultural and s ,rte. activities. A proxy for the total wages of
zraschet etae the total state wage bill (table 13-1, item

I he wages health. education, governMent administrative
services, a a rscienet (the latter taken at half the state
budget allocation for net ofinvestment). The wage bills-of
these sectors are shown in table D-8, column 7:

_c. Militarized guards. This'item (0.880 billion rubles) is estimated
.at'half-of total current outlays on civilian police (table D-4; item
2,4K3D. It represents charges to enterprise costs that are knowlito
be incurred ; for the support of the militarized gUard It is thought -

that a substantial share of such police are used truzuard state
reserves and prisoners working an contract in ordinary productive

f Administrative expenses of higher echelons. This item (1.065
billion rubles) is estimated -'at 30:8-percent 'of total -Curi-ent outlays'
on state administration, the estimated Share of employment in
economic administration (trusts . and otherslin total State-,
administration employment. Th c was extrapolated to 1970 on
th asis of-its growth between 60 (24.(1percent) and 1967 (28.6

cent---Trud v SSSR. p. 29 . is item' is intended to represent
the charge to costs of khozrasdhit enterprises for suppPrt of
higher echelons,'.' a standard item in enterprise accounts. Outlays
on state adminisuation (3.458 billion rubles) a e calculated at 90.5 - -

percent of outlays on-state administration and 'al organizations
(3 821 billion rubles-table DA item 2;c). Thl share is derived in
CIA, GNP 1970. p 54. - -.

----3.Taxes'and other payments to the budge pp
a Tax on income of collective farms. See CIA, GNP 1970, - p. 46.
b. Tax on.income of consumer cooperatives. See CIA,; GNP 1970.

-p. 46.
c. -Tax on income of other organizations. See CIA, GNP 1970, p.
46.
d. Deductions from profits of state enterprises. Sec CIA. GNP
1970, p. 46.
e Turnover_tax_See Gosbyudzhet_1972.
f. Miscellaneous eharges. The estimate ofthis item is substantially
evised from the method described in CIA, GNP _1970. p.4-7. In
incept, this item still represents the share of unidentified budget

income whiCh- is received from current production activity plus

Charges to economic enterprises for special 14.521
'funds

al insurance antrsociarsecu6ty
ion

9.436 k

c. Riseareh 2.578
d. al-tultural measures and sports activities 0.162
e- M lttarized guards 0.880

tion of higher ethelo -.1.065

3. Taxes and other payments to the budget 112.077

a.Tait on income of collective farms 0.666
Is Tax on income of consumer cooperatNes 0A62
c. Tax on income of other organizatiens 0.107

Deductioni.from profits of state enterprises 53.110 _

e. Turnover Lax _ . 53346
f. Miscellaneous charges 24.386 .

4. Allowances for subsidized losses n.e.c. 22.553-

5. Consolidated total charges against current 158.854
product,-net of depreciation

6. Depreciation 31.827
7. Consolidated total charges against current 190.681

Product
8. Tthnsfei- receipts

a. Net savings of households
. Direct taxes

c. Other-payrnnts to the state
9. Consolidated net income

25.160
9720

12.737
2.703

215.841.

_ .

Sources to this fabler
1.Net income retained by; organizations
a Retained income of collective farms. See CIA. GNP.1970. p. 45_
b. Retained profits of state enterprise's. See CIA, GNP 1970. p. 45.

.c. Retained profits al:consumer cooperatives. This item (0.821
billion rubles) is.the difference between net profits (1321 billion
rubles) and the sum of (1) income taxes (0A62 billion rubles) and (2)
premiums paid to employees (0.038 billion rubles). All data are
from CIA, GNP 1970. pp. 45-46.
d. Retained profits of other organizations. See CIA, GNP 1970p.
46.

. .
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several miscellaneous identified incomes. Gosbyudzhef 1572 givesl-
total revenues from the socialist sector and identifies several
tomponnts (pp. II-12), leaving- a large residual

Billion Rubles.

tl _ 142:8587 _

.4=

Martinus Nijhoff Publishers. 198 pp. 82 vid 202. The estimate of
surcharges on spare parts for agriculturil machinery is derived from
the estimate for 1972 in Vladimir G. Tread, Agricultural Subsidies

he inin the SCWiillinton,rf.-2ECrtf-ti dicatiorrthat-the -1-9-76 and 1972
values were virtually identical (Vladimir G. Trend Price Indites for
Soviet 18-Sector InputOutput Tables for 1959-1975, Arlington;
Vs SKIII-nierriational,--1978;p:96).- The estimate of income from,-
foreign trade is derived as the sue t of thellifferences in the prices of
exports and irnmits in domestic-and foreign trade prices. Estimates
of exports and imports in donnntic prises are from Vladimir G.-
Tremr endBarry I:: Kostinslry, The Domestic Value of SoViet
Foreign Trade: Experts and IMports in the 1972 Input-Output
Table. US Department.of Commerce, Burean of-the Certsns,-
Foreign Economic Report No 20 Washington, EY. C., forthcOrning.
Exports and imports in foreign trade prices are in Ndrkhoz 1972, p.

The revised residual may include income from such sources as
custom duties.-gross receipts of budget organizations, miScellancous
levies and nontax revenues, unspent btidget allocations. fines:
deductions for the road economy, and possibly bank loans t9.the
budget equivalent-to the increase in savings deposits of the
population. In the absence of information on the content of the
revised residual, we assume that 90 percent (12.8303 billion rubles)
represents income derived from current production of gOods and

Turnover taxes
PaYmenti of state enterprises and other economic 54.1 56

49.3798

_

organizations from profits '
Income taxes from kolkhoz; and social

_

- organizations
= 1.2344

Social insurance charges 8.2034

Forestry income 0.4924 -

&writs:
Residual 29.3919 =

Seviral other income items, which can be estimated or identified -
from other parts of Gosbyudzhet.1972 or from other sources, reduce

-this residual lubstantially:=
Billion Rubles

Residual 29.3919

Less :..

Local fetes from enterprises 0.4588

- Rental income 0.0_626

Income from reduction ofadm nistrative 1.7000=

Republic budget surplus = 1.2548
Increase in the supply of money_

Income from foreign trade 7.5810

Parents' fees for kindergartens 0.734

Parente fies for nurseries 0.0835

Price markups on radio and television sets 0.5100

Surcharges on spare parts for agricultura
Machinery

-0.7500

unit:
Revised residual ' 142564

The estimates of income from reduction of administrative
expenses and the increase in the supply of money are taken from Igor
Eirman, Secret Incomes of the Soviet State Budget. The kligue,
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Table D-3 (Continued

_Sources tothis table(tontintie)
Total miscellaneous charges arethen computed as tile unidenti-

fled cy-rrent incomi just derived plus thosiTitemsrenninerdiethin the
derivation of the residual that represtacurrent McCune and are not
included elsewhere:-

flillioa. Rubles

.96 percent revised budget income rd.sidual 12.8308

Forestry income.

froth erprises
'Rental income
Income from reduction of administrative
xpenses

Surcharges on sPare Oils for agricultural
machinery

0.5100
-0.4924

0_4588

0.0626
1.7000

0.7500

-now known to be-netted against profits (lzvestiya akademii nauk; -
- seriya ekonomicheskaya.No,5, 1975,-p. 67 and Vladimir GTrendo
Agricultural Subsidies in the Soviet Uniim,

Payments from gross turnover taxes are the difference between .-
eoss and net turnover taxes (Gosbyudshet 1974pp. 11 and 14). The
subsidieafor processed feeds, fertilizer, and agriculturalanachinery
and equipment are from_YladirniraTreml, Price`Indexes for Soviet
187Sector Inpat-Outptit Tables.1959-1975; p. 96. -

All other subsidiesare from C1A,.GNP 1970,p, 48. Budgetary
Outlays on physicalcalture (0.047 billion rubles) were treated as a
subsidy in CIA, GNP 1970. They are now classified as a component
of public- sector outliyi unphysical Calture. 4

5.Consolidatectiotal charges agareszproduci, net or depreciation.
This was derived as the sum of M/tits 1 through 4.
E Depreciation. See CIA, GNP 1970. p. 49.-
7 Consolodated charges against current product- This was derived ,
as the sum of items 5.and 6. -
8. Transfer receipts. See Table D-2, item 7.
9. Consolidated net income. This was derived as the sum of s 7
and 8.

seellaneo charg

7.5810

. 24.3856

4. Allowancefor subsidized losses. There have been several revisions
in the estimation of this item. It now consists of the following
subsidies:

'Total subsidies
Price differences on the procurement of

agricultural products by industry
PayntEnts from gross turnover taxes
Payments from the budget to cover nrice

reductions in retail trade
Pressed feeds
Fertilizer
Agricultural machinery and equipment
Housing
Budget allocation's to the press
Art and radiobroadcasting

0.400

0.475

0.365

0.432

- 2.086'
0.120

0.628

Recreation 0.501

'Price differences on' the procurement of agricultural products by
in- dustris are from CIA. GNP 1970.p. 49, except that a subsidy to
Milk products of 0.750 billion rubles has been deducted 6ecause it is



_ -Tab le'D-4

Soviet Public-Sector Outlays, 1990

Billion Rubles

- 1. Communal services
a.-Education .

21.268- .

39 .1

b Health 8.268

c Physical I 0.061

2. Governrnenradrninistrative,servicis 9.910

a:General agricultural programs,- .1.004

h Forestry_ --

- =

Wdges are derived from reported employment (7.246 million-
Narkhoz 1978, p 366) and theaverage wage rate (108.1 rubles per '-
rrionthibia. p.373). Sckial insurance-is calculated as 5.5 percent
of the wage bill (CIA, dNP 1970. p. 52).

The method of estimating-other CLItTellt outlays is complicated
and Set out in full in the description of the end use education index
(JEO, Consumption) Only a summary is given -here. Budgetary.-
education expenditures are divided between general educa(ion and

0.636 higher education (Gosbyrialihet 1972, pP,27-28y..Thebudget
handbooks provide additional details on certain educational subcd-
tegorief.of these two expenditure categories (for example, primal),
and secondary schools-Ibid, Pp. 84-94) for the republic budge
-only. Included are such items as wages, social insurance, stipends,
and investment in equipment. For each of these educational
subcategories other.(rionlabor) current outlays and total current
outlays arecompufed: Then both iterns are summed for general And
higher education and the percentage of other current outlays in
total current outlays is computed. Filially. total budgetary expendi-
tures for the USSR for the two categories are multiplied hy the _

percentage of other current outlays and the results summed to
arrive at total other currentoutlays:TifEnr-Lsfeesiot education are
derived in gIA-,-GPIP 1970, p. 42..
b. Health, Outlays for health are estimated at 8.268 billion rubles:
the sum of wages (5.004 billion rubles). social insurance (0/75
billion rubles), and other current outlays (3.084 billion rubles), less

. .
parents fees for health (0.095 billion ruble1) These components are
estimated jointly with expenditures on physical culture (item Ix

_343. below) in the following.tabularion:

_ / c. State adminiStration and the 2 3.821
administrative organs of social .
aarga i

d. Municipal and related se
1 Culiure

(2) unicipal services

Civilian police
-3.'Gross investment

a. Fixed capital
(I) New fixed investment

(a) Machinery and equipment -- -- /6.053 -

(b) Conaruction and other 58.164
capital outlays

(c) l'sadcti167aTiesTIck -3:772

(2) Capital repair 19.000

3.569

1.180- ."-
0.628
1.761

122.143
106.089
87.989

b. Inventories
4. Research and development
5. Outlays n.e.c

15.154

a. Net exports
h. Defense n.e.c , unidentified out-.

lays, and statistical discrepancy
6.-Consolidated otal value of goods and

services, exclusive of sales to
households

28.429 Outlays on Health and Phy 'cal Culture
Billion Rubles

191.213
Wages and.soctal
insurance,

24.628 Wages.

Total - Physical
Culture

5.916

7- Transfer outlays _
a. Pensions and allowances
b.-Stipends

.0.617-

5.608 0.604

22.300 .Sol insurance 0.308 0.033

ther current outlays 3.106 0.022

c. Interest payments to households .03
om the budget

.5

d Net new bank Wails to households -0 Other current outlays 0350 0.350
034_

c. Profits distributed to consumer 0.027 Subsidy

1.300

--from-other =

cooperative members _

8. Consolidated total outlays
.Parents'

115.841
Total

Sou es to this table:
Communal services

a. Education. Public-sector oupays on education are estimated at
12.939 billion rubles: the samlof wages (9.400 billion rubles) social
inSurance (0.517 billion rubles), and other current outlays (3.993
billion rubles). less parents' fees for education (0.971 billion rubles).
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-0.501 -0.501
-0.542 -1)A47 -0.09

0061 8268

Health

5.279

8.329

Total, wages in health and physical culture are derived from .
reported einployment in health. which includes physical culture

.(5.08Cfrniilion-Narkhoz 1978, p 366); and the average wage rate.
(92.0 rubles per month-lbid; p. 373). Total social insurance is
calculated aS 5.5 percent of wage bill (CIA, GNP 1970, p. 53). It



1 Table D-4- (Continued)

-
Sources to this table (tontinuell): state organizations (1003 nibles per monthIbid). The following

was a A u ed that the shares of oth er (non I bo r rrenloutlays tabulaton shows the calculation -

total expenditures Were the sanle in both health and-pbysisilculture:
The estimate resulting from this assumption is that otheecurrent
expenditures are 3'6.9 percent of total expenditure&
,TOtalixpendituressin:Physical culture are aitiftiated at1.009..billion rubles; the sum of public sector outlays (0.061 billion rubles

item jA below); the subsidy for recreation (0.501 billion rubles:
table D-3. item 4), andouichold expenditures for passes to resorts=
and the Wm (0.447 billion rublea--CIA. COT-19110. p. 42). Other
current outlays are 363 percent, or 0372 billionrubles-Of total
expenditures. Of this tolal, 0.022 billion rubles represent budgetary
expenditures. Wages and social security payments in'physical
culture are then determined as total outlays less other current
outlay:1,1.)r 0.617 billion-rubles. This in turn detach-lines wages and
soci&t. surance in health as 5.279 billion rubles (5316 billion rubles
ilThealth and physical cud_ tnre less 0:637 billion rubles in physical
culture).

Finally, other current outlays- from the budget aiedetermtned as
they were for education. Other current outlays are coMputed as a
percenfte of total eullent outlays for identified republic budgetaii
expenditures and then. multiplied by total budgetary bealth even-
diturcs. The result is an estimate of other turient outlays in health
and physiZttl ctiyure of 3.106 billion- rubles. Sabtractiog the .

estimated outlays of physical culture of 0022 billion rubles pro-
duces outlays on health alone of 3.084 billion rubles.
c. Physical 'Culture. Public-sector outlays on physical culture are
0.061 billion rubles,. tie sum of budgetary expenditures (0.047
billion rubles--,1Yarkhor 1970. , a 734) and other Expenditures
(0.014 billion- rubles). V, Cat-.4Nnna and Shatalin published a
value-for 1969 of public-sector outlays -ref 0.053 billion rubles
(Consumption. ExpendituresIn Eastern and Western Europe,New .
York, Pergarnon Pres& 1979, p. 116). Budgetary ontlays in 1969
were 0.041 billion rubles (Narkhoz 1970, co. 734). Assuminethe
relationship between budgetary. and other expenditures in 1.969 is
the same in 1970, then _total ontlaysin 1970 are: .
_T).047) x (0.053/0.041) 0.061. billion rubles.

2. Government Administrative Services
a. General agriciiltural proareas: This Rem is sum of wages
(0 721 billion rubles) sociatinsurance deducts (0.032 billion
rubles), and other current outlays (0.251sbillitib rubles). Wages are
derived from eMployment (0 586 million) and the average wage rate
(102.5 rubles per month). EMploymem is determinedas the differ-
ence between total state agricultural employment (9 419 million
.1Yarkhoz 1978, p. 366) and eibployrnent in state farms and other
state enterprises (8.833 million,--clbid). The waije rate is determined.
from the differencAithe wage rates for total state agriculture
(101.0 rubles per monthlbid, p. 372) and state farms and other

employ Wage Montbly
--- - - Wages

-(rubles per
i..1month)

(billion
-rubles)

Total state agricultu 9:419 ---. 101.0 - 0.951
.

arms anduther
state enterprises-

8,833 100.9 , 0.891

General agricultural
programs

0.586 1015 0.060--

Social insurance deductions are-derived-as 4.4 percent of wages.
(CIA, GNP 1970,p. 53) Other current outlays are estimated as one-
fourth of current outlays reduction, from the one-third used in
dIA.IGNP 1970 (p, 53) for government administrative services. She
lower share is based an fragmentary,gvideneo that labor costs-

outlayscomprise the vast bulk of outlays on these government services The

and health (37 percentitemi,babove , where food costs are large.
share would be lower than in zeluctitiol oercentitern IA above)

b. fargstry.:Total.outlays areestinziated as_0,636 bdlion nibles: the
sum of wages (0,457 billion rubles), social insurance deductions
(0.020 billion rubles), and othir current outlays (0.159 birtion
rubles). WAges a4iderived from employrhent (0A33 million
Arrirkhdz 1978, p. 366) and,the average wage rate (88 rubles per
Month). The wage rate, not published in the Naekhoz, is from G. 1.
Vorob'ev et al (Lesrioye khozyaystvo SSSR,-MosCow, Lesnaya
Promyshlennose, 1917; p. 331). Social irisuranceid;ductions arc
calculated at 4.4 percent of wages (CIA, GNP 1970, p. 53). Other
current outlays are estimated to be one-fOurth of total current
outlays.
c. State adminitation and the administrative organs of locial
organizations. item is a-combination of two sectors in CIA.
GNP 1970 (1) state administration, an,f2) the administrative
organs of social organizations, The sepaMtion of the two sectors in
CIA, GNA.1970,-was some,wIW, arbitrary, and we ujed the same
man-hour employment index tbVneasure changes in the activity

AdVel of both sectors. It was_decided therefore to use one cantbined
sector in this rePort:,

Total outlays are estimated at 3.8'21 'billion rubles the sum of
wages (2.717 billion ables), dial. insurance deductions (9 149

rubles), and otha'C-brrent outlay(0.955 billion rilbles).----
Wages are derived from employment (1.838 millioniVarkhor
1978, p. 366) and the average wage rate (123.2 rubled per month-
!bid, p; 472). Social insurance deductions are calculated at 5.5
pereent of the wage bill (CIA; GNP.1970, p. 54). Other current
outlays are assumed to'be one-fourth of total current outlays.=



=

'd.Municipal-and related services. (1) Culture outlays are istireited
0,1.180 billion rublesthe sum of wages (0.8394aillion,rubles),
social insurance deduCtions (0.046 billion rubles), and other-cur-relit
outlays_(0295 rilbles). The wage bill is derived from
employment (0.824 millionNarkhoz 30) and the aver-
ago wage rate (8438 =rubles per mont)Ibid, p. 372). 'social
insurance deductiona are calculated at 3 5 percent of the wage bill
(CLA, GNP 1970, p.-52). Other current outlays are assumed to be
one-fourth of total current outlays. .

(2) Municipal serviess are estimated at 0 628 billion rubles=the
sum of wages (0.450 -billion rubles), weird insurance-deductions
(0021-billion rubles), and other current outlays (0 157 billion
rubles). The wage bill is-.derived from empWrnent (01397 million)
andthe average wage'rate (94.5 rubles per month). Employment is
derived as 13 percent of the emplcfyment of the housing-commOnar
economy (3.052 millionNarkhoz _1978. p. Z56). The waie_rate is
asaumed to be eqUal,to that-of thetotal housing-communal sector:
(lhid, p. 373) Social insurance deductions are calculated as 43 -,
percent of the wage bill (i= IAA GNI 1970,p. 34). Otter current
outlays..arass-unied-to be one - fourth, oftotal current outlay%_

= _

(3) Civilian priliMoutlays are estiniated as 1.761 billion rublesthe
sum of wages (1135 billion rubles); social-tnsurante deductions

rublesk;indOther-current outlays (0.440hillion --
rublei). The wage bill is derived-from employment (0 675 million)
and an estimated wage rate (152.5 rubles per month) employment

estir;sated to he 67.6 percent of,the NarichofemPloyment
category "other branches of material prodaction"
Plarkhoz 1978, p_. 366)Nhe wage rate is asSumed to be 25 percent
above the average wage rate of all state Workers and-employees
(122.0rubles pet inonthIbid). This assumption-results from the
calculation of the implicit wage rate; for the forestry and other
branches of material producliorfsectors; the two sectors for which
.wag_c data are not published in the Narkhoz; ;This type of calcula-.'
tionksubject to rounding errors, but a study of several years shows
that the implicit wage rate is consistently-higher than the average
for-all state workers and employees.

_Social insurance deductions are assumed to be 7.0 percent of the-
.

wage bill. Other current ofillays are assumed to be one-fourth of
total current outlays,
3.Grosi Investment

:a. Fixed capital. (I) Machinery and equipment is estimated at
26.053 billion rubles: the surpf new fixed invesimentin machinery Ho
and equipment (25300 billiodruhles),chaugesin warehouse-stocks
of equipmenI reguiring installation (-0.137 billion rubles) andrthe Sheep and

.acquisition of equipment by budget: institutions (0.890 billion
goats

*Mies). New fixed investment is 'reported in Narkhoz 1972,0 474) Pqultry

as the ''equipment, instruments and inventory,- component of
capital invesbncntThis value is said to -be in 1969 estimate prices.

=i-

How those prices compare to 1970 plicei is uncertain. The
wholesale ptice ingex for the output of the machine:bnildirit and'
metalworking brankh'of industry shows no change in 1979 corn-
peTed with'1969141iVest;r0 studies have suggestelithat*Ihere is a-.
petsistent upward trend in peke, but no precise estimates 'ofvi art
changes are aVailable:Flere it is assumed that there was no change
between 1969estimate prices and 1970 ependiiires.

The change in warehpuse stocki of eqIiPthent requiring installa-
tion is from ('IA , GNF1970. p. 55. The acquisition of equipment
by budget-supportid institutions isnot included in Soviet invest-
ment gate. This valueivas-estirmitedkrincreasing.thereported
valui for outlays by union-rentiblic blidgetni:6506-pillion rubles
Gorbyudshe; 1912., p. 78tto.inclu hinclude frorefeifiiidiciidget:
In I970 ...nnii4-AcOublidAnidgra. finaged073Altoeicent.of-total"
outlays en adueItion, culture, filalth, physiculculttre, science, and
administration (Illid;iirt. isiitigted that
this relationship is alsce:trye for the equiPraerit.
(2)=constrycrioncontenhei-copfrdiri, wiry; are estimated as the
difference between- tOtaresninclituiei ofi65fiStritcdciir tailsith'br
capital outlays (59.8 billion rubles) and. Pii-Vate expendittireS'en
housing construction.(1.6361.billion -rithlestable"1172,- item 5,a)-:
Total outlays on construction antl'othopcouital outlays-arc-derived
as the difference between the grossrnitptit of the
(67.6 billion Narkhos 1978, p.--4f) .anttestimateel- expenditures_on_.,
capital repair of striteturei (7 8__bilhon rubli ss a endix. C).
(3) Nei- additioits to livestock in the public gectorgre derived in
same manner as in the private.sector (table1)-1,-item 2,c,[2D. The

a -

calculation is shown belOw..

Valuation of the Net Additions
to Public -Sector Li'vestock
Inventories, 1970

(2) ,@) .(4L
Inventory of Animals "Net Additions to-

.

(thousand head) Livestock Inventories

End End Thousand Rubles Billion
1969 1970 Head Per Rubles

Head-

Cattle ._ 70,173
42,225

-44,272 4,09

50,921 8,696'.
2 1.812

1.504

-110,241 -= =
276,192 45,979
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- Sourcei to this table (Continued):
, Sotircer All data asn from CIA, GNP 1970 p 57, except for
_ poultry: The poultry lave o*, data are from .Se Ilehoz 071.p. 273.
The poultry price is Tv by Margaret Hughes-and Barbara

=

Severin in -TEC. Agriculture. p.-51:
(4) Capital repair= is derived as the sum of collective-farm outlays
(0-91$ billion rubles),amortizution deductions fir capital repair
(14.663 billion rubles), and budget expendituresiforcepital -repair
(3A19 billion rubles). The collective-farm outIdys are from CIA,
GNP 1970 p 55. The amortization deduetions are froMNarkhar
1978, p. 532.- The budget expenditures reported for onion-republic
budgets (2,4993 billitSn rubles Gosbyudzhet 1972. p. 81) are
assumed to represent 73.1 percent of total budget-financed.capital
repair expenditures, the same.share as used in the derivation of the
acquisition of equipment by budget-supported Institutions in item
3.a,(1) above.
b. Inventories. See. CIA, GNP 1970; p. 55.
4 Research and development This item it derived as the sum of
wages (5.020 billion rubles), social insurance deductions (0276
billion rubles), depreciation (0 165 billion rubles), proBti (0.094
billion -ruble!), charges for special funds (0.325 billion rubles), and
material 'expenditures (4.463 billion rubles)' wage hill is derived _
from employment (2.999 millionNarkhoz 1978. p. 366) and the
average wage rate (139.5 rubles per month--Ibid, p. 373). Social
insurance deductions are calculated as 5.5 percent of the wage bill
(CIA. GNP 1970, p. 56). Depreciation, profits, and charges for
special funds are estimated in table D-9. Material expenditures are
estimated in the same manner= as-the corresponding component of
the research and development in-dell-appendix B, table B-18).
5. Outlays n.e.c.
a Net exports. This was derived as the difference bet;veen total =
exports and total imports valued in foreign.trade prices (Narkhoz
1978, p. 547).
b. Defense ne.c.. unident ified optlays . and statistical discrepancy. -

- This was derived as the difference between total &drays (item 8) and
he-Sum of items rthrough 4; 5,a; and 7.

-6° Consolidated total value of goods and services exclusive of sales
to households. This was derived as the sum of items 1 through 5_
7 Transfer outlays; See table D-i.. item 8.
8. Consolidated total outlays These are equal to aim' incomes, table
D-3, item 9.



Table D-5'

Soviet Gross National product in.
Established Prices by End Use, 1970

1. Consumption
a. Goods

_(1) Food
(2) Soft goods

(3) Durables

Billion' Rublei

211.083 Sources to this table:
1_ Consumption

table:-

166.478 .4"
= a. Goods
107.926 (1) Food iethe sum of items 1 : 1,13.(1): 3,a.(1); and 3..b,(1) in
44.294 tableD-2.

b. Services
(I) Hoqsing
(2) Utilities
(1) Transportation
(4) Cemmunications

d (5) Repair and personal care
(6) Recreation

!(7) Education
(8) Health

2. Investment:
a. New fixed investment

(1) Machinery and equipment 26.053

(2<) Construction and other capital outlays 59.800-

b. Capital repair_ 19.000
.

c. Inventories 15.154

3. Other public-sector ex

14.258 (2) Soft goeds is the sum of-items La,(2): 1,b,(2); 3,3.42); and 3,b,(2)

44.605
Durabk& Sear table D-2, item 1.a.(3).3.429

b.- Services .

3.478 = (1) Housing. See-table D-2, item 2,a.
5.400 - _ (2) Utilities. See table D-2, item 2.13,(1).
I.V0 (31 Transportation. See table,D72, item 2,b,(2).

5.497 (4)Communications. See table D.2. item 2,443).
(5) Repair and personal care. See table D-2, item 2,b,(4).2.608
(6) Recreation. See table D-2, item 2.b,(5); and tablf D-4, item 1,c.

14.380 (7) EdzicatiOn. See table 2,6,(6); and table D-4, item 1,a.
8.613- (8) Health. Set table D-2, item 2;b.(7); and table D-41; item 1,b.

124.374 2. Investment

90.220 a.- New fixed investment

nditur 47.802
a. Government administrative services

(1) General agricultural programs'
(2) Forestry
(3) State and the adminis

five organs of social organizations
(4) Municipal and related services

(a) Cultiire

9.030
1.004

0.636

a- 3.821

69

(I) Afachikefy and equipment. See table D-4, item 3,a.(1),(a).
(2) Cons: U r and other capital outlays. See table D-21tem 5.a;
and table ai, item 3,a,(1),(b).- _
(3) Nilo- *lions id lii;eiickk. SCC table 11-4,iteril5,h; alicliiible D-
4. item 3,a,(1),(c).
b. Capital repair. See table. D-4. item 3.a,(2).
c. Inventories. SA table D.4, item 3,b..
3. Other public-sector expenditures
a Government administrative services; Sec table D-4, item 2.
b. Research and development: See table D-4. item 4.
c. Oudays met. See table D-4, item 5. .

4. Gross national product. This is the sum of items 1 through 3,

(b) Municipal serrices
(c) Civilian police

b.- Research and developmerit
c. Outlays n.e.c.

(1) Net exports .961

(2) Defense n.e.c., unidentified iiiiirays, and 27.468
statistical discrepancy _

'national product 383.259

1.180
0.628
1.761

10.343

28



Table W6 Billion Rubles .

Soviet Gross National Product in Established Prices
by Type of Income, 1970

1. Wage bill
e wages and salaries

-b. Military pay and allowances
2. Other and imputed income

135.412
=132.032

3:380 =

62.251

et income of households from agriculture 41.709

b. Military subsistence
c. Other Money income currently earnet

and statistical discrepancy
d. Imputed net rent
c.Imputed value of owner-supplied construction

2017

98

.080,'

079

arges to economic enterprises for special
funds

5.085
) Education

(2) Resea_rch

(3) Social-cultural measures and sriorts
activities

(4) Militarized guards
(5) Support for administration cfhighee

echeloni

0.400.

2.578
0.162

.

0.88
1.065

3: Social insurance 9.436
89.154
79.591

(1) Retained profits of state enterpri 26.481
(2) Deductions from profits of stem 53.110

-ent ri

Retained income of collective farms_

:(2)Tax onincome of collective farms
c. Consumer cooperatives -- 1.283

Retained profits of consunitr cooperatives 0.821

nsuMer cooperatives 0.462

-7.852 --
7./86
0.666

d. Other organiza
(I ) Retained profits of other organizations
{2) Tax on income of other organizations

-Depreciation
6 -Turnover and

0.428
. 0.321

0.107

iefto this table:
age Bill

a. Stare sops and salaries.Sen table 131, item 1.
b. Milli-Wiley and Subsistence. See table ID -I, item 3.a..

2. Other and imputed Income
a. Net income of households from agriculture. See table 13-1, item

2.
b. Military subsistence. See table 1Q -1, item 3,b.
c. Other money income currently earned and statistical -

discrepancy. See table D-1, item 4.
cf. Imputed net rent. See table D -1, item 5, -

c. Ithputed value of owner-supplied _constrUction services
table D-1, item 6.

f. Charges to' economic enterprises for special funds: See table 13-
3, items 2,b; 2,c; 2;d: 2,e; arid 2,f.
3. Social insurance. See table D-3, item 2,5.
4. Neill

a. State enterprises
(1) Retainedprofits of state enterprises. See table D-3, item 1,b.
(2) Deductions from profits of state enterprises. See table D.3,

item 3.d.
b. Collective farms

(I) Retained income of collectivefarms. See jable 13-3, item la,
-(2) Tax on income of collectivefarms. See table Q-3 item 3 a

c:Corts- irmeie-cd-opiratisies
.(1) Retained profits of consumer cooperatives. See table_D-3,

item I,c.
(2) Tax on income of consumer cooperatives. Sit table D-3,

item 3,b. -

d. Other organizations
(1) Retained profits of other organizations. See table D-3, item

1,d: .
(2) Tax on income of other organizations:See table D-3, item .

3.c.
5. Depreciation. See table D -3, item 6.
6. Turnover and other indirect taxes

a. Turnover taxes. See table D-3, iterd3,e.
b. Miscellaneous charges. See table D-3, item

7. Allowancefor subsidized losSes. See table 0-3, item 4.
8. Gross national product. This was de_ rived as the sum of items I
through 7.

.827

indirect is =-= 77.732

a. Turnover taxes 51346
b. Miscellaneous charges 24.386

7. Allowanees for subsidized closses . . 22.553
8. Gross national product 383.259



Soviet Gross National Product in Established Prices by Sector of Orikda, 1970

(2) (1)
States Other Social DeprtiationDepreciation
Wale and Insurance
Bill Imputed Deductions

Income

Billionytublcs

. (7) (8)
Turnover Subsidies Total
and Other_ ' .

Indirect
Taxei

Total 135.412 `62.1 9,936 31,827 89.159 - 77.732

India' 49.5 5 -5.275 .571- 14.893 52.38 68.861=

, Ferrous metals' 2.539 0.271 0.200 1.430_ 3.355 -0.363
Nonfe us tnaGals 1.548. 0.165 = 0.122 0.798 2.321 -0J94
Fuels 3.717 0.397 0.328 2.321 3.866 4.467
Eleettic powe 65 0.114 0.070 1.602 2:476_ 0.663

;Achim 19.461 2.070 1.491 3.247 14_.L86 .5.768 _

Chemicals 2.613 0.279 0.218- -1 ;150.927 2.0

Woad, pulp. and 4.6418 0.405- 0.219 1.077 3.127 1.383

Construction
:ifiaterials

3.768 * 0.401 0.230 0.963 1.601-
..

0.725

fight industry 5.174 0.551 0.351 0. 0 6.288 25.857

ndusti 4.185 = 6,-- =- .0.2 3 1 6.899 - - -27.224 -----
0 er indust 0.817 0.086 0.059 0,574 4.339 .315

- - Construction 16.889- 2.669 1.025 2.147 , 4.454 1.125

Agriculture- 12,033 42.991 1.696 5.531 494 8 6
Trans- rtdtion. 10.294 . 1.096 0.545. 5 :081 0.0 1 1.121 .

Communications 1.545 0.164 0.082. 0:383 0.790 0.107

Trade 8:748 0.932: 0.395 1.323 6.679 0.726

32.174 5.866 772 -- 2.42 177 1 786 -

Housing 1.765 2.011 0.083 0
:

0.194
0.070Utilities 0.594 0.043 0.028 - 0.308 0.724

Repair and pe nal
co

2.277 0.998 - 0.146 0.193 _ 0.376 . 0.165

Recreation 1.176 0.568 064 0.284 .4 0.074

Education 9.400 1.001 0.517 0 0 0.452

Heaith 5004 0.533 0.275 0 0 0.2

Science 5.020 0.312 0 76 0.165 0:094 0.2

Credit and
insurance

0.519 0.037 0.029- 0.155 0.517. 0.052

ovemment adrnin-
tstrative services

6.419 . 0.363 0:354 0 0 0295

General agricul-
tural programs

0.721 0.041 0.032 0.033

143

1

-22 -383.29

18.688 73.832
o 7.432
0 4.760

15096
O , 5 990

-0.432 45.791
-0.365 9.838

O - s 10.949

0 7.6

-5.306 33.355
-12,110 7° ,-,- 28.218 -_:------

. -0.475 - 6.715
0 28.309

78.5

. 0 28.218

-0.370 2.701

-0.530 - 18.273
-2.845 _ .43.353
-2.086 3.285

0 r 1.767

O .- 4.155

-0.759 1.873

11.370

0 6:053

6.110
1.309 -

7.431

.0.827



ecSoviet Gross National Product in Established Prices by Stor -0
_
gm, 1974)

(7)
Subsidies

(8)
Tot AlStates

Wage
Bill '----'

Other
and

_ Imputed
Income

'al _
Ins-urance,
Deductions:_

(4)
. .

Deprecia

-

5)
Profits

- .

(6)
Turnover
and Other
Indirect
Taxes

0 0A57 0.026 7 0.020 0 0.021 0.524

e administia-
. don and the
-administrative
organs of social -

organizations

2.717 0.154 0.149 '0.124 0 3.144

Culture 0.839 0,047 0.046 0.039 .971

Municipal
services

9.450= ' 0:025 0.021 0.021_ -0.517

CiVilian police 1.235. 0.070 0.0 6 0.053 0 -1.448 7

ili person= 3 3.200 0.240 0 0 0 - 0 6.820_

1.172--O ther branches 0.814 0.058 0.110 0.046 0.094 0 70 0.120
Sources for this table:
I. State wage bill. Sec table D-8,-icolumn
2. Other and imputed iticorne. Sec table D-10. column 9.

---3.--Social insurance.-Sei table D-11,-colurnn 7. -

4. Depreciafion. See table D-13. column 4.
-5. Profits. See table D-15, column 7. .
6: Turnover and other indirect taxes. See table D-16. column 6.
7. Subsidies. Sec table D-16. column 5.
. Gross national product. This was derived as the sum of columns

1 through 7.



Distributioa of he S t11<te Wage Bill, by Sector 9r1 in:1910

(21 (3 (4 }.
Unadjusted Adjustments for;
State
Wage Bill - ---Repair and Housing- Recreation Civilianair

Communal 7 . Police
_. Care Economy

135.412 0- 0
-

Industry 50.549 1.728 0 0 0 0214 49.535

Ferrous metal 1502 -'- 0,037 . 1539

Nonferrous me a 1 526 . 0 0 0 . . 0.022 1.548

Fu , 6 0,054 3.717-

Electric 1.050 0 0.015 1.065

Machinery 19.378 - -0197 0 0 0 0.280_ 19.461

Chemicals 2575 0 0 0 0 0138' 42..64138

pulp, and paper 4.623 -0.042 0

ons 1 materials .714 0 0 0

0:005647

3,768

Light industry -: 6.21 -1.120 -.-. 0 0 0 0.075

45.117845F industry 4.125 0 0 0 0.0

Other indnsiry 1.I74 ----:0.369 ''--- 0 =-- -0.012- -0.817 -__

Construction 16.2 0 0.6060 16.889

Agricultu 10.695 .338 12.033

Transportatio 3 099 -72.805 . '10.294 ,

Communications 1.545 0 1,545

Trade 601 0 0.147 8 74

ervtce 29.21 1.728 0 0 1:236 0 32.174

Utilities 0 0 0 0
2°:.257769745

Housi A 0 -1.696

Repair and in 1 care 0 .728
0.594
0.549 0 0

Recreation 0A69` 0 0.103 0.604 0 1,176

ucation 9,400 9A00

Health 5,608 0
-

-0.604 0 0 5.004

Cr and insurance 0.519 0 0

5.020Science 5.020 ' 0 0

Government administrative servi '4.734 0A50 6.4191.235 0

0.519

eneral a risultural programs 0.721 0 O. , 0.721

Forestry == 0A57 0 0
. .01475177-State administration and the 1717

administrative organs of
social organizations

Culture 0.839 0 0 0.839

Municipal sefvic s 0 .: 0A- 0, 0 0A50

Civilian police 0 1.23 1,236

Other branches 2.049 .235 0 4
1 ary sonnel

0

0 0 0 0



.Table D-8 (Continued)

Distribution of the State Wage Bill by Sector of Origin, 1970
.

=

e
.- Sour&s to this sable: '
l_ Unadjusted state wag; bill. The total state wage bill is derived in
table 13-6, item I, as the sum of state wages and salaries (132.032
lion's-utiles) and military pay and allowances (3.380 billion rubles).
Tile services and governmentadministratiVe services line items are
derived as the sum of their tiara. The military personnel line item is
fibm Uble D-6, item 1,13.-All other line items are from table D-9, col-
umn-3.--The lime items in table D-9;are the Soviet employment
categories, wile thdse in this table are our GNP sectors. The-data
from table ID:9 are placed in the GNP sectors in this table which con-
tain most of the wages:Columns 2-6 reallocate wages from the

_ Sdviet categories to conform with the definitions of our GNP sectors.
2_ Repair and personal care. The.Soviets consider the repair and
custom production of consumer goods to be part'of the productive
sphere and include thb employees engaged in these activities with the
corrmponding branches of industry. In order to estirdate the value
added in these services. we reallocate-the wages from industry to At
repair and perional care sector. Employment in these services, given
in Vestnijc stalissiki (no. 8. 1973), p 95, is assumed to be located in

I '
the following industrial branches in the Soviet employment data:
Soviet of Employment
Employment Service (thousands)
Category

- 1;299

pulp'. and
paper

Repair of durables 122

Furniture repair 26

1 Employment in the housing andin municipal services are
estimated at 51 and 13 percent, respectively, of total hOusing-
communal employment (CIA. GNP 1970, pp. 54 and 75), Hotel
employment is froniCIA, GNP 1970, p- 42. RePair and personal
care employment is derived as total repair and persorial.care
ernploynient (1,869.040resinik .isarissik1, No. 8, 1973, p.'95) less
employment in industrial repair and perSonal care services
(1,299,000, item 2 above) and less employment in repair and g
-construction of housing (86,001bid). Utilities employment is
derived as a residual. It is assumed that the average monthly wage
rate for Each employment group is 94.5 rubles, the average for the
entire housing-communal economy category_ able D-9, column 2).
4. Recreation. The Soviet health category in table D-9 includes
physical culture employment at resorts and sanatoriums, which are
primarily used as vacation spots. Their wages-arc derivedin table
D-4, item 1,b.
5. Civilian police. It is thought that employment in theother
branches of Material production category in table D-9 includes
railitaiizedguards and civilian Police. TheiE wages, which are
derived in table D'44, item 2,d,(3), are reallocated here to the civilian
police sector,
6..Transporration. Employment in transpoitation in table D-9

, includes many employees in-trucking organizations that are subordi:

Light industry

Other industry

Shoe repair 4.38
Repair and tdiloring 709

:-of clothing'
Repair of knitwear 57

Dry cleaning -
Laundries
Photo services
Other services

37

66-
51

93 -
In the absence of wage data for these services, it is assumed that .the
average monthly wage in each service is the same as the average
monthly. wage in its corresponding branch of industry. The wage
fates are s own in a e - , column 2. -

3. Housing7cornrisunal economy. Employment in the housing-
communal economy category of the Soviet employment data belong
to the hafting, repair andpersonal care, utilities, recreation, and
municipal services sectors of our GNP accounts. The distribution of
hese employees is estimated to be:

_ _ _
note- to-eaterpris in otlier sectors of the econ7onikhia activity is
equivalent to force account trucking in the United States, and the
employees involved are included in the various nontransportation
sectors in US statistics. The primary-activities in the Soviet Union
are delivery of construction materials, Cotiveyingagricultnial
produce, and delivery of industrial goods.

Using datafrorn the 1966 and 1972 ittablo and various sources
on the different transportation modes, it is estimated thapt666
million employees were engaged in thisr.iype of work in 1970. This
employment is reallocated to other sectors adeording to ton
kilometer data-for this type of trucking given in Transport i svya7',
MOSCOW. Statistika, 1972..p. 221, as shown in the following
tabulation: -

Sector Billion
Ton-,
Kilometers

Percent Employment
, (million

persons)

Toter' 100.0 1.666

Industry 33.1 25.5 0.424
Construction 28.1 21.6 0:360 ,
Agriculture 62.0 47.7 6.795

Trade 6.8 5.2 0.087

The average monthly wage for thme einployees is assumed to be
Employnient 140.3 rubles, the rate given in Narkhor 1979, p.-395, for the

ousands) transportation subcategory which includes this type of activity.
Within industry, these wages are allocated proportionally to the
wage bill of each branch of industry.
71 Adjuffed state wage bill: This was derived as the sum of 1

through-6. '
.

imrnunal economy

unicipal services

Recreon (hotels)
Repair and persopal care
Utilities

484
523



Total
Industry
jam, _

tom.. -
Average Annual.
Employment

-personal

pulp. and

Const na

Light indus
Food indus

Iier ind

tru n
Agriculture
Transportation
Communicati
Trade

.593

1.359

0.663

1,542

0.633

12.011

(2)
Average State Wage
Monthly1 Bill
Wage (billion-

_rubles)

122.0 132.032

50.549.

2.502153.4

91,8

38.2

34A
1,568. 136.9 2.575

2.848 623

2258 7 .714

5.019 103 6.219

1=526 =

3.6-63:

050 -
78

2.901 118.5 4.125

0385- 74

9.052 -
8,833 00.9 10.695

7.985 136.7 13.099

Other branches of material production

Housing mmunal economy

7.537

96.8 1%545

95.1 8.601

0.998 171.1 2. 9

52% - 94 3.461

Edu_

0.412 94.8 0.469

7.246 108.1 9.4

Health 5,080 - 92.0 5.62008

Seiehce - ' 2.999 1393

Credit and insurances 11388 0.519:

-

111A

0.721

Forestry 0A3 88Z
102.5General agricultural programs 0.586

0.45 7

State administration and the administrative organs of 123.2 .
social organizations- -. 1.838 /717

Culture 0.824 , 84.8 -0.839



Table
_ -

Sources t tab
I, Average annual employment. All employment dataare from
Narkhoz 1979. pp; 387-388i-except for the brandies of industry
and-for general agricultural programs. Employment in the branches
of industry are from Vestnik statistiki. No II, 1972, p 93, except
for the nonferrous rrtetaLs and other industry branaes. Employ -.
tent in nonferrous metals IS front Steven Rapawy, Civilian Em-

loyment in the 13. 4 Employment in other industry is
derived as a residual. Employment in general agricultural programs
is derived as the difference between total reported employment in-
state agriculture and ernployment in -state farms interfarra eco--
Manic enterprises, subsidiary and other productive-agricultural
enterprises (table DA hen
2, Average monthly wage.' All average monthly wage rates are from
Narkhoz 1994, pp, 394-395, except, for tie branches of incistry,
other branches of material production, general agricultural pro-
gram& and forestry. The average'monthly wage rates in the
branches of indusyy, except for nonferrous metal& and other
branches of material production, are determined as the state wage
bill in column 3 divided by 12 times the employment in column 1. It-
is assumed that the average monthly wage in nonferrous metals' is
25 percent higher than that in ferrous metals, based on evidence .
from the 1959 and 1966 1-0 tables. The wage rates for general .

eofagricultural programs and forestry are rm table D-4, items 2 a
and ZE-
3, State wage bill. The wage bill in total industry and in each
branch of industry is-from Vestnik statistiki, No 11_. 1972, p. 94,
except for the fuels, nonferrous metals, and other industry
branches. The wage bill in nonferrous metals is derived as 12 times
the product of the employment in column 1 and the average wage
rate in Munro 2 The wage bill in the fuels sector is determined
from relationships among the fuel-Sectors in the 1972 I-0 table.
The calculations areshown in the following tabulation:

1970 Employment, Wage, and
Social Security Data

(5) - (6), (7) (8) (9)
Average Employ- Total Social Social =

Wages mcnt - Wages Insurance Insurance
per (thou (million Rate Deductions
Employee sands) (rubles) (percent) (million
(rubles) _ rubles)

Coal 2,682 - 1,120 3,004 -9.0 270

Oil extract- 1,749 8 206 8.4 17

Lion

Oil relining 1,684 a 2 222 A' 19

Employment and Wage Data From the
1972 InpatrOutput Table

,247

Total. 2,375 1,542 3,663 8.9 325

All data in columns 1 and 2are from the 19721-0 table. Column 3
is calculated as column 2 divided by column 1, Column 4 is
calculated as column 3 divided by the average annual wage in the
coal sector (3,114 rubles--caurrin 3). The average annual wage rate
in 1970 in-tbetoal sectiir(colurin-5) ii calculated as column
divided by Column 6. All other data`m column 5 are calculated as col-
umn 4 times the average annual wages in the coal sector in-1970.AI!
data in column 6. except fOr Other are from Rapawy,
Employment in the USS.R., p. 4- Employment in other fuels is
calculated as-a residual. All data in column 7,cx--cept for coal, are
calculated as column 5 times column 6. The coal entryin column 7 is
from Vestnik statistiki, No 1 1. 1972- p. 94, The social insurance
rates in column 8 for coal, oil extraction, oil refining, and gas are'-
from CIA, GJVP 1970.p. 72. It is assuYned_that the rate for other fu- _

els is 84 percent The data in column 9 are derived as column-Ttirnes------
column 8

The wage bill in other industry is derived as a residual. The wage
(2) (4) 'bills in all nonindustry sectors are derived as column 1 times column

Employ- . Total Average Column 3 as 2 times 12 except for other branches of material production, which
ment Wages Wages per a Percent is derived as a residual.
(thliusands) (million Employee of Wages

rubles) (rubles) in the
Coal Sector

rcent)

Coal
Oil extraction

;
Oil refining
Gas
Other fuels

Peat
Oil shales

Total

1,00(!.2 3,118,0 ,1 4 -100,0_

94.3 191.4 2,030 65.2

117.2 229.3 1,9 6 62.

21 42.2 1,981, -. 63.6__,

94.1 1361 1;447 4&.5

74.4 108.1 1,453 46.7

19.7 28.1 1,426 45.8.

1,328.1, 3.717.1 2,799 89.9



Table D-10

-- Distribution of Other and Imputed Income by Sector of Oti 1970

Billion Rubles

To

Indust7
F o m: Is

Nonferrous metals
Fuel
El tric power

achine
C arni
Wood, pulp, and paper

onstruction materials
Light industry
Food industry

c inclus
Construction
A cultu
Transportation

omrhunications
Trade

Housing
Utilities
R ir and onal re

cereation
duration

llcalth'
ien

Sc

Credit and insurance
Government administrative

services

General agricultural
programs

Forestry
State administration and

the administrative organs
of social oiganizations

Culture ,
Municipal services
Civilian police

Military onnel
Other b Michas

-8 §2 0 - BZ

49.535 0 07 0.440 _048- .18 L289 0 5.275

23 9 0.004 0.025 0.009 0.066 a 0 27

1.548 0,002 0.014 0015 0.006 0.040 0 0.088 6.165

a3.717 6 0 0.037 0.014 0.097 0 0.210 0.397 -

1.065 0.002 0.009' 0.011 0.0 0 028 0.060 -: 0-114

9461 0.029 174 0.191. 0.071 0:506 099- 2.070-

f -2.613 0.004 0.023 0.026 0.010 = 0.068 0.148 0.279

4. 8- 8.007. 0.041 0.046 0.017 0:121 - 1 .0.263 0-495

C 3.768 0.006 0M33. 0.037 0.014 0.098 0.2133 0.401

5.174 13M08 0.046 0.051 0 9 0.135 0 0.292 . 0.551 _

4,185 0.006 0.037 M4 0.016 0.109 0 0.237 0.446
.

0.811_. 0M01L. 0 007 0 00 0.005 0,021 0 0.046

16,889 _ a025- 0.150 0,167 0.063 0 0.869 0.955

12.0 0 0 8 0.107 0:119 0045" 313 41.709 0.680

10:294 .0.015. 0.001 0.102 0.038 068 0.582 .096

1.545 a002 0.014 0M15 0:006 0.0 0087 0.164

8.748 0M1 .078 a086 0,032 0228 _ 0 0.495 0.9

32,174 0.013 0 0.080 '.030 0 3.924 1.819

1.765 .0.003 0 0.017 a007 0 1.884 .:- 0.f00

0j94 0M01 0M06 0.002' . 0 . 034

2.277 0. 0M22 0,008 0 a838 0.129., 0.998

1.176 0. 2 0 0M12 0.004 0 0484 0.066 0.568

9.400 0 0 0 0 = 0= 0.470 0.531 1.001

5.004` 0 0 0 0,2504 0.2 0.533

5,020 0. 0.018 0.007 0 0 0.284 0.312

0.519 0. 0.005 0,002 0029 0.037

6419 0 0 0 .0 0 j 0 0.363 0.363

- 0.721_ 0

4.457 0

2.717 0

(6) (9)

Research Other Unidentified To
Identified Money
Incomes Income

V.839 0 0M47 0.047

0.450 0 o a025 0.025

23_ 0 0 0 0.070 0,070

3.380. 0 0 0 s 0 3.20 ---% 3.200

814 0M01 0.008 aoo a046 0M58

(1) , (2) (3) (4) L (S)
State Social- Milita- Administra- Edu
Wagc Cultural rized live Expenses Bon
Bill and Sports _Guards of Higher

.Activities Echelons.

412 0.162 0.880 1.065. 0. 2.57 :49.702 7.464 62.251

0.086
.669

42.991

66
2.011

0.043

0.041 0.041

0 0.026-- 0.026,
oil 54 0.154

149



ri-10-(cmithillefl)

= Sources to this table: - _

---

1. State wage bill. See table-D-8, column 7.
2. Social cultural and spons activities. The total is derived in table
D.3, item 2 d as -0.15 percent of the wage bill of khozraschet =
enterprises, The values for each sector are also Calculated as 0.15
percent of the wage bill, using the same proxy for khozrascher
enterprises as in table item 24. The budget alloCation for
science in 1970, net of investment. was 6.425 billion rubles
(Narkhoz 197Z, p:562). Therefore, the estimated wage bill of
khozraschet science enterprises is 5:020 billion rublei less 3.212
billion rubles. or 1.808 billion rubles.
3. Militarized guards. The total is derived in table D-3, item Ze. It
is distributed proportionally to the wage bills of the vectors in the
productive= phere (industry, construction, agriculture, tran.sporta
bon; communications; and traqe)thssectors most likely to hint
guard services. _ =

4. Administrative expensei of higher echelons. The total is derived
in table D-3,-item 2,f. It is distributed proportionally to the wage
bills of khozraschet enterprises as in item 2 above.
5.-Education. The total is derived in CIA, GNP 1970, p. 46. It is
distributed prOportionally to the wage bills of kho;raffher enter-
prises as in item 2 above.
6. Researeh. The total is derived id CiA, GNP 1970, p. 46. It is
distributed proportionally to the wage bills of the productive sectorsas ".

7. Other identified incomes. -
Construction, 0.869 billion rubles, is the sum of private earnings in
construction, table D-1, item 4,a,(1). anit the imputed value of
owner supplied construction services, table D4, item 6.
Agriculture41/09 billion rubles; is-the net income of households
from agriculture, table D 1 item 2.
Housing, 1,S84 billion rubles, is the sum of private writings in
housing repsir, table D-1, item 4,a (2),(a), and imputed net rent,
table D-1, item 5.
Rekirnd personal care. 0.836 billiodrubles. is derived in table D.

item 4,a,(2),(b).
Recreation. 0A84 billion rubles, is derived in table D-1. item
4,a.(2),(c) ,
flealth, 0A70 billionrubles, is derived in table D-1. item 4,a,(2),(d).
Education, 0.250 billion rubles; is derived in table D-1, item
4,a,(2).(e).
Military personnel, 3.200 billion rubles, is a CIA esti:Mate of
subsistence (food and: clothing) expenditures.
8. Unidentified money income. The total, 7.464 billion rubles. is
derived in table D-1, item 4,b. It is distributed proportionally to the
wage bill in column 1.
9. Total. This is derived as the ,sum of columns 2 through 8.



'Distribution of Social Insurance Decluetiobs bySector of Origin, 1970
0

Total

(7)
Unadjus djuitrnents for Adjus ed
Social Social
Insurance Repair and = Housing- Recreation Civilian Trans- Insurance

Personal Communal Police portation
Cali Ecanomy

9.436

Indu.stry
Ferrous Me
Nonferrous me
Fuels

653- -0.120

Electric
Machinery.
Chemicals

pulp, and pa
Construction materials

ht industry

Other. industry

Constructiou
A ilture

ton

Communications
Trade
Servicei

Housiri

Repair and personal care
Recreation
Education
Health
Science.

0.121 0

0.325

0

11.038- 3.571

0.002 0.2

0.001_. 0
0 003 , 0.328

0.069 -° 0 0.001 01070 .

1.492 -0A15 0 - , 0 0.0 1.491

0.216 0- 0 ; :4, 0218
0 2 7 -0A02 0.004 0.219 -

0.227 0 - 3 0 0 0 0.003 0.2

0.423 -0A76 0 40 0 0.004- 0.351

0.280_ _-_ 0 o___ 0 0A03 0.283_

0.085 -0A27 0 0 _s 0 0.001 ' 0.059

0.993 0 OA 2 .025

1.625 0 A71 1A96

0.694 0:149 0.545

0.082 0 0 0 0 0.082

0.387 0 0 0.008 0.395

66 _0.120. 0 0.016 0 -.-Vr
0.163 0 -0A8 0 0 0.0

0 d.028 0 0.028

0 0:120 0.026 0 0.. 0 0.146

0.026 o 0.00, 0A 0.064

0.517 0 0 0 0 0 0.517

308 -0.033 0 0 0.275 L

0276 0 0 0 0 0 0276 - -

0.029 0 0 0 a029 '-
0.247 0 0.021 -- 0 0.086 0 0.354

Credit and insuranc

Government administrative
services

General agricultural 0.032
programs

0 0.032-



Table D-11 (Continu

Distribution of Soda! Insurance uctionio bf Ori

(2) (5 ) ( (7)
Unadjusted Adjustments for Adjus
Social. Social
Insurance Repair and Rousing- Recreation Civilian-- trans- Insurance

Personal Communal, a Police Donation
Care Economy_ - --

Forest
State administra ton 4c1 the

administfativ rgans of
ial organim

0.020 0
9

0.020

Culture 0.046

Municipal
Civilian police 0

0.240
Other braachas 0.196

0.021 11 0
. 0.086

0.14§

0.046
0.021
0.086
0.240-

0.086 0 0.110

Sources to this table - 1
I. Unadjusted social-insurance. This is derived from table D-12
except for the vaIttes for the total and for agriculture. The
agriculture entry, is derived as the agr=iculture value in table D-12
Vas: (1)-collective-farm-payments-into-tImAll-Union Social-Insur.
ance Fund for Collective Farmers (0356 billiaii rublesCIA, GNP
1970,p. 46) (2) ctillcctive farm payments into the A114.1nion Social
Security Fund for CollectiVe Farmers (0380 billion-rublesibid),
and (3) social insurance charges paid on wages-of hireclagricultural
workers (0.018 billion rubles.1bid, p. 66). The value for the total
entry is the sbm of the entries in column 1. The line item data from_
table D;12 are assigned to the same GNP categodei as were t116
wage data in table D.8. 4 .

-2.6. Adjustments-to social insurance deductions,_ The adjustments
made to the social insurancedetlactions are analogous to the
adjustments Made to the wage bill in table 134.,, .-
7. Adjusted social insurance. This was derived as the sum of
columns Vthrough 6, :



Table 13-32

Sochi' Insurance Deductions, 1970 -

A -

.

-gstateyragt- -

Bill _

(billion rubles)-

Total .

-Industry
Ferrota metals
Nonferrous metals
Fuels -

Electric power
Machinery,
Ch icals

Wood, and paper,

135.412
50.54

(2)
Social
Insurance
Rate
(percent)

Social
Insurance
Deductions
(billion rubles)
8.282-6.1

_ 3.6_

2.502
1.526

3.663
: 1050

19.378
2.575

7,9

7.9
8.9
6.6

7.7

8.4 -

Construction materials
Light industry -.71:77-.
sFood industry
Other industry

ruction
Agriculture ,
Transpc

0.198

4.7
6.

6.219 6,8

4.125 6.8

.1.174 7.2

16.283

'13.099
Communications
Trade
Other branches of_

materiarproduction
Housing-communal economy
Art 0

1.545

8.601

2.049

0.12T

0.325
0.069

1-492
0.216
0.217

0.423 .

0.280
0.085

44.;

5.3

4.5

9.6

0.993
0.471 --
0.694 -

:0.082
0.387
0.196.

Education-
Health
Science
Credit and insurance

3.4

0.469
9.400
5.608

4

-5

5.5

0.163

0.026,
0.517 --

0.308 -
0.2765.020 5.5

General
Forestry

0.519 55 0.029

ricultural progra 4.4

State administration and the
administrative organs of
social organizations

Culture -
`:- Military Person-nil

4.4
0.032

2.717. 5.5 0.149
_

e

0.839 - 5.5

80

0.046

7.0 0.240

Sources to this table:
1. State wage bill. This'yas derived from table D-9, coltlina 3,
except the total wage bill and military personnel, which are-from
table D---4,,,c-taUton 1.
2. Social insuriance rate. The social insurance rates arc-.from CIA
GNP r970, p. 72, except for the total, total industry, fuels, other
industry, other branches of Material production, and military

y personnel. The rates for the total, fuels, ar.-5 other branches of
material production are derived as column 3, divided by column 1.

}

A

The rates for other industry and total industry are derived as an
average of the other branches of industry as described in CIA, GNP
1970, p. The rate for military personnel is a CIA estimate.
3. Social insurance deductions. Total §ocial insurance deductions
are derived in CIA, GNP 1970. p. 46. Deductions in the fuels sector
are derived above in the sources for table D-9. All other sectors,
except for other branches of material -productiOn, are determined as
the product of column 1 and column 2. The value for other
brariches.of material production &determined as a residual.
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- Billion Rubles Except as Noted

-- Depreciation by Sector of Origin, 1970

Toil!
Industry

Ferrous metals-
'Nonferrous m

(1)
. (2). (3).- (4)

Employment Depreciation . Musing Depreciation
in Khozras4et Depreciation Net of. Housing
Enterprises _ Depreciation
(million per
69.856 27

30.718 15.472

L381 1.456

0.676 0.811

0.579
0.026
0.013

1;827
14,893

1.430

(1.798

Filch
Electric powe
Machinery
Chemicals
Wood, puirkr=and pa-

.
Construction materials
Light industry -

1.574 -2.351 0.030 2.321

J0,642- , 1.614 0.012 .

r2.060 3,475 0.228
1.591 1:180 0.030

1862 1.13-1,--.- 0.054--.-
1190 1.006 0M43 = 0.963

4:160 0.518 1 078 0.440
_1.291 :

0.574
__Food industry

Other industry
Construction
Agriculture
Transportation

1.602

3.247
1.150
1.077

_ -2.437
0.545
9.412

Coriimun
Trade

_ Services _ _

Hottsing

_ _1.346_
. 0.584

9.455

0.010
2.325 0.118 2.147

9,628 4.7,13 0182 5,531

6319 5.1110 0.119 5.081

408`
7.624 1.467 0.144 323

4.825 1.196 _ 0.091 - 2.423 .

0 o. o

0.025 0.3

1.318

Utilities
Repair and

0.524,

1.783

1.050
-rsonal care

Recreation
Educa n

HealtIr

0.318
0.227
0:304
0

0.010 0.308

0.034
0.020

0.1

.284

0 0

Science
Credit and insurance
Government admintrative services
___General agricultural programs

Forestry
State administration and the administ

organizations

1.080

0.388

0:'185

0.162
o-

o
ti X

0

.020

0.007
- 0

0
0.165

0

ve organs of sc

-Culture-

Municipal services
-. Civilian police

Military personnel
Other branch-es

0

0

0

0

0

0.046 0 0.66
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Sources to this table:
1. Employment in khorioschet enterprises-. The same proxy for
khozrusehet enterprises it used here as in table D-3, item 2,1: The
total employment data_ from. table D.9 are adjusted in the same
manner as the wage data in table D-8, and then croploynicnt:in the

_

budgetary sectors is deleted: EmploYment in klioziosehet science
enterprises is estimated in the same manner as wages in the sources
for table D-10, column 2.

P I-2. Depreciation. Total depreciation is from CIA, GNP 1970, p. 49.
Depreciation for total industry and each branch of industry is taken
from table D-14 with adjustments-made for depreciation in produc-
tive repair and personal care services, and for urban electric power
distribution. Depreciation.in the repair and personal care services
included in Soviet industrial statistics is calculated by assuming
that the capital =labor ratio in, these services is one-half of, the
nonservice component of the same branch of industry and that the
depreciation rate is the same. Depreciation in urbait electric power

ti is based on a distribution of the capital stock -of the communal
economy (see services heloW)::

core= ionyi construction lathe sum of reported deductions` in
- _

construction (2313 billion.rublesNarkhor 1978. p. 532) plus-a
share of the amortization deductionS:of consumer; cooperatives..
Altough consumer cooperatives are primarily engaged in retail
trade activity, they do conduct activities belonging to other sectors.
According to P. I.- Vakhrin (Forminovoniye osnovykh fondov
kooperativnoy torgovli, Ekonomika, 1974, p. 88), the
capital stock of consumer cooperatives on -1 January 1971 was'

= distributed as shown in column of the tabulationrhelow:-- -

Moscow,-

ector 1) (2)
Capital. Depreci.
Stock on anon
1 January Rate
1971 (percent)
(billion
rubles

(4)
Calculated Percent
Depreci- of
ation. Column
(million 3
rubles)

(5)
Depreci-
aticin
(million
rubles)

Tiade 5,208 5.8 302 72A 266

Industry 1,239 7.6 94 22.5 83

Agriculture 118 6.1 7 1.7 6

Co-nktfue-
tion

94 15J1 -14 3.4 12

Total 6,659 6.3 417 100.0 367

The depreciation rates in column 2 are from the 1972 I-Cf-table.
Column 3 is column 1 times column 2 and column 4 shows the
percentage distributibn of column 3. Column 5 is column 4 times the
total, 367.million rubles (Narkhoz 1978, p. 532).

Depreciation in agriculture is the sum of repotted deductions in
agriculture (2.985 billioo rublesiVorkhoz 1978,-p. 532), a share of
the deductions by consumer cooperatives (0.006 billion rublessee
construction above);and deductions made by kolkhozy(1722 billion
rubles -CIA, GNP 1970,p. 49). Depreciation in communications is
from 'bid, p. 68. Depreciation/in transportUtionis the total reported
for transportation and communications (5.410 billion rubles
Narkhoi 1978, p. 532), less depreciation in communications (above),
.plus the-depreciation on Urban transportation recorded with the
communal economy (0.198 billion rubles-see services below).

Depreciation-in trade is the sum of reported deductions in retail
trade (0A43 billion rublesNarkhoz 1978,p. 532), supply and
sales (0.530 billion rublesIbid), agricultural procurement (0.228

-
billion rublesIbid), and consumer cooperatives (0.266 billion
rublessee construction above).

Depreciation in services is the sum of its compernents._
Depreciation in utilities is based on a distribution of the capitil

Stock of the communal economy:

§motor (I r
Capital Stock on
1 January 1971
(million rubles)

(2)
Percent of
Column 1

Depreciation
(million
rubles)

total 7,784 100_0 626

Utilities ,951 50.8 31S

ater and 3,010 38.7 242

G_ 94 2 76

Transportation 2458 1.6 198

Subways 1,449 8.6 7

Trams and
buses

1,009 3.0

Electric powet 700. 9.0 56

Baths and
laundries -1

. 204 2.6 16

Hotels 471 6.1 38

Depreciation in repair and personal care is the slim of depreciation
irr baths and laundries (0.016 billion rublesabovc)and the
depreciation deducted from industry for repair and personal care
services as described above. Depreciation in recreation is the sum of
depreciation in hotels (0.038 billion rublesaboye) and a part of the

-depreciation recorded under -other branches" in the Narkhoz data
Other branch's is assumed to include parts of the recreation (art, and
resorts), science, credit and insurance, and other of



Table D4 (Continued)

Sources
.

to this table (Consinuedp _...--- __
material produttion sectors (0.659 billion nibleaNarkhor p. 53i).production
The other branches depreciation was allaate among. these sectors
based on some very tough-Capital stick estimates as folloWs:

_ Total_

Recreation

Rubles

.`0:659

r=0.266
Science , 0.185
Credit and insurance 0.162
Other branches of material production 0.046

3. Housing depreciation. Total-housing depreciation is from. Yu. V.
12eshekhonov. finansirovaniye obshchestvennikh

foridov poireblenlya.MosebW.'Finansy. 1978; p. 220. Housing
depreciation is not separately identified in the Narkhoz data
Instead it is-thought to be combined with the depreciation of the sec.
tors that operate thehonsing.-It is assumed here that housing
depreciation is distributed proportionally to employment in khozras-- ----
chef enterprises (column 1).

. 4. Depreciation net of housing depreciation. This is column 2 less
column 3except for thtotal. services. and -housing tines.- Housing
depreciatidn is the total line item in column 3. The total and service
lines are the sum of their parf..-



Table D-14

Distribution of Amortization DeduCtions by Branch of Industry, 1970

Fixed Capital

(1) (2) (3)
End 1969 End 1970 Average 1970
(billion (billion (billion
rubles) rubles) rubles),

(4)

Depreciation
Rate
(percent)

O (6) - (7)
Depreciation Structure of Adjusted,
(billion Depreciation- DepreCiation
rubles) (percent) Abillion -rubles

IndustrY, 207.9 227.6 214:795- 7.4 _-15.895 100.000 15.627

Ferrous metals 19.9 21.8- 20.565 7,2 1.481 9.317 1.456

Norikrrous metals 10.0 109- 10.315 8. 0.825 5.190 0.811

Fuels 27 29.3 27.805 8.6 2.391 15.042 2.35

Electric power 28.9 31.8 29.915 5 3 1.585 9.972 1.558 -
Machinery -44.2 49.8 46.160 7.7 3.554 2.359 3.493

Chemicals 163 18.7 17.140 7.0 1.200 7.550 1.180

Wood, pulp, and pape 11.2 12.2 11.550 10.0 1.155 7.266 1 36

ons ction materials 12. 7 12.790 8.0 s L023 6 4 6 .006

Light industry 8.4- 9.3 8.715 6.7 0.584 3.674 0.574

_IT Food industry_._:_ 18_250 _ 1.36 .6

Other industry 11.2 11.590 0.728 4.58 0.716

Sources for this
I. Fixed capiial-end.1969. This item represents the fixed capital
of industry in 1955 prices on 1 January 1970. All-values, except for
nonferrous metals and other industry, are from Constance B.
Krueger, USSR- Gross Fixed Capital, unpublished, May 1976,
table The capital stock of nonferrous metals is assumed to be
one-half that of ferrous metals. The capital stock of other indUstry
is derived as a residual. -

2. Fixed capital-end 1970. This item is derived in the-same
manner as column 1.
3. Fixed capitol-average 1970. Each entry is-computed as column
1 plus 35 percent of the difference between column 2 and column I.
This is the formula used by Gosplan to coinpute- the average value
of fixed capital and reflects fact that more than half of new
fixed capital is commissioned in the second half of the year
(lkazoniya, p. 27).

4_ Depreciation rate.This is derived from Narkhoz 1970, p. 171,
except for nonferrous metals and other.industry. Nonferrous metals
is determined froth the ferrous metals rate of 7:2 percent, and the
ratio of the nonferrous metals and ferrous metals depreciation rates
in the 1966 I-0 table. The other industry rate is deterinined as
column 5 divided by column 3.
5. Depreciation. This is column 3 times column 4 except for other
industry, which is derived as a residual.
8. Structure cif depredation. This is column 5 in percentage terms.
7. Adjusted dep;edation. Depreciation for total industry is derived
as the sum of reported amortization. deduction in industry (15.544
billion -rubles- Narkhoz 1978, p. 532) and amortization deductions
of consumer cooperatives on industrial capital (0.083 billion ru-
bles-sec the sources to column 2 of table D-13).



(3) (4) (6). (7)
Reported n Net Adjustment AdjUited Other Total
Profits (billion Profits Factor for Net Net .-- Profits
(billion rubles) (billion Industrial Profits Income (billion
rubles) . rubles) . Prolits (billion (b)llion rubles)

rubles) rubles)

us 55.695

Ferrous metals 3.999 0.238: 1761 .0.892 3.3_55

onferrous metals -1699 0.160 2,539_ 0.914 in I 2.32i

duels' 5/29 0.311 4.918 0.786 3.866 0 3.866 :

ectrie povver 3.601 0.214 87 0.731 -2.476 0 2.476

achinery` 13.850 0.823 3.027 1.089, 14.186 . 0 4.186

Chemicals 1 3.708 0/20 3.488 . 1.126 3.927 927

pulp,- and paper 2.579 0.153 _2.426 1/89 3.127 3.127 :

,construction materia 1,611 0.096 1.057 --_- 1.601 0. 1.601

tight industry 6.685 0397 6.288 6.28 62
industry 7.350 0,437- -6.913 0.998 6.899 0 6.899

Other industry 4.384. 0.261 .4.123 1,052 4339 , 0 4.339

Construction 4.736 - 0.282 -4.454 4454 0 4.454

Agriculture 4.935 .293 4.642 4.642 -7.8 2 12.494

T tion 10 .7 0.637 10.081 mos! 0 10.081

Communications 0.840 0.050 0390 0.790 0 0390

Trade, 5.737: 0.341 396 5.396 1/83 -6.679

rvi c 1. 60 0.111 1 349 1:749 - 0.428 ; 2.177
_

1-1 mg 0 0 . 0 0 o- o -.

til ti 0 70 0M46 0.724 0,724. 0 0.724

p8ir and personal care 0.400 0.024i 0:376 0 6 0 0.376

creation 0.040 3 0.002 0,038 0.038 0.428 M466

ucation, 0 0 0 0'

, Health o
0

0 "=

Science o 0.006 0.094 :0.09_4 0 0,094

edit and insurance 0.550 03 0 517 _ 0.517 0 0.517

overnmtnt adminisirative scrvices 0 0 0 0

General agriculturfil programs 0 0 0

Forestry 13 0

5.030 70.591 1

310 52.385

79.591

52 5 52.385

Mate administration
and the administrative
organs of social organizations

Culture. .

Municipal scrvic 0 0 0 ,, 0

Cvilian police 0 0 0 0

Military personnel 0 0 0 ' t 0 0 0

Other branches 0.100 0.006 0.094 0.094 0 0.094---.T,1=1==.



Sources to this table:
1. Reported profits. _Total profits are the reported value for all state The remainder (0.750 billion rubles) is divided arbitrarily as
enterprises (85.668 billion rublesNorkhoz, p. 541) less net insur- follows:
ance premiums (1.047 billion rublesC1A. GNF 19t0, Pi 46). The T0fai
values for eachsector are from Narkhoz 1977, Pp. 541 and 543
with the following exceptions:

Profits in the nonferrims metals sector are estimated in CIA, Credit and insurance
GNF 1970, p.-70. .

Profits in the electric power sector includeinclude the profits' of the urban
Other branches of-rnaterial

electric power system (0.137 billion rubles). profits are
production'

assumed to be included with the reported profits of the communal
economy (0.984 billion rublcs--Nrirkhoi 1977, p-. 541) which are
allocated based on some data forthe RSFSRris follows:

Science -

Total
Electric power

Other utilities

0.984

0.137

0.770

0.750

0.100

0.550

0.100

Repair and personal care- 0.002

Recreation 0.040

Urban transportation

Profits of the machinery; wood, pulp, and paper: light industry; and
other industry sectors are reduced by arbitrary estimates of proliti
in repair and personal care services. Total repair and personal care
profits are arbitrarily estimated at 0.400 billion rubles based on
scattered republic dats,,of which 0.002 are included in the profits
of the comrnuhal economy (above). The remaining amount is
distributed-as follows:

Total t
Machinery
Wood, pulp, and paper

Light industry
.

Other industry

0.398

0.037

0.008

0.277

0.076

2. Bonuses-. Total bonuses are from CIA; GNP 1970, p. 45. The to-
tal is distributed among the sectors Eased on the assumption that
the ratio of bonuses to _reported profits is the same in each rector.
3. Net profits:This column 1 less column
4. Adjustment for industrial profits. It is belieiled that the profit
data in the Narkhoz are reported on a ministry basis. The dati in
this coluMn represent the ratio of profits on a commddity basis to
profits on-a ministry basis in the branches of industry as estimated
in V. D. Belkin (ed.), Modei'-dokhod-toyary- t balans narodnngo
khozyaystva, Moscow, Nauka, 1978,
5. Adjusted `net pridits. This is column 4 times column 3 for the
branches of industry, column 3 for all other entries.
6 Other net income. The value for agrieulture represents the sum
of retained income and income tastes o co e farms (table D-3,
items IA and 3A). The values for trade and rccr = tion represent
the sum of retained profits and income taxes of sumer
cooperatives and other organizations, respectively.
7. Total profits. This issolumn 5 Plus column 6.

_ _ -

Profits in the other industry sector are computed as a reSidual.
Communications profits are from CIA. GNP 1970, p. 67.
Transportation profits are computed as total profits in transporta-
tion and communications (11:523 billion ruble%--Warkhoz 1977,
p. 541), less profits in communications (above), plus prAts in urban
transportation (above).
Trade, profits arc the sum of profits in trade, supply and sales, and
agricultural procurement.
Utilities profits are estimated as a share of the profits of thc
communal economy (above).
Profits in the science, credit and insurance, and other branches of
material production sectors are assumed to be components of the -
other branches category in the Narkhoz profit data The reported
profits of this category (1397 billion rubles Narkhoz 197.7, p.
541) are reduced by net insurance premiums (1.047 billion rubles).



Tabiep1

bution of Turnover and Othir Indirect Taxes by Sector of en; 1970

Billion Rubles

(1)

Turnover
Taxes

(2)
Other
'Identified
Indirect.
Taxes

Income
From
Foreign
Trade

(4).:
Other
Miscellaneous

- Charges

(5)
Subsidies

(6)
Total
Turnover
and Other
Indirect
Taxes

6 1 845 7.581 4.9 y22.553 _ 77.732

Indus 53.346 1.705 6.822 98 18.688 68.861

Ferrous metals 0.059 0 -0.717 0.295 0 0.363

Nonferrometals 0 0383 0.189 0.194.

Fuels 4.630 0 -0.763 0.600- 4.467

Bleotric power_

rMachinerli

0.477
260 _

-0,032
-0.312

0.238 0 0.663

3.200 1,820 -0.432 :5.768

Chemicals 0.494 0.391. -0.36 2.016

pulp, and 0.198 0.445 005 0.435 0 1.383

Construction materials 0.296 0 0.123 0.306 0 0.725

Light industry 17.795 6.736 6 -5.306 25.857 -

Food industry 25.283 0.820 1.121 -12 -110. 27.224

Other industry 0.914 0 0,1 4 0.267 -01475 .1.315

= x

Constructi 0 1.125 0 1.125

Agriculture 0.030. 0.683 3.123 0 3.836

Transportation
Centimunica ions

13

0

0 0
._-

1.121 0 1.121

0 0 0.107, -0.370 0.107

Trade 0 0 -0.530 0.726

Services 0.063 1.723 -2.845 .786

using 0.063 0 O. -2.0 194

Utilities 0 . 0 . 0.070 0.070

Repairandperso al'care 0 0.165 0 0.165

Re-creation 0.074 -0.759 0.074

ucatian 0

0

0 0

0

0.452

0 4
0 0.452

1lealth
0 0.241

fence 0 0 0 0.243 0.2_43

Cre it and insurance- 0 0.052 .052

Government adm rativeservices- 0 0 5 0 0.295

General agricultural programs 0 ,03 0 . 0.0_33.= ,

Forestry .

0

0

0

0,021

0.124

0.021.

State administration and the admin-
istrative organs of social organization

0
.

0.124

Culture 0 '0.039 0 139

.021
unicipal services 0.021

Civilian police 0.057 0 0.057

Military personnel 0 0 0 0 0

-0.170
Other branches ..0.047 0.076 0.047 -0.120

160

156



Sources to=ihis table:
1. Turnover tines. turnover taxes from table D-3, item

Of amount, 3.966 billion rubles is the difference between, --_
gross and net turnover taxes as reported in Gash; udzhet 1972, p.
14.- This difference representSiubsidies of various kinds paid from
tax receipts, mainly childreies clothing, The entire amount is
allocated to the light inddstry sector. The distribution of the net
turnover taxes (49.380 billion rubles) is estimated primarily from
two sotirces. Taxes collected in the machinery, light industry,- food
industry, and the petroleum part of the fuels sector are from P. E.
Kuchkin and N. N. Morozav, Chisay dokhod sotsialisticheskogo
-obshchestvo, Moscow, Finansy, 1974, pp. 155-156_ Taxes collected

he ferrous metals; electric power; wood, pulp, and paper;
truction materials; and the gas component of the fuels ctor

are taken or calculated from-data in A. Treryakova, Nalo d s
ohoroto v 1972, unpublished, T978. Taxes collected in the chemi-
cals sector are assumed to be 1 percent the total, and taxes
collected in the othmindustry sector Are calculated as a regidual.
2-Other-identified indirect taxes-The total, industry, and services
line items are the sum of their pSrts: The machinery line item is the
sum of price markups on radio and television sets and surcharges on
agricultural machinery (table D-3, item 3,f). The pulp, and

per and other branches line items are stumpage fees paid: by these
sectors for /harvested wood. The fees are recorded as forestry
income in the state budget (table D-3, item 3,f). Total forestry
income (0 492 billion rubles) is divided betweenthe waod, pulp, and
paper and the other branches sectors on the basis of data from the
1972 Soviet 1-0 table Which shows these fees ifs-isles of the forestry
sector. The agriculture line item is indirect taxes paid by kolkhozy
and sovkhozy (CIA, GNP 1970. p. 68). The housing line item is
rental payments-paid by the trade sector for.space in housing units
used for retail trade outlets.
3. Income from foreign trade. Income from foreign trade is based
on detailed estimates of foreign trade in 1970 valued in foreign

, trade rubles and the ratio of foreign trade prices to domestic prices'
by-input-output category. First the 1970 foreign trade data-in
foreign trade prices were allocated to input - output sectors based on
the procedures set out in Trend and Kostinsky, The Domestic
Value of Foreign Trade: Exports and Imports inThe 1972 Input-,
Output Table. Then the price ratios calculated in that report for
each 1-0 sector were used to convert the values in foreign trade -.-

prices to domestic prices. The two sets of data were then aggregated
from 1-0 sectors to GNP sectors. Each entry in this column
represents net imports in domestic prices less net imports in foreign
trade prices. The total exports and imports in domestic prices
calculated in this manner were slightly tlifferent from the values
published by Treml and Kostinsky: TZdomeStic price data were
scaledsproportionally to equal their control totals.
4. Other miscellaneous charges. Total other miscellaneous charges
are from table D-3, item 3,1. The total is distributed among all

,sectors on the basis of their shares in total value added leis this
item.

5. Subsidies._ Total subsidies and most of the line items are from
table D-3, item 4 The subsidy on agricultural machinery is
allocateerto the machinery sector the fertilizer subsidy to thE
chemicals sector :-and the processed feeds subsidy to the other
industry sector. The subsidy for price differences on the procure-
rrient of agricultural products by induitry is divided between the
light industry, food induitry,And trade sectors-based4n-the
detailed estimates in CIA, GNP 1970, p. 49. The_subsidies on wool
(0 14 billion rubles), cotton (1.15 billion-rubles), and half of the
subsidy on sunflower and other oil, seeds, heap; flax, kenaf,. and
hides (0.05 billion rubles) Were allocated to the light industry. The-
subsidy on fresh veietables was allocated to the trade sector. The
remainder (12.110 billion rubles) was allocated to theiood industry.
Payments from gross turnover taxes were allocated [alight indus
tnr. The subsidy on art and radiobroadcasting was divided between
the communications (0.370 billion rubles) and recreation (0.258
billion rubles) sectors. The 'subsidy for Price reduetions,in retail
trade was allodated to the trade sector. -The subsidies on-housing;
recreation, and the press were allocated to the housing, recreation, -

and other branches sectors, respectively.
b. Total turnover and other indirect taxes. This is the sum'of -

columns 1 through 4.



Appendix E

Conversiolt of 1970 GNP _-
From EStfiblished Prices
to Factor-Cost Prices

The 1970 GNP datajn establiiheiiiifiEnvert-
ed to factor -east prices in four steps: (1) arrangement
of the established-price data in a format compatible
with Soviet-Input-output (I,O) definitions, (2) conver-
sion of the established-price data tp producers' prices,
(3) estimation of a 1970 1-0 table in producers' prices
consistent with the= NP data and (4) use of the 170
table to convert the.,GNP data in producers' erica to
factor-cost prices. This appendix describes all four
steps. _

1-0 tables are used to associate changes in value
added-by sector of origin with changes in end nse
expenditures. The conversiorr from, established prices
tpfnc_tot7cpktRricesinyolves .(1) Oasiiraipaoon of
those elements of prices which do not reflect payments
for factors oproduction (land, labor, and capital) or -.
for goods and services used in the production process
and (2) the reestimation of payments for capital
services (profits and depreciation) to provide an equal
rate of return on capital in-all sectors. Because both
types of,changes involve the value-added component
of a sector's prices-, they directly affect the prices of
the goods produced by that.seetor, whether the goods
are delivered directly to final end uses or are pur-
chased by other sectors. Changes in value added;
therefore, change the prices of all final goods either -
directly or indirectly. Taking account of the direct
and indirect sources of price changes for the-elements
of GNP by end use requires information on.the
structure of each sector's purchases of intermediate
goods and services: It is this information which is
included in an table and which leads us to
estimate a 1970 1-0 table. (For-a description of 1-0
tables in general and Soviet 1-0 tables- in particular,
see Vladimir G. Treml, Dimitri M: Gallik, Barry L.
Kostinsky, and Kurt W. Kruger, The Structure of the
Soviet Economy: Analysis and Reconstruction of the .
1966 Input-Output Table, New York, Praeger Pub-
fishers, 1972.)1

Arrangik the Formai

The first step-in =the construction of a 1976 1 -0 table
is to fill in as much[ -of tpe table as possible with the
available information; In this case, the value-added
quadrant of the I-0 tablesan be filled in using sector-
of-arigin GNP data Values in the final demand
quadrant rely on end-use GNP data (For a discussion
of the relationship between GNPand an 1-0 table, see
Philip M. Ritz,- "The Inp-ut-Output Structure of the
0.S. Economy, 1972," Survey of Current Business,-
February 1981, pp. 34-37.) In addition, gross output
data can be estimated from published Soviet data

Putting the GNP data into a Soyiet I-0 table requires
two sets of adjustments. First, the definitions of

N! sectors often differ from the Soviet definitions
of the corresponding 1-0 sectors, and the data must be
adjusted accordingly. Second,- a Soviet 1-0 table
includes only the so-called productive sectors. we
therefore have to rearrange our GNP data for the
nonproductivisectors to conform with the Soviet
trerment of such data in t h e i r ! -0 tables. This
section summarizes these two adjustments.

In order to conform/with the definitions of Soviet 1-0
sectors we have made the following changes lo the
sector 7of origifl-GNP data in table D-6:

The value added of the repair and personal ca
.. .

services included in Soviet-industrial statistics was
transferred to the machinery; wood,.pulp, and pa-
perlight industry; and other industry sectors.-

The value added of the utilities sector connected
with water and sewage services was transferred to
the other industry sector, and the value added
connected with .urban gas distribUtion was trans-
ferred to the transportation sector.



The output of the forestry sector is redefined. In our
GNP accounts, ,the entire output of the forestry
sector is treat ellts a final exriendittrie and the
stUmpage fees paid by the wood, pulp, and paper
and other branches sectors are included in the value
added of these sectors. Soviet .1-0 tables define the
stumpage fees as sales of the forestry sector. Sales to
final demand by forestry are the difference between
the gross output of the sector and first quadrant
sales.

The general agricultural programs, sector was aggre-
. gated with the agriculture sector and redefined. It

appears that this activity is reflected in an I-0 table
ihvalue added as a subsidy rather than as a final
demand expenditure.

The subsidy on fresh vegetables, part of the value
added of the trade seetoin GNP, is transferred to
the agriculture sector.

The productive and nonproductive portions of the
transportation and communications sectors were
estimated and regrouped to form a-productive trans,
portation and communications sector and a separate
nonproductive sector.

The value added-in the ferrous and nonferrOus _

metals branches was aggregated to match the ag,
gregate metallurgy-Sector in the 1972 1,0 table.

Income from foreign trade was- deleted. ,annually published production and price indexes. The

to be made. In disaggregating the expenditure catego-
ries, the allocations followed Soviet 1-0 definitions, as
did the allocations of value-added data.:

In addition, several modifications were Made to the
GNP data, and some estimates were made of-missing -

data: .

A- subsidy was added for private housing compara-
ble to that for public housing. Imputed net rent was
increased by the same amount, leaving the value
added of the housing sector unctan'ged.
The value added'Of the food industry was divided
into four subseetors to match the end-use expendi%
tures on food. -

The intermediate sales of services were estimated.
The services involved are credit and insurance,
-repair and, personal Care, recreation,-and nonproduc-
tive transportation and communications:
The structure of expenditures: for goods andservices
by the non-productive service sectors was estimated.

In the second adjustment `nonproductive service see-
tors_werexmoved out of the interindustry quadrant.
This produces additional rows in-the value-added
quadrant showing the sales of services to other sectors

. and additional columns in the final-dernandrquadrant
showing the purchases of goods and services by the
service sectors.

The gross output of each productive sector in purchas-
-ers' and prbduCers' prices can be estimated from
similar data in the 1966 and 1972 I-0 tables and

The end-use GNP data show total expenditures for
various goads and services but do not show which
sector of the economy produced them. Thus, the end
use data must be disaggregated in.order to ,fill in the
final-demand_quadrant. Each column in the con-
structed final-demand quadftrt shows the expendi-
tures for a given en&use 'category of GNP Each row
shows the sales of an I-0 sector to each end-use
category. In many cases, such as transportation, all of
the end-use expenditures represent purchase; from the
sector of the same title. In other cases, such as soft
goods, most expenditure,s were for the outPut,of one
sector (light industry in this case). In a few cases, such
as inventory change, essentially arbitrary choices had

gross output Of an I-0-sector can be estimated for any
year between 1966 and 1972 in current producers'
prices by multiplying the 1966 gross,,,output from the
1--0 table times the constant-price production index
and the price index published for that sector.-this was
done -for each sector for 1972 and theresults were
compared with- the corresponding data from the 1972
I-0 table: -The two .1972 gross-output estimates were
quite-close in all cases. A correction factor was
computed which would equalize the two estimates!
Then the sverage annual rate of growth of the
correction factor was used in conjdnction with the
1970 productiort'and price indexes to estimate 1970
gross output iif;-producers' prices.



The-1970 gross output of each sector in purcnasers'=
prices'was then estimated using the gross output in-
prodtieer? prices, turaover tax and subsidy data from
the 6NP-accountsi'rid transpdrtation and trade data
from the 1972 1-0-table. The gpais output of each
ector in both prices is shown in the following
bulation:

Gross Output in Gross Output in
Producers Prices Purchasers' Prices

y
Fuels
Electric Po
Machine
Chemicals

, pulp, and

(billion rubles) (billion' rubles)

7.076 40.542
34.478 -
12.011

92.800 101.459

22.442

Construction mate
Light industry
Food indirstry

Animsj-products

er

Basi

22.414
19.419
15.990
62.988
90.489
45.961
1/527

Bove ages
Other iidustry
Consmiction

24.700

- 23.196
21.926
78:8_43

735

396
19,539

6.235 749-

15.766

2.621

\ 67 522
x.800
0.23

25.700

Agriculture
Forest_

-Transportation,and

Trade
Other branches

39.051

13.626
- 67,600

109.295

0:636
25,700

700
3.800

The gross outputs of the service sectofs were derive
from the GNP data.

The result of Hof tfie adjustments and estimates
tiescribed above was a 1.970 I-0 table with theyalue-
added and final-demand 9uadrants, the gross ohiputs,
and a few elements of the interindustry quadrant
filled in. The remainder of the interindustry quadrant
was blank.

Converting the GNP Data to Producers' Prices

The-1972 Soviet 1-0 table was compiled and pub-
lished in established or purchaser? prices. The parts
of the 1970 table not filled in s described in the .

pevioas-sectiOn are estimatea by assuming tnat tne
relationships among the various: element8 of the table.
in 1970 are similar to, the same relationships-in 1912.
The Soviets published only part of the 1972 I-0 table.:
Western-expefts.reconstructed the unpublished en-
tries and 'converted the-entire table'to producers'
rices by eliminating turnover-taxes ancPsubsidfcs and--

by separating the costs of transportation and trade
services from the piirchase price and ihowing the rnsio
a separate expense. Producers' prices are a more
accurate refledtion of the structure of production costs'
in each sector and provide a better basis for estimat-
ing,thecost structurq for 1970. Since the eliminationr
of turnover taxes and subsidieS is also partof the
convosion to factor-cost prices; it is expedient to
convert the data in the partially completed =1970 I-0
table to producers' prices before completing the table.-.
This, price change is described here.

the I-0 data are converted from purchasers' prices to
pfkrilucers' prices in four steps: (I)- turnover taxes and

__ _ , _ , . _ , _ _,

Other fdis are-deleted, (2) transpoitAtiofiind commu-
nications expenses are reallocated, (3) trade and distri-
bution expenses are reallocated, and (4) the value .

added and gross output in each sector are increased,
by the value of any subsidies given to the seetore
Turnover taxes and other fees form part of the
purchasers' price of a good as an element of value

-added and need ta 13esitbtradted from-the value added
and gross output of each sedtor. Total turnover taxes
and other fees are 54,606 billion rubles, the sum of
turnover taxes (53.346 billion niblestable D-3, item
3,e), price marktips on radio and television setr(0.510
'billion rubles -table D-3, item 3,f) and surcharges on
spare parts for agricultural machinery (0.750 billion
rublestable p-3, item 3,0. -The distribution of tuna-
over tax sector shown in table D-16. The price
markups radio and television sets and the sur-
charges on spare parts for agricUltural-machinery are
part of the valy.Ladded olshe machinery sector. The
same value ataxes anfe ees also had to be removed
from each sector's sales to preserve the equality
'between total output and input. In order to subtract
the, taxes and fees from the rows of. the I-0 table, it is
necessary to estimate the distribution of the taxes of
each sector as an elemen4of the sales to each sector or
to a category of final aernand. For this, it was

88=882: 82 - 12



-_ __ -

assumed that the same distribution of taxes estimated
for the 197.2J-0 tableis also valid for 1970. The taxes
included in rinaWemaiid values are then subtracted
directly. The taxes paid by each sector when it
puraases material inputs are Subtracted from each
entry in that sector's column akih5I-0 table, -

summed,- arid placed in a new-row-m-thc-value-added-
quadrant. The new row is necessary to preserve the
equality'between a sector's output and input.

The purchase price of any ,good includes the transpor7
tation expenses necessary to deliiier the good froin the
producer to the purchaser. Since this expense is not
real cost of production and can be highly variable'
depending On the transportation mode and thelype
and location of the purchaser, a better estimate of the
structure of production costs is qbtaihed by subtract
ing this transportation expense_The cost of transpor-
tation still exists, but is now shown as a separate
purchase in the transportation row.

If a-corriPlete Purehasers'PriCIS:tableis-iiiilible, the
reallocation of transportation expenses is simple. First
the value of each sector's purchases of transportation
and communications services is deleted and the value
of-its gross output is reduced by the same amount.
This value represents the amount paid by the produ.c-
ing sector for the delivery of its output to purchasers.
Then the same value is removed from that sectors
row by assuming that the proportion of transportation
and communications expenses in each sector's sales is
equal. For example, if a sector's purchases from the
transportation sector in purchasers' prices is equal to
5 percent of its gross output, then-it is assumed that 5-
percent of that sector's sales to each other sector and
to final demand represents transportation expenses.
The values removed from-all of a sector's material
purchases are summed and entered as a single pur-
chase of transportation and communications services.
This value represents the` - amount paid by the product -
ing sector for thb delivery of its material inputs.

In this case, a complete purchasers' pricesitable is not
available. Therefore, it was assumed that the prepor-.
tion ofeach sector's sales that represented transporta-
tion and communications services in 1970 was the

-same as it was in 1972. The transportation,puretias-es
by each sector were then, summed and compaped with
the gross w,utput of the transportation and communi:-
cations sector. The calculated ainoant, 27.1 billion
rubles, was 5 percent higher than the publiShed gross

- outran, (25_7 billion---Narkhoz:1978, p. 41). All of the
1972elransportation rates were lowered by 5-percent
to remove the discrepancy, and the calculations were
repeated.

The trade a d distribution expenses were reallocated
using the sa e procedure as for transportation. This
operation is slightly more Foniplicated becaase there

. tre sharply different markups for wholesale trade,
retail trade, and agricultural procurement services.
AgalE the rates used for the 1972 1-0 tablerwere
assuind to be valid for 1970, and the gross output of
the trade sector was calculated. Again, rhelesulting
total was 5 percent greater than the gross output of
the trade sector. The same proportionakreduction of
the 1972 traddand distribution rates, was, used to
remove ethe discrepancy

Subsidies were removed in an analogous manner to
turnover taxes and other fees. Thesubsidies.row in the
-value-added quadrant was deleted, and the gross-
outputof eac ctor was increased by the same-
amount. The sa- amount was-then allocated among

-purchasing sectors an a.I deritarid; using the diStri:
bution of the correspondinisubsidies in-the 1972-1-0
table. Finally, the estimated Subsidies-received by
each sector Onits'inaterial purchases Were summed
and entered as -a new row in the value-added
quadrant.

970 Input-Output Table

-The computationdescribed-in the previous two sec-
tions produced a partial 1970 1-0 table in producers'
prices. The remaining parts of the table were estimat-
e(' based on the assumption that all production rela-
tionships should be as similar as possible to what they
were in )972 and yet beconsistent with the data
already filled in.



i Mathematically,-the unknown-parts of the table are ,
estiniated by minimizing -the sum of squared'diker-
mites between the correspondini entries orthe-197f-
and 1970 1-0 tables. If x(ij) is the value of the sales of
sect& i to sector j in 1970 andy(i,j) is the same sales
in 1972, then the following is minimized:

n
S

1=1 j=

subject to the constraints that:

n
Zx(1 )=C(j),-and

1-1 .

n
(2) Ix(i,j)=R (i),-v?hete

j 1 =

C(j) is the coluMn sum of sector j (gross output less
value added and ether estimated purchases) and R(i) is
the row sum of sector i (grass output less final-demand
and other estimated sales). The Minimum value of is

determined by the equations:

(3) x =y(iX1-1-N(1)+A(j)), where

h(i) and g(i) are Lagrangian multipliers. Substituting
each equation (3) into equations (1) and (2) prduces-a
system of 2n-1 linear ,equations in 2n-1 unknowns (the
Lagrangian multipliers), where n is the number of
sectors in the 1-0 table (19 in this case). The values°
he Lagrangiarr multiplier'can then be substituted

into each equation (3) to determine the actual
each cell-in the 1970 I-0 table. Fora detailed

description of this and other methods of estimating
1-0 tables see John Pitzer, An Analysis of Technital
Change in the Soviet Economy: An Applicafion of
Soviet Input - Output Tables (Ph:D. dissertation,
American University, 1980).

Estfilafing GNP in factor:Cost Pkces6 "
The = preceding scetions have-d_escribehd the estimation.
of GNP in praducers'.pricts and a complete. i970
Soviet -I-0 table. In order to complete the conversion
to factor-cost prices,-it is necessary to eliminate the

. -remaining-elements of value added which do not
represent a payment to a factor of production, esti-
mate the' apital stock of each sector`, and replace
Soviet profits witka capital charge which provides an
equal rate of return in-each sector. All of these '
changes directly affect value added-. The I-0 table is
needed to compute the-direct and indirect impact of
the value-added changes on end-use GNP.

-. 1....
In arty I-0 table, the sum of a sector's material
purchases and value Added equal its gross autpu or:

n

X(j)== lx(i,j)--1-w(0-1-d(j)+Z(j), where
i=1

X(j) is the gross output of sector j, w(j) is the labor
income earned in sector j, d(j) is the depreciation in
sector j, and Z(j) is all other value added in sector j.
As in previous estimates of Saviet GNPn factor-cost
prices, it is' assumed that w(j) and d(j) adequately,
r-epresent their_ respective-variables. It is desired to
compute a uniform rate of 4etlirn on each sector's
capital stock., r, and to reprice the output of all sectors
lo accommodatethis uniform return. Equation (4)
now becomes

p()(0)1 -Fd(j)-1-rK(j),

whe s the price change requitedin sector i, and -

K s the capital stock of sector j.

ake two further refinements. First, the capital
ock-of pach'sector is disaggregated to show how

much was produced by the machinery, construction,



and agriculture (livestock) sectors, and each portion of
capital stock is revalued according to the price

variable, p.(i), of the sector producing the' capital.
Second', the constraint is added that factor-cost GNP
must-equal established-priCe GNP. These refinements'
produce the system of equations:-

_ .

.
(state administration and the administrative organs of
social organizations, culture, health, education, forest-
ry, Municipal services, gerleral agricultural progrms.,-
and civilian police) was given a rate of return one-half

--that Of the other sectors.

With equations (6) and (7) solved, and the-entire i;0_
(6) p(j)X6)-- Z- (j)÷d(j)±rZp(i)K( table repriced in factor-cost prices, the only-step

i remaining was to rearrange the data Ln accord with
our definitions of GNP sectors. In effect, the adjust-

w(j)-1-d(j)-Fr Ep(i)K(ij)GNP (established prices
i 1

here k(ij) is the amount of capital produced by
VeCtor i and owned by sector j.-

There are n equat
_

for a thjqf
6) and one equation (7),
ri upknown price

nkitoihri intcreit,variable
cjuatian(6) is nonlinear; however,

and the system must be solved by iteration.--

The capital data -were derived principallyfas,
-e-stimates by,anst_ pee B. Krueger of capital stock by;atjar Seam: IW:1 os (USSR: Gross Fixed
capital hed, 1976)- Capital stock of the

services were estimated primarily from data in
Rutgayzer, Resursy razvitiyaltzeproizvodstvennay
ffery, and other monographs on the service sector.
Imputed depreciation was also added for capital stock
for -which the Soviets do not cbmpute amortization
deductions-(primarily the capital used-by budget
organizations).

In order to Make our accounts more comparable to
'those of OECD countries,_a comprothise between the.
theoretical standard 'of an equal rate of return an --
capital in all sectors and the.OECD practice of not
imputing any return on government capital was---r
adopted. In the version used here, the capital stock of
the housing sector and of the government sectors

ments described ih the first section of this appendix
were made in reverse order. The result is a- Western--
atyle 1970 I =C? title with_GNP by end use and by
sector of origin in factor-coSt prices as two of its
components.

I
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Summary

An Lndex of Industrial
Production in the USSR

Measures of industrial prod_ uction are- needed to gauge the pace of Soviet"
economic development and to calculate more general measures of economic
activity such as Gross National Product. Because the official index is
believed to have an upward bias, synthetic indexes of industrial production
(SPIOER) have been constructed by the CIA to avoid the pitfalls of the 'of-
ficial indexes.

The indexes provide an empirical picture of Soviet industrial development,
since 1950 (figure 1). Industry recorded impressive growth in the fifties as
the Soviet 'economy rebuilt from World War II by rapidly boosting output
in the machinery and construction materials branches. Beginning in 1960
the growth rate of industrial production declined precipitously, stabilizing
at a slower rate before a new period of declining growth rates began in the
mid-1970s.

Average Growth of Industrial Production Average Annual Percent

SPIER Official

-1951-59
1960-75

1976-80

12.0:
6.3 ,_8.2

3.4 4.4

SPIOER indexes ard. based on a sample of three- -types of Soviet reporting:
physical output series, constant value series, and official indexes of gross
output.' Physical output series, when available, are preferred because they
avoid the distortions of disguised inflation. The products included in the
index sample are classified by input-output sector and aggregated using
1 July 1967 price weights.

Gross output is the value of production of an economic unit, such as an enterprise,
ministry, branch, or all industry. In general, gross output represents shipments from the-
enterprise adjusted by inventory changes.
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To combine sector indexes into indexes for the branches of industry, we use
a 1972 input-output table for the USSR to derive value-added weights

bin the branch." The branch indexes are further aggregated into indexes-
or industrial materials, machinery, consumer nondurables, and total

industry. The amounts of vall added in each branch in 1970 (at factor
2 .

cost) serve as tl eights.'

Machinery production is treated differently because of the need for indexes
for machinery components. Samples are created for nearly every machirt--
cry sector in the input-output table, and estimates of the total value added
for each sector arc allocated tween producer and consumer durables

An input-output table is a data trix that records for a given year the technological rela-
tionships between the varictus sectors of an economy. Along the columns, it gives the
structure of inputs of materials, labor, and capital necessary to prOcItice a given volume of
output. Along the rows, it shows how the output of a given sector is distributed among the
various incinstries and final consumption.
Waiue added-is gross output less intermediate inputs consumed. More specifically:value
added includes Profits, wages, depreciation, and other payments to the factors of production
plus indirect business taxes and subsidies (as a negative income).



Production. The two sets of value-adde weights for each machinery sector
are applied to the various sector outPlit tridexes.to compute separate output
series for the two types of durables:These Series are then combined with
estimated military durable production to arrive at an index for-total
machiner;dutput.

Several tests have been performed on the synthetic indexes fot reasonable-
ness in terms ofconsistency with collateral information, the representative7_
ness of the:sample, and biases in the basic data. Although, as expected, the
synthetic indicator of industrial progreSs shows slower growth than the
Soviet official index, theconfigurations of trends-are sithilar in both
indexes. The consistency is best for themost recent period, where gross dis-
tortions in official data seem less than_ in the past. Trends in the most im-
portant segmenfof industrial outputpibducerdurablescan be com-
pared to the key end,use component of investment in machinery and
equipment. When this comparison is made,-the two series match closely.

The data are inadequate to test directly for the representativeness of the
samplea crucial factor in establishing the legitimacy oT any indexThe
-high share_of the_ total productioncovered:bythe sample in J972the year
of the most recent input-output table, Which provides information on the
total volume hi productionsuggests that it is representative. The.samples
for six of the 10 branches of industry represent more than 60 perceht of to-
al branch output in 1972. Co'verage is poorest in nonferrous metals. and

chemicals and petrdchemicals.

In another test of the SPIOER's accuracy, the industrial. growth implied by
the 1959, 1966; and 1972- input-output.tables was compared with the
growth registered by SPIOER indexes over the same periods. The SPIOER
samples generally grow more slowly: This could suggest some downward
bias in theprnthetic indexes, but the discrepancy could alSo result from us-
.ing the spurious official price indexes to deflate the input-output tables to
constant prices to arrive at 'comparable" growth' rates with the synthetic
indexes.

SPIOER's reliance on gross output rather-than value- added indexes could
be an important source of bias but does not seem to be. We in effect are as-
suming at the settor level _that the ratio of value added to grosS output has-
remained constant. Analysis of the gross output and value-added compo-
nents of the input-output tables for 1959, 1966, and 072 suggests-that the
error resulting from this assumption is. not serious.

.

The performance of SPIOER is least satisfactory in controlling the biases
in the basic data_ Series that measure output in quantity terms almost
certainly understate the true growth rate because they fail to account for



niProveinentsin quality and changes in product mix. While this conceptu- -

al prOblem applies to nearly all the quantity series, it undoubtedly is most
serious in the machinerY branch. Similarly, disguised inflation that enters
the value series, usually under the guise of new-product pricing, leads to an

managersoverstatement of growth. This occurs wherenterprise s make
_minor modifications to an existing product to justify a price higher than

- would be warranted by the marginal improvement This problem is most
acute in the machinery branch, especially' in producer durables where the
value series havea large weight and grOw nitich faster than the physical
output series. On one hand, evidence suggests that the quantity series may
bias the growth rate for selected machinery products downward by as
much as 1 percentage point per year; the 'bias in quantity series for other
branches probably is smaller.-On the other hand, indications exist that
disguised inflation in the value series in our machinery sample may display
growth trends that are biased upward by as much as 3 percentage points
per year (The value series are not a. significant problem in other laranehes
because of their infrequent use and small weight.)

As for the net effect of these biases, if all the difference in growth rates, be-
tween the value-and physical-series in-the producer durables sectot;-where

, the problenis of bias are the worst, were actually attributable to inflation,
the SPIDER index would overstate machinery growth by a maximum.of
1.2 percentage points per year and overall industrial' growth by 0:3
percentage point. But the machinery inflation ias is probably much less
because the quantity series, by understating gr wth, partially offset the
upward biases of the value series.



An Index of Industrial
Production in the USSR

ntroduction

Any attempt to assess Soviet economic development
and to measure aggregate economic activity, requires a
reliable measure of industrial production. The official
measures prepared by Soviet statistical agencies are
unreliable by Western Standards, so independent esti-
mates are necessary' The CIA's Office of Economic
Research-Indexes of Soviet Industrial Producti6n

This paper first describes the updated SPIOER proce-
. dures.-ThOmvised methodology is described.in terms

of the taxonomy-of the individual indexes, the stand-
ard approach, the special cast of machinery, the
computation of the total industry indei. The nex
section presents the indexes and discusses th
of industrial-growth frotn. 1950 to 1980.-in
section both the indexes and the samples.are s ected
to several tests to determine their reasonablenes

(SPIOER) circumvent-weaknesses inherent in official
statisti . These indexes, first published in 1963, have
been re iced over the years to improve the methodolo-
gy an_ adjtist to data availability.'

..

T1,-- current revisions, like their predecessors, adept as
el the Federal Reserve Board's industrial pro-

tion index-for the United-States; The revised
me hOdology enhances SPIOER's -compatibility with
the structure of Soviet input output tables and makes
the SPIOER branch indexes mote,comparable in
scope with official time series. Frequent changes in
reporting procedures a persistent problem with Sovi-
et datamake earlier versions of the indexes less

..
representative with time and force an inappropriate
reliance on obsolete data Therefore, this revision of
SPIOER tries to conform to current Soviet reporting

The Revised Methodology

practices. -

The problems of the official Soviet measures are discussed in CIA
Companne.Plannea' and Actual Growth of Industrial Output in
rCentrally Plannea' conornie.r. ER 80-10461 (August 19.80).
' Descriptions ot the changing methodology behind these indexes
have been published over the ypars. For example, the writings of the
late gush V: Greenslade are especially prolific on this topic. In
particular see "Industrial Production Statistics in the USSR," in

Vladimir G-Treml and-John P. Flardt, eds. -, Soviet EconoMic
Statistics. (Durham: Duke University Press, 1972), pp. 155:194;
with Wade Robertson, "Industrial Production in the USSR,"
Soviet Economic Prospects foe the Seventies,'US Congress, Joint
econbmic Committee (Washington, D.C.:-Government Printing

.Office, June 27, 1973), pp. 270-282; and ''The Real Gross National
Product of the USSR, 1950-75, Soviet Echnomy.in a New
Perspective. US Congress:Joint Economic Committee (Washing-
teni, D C: Government Printing Office, October 14, 1976), pp. 269,-
300. See also F. Douglas Whitehousi and Ray Converse, "Soviet
Industry: Recent PErformande and Future Prospects," Soviet Econ-
omy in a Time Change. vol. 1. US Congress, Joint Economic
Committee (Washington. D.C: Government Printing Office, Octq-
her 10, 1979), pp. 402-422. 7

Taxonomy of the Industrial Index
The revised industrial`production index uses a five-
tier stratification of industry:

Individual products, for example, iron ore.-
Input-output sectors, for example, ferrous ores.

- Branches of industry, for example, ferrous metals.
Major industry groups, for example, industrial

' materials.
Taal industry.

The process of going from product samples to an.
index o_ f total industrial prodUction is summarized in
figure 2. Product-data are aggregated into sector
indexes using 1 July 1967 prices as weights. That is,output of a given product in physical units is multi-
plied by its July 1967 price, and the value is summed
together with like,values for other products of the
sector to obtain a value from which a sector index can
be calculated. Branch indexes are calculated from
sector indexes using value added derived from the
1972 input-output/table in producer prices-to elimi-
nate the double-counting inherent in adding the value
of output of earlier stages of production to values at
later stagesfor example, adding the value of iron
ore to the value of steel. The aggregations from
branches to industry groups and finally to total
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Figure 2

A Capsule View of How

Produds Iv-
Products aggregated
with 1 July-1967 prices

car extanple:

Iron ore
Mangahese ore
(Each item is a
production series from
1950 to the present)

he-Indek Is Constructed"

P. Sectors.'"
Sectois aggregated
with value-added
weights 'derived from
1972 input-output table

1-Branches
Branches aggregated
with 1970 value-added
weights

ii-IFerrous ores
Ferrous metals
Coke products
'Refractory materials

whidustry group
Groups aggregated
with _1970 value-added
weights

IFerrous_metals.
Nonferrous metals
Fuel
Electricity
Chemicals
Wood, pulp, paper
Construction_materi 1

tqlodustrial mat9-riats
Machinery ir-Total industry
Consumer nondurables

industry are accomplished with independently derived
1970 value-added Weights based - on factor cost rather
than estabUshed prices

The advantages of classifying qtachinery production
by end-pise designation requir some departures from
this basic procedure. Individ machinery products
are divided into producer du ekand consumer
durables. In addition, estimates of output for the

',Established prices are the actual prices existing in the Soviet.
Union for transactions. We believe that these priCes are seriously
distorted because of indi-rect taxes and subsidies, and because
supply arid demand forces do not play a role in' price formation.
Therefore, we adjust the established prices to a factor cast basis so
that the prices will better represent the cost of the resources used in
production. This adjustment is done by eliminating subsidies,
indirec1. takes, and profits and imputing a capital charge.based on
each sector's stock of fixed and working capital. For a full
discussion of this procedure, see JEC. GNP, 195040.

defense sector -must be included. This then leads to
machinery subsectors and subbranches based on the
two classifications of durables produced. At the major
industry group level, n istinction is made and all
products are combine under a single machinery
group.

The-Product_Sample-Th major buildthg_blocks of
this indek are the 312 products that form the sample
of industrially produced goods,- These-products are
measured in one three Ways: physical quanta
values, or indexes.
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tion series expressed in physical terms. tons, square
meters, units of production, or some other convention-
al measure. Examples-of this type of data are tons of
coal, square meters of tile, ornumber of subway cars.
The series are then multiplied by actual or
pstiniateci 1967 enterprise wholesale prices to derive
constant price series:' -In some cases the raw product
data are adjusted by indexes of quality change in the
average or standard product over time. For example,
not only has Portland cement production increased_

. over time, but the output mix has steadily shifted in
favor of higher "marks-ngreater strength) of cement.
Raw figures for Portland cement production are
therefore weighted by both the 1967 wholesale price
and arrxjndex of average mark to account for the
improved quality of the product over time.

Of'ficial ruble value series reported by the Central
Sttistical Administration of the USSR (CSA) are
also used as sample elements. A few examples are the
value of-production-2f agricultural machinery, metal-
cutting,iftchine.toofs, and forge presses, Until recent,
ly these siriedweVe..aported in official 1967 wholesale-
prices, although earlier years were reported in 1955
wholesale prices. In 1976 the Soviets began to, publish
these value series in prices of 1 January 1975. The
official statistics have overlap in the different prices
for2a giv n year to permit an approximate linkage
between -earlier and later periods, so that a -
common p bais can be rnaintained.:Since the
physical output samples are weighted by 1 July 1967
prices, the new value indexes were linked backward to
estimate them in 1967 prices to conform with the
remainder of the sample.

wan 444t.4Gapu pa4S44u4 44446 tywuiw-jupLciy,
Addition, since these series include bothintermediate.
and final goods; they contain asubstantial amount of
double-couniing. to the extent that the magnitude of
double-counting has fluctuated over time, these series_
could be biased up or down.

The third kind of productionsmeasure consists of gross
value of output (GYO) indexes prepared by the
Soviets for various product groups such as mineral
chemi6.1s, repair oPmachinery, and metal sfructterals.
They aie.supposed to represent the aggregation of all
out in given branchsometimes including work
in process and major repairs..These indexes are
subject to even greater limitatisns than the CSA
value series.'_Therefore, they are.Used only to fill out
the sample in some crucial areas Vhere better indica-

_tors are lacking.

Although each line item in the SPIOER sarnfile
ostensibly consists of a production entry for every year
since 1950, the-quality of coverage isnot uniform-
Some gaps in coverage exist for. the earlier years,
especially during the 1-950s. These gapsTit_three
categories: missing intervening observations at irregu-
lar intervals, series that begin several years after 1950
despite production during earlier years, and items not
produced in earlier years.. The extent !of the resulting
problems and procedures to circumvCnt them vary by-
type of gap.

Thete rubles series, however, must be used with
caution because' many of them contain a large degree-
of concealed inflation'_ The products in this category
are usually machinery items subject to the problems
of new-product pricing: Some share of the reported
growth arises from the use of first t5m"porary prices
and then permanent prices that are substantially

' See the section Biases in the Basic Data- for a fuller treatment of
the new-product piicing phenomenon.-It has beenwidely discussed
in the literature. In particular; sea Abrahain S. Backe,' Ruble Price
Levels and Dollar-Ruble Ratios Of Soilet Machinery in the 1960s,
Report R- 1063 -DIRE (Santa Monica, California;-The Rand Cor-
poration, 1973); Joseph S. Berliner, The Innovation Deciiion in
Soviet Industry (Cambridge, The MIT Press, 1976); Padrna De.sai,
On Reconstructing Price, Output and Valge,Added Indexes in

Postwar Soviet Industry and Its Branehes,'0Aford Bulletin of
Economics and Statistics (Februari1978): pp. 55-77; Ceinral
Intelligence Agency, An Analysis of the Behavior of SoviZt Ma-;2
chinery Prices. 1960-73, ER 79-10631 (December 1979); and James
E. Steiner. Inflation in Soviet Induitry and Machine Building and
4fetalworking (MBMW). 1960-1975. SAM 78-1042 (Working pa-
per, July 1978).
' As an index, the output data are expressed only as a proportion of
-Another year. The publication of indexes with :!it ferent base years
and-in extrem rounded farm limits accuracy. In addition, an
index cannot Wscaled to compare its relative importance with
activity elsewhere in the economy.
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issing intervening years are the most Common type
of gaps in the SPIER data. A typical series is fairly
complete except for a few years when the.relevant -
production data fail to appear in either an edition of
the Narodnoye khozyaysivo or in one of the two
editions of.the statistical compendium Promyshlen-
nom'. In-general several benchmark observations are
available for these seriesmost often for 1950, 1953,
1955, 1958, and 1960although the precise coirfign-
ration of benchinarks varies from series lo seriest-This:
problem affects around 50 of the statistical series or
about 15 percent of the sample. Almost all of these
cases aretoncentrated in three branches of industry:
ferrous metals, processed food, and machinery. In all
instances of this kind, years between benchmarks are
interpolated by assuming that the annual rate
of growth between benchmarks is constant. Since we
have little interest in year-to-year comparisons' during
the 195©s,'this procedure shodld not introduce a
significant distortion.

The second type of gap occurs when'Soviet statistical
authorities fail to extend a newly pdblished.series
back in time This is potentially a more salons
problem because extrapolation of edata series to

ete it involves more uncertainty than interpola-
tion. However, this problem is limited to les-s than 20
series or about G5 percent of the sample. About three=
fourths of these occur in the machinery branch.
Several different approaches are used to adjust the
series depending on the availability of other informa-
tion. For example, production data on three different
types of boilers are published in different units for
earlier years only. A year in common is used to splice
the seriestogether, and then-extend the desired series
backward. The index series for printing machinery
and equipment does not extend back to 195Q; so
quantity production series available in the earlier
years for two types of printing-equipment-are used to

`extend the full series. For some- ruhle'series and index
series in the sample, statistical correIations- between
(CVO branch indexes and precinct series are used to
extend the product series. Sack in time. Metalwares,
metal structurals, light industry and processed food
industry machinery and equipment, and. mineral
chemicals are examples where this procedure is used.
In a few instances=furniture, logging and paper

machinery, niachinerY repair, and carpetingthe -
series are merely extrapolated backward assuming a
constant averagl annual rate of growth equal ,to the
rate for the first five years for which data were
published.

The assimilation of new products into SPIOER poses
a different statistical problein who-se treatmera de-

. perids on the type of data series usbd for the new
product. In most cases the line items in the sample are
so aggregated that -a new product merely falls within
the rubric of an existing broader classification. Phys-
ical product series often .cannot be adequately disag-
-gregated to account for the effect-of nevrProducts and
a changing product mix. This can be a serioui handi-
cap because the entire output of a given commodity or
commodity class bulldozers to construction machin-
ery, for examplehas to be given-a single 'erage or
representative unit, price for the entire period. Other
examples of quantity series -in SPIOER wherenew
products are included in output statistics, but where
the average" price niay not fully reflect-them are-
synthetic plastics and resins, synthetic knits and
bers,-and'scrapers.

In those instances where the SPIOER disaggregation
accounts -specifically for new products=such as frac-

.' tors, automobiles, and trucks=another procedure
used.- If the-product is considered essentially;pew, It is.
added into the sample at its 1967 price or its first
permanent price for .models introduced after 1967. If

. the'product is considered'a modification of an earlier
model, production is'added to thecrutpuf-of the similar
model at the-earlier model's price.

The problem of accounting for new products does not
apply to the value and index series. Because these
series presumably cover all products in a given Gate-

-gory, they include new products and reflect changes
over time in the product mix. However, value series
also include the value of output of intermediate
products as well as the disguised,inflation mentioned
earlier.-All of these problems associated with the
treatment of new' products are discussed in detail later
in the paper.



In addition to gaps jrr coverage for the earlier years, -

there are numerous problems with the more rcent
data, which arc both-difficult to-quantify and-poten-
tially more_ serious. Du-ling the-past decade,-Soviet
statistical authorities have continuously reduded the
amount of informatibri.reported from one year to the
next. The "Industry" section in the latest Narkhoz,
for ckarriple, contains'only 80 pages in_contrast to the
142,pagps in the 197 edition. At least 10 percent of
the SP1OER series-published directly in the Narkhoz
in'1970 no longer appear thetc. Thus, greater reliance
must be placeclon estimates based on other sources;
The information on which to base these estidiates also
has become more fragmentary, s© that theYstimates
are more subject to error. Since the Soviets ar'8 more
likely to delete publication of a series-vvhen.its growth
trend becomes unfavorable, SPIOER. estimates may
suffer from an upwardbias. Fortunately, the series
deleted from standard publication so far have not had
a major impact on the SPIOER sample, but the trend
issratentially_troublesome.

In terms of the absolute numbealf sampleltems, the
physical output series dominate=they ace-Mint for

,292 (94 percent) of the 312 statistical series in the
index. (See appendix A-1:for a listing of the sample.)
The CSA value series account for another 4 percent
and the GVO indexes comprise the remaining 2.
percent of the sample:Comparisons of the'absolute
number of sta -tical series are deceptive, however,
because some cries have significantly greater impact

. .

on the aggreg indexes than other. series. The
approximate are of each type of statistical series in
the indu i irtion of the .1972 Soviet Vput-outpuu
table weighted by value added is:

Type of Series

Quantity

Percent-

The relative importance of Value and index series
based on the shareof industrial output they represent
is three times acre than-their importance based -

sttictly lira a cant of the number of series used.
Nonetheless, quantify series still-have_much the larg-
est weight in the calculation of SPIOER indexes.

Sectors, Branches, and_Groups. The next' step-up in
the taxonomy of the industrial prOduction index-is the
input-output sector. This level is Based on the 88-
sector version of the 1972:input-Output table in-pro-
ducer prices, of which only the, first 81 sectors consti-
tute Soviet indostry".9 The remaining sectors consist -of
ndnindustrial activity such as agriculture, transports=
tioti_communications, and.retail trade. Adapting
SPIOER indexes to the input-output framework per-,
mits us to (1) compare our indexes with the 1959, _

1966, and-1972 input-output tables, (2) determine
changes in the production mix over time, (3)_jkidge the
representativeness of our sample, and (4) most irnpor--
tantly, employ,valuc-added weights at a fairly-disag7
gregated level. SPIOER product series currently rep-
resent all but 12 of the 84 industrial sectors ; Of the 72
sectors. covered, 58 sector indexes are determii'ed at
least partially-by quantity samples, 11 are partly
value series, and five are based s y on the CSA
gross value-of output indexes.

The level immediately above the input-output sector is
- -'the Soviet branch (otrosa.which is formed by.com

bining selected input-eutbut sectors. Branch-level in:-
dexes have three aaaritages!(1) the 10 major
branches are much more' manageable for analysis
th'an the numerous input-output sectors; (2) the
branch structure matches published Soviet data and,
therefore, facilitates'comparisorfs and tests of the
SPIOER indexes; and (3) value added at factor cost
can-be calculated fromkSoviet date-only at the branch

Including Excluding level or above in 1970the base year for CIA's +GNP
Unrepresented UnrepreSented
Products Products accounts.°

79.7_

CSA rubles 10.7 11,6

CSA gross, value of output' . 8.0 .8.7
index

Unrepresented " 8.0

a- Unrepresented producis are thoszitems lacking any SPIOER
counterpart- Some ex's plesof this are ca 'ble pr_ciducts, tools and
dies, and constructiop aterials machinery an&-equipment.

9The metal-producing sectors are an. exception. The 1972,recon-
structed input-output table combines ferrous metals, ferrous ores,
nonferrous metals, and nonferrous ores into one sector. This is
inadequate disaggregatton for our purposes. Thus, we use relation-
ships among thesi four sectors from the 1966 tablein 1970
producer prices to estimate value added in the four sectors in 1972.
For our purposes, therefore, the input-output table has 84 industrial
sectors.
''SeeJEC. GPIP, 1950 -80 ?.



Table I "1

,'
Share of Bradch Value Added In 1972 Accounted for
by Different Statistical Series

Branch Type of Series

_ amity CSA Value

-,Alljnditstry :- 73.3 10.7

::Fertaus metals 94.8
.

Nonferrritis metals 6 .7
Fuel 00.00

Blear lc pow r 100.00

Machine 5 18.5

Chemitels .77.4

Wood, pulp, and paper p'imiucts 78.4 16.7

Construction materials 100.00-=-2'

- Light industry: - 63.9 36.1

Pr -essed food 100.00

This category consists of industrial activity lacking any representa-
ticrn in SPIOER; such its nonferrous ores, cable prodtiett, and_tooLs
and dies.

As indicated Above, the mpact -of the lesS desirable
CSA value and index series on all industriafindexes is
confined to less than one-fifth of the weight. 'Ideally,

relative importance of each type of series would be
about the same in the various branches of industry as
iii the total, o that nit branch indqx would suffer more
from the biased sector indexes than-any other. Unfor-
tunately. thisis.not the case:Only aboutbne-half.of
the machinerY index. is accounted foy by quantity
series, nearly Due-fifth by value series, and approxi-
mately one-fourth by the least desirible GVO series
Other than.machin$ry, the impact of he value and
GVO series on branch- csffMates is quite limited (table
1). Only-in-light-industry do-value series-represent
more thaii one -third of total value."-

The highest level.of subaggregation is the major-
industry-group, which_ resembles the major compo-
nents of the Federal Reserve Board's index of US

industry" as used in- this paper differs from the standard'
light- industry versus, hcavy-industry dichotomy used ia the West.
An appropriate synonym for light industry in the present context is
soft -goodssonsistingbf articles such as textiles; clothing, and:,.

wear,

Percent

'5.2
37.3

23.9 4.3
4.1 18.7

4.9

industrial production (table '?). Sp OER has three
Major groups: industrial materials, total machinem
and consumer nonaurables.

Construction of the Standard Indexes
Alternative Approaches'. Meaiurement of output be-
comes a problera when the output of several diverse
products must-be con pined into one series. One
approach, and the basic method employed, in the
USSR, sums the values of the individual prlethIcts to
yield the grUss.Value of output (GVO). This index-
usually-appears in one of two variants. The first, the
gross turnover Of output (valovoy ohorot), includes
intraplagt consumptiqg of a plant's den products .

`calculated by summing the value of atput of individr
nal workshops within the Plant. Most Soviet produc-
`tion statistics that are published in physical, tilsttities
include intraplant consumption: A second vanant, the
gross product (valovaya produktSiya), removes mate-
rials and intthkedfate products fabricated -by work-
shops that are consumed within the plant: In general,



Table 2

SPIOER Industrial Groupings

usuial mister&
Nonferrous metals

Electric power
Chcmicals.and petrochemicals
Wood, pulp, and paper products
Construction materials
Civilian machinery

arises because the Output of the separate enterprises
will be combined by-gross-output weights rather than
value-a ded weights." . , ,_,

1--

The principal bias from dou_ble-counting,arises, how-
ever, from increasing vertical specialization in the
production of a given commodity. This causes: the
grosA output o an enterprise to rise faster than value
added. The bibs caused by this type of double-
counting is Particularly severe over time, ivhere the
economic structilre is rap_idly changing. By any-stand-
ard, Soviet industry has grown rapidly over the last
three decades and the deg_ree of specializatiod has
increased somewhat.

Consumer nondurables

Consumer durables
llitary machinery

Light industry
Processed food

"...,_production series reported in value erms are
computed on this basis.'

The gross-output method of Aggregation is mislead-
ing, however,because the values include some inter-
mediate pfbduct already counted elsewhere. For ex-
ample, thi4 procedure counts the value of coking coal
used in manufacturing-steel both in the output of the
coal induStry and in that of the steel industry. If the
steel is used elsewhere in industry', the coking coal will
be counted again.

If the amount of double- eounting of production is
constant and the industrial structure kis stable, then
-the bias in the coniputed growth -rate is minimal since-

, the growth rate of value added And gross output of
each-enterbrise will be nearly identical. A small bias

For adiscussion of the two types of gross output measures. see
M. R. Eydel'inan. Nteithrrarraslevoy bala*--obshchestvennago pro--
dukta (Moscow: Statistika 1966) pp 200-203 AFI ,Yezhav

oviet industry is notorious for its autarky. Because of
the vagaries of its distribution, system, enterprise and
ministry Managers want to control as much as possi-
ble the production and distribution of the material
inputs needed by their enterprises.- Enttrprises and
ministries_frequently produce goods that clearly are
not their specialty. Soviet,planners and academics
have long realized that ti-ti 4 excessive vertical integra-
tion hampers efficiency, and there have been numer-
ous campaigns over the years tb encourage specializa-
tion. To the extent these campaigns have been
efficacious, this- would increase double-Countineand-
the upward bias of gross output as a measure of the
growth of industrial production.

The construction materials industry is a prime exa
plc-of how a changing industrial structure causes
double-counting- to increase. At one time, most ce-
ment was shipped directly to the construction indus-
try. Soviet leaders decided; however, to "industrialize
construction" by fabricating as many construction
elementssuch as walls, bathroom units, and railroad
tracksas possible in a plan_ t instead of on site by the
constriction induitry. This means that much of the
cement is now converted into precast concrete pro-
ducts by other plants within the construction materi-
als industry, and a larger, share of-cement output is
now double-counted than fortnerly..

Sialistika prornysfiletrardtt; (Moscow!StatiStika, 1-9T7); Pp. 57-61, , - w
and Vladimir G. Trern1 Dimitri M. Gallik; Barry L. Kostinsky, and " For a discussion-01'0c biases of gross-output measures and,
Kurt W. Kruger, The Structure of the SaviehEcanualy,- Analysts dOuhle-counting, see Rush V: Greenslade, "Industrial Production
gird ReeonsiuaiOn a f the 1966 Input-Output Table, (New York: Statistics in the USSR," pp. 155-194.-
Praeger 7ublislicrc. 1972); pp 45-40.



Finally, industries with a high ratio of roa ri:: inputs

,to gross output are more susceptible to biascsimposeid
by double counting. This- means we would 0--zet a
greater danger of significant bias in the rticArernent
of machinery, chemicals, and construction prerials
output and a smaller bias in the remaining aches.

The preferred.measure for m t purposes is Nsum of
jcsavalue added by indu.stria or, where vauradded
equals gross value or output (2ka sector less rrchases
of goods and services from other sectors of ft.-
eConomy. Value added measures the net contribution
of a particular industry to national product.11is the
sum of profits, wages, depreciation, other payments to
the factors of production, and indirect business tax_ es
less subsidies. To construct a value-added inda,
however, requires accurate data on productiqu(quan-
titles and prices) and purchases of inputs riOrnother
sectors (quantities and prices).

-Two approaches-have been used' to:derive indexes of
value added in constant prices.. One approach,-re-
ferred to in the economic literature as iloutilc-dcfla-
tion--mcasures 'both outputs and intermediate inputs
in conStant prices, where value added is the difference -°
betweeft.the two. Tht can. be accomplished inane of
two ways; either constant price measures foroutpet

_ and intermediate inputs can be used-or curicut price
measures fOr each individual component canbcde,
Elated with price indexes. The informati9n require-
ments of this approach are extremely rigorousbeca
both-outputs and purchases from other sectors a' the
economy-must be tracked Over time. While rear fed.
Soviet production data are deficient in quantity = nd-
quality, statistics on material inputs are evens arce-r,
For this reason, double-detlation is not practical in.
compiling SPIOER.

An alternative approach (used in the Feder`alReserve,
Board's,index of US industrial production ) isa hybrid
procedure that combines gross output inclexciwith
,value-added weights for a base year This approach,
known-as a single indicator method, is as gOolas
cfaillal&Vation only tritoss output and purchases
f;om othrsectors move over time at the saran rate.
Since this is a rough-approximation at best, thehybrid

FRO-rowype indexes oply o;Toximate e true vaiuir"
addedc series:They do (rove most oV` the double-,
couritEartg inhOruit in Pu.N6V0 meatres of indti.strial

.produiciction (completely ir...ne base ye._r; less than
compl...-etely in other yeari:.

While = double-deflation isdoser than the single indi-
cator approach in thebryto (lie notio_ of value added,-
both tThe output and inpinindexes used by &Wale:
deflation must be accufate. T. P. Hill has argued
convirsmcingly that under fairly weak a.st.mipticins-er,
rurs irsei the output and input indexes ~ill compound
rneastred bias rather thanoffset eachE_ other and that
usingii. single indicator 41pr-tot:Luce more accurate,
result. Moreover, Hill's study of growth in several
OECf countries suggesIslhation ave_g_ age the gro-I,Vth
rate is not much differentivhether dor.ble-deflation or
a singruMe indicator is used,Although the method used
undou btedly affects the measured grom.-1.vth of some
compcmc,fients of industrialgctivity, -thee differences
tend t cancel out"- _

Perierding on-whether gr:is output o= value added is
uSed, may-reopive ancritirelYdiffrent impression
-of hotF.=1 industrial structure and growh. In figure 3
the shre of industrial production by -.1turagch of indus-
try in 1972 is displayed bolhfor grasi output, and _

valudded weights. Tbzgross-outpu_x scheme tends
.to g ig eteweight :rrEectors tha. either produce

rif for final consumption or drelighly material
rtterts a lesser weight tb sector--- that-either

produ=e mainly for furtherindustrial _processing or'
are pihly labor anld capital intensive.. = Thus, to the
extent that industries withthe most cl.cuublecounting
are gre=pwing relatively slowli, the gros- output index
is bias.r.ed downward an d vice'versa...in the Soviet case,
both 11____ght.induStry and processed foocas have lagged
behinorEI other branches vilicreas_rnachery has growd _
the fatest. With gross- output weight, light industry
and pr----ocessed food gainioirnporta_nee and rriachirfery
loses. c=)ther things beingcqual, therefre, Soviet gross
Output_ of industry tends loincrease 11r_Cire slowly than
yalue

'For aro= ex( We discussion dikproperties a=icl-rciatiere merits of
the two =-Ilethods, see T. p. The ilieasuremext_rarReal Product:
A Thcor erical and Empirical Ainlysii of the C.,-=--roydri _Razes for
Dtlerar Industries and Countries, (OrganiZati ..on for Econorni
Co-orrer.- tion and Developmer.i;71). pp. 11.3- 7, 1 11-.:11,2, I8-
1 19.



Braniff Share of 19= -Industrial Gross Outiut and Value Added.

Ferrous metals

Nonferrous metals

Fuels

Electric power

Machinery

Chemicals and own-
chemicals
Wood. pulp, and _
paper. products
Construction materials

Light industry

ProCessed food

'Industry; nee

Derivation of the Brarairch Indexes. For reasons emuii-
rnerated Oove, the SFm`IOER indexes use the sin=le

. indicator technique to measure industrial product =ion.
Computing the brancl-m_ indexes involves: creating the
sector indexes, derivin the sector value added, a1(1
aggregating the sectors into branches. The indica_mor
used is based on gross output. The method for
mating the indexes doribed below applies to entry
branch except for macAlinery, where theothodc.plogY
is slightly more cornplacated.

o construct the 72 se for indexes, the shrnple or
ustrial products iS classified by input.outpat s,=c-

em is multiillied 7:)3, itsbin

who ale price to_corn--ant all sample items into s-.1ue

develop

9actor usi

a yl irl:dalaor

line items in a subsaniple are summed to yield a valu
series for sample output in that sector. Finally, these,
sectorseries gre indexed to.the.base year Of 1970.

Next valise adcW in each,seetor is derived for -1972
froM the reconstructed input - output table in producef
prices.'Total purchases by'each sector are subtracted
from its gross outlays (or grass output.) 16 For other

A somewhat more aggregated form of this input.outpurtable
apPeartin the article by Dirnitli M. Galli Gene b. Guilt. marry
Kostinsky,oad Vladimir G. Xternl. The 1 2 Input - Output Table
and=the Changing Structure of the Soviet E norm;' Soviet
Erananty In a Time of Change, Vol; 1, pp. 4_3471.
'6 This particular_ version of the 1972 table allocates the taxes arid
subsidirson thepurchases of every sector to the interindustry`
quadrant This avoids theproteern of a negative value added that
would origin many of the sectors in..khe prodessed food branch.
Since food prices are-held down artificially by the government;
many of these sectors must receive substantial subsidiei



year 2e added in each sector is cot Outzted by Some sectors producing both consumer dt.ifetbles
fincliali L.: ratio of the value for the se-clui:r index, in and producer durables have separate indexe=s to
each Marto its value in 1972 and then ftak-alltiplying representeach component.
this milaby Value added in 1972 as derived from the
iellts-,4ut table.

Fina-31y,to obtain the branCh indexes, evtr=y sector is
first -allocated to one of, the 10 industrial bi=tranches.
Thetaforagh year the estimated value'AdEded for all
of th_csiclors belonging to that branch 4t= totaled.
Afttaiolds for: each_ branch are converted B to indexes
with bnc1970= 00, these branch iadelte:=s are equiv-
aleac Uggregallon- of produetion'inifle:=xes using
values -i.ed weights',

This ri.edurvenfails at least ca
error: _

copies for each sector may be Oro epresenta
tivgalactual gross - output over time.:
Ykihudded rfay not reeveir, the sarnY yowayas gross
oeepilbecause the material intensive ries.9._s of produc-

1 -e kourecs

way have changed.
Vott,added estimates for the sectors la y be wrong
Pecan in he reconstruction of the IP.
ouePoliable-they were-derived as a rdidltlual, anti
huoaresubject-to all of the uncertaintie that

a_iitany residual._
Th.eprice bases of the input-output tal:91= (1972

ati)and theproduct sample (1967 ritia_ces) arc
t-Hifferent from the 1970 prices th0-t should.be

usr

IThe%exiiible sources-of error are
beloAlehe section, "El7aluation of the ew

Inde,sat'

axed in detail

rikillitery index
The gildinory index has undergone revi-
sioii the methodology was last descifibtned in 1976.
Revi4ia(shave focused on five areas: . _

nmachincry sectors are epresent a in the

rt,..ducOdurables indexes.

opeautomobiles for private :pl.'. h.-= ses and
'oth.cionsumer-oriented automotive pektitiets have
be vilified from the producer durableS to the

corona durables component of the nlaa_chinery

The Tovary series adjusted to deduct furnitanoTure
production is no longer used as the sole rrtex_ sure of
consumer durables."

Finally, new weights for producer and consianarner:
durables have been derived with the help of the
1972 input-output table.

The machinery branch is handled diffcrently1ecause
we want to dis ggregate branch output aCCeraM ing to
how the machinery is used (figure 4). Since thm*c use of
value-added weights implies a production orleannatation
and the different components of the irnachiner index
are based on end use, the disaggregation is noart easy.
The first useful end-use distinction within rnai--hinery
is between civilian machineryancl pailitarY_ma--_-:_binery..,,
Here, military machinery excludes common -use dura-
blesproducts with both civilian and militarr appli-
cations, such as trucks or bulldozersbecausft-=-they
are already reflected in production reported b5i-,--i the
CSA. Since the USSR publishes no statistics c.ri
uniquely military machinery production, we rly on
CIA estimates.

A second useFU1 distinctior(within the machinry
branch i between producer durat;les and cans Sumer
durables, reflected only -infrequently in Soviet statis-
tics, Consumer durables output appears indirectly in
the official Tovary time series. Although SPICDER
formerly used- this series as iproxy for :Consuree--
durables, it neither consists exclusively-of cons. =timer
durables nor does contain all consumer dura__ =bles.
For example, the Tovary series inchicles:nondt-wables
such as household chemicals, and may excludes
production of 'passenger cars destined for priv& -te
purchase. Because reliable official data are riot at
hand to separate consumer durables from proiliick
duiables, we must use an alternative method.,

"The full title of this series is "production of conirnoclitie. of
--cultural-everyday significance and houiehold articles" (pAWz-

'vodscv0 rovarbv.kurturno-bytorov narnachentYa
-khozpaystvennogo Obikhoda). Hereafter this series is referred io as
Tovary. -



he gChiti-z-ery Bran

o achieve the desired disc--- ggregation of machinery
',.production according to en mcl use tee rely on the
categories of final demandIncludecrin the
strucicd Soviet input.-outpu=it tables. These tables al -
cate final demand among tree categories: private
co gumption, public constuption, and other final
clo and: We assume that tie rachinery-producing
sectors allocate consume( ciurables output to privato
consumption. Public consw-n-iption contains "consump-
tion of material product by-- statcorganizations and
agencies servicing the popu_zlation, it, health, eduCb.-

entertiinment, and =other such agencies." In
addition, public consumptit=sn includes: consumption
by public housing, utilities, personal transportation,
communications, and the sate.,O(her final demand
consists of net accumulation of fixecicapital, working
,capital,inventorid, and sta-.---te reserves; replacement -of'
?depreciatedcfixed capital an zd capital kisses and capital'

fj.

repair; other expenditures and net exports.'' lArre as-
sume-that both deliveries to public consumptio.wn and
to other final demand are preponderantly prod Luser
durables. (This is an oversimplification because this
definition of producer durables-undoubtedly ca=ptureS
machinery that is uniquely military and any corsznsuniar
durables that are exported) We then are-able ;-7143
generate a set of value-added weights in each srachin-
cry sector for producer durables and consumer dura-
bles. The details of this procedure are describewl
further in appendix B.

1' Trernl, Gallik, Kostinsky, and Kruger,Structure. pp. 48-49. Also
see Vladimir G.-Treml, Dimiri M. GAR, and Barry L. 1:eastinsky,
"1966 Ex Posi Input-Output Tables for the USSR: A Survey,"
Vladimir G. Treml, Studies in Soviet Input-Output .4.7-71alysis,
(New Yorld Praeger Publishers, 1977), p.9.
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" Table-3

Industry: 1970 Value Added at Factor cost by Full

970 W-c Added by
Bratichat Factor Cost

(baliembler)

-

'bare of Industry Group Shire of Indu
17.ercent) b (percent)

Industrial Mate- 59 13 X40.0 49.7

Ferrous metals 14.9 7,4

Nonferrous metals 4.810 4.0

Fuel 2.010 -0.4 10.1

E eetric power - 14.1 _ 7.0

Chemicals 7.736 6.5

Pulp, and pa 5311 5,9 7.9

Construction materials 7 98 6.7

Machinery W_00.0 2.4

Commuter mindurables 2 401 40.0 0

Light industry 9,761 45.6 8.2

rased food__ 11,643 4.4

Subtotal 119,443

Other Indus

Total industry 2

JEC. GNP. 1950-80. See table E-4. The groupsIndustrial
materials and consumer riondurablesare sums of the brandci
directly below them.
N Each value added in column 2 divided by the appropriale two

_ total,
Value added in each branch and group divided by the sidistoid for

all industry, The effect of dividing by the subtotal is to allocal!E:hcr
industry proportionally among all,of the branches.

The Index of Total Industrial Output
The_ calculation of indexes for the three majoe in?As.
try groups and for total industry can be summarized
briefly. Si0Ce these indexes are used in estimating,
Soviet GNP within the framework of the GNPs:-
counts.maintained by the Office of Economic R-
search, we use the branch value added at factor zest
in 1970-as weights instead of weights-derived froi
input-output tables. The purpose of using faetoriiiist
instead -of established prices fcir measuhng va,lun
added is to count the true resource costs of produc.

tion. The chief differences from an establishecIPrice
valuation arc that fact& cost subtracts taxes, adds

subsidies, and imputes the costs of productive factors

not appropriately accounted for by Soviet procedures,

sudiCas charges on fixed capital and working capital.'

Table 3 dhows these weights and the relati.Ve impor-_
tance of each branch. The group and aggregate
indexes a_e obtained by converting each. branch index'
to a valu-added basis and thin summing the'ele-

wib,in each group and all industry.

Soviet 1nmdustrial Growth, 1950-80

Having d<cscribed the methodology of the production
index, wt i present the indexes.and review some of the
key deveLopments in Soviet industry since 1950.

Revised PIOER Indexes
The reyi--d SPIDER inaxes for the, period 1950-80
are given in table 4 and the annual rges of growth in .
table 5.- -Ehe average annual rates of growth for
various cra..tinquenniums are further summarized in
table 6. ,The indexes for the individual input-output

" See-CIA. USSR: Gross National Product
20.85.

Accounts. 1970"



Table 4

Soviet Industrial Production Indexes

1970100

Industrial materials
Ferrous metals

Nonferrous metals
Fu

Total industry

1950 1951

2161 24.24

22.63 _ 25.57

1952

26.37

1953

28.66 8

29.08 31.91-

19.00: 21.54 24.24 27.03 29.58,

24.03 26.25 28.05 29.99 33.07

20.49
13.03 14.31 1161 17.22 .1949

1954 1955

34.79

5.53

1956 k-1957;

2

.32 41 21

34.72 :36.8j

42.07

43.66

38.g8

T958 1959

46:43 50.89

46.61 50.67

Electric r
Chemicals and

hemicals

-12.48

ulp, and 40.37 45.80 47.60 49.63 54.66 57.65 59.70 63.91 69.87 76.29

Construction materials 14.18 16,13 18.19 21.22 2433 29.3_7 32:61 37.88 45.19 52.0
Total machinery 21,61 23.73 25.78 28.07 30.60 4.20 36.67 39,16 42.10 45.89

Including:, .

Producer durables 4.29- 16.96 9.63 22.01 4.94 28.45 33.40 7.97 41.$1

Consumer durables 9.97 1.00 12.60 : 15.23 1827 22.54 _ 24.86 27.12 29.5
Consumer nondurables 2439 28.79 31 00 34.17 37.42 40.47 44.24 46.71 50.3 -54.85

Light industry 27.79 32.66 34.75 38.06 42.55 45.59 48.28 50.51 .53 58:70
Processed food 22.27 25.55 27.85 30.9 2 36.18 40.86 43.54 4 82 . 51.68

Total industry. 22.18 24.94 - 27.01 29.46 32.42 .99 38.95 41.96 4 7 49.99

4.20 16.25

1960 1961.- '1962 1963- 1964 1965 1966. 1967 19613 1969

Industrial aerials 54.3$ 57.71 61.56 65.82 70.59 75.47 6 85.51 89.80 93.60
Ferrous metals t 55.15 59 83 64.42 68.43 73.42 78.1 1 82.94 87:63: 91.62 94.82
Nonferrous metals _ 48,37 _- 52.42 61.53 65.21 69_88 76.69 83.50 90.1 94_66

Fuels -57.73 60.56 6 6 . 69.44 78_31 83.33 87.69 90.77 - 94.76
Elettric power 39.65 '4446 50.,16 55.80 62.03 26 73.48 79:13 86.09 92.90

-Chemicals and 37.13 40.82-' 45.12 49.98 56.85 65.32 71.85 .- 79.02 84.67 89.82
petrochemicals

Wood. pulp and paper. 76_40 76_29: 78.09 .81.38 85.07 86.77. 87.17 91.52 93.71 95.37
Construction materials -- 58.27 62.57 - 65.77 67.60 70.88 75.76. 81.22 86,97 . 90.36 ;.92.16

Total machinery 50_07 4.30 59.84 63.67 67_75 7I-A8 ----- 7 4.7 2 79-12 86.90 92.88
. -_ _- .

Including:

41.04 44.3

37.63 41.77 46.57 50.87 54.45

23.10 26.03 28.51 32,00 35.97
2232 25.26 ..27.65 2 33.72

8

6: 4

9

92.17

90.73

: Producer durable 44.82 48:26 -. 54.55 58.67 63.7 6 7 0 7 52
Consurnerdurables 37.00 41.10 45.61 49.74 54.01 58.52 64.90. 72.96

Consumer mindurahles 57.75 60:92: 63.89 65.72 68,51. 73.17 77.40. 83.44 $.99 94.34
Light industry 6107' -64.34 66,56 67.47 6947 70,70 75_96 8126 88.75 9440
Processed f 54.12'- 58.06 61.66 64.26 67.70 -75.25 78.61 84.42 89.18 94.30

53.59 57 1 6142 73.77-- _77.-90 -83

9

j.



Table 4 (continued):

Soviet Industrial Production Indexes

970 -

Inddstrial materials 1

i1rous metals
0Q

00.Q0

Nonferrous 10000.
etals

Fuel
/ Electric power

100.00
00.00

C micals and 100.00 .

hemicals
W pulp, and 100.00

ConstruCtiun 100.00
materials

TOtal machinery
ding

100.00

Produce
durables
Consumer
durables

consumer non--
durables

100.00

00.00

0.00

Light industry 100.00

Processed I0000
Total industry 00.00

1974 it

1971. 1972- 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 .1979' 980,

p1-7.77

12a 0:
05.66 110.76 116.88 123.12 30.19 134.118

124.70

138.77 14262 1

103.79 --107.25 11.57 11630 21.45 125.60 128.38 128.45

107.0.2. 2.7 119..56 126.92 132 .89 1,37,08 141.26 145.90 150.2i 15141

00.34
175,21

1Si.90

104.81- 109.78
115.8 0:

115.11

123.62

120.73 -27 132.54, 138.12 142.47 146.70.

108. 40.58 150.29 155:65 -162.90 67.68

108.06 7 115.28 125.7 137_67- 1 158.26 166.55 172.49 172.88

102.80 1 8 =107.66 109.59 113-59 113.45 113.98 113.44 110.16

106 67' 2.27 9.01 124.61 130.24 134.76 137.37 140.73 4 I; 9% 142,55

108 115.61 125.25 96 146.38 154.50 163. 72.39 82 1899e

200.35

/72

110 05 117.97 128.34 9.60 151.03 460.70 171.22 182.05 193.00

112.62 . 128.14 44.86 59.91 173.85 184 -68 197.98 214.65 224.14-

103.43 105.60 107.40 32 117.99 11 9.,42 123.40 124.1 27.29

04.48 105.26 108.24 1 .11 114.30 119.05 122.06 125.21 127.41 12,9E

02.55 105.89 106.69 115 :17 121,09

133.24

T19 73 124.52 123.19
- 148.93

127.18

153.36157;7706.06 11140 117,88 125.51 138.45 143.92

sectors used for computing output for' the branches
and total industry appear-in appendix table A-2.

Major Tiends in Industrial Production.
The-postwar period of Soviet industrial growth falls.
naturallyinto threephases: an immediate postwar
boom, aperiod of stable-but slowly declining-

_ overall growth, and then a prolonged slowdown. Tlfete
three phases are clear and pronounced for total
industry and for industrial -materials (figure 5). Ma-
china)" conforms to this pattern except in the Middle
phase,..Its growth slows initially in the 1960s, as do the
other-groups., but growth been iMproves in the mid-
1960s where-it remains_ on a plateau until the third
phasd begins. Consumer nondtirables also do not
exhibit a stabie.middle phase,-showing instead large
growth fluctuations around .a steadily declining trend.

.The postwar industrial boom lastedlbroug
with annual industrial growth ranging betwen
12 percent per year As the Soviet economy rebtat
from the massive, destruction of World War II, ekpari-
sion focused on those industries most vital to the
nation's investment -programs constrticiion roterials,
and machinery. Production of consumer nondurkblci
generally grew more 'slowly- even though production
was1at a low absolute leVel.

The early 1960s markid the beginning of a now
in Soviet industrial development as growth slave 4
sharply in practically every- branth. For the next
decade and a half , the growth of total industrial

OTs



Table 5

Soviet Industrial Production: Annual Rates of Growth

Percent

Indust

1951 1952 1953. 1954 =1955 1956- 1957- 1958 1959

12.2 8_8 8.7 . 11.0 11.7 8.4 9.2 10.4 9.6

Ferrous metals 13,0 13,7 9,7 9.0 10.1 7.6 5.9 f.8 8.7

.Nonferrous metal 1

9.2
12:5 11.5 9.4 17A o 5.6 5.6 1

Fuels 6.9 6.9 10.3- 13.8 11.0 11-.5 9.2 - 7.0

Electric power 13 .144 12.8 11.8 12.7 12.7 93
9.5

. 7.0

12.

12.2

9

12.4

8.7

9.2
Chem lea's and per 9.8 9.1 10.3 13.8 -14.9 12.2

pulp, and pa 1 .4 3.9 4.3 10.1 5.5 6

Construction materials,
Total machinery

13.7 12.8 16.7 163 18.8 11.0 16.2 19.3 15.1-

9.8 8,6 8.9 9_0 11.8 - 7.2 . 6:8 7.5 9.0.

In ding:.
Producer durabl 7.1 10.8 15.7 2_1 13_3 14.1 , 17:4 13.7 10.1

Coasumer durables 1 14.6 20.9 20.0 23(3 10.3 9.1.. 8.9 12.9

Consumer nondurables -- 16.1 7.7- -10.2 9 -.9.3 -5.6- -7:7- 9z0 := -

1 7.5 6.4 - 9.5 11 7.1. 5.9 4'.6 8.0 ' 7.6

14.7 9.0 11.0 7.2 9.3 12.9 6 6
7.7

7.5

9.0

10.4

9Total industry 12.2 8.5 9.1 10.1 =11.0 -8.2

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1-965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Industrial ma la 6.9 6.1 6 6.9 7.2 6:9 6/ 6.7 5.0 4.2

Ferrous metal 8s8 . 8.5 7.7 6.2 7 6,4 6 2 5.7 4_6 3.5

Nonferrous metals 9.0 8.4 8.9 7 0 7.2 - 9.7 8.9.0 5,0

Fuels 6.0 4.9 8 8,4 6.5 5.9 6,4 5.2 3.5 4A

Electric 10.2 12.1 112 = 11.2 -- 10.0 7.6 7.7 7.9

'Chemicals and
petrochemicals

10.1 . 9.9 1 10.8 . 13.7,' 14.9 10.0 -10.0 ' 7.2 6_1

Wood. pulp. !rid-paper 0. -0 2.4 4.2 4.5 2.0 0.5 5.0 2.4
3.9

9.0

L8
2.0Construction materials 7.4 5.1 2.8 4 6.9 7_2 7.1

Total machinery 9.1 8.5 10,2 6,4 6.4 15 4.5 6.7

Including:.
7.7Producer durables 7_2 13.0 . 7.5 8.6 7.5 5.8 8.3 10.0 6.

Consumer durables _ 11.0 11 11.0 9.1 8.6 . 8.4 10.9 12.4 - 12.4 10.7

Consumer nondnrables 5.2 5 4.9 29 42 6.8 5 7 6

bight industry 5.7 16
7.3

3.5

6.2
1.4

4.2 5._

1.8 7.4 8.3 . 7.9 6_4

Pracessed food 4.7 11.2 4.5 7.4 6 5:7

Total industry 7.2 6.7 7.4 6.0 6.4 6.5 5 6. 6.5 4
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Table 5 (continued)
,

Sqviet Industrt I Production: AnnuatRates of Growth

Percent

1970 1971 .. 1972. - 973 1974 -1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Industrial materials 6.8 5 7 .5.7 4.8 5.5 5 5.7 3.6 2.9 2 8 1.0 2.3.-

- Ferrous meta 5 3.8 . 3 3 4.0 4:2 4.4 2.7 0.7 2:2 0 -.3
Nonferrous metals 5.6 7.0 5.3 6.1 6.2 4.7 3.1 - 3.1- -3.3 0- 0.8
Fuels 5.5 4.8 4.7 4.9. 4.9 5.9, 3.7 4.2 3J 3 Q

_
2.3

Eleetfic power 7.6 8.1 7.1 6. 6.7 6.6 6.9
4.8 5.2

4.7

3.6

2.9
Chemicals and 11.3
petrochemicals

8:1 6.7 9.0 - 9.5 9.7 02 5.2.

Wood. pUlp. and 4,9
paper

2.8 - 2.0 2.7 1.8 3.6 -0 0.5 -0.5 -2.9 2.8

Construction 8.5
materials

6.7 5.2 6.0 . 4.7 4.5 3.5 2.4 0.3 1.0

Total machinery 7.7 8.1 6.9 8.3 8.5 7.7 5.5 5.6 5.6- 4.4
Including:
Producer durables 8.5 10.1. 7.2 8.8- 8.8 6.4 6.5 6.3 6.0 3,8
Consumer 10.2
durables

12.6 13.8 0 10.4 -- 8.7 6.2 7.2 8.4 4.4 . 3.8

Consumer non- 6.0
durables

3.4 2.1 L7 5.5 4.1 ' 12 3.3f 0.6 2.6 0.1

Light industry 5.9 4.5 0.7 2.8 2.7 2.9 4_2 2.5 . 2.6 1.8 .2.0

Processed food 0 2.6 3,3 0 7_9 5.1 -1.1 4.0 3.2 -1.4
ota0industry -- .- i7.0 6.1 _ 5.0 5.8 _ 6.5 6.2- 3.9 4.0' 3.0 2 9

production remained ferly stable at around. 6 percent,
although it trended slightly downward. During this
period of apparent industrial consolidation, machinery
production continued to drive dverall industrial
growth. Growth in industrial materials and consumer
nondurables was generally slower and showed a stron-
ger downward slide.

While all signs suggest that the growth of industrial
production slowed considerably after the 1950s, the
extent and suddenness of the. decline in the indexes
nay be deceptive. One likely cause of.the sudden
slowdown is. the decline in the workweek frOm 46 to
41, hours by 1 960. Thus, even with a 4.4-percent
increase in industrial employment in -1960, labor
inputs increased only 0.5 percent.' Considering that

Steven RapawyjEstirnotes and Projections of the Labor Force
- and Civilian Employmentsin'the U.S.S.R. 1950 to 1990, Foreign-

Ecimornic Report Number 10. (Washington: U.S. Department of
Commerce. September 1976), p. 43. The data prssented were
revised and updated in February 1980,

the Soviets historically havtachieved growth by the
infusion of new inputs, it is not surprising that growth
slowed. A lesser possibility, is that statistical reporting
practices may have tightened after the 1950s to
reduce the inflation of reported output in later report-
ing periods.' r_

The current_phase of industrial slowdown began in the
niid,197(is when growth of machinery production
started to falter and machinery prodtiction could no
longer offset th6 gradual slowdown in the growth of
materials and nondarables. This slowdown reficncts the
slowing growth in the industrial labor force, a con-
tinuing failure to assimilate new production capacity-

Foi a discussion of the padding of Soviet output statistics, see
Gregory Grossman, Soviet Statistics of Physical Output of Indus-
trial Commodities, ( Princeton: Princeton University Press; 1960),
and Alec Nave, "A Note on the Availability and Reliability of
Soviet Statistics," in Morris Bornstein and Daniel R_ Fusfeld, ed.,
The Soviet Economy: Bo ©k of Readings Ifoutth edition:
Elomewoodt Illinois: Richald D. Irwin, Inc., 1974), pp. 237-245.



Table 6

Soviet Iridustrial Pftiduction: Average Annual Rates of Growth

percent,

1951-55 1956-60 1961 -65 1966-70 1971 -75 976-80

Industrial ma 10.5 8 6 5 5.4 2.6
Ferrous metals 1. 7.6 7.2 . 4.0 1

nferrous metals 12 6.9_ _ 7.6 7,4 53 2.6
Fuels 9:4 8.9 6.3 3.3,
Elect c 11.4 1h.5 7.9 7.0 -4.5

Chemicals and
petrochemicals _

11.6 0.5 12.0 8.6

p nd pa-
Conitructi materials

7 4 5.8 :2.6 2.9 2 (-,).1

15:7 14.7 SA 5:7 5.4 1.8

Total machinery 9.6 7.4 6.9 7 9 5.4
Including:
Producerdurables 11,8 12.4 8.9 7.8 8.6 5.8
Consumer durables- 17.7 . 10_4 9,6 3 --; -11.7-

Consumer nondurablm 10.3 7.4 4.8 6.4 t.6
Light industry 10.4 6.4 2.6 7.2 2.7 2.6
Processed food 10.2 8,4 6.8 5 9 3.9 0.7Total indtilk10 2 8.3 6,6 = 6.3 5.9 -3.4

on_ time, dechnin a productivity, and-little _

suc s in boos rker productivity. The result
has bee the 10 rates of industrial growth in recent
years.

Since 1950 some evolution of the indus
hagoceurred:

is ructure

Estimated-Share of Industrial
-Value Added, 1967 PricesThe decline in growth is continuing: The USSR faces

severe strains because of deceleration in the growth of
-available,inpUtsspecially fuels, minerals, and la-

*
bor.22 The lack of success in-boosting productivitY
dufing the 10th,Five';Year'Plan suggests that the
Soviets will be. hard Pressed_to offset tight&ning input
bottlenecks.

See CIA, Soviet Ecr ttr rnir Problemsdand Prospects, ER 77-
10536 LI (July 1977).

Pere

Industrial materials
Vital machinery
Consumer nondurables

1950`

48.4

-1980

46.5
39.0

14.5

.5

20.1
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In 30 years, the share of industrial materials h
dropped by only 2 percentage points. Machiue
share of the industrial pie has expanded by 8 percent-

_ age.points until now where it represents nearly two-
fifths of industrial production. It comes as no shrprise,
however. that this growing.shale comes mostly at the
expense of consumer nondurables.

Industrial Materials. D.-0ring theaverall decline in
the growth of the production of industrial materials
(from 10.5 percent per year in 195155 to .6 percen
per year in 1976-80) the relative growth.positions of
the branches in the group ohanged markedly..AtTirSt":

'construction materials, eicettic.powcr, and nonferrous
metals were the fastest growing branches in the
industrial materials group as well as in all dr injustry.
The dramatic growth of theserthree branchei
stemmed from the needs of poStwar reconstruction
and the rapid nuns huildup during the Cold War.

--=Ch-eitiaTiniid far-MIS-metals-were also leading sec-
tors in the early-1950s; fuels and wood, pulp and
paper product's were at the bottom In the'last half of
the decade, construction materials and diode power
maintained their strong growth positions and were
joined ra.ly chemicals. Meavwhile, both metals
branchl,s slipped into the slow growth group.

Since the early 1960s, the chemicals branch has
become the fastest rowing branch in all industry,
followed by electric power and-a resurgent nonferrous
metals branch. Meanwhile, construction materials,
fuels, ferrous.-metals, and wood, pulp, and paver
branches have continued to grow below the average
for the indifstrial 'materials-groups as a whole.

The. years 1976-80 were particularly disastrous for
industrial materials. ciwth in every brnch of mate--
rials fell tp record lows. Chemicals lost itfposition_as
growth-leader to the maChinery branch As an exam-:
pie of the widespreadslowdown, electric powef-be---
came the fastest growing component of industrial
materials even though-its growth was only two -this
of the rate achieved from 1971 to 1975.-

the most dynamic element in the_entire economy.
Machinery experienced a sharp decline in growth i
the early 1960s along with the rest ofindustry. It

'rebounded during the rest of the decade antkinto the
1970s, when it too began to share' in the current
decline.

During much of the postwar era, the -rowth of
consumer durables output has outpaced producer
durablespartly because it started from an,extremely
low- base. The-changing composition of consumer
durables production has also helped to generate strong
growth rates.' In the 1950s consumer iurables pro-
duction was so primitive that products such as kitchen
utensils and small electrical appliances accounted for
the bulk of the growth. In the 1960s larger appli-
ancestelevisions, refrigerators, and washing ma-
chinesbegan to drive consumer durables output.
Early in the 1970s output of automobiles sold to
ei3nsurners-also began to grow -rapidly:Ire-the past few-
years, however, the growth of automotive production

5 has tailed off, and consumer dufables growth has
approached that of prodticer thimbles.- Some of this
deceleration may reflect strained upplies of ferrous
metals, which also support investment and the produc-

,
_firm of Military'hSrdware.

Production of producer durables grew rapidly during ,

the postwar boom -evert accelerating for a long
timeas capital stock throughout the economy-was -.
replenished andexpandedPractically every machin-
ery coniponentexcopt that deStined for consumer-
related industries shared in the revival. Toward the
end of 'the 1950s, growth of producer durables output
dropped sharply across the board, except for agricul-
tural machinery whose, output expanded in the early
190s. From the late 1960s until the-beginning of t
current-period of slowdown, growth picked up slightly
as investment expanded. During this period-Semcw

For an early discussion of the different phases of eotistititer
durables output when the product composition changed significant-
ly, see Marshall 1. Goldman, "The Reluctant Consumer. and
Economic_Utictuations in the Soviet Union:" fournal of Political
Economy, (August .1965). by 366A80

Machinery. The machinery branch has been-the'.
fastest rowing component of industrial production.
for mot of the 1960-80 period.and has been perhaps



more _resources were devoted to machinery for con-
sumer industries, preeisioit instruments, motor vehi-
cles, and agricultural machinery. Inithe'1970s, pro-
aucer dura6les growth has slowed with the rest of
industry, especially the production'of motor vehicles,
freight cars, agricultural machinery, instruments, and
equipment for consumer industries..

Convitner Nondurabjes. Light industry and processed
food generally havo been The slowest growing
branches of industry_ Production of consumer goods.
traditionally has not had the highest priority, and
production of consumer nondurables by its very na-
ture reflects performance in the trouble-plagued agri-
cultural sector'.

Although both processed food and light industry fared
well during the early boomperiod, Output was still at
extremely low levels. Both branche. L .periencedia
sharp decline in growth during-11A early 19610; with

!the burden felt most Severely by light industry. This
decline reflected both a diversion of investment re-

`sources away from the consumer branchesand rela-
tively poor agricultural performance during 1-961-64.
By the middle of ttredecade, the growth of nondura-
b)es accelerated somewhat as crops improved and the
increasesd production of machinery for consumer in-
dustries began to-have an impact on output. Light
industry especially profited from this shift that tefnpo-
rarily allowed consumer nondurables to groNv faster
than the ind strial average.

After the pe k_growth of nondurables output recorded
in 1967, growth again trended sharply downward.
Light industry fell ba-ck to its usual low grdtvth
patterns after the initial surge of new capital stock
had worked its way through the system. The poor ,

agricultural performancC of the 1970s hampered pro-
cessed food production:'after the 1975 crop failure,
processed food production declined absolutely in
1976. fo;_the first time in the post-Stalin era. In
addition, output in this brauch declined twice more
during the 10th Five-Year Plan.

Evaluation of the New Indexis

Since .SPIOE.t was developed because the official
industrial production indexes released by the CSA are
unreliable, we need to judge the degree of imrirbve-
ment that SPIOER represents. We examine the syn-
thetit-indexes from several perspectives. One criteri
is for consistency with the official data. Although th
official indexes are unreliable glowth measures, the
SPIOER and official indeXes should at least agree on
the configuration of trends, and the indexes should a
least roughly cofrespond 'regarding the relative
growth among sectors. In addition, these indexes
should satisfactorily remove`the-growth distortions;
we would exp'ect that generally the SPIOER growth
rate should fall-below the official rates'. A second
criterion is for the product sample to be representative
of total industrial output. Although the inclusion in
the sample of a large share of industrial product
should help satisfy this standard, this does not guaran-
tee that the sample will move as total industrial
output especially if the material intensity of produc-
tion has changed over time. According to a third
citerion, any biases in the basic data should be
minimal or at least partially offsetting. In this section
of the p-aper, the SPIOER indexes are subjected to a
series of tests to determine how well they satisfy the
criteria of consistency, rep_ resentativettess, and mini-
mal bias.

Consistency Tests
Consistency -With the Official Indexes. Consistency
first implies that both sets of indexessynthetic and
officialshould show roughly similar relative rates of
growth among the branches of industry. Where differ-
ences arise in the fastest or slowest growth sectors,
there should be a plausible explanation.

To test thispriverty, average annual rates of growth
were computed for six periods for every branch of
industry fOr both SPIOER and the official intlexes.'
For each five-year period the branches were ranked

The nonferrous metals branch was excluded from this and other
tests because the CSA does not publish an appropriate index for
that branch.
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11440.7

Rankings of Indus ial-Branches by Gro h.Ra

Ferroilernetals
SPIOER

- Official
Fuels 7

SPIORK,
Official

Electric power
SPIDER
Official

Chemicals and p_etrochemals
SPIDER
Official,

Wood, pulp, and paper
SPIDER
Official

Construction materials
SPIDER
Official

Machinery
6PIOER
Official

Light industry

1951-55 1956-60 1961:,65 1966-70 /197 i -75 1976'40

6
7 4 fi

a

6
6
7

4

-4 3
-1 2

3

2

3

4 2

9
9
7

9
8

9
9

7

4 4
4
3

' 6
6

6
2

4

2

2 1

I

SPIDER 5 8

Official' 5 x 9

Processed food
SPIOER

ficial

3

7

7
.6

Spearman's Rank 0.75 0 3 0,87 0.8,8

Correlation Coefficient b
Sum of Squared 30 2 16 16 14

Differences

1, 0:88

Foe* official series, the construction materials branch s a
combination of the published construction materials and g ss and
porcelain indexes.
b Freund, 11;todein Elementary Statistics, pp. 364-366.

The sum of squared differences derived in the Spearman Rank
Order Correlation test is significant at 99-percent level of confidence
if the value is less than 20. For a discussion of the significancetest.
see James V. Bradley, Distribution-Free Statistical Tests, (Engle-
wood Cliffs, rsic Jusey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968). pp. 93-95, 314.
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by growth rates' -A Stall Mical test waspthen performed
using SpearmabIrankeorrelation coefficient To de-
termine tdegrep of agreement in branch growth

. rankings between the SPIOER and official indexes.23
The results are summarized in table 7. The sum of
squared differences indicate that the rink correlation
coefficients for the 1960s and 1970s are significant at
the 99- percent confidence level strong statistical evi-
dcnce that both SPIOER and official-branch indexes.
exhibit relative growth. The 1,950s are

is

a

different matter, howeVer, as the correlation s not
significaht at this level of confidence. The source of
this insignificance is the wide disagreement Over the
machinery rankings. Both quinquenniums in the
1950s give machinery a rank four places highertAn the
official indexes than in the SPIOER versions_ erha
disguised inflation operated at higher rates then t an
in the liter periods: In every five-year period except
197175, both indexis agree en themost rapidly
growing branch: in the one exception, the-fastest

growing branch in the SPIDER series is ranked
second.in the Soviet data. Moreover, in nearly every
case the slowest growing branch in one set of indexes
matches either the slowest or next slowest in the
other. The largest divergence in rankings occurs
dui-i-ng the 1950s. the smallest deviation du
most recent quinquennium.

Since the beginning of the I 960s, the major incongru-
ities have involved construction materials and machin-
ery. The official series generally ascribe a higher Tank
to these two branches. In the ease of construction
materials, dotble-counting seems to have increased
over the years25Ausing the growth of gross value of
construction taakerials measured by the official data
to be mare rapid thxn_eyir estimated growth of output.
The increase in double counting results partly from a
conscious-drive to "industrialize" construction_ (See
earlier discussion.)'

The machinery anomaly occurs because machinery is
probably the branch most susceptible to`the problems
of new-product pricing. The official machinery index
becomes an uncertain atrial amation of constant
price§ and current prices-- latter tending to rise

" See John E. Freund, Meade -rn Elementary Statistics, (3rd Edition;
Englewood Cliff,". J.: Prentice-Hall. Inc_ I967). pp. 364-366.

',...

over time The official achinery index inflated by so-rn
called new prodult pri es grows more rapidly than the
SPIOER output index s, so machinery tends to rank
higher in the official series.

Pia thle Elimination of inflated Growth The offi
cial dexes are unacceptable because of the twin
.biases of new-product prting and dmible-counting
that exaggerate growth according to most Western
observers-and even some Soviet ones. If the SPIOER
indexes are to be plaitsible.mea4.nre& of industrial
growth, the difference between the SPIOER and
official rates should be largest forthase branches of '7'
indUstry susceptible fo upward bias--machinery,

cals, and construction-materials: The average
annual rates of growth for both the official and
SPIOER series are shown in table :8 for each quin-
quennial-period since 1950. The SPIOER-growth rate
is less than the official rate in each comparison period .
for total industry and for the ind'kvidual branches wi
the except on of fuels (1956760 and 1976-80) and
processed flood (1951-55 and 1956-60). The largest
reductions in growtti occur in thOge indUstrics with thAr
most'severe new product pricing and double-counting
problems: machinery, chemicals, acid construction
materials (table 9).

Afrof these tests of SPIOER's consistency with the
official index haye considered only multiyear peridds.
A kear-by-year comparison for total industry (table 10
and figure 6) shows that the SPIOER growth rate is
less than the official rate for every year

Thus, to the extent that the SPIOER methodology is
designed to avoid the growth distortions in-the official
series, it seems to do so. In most cases the rate of
growth meas&ed by SPIOER falls beloW the rate
claimed in the official Soviet measures_ Moreover,
SPIOER reduceS the rate of growth most in those
branchesmachinery, chemicals, and construction-
matefialsmost afflicted by new-product pricing and
increased double-counting. 11_

Consist cy of Growth Trends. A third consistency
test co arcs the aggregate.and branch growth -.
trends measured by the SPIOER and official indexes_
The SPIOER indexes shou agree in general with the
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Table 8

Comparisons of Average,Annual Growth in
SPIOER and Official Series'

1951:55 1956-60

Total industiy
SPIOER
Official

10.2
13.1 .

8.3
10.4

Ferrous anels
SPIOER
Official

11.1
12.1

7.6'
8.8

Fuels
SPIOER
prficial

9.4
10.1 -

8.9
8.5

Electric power
SPIDER
Official

13.1
14.4

11.4
13.1

Chemicals and petrochemicals
SPIOER
Official

11.6,
17.3

10.5
12.0

Wood, pulp, and paper
SPICIER
Official

7.4
8.3

5.8
7.8

Construction materials
SPIOER
Official

15.7
17.6

14.7
17.6

Machinery
SPIOER
Official

6
7

7.9
14.2

Light industry
SPIOEP._
Official

0.4
12.3

6.4
6.9

Processed food
SPIOER
Official

10.2
10.0

8.4
7,9

trends of the official indexes with respect to relative
growth in different periods unless official series give
totally distorted view of the patter_ of growth over
time,

For example, -a test for secular consistency might
compare growth in the 'fifties with that in' the seven-
ties. A radical divergence between the PIOER and
tltofficial indexes with respect to the stern of
Soviet development would throw cons ere doubt

c

1961-65 1966-70 1971-75 . 1976-80

Percent

6.6
8.6

6.3

7.2 5.1
8.0 5.7

6.3 5.0
6.5 5.7

11.5 7.9
12.3 9.0

7.0
7.1

4.5
5.0

12.0 8.9 8.6
14.4 12,2 10.6. 5.7

2.6 49 2.6 0.1
5.0 '5.5' 5.2 1.5

5.4 5.7' 5.4 T.8

9,1 8.6 7.5 2,5

7.4 6.9
12.4 11.7

7.9
11.6

5.4
8".2

2.6
2.6

7.2
8.6

2.7
4.6.

2.6
3.4

6.8
7.2

5.9 3.9
5.4

0.7

on the-synthetic indexes. -We expect that 6'Ven though
a the official indexes are biased, they nonetheless refieet

actual growth trends.

To perform this test, we first compute the average
annual rate of growth for.1951-80 and then several
multiyear periods wiOrih that span for both SPIOER
and the offic:ial series . These period growth rates are
indexed relative to the historical average for that
branch to then.test both series for similar long-term



Table 9 Percentage.Pointa

Difference Between'Official and SPICIER Average Annual Growth
Rates for Industry and Branches of.Industry

1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1971-7

Total industry
Ferrous metals

Fuels

Electric wives

1.0

I 3
Chemicals and petrochemicals

Wood, pulp. and papq 0.9

Construed v materials 1.9

Machinery
Light industry

7.1

1.9

1.5

0.8

Processed food

2.0 2.4

2.9 3.7

6.3 _ 5.0

0.5 _0.0

0.5 0.4

0.6 1.0 r 0.8

0.-7 -)f 0.1

1.1 0.1

3.3 2,0

2.6

2.9 2.1

6,5

1.9.

1.6

0.7

4.8 3.7, 2.8

1.4 ) 1.9

0_0 1.5 .0.8

These numbers represent the-aye-sage annue p =_-!_;_ge rate of
growth for Ihe official series less the STIOFR , nits, a positive
value indicates that SPIOER has a-lower growth tate, while a
negative one implies the opposite.

movements. Interpretation of the test results is com-
plicated because growth consistency can be assessed
on at least four different planes; none of which is
necessarily preferred. MaxinTacp consistency between
SPIOER and the official indexes is not necessarily
optimal, since a trade-off exists between the accuracy
of the SPIOER indexes and their consis ,tency with the
official indexes, As the degree of SPIO8R's consisten-
dy with the official indexes increases, eventually a
point is reached where greater consistency implies
mere replication of the growth distortions in the
official indexes. 1

A minimal interpretation of growth consistency re=
quires simply that the 010ER and official growth
indexes agree on'the abgve- or below-average years.
Another interpreta ion of consistency is that the
SPIOER and offic 1 indexes agferegarding the

r extremes, the perk) of highest and lowest growth. A
1, le.vel of consistency even more difficult to achieve is
,4.

'that the growth rat of the SPIOER indexes and the
official series move il the same direction from one

,period to the next_ However, seeking consistency here
risks forcing the inaccuracies of the official series onto

. 7 \,,,

the synthetic ind xes. The:highest degreaof consisten-
cy {in some cases undesirable) requires that the,values
of the indexed growth rateVe-nearly, qqual for a
given periOd.rFailure to cusre this highly rigid form
of COnsistertlfy is not critical, unless we,assert that the
amount- f distortion ,in the official indexes remains_
unchanged from year to year.

When the test results are' int rpre d from the stand-
point of the agreement on above- a below-average
years whether the growth indexes are above or
below 100-the SPIOER indexes do quite well (table
11). In only two out of 60 possible instances do the
SPIOER and official-indexes clearly disa ree in
assigning above- or below-average perfor ance to a
given period. In the two exceptionshemicals and
petrochemicals in 196 -70 and machinery in 197.1-
75-only mkrginal c anges in the index v6uld remove
the inconsistenc

The consistency of PIOER and fficial indexq with
respect to the identification of th periods of highett
and lowest growth is quite good. PIO 111,1

agree with thektlEAcial indexes on c h growth



Table

al and SPIOER

51310ER Difference b

CpaCCnt) ' (percentage'
point)

12.2 4,2

8,5 -3.1

462

1963

1964

1,5

9.5

9.1

8.2 2,4

7.7

9.0 1.3

.3 2,1

2.3

2,4_

period for total industry nd eight out of nine
branches and on the low rowth period for all indexes.
Only eminor shift would lead to perfect-consistency
at this level. A change in average growth rate of only
0.4 percentage point would bring the series for chemi--
call into conformity on the best gro-wthperiods.

I he secular consistency -of SPIOER with respect to
comparable period=to-period growth trends is surpris-
ingly good.-Table 12 sumtharizes the directi nal
structure of the iwo"growth index series. A egative
sign- indicates that growth- has slowed while positive
one signifies an acceleration. When both sign platen-
during a given period, two indexes agree t at
growth has accelerated d decelerated, Of the 50
possible comparisons between the two sets of indexes,
they agree on directional trend 45 times." Three a
the five inconsistencies occur in [he two branches' of
industry-construction materials and machinery-
with the least reliable official output indexes,

Consistent agreement on relative deviations,pf sub-
period growth rates from the 1930-80 average is hard
to interpret in terms of the reasonableness of the
synthetic series because relative bias in either the
official indexes or SPIQER may change. In any case
the perfdrmanee of SPIOER is mixed in this sort of
comparison. In some cases-such as total industry,
electric power, ferrous metals, and fuels-agreerrient
is good an the pattern of growth. In others-like
wood, pulp, and paper and ceinstsuction materials=
the magnitudes of growth shifts are very different in
the two serics..Therefore, SPIOER gives a somewhat
different picture of the pattern of development in
these latter branches.

9.7 7.4 2,3

8.1 6.0

7.

2,1

6,4 0,9

1465 , 8.7 b 6,5 2,2

1966 8.7 5,6

1967 . 10.0
.., _

,,,..,6.9 3,1

4968 8.3 6.5 l.8

1969 7_1

1970 Si
1971 7.7 6.1 1,6 1,-

1972 6.5 5_0 1.5

1973 - 7.5 , 5.8 , 1,7

1974 LO 6.5 1.5

1975 7.5 6,2 1.3

1976 4.8 3.9 0.9

1977 5.7 4.0 1.7

1978. 4,8 3.5 13

1979 3_4 3.0 0.4

1980 b ' 3_6 2.9 0.7

3,.1

5.4

7.0
1.7'.

Central Statistical Agency, Narkhoz 78, 79, and 80, (Moscow:
Statistika, 1979, 80, and 81) p. 38.
b This is the annual growth rate of the official series less the SPIDER
rates. Thus, a positive value indicates that SPIDER has reduced the
growth rate while a negative one implies the opposite.

Preliminary.

consistency Ff?'ith Investment Series. Ano,ther way to
test the representativeness of the producerldurables
sample ist.0 compare this index with the official series

The tkst treats a result of no trend in one series versus some trend
in the other as no match.
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Figure '.6

SPIOER and Offiei I Series: Comparison of Minna

Percent-

Growth Rates far Industry

16

14

12

10

aNarkla
bThis is annual growth rate or the
011160 sari less the 51.10ER fates.

75 20

officials

SPIOER difference

Differanceb

for the machinery and equipment componentof in-
vestment since investment goods make upthe major
portion.of producer durables. The official series for
investment in machinery should be comprehensive

ith each individual product valued at its own price
(unlike SPIOE s index for producer durables proe
duction, whic s sed on a sample).

Before perforining the comparison the investment
series must be adjusted to a production basis. Ma1t-
cry. does not appear in the investment data as soon as
it is produced. In addition, some allowance must be
made for fdreign trade. Domestically produced ma-
chinery that is exported never appears in the invest-
ment data Likewise, imported machinery appears in
.the investment data, but is never, reflected in the
Production data.

Giyen the f_re uent delays in the construction indus-
try, we assume that on average prciduction or imports,
of machinery are reflected in investment after a year's
lag.

Implied Production Inyestment Net Imports

The investment series so adjusted is compared aith
the SPIOER producer durables series in figure 7."

Foreign trade in machinery and equipment is reported iri
Vneshnyoya torgovlya SSSR in current foreign trade rubles: in
contrast the investment series is.reportecl inconstant estimate prices
of 1969.,The foreign trade data Are adjusted in the following way.
First, net imports of machinery and equipment are computed in
current foreign trade rubles. Second, a price index for irnport is
derived by comparing the relative growth of two series for total
importsone in comparable prices and the other in current prices.
This implicit price index.ii used to deflate machinery imports, even
though it is based on all imports, including non-machidery pro-
ducts.:Hence some possible error is introduced by this procedure
unless rnachirtery prices have moved in the same pattern as all
importairices, Finally, net imports of machinery and equipment in
constant, prices arc adjusted to domestic' prices by using a coeffi-
cient of 0.978 estimatecby Vladimir Treml for 1972. Although the
assurnptiOps used to make the foreign trade data comparable with
the investment data may be tenuous, machinery, imports are a small
share of investment.
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Table 11

SPIOER and Official Industrial Indexes:
ComparisonS of Secular Growth Patterns

51-55 1956-61? 1961-65
-

1966-70
.

197175 1976-80'

Ferrous metals
SPIOER
°Mall

188
175

129
128

122
116

86
83 74

19
28

Fuels
SPIOLa
Official

149
153

141
129

100
98

79
86

79
89

52

Electric power
SPlOER

[Meta

142
143

124

_ 130
125
122

86
89

?6
70

49
50

Chemicals and petrochemical's
-SPIOER
Official

128 *

f44
114
100

--130
120

97
102

93
88

41
48

Wood, pulp, and paper
ISPOER

Official
211
151

166
142

74
91

83
100

74
95

3
27

Construction materials
SPIOER

'- Official
196
169

184
169

68
88

71

83
68
72

22
24

Machinery
SPIOER
Official

128
135.

105
115

99
100

92
94

105
94

72
66

Light indlistry
S _MOM
Official

196
192

. 121
108

49
41

136 51.
72

49

Processed food
SP1OER
Official

173.
159

150
151

142
125

122
120

115
114

100
94

66
86

12
28

Total industvy
93
97

87
86

50
51

SPIOER
Official

97
99

Each value is the ratio of the, period average to the postwar average.
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Table 12

SPIDER and,Official Industrial Index
Directional Changes in Growth

FroiTa (19$1-55)- From (1956-60) 'From (196L -65)
to (1956-450). to (196)-65) tp (1966770).

From (1266 -70).
to (1.97145)

'From (197.C75)
to (1976-80)

a .

Ferrous metal(
SPIOER _

Official=
Fuels

_a.

SPICIER
. Official.

Electric power
SPIOER
Official

Chemicals and petrochemi
SPICIER'

-.-Official
AkThod, pulp, and paper

SPIOER
Official

Construction materials
SPIOER
Official

Machinery
SPIOER
Official

Light industry
SPI OER
Official

Processed food
SPICIER
official

Total industry
SPICIER
-Official
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Figure 7

Comparison'of PrOduCtion of Producer Durables and Adjusted Investment

180

1970=100

Machinery investment

The clpse correspondence between the two series over.
the pcistwar period suggests that the producer ,

bles..sample is representitive.of the total output of this
'type of machinery. When examining growth rates
instead of indexes, as shown in the tabulation below,
the relationship between the two scries.does not
appear Quite as close:

Average Annual Gro-wth bf
Adjuited Machinery Investment
and Producer Durables

-55

6-60
1961-65
1966-70

Percent

1971-75
1926-79
1951-79

Adjusted
Machinery
Investment

SP1OR
Producer
Durables

14.6 11.8

10.0 12.4

9.6 8.9

7.7 7.8

9.1 8.6

5.2 6.3

9.5 9.4

In some periods the two series`diverge subsiantially in
terms of average annual rates of growth. Both series

'grew at about the same rate from 1950 to 1979.

The machinery investment series may also be
susceptible to the effects of new-product pricing and
hence disguised inflation. Thus, the close relationship
could mean that the producer durablesindex has not
successfully removed all traces of digguiscd inflation
a.nd.has schit upward bias.

Sample Representativeness
Sample Coverage. A statistical sample'should at least
include enough items to ensure that the characteris-
tics of the sample approach those of the total. In
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general, the larger the sample's share o(the tota
greater the likelihooth-that its characteristics are
similar to those of the full population."

he

Using the 1972 input-output table as a point of
reference enables us to measure the sample coverage
and to identify _those areas of industry where a
relatively small sample threatens the accuracy of the
indexes. If we sum the value of all the products within
each s'ector's sample for 1972 and compare this wit!)
the report.ed GVO -in the input-output table, we get a
rough notion of the percentage of industrial output
covered by SPIOER, at least for that year. The
measure is rough because differences in accounting
practices and pricing make the industrial sample and
the input-output table incompatible in some respects.
For example, the production of commodities pub-
lished in physical units includes intraplant turnover,
but the value of production as rePortcd in the input-
output table presumably removes intraplant turnover
in measuring gross output." Production data ex-
pressed as a CSA index and perhaps as avalue series
arc also usually reported on an establishment basis,
and the input-output data are eorOiled on a commod-
ity basis. A corrrmodity-based classification seherne
rebases the secondary production of an enterprise to
the industry-to which it ostensibly should belong, but
establishment-based classification makes no attempt
at such a`correetion,"' Another important difference is
the SPIOER sample's use of I July 1967 prices and
the input-output Cable's use of 1972 prices, To the
extent that there'll-as been inflation concealed or
otherwise----our estimated s'amplc coverage may be
under(stated

A large share but less itci,i IUt) 1_7+41 di7c4 ti -b that
the sample represents the total If the products included are atypical.
For example, Soviet production data may be upward biased because
the CSA publishes only data that rellect.favorably on Soviet
accomplishments. On the other hand, some published data under-
state growth because the Soviets generally measure output in
natural units, like the number of bulldozers Such treatment fans ta
capture changes in product assortment and quality Therefore..,
because of the peculiarities of Soviet data. a large sample share
does not guarantee the representativeness of the sample.

Narodfloye khozyaystvo v 1978 g, p. 5ti0 and Trera, Walk,
Kostinsky. and Kruger, StruCtur. pp 46-47 Also see the earhei
discussion of gross output measures in this paper

Treml, Ciallik kpstinsky. and Kruger. Strut-rut, pp 111 I40

In SPIOER's coverage of industrial production, 87
percent el the irtduNtrial sectors reported in the recon-
structed 1972 input - output, table have some form of
representation in the sample (table 13). The machin-
ery branch has the most sectors and also the most
gaps in coverage, althoUgh the missing sectors are
relatively unimportant. Of the represented'sector,s, the
median coverage is .71 percent with the degree-of
coverage ranging from 8 percent in one machinery
sector to more than 100 percent in certain sectors in
the construction materials, light industry, and proc-
essed food branches.' Coverage in four of 10 branches
is more than 70 percent, and all but two have at least

,50-percent coverage. The most restricted samples are
found in nonferrous metals (29 percent) and chemicals
(42 percent); statistics on production of nonferrous
metals and many chemicals are considered classified
by Soviet authorities and hence are not reported.
Machinery coverage would have been low about
one-half---:except that we added our estimates of)
military machinery to the value of the sample.,Overall
in- benchmark year the SPI OER sample ac-
counted for about 60 percentof Soviet industrial
production.

A- Rough Measure of Sample Representativeness. The
fact.that SPIOER product samples remesent substan-
tial shares of total output in 1972 does not guarantee
that the samples arerepresentative in terms of their,
growth_ The best available benchmarks of representa-
tiveness arc the various input- output tables. One
rough measure can be perforcned computing gross
value of output in current rubles from the 1959, 1966,
and 1972 input-output tables for 10 branches of

aectv,a 0.4.1,1.11, arc. lugging (115 percent). cement
(106 percent), concrete (106 percent), asbestos cement (118 perCent),
fiber! (159 percent), hosiery and knitwear (125 percent), flour and
cereal (142 percent), and fruit and vegetables (155 percent). There
are several possible explanations for the seeming anomaly. Fins the
average wholesale prices used by SPIOER could be too high.
Second, in some eases prices may have been reduced between I-967
and 1972 Third, different definitions of output and differences
arising from the conflict between commodity versus establishment
classifications also play a role.
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1. Table 1

Estimated Sample Coverage or SP101Indexes in 1972

: Number of
Sectors in
Bran0

Number of
Sectors
With a
Sample

Minimum
Sector
Coverage
(percent)

Maximum
Sector
Coverage
(percent)

Branch_
Coverage a
(percent),

Ferrous metals b 5 4 70.5 98.0 78.6

Nonferrous metals I
- 37.8- . 37.8 29.1,

Fuels 6 i 6 86.6 71.8-

EleZtriopowar 89.3 89.3 89.3

Machinery 27 21 83 100.0 67.4

Chemicals and petr6Chemicals 10 9- 34.8 , 100.E 42.2

Wood, pulp. and ria'per 6 5 . 114.9 70.4

Construction materials 8 8

7

14.3_
16.2

118:5

159.1,

6/5,7

56.4Light industry
Processed food 10 10. 17.0 155.1 55.1

Total industry - 83 72 8.3 159.1 59.9

4 Branch coverage is the sum of the value of sector samples expressed
as a.percent of the branch OW). In estimating SPIOER-s coverage
we have relied on two decision rules to compute shares. First, if the
sector is represented within the SPIOER sample by an official GVO.
index, we assume that is equivalent to 100-percent coverage, since
the official production indexes presumably are based on full
Coverage. See Abraham S. Becker. Ruble Price Levels. Second, if
the samplecoveragc computes to more than the sector GVO, we
assumed sector coverage is 100 percent for estimating branch and
industry coverage.
b The coke products sectors of the ferrous metals branch is described
by a proxy linked to the index for.extraction of coking -Coal _ In this
tabulation the sample share for this sector is treated as zero. If the
sharawcre treated ag complete coverage, branch coverage would
increase from 78,6 percent to 88.6 percent.
t Two sector samples in the fuels branch-those for peat and oil-
shale-use an average unit value rather than a true unit price. In this
tabulation the sarbele share is taken as zero, an obvious understate-
ment. If the share were treated as 100 percent, the fuels branch
sample share would only increase from 71.8 percent to 74.0 percent

industry '(ferrous and nonferrous tallurgy are c orn
bined). These GVOs are then "deflated" to, constant
1972 rubles by the published Soviet indexes of enter-
prise 'wholesale prices. We realize`that these indexes
are not an adebuate gauge of price movements.
Nonetheless, a'nalysis 0,[ their construction suggests
they are most deficient in the machinery branch and
less so elsewhere. Then revised branCh indexes are
constructed-from the SP1OER data 13y using gross

_output weights in 1972 for the Sectors, rather than
value-added weights, to build synthetic branch GVO
indexes in constant prices. Next, average annual rates
of growth for the periods 1960-66 and 1967-72 are
computed for both the deflated GVO branch indexes
from the input-output table and the SPIOER -indexes
adjusted to a gross output basis.
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SPICIER and I-0 GVO: Comintrisous of
Average Annual Growth Rates

4 -

1960-66
_ .

1967 -72

Deflated -
1-0 Values

-Revised
SPICIER

De ated
I -Qlues fi Revised_

., SPIDER

Metal ur 7.4 - 5.2 5,1 .

FudLs 4.2 5.9 7.2 4,8 -.-
.

Electric diver 11.6 10.7 8.5 9

Machinery 17:0 7.0
10.9

10.5 .
11.2

7.4

016M-calk and_pctroohe 12.0

Wood, pulp, and paper 5.8 3.3

Construction materials 7.7 . 7.3 6.8 5.7

Light Indus 5.9 3.6 7.2 5.2

Processed f_ 5.4 5.4 5.7 5.2

15 of the comparisons in table 14, the SPIOER
groWth rate is less Than the growth of deflated GVO
from the input - output- tables; in one case the rates are

_equal and in only two instances are SPIOER rates
greater.

The lower SPIOER rate is consistent with our under-
standing of Soviet price indexes,Beeause official pride
indexes do Odd capture all of the real price inflation,
deflation of GVOs in the input-output tables.by the
official price series doei not remove all of the price
inflation from measured real growth. We would there_-
fore expect SPIOER growth rates to be.below those
derived from input-output GVOs, as they generally

.are. While this :does not prove that the sample is
representative of all industrial output, it does suggest
that any sampling errors- are likely to produce a lower_
grdwth rate rather than a higher: one. This is comfort-
ing because the greatest threat's to measurement. _

errors.are likely in die opposite direction. (See the .

following discussion in "Biases in the Quantity and
Valve Data .7) = -

Biases in the Basic Data

I
Changes in--the Material Intensity of Production.
Only the 1972 input-output table is'used in the
SPIOER computations to estimate the output indexes
for the branches of industry: This practice implicitly
assumes that-the ratio of value added to grosS output

for each sector remains appkoximately constant ol.-Tr
the period. If this'asSumption is wildly tinrealist4c,_ the
SFIOER_indexes would fail to move in emann
represeillative of the movement of national induitrial

To avoid this st_roprassumption,one would
a highly chsaggregated input-otitput table fge

. .

everyjear, although only threefor 1959, 1966, and
1972have been compiled thus far. Even these three
tables cannot be easily used together because
SPICIER is a constant prick index and the input:::
output tables are in current rubles.

Fortunately this work already has been partly done on
a limited basis for 12 sectors in two campanion studies
by Vladimir TrernlInd Gene Guill.n fly using tliese
constarit-price tables for the three'benchinark years-
1959, 1966; aoti:1972it b000mes_.:possible Co com-
pare mover ents'in gross output and value added. The

=

"Sec Vladriair G. Tread, Price.10 ex'cs for Soviit18-SCCtor Input,
Outptu Tables for 1959-1975, Technical Note SC-TN-5943;1,
(Arlington, Virginia: SRI International, June 1978); for a deriva-
tion of the price indexes. iiklso-see Gene D. Guilt, Deflation of the
-IS Sector Soviet Input;Output-Tables, Technical Note SSC-TN-
5943-4, (Arlington :Virgin InteniatiOnal, August 1978), for
the derivati9n of input - output tables for several years in 19713

. - -
producer pnc.es.



rss put and Value Added in Input-Output Tables at Constant-Prices
Average Annual Percentage Rate of Growth

Gross ! Value Difference Gross Value '
`Output Added a (percentage Outpue : _ Added A
(Diemen cent) int) - (percent) (percent)

-O. -5.7 3.3Metallurgj
C
Oil

7.4
0.8

Gag
Elcctric pow:
Machinery
Chemi and

17.

11.6

we
--hemioa1

-1.4
9.8

17.8:

14.0

2.0
2.5-

2.2. s- 2.0
-1.2 12.7

5.6

DifferenCc
(percentage
point) 7

-2.4

Paper

.4
:0.6 5.3

9.1 -0.8
12.3 -2.1
9.6 -0.2
5.0-

-0.9 11.7 10.9
Construction materials 7.7
Light industry 5.7

it Processed fool = 4.
Industry without processerl

6.0
NIVIF

- -O.3 7.1

5.2 Nth
0.5 8.2

0 =8

0

-1.0
NMF

7 0.3

MAP means no meaningful figure_

tidudinearnornzation-deductiens.
b A comparison for processed food is _not possible because of the
_negative value added in this sector owing to heavy state subsidies.

results of this comparison (table 15) suggest that gross.'
output &el change, for the most part, in line with
value added. In over two-thirds of the comparisons the-

-differences in grOwth rates between groSs output and
Value added are less than 1 percentage point. The
cases with the laigest divergence in growth rates are
coal in both periods; electric power in 1960-66, and _

metallttrigy and machinery in 196772. In general,
value added tended to grow slightly slower than gross

-output in the early period and faster in'the later
Peijod-

These results indicate that the assumption-of a con-
.

-stant-ratio of value=added=to=gross output should not-
bias the SPIOER indexes much as-measures of value

.added. --Moreover, in- those instAnces of-wide- disagree,
ment between the-gross output and value-added
growth in table 15, the explanation may lie in the

unreliability of the price deflators used for machinery
output (and input) and changes in product mix within
input-output sectors: If subsectors within any of the
18 sectors have widely disparate-grois output to Valtie-
added ratios, the growth of gross output for the full
sector need not match that, of value added. SPIOER
partially circumvents the product mix problem by
disaggregating industrial production to a more de-
tailed level than represented in the -18- sector input-
outputlables used by Treml and Guill. The greater
level,of detail in SPIOER allows variations-in the
ratio of value-added to gross output at the`18-Sector
level and freezes the ratio only at a more detailed
sectoral-breakdown

_On balance, the effect on the SPIOER indexes of the
inabilittto construct true indexes of value added-a
problem that exists in the production indexes of many



_-estern countries--remains unresolved. Mich de-
pends 6n the,direction andrdirtechritiTogieal

u change; If materials use or-intensity-has generally
declined over time. SMOER's growth would be exces-
sively slow. Increases in materials, intensity would
cause errors in the.opposite direction.,

. . -

Biases in the Quantity and Value Data. While the
. SPIOER- sample covers a. portion cif_Soviet

industrial production in 1972,-other samPle properties
could bias the- synthetic indexes.

_of machinery prOuced during 1960-736 4arnple o
model numbef-r-pricer---and physical-specifications7
Thy purpose of this study-wat tadetermine what p
changes- haveaccurred that cannot be explaine
changes in product quality or Inix.3' A result of this
research was-the derivation of price incleieglortWo
types of machinery represented by quantity series in
SPIOtReonstruction machinery and hoist - trans --
port equipment (cranes). By using these priFe series to
deflate the final-demand component for these two ,
sectors in the 1959, 1966, arld=1072 input-output
,tables to 1972 producer prices, we derive series simi-
ar conceptually to two quantity indexes in SPIOER,_
except that average unit prices axe allowed to vary
_due to nhangas in praductmix. Comparison of the
growth rates of the series over the Periods caveredby
the input-output table should give a rough indication;
in at !Fast two quantity series of the scale of the bias
that results from using Exed price weights.

The results of this test shown- in table 16 suggest that
the SPIOER quantity series do tend to, understate
growfh. Although the fixed price series grow more
rapidly in the 1960-66 period than thc variable price
series, the downward bias becomes evident when
examining 1967-72 and both periods combined:Over---'--
all; the series with fixed price weights grqw 1.1 and
01: percent legs...rapidly than the series with variable
price. weights for hoist-transport machinery and con:
struction machinery,'re.pectively.

The quantity'series employed in samples of sector
Prbduction on balance may understate growth. For
example, a bulldozer in a given model category
produced in 1950 is.counted the same as a bulldozer
produced-in, for exainple, 1962 dsspite any model
improvements that may have been introduced.
Ideally,.the SPIOER methodology should account for
changes in average produet quality, but this would
require engineering studies of every product. Quantity

_series also do not _measure changes in product rhix,
which_could reduce the reliability of these series as
measures of production. Returning to the earlier
exainple, theeapacity_of theaveruge bulldozer has
fluctuated over time as the.Prodifctiniii-hisehatiged.

wAs a result, the fixed price weight used for the sample
beeatnes unrepresentative. If the Soviet Union is
gradually moving toward higher capacity equipment,
the sample prise becomes lower than the trus average
in later years, higher in earlier years, and growth is
understated. Similar biases could occur in other
sectors as well.

The magnitude of this 'quantity series bias depends on
the-nature of the product involved. Products that are
less complex, more homogeneous, and less vulnerable
to innovation, such as many industrial materials and
basic consumsr goods, probably are less vulnerable to
this, bias: Bias shoild be greatest in technically com-
plex, heterogeneous products such as machinery.

Some notion-of the possible extent of the bias that
might arise in the machinery branch from using fixed
price weights can be obtained by drawing on a recent
OA study." This study has collected for several types

CIA. An Analysis of the Behavior of Soviet Machinery Prices,
1960-73, ER 79-10631, December 1979,

We have attempted to limit the effect-of this bias on
the machinery index by disaggregating-the product- ---
sample as much-as possible. Trucks, cars,-and buses
are disaggregated by model numbers, for example. By
increasing-the level of-product detail idthis way, the
sample implicitly adjusts for-changes. in product as-
sortment and/partly for quality improvements. This
approach cannothe followed for most sectors,- howev-
er, because the necessary production and price data
are not-available;

-m-The -cited studyes6rnatesregressions for eachltype of machinery__
covered. By regressing prices on physical Parameters:and time, it it
possible to discover how prices have increased because of changes in
product specifications and inflation.



_ Table :16 gee Arinuai Per=nt-

Comparison of Growth of -Output in Tw-n Sectors
Using Fixed and Variable Price Wei

Va-iabli priceweights a
4 Fed price weights b

Construction machinery ' - `-

-series are derived from the deflated finaLrlemand of the
ive sector from the input-output tahltiof 1959, -1966, and

- 1972. Became the CIA study has no price samples for 1966, [b; 1966
table in 1970 pricei is used and then deflated- to 1972 prices with the
derived indexs.

Deliveiies to final demand in current prices are found in the
folloWing sources:
1959Dirnitri M. Gallil Barry L Kostinsky, and Vladimir G.
Treml, Conversion of Soviet Inpla-Output Tables to Producers'
Prices: The 1959 Reconstructed Table, FER-No. 6 (Washington;
D.C.: US Department of Commerce, February_ 1975): .
1966Treml and- Guill,.in Treml, Studies, pp. 197-281
1972--Gallik, Gull!, Kostinsky, and Trend, "The 1972 put- -
Output Table," pp. 423-471. 4

pricedeflators are.taken from CIA, An Analysiscrf the
Behavior of Soviet Machinery Prices. 1960-73.

These Series are derived fronitheSPIOER quantity series for these
two sectors

Much more 'has been written about the glistortions
afflicting both types of valve series,official ruble
value series and-CVO index seriesthe-double-count--
ing and disguised price inflation alluded to earlier. -

The 'effect of,changes in double-counting is relatively
easy to understand; the inflationary bias perhaps
requilas more discussion.

Enterprise -managers find it-advantageous to boost
prices-to meet their performance targets. But it is
difficult f_ Or managers to raise prices on standardized
products since prices are controlled by the govern-
ment.-An exception is made,-- however, if -th4 item can-

be considered a-new product." Then-an enterprise:can,
chargea new7prodoct price, which is deliberEttely set
higher than the price of the old produat-to recapture
research and development costs of the new product,
Later the temporary new-prodtict price gives way for

r The new-product pricing phenomk7AL144een widely-discussed
in the literature. In particular see- anf . esker, Ruble Price
Levels; Joseph S. Berliner, The Innovarleg Decision in Soviet
Industry; Padma Demi, -On ReconstruCting Price, Output and
Veins-Added Indexes in Postwar Soviet Industry'and Its
Branches '.pp. 55-77; Gregory Grossman, "Price Control, In
fives and Innovation in The Soviet Economy,- Alan Abouchar, eft,
The Socialist. Price Mechanism (Durham, N. C.: Duke University
Press,-.1977); and CLA_Air Analysis of the Behavior_cf Soviet ____
Machinery Prices. 1960-73.



rmanent price. Because innovation is risky given
e incentives confronting the-Soviet manager,

cations of nld,*products often change only slightly _

This is enough, however, te;allow him to charge a
substantially higher price for this "new" product and
to lead him to halt production of the older an_ d

_

-cheapa model..nirchasers have little choice but to
accept the more expensive item. As a consequence,
value of production has increased more than could be
justified by the degree of product change.

An inflationary bias is also introduced inta the, value
series by the:way constant or, in Soviet terminology
comparable_prices (sapastavimye tseni) are set For
items, in production befere the base year for the
comparable prices, the prices in effect in the base year
are used in the series_ introduced subse
quentlY, the first permanent pricdis _the comparable
price. The output series therefore reflect's a mixture of-
constant and current prices; theViresence of price
4nflation will then bias the output index upward.

. -
an uveragg rate of only 6.1-pe r

reestageppiritsPer-Yealcss,thait-ths-valfieseriex
-_7.-used. by SPIDER -.If the wholesalepriee

in that paper based on -0 OM* Of SeVera of
machinery is representative of all of the Value series
incorporated in SPIOER,the hidaen Oriarchanges
incortiorated in -the value series and hencewrongly
counted-as real growth, Would be significant:

-

Implied Price Inflation - Average Annual Percent
in- Machinery

New-product pricing represents theserious measure-
ment problem in induStries where products are hetero-
geneous, where value measures would provide the only-

=meaningfullneasure of output,-and-where many op- -1-
portunities for innovation exist and prciduct complex-
ity makes it difficult teldistinguish between real and

- cosmetic improvelnents. Althongh these features'exist
_to some degree in all industrial branches, they are
most charactoristic of `machinery and chemicals._ -

The study already rife red to (An Analysis of the _

fiehayiar of Soviet Machinery Prices, 1951 73), can
be used to gain:stime notion of the possible impact of
disguised inflation on the value series. One type of
machinery analyzed inthat study is machine tools, for
which SPIOEft-relies on thtofficial value series in
the Narkho :. According to the value series, machine
tool output in 1970 was 2.33 times the 1960 level----an
average annual increase of 8.8' percent. The machin-
ery price study concludes, however, that machine tool
prices in 1970 were 283 percent above_the-I960 kevel
after allowance for changes in product characteristics.
Deflating the value series by this price increase=
suggests that output in 1970 was, only 181 percent-
above 1960 or that machine tool output increased at

1961-66 2.7

1967-70- 5.7 -;

1971-73 1.6

This would suggest that in the 1960s the.value series
are upward biaied and that at least in the early 1970s
the value series are downward biastd_ Over -the entire
13-year period, the implicit rate of inflation in the
value series would average 2.6 percent per year

= Not all-valueseries are subject-to a large upward bias__
arising from price inflation. In some of the rapid_ ly
developing industries like precision instruments and ,-
electronics prices have been reduced repeatedly to
prevent the excessive accumulating of profits. Because
these industries are in a relatively early phase of
development, expansion of output generates -Subgtan-
tial economies pf scale and cost savings: -In such cases
the amount of disguised inflation would be much
smaller than in moredeireroped branches that are also
represented by value series.

The relative importance of this kind of sample bias in
the branch indexes can be deterinined fromi the --

composition of the sample in each branch. Six
branch indexes are completely based upon quantity
series. Distortions in'the value series reported by the
CSA could carry over to the synthetic indexes for the
wood, pulp, and paper industry, light' industry, the

and-machinery. The tabulatiombelow indicates



that sae: cry i the branch most affected_by t branch that otherwise is nearly stagnant_ Simi
vitfirise =es ; The value series are nied-to measur is not surprising tVatsvM4ocids----raeasir-ea-irr,

,K

change in only about one-fifth of industrial - rubles- is.one of the fastest growing compone
- _ 4.-- -,..-

pruritic ion; * _ ' _ _ _light industry; in later phases of development the
_.1

processing of fabrics becomes more important than
Becaus quantity series and value series-are not. evenly the` manufacture of-the fabrics themseltes.
distribu ed among the branches,, miindexes donated = .

by_-value series suffer most from the.distortion cruse_ d Theresults for ponsumer-durables are surprising,
by disguised inflation. Value series comprise a larger share of the sari-vie

Shares in 1970 of Value Added

than jn any _Uher part -of SPIOER ;_ironically, the
value series merease more rapidly-than the quantitYPer nt series .only:in three of the six periods. During the -

entire 297year period, the value series increased only
0.9 percerftage points per year faster. The broducer
durables comparison is more troublesome. Between
1950 and 1979 the value series in the producer
durables sample increased on average nearly 4 per-

5 centage points faster than the quantity subsampl
suggesting a substantial urnVard bias-in the official

ii Quantity Value
Series Series

Chemieals and petrochemicals 95
Wood, p4lp, and paper -- 85

Li 'industry -

,Machinery
; Producer durables

Consitmer. durables

value series.

Oat s Not all of the discrepancy in the machinery series can
27 73 be attributed to, index distortions, however, The quart-

-
a

try series do include machinery sectors that are

TheIMPOrtaitca ofDDisguised Inflation. Considerable
attention hai been devoted to the possibility of hidden
inflation in the value series inclnded in the SPIOER
samples. The major industrial branches in which
value series are used to measure production arc listed
in table 17. The branch samples are divided into'
quantity or official value- series;and two separate
inftexes are calculated foreach branch one for prod-
ucts reported in physical and one: for products
repcirted by value: (Value-added weights are used to
aggregate individual series.) Tht table comparesthe

- growth rates for these components of the branch -

indexes in which value series are important.
_

actually groiving more slowly than sectorkzesented
by yiilue series. Forexample;-transport-rna 'nery=a-
quantity seriestraditionally grows slowly once a
nation's transportation infrastructure is ih Waft, and
instruments and computersa-value seridihas been
a fapt growinLseetor since 1960. We can test this
hypothesis in a rough way. The Soviets publish GVO
indexes for subgrou0s of machineryval a level ofdetail
that is unavailable in most of-the other industrial-,
brancheS,The official OVO machinery branch
indelres for the years 1960, 1965, 1970, 1975, and
1980 were-used to estimate subsarnple growth based

-s_trid
--

ly on official GVO dEta. These c9mponent in _

-dexes-were then classified:according to,whether they
_ were predominantly represented by quantity or value

series in the SPIOER Itaciiinery sample.--According.
to -the rates of growth shovin in table 18, the branch
subsamPle represented by quantity series is growing
about 2 percentage points-less rapidly than the Sub-
sample described by value series. We conclude, there-:
fore, that the machinery represented by quantity data
are less dynamic machinery sectors. -

TO value series generally grow substantia y faster
-than the physical series. This, does not nece arily
mean that the differences are caused by disguised d
in tionuf the value series. For example-id-the woodi--

and paper industry the rapidly growing alue
is furniture. While new-product pricing un-

doubtedly is a problem in the furniture industry,
furniture output has been a stellaf.erforrnee in a



verageJammal__Percent_:,-.

Comparison of Growth o uanti ty =end
Value Series Within Branches of Industry

1951-n 1.956 -60= 196145 -1966-70 _1971741 = -= 1976-79

,.pulp. and paper
uantity,seri

Official value s
Chem is and petroehera

ntity series
Official valties-.,- 20.8

Light industry
series

Official value 1

Consunter duribles
Quantity, s
Official values

5.0 1 8

7.8 11.9

10.2,
19.4

8.9 8.4
6.1 9.7

3.2 - 4.9-

Preidui r durables -_-
uantity series

Official value series`;

2.3 ;1.7

12.2-1 3.5

11.5
9.7 12.9

-14.8 2.1

10.5 8.4

6.8 . 5.5 5.1 2,2
12.5 :109 10.0 11.0 . 8.4

Whatever the reason;:a= wide disparity in ',growth rates
elea-rlY exists betkeerffhe_ivkitYPeinf g.iilitarnples in
the producer durables indea01-161v_the underlying
biases might affect the overall machinery index and
the industrial index can only be judgeifb9 snrne fairly
arbitrary sensitivity testing (table 19) -"

Six differencassumptions regarding the bias in the
producer dinables-samfa are tested. In each case, we
assume that the SPIOER growthrates are biated for
specific reasons: and reestirnatktrowth taking into
account the assumed adjustments. The cases tested
allow for the downward biases of thO quantity series,
the-upward biase; of the value seriet and combina-
tions of both. The alternative assumptions
1 Real growth of thelialne series is the same as thit

of the quantity sample.
12. Real groWth of the value series .is-2 percehtage

Deal
than that of the quantity series.

eal growth of the quantity series is 1 percentage
point higher than the measured rate and equals the
real growth-of the value series.

4. Inflation in the valtie series' is 3 percent per year.

The downward bias in the quantity series is=1
rcent.--aahnif per year, and-rtke-iip-Waed bias in

ITlue series is -3 percentage points per year
. The downward bias in the quantity seriesis 1 -

percentage point per-year, and real-growth in the
value series is 2 percen ge points per year higher
than the adjusted:grow h in_the quantity series.

The impact of PoSsible bias in the producer durables
sample weakens considera, y at- higher:Was Of. ag-
gregation. The largest dise eaanCy between SPICtER
growth and growth of hybri ridexes (1951-79)44.2

.percentage points for producbi_dfirables, 1.2 Pertent-7
age points for machinery, and iust-0--..-3-0-regritage- =
paint for total industry. Moreover, 'in7this
chinery growth is`nnetalgtically low--compated.with
that in other industrial sectors. Assumptreins that give'
a more realistic machinery growth suggest that-the
rror introduced-into SPIOER indexes byany-bias in

chinery index i no-larger than half that in the,
worst case=

- , .
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Growth of Machinery Samples Estimated From tricial GVO Data

1?61-65 -1966-70 197175 1976-80

itity sei

Electrotec
Energy rnachitiebuilding

urgicaL m ning, and
ether machinery
Hoist transport rnachine
Courtniction triaehiner
Railrond machiqin,

ubrsample

Indus

Automotive machinery
Value series-stibsarnple

M chink foals
instni tut's
Chenifeal machm 7 1.

ng pulp. and per machine
inschinery

10.1

13.7

9,5,-

15.1 8.4 74 4.1

9,0 4.4
83 7.3 6_0 - 4.-I

11.1 . 13.0 7.7-

1.4 11.4 10.8 7.8

2.9 9.7 lac)
6.2 7_ 8.5 14.0

16.1 10.3 9.2 6.8

11.6 15.2 10.8 7:3

0.2 8,6 v 8.9 5.

8.2 11.6 8.9

7.6 103 9.9

11.4 9.3 8.7 6.1

allic items
etallie stniciurals

_Machinery re
Mixed quantity and value su +sa le

Tractors and Agricultural inachinen,

i Because of difficultici ih deriving weights, a simpleaverage of the
indexes is used to aggregate the subbradch glernerys. The average
annual rates of growth are computed from the average indexes:

-



able 19 _ verage-Annua
- -

Growth of Soviet Industry Under DiffIrent Assumptions of
in tfi SPI0eR hoducer Durables Sample -

e1 2

uc durables
1951 55 I7 . 8 _ 10.81 8 . 11.8 103 - 10.6

- -

1956-60 12.4 12.2 13.2- 10.7 -. '-- 11;0 14.

96 5- 8.9 6.8 -. 7 9- 8 7.4 -_ 7.9 - 9.0 -

1966-70 7.8. 5 6 6 ---- 6.8 7.7 -

1921.75 8.6 5.. 6 7.4

1976-79 4 4.4

951-79 9.4 -- 7.2 8.2 7.7 :-*- . 9.4

Total 6bun

- --1951-55 9.6 - 9.4= -9.7 9.7 _ 9.

956-60 7.9 8. -8.6 - -8.6 7.3 c4 8.8
-

1961 7.4 6.2 6. 6.8- 6.6 7.
96 6.9 5.4 6.2 6.1 6 6.9

-'. 1971-75 7.9 5, .6.1' 6.2 6.7 1.0 - 7A

1976-79 S 6 2.8 . 3.6 4.1 4.4,- 4. 3

6 7.0 :6.9 6 -6 7:5951-79 -
Total industry
-1951-55 --

1956-60
1961-65
1966-70

976-79

10.1.- 0. 0 - , 10.0 - :-..

8.9 8.8 ' 8.3 . 10.5

6.6 6.9 6.8 6.8 6.9 T , 5.__,,____
5.9 6.1 6.1 - 6.0 6.1- 6.3 -4.

.7 '6.0 1
_.

6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3.

2.8 3.4_ 3.5 3.4_

1951-79 6. 6.7 7.0 6.9 _ 6.9 6.9 7.2 -
s
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The SPIOER Sample:
Products, LW is and Key Sources

Ferrous metals branch
Ferrous ore sector

_anganese ore.. %

on ore
us metals seto

Narkhot
-Narlatoz

Flails and rail
Wire rocl
Plain wire

Tons Narkhoz
Tons Narkhoz

-To Narkhoz
Tons NatiLhoz

Tons a --
Tons - Narkhoz
ions Narkhoz
irons Nar
Tons Narkhoz
To arichoe-

-.To_ Narl

To riz=

: Tans Narkhoz

Seamless pipe and tube
Welded pipe and tube
Heavy on pipe and u
Lrght section pipe and tut
Steel plate

11dt-rolled sheet
fold rolled sheet

Tons Narkhoz
aducts'forrepro sing Narkhoz

oke product'seeto

Ref story
Fire clay

- Magnesite and chrome magnesite it
Magnesite powder/metillurgical

riferrous metals branch
Nonferrous metals sector

Tons Nar
. Tons -'-Narkho

Tons -Nar

imate
a c- 7
te

Copper Tons Estimate
Ton
Tons timate

Tin Tons stimate
Aluminum Tons Estimate
Magnesium Tons Estimate
Titanium Tons tintate
Nickel. Tons Estimate
Antimony = Tons estimate



Table AtI (coufinue

SPMERSample:
Unitucts, s, and Key Sources

dm
Tungsten (6Q %wo3)

Molybdenum
Fuels branch

Coal sector-
king coal

to
Nonco 'rig hard coal

= r
Oil extraction sector

Oil (including js sonde
Oil refining sector

Refined redact s
sectorGas

-Ton Estimate
-Tons

or

&nate.
timate

Natural gas from wells

fated natural ga,s

Tons Narkhoz
Tons Narkhoz
Tons Narkhoz

Tons Narithoi

Tons _ttmate

Cubic meter Narkhoz, Journals,
Estimate

Cubic meter

-Peat- Tonaof
standard fuel

Narkhoz, Journals,
Estimate

Oil shales sector
Oil shale Tons of

standard fuel

Electric power branch
Electric sector

Electric power distributed o__-_ busbars

Machinery branch
-Energy and machine

Steam boilers capacity)
team* 'Hers (medium capacity)

Steam boilers (low capacity)
Stears and gas turbines
Hydraulic turbines*

Electrotechnical machinery and ec uipment sector
Generators (steam and gas.turb
Generators hydraulic turbin
Electric motors over owatt

Tons /hours Narkhoz, Estimate
Tonsjbours arkhoz, Estimate

Tons /hours Estimate
lowatt_ Narkhoz, Estimate
lo watt Narkhoz, Estimate

--e _S

Electric bulbs
Machine tools sector

rutting machine tools
Forge presses sector

Forge press mac e tools

Kilowatt Narkhoz, Estimate
Kilowatt_ .Narkhoz, Estimate
Kilowatt Narkhoz

t-amps .

Rubles

Narkhoz

Narkhoz

Rubles. Narkhoz



ontinued}

Precision instrialients sotto
1iiitrumenis of lima Rubles_ Narkhoz

er instruments and computers Rubles "4 Narkhoz

uriticul and'mining machinery and equipment sector
tallurtry machinery and equipment except rolling_mills Tons _ Na

Rolling Mill equiptstent. Tons ar
Coal combines Units Narkhoz-

Coal cu t ng machines Units Narkhoz
ne:loading machines Units Narkhoz-r_

Electric mint JecoMotives Units Narkhoz
P troleum equipment/refinery Tons Nirkhoz, Estimate -

II pumps Units Narkhoz
Tur Units Narkhoz

Pumps and compressors sector
Refrigeratorg Units q Narkhoz --
Chemical equipment - Rubles Narkhoz

. .

Log and paper machinery and equipment sec
Log and paper machinery and uipment Index Narklioz

Light-industry machinery and equipment sector
_

Lighbindustry machinery &nd uip ent Rubles Nark_hoz

Food- industry machinery and equipment sector
Food =industry ma inery and equipment Rubles Narkhoz

Ptinting machinery and equipment sector
nting- industry machinery and eguipment Rubles Narkhoz

oi ransport equipment sec or
Railroad cranes Units Narkhoz

TAck cranes Units Narkhoz

Tower cranes,: Units . Narkhoz
Pneumatic tire cranes Units Narkhoz -

Electric bridge cranes Unit' Narkhoz
Elevators Units Narkhoz

Construction machinery, and equipment sectory
Excavators multibucket Units Narkhoz, _ im
0.137 to 0,20-cubic-meter single-bucket excavators Units Narkhoz, Estimate

0.25- to Q. 30 -cubic -meter single - bucket excavators . Units Nai-khoz, Estirflat

0-35- to 0 cubic-meter single-bucket excavators Units Narkhoz, Estimate

I 1.25-cubic-meter single-bucket excavators - Units Narkhozarkhoz Estimate
2 bic-meter single-bucketexcavators Lim Narkhoz imate.:

- to h -cubic meter single-bucket excavators _ Units -Narkhoz, Esstimate

0 and more single- bucket excavators Units Narkhoz. Estimate

Bulldozers Units- Narkhoz

scrapers r Units Narkhoz

Motor graders Units Narkhoz
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Yal)(e A- continuM)

The SPIEPER Sample: - --
Products, Units and Key Sources

nap on, machinery and equipment sector

R Udine freight Units Estimate
a niine freight Units Estimate

Gondola cars, mainline:frela
Tank cars;mairdirte freight
Cement cad; mainline freigh
TE-1 diesel locomotives
TE-2 diesel locomotives

electric diesel
T_

; TE-50,TEP-60. IE-40'electric diesel

_Units Estirnsste

Units Nar ci-

Uni ate
Units _ Estimate

Estimate
Unit" Estl

Units
Units Estimate

TOP-50,TG-102,I E-106 diesel hydraulic Units at&

G-T GT101 turbines Uni e

_VL-22m, direct current Units ima

V -10, T=8 direct current_ Units c

VL-23 eke 1 motiveg _Uni A _ Estimate

N U electric locomotives Units Estimate

N 8 electric ocomotives Units : mate
N-60 electric loccmotives Uni

-VL a ernating current `Unite Estimate

L steam m motiv Uni

Sum m locomotives - Uni e

SO steam locomotivesiriotive Units Estimate
LV steam locomotives Unit - ) stimate
P 36 steam locomotives Units Estimate
Railroad passenger i oars Units Nark_hoz

Trolley ca Units Narkboz

Subway cars Units Narkhoz

CiVilian shipbuilding Um Estimate by

Civilian aircrbft Units Estimate by

A tomobiles sector
Motorcycles a Units Narkhciz, Estimate

Narkhoz, Estimate

icy I - Units Narlthoz, a :
Motor scooters ` .Units' Nar oz,

Consumer au Un

Consumer auto prices ndes tuna

Cars
.
ch-400 sedan
ch cabriolet niodel Units Estimate

ch station wagon Units Estimate
ich 2136. 2138. 2140, 1ZH-2125



Gaz-67
Utiz-469.1ceP4

foheda
aaz-21. 24/volua
2965. 966.968 968a

Units: Estimate
Units
Units
Units

G 14/chayka
Vaz-2103, 2102, 2106, VIVA- 2121

Trucks

n

Units"

imate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate
Estimate

Yaz-21011
Gaz-51

Gaz-63
Graz753f, 53a, 66.52

Units Esti"-
Estimate

Gaz-9
Units-

.:-.Units:

tirnate
stitnat

Zi1-157.157k

Zi1-164.164a
.i1 =150

-3 5 355in 6,358.375.37
`il -1 O.
Yaaz-200, 210, 214, 219, 221, p
Kraz-214, 219, 221, 222, 255, 257
Maz-200, 205
Maz -50f 5 a 509 514 516'.

Maz-525
laz-528. 529, 530. 531, 540,-548, 54'
Wiz- 542. -546. 322

nits
Units
Units

Estimate
Estimate
Estimate

Units atimate
Units Estimate
Units Estimate

'Units- Estimate
Units Ornate
Units
Units Fatima

Trucks
20

az -585 and E. 585 and V

1-6 606. 608, 608B

Ural-Zi1-51353, 355M and 356 _ Units
Moskvich-430, 432 -N.-- Units
Uaz-450, 451.452 Units

z- 5320.5410 Units irna

Abz-50 and scella us I Jnit irnat

-120 Units Estima

stttna
Estima
Estimate

timate



Table A-1 (continu

The SPIOER Sample:
Products, Units,;and Key Sources

Kaz,602 606; 608.603B
Kaz-600 and A, 6005 and V
Gaz-AA

al-Zil-5
Mosby- ich:430. 432

Uaz-450, 451.452
maz,5320. 5410

Abz-50 and miscellaneous

ni

3055
Units

_ _ _Units

Uni

-Kavz-65 _,
Paz- 651.652 ; 652B; 672-
Z11-115. 118; 127,-155.151

um -

Units

stimate
Estimate

,ta-b.:
Liz:695, 695E:

Units
Units

estimate

Estimate

Laz-698 699, 699A. 697
Raf-251, 976. 977V. 977D

Units
Units
Units..

irnat

Itkilate
EStiMate

_Uni

Trolley tuiseS
Automotive spare parts

Uni
Rub

,g-riculturai machinery and equipment sector
.Agricultural machinery
Tracldaying tractors

Rubl
Units

[mate
[mate

Wheeled tractors Uni

Narkhoz
ate by model

tirnate by model

Other-machinery
Tovari seri

Household chemicals deduction

Furniture deduction

Kuhl
ndex

AT_

Rubles
Narkhoz
Narkhoz

Sanitary engineering prodUcts sector
Bath 'water heaters .

Enameled iron bathtubs
Heat ing tui lers

Units
Units
Uni

mg radiators
Viewer pipe and fittings

Other metalwares sector
Other -metalware-5

urals sectoetallic s
_fetalstructdeals

Units

Narkhoz, Estimate
Narkhoz, Estirv:__
Narkhoz. Estimate
Narkhoz, Eitimate

Standard kilometer Narkhoz, Estimate

Narkhaz

Narkhoz

achinery r pair sector
Machinery repair Index NarkhOz

Chemicals.and petrocherruca branchw

_ineral chemicals sector
incral chemi ls

-Basic cheniteals sector-



able A-1 (Continued)

.
Nitrogen fertilizer
Phosphorite fertilizer
Phosphoroui fertilize
Potassiuii

,_Tons _ Narkhoz
Tons Narkhoz
Tons Narkhoz

Sulfuric acid --

Tons
Tons Narkhoz

Soda ash (95 percent)

Caustic
Tons
Tons-

_ Narkhoz

Narkhoz
lyne dye products sector

Synt lc dyes Tons CMEA 1-landbook
ynthetic resins and p
plastics and resins

icssector
Tons Narkhoz

e ic
Chentical fb and kni Tons' Narkhoz
r sine synthetic produc
Ethyl alcohol (non
Synthetic ammonia

Chlorine

s sector
ad bas-_ Gallon e

ons CMEA Band
CMEA -Hand

k

Tons- - ate
Phenol Tons: CMEA Handbool

Paints and laoquers sector
Lary zinc whites

Enamels-and primers
Tons Esti

Tons imate
Litharge and red lead
Natural ing oil

Tons
Tons

Estimate
_ _ rEstiniate

Nitrocallulose varnish and solvents
'Oil varnishes and siccatives

Tons Estimate
Tons Estimate

0ksol drying oil
Rubber products sector

Tons Estimate

Motor vehicle
Synthetic rubber sector

Units Narkhoz

Synthetic rubber Tons Narkhoz
nod, pulp, and paper prOducts branch
Logging sector

Fuelwood Cubic meter Narkhoz
Industrial lo

Sawing and woodworking sector
Plywood
Lumber

Furniture sector
Furniture

Cubic meter Narkhoz

Cubic meter Narkhoz
Cubic °meter = Narkhoz

rubles NarIchoz

Newsprint To oz Estimate
rapping and packing Narkhoz, Estimate



Table A tcontinued;

The SEINER Sample:
PrOducts, Units, and Key Sources

Printing
Witting paper

SacIdng -

Offset printing
Cover paper

Narldtoz, Estimate
arkhcrz.;To

Tonk

Tons

inding

-titan

- Narkhoz, Estimate.
Narkhoz, Estimate

Tons Narkhoz, Estimate
Tons Narkhoz, Estimate

Deep printing
ithographic

Cartographic

-Tons

Cable insulation
Capacitor
Waxing paperer
Cther_paper products

Paper rd
cherni

Oleoresin and rosin
Construction materials

Cement sector
Portlandcementhomogeneous

Tons
Tons
Tons

- -Tons

Tons
Tons
Tans

Narkhoz, Estimate
Narkhoz, Estimate _

Narkhoz, Estimate
arkhoz, Estithate -

Narkhoz,'Estimate
Narkh6
Narkhoz, Esti

Narkhoz,

'mat
e

mate

Tons
= =

imate

Tons Journals, Narkhoz,
Estimate

Portland.cement-Lmix adjustment Index Journals, Narkhoz,
Estimate

Slag portland cement Tons Journals; Narkhoz,
Estimate

Slabcement=mix adjus In

-Pozzolana portland CC Tons

Pozzolana cement
. = .

adjustment Index

JournaLs, Nukhoz,
Estimate-
Journals, Narkhoz,
Estimate
Journals, Narkhoz,
Estimate =

Decoratbie cement

Taraponage cement

nallocated cement

-Tons Journals, Narkhoz,
Estimate

Tons

Tons

Journals, Narkhoz,
Estimate ,
Journals, Narkhoz,
Estimate

Portland cernentMark 200 .Tons Journals, Narkhoz,
Estimate

Portland cementMark 300

Portland cementMark 400

Portland cement Mark 500,

Tons

Tons

Tons

Journals, Narkhol,
Estimate
Journals, Narkhoz,
Estiniate

'Journals, Narkhoz,

Portland cementMark 600 Tons otirnals, Narkhoz,
Estimate:.
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conbnu

Marked. nbnportland cement .
_

_

Tons

Nonportlandmix adjustment Tons

Journals. Narkhoz.
Estimate .=

Journals, Narkhoz
Estimate

Unmarked cement Tons journals, Narkhoz,
_ Est

ConCrete sector
con Cubic mete

Prestressed concrete
Wall materia s sector

Roofing tile

ubic meter
Estimate. Nar
Narkhoz

Construction brick
uare meter. Narkhoz

Narkhoz
Narkhoz

tan
Dimension and fieldstone
Concrete and silicate wall block
Other wall-materials

Stan
unird t

Startdard unit-
Standard unit

-Narkhoz, Estimate _
Narkhoz. Estimate

bestos cement sector.
Asbestos cement shingle tan un
Asbestos cement pipe

Rooting material sector
-Soft roofing

Construction ceramics sector

Nar
Standard kilometer

oz

-21E5;in-tate, Republic Nar

.

Square meter Narkhoz

Ceramic tiles-facing and floors
Ceramic sewer pipe

Other materials for
onstruction lime

Square meter .Narkhoz. Estimate.

ction secto

Tons - Estimate. Journals

Tons

Rock products
Glass and porcelain sector

WindoW glass
Polished glass

light- industry branc
Cotton fabric sector

Tons
Republic Narkhoz
Repuhlie Narkhoz

Cubic me ate, Repub.

Cubic me er

Colton cloth
Silk

Square meter
uare mete Journals, Estimate

uare meter

Silk cloth
Wool fabric sector

I cloth
meting

-uare meter

uare me Narkhoz
Square meter Narkhoz

Linen fabric sector

Linen cloth
Hosiery and knitwear sector

Knit outerwear

re meter - Narkhoz



---- Table A71 (cantina

The SPIDER Sample:
Produc Units, arid Key Sources

trosie

n goods Rubles- Narkhoz

light - industry! sector .-
her ootw _ Pairs = khoz

Narkboz
NarkhozFel

ood branch
Fish produc o-

nned __h
Gross fish

products sector
Mutton
Pork
Beef and veal
Poultry
Other meat

-Dairy products sector
Canned milk

Standa

To

khoz
Narkhoz

Tons NarUic;z

Tons ,NarleboL

Tons- Narkhoz
Tons Narkhoz

Standard Can Narkhoz
Tons Narkhoi

Cheese
Sugar sector

Tons- Narkhoz
Tons Narkhoz. Estimatemate

Tons



Table A-I (continued)

0_
Flour-And cereal sector

a products
Flour

IndexFlour 4- ty

-----B_reactproducts_sectaL
Bread p __u

..-- Confectionary productsproductssustor

Confectionary goal
Vegetable oils sector
:-Net vegetable oil

rgarine produa
Fruit and vegetable priduc sector`

OZ

khan

__a_

a E.stimat

Tons arkhoz. Estima
ar az

Canned m
yegetab Standard can ark_haz

Standard can Nar
Other carat idard a oz:

Other food sector.

Soap :
Tons

C ane Bottles Estimate
Vodka and vodka products Dekaliter Estimate;Republic

Ilandboaks

Beer
.

De titer ar oz

Ci ern C _-Hand k

Wine Delcaliter Narkho



Table

Gross Sector OUtput Indexes: Ferrous an nferrous Me

Ferrous Metals Nonferrous M

Ferrous Ores Ferrous Metals Coke Pr;ducts Ram
1950 21.35- 21.00 .31.37 42.80 19.01

1951 26:93 23.84, - 33.10 46.23 21.54
1952 3084 27.28 _ - 35 51 51.06 24.24
1953 34.42 29.90 37.71 55.17 27..03

1954 -36.45 32.79 4i96 59.03 29.58
1955. 40.09 36/2 47.17 63.13 34.72
1956 '43.21 39.03 50.34 -66-b8- 36.81
1957 46.38 41.24 .12 68.92 3
195 48.75 44.29 7.2 71:31 4
1959 51 -34 48.71 6 6 76.54 8

1960 57.25 52.68 66.86 8170 48.37
1961 62.73 57.42 68.22 52.42
1962. 68.15 61.94 71.27 89.52 57.07
1963 72.80 65.75 77.1 .91.19 61.53
1964 -- -- -71.04= 07 9 .88 --
1965 47 76.05 4 2 95.98 69.88
1966 84.77 1.56 86.49 -- - 98.92 76,69=
1967 87.51. 87.03 _ 89.57 10012.
1968 90.30 91.46 93.74 .46 90.17-
9 -94.57 94.48 97.85 99.42 94.66

1970 100.00 00.00 -100.00= 100,00

197 1 (13.42 104.09 102.67 .66 t 107.02-
_1972 106.54 108.01 103.14 100.38 112.72

1973 110.83 112.59 105.24 102.58 119.56
1974 114.62 117.93 106. 104.65 126.92
1975 119.56 123.39 100.85 106.64 132.89
1976 122.74 126.73 112.99 108.05 137.08
1977 123.03 127.93 113.07 107.2 141.26
1978 125.74 110.43 105.69 1'45.90

1979 ' 125.63 110:92 106.33 150.22
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Table A -2 (coral=

dross Sector Output Indexes: Fuels and Electric Power =

- Col Oil 0 Gas Peat Oil
etion 1 mg Shales

50 9.47 0.7 .32 9 .. 83.62 14.77 1248

1951 42.75 97 . 14.91 92.09 18.18 14.20

952 45.55 49 16.69 _ 3.23 86.44 20.45 16.2

1953- 48.08 4.95 18.68 3.47 89.27 6

1954 52.37 6.79 .2 .09' 3.79 104.52 27.27 = 20.49

1 58.97 20.05 23,55 4. 4 117.51 37. 0 23:10

.
95

. 1956 56 23.74 28.63 0 103.95, 39:77 26.03

1957 69.57 27.86 32.95 9.39 127:12 42.05 28.51

74.62 . 32.07 36,24. 14:19 .119.21 51.14 _ 32.00_

1959 76,88 36.70 40.68_ 17.88 129.94 52.27 35.97 ' '

1960 78.83 41 88 .. 45.16 22.89 125.25 54.55, 39:65

1961. 78.91 47 49.41 29 110.17 59.09 44.46

1962 80.91 - 52.75 55.23 37.14- _-. 72.88 .65.91 50.16

963 g3 38 '-' 5837- 60,79 - -- 45.38 ---- 122.60 -73.86- _53,80

'1964, 86.70 -6 4 64,43 54.85 125.42 80.6 -62.03

1965= 2 , 68.80 68.8 64.50 96.05 8_4.09 68.26

1966 92.35 75. 0 74;11 72.22 137.85 85.23 - 73,48

1967 94.49 81.60 80.89 79.54 126.55 85.23 79.13

F 1968 95.26 7.5 86.44 85.43 103,39 86.36 :846.09

1969 97.74 93.01 92 . 91.50 94.35 k 90.91 -02.90

1970 100.00 00 , '100

1971 102.54 106.8 106.7 107.30 96.61 55 108,12

1972 104,73 113.43 115.38 84 0 3.64' 115.80

1973 06.87 121.53 24. 19.3 108.47 117.05 123.62

1974 109.46 ,130,00 133.23 131.60 75.71 21-59 131.88

1975 2 139 2, 14 16 146.14 104.52 122.73 140.58

1976 114.33 147.20 144.73 162.14 63.84 125.00 150.29

1977 15.77 54.60 152.66 174.80 79.10 129.55 155.65

-1978 15.76 161.89 ,161.78 188.03 51.98 131.82 162.90

1979 115.32 =165 .87 168.52 205.41 76.84 134,09 167.68.
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Cr Elmtrotechnical Machine
-Machinery and . Tools- =

Equipment

Forge Precision - - Metallurgical and
Instruments:- Mining Machinery

and Equipment
2.62_ 42.531950 16.97 14.42 9.6 6.

1951 - '20.57 1743 56 8A2 .58
1952 2A.51 18.93 13.80
1953 35.04 20.96 16A8
1954 = 39.87 22.16 9A8 20.28 = 6.80
1955 46.71 25:32 2152 2740 8.71
1956 47.51_ 28.72 26.50 22 . 11,24

-1957 4426 64 29,87 57 14,50
1958 48.38 3539 33,66 - '40.53 18,71 69.93
1959 2. 4134 37.94 46.18 22,28 . 76.72
1960 62.45 47.57- 42.84 52. 26.51 0.61
1961 72.90 53.81 49.80 5732 30.75 7834

.1962 81.95 6149 .. 58 5926 3531 86.35
1963 82.46 67.24 56.95 71.14 40.33. 85.21
19'64-- 91.14 71.37 62:07 55:45 42 88.08
1965 974 76,73 6524 6545 46.14 89.24
1966 10612 79.01 72.80 7134 5367 92.91
967 06.64 86.09 80.78 78.86 61.56 . 9921 7

1968 112.91 90.23 8740 71.19 103.32
1969 104.9 94.73 93.35 94.31 83.59 101A0
1970 .00 .00 1 loam 100.00 100.00
197.1 99-.63 110.96 107.67 110.98 114;35 103.53
1972 93.00 , 11681 116.56 1 0.7 135.76 104.59
1973 97.55 121.6 129.14 4 162.58 10858
1974 107. 123.99 141.82 150.81 19584 109.62

- 1975 17.86 130.74 52.66 161.79 229.3 10964
1976 115.3_5 131 =53 164.34 184.84 '261-29- --11 . 5
1977 113.07 134.93 -181.08 198.07 30593 . 121.70
1978 11344 136.84 19748 21643 355.52 121.93
1979 11725 136.94 207.14 231.80 410.37 12141

'334
, 11.46 4.24 51.95

15.24 59.12
57.02

`-AS7.22

60.28
75



Ta Me A-2 (confirm

r Output Ind lies Machinery

and g acid -Paper Light Industry '- Food Industry Printing ist ransporl
denrressara Machinery and Machinery and Machinery and Machinery and Equipment

Equipinent Equipment Equipment - [dement Equipment

1950 3.24 - 10.11 33;67 28.52 - 19.01 - 19.79

51 4.44 '' -11.25 34:65 29.51 19.17

1952 5.93 12.50 -35.67

1953 8,01. 13.911 36.91

1954 9.66 15.46 38.35

1955 ,- 11.63 = : 17.19 40.21

1956 13.32 -19.11 41.88

1957 16.34 21.25 43.76 _

1958 18.38 . -23.63 45,86- 38.12

26.70 48 56 _ 42.48

29.53 =51.63 47.33

1961 .99 - 42

1962 43.55 7.09

1963 _ 47.2 40.16 63.35...,__- -
1964 5634 4 12

1965 66.50 51.03
1966 76.07. - 62.32

1967 1.98 71.95
1968 .88.78

1969 -95.40 .. 92.28

24.53
30.52 13.08 27.28
31.77 13.19 33.60

33.20 17:24 16.70
.35.09 .24 39.28

. 3634 -28.29 36.98-

- 38.58 .32.96: A/
41.57 51.33

48.53 42.46
55.50 45.54

49.92 58, 51.76
52.66 60.71 58.39

-55.55 59.13 ..,

61. .-56..59- 64.98

65.35 64.83 70.04 70.95

75.58 71.38 78:.12 76.04

- 87. 81.10 - 83.73 82.19

91.30 \ 86.05 84.29 86.02

95.35 95.35 96.63 90.74

1

112.21

121.84

134.13
1974 144.05
1975 155.97

1976 166.77

13.20
124.24 115.81

136.09 130.23

146.80 46.2

100.00 100.00

106.51

100.00

02.91 102.18 108,31

112.79 106.94

122.09 109.52

135.17'

113.23
118.16

124.83

126.50
1 1 9

132.82

136.94

1959 27.16 -

1960 4

1970

1971

1972

1973

1977 174.47

1978 184.40

1979 188.76

161.59

178.79

193.85
206.13
220.16

160.70 145.64 120.44

168.56 .155.65

55.16
59.26-

192.67 - 169.86

200.53 , 175.03

29 65.02

120.83

128.42

136.62

146.65.
156.69

62.58

139.27



Table A-2 (continued

Gros r Output Indexer Machinery

Construction Transportation Automobiles Agriculture Other- . Sanitary Other
Machineni MacbinerY ' Machinery Engineering, Metalwa nicturals Repair
and and and Product's
Equipment Equipment. Equipment

Machinery

1950 19.92 19.29 13:59 15:12
1951 21.02 . 13.96 5 15.07
1952 '21.62 11.86 14 1 15.77

.
1953 -.. _23.62 18.26 6 17.12-
1954 24.80 25.62 :-- -, 21.63- '-. 20.60
1955 25:67 31.45 : 24 .94 26.40
1956 42.98_ : 27.95 33.8530.14
1957 35.70 67.47 31-.77 42.99
1958 39.53 94.16 6.04 39.46

. 1959 40.75 102.36 - 40.06 34.81
-1960 47.01 82.70 41.67 -- -- 40.14

1961 T 54.75 - 67.09. 44.97 49.28
1962 59.21 79.85 48.98 57.60

__`1963 62.81 74.71 7--- 52.57 7 ' 66.77
1964 70.95 80.94 57.46 69.75
1965 75.40 9 59.56
1966 :11179 73.03 67.72
1967 87.53 76.48 _ 73.12
1968 9 05.22 - 78.76

969 101.82 02.84 82.21

74.0
78.55
81.48

86.68
94.79.

8.29 12:25 - 13.4i

7.84 16.6 13.89
1032 19.17 15.57 --- 16.86
13.77 21.52 17.44 _ 18.77 16.87
17.57 23.60 - 2129..621 20.99 18.88
23.67 25.92 23.94 ' 21.14

:' .25.20 29.36 -= 24.77 -26.19 23:67
. \ 26.51.' 20.12 33.85 27.13 28.52

26.27 _ 39:09 29.88 31.22 _ =_` 9.68
28.87 46.22 34.06 35.27 ': 33.53

-- -- -31;65 53.94 . 37.05 .- 41.83 37.31
35.40 60..60 41.13 . 43.92 41.25
38:26 66:99 .46.31

'41.39 73:70-- "50.39
_ 46.12 78.13 54.09

8

49.42
56.50 86.91

65.45 90.30
78.51 92.22
90.24 .95.07

100 00 100.00
112.52 104.60
125.62 108.59

39.99 113 .74

9 57.80
63.58
71.68

80.35

9.60

110.00
119.00

64.46
72.29
82.53
89.16

112.02
=13.45

15.06

46.46.85
50.62
5522
60.24

68.59

9

52.23
58 6

14.10

75.00
82:05

90.38

109.00. 110.00

121.00 119.00

135.00 129.00131.00

48 142.00 146.00 140.00
169.70 124.37 .153.00 160.00 152.00

180.84 126.87 162.00 173.00 163.00.

196.31 129.34 171.00 174.00
1 214.51 .92 181.81 194.57 184.00

227.54 137.80 188.69 201.93 192.00

1970
1971 - 109.56

'1972 .. 116-01

1973 121.18 x 130.33
974

100.00 100.00
114.78
121.82

5.83

127.79
141

0.00
08.88
18.48

3,57
26.58 2.11 :156.48 151.74

1975 4.08 ,- 138.17 164.99 163.69
1976 136.06 I 137.03 171.54 173.65
1977 137.40 137 .47 178.71 181.90

9_78 132.45 137.57 187.32 193.96
1979 132.69 141.50 194.09 ' 203.13

234.



Table A-2 (continued) _

Gross Sector Output-Index emic Is and Petrochemicals

index:1970 100

Mineral. Basic
C_ hernicals Cherriicals

Aniline Synthetic
Dye Resins

ducts and Plastics

Synthetic Organic
Fibers Synthetic

. u

: Pxstin and
. ue

Rubber_
Pfilducts
-

Synthetic
Rubber

1950 -4.78 12.26 49.61 01 3.88 7.27 18.27 21.38 15.75

1951 5.75 . 56.08 95 8 30 21.78 21.72. 8. 2.
1952 7.08 14.73 62.25 4.54 . 7.90 55 23 21.9 20.57

1953 8.62 16.29 - 63.14. 5.57 10.00 . 11.57 24.55 23 23.19

1954 10.45
12.31

. 18.46
-21.29

66.94 7.29 - 12.65 1108
15.22

28.68
30.54

26_81

29.43-,

32.74

23.41
26.26
26.9

1955 - 77.87 9.58 17.74

1956 14.86 24.06 .68 ' .22 0.69: 07- 33.56

1957 6.91 25.6 .80.29 12.25 23.87 21.03 38.78 6.9 25.93

1958 20.18 27.05 84.64 14.17 26.65 27.46 42.34 = '41.5 32.82

:1959 23.99 28.36 -_ .16.53 -' - 16:24 28.81 . 32.24 49.41 44.71 92

960- ' n.84 34119 88.74-- --18.63 33_90 _ __35.54 53.85 49.7 96

1961 -- , .17 3 9 90.31 22.94 40.19 38.16 52.80 _ 54.87 - 42.01

1962 39.64 37.04 90.32 27.01 44.51 = 42.33 56.66 60-.21 49.78 -

6 _ 4233-- 42.46: 9L94 9 49.50 .48.80 57.97 65.17 - 51.09

1964 51.27 50.58 90.87 41.90 57.96 56.65 60.07 70.37 56.24

1965 62.89 59.85 87.09 48.00 65.38 69.28 68.25' .. 76.35 66.08

1966
1967

- 70.44
76.73

67.33
74.43

93.69 58.06 , 73.56 73.63 75.77 79.88 72.65.

92.84 66.56 81.96 81.85 85.77 85.60 79.87

1968 81.76 - . 80.31. 92. 2 77.20 88.88 85.99 _ 87.7 91.7 83.92

1969 88.05 ; 85.50 98.05 86.85 93.66 4 91.72 _91.82 94.30 -; -- 91.47 .

_1970 1041 100.00 100.00 -100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00- 00_00

1971 110.69 109.19 108.57 106.67 109.96 104.56 109A1

1972 120.13 116.62 94.57 122.07 119.76 12.0 2.65 . 11107 115.9w

1973 136.48 127.39 91.99 138.72. 23 .119.52 116.37 122.18- 126.37

1974 153.46 141.03 9L92 149.05 142.38 2 -127.40 136.05 141.14

1975 174. 00, 156.51 93.49 169.92 153.29 3 8 133.47 148.70 158.64

1976 190.00 162.40 - 94.2 82.8 163.72 3 .66 157.42 171.77

1977 202.00 170.46 97.29 197.84 174.64 143.00 127.13 165.80 _.00

1978 212.00
.

.174.78 96.98. 2 0 2 1.54 ,149.88. 0.55 170.47 196.39

1979 220.00 .171.56 98.14 207.94 176.57 . 160.20 122.36 173.31= 204.27



Table A-2 (continued)

Gross Sector Output Indexes:. ood, Pulp, and Paper Products

1930 59.32
1951. 67 2
1952 66176

65.81
74:80
76.62
79.56

1953
1954_

1955

1956

.

1957 84.71

1958 88.80
1959 95.05
1960. 90.58
1961 -87.10
1962 87.78
1963 91.84

ing and
oodworking

Furniture 'FLO and
Paper C _anUcals

4137 7.54 22.30 60.14
-46.93 3.77 - 24.70 73:45

51.00 10:19 27.35 76: 5
55.84 11.68 30.90 82.41

58.25 15.01 33.97 80.05
63.43 -1736 - 35.42 82.5
64,59 18.66 38 2.8

68.59 -21.66 41.69 9.01

78.22 26.70 44.54 94.40
86.45 33.32' 46.56 99.57
87.99 1 39.46 48.66 101.03

45.67- 7 _ 104.39
87.95
89.66 56.51

-1964 95 :36

1965 94.10
1966 93.15

1967 97.

1968 97.72
1969 96.37
1970 - 100.00
1971 99.93
1972 99.61

1973 . 101.51

1974 104.22

1975 104.00
`= 1976 = __ _ _ 11/0.39

1977 98.60
1978 94.61

1979 91.36

93.24 --59.96

94.29
91.4
93.45

64.63

55.19
58.29

62.66-
70.57

106.60

107.71

7.42--
125.27

94.33

96.34
100.00

- 102.05

102.12

100.38

99.34

69:53

77.81

85.66

78.10 121.31

84.48 123.84

88.74 120.49

91.72 93.52 109.35

100.00 100.00 1 00.00

109.32- 105.5 96.93
119.07 110.25 96.36
130.61 116.72 106.71

141.47 121.75

100.65 152.54

97.80
95.44
92.49
86.87

161.28

171.84
182.32
187.88

127.73

133.95

136.47

114.38

118.49 '
117.24

120.99
138.82 121.34
130.75 122.31



Table A-2 (continued) Index1970

Gross Sector Output Indexes. Construction Materials

Cement Concrete; - Wall Asbestos Roofing Construction Other a
Materials Cement Material Ceramics Materials and

for Porcelain
Constraction

1950 9.38_ 1.29 25.18 8.84 21:41 6.01 16 8 25.46

1951: 11.1$ `1.69 30.67 11.43 _ - 2176 = _ 8.62 19.71

1952 13.04 2.09 35.40 _ 14.37 26.9Sr 11.97 22.97 , 21.49 = -

1951 15.18 2.1-9 39.89. 7.49 30.40 15.97 26.98 26 90.

3.08 ' 44.48 .37 -- .4 2039 31.80

1955 25.45 5.27 49.41 25.04 37.77 27.17 38.88 36.75

1956 22.04 8.83 51,50 29.88 40.19 32.81 42.61 41.65

1957 26.96 3:89 , .60.90 ,34 -43.56 39.13 - 45.85 9

1958 31.71 19.71 72.70 .90 - 48.60 2 54.02 49.67

1959 . 37.06 -- 26.28s- _82.12 42.00 -_ 51.72 46.44 61.48 4.42

6 -42:51: :- 33:65 -8614 ----_-. 48,23 ---56,24- --= 51:72 68.55

1961 48,11 -40.42 88.34 ' 54.64
.-

-59.56 57.53 72. 6
_59

- 6

1962z4 .2 47.55 : 8 .66 60.76 63.71 62.81 72.94 68.19

1963 - 61.60 52.42 82.92 63.12 64.40 69.24 72.93 .70.13

1964 67.21 57.88 - 56 66.55 ' 74.59 74.50 -- 73A 7 77.24

1965 74.37 66.28 85.06 , _ 81.17 77.39 77'77. - 79.10

1966 : 82:13 75.67 88.73 :: -7K16 .' 8633 - 80.21 80.89 82.91.-

1967 -87.00 83.20 94.31 82.07 90.49 84.08 87.24 84.80 .

1968 9 . 6 87.1 95.52 87.05 88.62 87.52 91.45- 88.51 -

1969' 93.35 -90.85 94.89 88.7 94.53 92.41 91.79 91.33.

1970 100.00 _ 1 100.00 00. 1 104 00 100.00

1971 106.30 106.72 103.18 105.61 .102.6 105.43 110.14 104.71

1972

1973

111.0_5

117.11

112.54
-

105.76 111.36 106.25 109.62 116.48 113.48

119.88 108.61 118.35. 116.74 115.68 124 121,66

1974 123 .12632-' 109.78 124.87 126.2:7 120.40 130.65 130:13

1975 - 131;59- 132.37 .06 132.66 1 1. 6 127.17 4.22 142.13

1976 134.15 137.27 112.11-. 138.77. 141.34' 129.91 -141.06 _ 147.89

977 136.67 139.89_ 110.43 25 7 137.81 136.47 145.13 155.25

1978 137.76 141.91 109.23 126.44 140.06 142.87 151.82 , 161.65

1979 1 3.20 139.16 104.37 127.08 -139.88 158.74 '166.77-
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----- Table A-2 nu

-.:_Groks Sector Output Indexes: _Light Industry
a

Cotton
Fabric

Silk
FabriC

1950 44.62 9.24
1951 54.24 12.35

1952- 57.72 15.70
1953 60.99 274
1954 64;78 35.23
1955 68.71 36.24
1956 64.56 52.55-
1957 66.56 57.02
1958 70.03 60.23
1959 75.02 - 57.83
1-60 78.64 58.92
1961 79.24 59.55

1962 79.88 68.67
1963 - 2.43 69.85

1964 87:22 72.60
1965 8939 69.90
1966 92.70 -' 75.83
1967 96.16. 81.85'

Wool
Fabric

28.55
32.78

35.41

38.72
44.91

46.68
= 50.12

53.17
57.23

61:73
65.34
68.00
70.51
71;28

71.99
71.78. _

1971
1972
1973 -7,

1974
1975-
1976`

78:697
8440

99.41 82.90 90.29
100.91 89.53 a 95.70
100.00 100.00 100.00
103:98 103.84 105.35

110.82 107.02

36

125.771

0_

5.70

Linen
FabriC

Hosiery and
Knitwear

Sewn
Goods

Otherlight
Industry

36.41 17.74 19.54 37.42
39.73 22.74 22.27 42.12
32.14 24.83 25.00 42.26
36.21 27.29 27.91 42.84
3605 31.54 9 45.25

34.65 6.72 47.57
49.97 .12 .4 49.6
54.91 37.36 40.84 54.28 .

62.22 39.79 44.72 60.11)

68.57 42.83 49.36 65.36
73.00 45.72 52.97 68.92
69.76 47.55 56.74 72.3
68.56 50.20 58.99 73.69
72.04 53.69 57.80 7(75
76.94 61.37 56.39 . 76.41
77.51 70.07 56.25 77.20

-61`.882-

7:83

110:19

1977 110.71

90.81

95.62
95.33

83.72_
- 89A1

95:23-

100.00
107.50 103.77
109.62 105,35

100.00

09.89
112.59 112.50

131.59 118.78 110.18 113.99

139.53 123.56 114.14. 116.94

143:80 27.97 115.56 119.69

130.54 117.40

1979 113.41 150.44 132.38 108=63 124.40
197 113.25' . 147.91 122.04

70.63 86.23
81.58 ,. 90.69
90.72 94.91

"100.00 100.00
10625 100.53

107.50 96.22
109.38 99.10 _
112.50 101.64
118.75 103.15

125.74 05.80
130.81

135.89 106.79
41.61 106.20

06.71



Table-M2 continued)

Gross Secror Output Indexes: Processed Food

jab
ue acts

:Dairy
Products

Sugar Flour and
Cereal

Bread-
Products

Confee-
tionary
Products

Vegetable
Oils

_

Fruit and
.Vegetable
Products

Other
Food

1950 18.36 21.83 7.62 - . 24.88 44.00 49.07 34.29 29.65 17.82 18.29

--1951 22:7_ 24.40 10.10 29A0 49.08 51.86 39.99 r; .06 19.97 20.91 -

-1952 25 27. 6 7 30 54A8-: 5528 .41 35.79 "; 22:22 22.96

1953 28:68 -- 30.76 12.07 4,14 57.45 58.39 48.69 41.5 24.53- 26.01

1954 33.85 30.43 13.44 26.25 62.47 62 50.- 45.69 28.50 29.75

1955 39.22 3338 6.20 4:02 69.65 65.84 47.96 41.41 32.99 31,64

1956 42.99 36.37 2 2 43.28 69.70 69.57 54.63 54.64 6.69 34.38

1957 40.53 40.63 28.93 44.55 72.54 73:91 54.21 60.62 38 :44, 37.24

=1958- 4130 46.07 33;35 53;80 77.13 78.26 57.87 52.66 40.86 - 39.45
l959 44.13 58.10 9 59.411- 80.26 79.19 61.71 68.16 44,58 - 42.36--

1960 48.71 60.44 43.98 62.87 79.29 80.12 60.22 56.97 49.18. 45.23

1961 51.20 58.02 47.88 82.28 81.52 84.16 62.36 65.32 54.86 48.06

1962 54.68 .66.01 49.59. 76.69 8137 88.20 67.33 76.35 59.60 52.71.

59.74 74.84 50.66 61.52 7724 90.06 71.17 79.07 68 69 $7.76

1964 68.6 57.34 55.75 0 9- 75.64 93.79 7923 80:8_ 70,95 61.62

1965 7123 72:29 6234 .
6824

0821 : 83.75 ---: 94:41 .
9627

79_94-i
77.28

100:11

99.18
6832-
74.38

66.46- -

1966 75.78 8025 95:34 8820 72.23

1967 81.15 89.90 7531 9726 90_30 96.89 81,98. 109.94 8.56 7790

1968 83.70 9235 ' 85.17 10523 91.51 95.96' 8829 114,43 94.13 82.59

1969 91.66 2 9342 00.99 92.56 9927 95.48 107.85 8826 93.20

1970 10020 .00 100. 100,00 10020 00; 100.00 100.00 100.00 100S0

1971 0320 114.25 100.68 88.54 102.51. 103.42 9939 104.63 107.25 101,86

1972 112.08 122.05 102 .08 ---- 87.28 .24 105.90- 102.24 -101.00 82 0 .92

1973 119.84 117.45 109.60 97 0328 105.90 108.56 9529 124.66 9442

1974 131,02 132.14
--.
118,35 92.86 100.98 106.21 112.81 122.08 . 107.20..

1975 145.49 139.2 121.4 101.98- 98.02 10932 112.12 119;52 13722 11438

1976 82.41 120.02 120.89 91:15. ' 9496 112.11 116.95 . 97.70 12823 19.50

1977. 150.43 131.38 125.61 117.97 104.54. 111.1 12193 103.16 = 134.18 119:71

1978 155.08 13846 127.36 9.70 102.10 114,29 127.66 "5103.67 130.18 10691

1979 164,99 139.09 127.82 04:69 106.22 114.91 130.15 97.73 4 118.39
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Computation of the
achinery Index

Creation of the machineryindex requires two separate
tasks:

The relative weights of producer durables, consumer
durables, and Military machinery as a share of all
machinery in the base year must be estimated.
Indexes must be derived to drive' these weights over
time to record the growth in production.

These two tasks can be decomposed into the following
six steps:

The first step is to determine which input-output
sectors produce consumer and/or producer durables.
Iinfortunately, itiforrrlation was inadequate to divide
consumption final demand between private and public
consumption in ,the reconstruction of the 1972 input-
output table.. Thus, we are forced to use the 1966.

-input-output-table in 1970 prices as-the-basis for,-
splitting machinery deliveries to consumption into
private and public components.' Of the 27 machine -
building and metalworking (MBMW) sectors in the
1966 table, all except possibly one manufacture pro-
ducer durables and only eight produce consumer'
durables' based on patterns of deliveries to final
demand.-

The second step is to construct indexes representing
each type of durable for as many of the machinery
sectors as possible. These sector indexes are con-
structed in much the same way as they are for other
branches. The products for every-sector are valued in
1 July 1967 prices and then summed for every year
The one difference is that some of the sectors produc-
ing both consumer. id producer durables are divided
into two subsarpples, resulting in NM indexes for these-_
sectors. Occasionally the sample for a given sector is

=

solitnited in sca-Pe that we are-compelled to use the
same iridex to move both producer and consumer
durables.

Ideally we should have 35 indexes: 27 for the sectors
that manufacture producer durables and eight for
those making consumer durables. Because of informa-
tion gaps reasonable indexes can be constructed for
only 27,of the possibilities-7-20 producer durable

_ sectors and seven consumer durable sectors. More-
over, in three of these sectors the same index is used
for both kinds of machiner3r. The sectors with missing
indexes and their estimated share of machinery value
added in 1972 are as follows:

' A version of this table appears in Vladimir G. Treml and Gene D.
Guill, -Conversion of the 1966 Producer's Price Table to a New
Price Base." in Trend. Studies. pp. 197-281.

Percentage Share
of Value Added

Total
Cablesconsumerdurables
Cablesproducer durables
Casting machine & equipmentpr

31.8

-
NEOL

ucer 0.1

Tools and diesproducer durables
Construction materials

Machine & equipmentproducer durables 0.5

Beatingproducer durables 1.0

Other machinery nonconsunier durables 27.4

Abrasive&producer durables

Although the tabulation above casts considerable-
doubt on the coverage of, the index-for. machinery,
With nearly one-third of value added'unaecounted for
it is somewhat misleading.` The bulk4-Of-t-he missing
share is in the -other machinery.' sector, which is
componly believed to conceal a large military ma-
chinery component that is captured elsewhere in our
index. If it is assumed that all of the '`other rnachin-
cry- is military and the totals are accordingly
adjusted, the missing sectors combined add to less
than 6 percent of the total.

The third step consists of estimating value added in
1972 for each sector and type of machinery (see table
B--1). To do,this we assume that every ruble of product



Table 11
USSR: Allocation of Value" Added in the MachinerySector
to Producer Durables and Consumer Durables

.

or
(2)
Total Deliveries
to Final
Demand

rubles)

(3) (4)
Deliveries to Consumer
Private Durables
Consuniption Share
(million rubles) b- (Percent).

- (5)
Producer
Diirables
Share

ercent)d

(6)-
Sector Value-
Added _

rum

Energy and power machinery
and equipment
Electrotechnical machinery
and equipment-
Cable products

achine tools
Forge press machinery
and equipment
Casting machinery and
equipment-

740.8 .0

2,8412

-243.0
1,349.7

297.5

64.8..

0 671.0

455.0 16.0

00,0
0

84.0

0 516:5
858.1
200.7

Tools and dies 157.5
Precision instruments 2.490.8
Mining and metal machinery 1,522.4
and equipment.
Rumps and compr
Log and paper machine
and equipment

466._ 18.7 81.3
100.0

52.6

605.9
326.9

1.039.0

224.
505.8

0
29.9 70.1 1.008,4-

Light-industry machinery
and equipment --
Food-industry machinery
and equipment
Printing machinery and
equipment
Hoist-transport machinery
and equipment
Construction machinery
and equipment

488.6

516.1_

35.1 t 7.2 92.8

100.0

-352.0

321.1

1,066.9 533.4

1,205.3

-1:Construction material- 320.8 :
machinery and equipment
Transport machinery and
equipment
Automobil
Agriculture machinery and
equipment
Bearings 121.6
Other machinery 19,848.4 2,078.8
Sanitary engineering machinery 53.9 0
and equipment
Other metalviares 1,322.3 959.5

- 7.2 -0

4,285.4 100.0

574.8

222.7

812.6-

846.8 1003.7
099.6

-73.9 2.874
2,129.4

.100.0A3 448.2
'10.5

,

89.5 1.4,461.5

100. 578.4=

urea
72.6 27.4
0 .0

Repair machinery and
equipment
Abrasives
Total machinery

00.0,

-85.7
57,562.6

0
5,511._

0 100.0

1,961.9
-734,7-

8,470.4

170.8
47,256.4

Drawn from the 1972 producer prices input-output table.
..hDrived from the 1972 table and the 1966 table as estimated in 1970
producer prices. For sectors with nonzero deliveries to consumption
in 1972, the private consumption share of that total is assumed to be
the same percentage as it is in the 1966 table.

100 x column (3)/column (2)

d 100 column (4).
See . Total outlays - interindustry purchases:

r Column (4) x column (6)/100. .

s Column (5) x column (6)/100.



continu
USSR: Allocation of Value-Added in the Machinery Sector
to Producer Durables and Consumer Durables

----:(7) (8) -
Value Added Value Added
in Manufacture of in Manufacture of
Consumer Durables -Producer Durables
(milliorLrubles) r (million rubles) s ,

(9)
Consumer
Durables
Indes,Status

Energy and power machinery
4i2ficAtjpnient
Eleatrotechnical machinery
and equipment
Cable products

chine tools"
Forge presiinachineu
and equipment

671.2 Nc

-509.2 2.645.0 EQ

?516.5
0 - --- 858.1
0 2003

Tools and dies
---r-precision instruments

r Mining and metal machinery
and equipment
Pumps-and co

and paper machinery
and equipment
Light-industry machinery
and , equipment
Fcrod industry machine
and equipment _
Printing machinery and equipmen
Floist-transpon machinery
and equipthent
Construction machinery
and equipment
Construction.material machinery
and equipment
Trans rt Machinery and equip
Automobiles

52.6,

(10) _
; Producer

Index
Status "

NC

0 05.9 Nc
622.8 _ 2,04.1

0 1,039.9 NC u

301.2 7072'
142.9 - NC

25.3 326.8 aQ EQ

321:1 NC

.4 NC

574.8 NC

222.7 Nr

Agriculture machinery and
equipment
Bearings

750.0
0

2.6
2,124.6
2,129.4 NC

0 448.2 NO

Other machinery
Sanitary engineers
and equipment
Other metalwares
Metal structures

-Repair machinery and equipment
Abrasiv
:To

"_ Key
Nc: This sector does not produce any consumer durables according

to the input-output table.
to: No reliable index is available for measuring either producer or

consumer durables production in this sector.
u: The production index used is unique either to producer or

consumer durables in this sector.- -"

ut: The same production index is used both for produ r and
consumer durables in this sector.

14.6
0

2.946.9

1 423 2
- 0

0

538.
--- 734.7

8,470.4
170.8

The negative final demand of cable products,metal stmciures, and
abrasives prevents determination of the producer and consumer
durables shares. Since for cables the apparent consumer durables
share is positive and the producer durables share is negative, we
arbitrarily allocate all of that sector's value added to consumer
durables. Since metal structures and abrasives apparently have no
private consumption, we allocate their entire value added to the
producer durables group.



shipped to final-demand-in a n sector modeeco ebis
the same value added regardless of whether the
machinery is a producer or consumer durable.-Based

added for eachtamachin--- on this.assuiriplion the- value
can- be estimated by multiplyingto l sector-,

value added by: daccrY-tYPe h component's share re ofteliverics
to final demand..

Some_bias is introduced by determining the relative,
importance of producer and consumer durables as
described above_ Deliveries of many machinery sec-
tors to final demand categories other than private
consumption undoubtedly include substantial
amounts of purely military machinery; not all military
hardware is produced in the "other machinery" sector
of table B71. This gives firoducel durai3les an exces-

-sively high weight and consumer durables too law a
weiiht.

In the fourth step the producer and consumer dura-
bles indexes are calculated separately. Indexes of each
type are converted into value added by linking them to
the values derived in table,B-1: the resulting values
ire then ninnidfor everY year-

-Tie fifth itch derives the production iridex-fo
= - civilian

machinery...by using the control totali for-1972 value
-added of consumer durables and producer durables in
table B-1, that is, 41,599 and 5,658 million rubles,
respectivelY. Applying.theseweights to the producer
durables and consumer durables-indexes 'and adding
them together provide the index

_
for civilian

machinery.

Finally, the civilian and military machinery indexes
are combined into an index of total Soviet machinery
production. The weights are obtained according to the
following procedure.The_figure for military machin-
ery production in 1972 (after deductingcommon use
durables) is converted to value added by. using the
ratio of total machinery final demand to value added
as given in the reconstructed 1972 input-output table.
The military share of value added in machinery
production in 1972 is derived by comparing this value
with total value added in the machinery branch. The -
indexes of output for civilian machinery and military
machinery are-then used to find the shares in the bast
year, 1970for military machinery, about one-third
and for tiVilian fniehinery; pout two thirds
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An Index of icultural_
Pi-induction in the USSR

L Summary

The CIA index of Soviet net agricultural productiOn
measures trends in the value of agricultural produe-,

_ tion available for sale and home consumption for each
year in the USSR since 1950. The output index
measures production in the year in which it_ is pro-
duced, although some of this production may be
marketed or consumed in subsequent years: The index
is devised to measure agriculture's contribution to
Soviet GNP. The index also has served as the basis for
international comparisons of farm-output and for
studies of, productivity in Soviet agriculture. The
following' tabulation shows the relatively close corre-
spondence of the CIA index and other major indexes
of Soviet agricultural production.'

Average Annual Percentage
Ratet-of Growth

1951-79 1961-70 1971 -79
tout

IA 3.0 3=7

LIB Department of Agriculture 3.6
xis of gross output

CIA ,

.2

3.6. .

The CIA index is based on output of 28 individual
crops, tenlivestock products, and four items of live-
stock inventory chanie. When the CIA index is
calculated on a gross basis and compared with the
official Soviet index of gross output, the livestock
component covers about 95 percent of the Soviet
measure of livestock products and the crop component

--about 80 percent of crop productions We assume that
the_ trend in output of residtial crop and livestock
products is the same as that of the price-weighted
aggregate of commodities included in the sample. In
the CIA index, grain and potatoes makeup over half
of crop output while meat and milk-dominate livestock
production. The CIA index omits production of hay
and other forage crops, decorative plants, fishing, fur
production, and minor livestock prbducts such as

feathers; beeswax, and silkworm eggS. Also excluded
are manure and -unfinished production- included in
the Soviet definition of gross agricultural production.

°input estimates in the CIA index are largely based'
on Soviet agricultural statistics. Estimates are made,
however, where data are missing. Official production
statistics are corrected as necessary for measurement
error: or wheri Soviet data seriously' overstate usable
or standard-weighfoutput. The physical production
data for the commodities in the index are aggregated
fgr the most part-with average prices received-by all
producers for products sold in 1970, into' two subsector
indexes-4ane for crops and the other for livestock
output. Average realized prices for the majority of
commodities can be estimated with adequate reliabil-

sameeases7however; -Staletinkileseiriebli3fiber
_ to be substituted even- though they are less

desirable since they exclude collective farm.market
prices. Despite e-MIS bias, sensitivity tests indicate that
price weights are not a major source of error in the
index.

Much less certain are the estimates of intra-agricul-
tural use of farm output7seed and'feed-rthat are
deducted from gross output to derive netAgricultural
production. Seed estimates are based on annual sown
area data and on officially prescribed seeding rates, for
a fixed .period. The use of a constant seeding rate
probably introduces an lement of'erroi, yet seed
estimates are relatively' more reliable than those for
feed: Although estimates of grain fed derive from
official data estimates -of potatoes fed are particularly
tentative- for years where-offieial data-are-lacking.
Only occasional Soviet statements on quantities of
whole milk and vegetables fed are available to derive
estimates of quantities fed. Guantities of other com-
modities fed are too small to be a source of substantial
error:

A potentially more important source of error is the
paucity and unreliability of published Soviet agricul-
tural statistics. Although data are more plentiful now



than 10 or 20 years ago and_reliability may-have
imprbved, many gaps remain. Estimates must be
made, especially for agricultural products used -in the
producticin process. The accuracy of important series
is also questionable. for example; statistics on private-
secto'r'production; which are based on sampling', prob-
ably contain a considerable margin, of error, with
particular con-sequences for the measurement of out-
put in the livestock sector. Further reducing reliability
of estimates of net output.in the livestock sector is the
scarcity of published feed statistics which,- in any case,
are believed to be less reliable than official commodity
outppt data. Deliberate falsification is another source
of diminished reliability in agricultural statistics.-
Grain output statistics for the early 1950s published
nearly_n-decade later almost certainly reflect deliber-

_ ate understaternent of the crop. Examples of'recent
falai! 'cation can also be found. Because most recent
fal ion appears to originate at lower levels in the-
repor process, it is unclear how it impinges on the
overal ggregate data.

than of leyels of output. In this context it is a -more
reliable indicator of the change over a period of years-.
than of changes between any two consecutive years.

The CIAindex shows net output gro ing more
rapidly in the 1950s-and sloWing ste lily during the
1960s and _1970a. This trend is clear y-iseen in output
of the livestock sector. Crop output grew more rapidly
in the 1960s- than in the 1950s but grovth fell to rates
below either of}these periods in the 1970s. The-rapid
growth of the livestock sector in the 1950s caused the
share of livestock output in total neiproduction to
increasefrom 45 to 54pet-Cent between 1950 and
1960. Since 1960 share of liveatock output in net
agricultural production has remained unchanged.

Soviet grOss output statistics also include a large
element of waste. -For example, there is considerable
evidence to suggest that the usable quantities of grain,
sugarbeet, potato, vegetable, fruit, sunfloWer seed, -

and egg production are smaller than official-produc-
tion statistics report. Moreover, standard weight of
these commodities may be even less. Adjusting for
waste is very difficult because of the shortage of data.
We confine our deductions for waste and losses-to
grain and sunflower seed output, where we believe
data exist to make such adjustments feasible. The
waste in_sugarbeet production is eliminated by use_ of

_procurement statistieswhich are reported in stan-
dard-weight. Failure to deduct for waste_elements ih
other crops is potentially the most serious cause of
overstatement of.net output in the CIA index. How-
ever, we adopted the policy of not imposing arbitrary
adjustments on official Soviet=data where no
tion exists on whiCh to base such adjustments. To the
extent that these adjustments are proportionately
constant over time, the trend is not distorted.

-Because-of these and other deficiencies in available
Soviet statistics, we believe our index is a more
reliable measure of trends in agricultural production

Average Annual Percentage
Rates of Growth

1951-60

Total output 4.

Crop production 16
Livestock production 6.1

961-70
.7

.7

1971;79
0.9
0.7

3.7 CO

We applied several sensitivity tests to the index to
assess changes that would be caused by different
discount for waste, different (1960)price weights,
and different approaches to valuing feed and livestoek
inventory. None of the testschanged average annual
growth of total output for the 1951-79 period -by
than one-tenth of one` percentage point. The livestock
index was most affected by the use of 1960 prices
while the crop index was most altered by removing the
discounts on grain and sunflower seed..Because 1970
prices are relatively thore favorable to livestock pro
ducts than 1960 prices, the switch, to 1960 prices
cansecl. the largest shift in the shares of total output
originating in the crop and liVestock sectors.

-Wecompared_theCIA_index to three other bakes of
Soviet agricultural output. Surprisingly,= for the 1960s
and 1970s, growth rates of total output-calculated
from these indexes differ_by less than half a percent-
age point, although the indexes therriklyes vary wide-
ly in coverage and weighting:

The FAO' index incorporates a recently revised
methodology and thus covers only 1966 forward; it
Is based on a large sample. '



_The USDA index covers all years since 1950 and is
also based on a large sample, but is weighted with
average prices-received by- farrneri in Western -

Europe during 1969-71. The Jatter diverge some-
what from Soviet relative prices.

The official Soviet index_measures grosi rather than
net output, that is; it includes the value of crops and
livestock products used-in agricultural production as
well as unknown quantities of waste. The CIA index
is calculated on a gross basis for this comparison.

The _major difference betweertthe CIA.Index on a
gross basis and the Soviet index gross agricultural"'
output is the-heaVier weight placed onlivestock
production in the CIA index. In the Soviet index'since

.1960, crops and livestock have contributed equally to
gross output, while in -the CIA index duringthis
period the livestock sector accounts for about 54 to 56
percent of gross output. Nevertheless, for the 1951-79
period as a whole, gross output in the Soviet and-CIA
indexes-and-net-outputin -the-CIAtindex -all -grow-at

tif rate. The largest diSarePaiieS; in
growth rates occurs in 1951-60,-when the official
-index shows much more rapid growth than the CIA
index of net outptit. When we adjust the CIA index to

grosS basis and-use jhb same price weights as are in
the official Soviet index, the differences in growth
narrow Some of the disereparicS, in the shares of crops
and livestock in total Output -remains, however, be-
cause-we do-not include the iyalue of hay and green

,feed in crop output. Moreover, the CIA index omits a
number. of 'other crops included in the official Soviet
index.

H. Introductioni
, .

The CIA index of agricultural production is a key
element in CIA's-estimates ofgrowth in Soviet'GNP.
Because about 16 percent of GNP originates in
agriculture; the GNP measure must incorporate a
reliable indicator of year-to-year changes in value
added in agricultureespecially since weather causes

'The authors wish to.thank John Carroll, Constance Krueger, and
_Luba Richter for their assistance in the preparation of this paper.
They are particularly indebted to Constance Krueger, whose
meticulous research is largely responsible,for-the prices and the
seeding rates used in construction of the index.

_ wide fluctuations in agricultural output with substSt4-
tial effect on annual changes in GNP; The USSR =

.
does -oes not publish an index of value added in c

.
agri_ uh *.

ture, however:2-We estimate value added by first
deriving net agricultural output, that is, by reducing
the value of gross production by the value of output
consumed in the Production process (seed and =feed)
and by- waste. When the value of agriculture's pur-
chases from other sectors of the' economy--fuel, fertil
izer, sPare parts; services, and the likeare subtract-
ed from net output, the result is value added?

. _ 4 -

This paper escribes and evaluates the CIA- index of
net agricultu al output. First, the derivation-of the
sample cove ge 'and 1970 price weights is described.
We then consider the validity of Soviet agricultural
statistics on which the indek is based. We present our
estimates of seed, feed, and waste. After describing
the-construction at the index of net output, we apply
sensitivity tests to assess the effects of different waste
measures and price weights, Finally, we compare the'

-structure- -and trends- in-the-CIA-index-with those_in: _,

three other indexes Of SoVietigridultnial Mitiiiif; --1:-
including the official Soviet index of agricultural
production. The details of our estimates and the
sources for all data used irithe index are presented iri
the appendixes. -f .

III. Constniction of the Index

A. CoVerage of the Sample
Estimates of het agricultural output are derived.by

. . . .aggregating the value of production of 28 incridual
4 -

crops, 10 livestock products and four items o live-`
stock inventory change using the 1970 average priea-_

'The USSR publishes data on net output of agdculture in current')
prices in official nationktincome statistics. This is not comparable
to the Western definition of net output, however, because the Soviet
series deducts all material inputs and not just those produced within
agriculture. The Soviet- national income series excludes depreci-
ation, which is part of value added and includes the value of
services purchased from outside the sector such as transportation,
recreation,financial services, and the like which are not included in-
the Weitern definition of valve added. Thus the Soviet series does

.not correspond exactly to our definition of value added, although it
is probably closer in concept to value added than to net output as
measured by our index: See CIA ER 78-10505, USSR.- Toward a
Reconciliation of Mai-xist and Western Measures of National
Income, October 1978.

Estimates of purchases by agriculture from other sectors are
discussed in the paper by John Pitzer, JEC, GNP. 1950-80.



rec ed by all producers.' Agricultural commodities
are included-in die index in the-year in which they .
were produced although sErrie of the commodities may

_.:-. _ be marketed or consumed in subsequent years, We
divide agriculture into two subsectors: crbps and
livestock,. Net production of the crop sector is the
value of crop, production available for sale Outside the=
crop sector and for direct consumption by farm
households----4hat is, gross crop production minus the
value of s& t rain and seed potatoes and minus waste
elements in grai n and sunflower seed production. In
theory waste should be deducted for all-crops, but

"'lack of data makes it Impossible to estimate these
quantities for crops other than grain and sunflower
seed Crops used exclusively, within agriculture_for
feed such as hay, corn for silage, feed roots, and so
forth, are not counted. Similarly, to obtain "net" _

output of the livestock seet9r.-gmss output is reduced
by animal products tiled for feed and hatching-eggs.
When the two sectors are aggregated to measure total
net agricultural output, the valuepf commodities

.
transferred betweett them r_use in the-production
process is subtracted to avoi double counting. These
transfers represent feed produced in the crop sector
but consumed by livestock such,asiglain, liotatoes,
whole milk, and vegetables. Because -hay and other-

crops, the value of net livestekk output is somewhat _
overstated relative to the value of net crop output The
value of these feed crops is small, however, and its ,

exclu ion does not have a significant effect on the
-result Below, we define the sample categories in
more -tail.' We touch briefly_ on waste as it affects
each cat dry; a fuller discasion of the waste prob-
lem can be found in section V below. Able 1 shows
the ruble value aari'orqii9s_cAistri6ution of-agricul-
tural production tnA97-ti accordinkto our index.

am and potatoes. Grain and potatoes together _
a aunt to 60 percent of net crop output: We Account
separately for nine types of grain: wheat, rye, corn,
barley, oats, rice, Millet, buckwheat, pulses, and oth-
er grains. Other grains amounted to less than 1
percent of the value of grain output in 1970.1The
following tabulation shows the value of grain produc-
tion'in 1970. Wheat and barley together.acc-ount for
over two-thirds of the ruble value of net grain Output.
While wheat has always been the single most impor-
tant grain, barley_ has bee_n in second place only since
the-early 1960s. Growth iribarley production is
associated with the emphasis on rapiitexpainsien of
feed grain output. Before then, rye was the second
largest grain crop in valie terms.

forage crops are not included in crop outptit,"_they are Milli/M Rubles
not part of these transfers: Data arelacking_ to
estimate transfers such as manure from the livestock
sector to prop production. When the two subsector
indexes are considered independedtly, feed is counted
as Cro output and also is included implicitly in the
value of estock output. In measuring total net
output, we s ract the value of crops and whole milk
fed as well as hat eggs from livestock outplit.
Thus, the value of hay and other forage crops is _
automatically included in net, livestock output. The Other.

Millet 138.2 1.0

Pulses 600.9- 4.4

CIA index, then, defines net livestock production as
gross output minus a) the value of selected agricultur-
al commodities fed to livestock and b) the Value of
hatching eggs. Becauit our crop ind9.and feed

iadeduction make no allowance for handother forage

The index is Laspeyres quantity index where

Pau 1C21i

/

.Z P70. Q70.

Total 13657.2 100.0
.

' While the C.lA tilex is_primarily used to derive valueadded in
agricultute;41i-h some adjustments it can also be used to gauge
trends in outpiit of the crop acid livestock sectors available-to
consumers. For this purpose, net crop output is defined as gross
output less seed,Ivaste, and grain, potatoes, and vegetables used for.
feed. Net livestock output is defined as gross output less whole milk
fed and eggs for hatching. Redefining the subseetors in this way
raises the growth it livestock output and reduces the growth in crop
output reflecting the relatively rapid gains made by the Soviet
consumer in consimption of livestock products.
' Details on the derivation of the quantity data used in the index are
presented in appendix A. The derivation of 19:70 average realized
prices is explained_in, appendix B.

These incluae sorghum, spelt, vetch, lupin,.seradella and other
minor miscellaneous gtains.



Gross potato production includes without differenti-
ation the so-called"standard- quality output and the
inferior, nonstandard produation grader,. To measure

Table 1

USSR :Value of Agileultui Output., 1970 anet Output-of grain and potatoes, gross output is
.reduced by quantities used for seed and in the case o
krAin byWaste No waste is deducted from gross_ _ _
output of potatoes because data are lacking. (Our
estimates of seed are discussed below in sections IV
and VI.) AP-

Vegetables and Fruits. Production of'vegetables and
fruit accounted for almost one-fifth of net crop Output
in 1970 with the value of output evcnly,split. Untirthe
late 1966s, however, Vegetables predominated. Fruit
production has continued to gain and exceeded annual
average -vegetable production in 1975-79. The strue-

re of production in 1970 is shown below.
Million Rubles Percen

Category

Grain
Potat
Vegetab
Oil cro
Fruits, berries, nu
Sugarbe-ats

Colton

'Number of Million
Components Rubles

13657.2

9286.6 24.1

3460.0 9.0
1303.6
3296.6
1856.0

3823.9

Percen-t

35.5

4
8.6
4.8

9.9
. Tobacco _

akhorka
- 475.6 -

17.5T _ ne
2

Fiber a: 1068.9 2.8
Tes

Fruit 3296.6 488
Beets 128.3

Cabbage 711.4 10.6
Carrots 198.0' 2.9-

Cucum rs 485.7 7.2
Onions. 866.4 12

Tomatoes 933.7 13.8
Other vegetable 6.5 2.0
Total 6756.6 100.0

Net crop output-
256.3

38502-2
Meat
Milk'
Eggs

28797.7.

Wool

-Official Soviet statistics on vegetable production-
published only as a total-include vegetables raised in
"open beds" (field grown), and in hothouses and
heated beds. Field-grown vegetables are by far the:
largest category of production.3 Vegetables in our

- sample include carrots; beets 'onions .cabbage -cu-
cuinbers, and tomatoes. Vegetables not liked sepia-

,

rattily the CIA index but included in other vegeta-.
bles (parsley, mushrooms, squash, turnips, radishes,
lettuce spinach, dill,-aneka on) -accounted for only 2
percent of The value of vegetable output in 1970. fruit

Melons are often grouped with vegetables in Soviet statistics.
However, melons are riot included inofficial vegetable outran-

.statistics, although they are included in official acreage reports and
in vegetable consumption statistics. Insufficient data are_ available
oirPiteluctiori to include melons in the index.

Honey.

Silk cocoons
Livestock

inventory
change

16271.1

4074.0
1947.9

0.7
100.0
51.5

46.1

4

- 336.0
171.9

4366 $

7.3

3.5

0.6
0

-

Gross live
output

k

es-s: feed
hatching eggs
et livestock
output

55965.3:

10724.6
185.4

45055.3

.0

53.9

Net avieultural 83557.4 100.0
output

In 1970 average realized prices. A more detailed version of this
table covering the years 1950-79 can be found in appendix A.

output ineludes-grapes; berries; and other fruir(ap-
ples, pears, quinces, cherries, plums, apricots, peaches,
and citrus fruit). Fruit is a single entry in the CIA
index because insufficient data exist to derive annual
estimates of individual types: Like grain and potatoes,
gross output orvegetables and fruits stould be re-
duced for waste to convert total output to a net basis.
Lack of a consistent time series of required deductions
prevent this adjustment, although waste is no doubt
considerable.



Technical Crops. Our sample, shown in the following
tabulation, includes oilseeds, sugarbeets, cotton, to-
bacco, inaldiorka fiber flax, and tea. Cotton alone
accounts for almost half of the valueof tecimical crop
production. Sugarbeets, sunflower seed; and fiber flax
account for almost all of the remaining half. These
shares have not changed appreciably over time.

Million Rubles Percent
057.0 12.0

6.5
90.0

1856.0

3823.9
475.6

17.5

1068.9
256.3-

17

Othei oil
Suga
Cotton
Tobac
Makho
Fibe flax

plants, on socialized farms, and by private sector
households)° We account separately for: beef and veal,
mutton and kid, pork, poultry, and other_rneat. Other
meat includes rabbits, horses; deer, camels, and game,

.and amounted to 3 Percent of the value of meat output
in 1970. The shafes of individual types of meat in total
output have changed somewhat. The share of poultry
has doubled from 6 percent in 1950 to 13 percent in
1979, while mutton dropped from 14 percept to 4
percent. The share of beef drcipped from 47 Percent to
35 percent between_ 1950 and 1955 and slowly recov-
ered to 47 percent in 1979. Shares of pork demon-
strated the reverse trend, climbing frdm 31 percent to
42 percentbetWeen 1950 and 1955 and thendeclining
to 33 percent in 1979. Since 1950, however, beef, veal,
and pork have accounted for at least three-quarters'of
the value. Of total output. The following tabulation
shows the distribution of meat output in 1970:

Among oilseeds, we couht separately only sunflower-
seed and soybeans: Together, these account for 93
percent of total oilseed output.9 Other crops grown
exclusively for oilseeds but not listed separately in-
elude castor beans, flaxseed, mustard seed, and at
least 11 other minor oilseeds. A waste discount of 8.0
percent is applied to sunflower seed output. in addi-
tion;Oilseeds are produced- as a joint product with
cotton and hemp. Cottonseed is included in cotton

isproduction which s measured as raw, unginned cotton
including seeds. Hemp and associated seed, a minor
crop, is not included.

Meat. Meat output in our index is measured at
slaughter weight and includes meat on the bone, all
raw fats, and edible offal derived from layestock and
poultry slaughtered in goverment-operated packing

Earlier versions of this index accounted separately for flaxseed,
castor beans, and mustard seed in addition to sunflower seed and
soybeans. In revising the index for this paper, it was established
that continuous time series of official data for these other oilseeds
were not available. Our category, "other oil crops" is a residual
derived by subtracting sunflower seed and soybean production from
Soviet data: on output of all oil crops. _

Million Rubles Percent

Beef a_nd.vea1 13234.4 46.0

Pork 10230.8 35.5

Mutton and kid 1827.6
Poultry 2536.1 8.8

Other urea 968.8 3.4

Total 28797.7 100.0

= Other Livestock Products. Milk, eggs; wool,- honey,- -

and Alk-cocoons are other livestock products in the
index. All are shown in table 1. Gross meat and milk
production, however, rapghly accounted for 80 per-
cent of gross output of livestock products in 1970.
This share was almost 90 percent in 1950, and has
risen since 1970 to 84 percent in 1976-79. Milk. Output

_

includes all milk from cows, sheep, goats, and mares.
An estimate of whole milk fed _to livestock is deducted
in deriving net livestock production. Also excluded

from net output are eggs used for hatching.

m Edible offal includes the internal organs of the animal: lungs,
liver, heart, kidneys, stomach, and others. It also includes the head,
brains, feet, and other parts that aie used for food in the USSR.
Soviet statistics formerly grouped these products in four categories.
Sometime during the 1960s, these were collapsed to two.



Changes in Livestock Inventories. The CIA index
measures the annual change in the number of cattle,
hogs,-sheep and goats, and poultry." Published Soviet
herd-statistics do not-regularly_ include other domesti
cated animals such as`camels, donkeys, and reindeer.
The increase ordecrease_in_numberS-is valued at the
average. realized price per live animal in 1970, which
is derived from the averagd Weight of animals sold to
procurement organizations in that year._We assume
that the larger.average weight-of mature animals
offsets the lower per animal weight of-young animals
so that the average weight for the entire herd is equal.
to the average weight of animals designated for
slaughter. Although average animal weight changes
every year sensitivity tests presented below indicate
thati for most years, the index is not much affected by
failure to take this change into account.

General Assessment.
Sufficient Soviet data are available to assess the

_:covorage of the CIA index relative_to the more
comprehensive Soviet measure of gross agricultural
'production.'2 Table 2 compares the commodities in-.
eluded in both indexes.' The CIA index includes =the
commodities shown in column one; the Soviet index
includes the commodities in both columns."_Although
the CIA sample seems to exclude a long list of crops,
most of the excluded crops are used entirely,within
agridulture and are not part of output available for
sale and home consumption. Crops omitted from the
CIA index that are not produced for intra-agri-

--cultural use include the additional technical crops
such as hops, as well as flowers and decorative plants,

" The change in numbers of horses is excluded because horses are
included in the Soviet definition of agricultural capital stock.
Increments in horse inventories, therefore, are not part of current
net outmit available for Sale.

drosS output includes the value of all agricultural products and
makes no seduction for agriculture s' use of its own output in the
production process.
" Aoomplete list of the commodities in the Soviet index is available
in F.E. Savitskiy et al., Sprovochnik pa planirovonlyti set skago
khozyoystvo, Moscow. 1974. pp. 461464.
" Meat output is measured quite differently in the two indexes. In
the Soviet index, output is equal to the difference in livewcight of
animals at the beginning end the end of the year minus the weight`
of purchased animals plus the livewcight of all anima_ls sold for
slaughter.

and some items of inventory change. In addition to the'
broader coverage_shown in table :2, the Soviet index
has'finer detail for many of the basic commodities.
For eiaraple, the CIA index is based on output of nine
specific grains while the Soviet index includes 17
individual types. T-he--CIA indeCaccounts-separately
only for sunflower seed and soybeais under oilseeds;
the Soviet index includes 16 individual items in this
category. The coverage of the livestock sector is
conceptually closer in the two indexes than that for
the crop sector despite the differences in measurement
of meat output.

The coverage of the CIA index can also bcossessed by
comparing the ruble values of gross agricultural'out-
put as measured by the Soviet and CIA indexOs:"
When the two indexes of gross output are compared
the CIA index includes 90 percent of Soviet output of
agriculture. Over 95 percent of livestock products and
80 percent of crop Outputare covered.-" The CIA
index...would show somewhat greate overage of drop_

oduction if estimates of hay, pa ere feed, and other
foYrage crops had-been included hen converting the
CIA index to a gross output basis.The comparison
suggests that the CIA index has generally gOod
coverage probably accounting for roughly 95 percent
of total output net of infra farm use of crops.

B. 1970 Price Weights
Each commodity in the index of agricultural produc-
tion is valued at the weighted average of prices paid
by the USSR's three major purchasers of farm pro-
ducts in 1970. For a number of commodities, such as
vegetables and meat '1 prim received by farm produc-
ers vary substantially depending on the purchaser.
The largest purchasing organization is the Ministry of

" To make this comparison, commodities in the CIA index on a
gross: basis were valued in the 1965 comparable prices used in the
Soviet index. In addition, the value of seed and feed were added
back to.create a CIA measure of gross output.
"A detailed discussion of the differences in the growth rates and
the structure of the CIA and Soviet indexes is presented below in
section VIII B.
" Prices for meat are based on procurement prices for live animals
and are converted to a slaughter weight basis. See appendix B.



Table 2

Commodities &eluded in CIA and Soviet
Indexes of Agricultural Production

`Components of CIA
Index

2. Technical crops
a. fiber crops: cotton
and flax
\b. sunflower seed
C. soybeans
d. other ail see&

e. sugarbeets

f. tobacco and
makhorka
g. tea

3. Potatoes

4. Vegetables
5. Fruits, berries.

and nuts

Addditional Components-Used in
Soviet Gross Output of Agrieultu

L. Byproducts of grain crops (straw,
chaff, and so forth) =

2. Technical crops _

a. other fiber crops
b_ essential oil raw Materials
c. medicinal plants
d. chicory rodt
c. seeds and planting
technical crops
f. other technical crops (hops, tea,
and so forth)
g. Other oilseeds

aterial for.

Procurement,- which buys agricultural comrn
from state`forms, collective farrns,-and-individual:
private sector producers. Other-state purchasing orga-
nizations are the Central Union of Consumer Cooper-
atives, and the Ministries of-Abe Food Industry, Meat
and Dairy Industry, Light Industry,, and-Trade. -The
Second major sales channel for farm productsls the
sYsterrl of collective farm markets where producers
sell agricultural commodities at prices determined

-largely by the interplay of supply and demand. Pric
paid in colleetive farm markets normally exceed
procurement priees,, because products sold through
this channel are of higher quality or because a given
product is scarce or unavailable in state retail Stores.
For example, in 1970 the average collective farm
market price for milk-was almost double'that paid by
procurement organizations.

3. Feed crops
a. root crops

c. green fodder -

d. silage crops
e. other feed crops
f. seeds of feed crops

4. Crops for green manure
5._ Flowers and decorative plants

6. Expenses for starting and caring for
._perennial plantings

7. Unfinished production (change in
value during the year of expenses for
sowing winter crops and soil
preparation)

I. Meat (slaughter
weight)

a. beef and veal
b. pork
e. mutton and kid
d. poultry
e. other meat

2. Change in number of
livestock

3. Milk

4- Eggs
5. Wool

7- Silk cocoon

I. Weight gained by liv
%the year (liveweight)

In practice, average realized prices could not be
obtained for each commodity in the index. Surrogates,
some moresatisfactory- than others, had tb be used in
a number of eases. Although average realized prices
for all grain, vegetables, and meat can be estimated,
the prices needed to value each individual type of
grain, vegetable, and Meat are missing. Data on
average cblleetive farm market prices for individual
commodities are especially scarce and must be esti-

. mated in many, cases. Soviet literature provides rela-
tively ample data on list procurement prices " for
individual commodities but obtaining USSR-wide
averages of prices actually paid in agiven year is
difficult. In the case of- honey and some oilseeds, we

ock during had to substitute RSFSR list procurement prices.
Collective farm procurement prices paid in 1970 are

w2. Offspring and increase oforking
livestock (horses, camels, donkeys and
mules) and of reindeer

-3_ Fur-hearing animals (hides and
offspring)
4. Change in number of bee colonies
5. Fish breeding (young fish and fish
catch)
6. Other animal products (hair, horns,
feathers, manure, beeswax, silkworm
eggs)

List procurement prices are paid by procurement organizations
for products of standard quality. Prices for a giverproduct are
differentiated bx region in the USSR. In Belorussia, for example, in
1970-72 there were 113 price zones for milk; the milk prices ranged
from 170 to 620 rubles per ton oryachko, t7bosnovoniye
sistemy rakupoehnykh tsen, Minsk, 1978, p. 20). List prices
exclude adjustments made at the time of sale for product qualitY.
Grain with moisture content above standard levels, for example,
will be purchased at prices below list prices. List procurement
prices also exclude bonuses paid for sale above the plan quota.
"Although 'the RSFSR prices-are only for state and collectig
farms and exlude the.private sector, this is not a source of
significant error. The private sector produces almost no oiLseeds,
and the price for honey was Made the same for all producers in
1970 (Zakupki serskokhozyaystvennykh produktov, no 9,
1970, p. 1).



and
aver

pric

surrogates iii that they include price bonuses
naltles, but they are for-one producer only. The

ge of procurement prices paid in 1970 to all
cers is the best surrogate for-average realized

The folio
have been
price used

mg tabulation shows where substitutions -

ade for average realized prices. Each
n the index is derived in appendix B.

Ave
Realized
Prices

SFSR.List Procurement
Procurement Prices Paid
Prices to Collective_

Farms

Grain Oil crops
Potatoes (except
Vegetables sunflower
Meat seed)
Livestock Honey

inventory
Milk
Eggs
Wool
Sunflower seed

Sugarbeets
Flax fiber
Tobacco
Makhorka
Silk

potatoes and vegetables-, a lower price is used.. By
virtpe of the calculation. quantities of grain fed are
standard weight so should,.be-priced at average reai-
ized prices. Whole milk fed; however, may not be of
standard butterfat contentthe basis for the price-
s° -could be overvalued. The effect of this-OVer-
Statement is small ; 'sensitivity tests indicate that valu
ing feed at Soviet cost of Production does`not affect
trends. (See section VII.) =

Average C. The index
Procurement The CIA index of Soviet net agricultural production-.
Prices Paid shows steadily declining growth after 1960. This trendto All
Producers is especially prominent in net output of the livestock

.

Fruit sector. Table 3 shows tndexes-of output for major
Cotton commodity groups in benchmark_years related to the
Tea

. base year 1970, while the following tabulation sum-
marizes growth rates for these commodities-.

Average Annual Percentage Rates of
Growth
1951-79 1951-60 1961-70 .1971 -79

3.4 4.0
Potatoes 0.2 0.8 -2.0
Fruits and vegetables
Technical crop
Net. crop

The error introduced by these substitutions probably
is small. Avetage realized prices have been used for
the most important commodities in the index. In the
two cases where' list procurement prices have been
used' the value of output is small. The value orb.
eonimodities priced with collective farm procurement
prices probably is overstated; acomparison of pro-

,curement price.s for commodities where we ha-ve prices
for state farms; collective fauns, and private produc-
ers shows that average procurement prices paid to
state fauns are often somewhat less than those paid to
collective farms and private producers. Since collec-
tive farm market sales of oilseeds, flax, tobacco,
maktorka, silk, cotton, and tea are insignificant,
procurement prices in these cases are an ac --ta6Te
substitute for average realizeA prices. The-veLige
procurement prices understate the value ol,.v.,put
significantly only in the case of fruit and honey, where
collective farm market sales are substantial. Cotton
and tea are sold exclusively_ through the state procure-
ment system.

Valuing commodities fed at average realized prices
overstates feed use if the portion fed is of much lower
quality than the portion marketed. In the case of

Net agricultural
output 7 0.9_

Among crops, fruits and vegetables grew most rapidly
over the 1951-79 period, rising from 10 percent of net
crop output in 1950 to 22 percent in 1979_ Growth in
grain output held at fairly steady rates while potato
output posted almost no growth. At the same time,
potatoes fell from 40 percent of net crop output in
1950 to'22 percent in 1979. Crop output shows more-
variation in growth rates than the livestock sector
where growth rates slowed over the .entire period. By
1971-79, only fruits, vegetables, and meat were grow-
ing at average annual rates above 2 percent. For many
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Table 3

Grain
Pima

Fru' and vciabies

1950. 1955 1960

48.3 56.4 67.2

8.9 66.9

31.8 47.5

56 67.5

57.5 69.6 78.2

39.1 51.5 70.7 80.3

Tichnical 43.Z

Net crop outpu

1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 97

66.0 100 0 76.6

O 90.4 87.9 86.2 89

75 100.0 124.0 122.0 127

87 1 .0 104.4 114.9 118 112.0 111

.0 93,2 112.0 106.0 116.2

100.0. 122.9 2.5 1203 126.9 126.

82._2 `8
59

979

120.5 103 131.6 97.7
95.4

132.7

Milk 42.5 51.8 74.

Other livestock products .7 47.6
(including inventory change)
Net livestock outpu 38.4 69

Net tural output 45.6 9.4 82

a 1970 .aa 1

9

106.7

7.4 100.0 1 9.4 1 8.0 114.4 4.0 112.4

85 .82.7 106.5 97.8 92.1

6.7 100.0 102,4 0 115,3 113 1 ^ 9.0

.0 98.2 0 O _4 107.9

commodities,-197 -79 gro th.rates were less than f. CIA index is affected more by the absence of statis-
,

half of the rates posted .for 1951-611' tics on the use of farm Prothictg-foe-ked; feed; °aid the
.

IV. Evaluation of Official Soviet Statistics

The accuracy of the _CIA index of agricultural output
ultimately depends on the reliability of the Soviet'`
statistics used to construct it_ Western observers have-
long criticized Soviet agricultural statistics for being
unavailable, inaccurate, inconsistent over time or not
comparable with Western measures of farm output.
In constructing the CIA index of Soviet agricultural
'production, we have made some adjustments to corn-

pensate for these deficiencies in Soviet statistics.

A. Availabili
Availability_of Soviet statistics is a broader problem ,
than the mere scarcity of data on physical output of
commodities. Data-on commodity use are also scarce

as are the definitions needed to interpret some of the
published statistics correctly. The reliability of the

" Poor weather in 1979 depressed crop growth and thus growth in
totalsagricultural output If the comparisons were for the period
1971-78, crop output would have grown at an average annual rate
of 1.9 percent, and net output at 1.7 percent per year.

like than by a shortage of output data. Although
troublesome shortages of production data still exist,
more utilization data and definitional material have
become available and the accuracy of statistical re-
porting may have improved somewhat.

Earlier, Weltern investigators puzzled; for example;
over whether milk output statistics were recorded in=
physical weight or converted to standardized butterfat
conteht. Flow milk fed to calves was reported in

output statistics_was also arnbiguousj! Definitional
material now available explicitly states that gross
output of milk is in physical weight, while procure-
ment statistics are in terms of standardized butterfat
content The issue of milk fed to calves has also been
clarified: milk sucked directly by calves is excluded

D. Gale Johnson and Arcadius Kahan, "Soviet Agriculture:
StructUre and. Growth;'" Comparisons of the United States and
Soviet Economics. U. S. Congress Joint Economic Committee,
Washington, D. C., 1959. Nancy Nimitz also discussed this issue.

See RM 2326, Soviet Statistics on Meat and Milk Output:-A Note
on Their Comparability Over Time Rand Corporation, February,
1959.
n Z. G. Tresorukova, Tovarnava produktsiya serskago kho-
zyaystva, Mosbow, 1974. p. 103.
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from gross output. Milk fed by other means is include
ed.";Part of the problem of understanding mill
Matistics.remains, however, because a large share
nearly 40 percent if milk output is not marketed
and must be estimated from survey data. Moreover,
much of_the data on milk Marketings is_a calculated
milk_equivalent of marketed cream. Mistakes in the
conversion factor could result in erroneous figures' for
total.milk output,

Production data used in the CIA index for most _ -.-
commodities are the official Soviet gross output fig-it:
ures, with some surrogates. In the case of vegetables,
the USSR, publishes only a single figure for total
output of vegetables. Productfon of individual types of
vegetables must be estimated by applying the percent-
age distribution of state vegetable procurements to the
figure for total output. For sugarbeets, tobacco,. mak-
horka, and tea; officiaf procurement statistics provide
a reasonably reliable measure of net output We
assume home 4tonsumption of these products to be a
very small share of ota output.

Although scattered statistics on the use of agricultural
commodities have become available, the CIA-index
must incorporate a number of estimates of seed, feed,
and waste in order to have continuous series., Seed
estimates are based on officially -normed seeding
rates which may welt differ from the true rates.
Statistics an; waste of agricultural commodities are
especially scarce.' Ideally an index measuring agri-
cultural output should incorporate waste estimates for
grain,'sunflower seed, potatoes, fruits, vegetables, and-
eggs. Although the Soviet press often reports exam-
ples of high loss rates for these commodities, the data
are so incomplete that the index only deducts waste
from, production of grain and sunflower Seed. Output
of other commodities is therefore overstated. How-
ever, to the extent that the share of gloss output
wasted remains roughly the same over time, the
failure to make waste adjustments will not affect
trends.

"Selkhor 1971, p 685; A. M. Bryanskiy, Statistika zhivotno-
vodstva, Moscow, 1956, p. 122; V. Starovskiy, Vest slot. no. 4,
1961, p. 105.
" Waste is broadly defined to include extraneous matter, damaged
output, and losses in handling as well as excess moisture (that is,
moisture above a standard level). Waste therefore can include
usable product. Broken kernels, for example, in grain would be
classified as waste, but would also be usable_

Estimates of agricultural commodities fed to livrestock
also suffer from lack of data The Cikindex deducts
from gross output estimaies of the grain, potatoes,
vegetables, and whole milk used for feed: 't he-release
to a USDA feed-livesto-ck-delegation to the USSR in
1971 of data on quantities of concentrates by type fed
to livestock simplified the task of estimating grain
fed.2` Other products- fed, -however, must be estimated-
using commodity balances that attempt to reconcile
output statistics with estimates =of utilization. For
potatoes, however, statistics on. utilization are often``
inconsistent so that a satisfactory independent bal-
ance cannot be constructed. For example, for some
years, the-sum of estimated uses of potatoes for seed,
feed, and industrial purposes exceeds total production
as reported in statistical handbooks. (See appendix C.)

Et. Accuracy
The accuracy of Soviet agricultural statistics has been
debated by Western scholars for- decades." Inac-
curag is believed to result in part from reporting
errors an_d impart rom deliberate falsification_ e-
spite the' extensive writing on the shortcomings of
Soviet agricultural statistics, the evidence is still
ambiguous concerning the degree of accuracy of
published_aficial series.

a The data were published in USDA, ES Foreign 355, Livestock-
Feed Balances for the USSR,-(undated). Grain is the major
component (roughly $5 percent) of concentrated feed fed in the
USSR. Concentrates are low in fiber and high in total digestible
nutrients, Aside from grain, concentrates include milling byprod-
ucts, oilieed meal, and alfalfa meal. Part of the grain is fed as a
component of mixed feed, while the remainder is fed -straight."
a A complete review of the debate is beyond the scope of this paper_
The mZiAt important sources of the last 40 years begin with Naurn-
Jasny's work in the 19405, and continue with writings by Kahan,
Volin, and Richter in the 1960s. Finally, in 1972, a volume dealing
with. Soviet economic statistics was-published containing three
chapters on agricultural statistics. See Naum Jam, The Socialized
Agriculture of the USSR, Stanford Univeisity Press, Stanford,
California, 1949;_Naum Jasny, -1riterpreting Soviet Statistics,'.
Soviet Survey, October-December, 1958, p. 9.; Naum Jasny.
"Some Thoughts on Soviet Statistics: An Evaluation," Internation-
al Affairs, no. 1, 1959, p. 53.; Lazar Volin, "Agricultural Statistics
in Soviet Russia," The American Statistician, April-May and
June July issues, 10534 Luba 0. Richter, "Some Remarks on
Soviet Agricultural Statistics," The AmeriCan Statistician, June,
1961; Arcadius Kahan, "Soviet Statistics PfAgricultural Output,"

'Soviet Agricultural and Peasant Affairs (Roy Laird, ed.). Universi-
ty of Kansas Press. Lawrence, Kansas, 1963.; Luba O. Richter,
"Commentary" (on Arcadius Kahan's article), p_ 165.; V.G. Trani
and J.P. Hardt, eds., Soviet Economic Statistics, Duke University
Press, Durham, N.C., 1972. See the chapters by Philip M. Raup,
Eberhatd Schinke, and Karl-Eugen Wadekin, all dealiiig with the
validity of Soviet agricultural statistics.



Westerit scholars generally agree, however, that nae-
curacy va'ries widely over time and affects softie
statistical series more than others Political pressure
in the Stalin and Khrushchel eras Jed to falSification
of output data. The expansicin and improvement in the

- statistical reporting system that began in the early

Efforts are made to choose "repseseotative" farn
but the iurvey embraces only 15 to 2 percent of
collective farM fimilie.s. The following.tabujation
shows the percentage of gross output of major pro-
ducts produced by the private sector in 1979:

1960s may have resulted-in more accurate data in Grain LO
recent years.' Even today, however, data for politically Cotton
sensitive commodities such as grain are subject to ugarbc,
More manipulation than datalor lass sensitive pro- Sunflower seal
ducts. The prevailing Western opinion still is that vegetables
reasonably accurate results are obtained using Soviet .'
agricultural statistics if necessary adjustments and
cross-Checks of the data are made and if the supplied
definitions are carefully read."

Soviet writers often paint a more dismal picture of the
teliability of their official statistics. Khrushchev stat-
ed that "figures, for average yield (of grain) which-you
read in the press these days reflect wishful thinking
rather than reality.- " Fle also- said ''`unless we put
things in order, our plaps Will be fitl_filled statistically,
but we will still be short of food." 29 More recently a
Soviet emigre characterized the manipulation of Sovi-
et agricultural statistics as follows. "Soviet hens lay a
certain percentage snore eggs- each year but with one
biological Peculiarity. The annual increase in etg
laying begins only`with the advent to power of the
durreift rulers.'

While we cannot pinpoint the degree of unreliability
in Soviet statistics, we can identify those statistical
series that are most unreliable. The larger the share of
output that originates in the private sector, for exam-
ple, the more error is likely to occur. Private sectoi
output is estimated: by the Central_ Statistical Adinin-
istration from a sample survey of collective farm
families. Data are collected by schedule takers who -
visit each family not less than two times a month.

Karl-Eugen Wadekin, "Soviet Agricultural Statistics: Summary
and Assessment," in Treml and Hardt, p. 282.
n N. S. Khru.sbchcv, Khrushehev Remerhbers: The Last Testament,
(Strobe Talbott, ed.), Little, Browh and Co, Boston, Toronto, 1974,
p. 131.
"Quoted from the New York Times report on January 15, 1961 (p.
28) of the 1961 Party Plenum.

Lev Navropv, "What the CIA Knows About Russia." Commen-
tary, SeptEiliber, I 978, p. 51

U

2_0

31_0

Potato_es 59.0

Meat _30.0
Milk 29.0 1_

Eggs 33.0

Wool I 9.0

.

The figures suggest that the livestock sector is more
iaffected than the crop sector by inaccuracies in

estimates of private sector prOduction.-One Western _
writer on Soviet statistics concludes that -the-degree of
error in these statistics is difficult to assess-without
more detail on the sample coverage. We can only be
aware that such error exists."

Socialized sector output statistics- are derived frorrftha
an-mial reports of farms. These reports are based on an
elaborate accounting system that is said to incorpo-
rate eross-checks to prevent error and falsification:
Such a system should provide accurate statistics, but
failure to follow prescribed practice and shortages of
qualified statisticians and bookleepers introduce an
element of error: at the initial stage. Moreover: farms
have no incentive to correct for waste because reduc-
tions in-gross output entail more diificulty in plan
fulfillment and higher unit costs, whereas success
requires high output and low unit cost.

For example, farms frequently fail to weigh their
output accurately. Truck scales are in short supply
and :often faulty. Grain output is thus often estimated
according to the fullness-of the combine hopper,
although it is supposed to-be-weighed prior-to record - --
ing in output accounts. For potatoes-and vegetables,
output estimates are haphazard. Potatoes are fre-
queotly stored in the fields in pits or piles. The weight
of output is determined according to the dimensions of

berhard Schink "Soviet Agricultural Statistics" in Treml and
Hardt, p. 244.
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the pile and the actual weight of one cubic meter of.
output. Requirements`for weighing vegetables are
relaxed at-the peak of the harvest, and the quantity of
vegetables is measured according=to the number of
units, bunches, or basketsfull brought from the field.
Later, these are converted to kilograms aceording to
the actual weight of a sample of the produce.32
According to one Soviet source; on vegetable farms
where harvested area is large and hundreds of workers
are involved, it is impossible to carry out even this

-measuring of vegetable output. The first accurate
weighing is done only when the vegetables are sold.'

Deliberate falsification of output statistics is another
source of inaccuracy that is- very difficult to evaluate.-
There is ample evidence from Soviet sources suggest-
ing that in the Khrushchev era ambitious agricultural
campaigns and unrealistic output targets led many
officials to inflate output-statistics. Soviet officials
claim thatfalsification is less now than before the

_196Ldecree thatimposedprison sentences, for falsifi,_
cation of data.}1 Although we tend to, believe that

.
instances of deliberate falsification are probably less
frequent now than in earlier periods, references to
statistical malpractice oceilr periodically,: Farms still
ha've incentives to understate one year's production in
order to reduce plan obligations in the following year
or to obtain permission tocurtaaproduction of an
unprofitable commodity. In 1978 a resolution of the
Georgian. Central Committee cited frequent cases of
padding, underreporting, and other gross "distor-
lions" in overall statistical reporting in the republic.
Over 3,800 statistical checks were conducted by state
statistical organizations; almost one third of the re-
cords inspected were found to have some type of
deliberate misrepresentation." The First SecretarY of
the Tadzhik SSR recently criticized state and party
organs in the republic for insufficient implementation
of the 1961 resolution against-fraudulent keptirting.
He cited false reporting of statistics on sown area,
production, sales, number of cattle, animal disease
rates, and other statiStics.36

Bukhgalterskiy uchet v sei'skom khozyaystve,
Moscow, 1974, pp_ 111-112. ,
" UcItet i finarLsy v kolkhozakh i sovkhozaki. in. 10, 1979, p. 16.
" Fletcher. Pope, Collecting Agricultural les in the Soviet
Union, U. S. Department of Agriculture. i ul cign Agricultural
Report No 112, November 1975, 0. 15.
"Zarya vostaka. 4 June 1978. p. I. Not all of the instances cited,
refer to agricultural reporting.

Kommunist Tadzhikistana, 27 March 1979, p. 2.

Involvement of several ministries in statistics on mar-
keted commodities may offer some constraints to
falsification of those data. Pre.sentaccounting -racticeP
particularly provides opportunities for false reporting
of commodities which remain on the farm after sales
of are produced Vely for farm use such as animal
feed. 7n 1979, both the Georgian Central Committee
and the First Secretary of Azerbaydzhan publicly.
denounced falsely inflated reports of fodder produC-
tion in their republics." Milk production can be
inflated by claiming that nonexistent output was-fed
to livestock. Farms have been known to purchase:.
output from individuals or on collective farm markets
ind to credit the amount to farm production.'

Error in and falsification of agricaltural statistics
probably vary.greatly among regions and from year to
year. Because references tothe subject are scarce and
the extent to which it occurs cannot be determined,
the imPact on output-statistics cannot be quantified.

can only_conclude that falsificationprobably_____
causes some upward bias in the level of output figures
and, that the degree of bias-may not be the same for
every year. As a result, the net effect over time, in the
context of a trend value, remains unclear.

C. Lack of Consistency Over Time -

Since 1950 a number of Soviet agricultural statistics
series have undergone definitional changes without
corresponding adjustments to published data. Be-
tween 1939 and 1953, Soviet grain crops were meas-
ured in terrns of so-called biological" -output per

-hectare. These were estimates based on samples of the
crop as the ripe grain stood in the field and did riot
take intoaccount loSses of grain prior to and during

Zarya vostoko, I June 1919, p. I and Bakinskiy rabochiy, 25
July 1979, p. I. -

-" Even procurement statistics have been doctored, although these
have always been considered more reliable than output statistics
(J.W. Willett,'The Recent Record in Akricultural Production,"
Dimensions elf Soviet Economic Power, US gongress. Joint Eco-
noniic Committee, Washington, D.C., 1962. pp. 96-98). Instances
of collusion among farm officials, state procurement agents, and
inspection officials have been reported (Zakupki serskokhozyayst-
-vennykh produktov, no. 2, 1978). Farms, f8r example, have been
credited with fictitious deliveries of agricultural products to pro-
curement agencies. Zakupki sefskokhozyaystvennykh pm:fumy,
no. 10, 1975, reports such fraudulent transactions in the Ukraine,
Lithuania, and Belorussia.



harvesting. The "tanker weight yield of the crop
(that is, the grain as it.weighed.directly after combin-
ing before preliminary cleaning and :drying and before
handling and, transportation losses occur), is usually
below the biological yield. Similarly, the clean, dry,
standard-weight portion of thcrop is usually less
than the bunker weight. In 1954, the bunker weight
concept was adopted for official grain output statis-
tics. However, bunker weight statistics for the 1955-
58 period and output data- for 1950-54 restated in
bunker weight were not published until' Decwber
1958.40 In addition, in 1958 the Central Statistical
Adniinistration published instructions for estimating
the grain crop.;These instructions were never publicly
disseminated,-but are believed to represent an alter-..
ation in the-bunker weight measuring system adopted
only four years earlier.

Published yield statistics suggest that bunker weight
=grain output statistics before and after 1958 are

--inconsistent. During 1958-62,-the average yield-oi -l

- grain is reported to have increased to 10.9 cehtners
per hectarean increase in average annual yields of
27 percent over 195457. Although grain output in
pre-1958 statistics probably was understated by §fri-
cial -manipulation of the data, the jump in yields that
occurred in 1958 appears to be at least partly dile to a
change in statistical methodology that was never
explained.'

To-test the consistency of official grain statistics
before and-after 1958, official production data for
1950 -6. compared with, output data estimated
from weather data, seeding and harvesting reports,-
procurement data, statements by Soviet officials, and
the like." The comparison in table 4 of estimated and

1 Soviet statisticaLhandbooks use the term -gross_harvesC (valovay
shar)_ StatistiEal handbooks prior to 1963 con.aintd the phrase
'13arn yield- (arnbarniy arazhay) in parenthesis, but later issues
omit the reference to barn yield. -

The USSR never published details of the conversion of biological
yield data to bunker weight for pre -1954 data. One Soviet publica-
tion stated that annual reports of farms were-the batis for
recalculating yields, Farms had collected bunker weight data for
1950-54 and earlier. (N.N. hiilin, Savremennaya arganizatsiya
statistiki zeruledellya, MoscOw, 1960, p. 102,)
0 For a complete discussion of the 1958 change in grain statistics,
see CIA/RR ER 64-33. Production of Grain in the USSR.
October,- 1964. p. 19-22.

!bid_ p. 15-17.

actual crops in 1950-1962 shows that for 1950-54,
estimated production is equal to or larger than offi -
cially reported output! After 1958, however, official
production exceeds our estimates by a large margin.
The comparison suggests that either 1950-54 grain -

output 'Statistics are deliberately Midersiated or that
statistics following 1958 are exaggerated."

Our grain balance calculations, which- begin in detail
in 1960, indicate that-grain output as shown in official
statistics for 1960-62 are reasonably consistent with
the sum of grain uses estimated on a blinker weight
basis." We tend to accept the hypothesis, therefore,
that grain statistics for 1950-54 (bunker weight) are
deliberately understated. We attempt to compensate
for this understatement by Making no deduction from
official data for waste and losses in1950-54.Foe
other years a weather; elated discount is used to _

eliminate excess moisture and waste. These estimates
and a full discussion of grain waste are in section V,
below.

The treatment of corn in official Soviet grain statistics
has also changed. BeforP 1955, immature corn (in the
milky-waxy stage of ripeness) Was included in statis-
tics for grain. Between 1955 and 1962, Soviet statisti-
cal handbooks reported totals for grain output with
and without -immature corn." Since- then,- farms have
accounted separately for fully ripe corn and corn in
,the milky-Waxy stage of ripeness. Even so, corn
statistics are still not entirely consistent with the
bunker weight measure for other grain crops. Ripe
corn is converted to &lin according to the average
yield of grain from the cobs as measured by threshing
of samples and is expressed in: terms of a standard

The differences in 1955 and 1957 aresmall but the change in sign
from negative to positive indicates some change in reporting or a
suddeMnpen go gy. The comparatively large--
discrepancy in 1956 is attributed to excessive postharvest losses
resulting from inadequate transportation and storage facilities in
the new lands areas-to handle the bumper-crop produced there.
° CIA/A (ER) 75-68 The Soviet Grain Balance. 1960-73 Septem-
ber 1975, p. 24.
" To make this calculation total corn outputWas stated in terms of
dry corn equivalent- From this total, output of fully ripe corn was
subtracted. The remainder was the dry corn equivalent of immature
corn. This figure.was subtracted fparrflotal grain output to dcrivr,
total output excluding immature born. The grain equivalent of

. immature corn was apparently not a component of tooal grain
- output prior to 1954 (Narkhoz. 1962 p. 268) . -



definition of meat.' Approximately in 1'956, the defi-
nition of meat was expanded again to include horse,

Official and Estimated Grain Output, carpel; and other minor meats." Published data are
available from 1950 covering the broader definition of
output.

Grain Production b

(million metric tons)
Excess of
Officially
Reported Output
Over Estimated
_Production
(percent)

Official Data
.

Estimated

1950 1 5 4.7
1951: 79 0 _12
1952 92 92 0.0
1953 82 83 1.2
1954 86 87 1.1
1955 107 103 3.9
1956 128. 115 11.3

9

1958

105 100 5,0

141 125 12.8

1959 126 100 26.0

134 100 34.0
1961 138 115 20.0

1962 148 115 28.7

CIA/RR ER 64-33, Production of Grain in the USSR.October
1964, p.16.
These statistics include the grain equivalent of corn harvested in an

immature stage which is nri longer included in Soviet statistics on
grain production.

moisture content of 22 percent." Moisture Content of
other bunker weight grains varies widely, depending
on harvesting conditions as well as degree of ripeness.

1- No aggregated data on moisture content at the time
of harvest are published.

Meat statistics have become more inclusive over time.
Between the 1920s and 1940s the definition of meat
was expanded from beef, veal, pork, and _mutton to
include poultry, rabbit, and fat from all types of
animals. By 1954, edible offal had been added to the

a' E.G. Dolgushevskiy and A. G. Kbrislich, Serskokhozyaystven-
naya statistika s osnovarai ekonomicheskoy statistiki. Moscow,
1976, p. 94: Reporting corn in a standard 22 percent moisture
content is similar .to a bunker weight concept inasmuch as 22
percent- is the upper limit of moisture orwhich husked ears can be
stored in slatted cribs where they will dry by spring to the 14-15
percent moisture needed for safe warm-weather storage.

In 1965, the USSR revised its method of reporting the
size of livestock herds. While this did not result in
definitional changes, it May have caused statistics for
subsequent years to be less accurate than earlier ones.
Prior to1965, the Annual census of livestock on 1

-January was taken by enumerators who visited social,
ized farms during the_ first weeks of January. In 1965
the livestock census was discontinued. Herd numbers
for 1 January are now derived from the monthly and
quarterly livestock reports submitted by-these farms.
to the Central Statistical Adrninistration. The change
in procedure was ascribed to the improved quality of
farm bookkeeping and to the increasing share of
livestock in the socialized sector." Numbers of pri-
vatelies4ried`liiieta-ak-OP flaimirYs are talon frorn:
accounting recordS of rural councils." As in the pre-
1965 period, local statistical offices spotcheck private
sector livestock reporting by surveying 10 to 15'
percept of households with privately owned holdings.

D. Comparability with Western Statistics
Soviet agricultAral output statistics are often not
directly comparable with those used to measure agri-

. cultural output in the West. Coverage is frequently.
broader and the quality of the Soviet product is often
lower than that of Western counterparts. This lack of
comparability clearly affects comparisons of levels of
output and can complicate comparisons of growth in
agricultural output over time. International compari-
sonsioverstate the relative position of the USSR unless

" Offal is defined in footnote 10.
For a complete discussion of these statistical revisions, see Nancy

Nimitz, Soviet Statistics af Meat and Milk Output: A Note an
Their comparability Over Time. RM 2326, the Rand Corp.,
February, 1959.
" Rural councils (soviets) are the local administrative agencies of
the central grivernment. Certain agricultural matters are included
in their administrative responsibility for local trade and irtdustry.
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adjustments such a lose using ruble - dollar -onver-
sion ratios are model ornpensate for the-1 wer
quality of Soviet outp4t.

Lack Of quality com¢ t ility probably poses less of a
problem f ©r comparisons of growth of.agricultural
dutput than it does for compariSons of levels of output.
Growth comparisons are affected, however,' if non-
comparable Western=and Soviet data are used to
construct price weights and component indexes of
overall indexes of farm output. If relative prices for
agricultural products in both countries do not reflect
production tradeoffs (marginal rates of transforma-
tion), then the validity-of-growth comparisons is
reduced. For example, farrn-gate prices in the US
index of agricultural production probably measure
marginal rates of transformation reasonably well; .

Soviet prices, however, are set by the government with
little consideration of actual costs In a US-USSR
comparison, however, the effect of these deficiencies
ri Soviet prices on graVth anaris-ons;iiitnall.'rOf

course, relative prices can shift over time with the
result that growth comparisons would vary depending
on the base year chosen for indexes of output.

-,'The relatively broader coverage of Soviet agricultural
statistics on meat production is another example
affecting'weipts arid therefore comparisons of
growth.-Soviet statistics include meat from rabbits,
horses, deer, camels, and so on, which few Western
countries include. In a US-USSR comparison Soviet
meat output is not seriously overstated because these
quantitieS are small in the USSR and even smaller in
the United States. A more serious source of difference
in the weights is the-inclusion of edible offal and

. .

" US-USSR comparisons of agricultural output are discussed in
Douglas_ Whitehouse and Joseph F. Havelka.!'ComparEson of Far
Output in the US and the USSR, 1950-1971," ,Soviet Economic
l'rospects for the Sevenries, Joint Economic Committee. US Con-
gress, Washington, D. C., 1973, p. 340.

To test the effect on the index of deficiencies in Soviet prices, we.
substituted cost of production figures in 1970 (sebestoinzost from

.gelkhoz 1971) for 1970 average realized prices. The substitution
slowed growth in crop production by one tenth of one percent.
Livestock output growth accelerated by two tenths of one percent"
for the 1951-78 period as a whole. While official Soviet cost data
have major deficiencies (for example, a return on land and interest
charges on capital are not included) they are probably closer to
marginaloates of transformation than average realized prices.

slaughter fat in Soviet meat production_ . The Soviet
definition of slaughter weight includes internal and -
subcutaneous fat which, for example, can add 10
percent or mare to the weight of a beef carcass."
Without some adjustrfient, the structure of Soviet
agricultural output would give meat' production toR
heavy a weight relative to the weight of meat in the
US output. For comparisons therefore, meat output in
both countries is measured on a liveweight basis to
improve comparability of definitions.

Growth comparisons are also affected by changes in
product quality over time. An index based on physical
production understates real growth in output if qualms
ity has improved Simultaneously. International corn-
parisons of growth in agricultural output assume
constant quality although the nssumptiockeiy be
unwarranted-Evidence suggests some improvement in
the quality of Soviet livestock products, especially
beef, between 1950 and 1978: Soviet meat animals
hive more rneat on the bane than fodder4F,- and -the
quality of milk and eggs has improved somewhat.
Furthermore, the oil content of sunfloWer seed has
risen. In theory, indexes of output of these comm-
ities could be adjusted for quality to improve growth
comparisons, although such adjustment would be
difficult-to construct in practice. In the case of US-
USSR comparisons-of growth over time, the bias
introduced by shifting quality probably is small be-
cause improvement in quality .of US products, par-
ticularly pork, has also occurred.

V. Deductions for Waste.

A. The Nature-of the Problem
Soviet gross output statistics for many agricultural
commodities are inflated by waste." Grain output-
statistics, for example, measure the harvest prior to
any cleaning Und,drying. In the USSR, grain harvest-
ing procedures and weather patterns tend to result in
unusual amounts of extraneous matter being included
in gross output. Excess moisture, damaged kernels, -

"Senkokhozyoysivennoyo enzsiklopediya, Vol_ 1. Moscow, 1969.
P. 693.V t;
"See footf6te 247



and extraneous matter not found in large quantity in
harvested grain in most-countries are countedIis grain
output in the USSR-. Other eommoditideaffected are-
potatoes, sugarbeets; fruits and vegetables, sunflower-
seed; and eggt,"-Although waste included in Soviet
-statistics is an important difference between US and
Soviet agricultural statistics, deducting waste is not
merely a matter Of improving comparability. Waste'
must be deducted from gross output because it is not
included in that part of output available for sale and
home consumption. Furthermore, procurement prices
apply to output on d_"stabdard- basis, that is, net of
excess moisture anti trash. The CIA'index deducts
only for waste and losses in grain and sunflower seed.
Potatoes, fruits, vegetables, and eggs are not dis-
counted because no consistent Methodology or data
could be developed to remove waste from these com-
modities although Soviet sources claim that losses of
these commodities are significant. In the case of
sugarbeets, we use procurements as a surrogate for
output data. Procurement statistics are expressed in
standard weight which, by Soviet defiriition, excludes
waste." Nevertheless, Soviet sources suggest that
losses of potatoes, vegetables, fruits,and suorbeets
are significant.

Losses of agricultural output occur at several stages in
the production and marketing process. Not all are
elevant for measuring net.output. Harvestin losses

consist of output-left in the field at harvest ti or lost
in transporting the harvested output to the int of..
weighing and recording. These amounts.ar never.
recorded as gross output and therefore ne not be
deducted; they represent losses of potential output
rather than actual output.

'Tit; second stage of losses, which should be deducted
from reported output, is that output rendered either
totally unusable or unusable in part by weather
conditions (rain, frost, snow), by insect or disease

'Soviet agricultural periodicals and monographs frequently refer
to losses of these commodities. SeC for example, Ek selkhoz, no. 4,
1979,(pp. 60-6§.; Ek selkhoz. no 1, p. 32.; Set skaya zhizn.

-13 September 1972, p. 2.; Plan khoz. no. 7. 1978, pp. 44-55.; and
N.M. 13ashIcirev,-Organizetsiyaproizvodsiva. zagorovok i pevy-
sheniye kachesrva yairs v ptirsevodcheskikh ob'yedinenlyakh, Mos-
cow. 1979.
"Selkhaz 1971. p. 682.

darnage; or by damage in harvesting. Combine -har-
vesting of potatoes, for example, reportedly damages
30 to 40 pereent of output ". Only part of the damaged
product would-be completely unusable; much would
be usable as feed. Reported output should also be
reduced by the amount of extraneous matter (weeds,
stones, dirt, and so on) that is mixed with the har-
vested crop at the time of weighing and recording.
Transportation losses incurred in moving the product
from the point of weighing.and recording to initial
sprage should also be deducted.

Storage losses, primarily-spoilage or pest damage in
storage facilities, are not relevant for purposes of
calculating net output. Once the crop has: been har-
vested, cleaned, and initially stored, it is theoretically
available for use' on the farm, for processing, or for
export. Subsequent losses_in storage and shipping
need notbe deducted, although these are occasionally
very large. Losses of potatoes, for example, storage
after harvesting have been estimated atil0 to 25
percent."

B. Calculation of Waste in Sunflower Seed and Grain .

The CIA index of Soviet agricultural productidn
makes an 8 percent discount for sunflower seed waste
and a fluctuating discount for grain waste: Our
estimate of sunflower seed waste is based on a Soviet
source that cited the results of calculations for'1958.
According to the author, the yield of sunflower seed
after cleaning was 8 to 8.5 percedt below the gross
crop.' No subsequent comparable data have been
found."

The allowance for grain waste is based on the premise
that the level of waste fluctuates primarily. According
to the amount of precipitation during the two-month

"
Ek selkhoz, no. 1 1. 1979, p. 38.

'Ek selkhoz, no. 6, 1959, p. 32.
7 In the only other reference found, the author claimed that the
yield after cleaning was 6 percent below the gross harvest in 1970
and 1971. We have not modified our discount because the deriva-
tion of these percentagesis unclear. The tabulation in which they
appear includes production-statistics that agree with official data.
Sales and procurement statistics in the tabulation differ from those
published elsewhere. Tresorukova, op. cir.,p. 53.



period immediately preceding and during harvest.'
Wet harvesting conditions tend to raise moisture -

content of harVested grain to levels above internation-
ally accepted standards. Excess moisture inflates
bunker weight output statistics'and increases chances
of subsequent losses from spoilage. Although Soviet
postharvest cleaning and drying is intended to restore,
wet grainAto full value, the wetter the harvesting
conditionSwthe more difficult this becomes. Mishan-
dled wet grain may be grossly damaged or entirely

. .
spoiled for mit or more of its intended uses. For the
fall-sown win ar grains; the months are June and July,
and for spring grain, August-and September. For each--
year in the index, the periods are categorized by
degree of 'wetness'''.. very dry, dry, normal, wet, and
very,wet according to. the average number of rnillime
ters of rainfall received, as follows: 61

Spring VV-h Winter Whea

Very wet_ -_ Oyer 45,8, _ Over_76.3_

Wet .40 5 - 41 7 -65.3 76.2

Normal 353 - 40.4 53.8 ;-65.2

Dry 29.6 - 35.2 42.3 - 53.7

Very dry, Below 29.5 Below 42.2

Each moisture c4tegory, in turn; is assigned a percent-

raise, this figure to 13 percent for Wet years and to 15
_garce:rit ro,very wet years. In the other direction, -11
percent is lowered to 9 percent for dry 'years and to 7
percent for very dry toaditioni. The discoUnts for
winter-and spring grains are weighted .`together -using
30 percent for winter grains and 70 percent for spring
grains. These iteightt reflect the approximate per-
centage of giring and winter grains in total output. "

For- 195©59,- weather related discounts must take into
account the fact that1950-54 official output statistics
pcO6ably understate the actual crop. For 1950-54,
therefore, the weather-related discount is not ap-

.

plied TM For 1955-59, the necessary monthly precipita-
tion data are not available. For this period, the 1960
weather-related diScount is moved back using an

statistics (Selkhat 1971. pp. 332-333) and b) an average feed unit
valtie-derived from the. quantities of grain by type available for-feed
(from the grain balances) over the same years, 1961,70. rip. 25-29).
We assume_the assortment of grain actually_fed_is the same as that__.
of estimated grain available for feed. When these tonnage figures
are converted to feed units using standard Soviei norms (see G. V.
Kulik, Spravochnik ekonomista kola= r sovkhoza. Moscow,
1970, p. 538), the resulting average feed unit value is substgntially
higher than the-average derived from the published series. The
discrepancywhich we attribute to waste including higher mois-
tureranged from 12 percent to 21 percent over the 10-year period
for which' the data were available- we assume the waste
level to be uniform for the-entire drop on the supply. side, the overall
discount rate must be smaller. In erop.year I 967/68;.frfreiiiMple,age grain discount; a discount of 11-Percent is-adopted the estimated waste in feed is 20 percent. The tonnage iepresents

- for years of normal precipitation.' We arbitrarily about 8 percent of grain produced in-that year. Quantities of waste'

The theory that variation from average precipitation during
harvesting is:the main deterrifinant of moisture and foreign matter
in harvested grain was set forth in U.S. Department of Agriculture;
ERE,- Methodology for Estimating Variations in Soviet Bunker
Weight Grain Crops..1975. (unpublished). Although the grain
discount also includes extraneous matter and unripe and damaged
kernels, n_ o systematic separate methodology has been devised to
measure them. Excels moisture is believed to be the largest and
most variable component of waste with the greatest impact an
trends in output. Amounts of damaged kernels also fluctuate
widely, but they probably have a smaller impatt-on trends.
" Precipitation data are compiled by the US Air Force. Mean'
monthly precipitation data by ()blast for each two-month period arc
weighted by-the respective sown area a-spring and winter wheat.
" The average discount of I I percent was derived indirectly-from a
rough calculation based on quality (feed unit or nutritive value) of
concentrates fed on state and collective farms. (See .A (ER) 75-68,

'Pp.,I 3-15.) Because of the way the official series on concentrated
feed is constructed, much ofthe exaggeration in Soviet grain
production statistics resulting from excessive moisture, dirt, da-
maged kernels, weed seeds, and the like, (waste), appears in the data
on quantities of concentrates fed. Grain makes.up roughly 85
percent of the-tgtal tonnage of concentrates fed (see ibid.. p. 33).

'Our hypothesis is based on the difference between a) the average.
feed unit value of concentrates fed as derived from published Soviet

as shares of output ranged from 4.3 to 11.6 percent overfrhe 10-year r
period; the average was 8 percent which we adopted as an average
discount. To this we add a 3-percent allowance for losses in
transportation and handling (A (ER) 75-68, p. 18). Although in
theory subsequent losses of Brain need not be applied for 'Purposes -.
of estimating net output, they are included in order to be consistent 4

with our estimates of grain balances and grain fed.
We recognize-that equating these moisture categories with

specific waste levels implies a more precise and consistentselation-
ship between precipitation and grain waste than actually exists in
fact. _To date, however, this is the most satisfactory, consistent
methodology developed to measure fluctuations in grain waste.
" Despite the presumed understatement in official Soviet grain
output Satisfies in those years, excess moisture and waste existed.
See, for example,-the statement that waste, shrinkage in drying,
and postharvest losses amounted to 5.1 percent of 1953 gross grain
output in kolkhozes. (A.t. Gozulov, Statistika sel'skago Ichr
zyaystva. Moscow, 1959, p. 450.) See also Nancy Nimitz,
4127-PR, Soviet Governinent Grain Procurementi. Dispositions,
and Stocks. 1940. 1945-63. Rand Comoration, November, 1964, p.
4. We omit the weath6r-related discount for these years in our
estimates of net grain output only to compensate for the understate-
ment in official statistics. ye do not imply that these losses did not
exist or that farm statistical reports did not contain bunker vkight
output data:



index of discounts proposed by Arcadius Kahan. "
This results ip discounts of-official statistics that
resemble the diScounts implied by the comparisons in
Table 4 of official and estimated output gatistics. The
index` of discounts-is also consistent: with the belief of
another writer that pre-1954 crop statistics are under-
statedand that the years 1954-57 require smaller
discounts than subsequent years," As Table 5 shows,
with the excePt,on of 1056, discounts derived in this
manner are smaller for 1954-57 than for most other

-years in the sertes.

Kahan uses a 6 percent discount for 1954, 7 percent
for -1955 and 1957, and 10 percent for 1956,1-958,
and 1959. These discounts_suggest drier conditions in
1954, 1955,and-1957 than in 1956, 1958, and 1959,
and are supported by a recent Soviet article on
corngariveprecipitation leveli in the major grain
a the USSR '.The article lists the incidence of

s in-five major grain areas: European Russia,
rattle, the "Volga Valley,- WesternSiberia and

key, and Northern -and Central-Kazakhstan_
During the 1950s, over F0 percent Of area sown to
grain'was.in the E *orJeari USSR, the Ukraine, and
parts of the Volga. aileyjn all three major regions,
1954 and 1957 are li t g "dry years"; 1955.is listed
sdry,in the_Volga'NallseY. On the other hand; 1956,

,l'958, and 1959 are listed ag wet in two of.the three
major-grain area's of the 1950s, indicating the, heed for
larger waste allowances.

The second factor in the grain discount is the adjust-
ment for crop size. Grain crops that are larger than
average strain Soviet capacity to harvest, transport,
clean, and dry the grain, especially when a large crop
coincides with "rainy weather at harvest time. We
assume waste is larger under these conditions than
when small harvests and dry-weather coincide, as in
1975. To adjust the discount for crop size, we derive

See Kahan's article "Soviet Statistics of Agricultural Output,"
Soviet Agricultural and Peasant Affairs. (Roy Laird, ed.), Univer-
sity of Kansas Press, Lawrence, Kansas, 1963.

Luba 0. Richter, "Comrfientary" Ion Arcadius Kahan's article),
Ibid p. 165.
" Yu. L. Rauner, kvestiya akademii nauk no. 6, 1976, pp.
37-54.

the percentage difference between the actual crop as
reported in-Soviet sources, and the crop that would
have resulted under average conditions."

We use half of this percentage difference to adjust the
weather-related, discount. In this manner we'account
for that portion of the grain croplost because of'
inadequate harvesting and processing capacity. In
1973, for example 2.0 percent:is added to the` weather-
related discount to account for these losses. In 1975,
on the other hand, the crop was small enough to be
handled by existing capacity. In additioli, the weather
was dry, Thus, 1.2 percent-is subtracted from the
weather-relateddiscount to account for minimum
losses in that year. Table-5 shows the-composition o
the grairrdiscount.

VI. Deductions for Seed and Livestock Fe'red

To measure agricultural output available for sale` and -_
home consumption, gross agricultural production
should be reduced by-the quantities of-outPut-used for--
seeding crops, feeding livestock, and for hatching
poultry. The CIA index, makes deductioni for grain,
potatoes, vegetables, and whole milk lied to liVestock,
eggs used for hatching, and quantities of grain and
potatoes used for seed. Sunflower seed used for seed is
not deducted because,-according to seed norms, less
than 1 percent of the crop is used for seed: Appendix-_

'reports the methodological details and source refer-
ences for these estimates. In the following discussion
of seed and feed use, we are concerned with the
implications of the estimates-and their reliability.

The trends in feed and seed use as a share of gross
output are shown in table 6. Annual averages are used
instead of data for individual years td smooth the
year-to-year fluctuations in harvest size. The table
shows seed use declining-as a-share of gross crop

Grain crops that would have resulted uridet. average conditions
(trend) are deri*ed by first subtracting the moisture discount from
gross grain output and dividing by sown area to derive "clean"
yields. These yield figures are regressed abinst time to derive clean
yields that would have been obtained under avrake conditions,
Clean yields are multiplied by sown area and by r.11 to
"average" gross harvest with a normal waste content



Table 5

USSR: Estimated Waste and Losses
in the Gross Grain Harvest

Fercen

thet
Related -

1950

Crop Sizes
Adjustmen

Total

1951-
1952

1953,

1954
1955

1956
1957

7.7 0.5 8.2
10:8

7.6
1958

1959

1960
1961

1962
1963

1964

1965

1966

1967 .
1968

1969
1970

10.1

10.2

9.8

8.4
7.6

1 0

0.0
1.4

11.8

0.6
0.2
0.3

0.0

7.6
11.5

10.8

10.0

7.6 -1.1
9 8 o.o
7.6 -0.7

8.7
7.6
6.5-
9.8-
6.9

8.2
10.4.
8.2

0.5

-0.2
0.4

-0.213.0

8.7.

10.2

8.6

8

1971 11.0 _-

1972 9.6-
1973 14.4
1974 6
1975 9.0
1976 13.0

1,977 15.0
1978 12.2

1979 12.4

0.7

-0.2
2Q
0.2
1.2

0.7

12.8

14.9

11.7

9.4
16.4

.8

7.8
3.7

-0.4

0.9

a Total is sum of columns I and 2.

output. The same trend is observed-if seed is taien as
a share of only gross grain And potatoes. The trend
implies increased output per unit of seed."

_

The reverse is true of intrasector use for livestock
output. The share of deductions in gross output
increases over time, even, with hatching eggs removed
from the series This is consistent with our observation
of increased use of grain for feed in recent years
without proportionate increases in livestock output."
The increasing share, of crop output used for feed also
reflects the shift toward sale and home convoinption
of livestock products rather than direct conniption
of crop.S.

A. Grain and Potatoes Used for Seed
Estimating seed use is a relatively straightforward
process. Soviet data on sown area aremultiplied by
seeding rate norms to derive' quantities of seed needed
for grain and potatoes. We assume that actual seeding
rates approximate those norms prescribed by Soviet
guidelines for-farm-managers.- The total-includes area-
gown-to grain in the fall but subsequently damaged by
winterkill or used for winter and early spring grazing.
The estimate also allows for corn area-harvested as
forage (silage, green feed, or dry fodder). Quantities
required for fall seeding 9f grain and. for spring
seeding of grain and potatoes are deducted from gross
output

net

grain and potatoes in the given year to
derive net output. Gross grain output is first reduced
by the grain discount to eliminate waste. No
allowance is made for seeding of other crops.

"Because the evidence indicates little or no 'reduction in seeding
rates per hectare, nearly all the growth in output per unit of seed
results from rising yields per hectare. Average overall grain yields
for the three year period 1976-78 were 54"percent above the
average yield in 1950-72. For the most part, this reflects a
su stantial increase in use of fertilizer on grain crops. For example,
measured in standard units, the qUantity of fertilizer used on grain
increased from 2.2 million tons in 1960 to 14.6 million tons in 1970.
(See ER 77-10557, The Impact of Fertilizer on Soviet Grain
Output, 1960-80, November 1977, p. 19.) .

Not only has the abtolute quantity of grain fed been increasing,
but since 1976, the share of feed units provided by concentrates,
largely grain, has been increasing. For the most part, this trend
reflects the failure of non-grain feed crops (silage, hay. etc.) to
increase at thc same cafe. (See ER 79-10057, USSR: Long-Term
Outlook for Grain-Imports. January 1979, p. 19.) This trend was
intensified during 1978/79 when the USSR was severely affected-
by weather codditions that forced a further increase in the share of
grain being fed.
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Intrasector Use o1 Agricultural Output,
Around Averages, Selected Years

1950 -52 1959.61 1964 66 1969.71 1977.79

Grain 2139.7 2478.2 2817.7 2624.4 2738.6,
Potatoes 1818.7 19916 1841.4 18033

_-

1525.8
Total 3958.4 4469.7 4659.1 4438.1 42644

Seed as a share of gross crop outpu 17.0 13.7 -12.1 10.1 8.7.
Feed and hatching eggs

Grain 1298.8 3400.0 3852.2 6071.6 9308.6
Potatoes 13 2370.9_

145.7

22 .2

6.8

2467.5 2436.0
Vegetables 25.3 11.7.2 193.2
14illk- 908.1 1574.5 1679.1 = 2221. 2234.4
T: 1 2.6 7491.1 7969.3 10877.6 14172.2
Hatching eggs 35.3 108.7 94_2 175-0 324.4
Total intraseetor 17.9 7599.8 063 052.6 96.6

Intrasector use as a'share
of gross livestock output

16.8- 18.8- 18.2. 20. 22.2 .

Shortcomings of the seed estimates center on the
seeding-rates. We use a constant seeding ratefor the
entire 1950-79 period whereas the actual rate prob-
ably-has changed over time Evidence indicates, fur-
thermore, that our seeding rates may be too low. One
Soviet-source claims that-20 centners per hectare of
potatoes were seeded during 1962-65 and 25 centners
during 1967-69.1' We estimate potato seeding at 19
centners.per hectare for all years. In the case of grain,,,
a Soviet writer claims-that seed use averaged 30.8
million tons per year dur4Ig 1971-75." Our estimates
show average seed use off26 million tons during the
period. The grain calculations may understate actual
use because the norms refer to 'first-class' seed, which
exceeds-the quality of much seed grain. As of 1

-January-1979, for example, only 71 percent of seed

271Zakupki sel"skokhozy ysrvennykh precluktov, no 3, 1973, -p. 18.
"Plan khez, no 3, 19 , p. 38. Sec also Pravda Ukrairty, 15 July
1979; p. 2, which argu i that farms incorrectly increase the-norms
for seeding, and notes that increasing the norm does not make up
for poor soil preparation, poor use of fertilizer, and so on Zakupki
serskozyaysivennykh produkrov, no 1, 1978, p. 6, implies that '
during 1971-75, farms sowed from 22 to 37 million tons annually.

First-class seed is seed with no more than 1 percent (by weight)
content of broken kernels and admixtures and with viability not less
than 95 percent.

for spring grain and pulse crOps met standards for
first or second class seed."Presumably, the lower the
seed quality the more seed is required for a given area

B. Estimates of Livestock Feed and Hatching Eggs

Fin

We estimate uantities oftrain, potatoes, vegetables,
and whole rni fed to livestock. We do not estimate
quantities of im milk fed for reasons discussed
below. Fin y, although some fruit is fed to livestock
in the US jt-largely because of marketing prob-
lems-we make no estimates of the quantities because -.
of data limitations."

.....----

Estimating feed fed to livestock poses many more
problems than deriving estimates of seed use The
CIA index includes the value of feed produced and
used within agriculture such as hay, corn for silage,
feed roots, and pasiure feed in the value of livestock
output. Although it would be more correct to add
their value to crop production and deduct it froin

7' Ibid.
"Statements are limited to -farms every year are forced to send
millions of tons of fruit for feed" (Trud, 8 August 1967, p. 2); as is
known, the larger the frUit harvest, the bigger the share fed to
cattle (Plan khoz, no. 8, 1968,.p. 59); and "a goodly share of fruit
is fed to livcstock (Literaturnaya gazeta, nu I, 1973 p 10)



liv'estock output along with o eeds produced in
.:the crop sector, this is a diffidulf.lf not impossible,
task. Problems include lack of consistent and corn-
plete production data- ..extensive wasteparticularly
spoilageof these eproducts- making it impossible to
know how much.ofeach would actually be fed, and
the difficulty of deriving prices for products that to a
large extent are not sold in the _USSR. In any case,
the :index of total net output remains the same
whether hay and other forage crops-are included in
livestock= output' or in output of the crop sector.

Grain. Estimates of grain fed to livestock are based on
the official Soviet series for concentrated feed fed to
livestock. According to the Soviet definition, concen-
trated feed includes grain, oilseed meals, dehydrated
alfalfa or other high qualitxforage, and grain milling
byproducts together with s6tenings and other ele-
ments of usable waste such as damaged kernels from
g-rain cleaning-operations, Feeds of animal and syn-
thetic origin are -not included, The concentrates series
is o td reflect the excess moisture and-waste
found in harvested grain, bunker weight.

To derive the grain component of concentrated feed,
we subtract oilseed Meal, grass meal,-and grain
milling byproducts from total concentrates. Conceptu-
ally, the, remainder consists of-grain as well as the
vrasteasSociated with the' grain production series," To
I-en-rove waste elements froth grain fed, we allocate 80
percent of the quantity of grain written off in the,

'The residual 'nay include small amounts of nongrain, nonoilseed
products which go into the prodution of mixed feed such as meat,
blood, and bone meals, fish meal, and vitamin and mineral
supplements as well as ground hay and other materials with low
feed energy value. Farms are required ,to report quantities of mixed
feed fed as one of the components of the concentrates group. It is
not known if the farm reduces the -reported quantity of mixed feed
fed to conform with the strict definition of concentrates. To the
extent-it does not;-we are overstating the-quantities of grain fed.
The degree cannot be large, however_ In 1978, total production of
meat, blood, and bone meal was 475 thousand tons (Myasnaya
industriya SSSR, no. 3, 1979, p. 6); production of fish meal
averaged about 600 thousand tons during 1975-77 (information
exchanged under the US-USSR Agricultural Agreement. No data
for 1978 were transmitted.).

grain discount (see above) to feed use?' In this way, we
estimate clean grain for feed that is compatible with

'the definition of clean grain on the output side.
Although this procedure is arbitrary,-it is consistent
with the'apparent low overall qualitk of Soviet grain
used for feed. Estimates of grain fed for 1960 forward
fit fairly well into our grain balance calculations."

__Official data on concentrates fed for the 1950s,
however, are not available, Feed cab be estimated by
assuming that all grain not allocated to seed, food,
industrial uses, and stocks is fed or by estimating the
quantities of grain required to produce the livestock
products and to maintain or increase herds in those
years." We chose the second method because grain
balance calculations show only small quantities avail-
able for-livestock feed and stock changes in many
years of the 1950s, For several of these years, grain
balance residuals are below the apparent amount of
grainalong with standard norms of nongrain
feedsrequired to produce the livestock output- ob-
tained in those years; We have not-reconciled these

-inconsistencies -except.to note-that--grain fed estimates
for the 1950s are less reliable than those for later
years. We believe the feed series based on concen-
trates required to produce the output and to support
changes in herds leads to a more reliable measure of
the value of net livestock output in the 1950s than
does a series based on grain balance residuals,'

We allOcate the bulk of grain waste to feed because of the higher-
than-aVerage storage losses as well as a lesser degree of cleaning
associated with grain for feed. Moreover, this would be expected
under Soviet accounting procedures. Soviet Wins often clean and
dry drain that is to be marketed in order to avoid financial penalties
for excess moisture and other elements of waste_ Grain left on
farms is not usually processed to the same extent.
"See A (ER) 75-68. The balances are updated in ER 79-10057,
USSR: Long,Term Outlook for Grain Imports, January 1979,
p.15.
"The latter estimates are derived by multiplying the estimated
quantity of gkain required per unit of output times the quantities of
livestock-product produced annually in the-1950S--The estimates
also take into account feed necessary to support livestock inventory
change and to maintain horses. Soviet data are available on units of
concentrated feed required rter unit of output. See, for example, N.
BurlakovetEk selkhoz, no_ 5, 1972, p. 36. We recognize that the
amount ofrcoricAntrates required per unit of output is not constant
over time as implied by this methodology. Actual use of concen-
trates depends on quantities of other-feeds available to substitute
for or complement the nutrientevalue orgrains and, other concen-
trates as well as the mix within concentrates: Kowever, datd are not
available to adjust for these fluctuations.

Grain balances for the 1950s are of necessity far more-crude and
thus subject to larger error than those we have been able to develop
for 1960-forward.



Estimated quantities of grain and potatoes used for
feed are lagged to -be consistent with crop year data,
The harvestof a given year is assumed to provide one-
third-of the feed used in that calendar year plus two-
thirds of feed used in the subsequent calendar year.
Although this-assumption becomes less plausible in
years of sharp crop fluctuations, we do not alter these
shares over time.

potatoes. Estimating potatoes fed to livestock presents
difficulties similar t9 those encountered in estimating
-grain fed in the 1950s. In the balance, subtracting
seed, food, and industrial _uses from repined produc-
tion leavustinsufficient quantities for feed-use in five
of the 11 years for Which we have offiCial Soviet
statistics on quantities of potatoes fed to livestock.

We believe that the data inconsistencies observed in
the potato balance are caused by inaccuracy in Soviet
potato statiftics. Production statistics are subject to
an especially large margin of error because 60 percent
of-potato output-comes-from-private 'plots." Reporting-
of the potato crop in the socialized sector also involves
estimation. After potatoes are harvested, they may
not be removed from the fields but stored in pits or
piles- this case-the weight of output is estimated by.
taking the dimensions of the pile and determining the
weight of 1 cubic meter of stored potatoes. The_
-amount of dirt and leaves in the output is estimated
by weighing several samples before and after - I

. -
cleaning.'-

The potato balance is distorted on the utilization side
by the fact that ungarnered pOtatoes left in the field
are consumed by livestock permitted to scavenge."
Potatoes fed in this way are'likely to be included in
officially reported quantities of potatoes fed. This is
true of all pasture feed provided to livestock without
prior harvesting. The weight of "pasture feed

See above for discussion of statistics of private agricultural :
output_

M. Z_ Pizengorts, Bukhgallerskiii oche: v serskorn khozyaystve,
Moscow 1 974; pp 111-112.

V.K. Radostovets et al., Soravochnik bukhgaltera sovkhoza
kolkhoza, Alma Ata, 1972. p. 31

Pasture feed is broadly defined to include crop residues-Other than
grass for pasture. faid.,:p. 354. M.Z. Pizengorts et al Bokhgal-
rerski oche: v tel predpriyasiyakk I'vfosco,k,
1975, p. 94L

consumed is determined by the farm's chief agrono-
mist or zootechnician." The 4egrpe to which this
causes understatement in gl5ss output is probably not

-

The question of quality of thePotato crop also
remains unresolved. According to the literature, large
losses of potato production from spoilage-occur!'
Earlier sources claim as much as one-fifth to ane-
third of the potatoes received by retail trade turn out
to be unsaleable!' The ranges in Soviet estimates of
potato spoilage indicate the difficulty of developing
any reasonable series of discounts overtime. Any
adjustment would merely add an arbitrary calcula:lion
without improving the measure. Moreover, apoll,,Irg
any discount would thraw the balance ('it; the; Out ,111-
line."

Vegetables and Whole Milk. Soviet data on feeding
of vegetables to livestock are scarce; indeed, there are
no published data on total vegetables fed. Canse7
quently,-our estimates--have to-be-based on-a-crude--------
balance. The few data available report vegetable
feeding on state and collective farms only. Our vege-
table balance is, for most years, fairly consistent with
the few references available. Soviet statements such,
as "12 percent of vegetables produced by collective
farms are fed by them," 'and "1 :.8 million tons of
vegetables produced in the communal sector were.
fed'"' are, as expected, below the quantities fed as
implied by the balance. The understatement is prob-
ably accounted for by vegetables- fed by the private-

" p 354.
Raw potatoes are not particularly palatable.-Chopping is recom-

Mended to increase palatability for cattle and sheep and cooking is
recommended for hogs and poultry.

See above for a discussion of waste in potatoes.
" Pravda, 25 August 1969, p. 2, Sovetskaya torgoviya, No. 9, 1971,
p. 15_ Some of this waste -is returned to farms and fed.

"-Although not affecting our potato balanceanother unresolved
question is the accounting for-potatoes sold to procurement organi-
zations, Due to a lack cif sufficient storage facilities-a portion of
procured potatoes is left on farms for storage. Every year an
unknown part of this amount is used by farms themselves (Z. a
Tresorukova, op. ea.., Moscow, 1974; p. 56)- quantities used by
farms are not deducted from the earlier reported marketed output, .

procurements would be, exaggerated. _

" L,T. Dageev, Fodsobnyye p,omyshlenniye predpriyatiya v sel=
skarn khozyaystve, rviosacjoyi, 1976, p. 14.

Pravda, .6 August 1966,-p. 2.



sector which produces substantial quantities of vege-
tables and may well feed some of the surplus. Vegeta-
bles, however, are a small component .of feed; error-
here does not have a significant impact on the overall
index movement.'

Whole milk foi to livestock can be estimated with a
greater degree of confidence. Data for whole milk fed
on state: and collective farms were published for a
number of years. An occasional source has noted hoW
much_ whole milk is fed by the private sector, usually

term_in percentage s. Finally, two sources have pro-
vided benchmark data on total quantities of whole
milk fed." Although estimates of whole milk fed can
be made with acceptable confidence, the problem of
accounting for skim milk fed remains. Roughly 60
percent of total milk production is purchased by the
state; about one-half of that is used for manufacture
of butter. While some of the resulting fluid skim milk
is dried, much of it is returned to farms for use as
feed." In a sense, this can be considered intraseetor

.

use since' the chief -criterion determining prices paid to-
farms for milk is butterfat content, not fluid quanti-

s, and the prices paid by farms for the returned
skim milk are negligible." At any rate, we do not
include an estimate of skim milk fed, although an
average of 27.5 million tons of skim milk were
reported fed during 1961-70." Any resulting bias is
small; an arbitrary-calculatiori incorporating an esti-
mate of skim milk fed had almost no effect on the
total estimated value of feed fed.

Hatching eggs. In addition to estimating feed used in
the production of livestock output, we also deduct for
hatching eggs. These eggs, which amount to about 5
percent of all eggs produced, are reonired for hatching
to produce poultry for meat and to increase poultry
flocks. Few official Soviet data areaVailable on the

"' -To test the sensitivity of the index, the quantities of estimated
vegetables fed were arbitrarily doubled. The change in value of all
feed fed was negligible,
" See Appendix Table C-10.
" State farms, collective farms, and other state agricultural enter-
prises, selling milk' to the state, have the right to receive skim milk
according to norms set by the Councils of Ministers of the union,
republics. These norms differ according,to republic and to type of
farm, A.F. Bochalin and .G.M. Rogozin, Spravochnik do zakupkarri
produktov xhivomovodstva, Moscow, 1974, pp. 179-183:

Farms are charged 10 rubles per ton. Ibid., p. 179_
USDA, ERS Foreign 355, Feed Balances for the USSR,

(undated), p. 20.

number of eggs used for hatching. The most recent
Soviet statement, however, is consistent with our
estimates!' Our estimate is based on the increase in
poultry flocks from year to year and the relafronship
between poultry meat output and the number of birds
necessary to=produce that quantity of meat. An
allowance is made for mortality in young chicks and
for eggs that fail to hatch. Hatching and mortality
rates can be estimated from Soviet sources." Al-
though the level of losses from both sources ig higher
than in the United States," we assume it is reasonable
since the literature contains frequent references to
problems in poultry management.'" Hatching eggs
are a relatively minor item in the index and errors
here are not significant. No-attempt is made to
construct an egg balance to test the validity of the
estimates.

C. Testing the Estimates f Seed and Feed
We tested our estimates seed and feed against the
Soviet- input-output tables for 1966 and 1972. We

-compared the-shares of gross output going to seed-and
feed use in our index with the shares shown by the
input-output tables.'" Because the Soviet tables meas-
ure gross output and value commodities produced and
used within the sector at cost some adjustments had
to be made to our index to achieve comparability. For
the years 1966 and 1972, we valued all seed and feed
produced in the-crop sector at cost.'" Values at cost
are included in output and in totals for feed use. We
converted the CIA index of net crop production to a

" In May 1979. an official of the Ministry of Procurement stated
that the number of eggs used for incubation amounts to about 3.
billion eggs for the USSR as a whole (Zhurnolisr, no. 5, 1979,
41-43). Our for 1978 is 3.2 billion.
"See 1.N. Zamyslov, Ekonomicheskaya orsenka otrasley zhivorn
vodstva, Moscow, 1973, p. 91; also, Spravochnik promyshlennoye
imitsevodstva; Moscow, 1971, pp. 48-116.
" USDA, Agricultural Statistics 1978, Washington D.C., 1978, pp.
403, 414.
m See, for example, Finansy SSSR, no. 11, 1973, p. 28. -

Data in the 1966 and 1972 input-output tables were converted to
1970 prices using indexes developed by Vladimir Tread. (See V.G.
Treml, ed., Studies in Soviet Input-Output Analysis, Praeger
Publishers, New York, 1972, pp. 218, 219, 272.)
'" Yu. E. Gaabe et al., Statistika serskogo khozyaystva, Moscow,
1971, p. 228.
"" This calculation-does not include milk-used for feed or eggs for
hatching.



gross basis by eliminating the discounts and seed
deductions from crop output. Gross livestock output is
derived by eliminating the feed deduction. We then

_ compared our index and the input;output tables for 1).

the share of gross crop output used for feed, 2) the
share of gross crop output used for seed, and 3) the
proportion of feed from the crop sector in the gross
value of livestock ciutput. The results are summarized
below:

between the 1966 and 1972 input-output tables.'"' It is
more likely that these shares remained constant or
rose between 1966 and 1972 than declined. In any
case these comparisons_should he-regarded as general
indications of the shares and not as precise measures.
Intertemporal comparisons of the shares are especially
tentative.'

1966 - 1972
Percent

Soviet CIA Sovtet CIA'
Share of gross crops used
for feed

28.3 16.7 23.7 20,5

Share of crops used for
seed

8.8 6.8 9.6 6.8

Crop-sector feed as a
share of gross livestock

23.9 12.7 19.7- 12.6

output

--The results of the comparison are consistent with
known differences between the Soviet and CIA in-
dexes; and suggest that our estimates of seed And feed
use are reasonable. Considering the different compo-

of the two indexes, the compatisons are fairly
close. The-rise in the share of seed use betWeen 1966
and 19.72 in.the Soviet data may reflect a rise in
seeding rates. We have already acknowledged that
our Like of a constant seeding rate probably is not
accurate. Although both comparisons for feed shares
indicate that our index underStates feed use relative to
Soviet measurements, the bparity between the

because our crop index does not .

shares narrowed b tween 1966 and 1972. This result
is obtained partl
include ha3i and other feed produeed and used entirely
within agriculture. These feeds have increased more
slowly than grain; and are a declining share of feed
use. The share of grain, which is- included in the CIA
index; has risen. We show a rising share of crop
output devoted to feed use and a constant share of
livestock output consisting of feed inputs. Soviet data,
on the other hand, show these shares dropping. How-
ever, this trend may be due to lack of comparability

VII. Sensitivity T

To test the sensitivity of the index soviet agricul-
'Hirai production to various estimating procedutes, we
calculated several variants of the index by altering
quantities and price weights. In general, procedures
that raise the value of livestock sector output relative
to crops, should raise the growth rate of net agricul-
tural output;except in 1971-79 when growth in
livestock output slowed significantly. Overall growth
of farm output should drop when the relative share of
the crop sector is raised. In any event, the index is

-- generally insensitiveto-thetests weapplied. None 0f
modifications-had a material effect on the growth

rates for the 1951-79 period as a whole.

The results of the tests are presented in tables 7 and :8
in terms of the changes in growth rates and in shares
of livestock-products and crops in total output. To
rank the sensitivity tests in order of their effect on the
index, we calculated-an average absolute percentage
difference to measure the deviation of agricultural
output under the sensitivity tests from the original

There is some evidence that the USSR's definition of sales by the
crop sector to animal husbandry underwent a change between
construction of the 1966 and the 1972 input-otitput tables. Sales by
the flour and bread sector to animal husbandry are inexplicably low
in the 1966 input-output table compared with the 1959 and 1972
tables. The hypothesis is that the crop sector sold maternal inputs
directly to animal husbandry in 1966 rather than to the flour and
bread sector for subsequent processing and resale to animal taut=
bandry as was the case in 1972. Research-on this subject has not
been completed, but if the hypothesis proves correct, the shares Tor
gross crops used for feed and crop sector feed as a share of livestock
output as reflected in input-output tables are overstated in 1966
relative to 1972.



index in 1970 prices.' The average absolute percent-
age differenee calculation provides an unambiguous

_ measure of the variation among-the indexes.-.These
coefficients are shown in the last column-of table 7.

-_ A. Use- of Alternative Discounts_ and FeedValluess
In the first test, discounts for grain and sunflower
seeds were removed from production and from feed
use; In the second, output of these crops and quanti-
ties fed were discounted at a flat rate of 20 percent for
grain and 8 percent for sunflower seed. In -the third
variant, additional discounts were made for potatoes
(10-percent), vegetables (15 percent), fruits (5 per-
cent). sugarbeets (7 percent) eggs (3 percent)." Pota-
toes and vegetables fed were discounted by the same
percentages. The fourth and fifth tests affected live-.
stock output directly. Feed was valued at cost of
production in 1970 rather than at-average realized
prices for nonfeed uses on the assumption that most
crops fed to livestock are not of sufficiently high
quality to bring Prices as high as average realized
priceS.-fit the fourth -test, pi-lea-applied-to changes in
livestock inventory were adjusted each year for the
variations in weight per .procured animal over time.'

Major alterations in the discount for grain and sun-
flower seed and the addition of discounts for other
crops have little effect on the index-of total net ontput.
Theiverage absolute percentage difference in all
cases is about 1 percent- for total output. Large

'" Percentage difference (D) is calculated using indexes of output in
the following equation:

1 9,7`7 I CIA index in 1970 prices variation I

D 30 t --OH) CIA index in 1970 prices

1* We adopted the -10 percent discount on potatoes used by-Johnson
and Kahan in their index, although Soviet sources indicate it may
be too low. (D. GaleJohnson and Arcadius Kahan.soviet
Agriculture: Structure and Growth," Comparisons of ihe EThitrd
States and Soin-et Economies. Joint Economic Committee, Con-
gress of the United States, Washington, D.C., 1959). The discounts
on vegetables, fruits, sugarbeets, and eggs are suggested by Soviet

le" The CIA index rests on the assumption that animals in inventory
are on average the same weight as those Sold to procurement
organizations. This assumption probably is acceptable except for
very poor crop years the average weight of animals in inventory
would not necessarily correspond to the average weight of-animals
sold.

changes can be made in the discount without chang-
ing trends in output growth. Removing the discounts
accelerates the growth of crop output slightly except
for 1971-79 and raises the share of crop output in
total agricultural production., Removing the discount
l_ov_,Ls_s__a_owth in livestock outpui, while the rate of

growth for total output remains virtually unchanged.
The flat discount of 20 percent on grain and 8 percent
on sunflower seed reduces the share of crops in total

-output, Growth in crop output tor the periods_ shown
rises slightly because the weather-related discount
was not applied in 1950-54 and is relatively large in
1970 and 1979. Additional discounts on other crops
haye little effect on the index. The average absolute
percentage difference is very small, indicating that
discounts orLother crops do not affect trends
significantly. .

Accounting for the variation in animal weight over
time for purposes Of measuring livestock inventory
change causes no appreciable change in -growth of

liviestock output: The average-absolute percentage
difference is 1.1 percentless than chat in crop
output caused by altering the discounts. Error in Iotal
output is leis than one percent. Because average
slaughter weights show little change, using 1970
average realized prices to value all herd changes over
time gives almost identical results to the more labori-:
ous process of-adjusting-the price each year for
variations in animal weight.

Valuing quantities of grain,Peitatoes, vegetables. and
whole milk fed at average cost of production in
1970the fifth testdoes not change the value of net
output available for sale and home consumption. The
procedure lowers the value of crop output and raises
the value-of livestock output by the same amount.
Growth in total output remains the same. Growth in
livestock output as well as its share in total output-
however, increases because feed deductions are small-
er. Crop output grows more slowly when the feed
portion of crop output is also valued at cost.

B. Use of Alternative Price Weights
Average absolute percentage difference calculations
indicate that the shift to 1960 phces has the largest
effect on the index. As table 8 shows, the share of
crops is raised relative to livestock output. Since 1960,
prices of livestock products have risen more than crop
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Table: 7

itivity :Tests of CIA Index

Average Annual Percentage Rates of Growth Average Absolute'
Percentage Differenc

"19 -79 951-60 1961-70 1971-79

1970 prices
Net crops 2.4 2.6 7 0_7

1.0Net .7 6.1 .7

Total 4.3 7 0.9

.023
No discounts

6 9 '0.5-

Net livestock
Total

5.7_ 3.6 1.0 .010

3.0 4.3 3.8 0.7 .007

Flat discounts on grain and
sunflowers

Net crops 2.5

7

2.9 9 0.6 .-.022

-Net livestock 6 0 .7

Total 4.5 1.7 .008

Additional discounts on Crops
and eggs.

.002

.002
Net crops 2.4 2.6 0.7

Net livestock 6 6 7 1.0

TOtal _ 3.0 4.4 7 ..002

Varying animal weight
Net crops 2.4 2.6 7 0.7

Net livestock 3.7

3.0

5.9 .9 1.0 .011

Total 4.2 3.8 0.8 - .006

Feed yalucd at st

3.5 0.2 .023Net crops 2.0 2.0

Net livestock 4.0 6,5 3.9 1.3 .012

Total 4 3.7 0.9 .002

1960 prices
Net crops 2.5 2.5 4.0 0.8

1

.013

Net livestock 3.8 6.3 3.6 _068

Total 4.1 1.0 .012



Table 8

Sensitivity Tests of Shares of Net Output

Within the livestock sector, however, when 1960
Percent -prices are used, growth accelerates sufficiently to

offset the dampening effect of the in'ereased share of
crop output for all periods except 1951-60. 'Growth in
livestock output is slower in 1970 prices than in 1960
prices because the largest price increases between
these two years occurred in the slowest growing
components of 14estock output--herd inventories and
meat- production. Egg and poultry production posted
the largest increases among livpstock products be
tween 1960 and 1970, but the price increase for eggs

48
esas the e-smallest among ltock products. The share

52
of is too small to affect growth in natal

100
livestock output.

1970 pn
Net crops
Net livestock

Total
No disoaun

5 -

45 4 54

100

46
. 54
100

Net crops 55 48 49
Net livestock 45 52 51

Total 100 100 100

Flat discounts on grain
and sunflowers

Additional discounts on
crops and eggs

_ _
Net crops _ 53 44 44

Net livestock 47 56 56 56

Total 100 100 100 100

Varying animal weight -

Net crops 54 46 46 46

Net livestock 46 54 51 54

Total 100 100 100 100

Feed valued at cost
Net drops 54 44 43 40

Net livestock 46 ,56 57 60

Total 100 100 oo

1960 Prices
Net crops 62 53 53

Net livestock 38 47 46 47

Total 100 100 100 100

Pxices.'" As a result, the average absolute percentage
difference is much larger fop livestock output than for

crops.

Id 1962; prices paid to farms were raised for livestock, milk, eggs,
and for some crops. Under the Brezhnev agricultural Program,
inaugurated in 1965, procurement price bonuses were established
for quantities of agricultural produce delivered above the plan.
Grain and milk prices were increased. In 1970, livestock prices went
up and 50 percent price bonuses were introduced for sales above the
plan for livestock, milk, eggs, and wool. In the 1965-1975 period,
proc-urement prices rose by WO percent for livestock products while
crop prices rose by only 30 percent; Cattle prices rose by 77 percent
and*milk prices by 62 percent. Grain prices went up by only 41
percent during this period. (A. S. Baranov, Gosudarstvenakye
zagatovki v usloviyakh spersializatsii i kon.sentratsii sel'skokho-
zyaystvennago prolz-vodstva. Moscow, 1978, p. 162.)

VIII. Comparison of the CIA Index with Other In-
dexes of Soviet Agricultural Production

In this section we compare the CIA index with two
Western indexes of Soviet agriultural pro*ction
one compiled by the Food and Agriculture Organiza-

=tion of-the-UN, and the other by-theUSDA:-Ifi
addition, we contrast our index to the Soviet official
index of gross agricultural output. Finally; we-relate
our index in terms of definitions and methodology to
the US index of agricultural output compiled by the
USDA. The following tabulation summarizes growth
in Soviet agricultural production as measured by the
various- indexe.

Average Annual Percentage
Rates of Groith

1951-79 1951-6Q 1961-70 1971-79
Net outpOt

CIA index 3.0 4.3 1.5

USDA index 3.6 _ 4.1 3.7 1.5

FAO index NA NA NA 0.9
Gross outpu

Official Soviet
index
CIA index 3.2 4.6 3.6 1.2

Poch comparison is intended to define the extent and
causes of thedifferences in the indexes. We then
attempt to reconcile the indexes being compared.
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iOur overall measure of variation is the average
absolute percentage difference between the CIA index
and each of the inclexmbeing compared. The differ-

.ence calculation provides a less ambiguous measure of
variation than comparisons of growth rates for
trimly chosen periods. We supplement the difference
calculations with measures of variations in growth
rates and structure of output. We assess differencs in
sample coverage, estimating procedures, and price
weights.

-1965,cornparable prices.' The CIA index was calcu-
lated on a gross basis by adding back the value of seed
and feed` and i3y eliminating the disdounts on grain
and sunflower seed.'Our reconstructed index is not

-strictly comparable to the Soviet Official index, how-
ever. Although the Soviet index is nominally in
constant prices, it is actually a "linked" index incor-_
porating several sets of price weights.'r

Dataare not available to correct the-official Soviet
index for this deficiency. Furthermore, we did not . =

allow for crops included in the official Soviet index
but excluded from the CIA index. (See Table 2.) .

The final step in the comparisons is to construct a
variant of.the CIA index that matches the index being
compared as closely as possible. By eliminating as
many differences as possible between the indexes, we
are able to identify many of the factors that cause the
indexes to grow at different rates.'In most cases, for
example, this reconstruction can eliminate differences
in the 'caused by different price weights.
Avdrage absolute percentage difference calculations
are-used:to determine whether the reconstruction --

mproved the match between CIA index and the,
indexes being compared with it.

A. The Official Soviet Index of USSR Gross Agricul-
tural Output
The official Soviet index measures gross output of

-agriculture: Products used for seed and_crops fed are
con ed as o tput of the crop sector; feed is also:
include he value of livestock production. Al-
though the value of agricultural output is overstated
in the 'official index, our focus is on interternporal
comparisons between the two indexes and not on the
overall magnitude of production measured in rubles.
To compare the CIA and Soviet indexes of agri-
cultural output, both must be on either a net or gross:
basis. Given the lack of Soviet statistics on uses of
output, we chose to convert the CIA index to a gross_
basis rather thanib create a net output index from
Soviet data.

The official Soviet index in 1965 comparable priceS is
compared with the CIA index of net agricultural
output in 1970 prices and with the CIA index recon-
structed to a gross output basis, weighted with Soviet

Table 9 shows that the average absolute percentage
_

difference between, the Soviet gross output index and
the CIA net output index is 3.6. The difference is

for crops than for livestock4Vicating that
omissions from the CIA crop sampikre not a source
of serious bias in the index. Despite-more similar
coverage, the CIA-index of livestock..output-is farther
from the Soviet variation than is the index of crop
output. The CIA measure of net output grows at-
approximately the same rate as the Soviet measure of
gross tutput during the.1951-79 period, even though
growth rates for crops and livestock in the two indexes
do not agree well. Growth rates for total output match
because differences in-growth of crop and livestock
indexes are Offset_ by differences in CIA and Soviet
weights used to aggregate crop and livestock output
into total agricultural production. As table 10 shows,
for the past two decades crops and livestock con-
tributed eoually to Soviet gross output while The CIA
index (both gross and net) gave greater weighto

I" In the Soviet definition of comparable prices. marketed output is
valued at actual sale prices while products used entirely within the
sector are valued-at cost. Private sector production that is not
marketed is valued at the average price for marketed output of the
particular commodity. A complete list of 1965 comparable prices
used in the official Soviet-index and in our =on ction of the
CIA index is found in F.E. Savitskiy et al., S avochnik po
planiravaniyu serskogo khozyaystva,M w, 1974, pp. 462-464. -
" According to Soviet statistical ks, 1950 indexes are
expressed in 1926/27 prices; 1951-55 are in 1951 prices; 1956-57
are in 1956 prices; 1958-64 are in 1958 prices;-1965-75 are in 1965
prices. and ce 1-976. the index has been calculatod in 1973 prices.
When a new t of price weights is introduced, the total ruble value
of agricultural tput is adjusted by one aggregate price index
instead of a deal d set of deflators. The procedure is not
siquivalent to reval ing each item in the index in nett prices. Trends
in the official in, , therefore, arc affected by this imperfect
transition fr one set of price weights to another.
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Table 9

Comparison of CIA and Soviet Offiifial
Indexes orAgricultural Production'

AVerage Annual Percentage Rates of. Gra h Average Apsolute
Percen4age Difference

z 1951-79
soviet official 1965 prices

Total
=

3.2
Crops 2.

Livistock
CIA-net output 1970 prices

Total
Crops
Livestock

C1A-gross output 1965 prices
Total
Crops

'Livestock

1951-60 .196170 1971-79

4.1

.64
0.8

3.7 0.9 ,036

1.0 _074

4.6 3.6 1 =2 .01-

.0 -3.6. 0.5 .012
6.2

livestock, output. In 1979, largely as a result of the
poor crop output, the share of grpss output originating
in the livestock sector increased relative to crops in the
official Soviet index.

The reconstruction of the. CIA index on a gross basis
with 1965 Soviet comparable prices eliminates differ-
ences in groWth rates for total output and livestock
output for 1951-79. Growth rates do not match for
intervening periods; differences are especially large
for 1971-79. Furthermore, growtteiates in the CIA
and Soviet indexes of gross crop production remain
far apart. In eliminating deductions for intrasector
use of crops as a source of disparity, we discovered
that-the amount of deviation between -the two indexes
due to intrasector use is evidently small. Differences
in sample `coverage; probably are responsible for Much
of the remaining difference between die two indexes.

livestock indexes, average annual difference calcula-
tions, indicate that trends in these indexes vary more
than those in the crop indexes. However, on average,
the CIA reconstructed gross output indeises of crops,
livestock, and total 'output differ from the Official =

index by less than '2 percent which is not material.

Although the reconstruction of the CIA index On a
gross basis.reduced the average absolute percentage
difference to:1.5 percent, the disparity in thetweights
for crops and livestilck in total Output-increased.
Eliminating the deduction of livestOck feed from
livestock production in the CIA index did not improve
the corresponderke-between CIA and Soviet weights
except for!'1950. We attempted_to eliminate some of
the discrepancy by adding a 'rough estimate of the
value of hay and green feed produced to crop output.
As a result the share of crops rose from 46 to 47
percentl

Average absolute percentage difference calculations
reveal that delitaite occasional large differences iri
growth rates,- the reconstructed CIA index of gross
crop output is very close to the Soviet index. Although
growth rate comparisons suggest more correspon-
dence between the Soviet and CIA reconstructed

The shift to 1965 Comparable Prices caused growth of
livestock output in the tIA index to accelerate sharp-
ly in perieds before 1960. Total output grows. more
slowly than the Soviet official measure, however.



Table 10

Comparison of Structure of Output in Soviet
and CIA Indexes, Percentage Shares

1950 1960 1970 1979

CIA index..1970 prices
(net output)

Crops 55 46 46 -46

Livestock 45 54 54 54

tat 304 140 100 100

CIA index, 1965 prices
(gross'otaput)

Crops 58 46 46 43--
Livestock 42- 54 . 54 57

Total 104 144 144 100

Sovi4t official index
ross output)

Crops 56 .51 51 48

westock 44 49 49 52

Total _ 100 100 100 100z

After 1960, the increased weight of the livestock
sector causes the CIA index of gross output to grow
faster than the Soviet index. The CIA measure of
total gross agricultural output grows at 2.9 percent for
the 1961-79 period as a whole, while the Soviet index
grows at 2.4 percent_ crdp output grew more slowly
than livestock output during the period. If the CIA
index had a more complete crop sample; thus decrees-
ing the weight of the livestock sector, growth in gross
output would slow.

B. The FAO Index
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAQ) of the
United Nations publishes annually an index of net
agricultural_output for_the world as a whole and for
149 individual countries."! The output indexes are
weighted with'1969-71 averale producer prices of the
given 'country and incorporate deductions for seed,
feed,-hatching eggs, and for waste. The FAO index
for the USSR differs from the CIA index because
changes in livestock inventories. are excluded and
because certain 'semiprocessed feeds such as bran, and
oilcake are deducted. Meat output in the FAO index,

"' FAQ Production Yearbook. Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations, Rome, 1979, Vol: 33, p. 78.

a.

moreover, is registered in terms of liveweight. Sample
coverage in our index and the FAO,index is similar,
especially fOr crops. In the livestock sector, however,

. the FAO index incliides animal hides, cheese, dry
milk, and other milk products.

Table .11 compares' the CIA and FAO,indexes of net
Soviet agricultural-output for those years covered by
the FAO index."' Although the. CIA and FAO index-
e&iliave similar price weights, the average absolute.`
percentage difference between the two indexes is 4
percent. When the-change in livestock inventories is
removed from the CIA index in 1970 prices,- thetIA-
FAO match is improved considerably; the dioection of-
change .becomes the same in each year; and the
average difference falls to about 1 percent.

Average annual rates of growth for the 1967-79
period as a whole differ slightly; removal of livestock
inventory change eliminates the difference. In corn-
paring-the 1971-76 period, thetwo indexes
differ by a large amount. Again, however, the differ-
ence is virtually eliminated when livestock inventory
change is removed from the CIA index. Using growth
rates to assess the similarity of these indexes is thus
ambiguous. We place more weight on the average
absolute percentage difference calculation that shows
the FAO and- reconstructed CIA, indexes to be the
best match achieved in any of our reconstructions.

C. The-USDA Index ot Soviet Agricultural Output
-The USDA pubtighes indexes of agricultural produc-
tion for Europe and the USSR."' The index for the
USSR is weighted with 1969771 average prices re-
'ceived by farmers in Western Europe converted to US
dollars at official exchange rate's. Production data are
official Soviet output statistics. A constant 38-percent

1" The FAO revised the index in 1,977. Data in earlier editions of
the . yearbook are not comparable with currently published data.

-Older versions of the index are weighted with 1961-65 average
wheat-based price relatives_ These weights are derived by express-
ing the national producer prices for all commodities as a percentage
of the national producer price of an equal weight of wheat. The
older index included a greater number of processed products such
as Wine and refined sugar.
'The current version of the index was publishes in May, 1981,

aftei research for this paper was completed. Unpublished data
provided by USDA were used to compare the CIA and revised
USDA indexes. The most recent USDA publication is indices of
Agricultural and Fooci Production for Europe and the USSR.
ESCS, Statistical.Bulletin no. 620, June 1979.



Table 11

Comparison of CIA and FAO Indexes of Soviet
Agricultural Production, 1966-79

FAO --

1969-71
Prices

CIA
1970
Prices

CIA Less
'Livestock
Inventory Change
1970 Prices

1966 91.2- 6.6 89.2
1967 3.1 86.6 92.6
196 97.1 91.7 97.7
1969 92.2 89.0 92.9

-1970 100.0 100.0 100 0
1971 102.0 99.6 102.1
1972 97.1 94.0 9
1973 113.7
1974 108 106.5 0
1975 106.9 8-2 -- 106.2
1976 1 1 1 1061 110.9
1977 113.7 1J1.0 113.6
1978 122. 14_6 119.0
1979 15.7 107.9 113 .0

Averageannual
rates of grovith'

rcent)

Sample coverage in the USDA index resembles that
of the CIA index with some minor exceptions. Thi
USDA index includes only Sunflower seed irollarop
production. In livestock production, the USDA index
omits production' of honey, silk cocoons, other meat,
and livestoc inventory change.

Table 12 compares growth in the CIA and USDA
indexes for the years 1950-79. For the peridd as t
whole' and for197-1-79 the USDA index shows faker
growth in all categories. The USDA crop index Nada
more weight on output of fruits and vegetables than
on grain and potatoes. Ditrjng 1951779 fruit and
vegetable production grew at an average annual rate
of 5.1 percent while grain and potatoes grew by only

percent. weights output of _1:4 The C1A-crop index
-grain and potatoes more heavily than fruits and
vegetables anti therefore grows more slowly. The
average absolute percentage differencefor crops is
only two percent, however, while the differerice for
livestock-is almost-7-percent. -7

To assess the effect of the differing methodologies, a
variant of the CIA- index was constructed using gross
crop production, eliminating livestock inventory

2.9 'change and 'applying a 38-percent feed allowance to
1.7 the vale of !livestock outpur...This procedure reduced

- the difference for livestock significantly, but the ----

04 012 difference for the crop series increased. By eliminat-.4 .

ing grain discounts and seed deductions to create a
variant of the CIA crop index definitionally com-
parable to that of USDA; we increased the weight of

_grain and potatoes. The effect of this change was to.
deductipn is applied to the value'of livestock output to widen the gap in growth between the two crop
account for use'of domestic and imported feid. The indeies.
feed share is estimated according to the relationship
between the value of feeds (excluding forage) and the ; Table 13 compares the indexes in terms of crop and
valueofIlivestock products M 1969-71."4 No deduc- livestock shares of net agricultural output. Since 1960
tions are made for seed use; grain and sunflower seed the USDA index shines livestock as representing only
are not reduced by a waste allowance. about one third of total agricultural output whereas in

the CIA index livestock has accounted for more than
" The USDA 38-percent share is higher than the share of crop- -half of the total value of output since 1960. The CIA.
sector feed in livestock output as shown in the 1972 input-output _

x methodology increasesconstructed with USDA methodolotable in current prices- Eien when purchases, by animal husbandry
from the food industry are added, the share

index
feed in livestock the relative share of crops but this share is still below

output-is still under 30 percent. Crop-sector feed as a share of that in the USDA index.
livestock outplit in the CIA index is about 20 percent in the 1969-
71 period;-it includes only feeds counted elsewhere in the index. lA
subtracting 38 percent of livestock output for feed, the USDA
appears to be deducting more feed than is counted in the output
index.

Average absolute
percentage
difference

a 1970 100



Table 12

-, Comparison of CIA and USDA Indexes
of Soviet Agricultural Production

USDA Index
Crops
Net livestock
Total

CIA Index (net output. 1970 prices
Crops

'AveragelAnnual peicentage Rates of Growth

1951-79 _ 1951 -60- 1961-70 1971-79

Average Absolute,
Percentage Difference

4.0- 5.9

3.1 4J

.7

3.6

0.9

2.5

1

, 2.4 2.

LivestoCk 3:7

Total .

CIA Index (USDA methodology,
1970 prices)

CropS-

0.7 .01

Total' 7- 4.0

Table 13 Percentage shares are relatively lower in Western Europe than in the
USSR. Relative prices for crops are more alike in the
two systems although .Western' European grain and
potatoes are cheaper relativeto other food crops. _

Table 14 compares relative prices for-selected corn-
1970 1979 modifies in the two indexes In each case, all prices

are expressed as index numbers with the wheat price
- oval to 100. Thetable Shows Cleirly the-disparity in
_crop prices as opposed to livestdck prices in the two
systems.

1.2-

ices for most livestock products compared to crops

Comparison of Structure put
in CIA and,USDA Indexes

USDA index
. 1950 1960

64

36
100 100

CIA index, 1970 prices
Craps
Livestock
TEL

-45

46 - A6 D. The US Index of Agricultural Output
'54 54 54 Both the CIA index of Soviet agricultural production

_CIA index in USDA
.methodology-
prices

Crops _

100 100 100 100 and the official Soviet index of gross agri ultural
production car be compared with theU ridex of
farin output Whichmeasures:farm output on-both a

59 54`` gross and amet-basis."-
------

ni A coffiplete description of 'the US index is found in USDA,
Major Statistical Series of the US. Department of Agriculture,
vol. 2, 1970: pp. 15-17. The index is published on an annual basis in
the USDA statistical handbook. Data for the most recent years are
'reported in USDA, Agricultural Statistics, 1978, Washingtom
D.C., 1978. a 445.

66
Livestock- 34 42 41 46-

0 100 too 10

. The remaining differences - between the iddexes are
caused by:the differences in the-price weights. In

=using ;prices -of Western Europe to value output the
USDA index 'tunderstates somewhat the value'of
livestock products-in terms of Soviet relative prices. ;



Table 14

Comparison of Relative Prices in CIA and USDA
Indexes of Soviet gricultural Production a

Wheat 10410

Rye 86.0
Barley 89.5

Potatoes 89.5
Vegetables 278.9
Fruits 2 .0

- Technical crop_ s

Cotton 1358.1

Sunflower seed 193.0

Fiber Ilax 789.5
livestock products
Beef and veal 2021.1

100.0

112.6

78.6

common the use of different price weights for differ-
ent periods. The US,index uses 1957-59 average.
realized prices for years since 1955, 1947-49 prices
for 1939-53, and 1935-39 pricei for years before
1939." The Soviet index is considerably-more frag-
mented. In the period 1950-1979, it incorporates
prices of-1951., 1956, 1958, 1965, and 1973. The two
indexes are based on-quite different sources of data,
however. The US index is based on-sample survey
data supplemented py probability sampling. The So-
viet output statist e tb oretically a literal enu-

110.7 meration'of all production in ollective farms and
158.3 state agricultural briterprfses, th the private sector
273.8 output based on sampling.

In estimating net farm output in the United States,
the USDA encounters some of the same difficulties
involved in constructing-the CIA index of. Soviet
output. First, in both cases it was impossible to make
complete deductions for all seed producedand used
within agriculture. The US index deducts only hay-
seed, pagure seed, and cover crop seed. No deductions
are made for other types of seed. We deduct only :geed

176.7 for grain and potatoes from Soviet gross output. In
4514.6 both indexes, data are insufficient to deduct the value

of.pasture feed from livestock preduction. Although.
the US index excludes intrasector use of agricultural
comModities in estimating= net output, no allowance is
made for waste. Waste, however, is a much less
serious problems US statistics than in Soviet
statistics.

538.8
181.6

2275.7

2382.5
2186,4

The US gross output index includes seed and feed and-
.

-is similar in other ways to the official Soviet index. In
both indexes, the value of hay and harvested roughage
(silage and forage) is included in crop production.
Both include a large numbeid,items with many more
in the crop sample than in-the livestock sample. The
US-index includes 111 individual crops and 29 items
for the livestock sector. The US index covers 95
percent of total ontput, which is somewhat better
coverage than our samplerof Soviet agricultural pro-
duction. The US and,Soviet indexes also have in

Becanse more than one set of price weights is used in the index.
the series is spliced in 1940 and 19-55 using calculations both in old
alid new prices for thoie years.



APPENDIX A

USSR: Derivation of Quantity Data Used in
the Index of Soviet Agricultural Production

This appendix lists the sources for the quantities used
in the index of Soviet agrieultual production. The
indeX itself is shown in table. A-1. Table A-2 summa-
rizes the gross output data for crops; table A-3
contains data for output of livestock products and
hanges in livestock inventories. Gross output of grain

and sunflower seeds is discounted for excess moisture
and waste before it is used in the index, presented in
table A-

Grain
Grain production is taken from official-Soviet statis-
tics, exeept_for 1951 and_1952 which_are estimates_
The index uses unrounded data for nine individual
types of grain. A figure for -other grain" is calculated
by subtracting production of the nine types from the
official total. Sources for statistics used in the index
are listed below, Unless otherwise indicated, the
source cited reports data to the nearest thousand tons
for total grain production and for each individual type
of grain.

'1979: Vest star, no. -9, 1980, p. 75.
1978: Vest slat, no. 10, 1979, p. 75.
1977: Vest stat, no. 10, 1978, p. 91.
1976: Vest stat, no 9, 1977, p. 89.
1975: Narkhoz 1975, pp. 360-366 contains unrounded
production data for all grains except oats and barley.
For these_grains, data are from. USDA Foreign

_Agricultural Service reporting, SS 7003, 18 February_
1977, p.-70.
1974: Production of all grains except rice iS-reported
in Vest stat no 10, 1975, p. 88. Rice production is
reported in Narkhoz 1975, p 365.
1973: Vest scat, no. 10, 1975, p, 88.
1973: Vest slat. no 10, 1974, p. 88 reports unromided
production data for all grains except 'ice which
reported in Narkhoz 1975, p_

1971: Narkhoz 1974 pp. 355L362 reports unrounded
production data for all grains except oats, barley, and
rice. Data for oats and barley are taken from Nar-
khoz SSSR 1922-1972, p 222, and data for-deed-ram
Natkhoz 1975, p. 365.
1960-70: Unrounded data for all years and for all
types of grain are reported in Selkhoz 1971, pp. 154
191.
1950, 1953-59:-Unrounded data for all years and for
all types of grain are found in Selkhoz 1960, pp. 202-
203.
1951-52; Figures for 'total grain production and for
output of wheat and rye are seportinginqelichoz -

1971 p. 152. Production of other grains was estimat-
ed using indexes of 1) total production, 2) Wheat and
rye output, and 3). the residual obtained by subtract-
ing wheat and rye output from total grain produetion.
Estimates of individual types of grain are as follows.

Buckwheat, oats, pulses
Output in 1950 is moved to 1951'and 1952 using an
index of the residual obtained by subtracting wheat
and rye output from total grain.

Rice
Output in 1951 and 1952 is arbi
at the 1950 level.

Corn for grain
CIA/RR ER 64-33, Production of Grain in
USSR; p. 28:

arily held cons ant

Barley.

he

Output in 1950 is moved to 1951 and 1952 using an
index of total grain production.

Millet _

An index of wheat output. is used to move 1950 millet
output to 1951 and 1952

-185
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Other grain
Other grain is estimated for 1951 and 1952 by

yubtracting the production of nine individual types
from the total.

Potatoes
1976-79: Narkhoz 1979, p. 253.
1971-75: Narkhoz 1975, p. 371.
1950-70: Selkhoz 1971, p. 206_

Vegetables
1976-79; Narkhoz 1979; p. 254.
1971-75: Warkhoz 1975, R. 373.
1950-70; Selkhoz 1971, p. 211.

Sugarbeets (procurements)
1976-79: Narkhoz 1979 p. 256.
1971-75: Nctrichoz 1975,.,. 376.

--1450-70: Selkhoz 1971,43. 197.

The total harvest is distributed by type of vegetable
according to the percentage distribution of state, pro-
curements of vegetables by type. State procurement
statistics are available for 1950, and 1960-70 in

_Selkitoz,1971 pp..68r70 and:in Selkhoi.1960.p.. 103.
Percentage distributions of procurements for 1951-
1959 are estimated by a- straight-line interpolation of
the 1950 and 1960 distributions. From 1971 forward,
the 1970 percentage distribution is used. Figures for
the production of vegetables by type in the socialized
sector are available for recent years. Since these
figures exclude the large quantity of vegetables pro-
duced in the private sector, the 1970 distribution of
total prurements iii used:

Fruits, berries, nuts
1975-79: Narkhoz 1979, p. 259.
1971-74: Narkhoz 1975, p. 381.
.1960, 1965-70: Selkhoz 1971.p. 237.
1958, 1963-64: Nallkhoz 1965, p. 297.
1953,1959, 1961-62: Narkhoz 1062, p. 297.
1956T57:e1khor 1960, pp.,254, 256._
1955: Narkhoz 1960, p. 446: Published statistics for
1955 exclude citrus production. An aibitrary allow-
ance of 40,000 tons has been added to the published
figure.
1954:-Calculated from average annual prOduction for
1954;58grivek_hoz1-960_,_p-375AO-arbitrarY=
allowance of 40,000 tons of citrus fruit was added to
the official total.
1951-52: Straight line interpolation.
1950: Narkhoz 1967, p. 410.

Cotton.
-1976-79: Narkhoz 1979, p, 250.
1972-75: Narkhaz 1975, p. 367.
1950 -70: Selkhoz 1971, p. 194.

Tobacco and Makhorka
1979:. Vest stat, no. 9, 1980, p. 76:
1975-78: Narkhoz 1978, p. 203.
1,970-70: Narkhoz 1974, p. 319.
1960,1965-70; Selkhoz 1971, p. 52.
1963-64: Narkhoz.1965, p. 268.
1961-62: Narkhoz 1962, p 239.
1950, 1953,.1955-59: Selkhoz 1960, p. 90.
194; Calculated from annual average procurements
for_ 1954.-58_as_givenin _Narkhoz_,1962,- p. 239. _
1951-52 Straight line interpolation between 1950 and
1953.

Sunflower seed
1976-79: Narkhoz 1979, p. 252.
1971-75: NOrkhor 1975, p. 370.
19507_70:.Selkhoz 1971, p. 203.

Soybeans
1979: Vest slat, no. 9,. 1986, p. 76.
1978: Vest slat, no. 10, 1979;p. 75.
1977: Total.soybean production is estimated on the
assumption that production in the RSFSR accounts
for 96 percent of the tOtal,'as was the case in 1971-74.
For these years, data on -total production are available
see below). Data on RSFSR production for1971-74

_are from Narkhoz 1975,_m_209. Comparison of
RSFSR and all-USSR production statistics shows
that the annual average ratio of RSFSR productiOn to
total output is 96 percent. Data on 1977 production of
soybeans in the RSFSR are found in Narkhoz
RSFSR 1977, p.-13.

_ _



1976: Vest slat, no. 9 1977, p. 90.
1975: USDA Agricultural Situation: Review of 1978

rand Outlook for 1979, Econoinics, Statistics, and
Cooperatives Service,. April 1979, P- 12,
1973-74:Veststat,.no. 10,-1975, p. 89.
1971-72: Vesfstat, np 10, 1974, p. 89.
1960, 1965, 1970: illaslo-zhirovaya prornyshlennost',
no. 8, 1972, p. 8.
1963-64, 1966-69: Total soybean producti3n is.esti-
mated on the assumption that RSFSR production
accounts for 98 percent of total output (Ek selkhoz:.

7, 1973. p. 46). SoYbean production in thoRSFSR
lite relevant years is reported in- Narkhoz RSFSR

1965, p. 243 and Narkhoz RSFSR 1969, p. 184.
-62: Straight line inteepolation between-1960 and

"1963. r .

IOC 1953-59: Selkhoz 1960, p. 202-203.
1951-52; Output in 1950 is moved forward to 1951
and 1952 using an index of sown area from Fosevnyye
playhchadi SSSR,Val. 2, Moscow. 1957, p. 94..

Other oilseeds
This category includescastorbeans, mustard seed,
flaxseed, hemp seed,ung nuts,.peanuts, falseflax,
rape. colza, sesame, and others. Output is estimated
by subtracting production of soybeans and sanflower

_ seeds form total oilseed output. Totaloilseed produc-
tion is reported in the following sources.
1975-79: Ararkhoz 1979, p. 220.
1970 -74 Narkhoz. 1975, p. 318.
1950, 19.60-69: Selkhoz 1971, pp. 148-149:
1953, 1959: Narkhoz 1962, pp. 234-235.
1956-58- Selkhoz 1960, pp. 26-27.
1955: Narkhoz 1960, O. 375.
1954: Calculated from 1954 -8 average production
given:in Narkhoz 1960, p. 371
1951752: Estimated by moving 1950 total oilseed _ _

production forward with an index of sunflower seed
production.

Fiber fax
1976-79: Narkhoz 1979. p. 120.

_ 69.
1950-70; Selkhoz 1971,-!p. 201.

Tea (procurements)
1975-79: Narkhoz 1979;p. 261.
1971-74: Narkhoi 1975, p. 382.
1960-70: Selkhoz 1971, p. 239.
1953, 1955-59: Selkhoz 1960, pp. 90, 257.
1951 -52, 1954: Total tea procurements are estimated
by moving 1950 procurements forward with an index
of tea procurements in Georgia, which accounts for -
over 95 percent of Soviet tea-procurements. Procure-
ment figures for Georgia are found in Narodnoye
khozyaystvo Gruzinskoy SSR v 1962 gody, Tbilisi,
1963, pp. 134-135..
1950: Strana sovetov za 60 let, Moscow, 1967, p, 147.

Milk,- eggs, wool
1979: Vest stat, no. 9, 1980, p. 79.
1978: Vest stat, ho. 10, 1979, p. 78.

1954-77: Vest star, no. 6, 1979, p. 66.
1953; Selkhoz 1960, p. 350, 355, 360.
1951152:-Narkhoz1967,'p.--.332.
1950: Narkhoz 1965, p. 378, 474, 476.

Honey
1979: Vest stat, no. 9. 1980, p. 79.
1978: Vest stat, no 10, 1979, p. 78.
1977: Vest stat; no. 10. 1978, p. 95.
1976: Vest stat, no. 9., 1977, p.-90.
1975: Straight line interpolation.
1973-74: Vest stat, no. 10, 1975, p. 95.
1972: -Vest stat, no. 10, 1974, p. 93.
1972: Straight line interpolation
1950, 1960-70: Selkhoz 1971, p. 322.
1953, 1956-59:-Selkhoz 1960, p. 333.
1951-52, 1954-55f Straight lirrenterpOlation

Silk cocoons
-1979: Vest stat, no 9, 1980,-p. 79. .

1978: -Vest stat, no. 10, 1979, p. 78.
1975-77: Narkhoz 1978, p. 203.
1965, 1970-74: Narkhoz 1975, p. 325.
1950, 1960 1966-69: Selkhoz 1.971, p. 53.
1963-64: Narkhoz 1965, p. 268.
1961---62,-Ararkhoz-1964
1953, 1955-59: Selkhoz 1960,p. 91.
1954: Calculated using data on annual average pro-
curements for 1954-58 and on annual procurements
for. 1955-58.
1951 -52: Straight line interpolation.



Meat
Unrounded data for total meat production are readily
available in Soviet statistical handbooks. Unrounded
production statistics for each individual typeof meat
appear 1ess consistently. Production of individual
types is subtracted from the official figure for total
meat output to derive "other meat production. Stat -_-
istics on total meat production are taken from:
1979: Vest stat, no. 9, 100, p. 79.
1978: Vest star, no. 10, 1979, p. 78.
1954-77: Vest star, no. 6, 1979, -p. 66.

_1953: Selkhoz 1960, p..338
1951-52: Zhivoinovodsivo SSSR, Moscow, 1959, p.
161.
1950: Selkhoz 1960; p. 289:-

Production, statistics for individual types of meat were
drawn from the following sources.
1979: Vest stat, no 9, 1980, p. 79.

----1978: Vest -stat:- no:=111-1979; a.- 7S.
vest vat, no. 10, 1978, p. 95.

197& Vest stat, no. 9, 1977, p. 93.
1975: Narkhoz 1978, p.-250.
1973-74: Vestszat, no. 10, 1975, p. 95:
1972: Vest stat, no. 10, 1974. p. 93.
1971: Preirvodstvearodaktov zhivotnovodstva
1972 kod14-,- Moscow,- 1973 p:-10.
1950, 1960-1970: Selkhoz 1971,p. 290
1953, 1956-59: Selkhoz 1960, p. 333-335.
1954-55: Zhivotnovodstvo SSSR. Moscow, 1959, p.
159. = .

195152: Except for pork, statistics.are from Narkhoz
1967, p. 332. The pork figure is found in Zhivetno-
vodstvo SSSR, Moscow, 1959, p. 162.

Livestock Investories, I. January
1980:- Pravda, 26 January, 1980.
1979: 1Varkhoz 1978, pp. 246-247.
1966, 1971, 1976-78: Narkhoz 1977,pp. 236-257.
1972-75: Narkhoz 105, pp. 391-392, 395=
1951, 1961-65, 1967-70: Selkhoz 1971, pp. 246-249,
272,
1954-60: Selkhoz 1960, pp. 266-269 320; and Nark-
hoz 1960, p. 457.
1953: ZhiVotnovodstvo SSSR, Moscow 1959, pp. 29.
31-33.
1950, 1952: Narkhoz 1967, p. 425. Figures for poul-
try flocks for 1950, 1952,.1953 and 1956 are
.interpolated.



Table A-1

USSR: Value of Net Agricultural Output, 1950-79.

-Million rubles

Total grain
Food ins

eed grains
Potatoes
Vegetables

ii crops
'Fruits. berries, nuts

ugarbeeta
Cotton
Tobacco .

Makhorka-
Fiber flax

Total cr

=1950 .195 1952 1953 1954

6600.1- 6168.0' 7488.6 6404.4 6657.8

4205.0 4312.1 5055.8 4563.9 - 4803

F 2395 1 9 2432.8 1840.5 1854.0

8253.3 4867.9 6109.9. 6473.9 6666,0

1345. 1286.4 1435.4 1689_6 17834
479. 463.9 5944 621.0 427.0

803.7_ 837.3 870.8 904.7 989.8

512.3 607.8, 571.8 595/ 507.6

1964.1 2068.5 2097.9 2138.4 2331.0

.123.1 137.7 152;3 169.0 194.0

50. 49_5 - 483 47.7 39.6

597.7 452.4 499.3 379.7 5113
79 89:2- -91 - -103.4.- - = 103.6;

Index (1970 =100) - -

Annual growth (percent)
Meat
Milk
Eggs -

-Wool
Honey
Silk cocoons
Livestock change
Gross livestock output
Net livest k outputoc

Index (1970-=100)
Annual growth (percent)
Total net farm output
Index (1970=100)
Annual growth (percent)

20809.6 17028.5
54.048 44.227
0.0 -18.17

11262.2 10887.7

6921.0 7095.2
169.7 1330.0

I .892.8
291.2 304_0

126.5 128_5

272.0 1709.1

20877.6 22347.4

17321.1 18740.5
38.444 41.594

0.0 8.19

38130.6 35769.0
45_634 42.808

0.0 -6.19
T3ree-year moving- average 37177.1

.

Index (1970-100)- . 46.264
.,,

--Annual gro h _rcent) 0.0

199 4 19527,0 20210
51.842 50.717 52,493
17.22 -2.17 _3.50.

11910.9 13557.0 14705.2

6997.2 7149.1 7486.6

1440.0 - l605.9 1717,9

1018. -,1091 1069.5

2 .2

32.1

318.4
130.6 I 5

-453.8 8.2- ' I9
21361.6 24757.0 25254.1

17671.1 20743.1 20941.2

39.221 46.039 46,479

-5.71 17.38 0.96

37631.6 40270.1 41152.0

45.037 48.195
5/1_" _ 7,01_

37890.2 . 39684.5

47.151 49.384
1.92 4.74

1955. 1956 1957

7700.1 8869.7 72564
4748.6 5962.6 5318.0

2951.2 ' 2907.1- 19384 .:
6210.5 8953.6 7892

21 2. 2185.3 2275.0

813.9 853.0 627.3

1080.1 970. 394_2

797.3- 817.9 1001

2154.0 2404 2337.1

169.0 164.8 212.8

62.9 69. 51.2

893 1221.2 1031.4

I -_- 103.4 2105.7-
22126 26612.6 2.4185.8

57.468 69.120 6/817
9.48. 20.27 -9.12

14830.7 15411.0 .17181_1-

8429.8 9625.8 10731_0

1848,1 9

1189.5 n 1214.1

329:6 329.6
143.3

2595

6 .4

2226.9
1343.4
368.0
121.9

3425.9
35398.2

24.4
1695.7

28447.8 3072.1
24360.5 2632

. 54.068
16.33

513.46 63.630
SMS _ 8.89

1958 1959
9858:9 8564
6973.1 6409,5
2985.8 2155,3::
7801.0 7801.6
23 2317,5

974.0 _644.8

.1366.6 1396/
. 1326.6 . 1075.6

2408.7 - 2578.0
208.6 233.6

59.4 41

1026.7 853.2
_ ---.129.9 7.0.4

52940.9

2527473
71.355 66.603

13.59 -76.66

17898.0 , 207151
-.11500.1 . 12096.3

2304.0 2559.4

1496.4 1657

332. 6.0
144. 151.0

3053.5 2657.5

36729.1 40172.6
45r. 29714.9

65.952 73.343

3.65 11.21

57188.0 58688.6-

49.250 55.635
_ _ 2.19_ ___L2.96 _ _

70.237

8 -0.16 . 8.20 2,62

42636.4 46860.0 50760.7 54327.7 56243.6 57956.6

53.058 58 314 63.16 67.607 69.991

7A4 9.91 8.32



Table

USSR: Value of Net Agricultural Output 1950 -79 (continued)

Million rubles_

1969 1961 1962- 1963- 1964' 1965' 1966 1967 96 -1969
Total grain 9184_4. 10278.5 11045:6 7665.9.. 11389.2 9012.5 = 1 87.2 11120.4 425.6 884.0

Food grains 6024.6 6473.1 6916.1 4306.9 6625.2.: 5817.9 93 02.5 -7141.4 9053.6 6957,4
Feed 3139,9, 3805.3 4129 47640 194.6 4084.7

8197.5
2907.

39793
-9078.4

4372.0 49266
76383 7683.6, 6058 8 6348 '8834.1 ._433.7

1-2836.3
9851.0 8708.3

Vegetables 2625.2 25993 2571.7 2308.1 16,4 88:5 3050.2 9
wii crops r vo_ r 1 vu4A4 1 tALLU YZIS.C. I I ILL-1 I _LUX! I -IVi. 14U.Z..5 I Z03. if
Fruits. -berries. nuts 1393.6 1424.1. 1685.8 1807,9 1936.2 2284.2 22013 2528A 2995.1 2669.7
Sugarbeets 1357.1 _ 1241.3 -_ -1142.6. 07/ 1979.2 17553 1812.6 212 21884 1697.4
Cotton- * 2380_4 2507.5 2388.7 2891 2933/ 31424 3319..5 1 3299.5 31673
Tobacco 2143 208.6 212.8 254.5 8 352. 7 448.5. 448.5 406.8
Makborka 40,7 19.2 - 17.5 16.3 25.0 25,0 22 18.6 26.8 22.7
Fiker flax ; 9964. 935.3 1012.6 890.7 8113 -

182.1

1125.1 1080.6 11 6 8 942.3
215.

1141.5
Tea 1533 1513 168.2 183.9 185:2 2239 220.3 - 2293
Total; eropm- -1- ' 267812 .- 28039 27306.2 I 373 2725:9 9089.4 55.0 345673 X7844,8 34197.8- -
Index (1970=100) r 69.558 , -72.866 70.921. 6 304 4.997 78.150 90.527 89.782_, 98.293 88.821:
Annual growth (- merit) 4.44 436 -2.67 -1034- 27 -8.06 15 84. -0 82 9A8 -9.64
Meat 20359 _3- 20256.9 , 2200/4 - 23687.8 19334 1113 -24924.9 26857.7 27282.6 276836
Milk _. 120963.- 12562.7 12530.5 12004.6 1239 4 4222.3 14894.4 15664. 6129.8 15981.8
Eggs 2746.4 2930.9 3008 .9 285/3- 2669.4 2906,8 3167.2 3392.1 35673 37193 _

Wool 1659.1, 1703.3 17273 1733.1 1584_3 1659.6 1724.7 1834.4 1930_2 1812.1
Honey - 3370 ' 396.8 3283 = -350A .342A 306.4 . 6 338 326.6 285.8 . -:__-

Silk cocoons 151_5 147.4 156.1 17/9 . . 169_8 177.5 177.0 188.2 184.1 .182 1
Livestock change 459. 8 4462.3 2844.7 -6476.0 2541:7 4278.2 1696.9 -1043.1 -777_6 793.6
Gross livestock output 809.8 42160.3 42597.6 34325.0 39041.1. 46662.4 46950.3 47231.4 486433 504583
Net livestock output .31211.8= 34086.2 34005.8 -26262.6 318983- 90833 3748/3 7753.0 38747. 401263
Index (1970-100) s 69.275 654- 5A76 58.290 0397 . 86.745 83.192 83.793 . 85.999 89.061
etrinual h (percent) -5_55 . 9 21 -0.24 -22'77 21.46 2133 _ . -4:10 0.72 2.63 _ , 3.56
rota] net rm Output 57993.1 62141.1 613123 06 6 623.8 . 6917/6 723373 72321.0 765913 - 74324.4
Index (19w5-.100) 69A05 74.369 7 . 77 60.600 77.341 82.785 86.572. 52 91.664 88.950
knnual growth (percent) -1.19 7.15 . -17.41 27.62 734 4_57 7032 5.91

.

-2S6
ihree-year moving averoje- -596073- 60482 -0 029.7 .388573 61477.5. 68711.2 71276.9, 73750.1

.
74412A

_ -
78157.9

ndex (1970 --= rot)) ' 74,177 7.5.265 - 72214 73:24 76304 5306 699 9137 .

. 31601 97:262
knnual growth pereen 2.85 lA -4_ 1.4 4.45 11.77 3.73 3.47 0.90 533



Table A -1

-USSR:- Value o Net Agricultural Output, - 195[F=79 (continued)

1970 1971 -1972 1973T

Million rubles °'

Total grain 13657.2 1.39113 _ 12956.9 16293.9

F 777. 9228. 7981.8 9663.8

-4879.3 4683.2 . 4975.1- 663a1

.9286.6 8852.8 7219.7 -105983

3460.0- 3399.4 3252.2
303 6 1218_5

nuts 296.6 3470,6

.1856.0 1672,6

Feed grains
Potatoes
Vegetables
Oil cro
traits..
Sugarb
Cotton
Tobacco .

-- Makhorka=

j-_Fiber116x --_

Tea
TOM! crops
In ex (1970.-100)
Ann a1 growth (percent)

3823.9
475.6

17 5

106

256,3-

3941

479
14.0

1 1

26

1021.6
2698.7
1769.1

40493
573.6

1974 1975 1976 1977 97 1979

14383.2 66.8 16450.8 14109.8 17966S 13340.6

7956A 6241.8 90043 8021.5 11237A 284.8

6426.9 4225.0 7446.5 6088A _ 6729.5 -5055.8

/507A 98A 0.6 8005.6 .8292.8 8860.1

4227.6 4047.1 3808.7 - 40.76 3938.9 4 4 5 4437.2

1517.8 13713 1121.6 1126 229.1 1180S 1 49

7650 430 4053.50 =

2(122.8 1754.6

425 .5 4 0

4014.3
1608.9

4364.5

569.

106

9.9

9 10

1 5 1

A

60

10.
942.3

598.7

4307.

2213/ 2206.6 2081:6

4860.7- 4717.5

625.8 569.5 615A
.

5.2- 7S 4.1 4.1

1155.6 7 1193.1 1125:1 881.3 743.0

3. 287 1 310.1 331.2 352.9 408.1 426.6

38502.2 . 383610 9 44589.0 -391113 = 35873.8 4 0 0 . 40811

100.000 99.639 90,628 415.809 1011582 93.174 111.963

12.59 -636 -9.04 2739 -12.28 -8.28 .- 2017'
28797.7 31095.5 32150.8 31828. 34402.8 5378.1 32390.0 4762.2. 365573 36517.0

4594

62 7

45 97.4
80

5084.4

4 273 6

Milk 16271.1 16303.9 16303.5 17306_8 17985.0 17797.6 17576.3 18606,1 18556.7 18294.8

:Eggs 4074.0 4510,0 4791.0 5115.4 55509 -57363 56183 6119,4 6451.7 65583

W0131 -1947.9 1993.9 1953.5 2014.8 , 21464 2169.7 2025.1 2134.3 2171.5 2194.E

Honey 336.0 -315.2 294.4 353.6 \ 318,9, 310A 300.8 . 332.8 A286,4 302

187.2 211,1 20.1.5 199A 230S 219.8 237.1 2393Silk cocoons 171,9 197:4
-

LiVestock change 4366.8 ----- 2341.6 99.0 1974.6 1973_4 -2084.8 832.3 . 2803.2 1509.6 738.6-

Gross livestock output . 55965.3 . _6747.3 5605.3 587969 62574_7 59507.0 58973_2- 64977.9 65770.4 64845.9

Net livestock output 45055.3 44830.7 436480 45495.3 50730.0 46141.8 . 455349 51932.3 51057.1 49114:9
,

Index (1970--.100) 100.000 99.502 96.877 . 100.977 112395 102.412 101.064 115.264 113.321 109.010
. .

; Annual growth (percent) 12.28 -0.50 -2.64 423 11.51 -9.04 -1 32 14,05 -1.69 -,3.80

Total net farm output 83557.4 - 93.7 78541.6 90084.3. 89841.3 82015.7.
, -

Index (1970------100) 100.000 99.56 997 107.811° , 106.520' 98.155 106.086 111.006

Annual growth (percent) 12A2 -0A4 5.59 14.70 0.27 8.71 spw -4.64
.,

Three-year moving average 80358:6 81764:2 83939.8 86155.7 873133 86833 87804.1 923924 92910.9 90731.8

Index 41970 100) 100_000 101,749 104.457 107.214 108.655 108.057 109.265 114.975 115.620 112.909

Annual h (percent 2.82 .7 2.66 :.2.64 I.34 6055 1,12 . 5.23 0,56



2 c =17

Table A-2

Gross Output of Crops Used in
CIA Index of Soviet = Agricultural Output

Buckwhca

Prim 4
Wheat b 103.

Ryc b 116.

306
"CC b 306.

Corn for grain b I

Oats b 82_

Barley!'
Millet b 1.

Other grain b
Pulses b 113.

61_

Ta12' grain
Potatoes b 114.

153.

212.:

Beets 108.
'Cabbage
Carrots

1

5.

1950

31076.0
17961R

1329.0

202R
1 6644R

13005.0

6354.0
1705.0
-2048R

876.0
. 81200.0
88612.0 .

9.0
4364.0

551M

6260

Tn''matocs 168.

Thor vegetables 99.
Totalvegetables
Fruits. bertics.r-
Sugarbccts
Cottcin

Tab cco
tvlakhorka 582.

Sunflowcr seeds '187.
Soybeans 260.
Other oil crops 402.

Total oil cr=ops 203.
Fiber flax 2344.
Tea

163._
- 282.

26_

.555.
2086.

940

533.0

10000.0

27.0
703.0 18.0 8158

799.0

2896R
560.0

987.0t
440

8 .0:-

3474.0

4104.2

521.0
110.021R_

827.0_ 8.0 798.0
6187.0 6139.0 5998.0
827R 8R 798;0
521_0 1 1669R

1107.0 1159.0 1182.0
5888 3612R -3605 0

714R

4255.9
114.0 '162.0 9.0 224_0

295.0
2995.9 47 9.9 3168.5
440R 438.0 364.0
112.4 138.7 145.7

1951 1952 1953 . 1954 - 1955 1956 -1957

76568.0
1958- 1959

58113.032400R 43800.0 41276R 42399R 47289.0 673800
19400.0 15500.0 14514.0 15590,0_ 6475R 14096R .14467_0 5737.0

69101R
16902_0

381R10000 00R 762R 935.0 12 R 1285.0 . 769.0 664.0
. 200.0 200R 222.0 250R 11.0 216.0 214.0
4400:0 . 5700R

222R
3697:0 699.0

246.0
11574.0 9861R 4621.0 10226.0 5653 0

12900R. 1007433_ 10799.0 1 27.0 13218 0 12729.0 13407R 13463R
7875R 7764.0 10350.0 1290 0 848RR 12957_0 10150R

3200R - 2 26 30 2956.0 4556R 1559.0 2880.0 1299R

400.0.
1300. 1700R 1122,0_ 92 0 345.0 ---A 1018.0 1284.0

384R
1577R

468R
1907R

500R 264.0 224.0 372. 406.0 490.0
78700.0 92200.0 82487.0 85568.0 10 7. 124951.0 102 39M 134722.0 119538.0
58754R 69189.0 . 72572.0 75021.0 . 71751.0 96015R 87813M 86527R 61R

548R 596.0 --" .683.0
5091.0 5244.0 6105.0 6091.0

__.521.0 679.0 7900 801.0
636R 753.0

966341..00

1037R .1297M -' 1401R
740.0 1044.0

2756R

724.0524R 663 672R 709R
89.0 1918.0 14100.0 14298.0 14766.0 14865.0 14774.0

6400.0 8200.0

40-65R

530.0 606.0
2138.0 2375.0
'398R 4500
8836,0 .'9774.0
2969R 3088.0 3208R . 3510.a 3830.0 34400 4944.0 4846R 4951.0-

23377,0 21991R 22891R 19523 30664M 1457.0 5 1023R 41369R
3727.0 3780R 3853R 4290.0 1_0 4332R 4211.0 -4340.0
= 66.0 73.0 81.0 93.0 81M 79.0 100.0

119.0B3.0 82_0 --.68.0 .108.0
1599.9. 2028_6 2419.6 1756_3 3493.2

145.0 142.0 172.0 56.0 151.0
316R . 443.0 308.0 209.0 302R

20609 2613.6 2899.6 2021.3 3946.2
- 1910 213R 1621 _ 218.0_ _949 973 110R 1017

631.2

59.0

88.0

2576.9

257.0

Thousand rnetri

4645.0
112.0

102.0 71.0
27.77.5

167.0

2261.0 -_.

420R ,-

93414,0

- 2850_0-

19705.0

3539R
59_0 '
86.0

1654.2
166.0

316.0

2136.2
255.0
-84.9



Table A-2

Gross Output of Crops Used in
CIA Index of Soviet Agricultural Output continued

wheat"
.Rye b

Buckwheat b

Rice"
Corn for *rat
Oats b
Barley
Millet
Niscs
Other grain b

Total in

Beets
Cabbage
Carrots
Cucumbers'
Onions ,

Tomatoes
:Other vegetables

Total vegetables
Fruits, berries
Sugarbects
Cotton
Tobacco

akhorka
Sun c seeds
Soybeans .

1- Oiher oil crops'
Total oil crops

iber flax
Tea

03
16:

06.
06.

138.

82.

125490.0
4374.0

108; 878.0

7M 6716.0

7077

1962

17024M

49688,0 74399M
1963 19 4

9,0 67M 871M 49 714.0
11878.0' 13619.0

186.5 246 272 376 470.6

9823.0 :17113.6 474M 1114 0 3849-.0

999M 8900M .5691M 3965.0 55 9B

M 19549:0. 19804.0 28597.0

4036.0 7579.0 29M 111 0.0
2887.0 2783M 1835M 3485M

229.5 203.2 161.9 2755 08 4

30790.0 140183.0 107492.0 152071.0

84310:0 69677M = -718340_:___ 93642.0
697.071,1.0 - "688.0 895.0
79.0 7125.0

Prig_

114

1960

64299.0
1

1602

81._ 3230.0

113. 2706.0

61,

95. 6613.0 .6137.0 6140.0

153.. 878.0 872.0 _ 863.0 -6 .0 1129.0

'212, 1956.0 1631.0 - 1487.0- 15M 2219M

43th 1376.0 1421.g 14no 1040,0 1246M

i 168. 4044M 4587M 4429M 4294M 5587M

' 99. -- 829M. 792.0 _ 0 984.0_ 1266,0

- 163, 6574M 5989M 15051.0 19467,016151.0

. 282. 4942M 505a0 5978.0 6411.0 6866M

26. 2 47742M 43946M 41455M 76124,0

555. 4289M 4518M .4304.0 .5210.0 5285,0

2086. 103M 100.0 102.0 122.0 184M

M 582. - 70.0' 33.0 30M . 28M 43M

187. .3049.6' 4372.8 4411.4- '3942.2 73A

- 260. 167M 336.0 3910 448,0 286.p

402. 176M 251.0 187M 187.0 296M -

203. --3992.6 4959.8 __ 4990A 4577.2_ 6155.4

F 2344. 425M 399M 432.0 380.0 346=0

.1961
66483.0 59686.0 0499M

1965 1966

162280 46

950.0 935.0
583 4 712.1

8030M 8416.0
61 6 0 099.

20304.0 27879.0

205M 01.0

66 90 703 0
2796 265.9.

121141.0 171184.0

88676.0 87853M

917.0 01

65040 6054.0-

7.27948169M 93393.0
791194 .00

1967

;--F-7 0
14120M

75M ..1472.0

95A 1063:2 0 9_
9 6 0 0 11954B

1. 116 9 0 13070.0

24662M 28904B 3265 .0

6 50
2660M3218M 2890

37,6

147; 0 169540.0 116241)2=0'

95464M 102184.0 91779.0

1006.0

7577.0
7M

215.0
2 0

1968

46.0
69.0

1103'.0

215.0

969

125M

6298.0

1255.0

195.0

39.0.

2 5 0 725B7 7M
575M

-6078M 5893M 54
1559.0

56M 1254.0

.0 9011.0 745.0

. 8966M 0 i- 9467M

1 0 168.0_ 65283M_
5970M 5945.0. 5708.0

6079A 61 0.2

25844% 523814.1°3 4143751

7212.0 7846.0

248.8 247.1

46.0
5849.4

.04 9 7.0

1410.0- 1750M

964.0

417M1639.0 6 M
5 29.0 514

041.0 1267.0

17627.0 178510_
8100M .7805M

67500.0 69715M

. 5662M 5981.0
178M1 .0

.43.0 38M

5013.-1 5658M

421.0 590.0

200.0 300M

5634.1' 6548.0 6911A _ 6965.2 6431A

- 480.0 461.0 485B 402.0 --487.0--

197.0 238,2



Gross Output of Crops Used in
CIA Index of Soviet Agricultural Output (continued

Wheat b
Rye

Buckwheat b

horn for grain b
Oats!,

rb

. Cabbage

Carrots
Cucumbers
Onions

Prices

103. 99734 .98760_0
1 12972,.0 12787.0
06. 1081.0 11700

306. 1279 1429.5
138. 9428.0 97.

82. 4203.0 14600.0
81. 38200.0 4600.0
81. 2100.0 2043.0-

113, 7619Z 6948,0
61 179_0 240.0

186795,3 181174.5
114 9678

108 --118

16

1970 1971 1972 1973

748 0

58.0

378.0

85993.0

9633.0

811.0

647.2

109784.0

10759.0

8

15223.0

304.0 9:74

765.0 1 13

9830.0 13216,0' 12.104 :0
14100.0 17516.0 - 15302,0
368000 944.0 54208Z
2123.0 4416.1I 2907.0 11'25.0
7103.0 447.0 8714.0 212

198.0 279.0 450.0 259.0
X8238.2 2 2 30.0 195708. 140

92655.0 78329.0 1 8200Z 81022_0 7010
1451'.9 1389.0 1308.0

8243 0 8822.

1167,0 1117.

7356.0 7037.0 . 9147Z 8733.0
271.0 1214.0 76.4 1 1

2250.0 2154.0 2800.1 2680.0
1980.0. 1 92 0 2457.9 2357.0
546/0 52 6800.7 6500.0 611
1354,0 1296Z 1693.0

5927.0 0

9.0

1.0 [2441.0

913.0 6224.0

9064:0

485;0.

099.3

7328.0

12495.0

35808.0

6

120820.0 90207_0

3697.0
8

26 282.0
0 137390.0

86 40--
1563.0

9794.0

1702.0

4343

241,0

79176.0
0_

1524

9552

1660

Other grain b
Total grain
Pottoes

"fleets =-

es

Torna

Other vegetables
,

= vegetakli

Sugar
Cotton
Tobacco'

y na-

Other oil crops 402.
Total oil crops 203.
Fi

95.

153. 1294.0

212. 2291,0
430. 2015.Q,

99.

21212.0 20840.0 19941.0
Fruits, berries 28/ 1160a0 12307.0 9570.0 1

akhorka

unflowe. se

11

T

228.0
2 0.0

187. 52.5
260. 602.0

224.0

71385Z 64329.0 68043.0 77799.0
6890Z 7101Z 7296.0

78,5 6007.0
2344. 456.0 _ 486.0 4 6 0 443.0 402.0

40. 272.7. 280.2=-

67484.0

409.

292.0 287
26.0

214.0 341.0

5116.2 7559.2

291.1 30 4, a, 29.9

9.0

8 413011

26.

555-

2086
7664.0',

230.0 - 275.0 273.0
24.0 17.0

5210.0 4644.2 6794.2 6241.3 4590.8
536_0 158.0 424.0 . 60Z
26110

__,
974 1975 1976 -1977 1978.-_-_______-.---____-_-

968810 -9220
991.01w 5471 0

1979-

0

897.0 1033.0 985.0_
2001.0 221(34 2110.0 2394.0

10138.0 1099 8951.0 73,0
18113.0 837;0 18600.0 15162.0

47954.0'69539.0 -265a_0 62077.0
3198.0 2009_02 2210.0

1.0 747 7748_0

345.0

223755.0 I

51010 --gig-365
400 052

8525

6'0-

424.0 4.0 147
2522Z 2699Z . 2608.0' 3013.0
2218.0 2314Z _2294.0 2651.0

6548.0 -4S327,0 7282.0
1518.0._ 1624.0 _1570.0 1897,0

23351M 24991.0 1.-114%0
14235Z 15260,0 1215.0 14374.0 16303Z
61880.0 85142.0 80061.0 -
7864.0 8278.0 . 8500

299.0 00.0 273.0 95,0
12,0 7.0 7.0 5.0

4854.8 4906.4 4980.9
780.0 480.0 524-9 634,0 _ 467.0

2745*(3' 150.0 233.0 92- 9 243Z 240.0
68773 5520S 5567.8 47.7 5783.4-_-_ 7

493.0 509.0. _ 480.0 376.0 317.0
352 :3: 4 34 45

2939.0

69300.0

1970 average realized prices: rubles per metric ton.
b Gros output: includes *ed, feed, and waste, See table A-1 for the
valud of net output.



Table A-3

USSItz Output .of Livestock Products and Livestock Inventories

Component

Meat

rfi a 1950 1951 1952 1953

Beef and-veal .

Pork ,
.

2454... 2355.0 2000.0 2200.0 2090.0

2252.- . -1478.0 1673,0 -_ 1813.0 . 2305 0

Muttoruand kid 1824, 690,0 solo. ,7130.0 714.0

Poultry . 2368, 278.0 400.0 400.0 513.0

other 3601. 66.0 , 98.9 57_0 200.0

Total 2338. - 4867.0 4671.0 -58170.0 5822.0

Other livestock products

Thousand metric tons

1954 -1955 1956; 1957' 1958 1959.

209 21 0 48 -2407 0 2715.0 3226.0

2715.0 2529.0 2666 3344.0 3264.0 3633.0

709.0

480.0

826.0 829_0

475.0

777.0

584.0-

885.0

600.0

1063.0

731,0.45.0
286.0 3 .0- 280.0 262.0 236.0 263.0

6. 6324.0 6598.0 7374.0 7700.0 8916.0

Milk 196. 35311.0 362000 35700.0 364750

Eggs (millio eggs) 100. 11697R 13300:0 14400.0 . 16059.0

Wool . 465_0- 179.6 192.0 _i_' 9_4 234.8

Silk cocoons 5100.

4600. . 182R 190R 199.0 208R

5100. .24_8 /5.2 25.6 25.9

Livestock= inventories _ . ___ _ _

7.--) (1 ..la nua ry. thousand
421 head)LA

Cattle 442, 58100.0 570890 58800.0_ 56624.0 55837.0

Hogs" 173, 22200.0 24372.0 27100.0 . -28506R 333180 . 30921_0 34003.0 40844,0 44336,0

Sheep and goats 37. 93600 0 989530 1076000 1099300 115473.0 112971.0 1162470 119812.0 130123R

°381970 430090 491110 54750R 58674.0 61716.0

17179.0 18.481R 195320 22/69.0 23040.0 25594.0 t

230.0

220565.08

261.1 21 356.4

210R'207.0 206-0 0. - 208R

26.5 ,, 24A 28.1 23.9- 28.3 '29.6

56669.0 58793.0 '61444.0 66766.0

Poultry (million 5.- 263_8 292.8 . 360_7 400A 390R
*-

41015 432.1 449.7
--,

birds)

70842.0'

48680,0

139175.0

482.8

Component Prices . 1960 1961 1962 '1963 1964 1965 1966 1967___, ._

,-, Meat 4r

Beef and veal , , 2454, 3252.0 2864.0 32770 37410 3511R 39170 437f0 5081 0 5513 0. _ , 5569,0

Pork 2252. 3276_0 3704,0 -40110 42670 2' 4465R 4456.0 40790 4094,0

Mutton and kid 1824. 1019R 1006.0 1062R 1119_0 1052R 1013R 933R 1028R 1029R 969.0

- Poultry 2368_ 766M 813R 8210 80/0 606R 696R 745R- 764.0 . 817,0 866_0

Other meat 3601: 369.0 313.0 290.0 266R 245,0 187R 184.0 186.0 210.0 272.0

Total 2351. 86112.0 .a700.0 9462.0 10195.0 82870 9956.0 10704.0 1 1615.0 '. .0 11770.0

96 969-

Other livestdck
products

Milk . 196. 617180 625650 63931.0 61948.0 632620 725630 75992 0 .299200 82295,0 815400

Eggs (million eggs) 100_ 27464_0 29309R -30089 g 28523=43 26694 29068.0 - 316710_ _= 33921.0_ -35679.0_ _._ 37190.0_

Wdol 4650. 366.3 371. 372_7 : 340.7 356.9 '370.9 : 394.5 415.1 : 389.7

191.5 228.3 211,1- 204 1 178_6
1600. 248R 219.0 214

_

Silk cocoons 5100. 29_7 . 28.9

205,0Honey



.11410 ,Not-3
-

ISsft:_-= Output oftivestock Products and

ern Prices A 1960
. __ -------

ivc3 iiiV"iiiCarriS ,
1antlaat-,-17,- thousand

!ad) .

tick luven ories.(continued)

1961

Thousand mitric tons

1962. 1963 1964

CA11le

1965 1966 -1967 1968 1969.

442. 742310 75780.0 82077.0 86988.0

_$11e_p and goats
P0111_11 try (million
bird

173. 534410 58674.0 66702.0 69964_0
7 143964.0 140304.0 498:0 146410.0

550.4514.3 515.6 42.6

8544 0 717E0 93436.0
40558.0 52843.0 59576.0

139560,0' 130674.0 135316.0
- 449.1 454.2 490.7

97111.0
58028.0

141042.0
6.4

_97167.0 95735.0.
50867.0 49047.0-

144041.0 146141.0

546.9528.4

ant
Mga-:.xt

41610- Prices 1976 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Bd:- and veal 2454_ 5393.0 5536.0 5715.0 5873.0_
Irk 2252. 4543.0 5277_0 1__._

Metter -ton and kid 1824_ 1002,0_° - 996 901,0 954;0 974 0 1000.0Faulty try 2368. 1071.0 1183 0 1203.0 3295.0 1420.0 15000 1414.0
0111c-----r meat 3601. 269.0 28 .0 '401,0 324,0 327.0 468.0 511.0

-

tat 2351. 12278.0 13272.0 =.13633.0 13527.0 14620M . 14968M 135810 14722.0_ ,__________ - --6 ___ --, __her livriock

5413

978

6384.0 6400.0. 6552.0 -- 6
5515.0 560D.0 422 .0 4950.0

94.0878.

1691.0

299.0

Atlas
.-

'-ift,Ci!k --."- ---- , ..t 196. 83016.0 -- 83183 0 83181.0 - 94929.0 94677.0 93341.0.
Uges (million eggs) 100. - 40740,0 45100.0 47910.0 51154.0 55509.0 57367.0 56187_0 61194.07- 64517.0 65585.0___------ -_ -
W091:11 - 4650. 418.9 428,8 . 420.1, 433.3 , 461_6 466.6 435_5171cly- 16007 210_0 . 197.0 184.0 221.0 1993 194.0 1-88.0
Silt ,..ceicoons 5100. 33.7 36/ 41A 39_9, 383 39:1 _ 45.1_----- __

estnek inventories
lanu0r1 .. thousand

1979

= - =7086.0 70 9.0
5302.0 5289.0

921-.0

1902.0 2017.0
290,0 -276.0

87b.0

442, 95162.0 99225,0 102434.0 104006.0 106266_0- ' 109122.0 114034.0 1 346,0 112690.0 114086.0
Verge 173. 56055_0 674830 71434:0 66593.0 70032_0 -- 72273_0 7899.Q" 63055.0 70511.0 73484.0__Shot .and goats 37. 135803.0 1414210 1_145333.0 --;_144690,0 1485340 :-151232.0- 147091;0 -145373:0 146611'.0 148104".0-
Potfillizr_ry (million 5_ 590_3 652_7 686.5. 700_0 : 7473 792.4. 734,4 796_0 ,882.3 :953.2biret)

)701.- r r



Appendix B

USSR: Average Realized'1970 Prices of
Agricultural Commodities

Grain
The averagerfrice-received 13y alLproducors for all

-types of grain (103 rubles per ton) is calculated in
CIA, GNP /970, p. 32. Average realized prices for
individual types of grain were estimated on the basis
of the variation among Procurement prices paid to
collective farms for each grain in 1970 (table B-1),
The ratioof collective farm procurement prices for
individual grains to the overall grain price received by
collective farms is applied td the average grain pric
received by all Soviet producers for all gra'.)

r.=

Potatoes
The average price received by all producers (114
rubles per ton) is reported in'CIA, GNP 1970, p_ 32,

Vegetables
The average price received by all producers (163
rubles per ton) is 'reported in CIA, GNP /970, p. 32.
The relationship between state procurement prices for
all vegetables and-for individual types -of vegetables is
used t© estimate average prices received by all produc-
ers for each vegetable (table B-2).

Table

USSR: Derivation of 1970 Average.Realized Prices
for Individual Types of Grain

Prices Received by
Collective Farms
(rubles per ton),

Ratio of Prices for
-Individual Grains to
Average Price
for All Grain

Estimated Average
Realized Price
(rubles per ton)

Total grain 101 1.00 103

Wheat 101 b r.00 103

Rye 114b 1.13 116

Buckwheat 300 2.97 306

Rice 300 d 2.97 306

Corn 135' 1134 138

Oats 81, b 0.80 82

Barley 80 0.79 . 81

Millet 80K 0.79 81

Pulses III c 1.10 113

Other 60 d 0.59 61

a Vail ek, a0. I. 1973, p. 57.
- b Calcblated on the basis of data expressing 1970 procurement prices

as a percenrof 1965 pricesin A. I. Stepariov, ICHle4 Moscow,
1973, pp' 275,-276 and V.P. Boyev, Zernavoy_re imaslienavye-

liertury, no 7, 1969, 0. 9.
Actual 1971 procurement prices received by collecthe farms. Since

the procurement price for wheat did d-not change between 1970 and
1971, the 1971 prices for Other grains are assumed applicable. The

(t.

1971 prices are computed from data in V.P. Boyev, Savershenstvo-
trisvanive zakupachny sen na serskakhozyaystvennuya aradukt-

stva Moscow, p, 15 and in A. Ye. Kaminsk, Ekanarnika zernavoZN
knaryaystva, Moscow, 1970, p.I88.
4 List procuremet prices are reported in G. V. Kulik et al_
Spravochnik et-anon-01'a kolknoza i souk/taw, Moscow, 1970, p_
298.
t Calculated by multiplying column 2 times 103 rublei per ton.

297
289



Table. B_2

. USSR:1970 Average ealized Prices forVegetabI6

All vegetables

Cabbage

RSFSR Share of

,Procurement Procurements

Zone a (perceht)

Cucumbers

Tomatoes

Table beeti

Carrots

Onions

Other ,

40

60

et

octlreffient

Price

(rubles per ton)

,Procure

(rubies

4

Average

entries
r Ion)

I asi of Prices EStitil4ted Average,.
forjrdividual Vegetables Realihd Frites
to,Av-erage Price for = truth per tori)
All rcgetables
(ruble per ton

55

65

60 120

II 40 I65,

60 90

11 40 137

40 70

60' 70

109,

40 100

6_0 100

40

60

FSR zone I an procurement prie were select as

re esentative because t RSFSR supplied 43 percent of Soviet

table procurements in 070. Within the RSFSR, Krasnodar

(zone,l) and the remainder of the North Caucasus (zone II) are

the lirgest vegetable suppliers..

For cabbag6, beets, carrots, and onions the price of zones l and II

Were weighted together by the respective shares of the two zones in

otal vegetable procurements in the North Caucasus in 1970. The

;hare weights were reversed for tomatoes and cucumbers since the

owest procurement price is usually paid in the zone where

gocurements are largest, '1

Prices for late, fresh varieties of the vegetable from O.V: Kulik

Spavochnik &morning kolkhoza I sovkh za, Moscow,
pp. 329135:

10

280

250

300

0
Weighted age prices for individual vegetables are derived by

pplying the percentage shares of proeurtMents to the zone .

Toeurement pr :es,

i 163h

95

1.03

21

168

0.66 10

0.94

2.64

153

430

Weighted average preeurerdent prices fo

I

individual t of
vegetables divided by 106 ruhl s per torah

;Derived by multiplyi ratios --eribed in r tivite WI below by 163
rubles per ton.

t he overall uSS

b Ming the r

ive igni5;

procurement ice for all vegetables is derived

le value ofbroc reinents from states farms;'

nd private produai talvalue is divided by
tal quantity p ocured to derive an ()Vera weighted srerage price.
ata tin total v hies and quantities proaired are from L _IA, GO

1970. p. 32.

h CIA, GiVP 970, p. 32, The aggregate veotaille kit/7h derlved
independent front the prices for individual types of vesgetabla,

"Other etabler are priced atithe level needed to reult in the
overall pric of 161rublesper ton using 14 prices for th six types of
vegetables 'ste4 above.



table B-3

U SR: Quantities of Fruit Proared, 1970

Thousand

-
Total

-
v

-

Priva).e
Producers b

State
Farms

Collective
Farms

Total 6,1-81 872 3,170 2.138

s 3,14a 255 1,494 (c) 1,396 (V)

Berries 49 20 1,676 (d) . 742 0)
Other fruit 2,986 °, 597

tons---Table 13-4

USSR: 1970 AverugoProeurer 4nt Price for Fruit

Procurements Our_ antities ° Prices
(th.=uusand tons),

Fruits and berries
Deliveries of state fatrund other state 1.6- 76 2765

t agricultural enterprises , -

\
° Data for total 'fruit procurements and for procurementsof gra=es
and other fruits are reported in Narkhoz 1972, p, 299. Berry
procurements are derived as a residual by subtracting procurem tints

.otirapes and other fruit from total fruit procurements,
b G. M. Bogush et,a1., in Sel'akoye khozya_vszvo
,102, p, 95, show percentage shares oL total fruit procurements
(6,180 thousand tons) that were obtained from private prpducer._ _
(14.1 percent). G. Gnadiryan, in X'konomika sotsialisticharkoIo
serskokhozyaysiva, Moscow, 1971, p. 377, pre_sbnts data on pro=--_-1,_
ments of berries from the private sector (40 percent) and for otla.---r
fruits procured from the private sector (20 percent). Grape proctrc-
ments front the private sector are derived as a residual by subtratiug
private-procurements-of berries and other fruit from total fruit

-.. procurements from the private sector.
° Total ittocurernents of grapes-porn the socialized sector are
allocated to state and collective farms according to their respectve
shares of fruit production. (Badiryan, op, p. 402).

Includes berries and other fruits. Derived by subtracting proctr, re=
ments of grape-s from total procurements of fruit from these
producers.

Procured from collectivehrms , 7 -42 246.

Delivered by private produces 6 1.7 246 °

Total or average 3.0- 35 263

farrrosad other state, 1,44 3150
tural enterprises

Procured from Sucolle tivefirmi . , 1,3 n 281°

Delivered- by privat radars 2 _55 281°

TotaFor average 3,1-45 3041
.Total fruit

Deliveries of state farrrAandother state
agricultural enterprises'

3,1 -70

Procured from collectiventms , 2,1 8

8-72Delivered by pri'vate producers
--.- --

Total or average , 6,1 10

Fruit
This category includes berries, grapes, other fruit, --nd
nuts. The weighted average price (282 rubles per trm),
however, is, based on prices for berries, grans and
other fruit (table B-4). Averagp procurement price.--
are used because notzReingh data are available on
fruit prices in collectivvirarrn rqarkets,comanission
trade, and decentralized prodiirlements to calculate =
average realized prices. The average procuremenb
price is derived by weighting prices paid to calecti -ve
farms-, state farms, and private producer's by the
quantities Obtained from each._Table B 3 shows u.n-
titles of fruit procured in 1970, Table B-4 shows 1.1 te
valuation of procurements and the derivation of thr-
alerage procurement price,

Sugarbeets
Sugarbeets. are priced at the 1970 price paid to
concave farms for b is sold to state procurement
organizations 6 ru les per ton). The 1910 price is
from Vop no. I, 1973, p. 57,

2 99

29A b

273c

258°

2R2

able BA -
di to farm proeurerncnipricc-s arg derived l'-orn an index for 1970,

df fruit procuremenebricol1966-100). Ek sell -ham 7,1972, 1133.
The 1966 prices for fettinad berries are cal toted from Badiryan,
op_ cis., p, 379, 389. Forpapos. the 1965 p e was used (Vop ek, no.
-11, 1906, p.31). PeC1311SC prices received all farms per unit of
delivered pr =act were ultinely unehaged fr-om 1965 to 197©
(Narkho 1979 pp. 23(116011ittle error is Mtn-educed
s O. F. Lodatina and S_V Royer, Ekonornika souialisticheskogo
sal "skogo khoryaystra.hloicow, I 9734413_ Collective farm
procurement prices are ma be Telica,le to private --

producers'

Cotton
Procur.errient 'prices of state farms in 1970 (517 rubles
per ton) and of collative farms (566 rubles per ton)
are weighted with quantities sold to -roeurement
organizations to obtain an average pm-ice of 555 rubles
per ton. The collective farm proeurerr-ieut price is from
Vop eks.nel, 1973,p 57. The state farm ponce is
calculated from stain tk selkhoz, Q. e. 7, 1972, p. 33.
and in 11. Pan vaaal,, Ekonornio-sthristichei-
koye izucheni hozov, Moscow 3 \969, p. 134.



-Table B-5

USSR:.Deriv
Oilseeds

on of 1970 Average Prices for Other

Quantity
Produced
(thousand
tons)

Procurement
(rubles perton).

Flax seed 113 245

Mustard seed 68 250

Castor beans 71 800

0.ther 9 315

Total 261 402

Value

(thousand
macs)

27,685

j$F,000

56,800

3,375

104,860

Flax fiber,' tobacco, and rnakhorka
These commodities are priced at 1 970 procurement
prices received by collective farms. Data are from
0.F_ Lopatina and S.V. Frayer, Ekonornikasoisialis-
ticheskogo serskogo khosaystvo., Moscow, 1973, p
413.-

Oil crops
The average price for all oil crops (203 rubles per ton)
is the weighted sum of prices for individual crop.

\
Sunflower Seed
The price (187 rubles per to is ta -en =rom CIA,
GNI' 1970, p. 32_ .

'Soybeans
The price (2,60 rubles per ton) isst he RSFSR list
procurement price from G.V. Kul.ik et al., Sprovoch-
nik ek_onornisra kolkhozaisoykhoza, Moss 1970,
p

her
This cal ory includes flaxseed,- muktard seed, castor
beans, and other minor oilseeds_ All pekes are
RSFSR list procurement prices from kAik et al., op.
cit., R. 301_ Prices for flax seed, mustard seed, castor
beans and other mildor oilseeds are weighted together
with 1971 productibn data from Vest slat, no. 10;
1974,,p. 89. Other minor oilseeds include h mp seed,,
tungimits, peanuts, falsellax, rape, colza, se,s:me, and
others. The price (402 rubles per ton) is th led

sum of RStSR procu=:ement prices for peanuts (600
rubles per ton), falsefx (135 rubles per ton) and rape
(17,0 rubles per ton). Irices are weighted arbitrarily
assuming a.50 pereen-= share' for peanuts,,25 percent

. for falseflax, and 25,==ercent for rape-(table B-5).

Tea
Tea is valued at the a=tual procurement price received
by state and collectiV farms in 1970 (940 rubles per
ton). Dat'a are from Y.S. 'Karnali ova et al., Ekono-
rnika sotsialistieheskego serskogo hozyaysiva;
Moscow, 1970, p. 418 G.G. Ba tryart, op. cit., p.
394.

Meat, slaughter weigl=t
The average realized :.=rice for all meat (2351 rubles
per ton) is the weightrd sum of prices for individual
types of meat (table Er--6). To calculate prices for
slaughter weight qua= titles, the ruble value of live-
weight marketings tart divided by slaughter weight
quantities. The-underE-_ying assumption is that the
unusable portions (the< weight difference between live
weight and slaughter ....../eight) are of zero value..

Milk, eggs, and wool
Average realized prics for milk, eggs, and wool are
from CI1 Ng-6'71p /97a==., p. 32-34. Prices for m0 (196
rubles per ton)nd eg s (100 rubles-per thousand
units apply both to pri and to quantities used
in production for feed (milk) and hatching eggs. -

Honey
The price (1600 ruble per ton) is theNSFSR prcicure-
ment price from G K ulik et af, Sioravo,chnik akono-
rni.sra kolkhoza Moscdw, 1970, p. 383.
RSFSR procureme'rit prices were used because 70
percent of all honey o t .nate,$. in this region.,.,

Silk cocoons
Almost half of silk c000n procurements-came from
Uzbekistan in 1970. 1.-"ilarkhor Uzbekskoy SSR 1971,
pp. 103, 139-140 shoxamws receipts of collective farms
and of private produc'rs from state procurement of
silk cocoons in 1970 a._ s Well as quantities sold_ The
average procurement )1-ice (5100 rubles per ton) is
derived by dividing reipts by qUantities sold.



Tabille B-6 Slaughter wet

USR: Derivation of 1970 Average Realized Prices
for mndividual Types of Meat

Value of Quantities Average
Marketings Marketed Price
(million rublesp (thousand (rubles per

tons)$ , tong
TtitaLla meat 27..101.4 1.400 2,351

Beer 11,0844 4.517. 2,454

Pork 7,433.0 3.300 2,252

Multft=on 1.342.4 736 yk 1824
Poult==ry 1.551.E 655 2,368

Otherz r 691.3 192 3,601

g CIA.".. GNP 1970. pp. 32-34
c2tintities of meat in staiightei weight are estimated by mail.

in bw, veweight marketings by dressing percentages: LivewNr
riaarkftetings from the various sales channels are from source a
Ta.b1 A-.1. columns C:D. J, and K_ The dressing percenia
beer- 5d.3 obi-cent; pork - 71.9 percent; Mutton-- 51.2 percent;
PoUiltm ry 80.0 percent; other meat -50 percent. pressing eercentagcs
for bcf, pork. and mutton are from I.Ye. fvfamper and N. Ya.
Rayst-rkiy, Spravorhnik pa priyeinke r soderzhaniyu show no
rrt_vatokorribinatakh, Moscow, 1971. pp. 180 -184. Dressing percent-
ages rinfor

bl
vultry and for other meat (rabbit) are from A.M. Sharran.

Tahli_zsy -ereschera zhivago shwa v brboynyy i uboynaga
Moscow, 1967. p. 10.

Val -aue of markctings divided by quantities sold.

Liwetock inventories
Aver =age realized prices per ton of meat, livewei ht,
a'e converted to a price pdr head basis using th
weig_ 7111 of live animals sold to state procurement
organ nilations. the conversion of rubles per ton of live
weigL:ht to rubles per head is shown in table B-7_

Vege-1.--tables fed
Feed 3 vegetatles are priced at the estimated average
realied price for cabbage (95 rubles per ton) which is
beliew-,ved to predominate in.vegelables fed.

Potaw,toes fed
Feed _ potatoes.arc priced at t sea'sonally low pro-
curer= t-supply price (63 rubes -per ton) which is in
effect -t ram September through December. The price
used applies to the RSFSR,-,Belorussia, and the,
Ukra mine where 95 percent of potatoes are produced.
Price==s are reported in M.K._Vasunin and A.S. Davy-
dov, cv Gosudarstvennye zakupi kolkhoznov produkisti.
TVIo5row, 1978, p. 85.

.,---=
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Table 13.1

USSR: Dl vatit=vn
Inventerli

970 Prices riir

Weight of Live ..._pri o`er
Animal fctruble per io0 Anirm-aa)
(tons per head) . (rub! a per

_ head ) e
Cattle . .309 1,4irir 442

Hoes .107 1,6:20_ 173

( .040 935 37.
Poultry (d) _4302 1,896

Selkhoripl. P.3=8.
b CIA, C.01970, P --u. 32-34.

Avdaecaght tirttes price per ion.
d OW weill1Per bir d is an average,of weights for tiiraian9 briicrs,
ducks, Rcaand in_ =keys (S. N. A1ekseev, TatnzrovatAlre inv-4(sr
praznyshlevkh zhrinalnykh. parsy i produkrov hihop,Moseow,
1972, p0.94108). A ---verage weight ligares for hens ailbrailel.
duck.s. gceeind tur-keys are incorporated innzi 3 Si IlikaVerlit
weight figiefor all poultry using a percerltaftdimikka of :I
mature biihinnoul=_ry flocks by tyPe of bitd for 1910.V.
Grornova sal, Sprivocknikly rrixsirtenTroyeptit_cooduvo. r'..Aas
Cow. 19A1J91.

Whole died
Whole milk tisc- for feed is priced at theI910
ayerageolized price described above.

fTrain Id
For 195f9 an= ual average prices for
(table BIlare etimated by weighting
izedgrinprieeS (table B- I) with weik
grain tweduction statistics. For buckyv

ivin fed

age re-.1-
-dived t-rom

try, mats,
barley, millet, pi Ises, and other grain, q batilies =ased
for seecInnd a di,..-duction for waste 'are subtracted
from grosioutp- t. The percentage distribion of the
rerrOnipgnet 0= tout is used to weight li-vtige re_____ -

zed price The =nator food grains, whey fad rye-
well as isle, are -xcluded from the ealeitiatinn. Fcr
1960-79,quantites of grain used for seedfood,
industrialuse, ad export are subtracted from tot-
supply (leach gain (exeept rice) to defivcaresaI
ouantityamilahl e for feed.'" Negative va-ilui ha
indicatedeficits C§och as for buckwheat) in 974- 7
arc excluded frerl-ri the eticulatiom The roival cti --van-
tity of eachgrairm..--- is priced at the COrt-c5N.ni ing
average tolized =rice. Tje weighted .avr4 pric or.L
all feed pin vat es for ye_ to Year 4eCOtding 10 Z lic
shifts in milabit ity of each type of gra,iri.

"' A (ER) 11.61.
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Table 11-4

USSR

11;

"nr

2.1.

Pt' ,,

CIL. ._,

Tr.t;i!

Average price
rubles per

I

"Veri
-`74.140Wili*1 '

-age Prices For Grain Fed

_ritage Distribution of Grain by Type

DC I

rr
16

3

61

1951 1952..1953

.4,0 3.6 3.6 ' 2.4

1

26.5 21.2 21.1 1--fi.8

18_1

32.0
23.5

35.9
24.3

14.6

L
29.4

6-2 =.15 -2 9.0 12.6

4.9
...

1.0 4.5_ 2.8

3.1- 1.5 1.7 ..0.3
i 0 1 100.0 100.0 100.0-

102 103 98

1954 1955 -1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

15.3. 20.5

8.0 oa
312

17.3.

2.9

33.3

2.8

25.6

2.2

169
1.4

27.2

0,9

18.4

0.6 0.8
31.3

36..6 26.8 28,0

28,8

41.8

27.9

29.0

30.9

39.2

30.4

20.

26.7

14_8

17_027.0 2.\53
13;7 8.2 12.3 6.1 7.9 .. 4.6 5.8 3,9

1.5 2.6 1.4 3.5, 3.0 4.8 3.6 4,8

0.8 0.8 1.0 1.6 0.7 1.8 0.6 0.7

100.0 100.0 100.0,100.0 400.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1962 1963 1964

27.7 36.1

2.4

0,7 ' 0.2 0..
23.2 27,9 13.9

8.1 8.5 5.1

26.6 44.0 27_8

2.5 2.7 2.5

9.4 16.2 11.7-a-

0.1 ) 0.5 0.2

100.0 lia0.0 106.0
99 107 102 97 101 95 . 101 . 109 106 )03 102

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 197 1979

' Wheat 103 52.6 27.6 38.7 22.2 37.6 37.3 31.9 39.6 19.0 18.3 28_1 29.9 40.5

. Rye 116 12.4 1.0 1,6 4_0 0.5 2.4 2.1' 0.7 5.3 E.7 2.7

- Buckwheat 306 1.1 . 0.4 , 0.9 Q3 0.2 0.3 - 0.2

Corn . 138 12.7 7.0 12.3 8.7 14,4 7.8 8.6 13.2 10.8 12.3 17.4 12.7 11.7 12.0 18.7

Oats 82 10.6 7.9 15.8 - I1.8 15_r 12.3 13.9 12.9 9.9 12:0 15.8 10.0 14.2 9,5 n o .
Barley 81 28.8 23.4 30.2 27±0'.35.§ 32.4 30.8 35.0 32.2 42.9 42_8 40.8 38.7 31.4 35.3

Millet 81 " 2.2 2.1 3.1 1.7 2.9 '0.9, 0.8 1.0 2,0 1.4 -,0.9 0.2 0.2

. Pulses L13 _10.7 5.5 8.3 6.9 8.3 6.3 5.9 5.9 4.4 6.6 521 45 '"-' 5,1 3.6 2.3.

Other 61 ' ' 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 . 02 0.2 0.1 0.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100A1 1002 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Average price 103 100 100. '100 99 97 97 98 98 96 97, 97 96 99 100
(rubles per ton)

32.6
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Appendix C

USSR: tntrasector Use o
Output

Agricultural

Estimates of Grain and Potatoes Used for Seed
.--Sown Area. Quantities of grain and potatoes needed
nor seed are derived by multiplying estimated seeding

ales by sown area. Table C-I shows the area sown to
.,_grain and potatoes in 1950-79..Except for winter'
wheat, winter rye, and winter barley-, sown area
.--tatistics for grain and potatoes are -taken from offi-
c. _-ial Soviet handbooksl,S follows: 1

979 Vest slat, no. 10, p. 74; Nailchoz 1979, pp. 244--'45
978: Narkhoz 1978, pp. 218-219.

1a 9777- arkhoz 1977, pp. 225-227_
r= 976 Vest at no 3, 1978, p. 83.
LI 965, 1970 Narkhoz 1975, pp_ 347, 351-355. See
also Setkhoz 971,tm. 120 -123; Veit vat, 'no. 4,

977, p. 84; Veit stat, no. 5, 1976, p. 86; Vest slat, no.
19'75, p. 92; Vest stat, no. 10, 1974, p. 87.

L 9613,'196t 69: Selkhoz 1971, pp. 109-111, 116-1_23,
27, 133.

L 963-64: Narkhoz 1965, pp. 284, 296 -297, 299401,
-= 05; and Sellohoz 1971 p. 109.

961- arkhoz 1962, pp.'258-260;Selkhoz 1971;
p. WWI 0?; Narkhoz 1964,p_ 284.

.1 950, 1953-59: Sel=pp: 132-133, presents
data for all cropsx t . rye. Area sown to cornfir silage and gteen- fodder was derived by subtracting
tte area for fully ripe corn from total area sown to
c.=-n. Spring rye data are from Posevnyye ploshchadi
S-5SR, vol. 1, Moscow, 1957, p. 7. An arbitrary
e.--timate of spring rye production was added to official
st-ntisties for winter rye production in 1957 and 1959.

51-52: Posevnyye ploshchadi SSSR, vol. 1, Mos-
,et nv, 1957, pp. 7, 437, 453, 490, 495. See -also volume

p. 192:,Figures for rice and corn fqr silage were --

ir -terpolated.

nearly compalible to harvelted area than to sown
area: The official statistics understate total sawn area
by the number of hectares that were sown the pre-
Vious fall but subsequently were lost to winterkilLor
used for early spring grazing. As a result, official
statistics on area sow'? to winter wheat, winter rye and
tvinter/arley must be augmented by estimates of area
sown in'the fall but not occupied by winter grain, at
the completion of spring planting. Total area sown in
the fall is 'estimated from information in the Soviet
press. Reports of sown area are made at weekly
intervals from September through late October.'"
Area sown as reported by the press is larger than that
reported in the handbooks by the number of hectares
winterkilled or used for early grazing. Table4C-2
shows our estimates of al-ea sown to winter grain after
the adjustment for kinterkill and early grazing.

01--fticia1,Sciviet statistics On arm sown to grain ac-
tit,--ally measure the area occupied by sowingsratAlie_
completion of spring planting. This definition is more

303

Seeding rates. The quantity of grain 'used for seed is
estimated by multiplying the sown area figures shown
in table C-1 by seeding rates per .hectare. Seeding
rates for the USSR as a whore (table Ci3) are
weighted averages of seeding rates in each republic.-
Within republics, seeding rates were compiled for
each Oblast, and these seeding rates were weighted
With 1965 sown area from Soviet statistical hand-
b oks Without the adjustment for area lost to winter-

' and early grazing. The seeding rates are for
sowings of first-class seed, which must meet the
criteria of 99 percent purity and 95 percent viability.
The seeding rate for potatoes of 19 centners per
hectare is_reportd in S_A Ekonomika proiz-
vodstva kartafelya, Moscow, 1963, pp. 3, 5.

"' For example. Sel'skaya zhiza`. 4 October 1979, reported that 37
million hectares had been sown to winter grain crops and that this
area amounted'to 89 percent of the planned sown arca. A week
later on 12 October. Serskaya zhizn' repofted that18.6 million
hectares had bedni sown, 93 percent of plan.
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Table C-I

USSR: Area Sown.to Grain and Potatoes

TIC ougand hectares

Area sowii in Seeding 1950 1951 1952 1 953 1954 1 965 1956 1957 1958 1959

rate
('/ha,) e ,-__

Winter wheal 2.20 a 13647 16890 18602 1935/1 11104 1 9872 16283 '10172 198 = 1 1 . 19023
I

_ -

Storing wheat 2.00 26044 27400 79100 30533 3361 1 42172 49121 50523 484 --=-47 45578

Rya=. 2,00 25926 25977 24758 22- 130 23172 2086u 23338 19797 195-,_ 67 1871
-

Buckwhea1 1.00 2953 2700 2500 2653 2765 2761 2676 2450 1689 1318
.

x 2.40 139 139 138 137 1_36 142 14R Ill 1 _ 06
.

96

Corn for grain 0.23 4829 4100 3900 3485 4293 6 176 6604 3256 44=-02 3547
_ ___.-- _

Oats' . 2.00 16152 17400 . 16600 1 5314 15871 1 48 11 I5061- 14029 141. 32 14328
i._

Ela ' 2.00 8607 ' 8133 8640 9638 10728 9908 12044 9230 9T=7 1 9756
4-

- - - -
C011,11ct 0.30 3767 3300 1500 -4081. 1453 -.1683 636D. 3570 3i' 29 2698,.._

.,_

Mils& 2.30 3498' 2954 2530 2433 267.2 _2087 2071 , 1945 21 .7. 07 2511"

Other 1.40 715 621 245 252 _ 290 289 ' 292 , 220 54 272

Cornfor silage 0.35 0` 0 0 0 0 1 1741_ 1 74 1 1 7327 15016 i 523 88867

Toitil grain arta 106277 109614 110513 1 10013 116695 1 38502 151332 __140321 140=138 . 136139
--- --= --
Potitoes 19.00 8534 8449 8207 8307 871)9, 9091 9197 9778 925 9M0

1960 1961 1962 1963 3964 1 965 , '1966 1967. 196, 1969

Winter wheal 2.20 15299 18865 -19744 21847 22582 21784 :_s3o3 3 23955 13.7'56 22176- _ F_ -_ - -- __

, - I

-Spring whlat . 2.00 48338 45713 49283 48253 48683 S041 1 50155 41318 41/1-259 52012
_ _ -- ---- ______ _

Rye -',- - 2.00 20610 18345 18444 20062 19965 1 9255 16180 15091 15=124 14191

Buckwheat 1_00 1 4 18 1891 2287 1824 138.3 1 794 . 1844 1723 17113 2043--r

Rice ,., : 2_40 95 100 100 100 200 217 248 2 8 1 4 1 2 - 328

Corn for grain = 0.23 '6086 7 145 7005 6995 5114 3 177 32'29 3485 . l'--450 4167

Oats 2_00 12842 11500 6900 5700 5700 6W28-7.-.17162 8688 898 9300
_ . , .

-4 --
Flarley . 100 12422 13557 16378 2 1 1 72 21964 ='!0022 19669 19405 19-1 1 4 22968

Millet 0.30 3783` 3800 4299 3965 3549. 3253 3252 3802 3=450 3376

INses 2.30 3321 4345 7200 10830 10643 6759 5927 5460 5,s5 2 5187

Other 1.40 223 262

Corn for silage .0.35 23079 1851 1 -30134 27187 22300 20227 1 9880 19560 19Crar301 18462

Total grain area f4_6_516 144054 162110 168367 162623 155751 IN1687 148932 147L-----$73 154365

potatoes 19.00 9144 8900 8700 500 8500 8612 8392 8331 11:=301 8100

432 340 224 208 164 7 154 155

1970 1971 8972

1 21441
4351 3

. 1 1681

1720

421

4012

1973

1 9361

44815

7402

1648

1974

24270

41066

12794

1589

1975
23870
42392

9738
1 459

100

2652

1 2100

32892
2774

5670 '
223

1 7300

151520
7912

1976

21594

42219

12359

143 1

524

3 303

1 1296

:3409 1

2998

5153... _

300

181 14

1559112

7087

1977

27674

11318

, 8945

1743

546

3362

13026

35004

1048

5195

___1
183

15557

155601

7067

i 97z- $ 1979

216 636 24370
Winter wheat

Spring wheat

Rye

Buckwheat

Rice

Corn for grain

Oats

Barley

Mi1let

Pulses'

Other

220
2.00,

2.00

I.00'
2.40

0.23

2.00

2.00

. 0.30

2.30

1.40

0.35

19.00

23100

46725.
1 2503

1879

350

3353

9Z.50

21619

2691

5070

121

18010

23717

4334 1_

10894,

1768

39- 776 38964

9: 226
I- 773

580

8410

1662

610

3931

12239

', 390

3332

. 9600

21790

.2397

5 178

139.

17800

462 495

3955

11500

31535

2970

5700

333

17100

153387

1983

4031 2 .- 539 :

1 1400

27786

-
105.

17900'

1 1900

2_9476

2850

6083

210

1.6900

12 -097
32 969

. 1=924
38504

2784

5 -= 058_ _

1 91

16-595

5508

200

Corn for silage

Total grain area

Potatoes

15469

144671 140337

7894

148558 145138 151_2 460 152651

8064 7894 8017 71342 6970

304
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Table Co2

uSSR: htiNgted Area Sown to Winter Grain

. 1950 1951 1152

)

11arvesle1 area of

winter pain ti

Whet

Rye

Barley

Area log to winic-1cill

3rld Spring OOP

Rye

uariey
_

lotal,som area

Winter whew

36500 39900 40500

12484 15600 17200

.23592 23900 , 22800

424 400, 500

3400 3300 3300

1163 12913 1402

2196 ,
1977 I8

41 33 40

13647 16890 18602

Winter orid siVius rye 21730 24000 22900

Arca '2196 1977 1858

c), Total rye 25926 25977 24758

Winto sbtik g 8566 810_0 iii
barley

Area 1061 41 33 40

raj barleY 8607 8133 8640

1%

1953 1954, 1955 1956 , 1957 1958 1959 41960 1961 r 1962

38461 36634 37992 31925 37363 37153 a 35843 29355 35667 37028

17823 15731 18285 12889 1895 18195 17419 12055 17267 18128

20232 20475 19095 18395 18078 17899 17068 16200 16700, 16900

406 428 612 641 750 '059 1356 1100 I00 4000_

3300 4600, 3300 8400 3300 3300 3300 7900 4300 3300

_

; 1528 1973 1587 ! 3394 1637 .1616 1604 3244 ! 1698 1616

736 257; 1660 4838 1597 1590 1571 4360 1545 1506

36 55 ! 53 . 168 66 94 L25 296 157 178

19351 1770( 19872,. 16283 20 19811 19023 1529 1886 19744

20400 2000 19200 18500 18200' 17977 _ 17100 16250 16800 16938

1736 2572 1660 4838 1597 1590 1571 4360 1545 1506

22136 23172 20860 23338 19797 19567 18671 20610 . 18345 18444

9602 1067.3 9855 11872 9164 9679 9631 12126 13410 16200

36 5 53 168 6F 94 125 296 1 7 178

9638 10728 9908, 12040 9230 9773 9756 12422 13557 16378

ThotisandAhOtares

1963 1964

33356 37104

16356 19004

15000 16700

mop 1400

11200 7000

5491 3578

, 5037 3158

672 264

21147 22582

15025 16807

5037 3158

20062 19965

20500 21100

672 2'64

21172 21964
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Thousand hectares

USSR: Estimated Area Sow

1965

o Winter Grainicontinued)

1966 1967

34863 33408

1968 1969 1970
.

1971 1972 1973 '1974- , ,r 1975 1976 0 _1977, 1978 1979

Harvested area of 37194

.winter grain

32772 24514 29805 '31494 24339 26952 29920 29203 27453 28868 32271 26687

VVheat .19794 19803 19708 18972 14414 18505 20694 14979 18340 18610 19593 17248 20712 23122 18858

Rye 16000 13560 12400 12200 9200 10000 -9900, 8160 7012 9810 8010 9035 6697 7719 6499

Barley 1400 1500 1300 1600 900 1300 1300 1200 1600 1500 1600 1170 1459 1430 1330

Area lost to wintakill dnd 7500 7000 7200 7400 13200 7400 4600 10500 1500 9100 6300 10100 9700 6300 7800
and spring grazing b -

-W heat 3990
.

4130 42'47 7762 4595 3023 6462 1021 5660 4227 , 6346 6962 4514 5512

Rye 3225 , 2597 2673 2755 4954 2483 .1387 3521 390 2984 1728 3324 2248 1507 1900'

Barley 285 ' 271 280
i________
161 484 322 190- 517 89 456 345 430

6
490

.

279 388

Total Sown Area

5 Winter wheat` 23784 23933 23955 23256 22176 23100 23717 21441 19361 24270 23820 23594 27674 27636 24370

Winter and spdng rye 16030 13583 12418 )2269 §237 10020 9507 8160 7012 9810 8010 9035 6697 7719 6510

Area lost 3225 2597 2673 2755 ' 4954 2483 1387 3521 390 2984 1728 3324 2248 1507 1900

Total rye 19255 16180 1091 15024 14111 12503 10894 11681 7402 12794 9738 12Z9 F8949 9226 S410

Winter and spring 19737

barley

19396 19129 19353 °22484 21297 216006 27269 29387 31079 32547 34261 54514 .- 32690 38116

Arca lost . 285 2.73 280 ' 361 484 190 517 89 , 456
-

345 430 490 279 388322

Total barley .20022 19669 19405 19714 22968 21619 21790 27786 2§476 31935 32892 34691 35004 32969 18504

8 Official Soviet statistics. Sec the discussion for sdurccs.

6 Total area lost is allocated to wheat, rye, and barley according to

the distribution of harvested area.

Harvested area plus area lost.

L .
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:The most Complete eta oil grain seerling_areaylilAle
7171Ea)Tailre-irthe Sara!
--yochaik ekononzista-kolkhoza I sovklfaia,'Mos-cows:

1970, pp. 417-428). -Dim are alsqavailahle for Belo-
russia (I. M4(achuro it al., Normativnye material),
po serskomu khoyaystvu; Minsk, 1969, p. 46-50)
and for Goryacfienkns Spravochnik
ekonomiita po.planirovaniyu v kolkholakh isoykho-

.zakh, Kishinev, 1967,-p. 189). Seeding rates for all
other Soviet republics are estimated from these-three
sources.. Seeding in nonchernozernoblakts of the
Ukraine is estimated at the rate for Belorussia while
the remaining Ukrainian ()blasts are assumed comm.-
rabic to Rostov obIast in the North Caucasus.-Kok-
chetav and Northern Kazakhstan are equated with

'Omsk in Western Siberia; all other Kazakhstan
last§ are assumed seeded_ at rates for Orenburg in the
Ural region. Belorussian seeding-rates are,apPlied
the Baltic The-Central Asian repuhlics of
Kirgizia, Tadzhikistan Turkiiienistainand Uzbekis-
tan are assumed comparable to the Kalrnyk and
Dagestan ASSRs. The Dagestan analog is also used
for Azerbaydzhan, Arm-alas and Georgia.

for pulse-crops, a weighted seeding rate for each_
feiniblicwas derived by combining sown area with
sek.dind rates for' peass-kidney beans, lentils, other _

pulses, as well as vetch, lupin, and seradella for grain.
Belorussian seeding rates for each pulse crop are
assumed_applicabfe to the Baltic republics; rates for
Moldavia are available frorriGinyachenkos and all-
RSFSR rates' were used for remaining reremaininpnblics..

Corn foi- silage and green fodder is assumed sown in
all republics at the midpoint oT the range 36 to 40
lcifograms per hectares-given as the all-USS R: seeding

available ,±-11 been updatdds:The da.ta_for_1973---79_
are presented in 'table C-4. To estimate grain ---
during 1950-59,an index based on quaatities Of
Concentrates requited annually=to produce livestoek
products, to increase hejd-inventoriess and to maintain'
horses was used This synthetic index,agrees unetally
with an index based on the Official series of concen-
trates fed in later years. (See ER 79-10057, USSR:
Long-Toe,:m Outloolifor Grain Imports, January-1979,
p. 13.) Because-the requirements-based index is-more
consistent with what we believe occurreauring.the
1950s, we have chosen to use the requirements-based
index to estimate quantities of grain fed 1950-
59, that is; the,index was used to move the 1969
estimated quantity of grain fed (thebase weight) back

. to 1950. Estimated quantities of grain fed are reduced
by the same type of discount based on weather
conditiOns and crop sizeused to discount grain
production (see diseussiort-on pp. 18-19, above.)

Potatoes_ for potatoesfed are taken fr6m official
Soviet statistics for 19600, publ'Aed in United
States Department of 'Agriculture, Economic
search Services Foreign 355, (undated), Live ock
pee(' fialopcafaritze_USS R. .p. 20, For. 1950,q0.an
1971-79, qpiintities of potatoes fed are estimated from
an independentl4onstructed balance. We assume.
potatoes not Used for-seeds- human consumption, and
indUstrial uses are fed to livestock. Table C-6 presents

.the basic data from which the balance is derived.
Table C-7 shows the estimated quantities of potatoes
available for feed._The eAjciflatioiris gs follows;

Q Pio) -
C(o) ÷ + 10)

2 - .

rate in S.D. saurov et al Norniattynyy'sPravochnik . where . --,_ residual quantity available forKs,
serskohhozy szvennogo proizvodstvas Moscow,
1967, p. .17. Pp- pfereodduction 'of current year-

R. Agricultural Coinrnodifies Used for Feed
Grain: Tlia basic -data for grain fed'in 1960-79 are
deriVedirOm-official- Soviet statistics on quantities of
concentrates fed: The inethodology is explained in A
(ER) 75768, p. 33-14, which sets out the calculations
for 1960-73. The data since-1970 have been revised -

;jightly'because data on extraction rates for flour=
which changed the estimate of millfeed concentrates

Sm seed required for crop of n
year.
human consumption of current
year

,indUstrial use of current year
Cm human consumPtiOnipf-next

year. --

industrial use of.neict year,



able .Ceniners'ef,ffrit class 'seed per hecti
.

USSR: Seeding Rate or Grain, 1970

. Whiter Spring -: Rye Millet llekWheat Corn for sec Rice -Oats . Bailey. Other Corriliii.silige,
.

grain. and green ladderWheat Wheat

USSR,.

RSFR

Ukraine

Kau

Belorussia

Estonia

0.22 2.4 2:8 1.5 2,0 O.lb 111.- 0.35

L6 L9 1,5 .0.3 0.9 0.27 2.1 2.4 13? 1.8 c 035

/5 , . 0.3 ''LO . 0 ' 2.0 2.1

.2.3 2.5 2.0 0,3 .1.0 2,2 . 1 : 2,1 4

-2.5.: 10 03 ' 1 0 0 15 0 12 -2.1 .- 2,11

2.5 03 2,0 0 7,2 2,1 -- 2,1 4 0.35

1:8 1.9 -1,5 .3 .23 24 . 1,6 , IA 0,1 b :035

2,1 1.8 0.3 0 0:25 . 1,0 2.4 2.0 1,0c 035 !.

. 2.3 2.1 .. 18 0.3 - 0 0,2 1.0 2.4 13 2:0 1.0 c 035 (:.

2.1 IS 0,3 1, 2,4 1.7 2, .0,35

all 1 03 0,25. 2 8 13 . 035

1.7 l 2 -1.1 . 0,3 0 0,25 =
1 1,7 1. 01 b 035

,. 11 . 0:3 0 015 2=4. ' 13 35

13 " 1,2 -' 11. L 03 0 0.25' . 0.1 b

Latvia

'Lithuania

Moldavia

Azerbaydzhan

Armenia

'Georgia

Kirgiz

Tadihilristan

Turkmenistan'

0.35

0i5

35

Uzbekistan

Assumed. kite-half Sorghum for grain sown at the Moldavian rate

and half a mixture of oats and barley sown at the rate of 2.1 eentners

per *tare.
b Assumed to be sorghum sown at-the fvfOldaviaitrate.

Arbitrary estimate.

d ASSUrfled to be a mix of oats and ,barley. The weighted ayerag

seeding rate of Belorussia is used,



Tabie C-4

USSR: Derivation of Grain Fed to Livestock

Total concentrates
Grain b
Milling-byproducts

Ise meal

Million ton

=

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977-.., 1978- 1979

117.13 127.9 118.9 _ 117A 143.0 = 145 9 146.6

99.10 109.62 101.23 99.44 = 121.91 12430 125_07

12.10 1247 10.93 9.80 12.51 12_31 12_94

Official id -NA

Calculated e
3.14 3.4
3.55 g

Alfalfa meal r 2.07 2.79 3.60 4.68 . 4.95 5.58 5.40

1979: Narkhoz 1979, p. 284,
1975-78: Narkhok19784. 258:
1973-14: IVarkhor 1F5.p.

b Total concentrates less milling byproducts. oilseed meal, and
alfalfa meal. ,

Table C-5_ According to Ek selkhor. no 4. 1971-. p. 28.92 p'ercent
of milling byproducts are used as feed.
e USDA. thta supplied, under. the US-USSR Agriculture Agree-
ment. Masichirayava promyshlennose. no_ 2, 1980; Vest stat. no
10, 1980. p. 79. According to ibid. 75 percent of total output of
oilseed meat is used as feed.
F A (ER) 75-68, p. 33-34. The Food-and Agridulture Organization of
the United Nations, in a massive Study, has also calculated the
USSR's production of oilseed meals from 1965-75. See A Survey cif

A comparison of the derived series with the official -
.shows that it-understates actual feed use in about half

.

of the years for which the official data are available-
and overstates by roughly similar quantities in the a
other half. Thus, error in the series,should be offset-
tin g over tirne. No_serious bias is introduced by the
assumption that residual potatoes are fed Neverthe-
less, data for years with drastic inconsistencies, such
as 1950 and 1951 hambeenarbitrarily smoothed.
Similarly, For those years when the residual is sub-
stantially larger than the usual quantity fed, such as
1973, the statistic has been arbitrarily reduced. Given
the possible margin of error already present in the
basic dija from which the balance is derived , such
adjustments do not Seen-k unreasonable:Data for 1971
forward are rounded to millions because the-underly-
ing data-for the balance, particularly-for industrial
use are less certain than those f ©r earlier years.

Vegetable& We assume that all vegetables not con-
sumed by humans are fed to animals; that-is,''produc-
lion plus imports less human consumption equals feed.
Lack of data precludes adjustments for exports or

the Oilseeds, Oils. Pats_ and Protein Meal Seccorin the Union of
Soviet Socialist Ref:relic, CCF:OF VCRS.% March, 1977, p. 41.
The FAO quantities of oilseed meal produced are higher than our
calculations and also higher than the official statistics for the gars
in which both are available -'
r Estimated at 90 percatt of procurements as reported in the central
.press.
a Because the official data have again been made available to the -
United States through the US-USSR Agricultural Agreeinent, of
have been published, calculating the quantities of 9ilseed meal
available for feed use is no longer necessary.
NOTE: Components may not add to total because of rounding

inventory change: Igo vegetabltss are report.ed to have
been exporitd. Inventory change datavailable only
in value terms for the retail trade systeragroups
vegetables with fruits and berries. Becausethe value
of inventories has been fairly constant at 10 percent-of,
retail Sales of the same products it seems unlikely that
lack of-an inventory adjuStment seriously biases the ---

vegetables fed series over time. The series for vegeta-
bles fed is derived in table C-8.

=

In contrast to feeding of potatoes where some data are
available, no data on total vegetables fed could be
found. A few statergents on quantities fed on state
and collective farts or on collective farms alone were
found. These quantities, ranging from 600 thousand
tons in 1966 (Plan khoz; no 1 1967_ 25) to 3,1
million tons -:in 1973 (L. T -Dageev, Podsobnyye pro-
myshlenniye predpriyatiya v sel'skon: khozyaystve,
Moscow 1.976 -p 14) were from half to two-thirds of
the derived quantity assumed fed. Because the private
sector produces nearly a-third of, total vegetables, it



able C--5- - Million tons

USSR: Derivation of Milling Byproducts
Mailable for Livestock Feeding

1973 1974 1975-. 1976 1977 1978 1979
(est.)

To 4.06
0.66.`.

--*.ye flour 1,14 .85 .66 .9 1103

Groats 2.12 -2.21 2.21 -2.25.. -2.29 2.33 2.37_
.

A The difference between quantity of flour produced and the quantity'
of grim required to produce the flour. Data for flour production for
1973-74-are from Narkhoz 1975,p. 297, foi1975-78 are from
Narkhoz 1978. p. 184. The shOre of wheat flour was percent of to-
tal flour in 1973-74. 84 percent in-1975-70, and 85 percent in 1977
78; thi remainder is assumed ryeflour.-Tbe aniount of byproducts
from production of flour other than wheat and rye is negligible. ,
Extraction rates-for wheat flour, for 1973-78 are assumed to be 78_3. .
78.1. 80.0. 78.0. 78.0; for rye flour. 86.5. 86.3. 88.8, 91.0, 86.5. The;
assumptions arezuided by official statements concerning changes in
shares of sortdvaya (graded) flours produced._
b The difference between the quantity of groats produced and the
quantity of grain required. Dita on production of groats are found in
the following sources: 1973: lit ukomol'no-elevdrornayai kornhikor-
movaya prontyshknnosr: no. 1 1974. p.2; 1974: F.A. Lokshin,
Spros prOizVodstvo iorgovlya. Moscow. 1975, p. 74. 1975, 1979:
Vest mat. no It% 1980. p. 79. 1976-78 are interpolated. The
extraction rate for groats is 62.5'percent the same as rice. The above
sources-do not always give total groats production; in those cases
whefe the quntity produced above.Plan is-the only indication of
produCtion, production for the current year is assumed to be
production of the previous year plus the quantity produced above -

plan.

seems likely that private sector feeding of vegetables
would be substantial and could be equal to socialized
Sector feeding-in some years.

Whole milk. Quantities of whole milk' to livestock
are estimates based on incomplete data for most
years. Official statistics for.the total quantity of whole

nnilk fed could be found for only-one Year, 1970. The
;series is derived in table C-10.

_

atching
For-the years-4953,495760,-and-1965-70;- v et

_ sources provide data on numbers of young pooltry,
hatched in incubators. These data are used to talcu-

. laic a poultry hilance to estimate the nurriber of birdi
expended per-unit of poultry meat. These data, how-
ever,: probably-exclude eggs hatched in the private -

sector.

The ratios in table C-11 arc arbitrarily interpolated
"and extrapolated to derive estimates of the nuiiiber Of
birds expended and lost in other years. The ratios
indicatepthat tbe.average W?ight of poultry slaugh-
tered for -meat is dropping which is consistent wit_h h

increasing emphasiS on production of broiler mat.
Previously, althosrall poultry meat came from culled
laying hens, which tend to be heavier than broiled..

We use an estimated hatchingiate of 65 percent,
which compares with 77 percent in-the VS in recent
yedrs.'" No allowance has been made for changes in
the hatching rate over time. The mortality rate for
poultry used to increase flocks is estimated at 20'
percent.' Table-C12 shows estimates of hatching
eggs for all yeari.

Calculations orhatching rates for the US rely on data from
USDA. Agricultural Statistics 1978; pp. 403 and 414. Chicks
hatched by commercial hatcheries can be ctimpared with statistics
on eggs used for hatching. The implied hatching rate is /0-80
percent for 075;77. The actual hatching rate may be higher-since
eggs used for hatching include eggs hatched on farms while, the
figures on chicks hatched are only for commercial hatcheries.

Mortality rates for the US can be eliiculated from ibid.. p..400:
The number of Chickens produced in the,US_is shawn as the sum of
the number raised minus the number lost. The mortality rate
about 15 to 20 percent. We assume this rate is valid for all types of
poultry.



USSR: Estimates of Elemen of the Potato Balance

Year Productionlk Seed Uses Indilsulal Use

Alcohol 7 Starch and
Syrn0 d .

1950 $

=1951

1952 _69.189
1953. .72:572
19547 75.021

1955 71.751
1956 96.015
1957 _ 87.813

1958 - 86.527
1959 . 86.561

16.214 2240
754. 1.690

15.601

- 15.783

16.547-

960 84.374

17:27

Total v

- (.400) (2.640
(.400)

400
.500

17.474

1.360 500
1.2 2 (.600)

1.561 (.600)

(2.090). -

(1.729).

4 (1553)
L860)

(1.832)
(2.161)

43.404

1.0 0
31.000

18.578 2.277 (.700)

18,098 . NA (.800) --

18.126 7 NA NA

17.374 .696

(2.977)

0:000
30.000
29.038

(29.556)

30.277
13.000)

1961 84310 16,868 NA NA

' 1962 - 69.677 6.503 NA NA

16.150 .690 NA

6.184 L634 NA - (3.000) 31,934
4.159 32.788

- -'''---- 522 w

0.916
13,77 2.68 .2 31.217

NA NA - 31519
2.072 (1:200) 31.564_

1 73

NA 29.948

2. (1300) 0.963

NA A 30.504-

15.033 2.120 - (1.300) . 3. 36_540 ,-

13.465 NA 30.559

- -1963

1964
1965 .

=1966-- 87853`
1967 - - -95.464-

'84

71.834

(3.000

{2.000)

(2.000)

(2.000)

31520
31.575_

30.645
31.188

.481

31.739

636 2.599

1 -.829 1.350

2

1.560

(3300)
1.200 2.550 '

3.888

(3.600)

'(3.272)
(3-200)

(3.200)

5

.300)-
420)

400)

. (3.500)

, (3.600)

1969 91.779 ln 9_
r

-1930 96283. 322

1971 92.655 4 99 NA

1972-7' 78.329
5 32

81.022 15,168

1973

1974 -
1975

1976 85.102
88.70

1977 83.652
19113 86,124 -

.1979 90.956

13.427 NA

13.380'. (2.000

13.235 NA

NA

NA'

.1.600
NA

30.572
(3.600) = 31345

Appendix A..
b Sown area times'average seeding rate from table C-1_

1950, 1955; 1960,1963-64: V.G. Pykov, Elcanonzika, orgardzar-
siya. t plartirovaniye spirrovogo prorzvodsrua, Moscow, 1966. p. 26
1951=54, 195657:-V;Patov, l'ishrhevaya promyshalennosiF
soverskoko soyura, Moscow, 1958, p. 111.
1965, 1968, 1970; 1971 1975: M.T. Kochuheyeva, Ekpnornika
orgarrizarsiya, i plardrovani;e spirravogo i likerna-vodoebnoga
proizvodava, Moscow, 1977, p. 62, ._

1967: midpoint of range given in N.V. Vinogradov, (ed.), Ekonomika
pi.Thcbevoy promyshiennosti SS R, Moscow, 1968, p. 208.

d 1950-57: estimated.
1958, 1965: V.P. Zotov, (e.d),.eishchevaya promyshlennair-SSSR,
I'vfoscow. 1967; p. 360. =-

1967: N V Vinogradov, (ed.), ibid. Moscow, 1968, p
1978: Sakharriaya prorruishlennosr, no 15, 1978, p. 14.
Sum of quantities of potatoes- used for al&hol and starch and syrup_

Missingyears interpolated and indicated by Parentheses. -
r Mid -year population times officially reported per capita consunip-
Lion from Narkhoz 1979; p. 432; and earlier editions_



Cable C-7 -

R; Pots oes Used for Feed (Crop Year

Tbousandl
-

USSR: Derivation of Quantities of Vegetables
_

Available Tor Feed

"4950 -
Y951

=1952

1953 --

-1954-:- 26.4

Avai e by
Calculation. -

33.0

10.2'

-21.1

Series in
the Index..d

.

uction Imparts b
==

'23.0 1950 344,

20:2 1951 036:
21. -1952 9r1774

Cortsurnp
for Feed d

47.9 9,185_1 , 206.8 -

NA

NA

.` NA

NA

24.1 1953 - 11,389 NA ==

264:1 -1954 11.918 NA- NA NA -

1955 23.0 23_0 1955 A4,100 74.2 ,5 8 636.4z,

14,298 56:4

1957 14,766 - 125.2

1958, - 14,865 151.1

35.6 1959% 4;774 225.9 14,10 .5

38.0 1960 16,574 240.9 - -15,001.0

1956 45.0 30.0 1956

-195T ; 36.1 -36.1

1955 4.

1959 35.6

-34.1

1960

=1961 ==

,1962

1963

34.6

34.5

19.9

21.3

2,980.5 1,373.9

.4

4,682.

1964 = = 4L3
1965 36.8

1966 37.9

1967 g_ .45.4 38.

1968 51.7

39.3 9.3

36-9 36.9

32.6 32.6

29.6 . .29_6

1 480 Q -

333.3

896.4 _

1,8119

1961 16,151 340.2 14,013.5'. 1,872.7

.1962 5,989 350A.:

1963

6.1

41.5

39.4

36.1

41 5

38.8

39.4

,051

1964, 9,467

1965 7,627

1966 17.857

1,488 -1

418_3 14,214.9 1,254.4

565.1 16,879.4 3;152.7 -

432.5 --- 16,624.8 1;434.7

521.2 -17,045.5

14,851.0

1967-

1968 _19,011

1969 18,745

1970

1971

1972

-1973

'1974

1975

1969' 41.5

1970 474 . 36.9

7- -1971. 43.7

37.6. 7.6

6.9

.43 -.

1972 29.4 0

1973 59.0

1974 .26.1
1975 ; 35.3

1976 .4

u 1977 . 935.9

1978

1979 L 42.8

45

26

35

37

20,534 584.5 48,880.0
551.9 18-,82577

564.1 18,285.6

21,212 612.0

20,840

9,94

25,927

9,909.6

50A

965.8
840.8

20

36

24,811 865.8 ".

23.351 208.8 22,650.5 = 1,409.3

1976_ -24_991 816.3 22;084.8 3;722.5

-1977 24,149 888.4 22,792.0' :2,245.4

1978 23,902 . 889.9 _24,039.6 752.

1979 27,215. 891:3 - 25,023.0- 3,083.3

9,800.0

21,224.5

27.932.7

1,332.7

2,235,5

737.--

1,914.4

856:9

5,543.3

744.

-42

Q Based on data M table C=6, calculated as explained in text above.
b USDA, FAS Foreign 3$-5, Livestock Feedlealances for the USSR,
(undated). P. 20, converted to crop year use assuming 2/3 of quantity.'.:_
fed this year is-from last year's crop and 1/3 is from this-year's. The 't
data are not available far 1950-59 or for 1971-79.

With the exception of 1950-51, which arc arbitrarily smoothed, and
-1956, Whi is arbitrrily recluc in order to be-more consistent with
the given- a, the residually-derived.data for 1950-59 arc accecited.
Similarty, h the exception of 1973, which is reduced, the
residually- erivcal data for 1971-79 are accepted.=

-a. Appendix table A-2.
b A ripendiKiabieS9.,

Midyear population times officially reported per capita consufirt-
ion from Natkhoz /979. p. 432, add earlier editions.. . -

d Production plug imp9rts less human consumption. The-onetically,
imports and consuMption ofriegetables should be lagged to balance
with crop year' production-in order to derive a quantity of vegetables .
available.for feed. Ti lag imports and corisUmption, we arbitrarily'
assumed each occurs evenly throughout the year_ Quantities
imported and quantities consumedin year t and year t+ I were
averaged 'Although the resulting cCuantities available-fofeed were
somewhat different from those shown above, the difference is so
.small in value tetms that growth in the index of net value of output
was-changed tiy_less than 0.1 percent in any year. Because the effect
is so small, we did not lag imports and consumption.



esb Canned Vegetables-_ Total
e- ables

Pastesand Convened
b toTresh

1950 47.4 0.3 . I 0.5 =

4955 643
.

60 4.9 74:2
=

1956 42.7 83 564-
1957 1, 951 17.8

t6.3 -21_1

168.0 35. 57.9
1 0 - 174.9 4 ----I- 66.01961 1891.1 tt; 150.3
1962 2 .201.8 148

1963 239.6
1964 , -303.4:
1965 222.0 - 12716

1966 185.6 203.4 -

1967. 151.0 262:7
1968 1694 231

1969 = 182.0 - 231.6 .382.1 -.564.1
------1970-716374- -27119 r----1-.44Rt6--- -----_'612-.0----- ---------

1971 310.0 , 327,5 7521171 850.4
1972 358,8 f 367.9 607.0 9

1973 235.6 t 366.8 605.2 840:8:
1974 28)3 354.1 584.3 8651_
1975 144.0 -342.3 6.8 708,8 .

1976 1853 382.2 i 630.6 -' 816.3

-1977 -1913.5 4Z3.0- 697.9 ; 888;

*---!---_ 1%7,8 182:4 428.7 707.4 _.,889.9

1979. 147.1 451..0 744.1,-------- 891.3

Vneshnyoya torgoillya SSSR v 1979 g., (hereafter Vnesh-torg
and the year). p. 47,
197_7-78: Vnesh wig 1978, pp. 41-42
1975-76: Vnesh hvg 1976, p. 43.
1973-74: Vnesh tom 1974, p. 50:
1971-72: Vnesh torg 197-2, p. 47.
1969-70: Vnesh torg 1970. p. 45_
1967-68: Enesh torg 1968. pp. 4556.
1950, 19g5:66: Vnes8torg4918-1966. pp,111-113_
bSm6'of number of cans of vegetables oafivertAto tons afia the
quinfity of pastes and purees, given in tons, from sources jn (a)
above. The number of cans of vegetables is converted to tons using
the standard Soviet size. 400 grams per can. See. for example. Vnesb
torg )9711150: 47. which present! the data_in both number of cans nd---

--- thousand tons_ -
C inverted -to

--:

:. quantities 6f vegetables required to produce the
- canned vegetables and antes and-purees using the coefficient, 1:65

tons of vegetables rod red to produce 1.00 tons of canned
!..-Vegcta'bles. Sc t L.V. patskiy, Roznieshcheniye pishelzevoy orO-

I SUM of fresh vegetables and converted vegetables.
oyshiennosti.SSSR, Meseow. 1958. p. 98.

I



950 4
1951 4.7
195-2

1933

1954

1955

tal a 7.= On collective and Private = - Year
State Farms e

5.0
5.6
6.4

1963
1964

5.2
5.2
4.

1966

1967

1968

'1969

1970
1971

1972

1973

1974
1975 Plan
1975 a t. 11.4

2.9.£ 1976 11.4 s
3 2 d 1977 11;4 s

Total a Ott Collective and jPriva
StateFarms b -,--

9.5 5/6 4.0 d

10._ 5.9 . 4.3 d

10.8 63
11.1 6.6 4.5 d- ,

11.5 c-_ 6.9 .4.6 d 7

11.4a 6.7 4.7d
I 4 6.4- 4.9r
1 4 s 6.5 4.7 r

11.4 a 6.8 4.V
10.9 7.0

4:5.a

1990-60 assumed 13 percent of tojal milk roduction, the average
_shareduring1961s7(1, -

1961-1979: sum of milk fed on collecitm naStale,farini and milk
fed to private livestock holdings unlessV4rwise noted.
b 1961 70 Selkhoz 1971,p. 332. 1971-73: Tioliehlye l roskhod v
kolkhozakh s sovkhozakh v 1973 gado. Moscows.-11974.p: 6.
19741975: Sc! skaya zhiza`. 14 September 1975, p,.2. j
P.A. Ignatovski3f, Solsialno-eitivotnicheskiye izrnerieniya v

sovetskoy derevne, Mascot v, I 9C p. 383, notes that the Private --

:sector fed about 10 percent of its production at the beginning or the
1960s.-Privnte4ector production of milk in 1966 was million
tons and 196 28.5 million tons. (iyarkhoz 1978, p:-249 and
PAjekhoz.11922-72. p 258.)
d According to Molochnaya prom; shlennost`. no 1, 1972, p7e6, the _
private sector fed 15.9 percentef its prbduction in 1971. The share of
milk from private sector-prOdUction being fed to livestock is assumed
to increase by 0.54 percent per year during 1960-70 ail1 by 0.5

. percent in 1971 for a total-increase of 5.9 percent (15.9 percent in
1911 less 10 percent in 1960) . Private

ii
sector milk production for

1980-64 iijirrini-Narkhar'1965.-. 376Cfn-r1965-71 Naikhar-
-1975. p. 396. . 7

GOsiitifarvilenhyy Iva Wanly plan.razvitlyp norodnogo khozyayst-
va SSSR na 1971-75 gOtify. Moscow, 1972, p 175.
f Total whole Milk fed less whble milk fed on collective -and state-
farms. .

a Plan kho2, no. 11. 1979. p 91, states that "In 1978 more than 12
percent of milk produced was used for (feed)." Because 12 percent of
milk.produced in 1978 (94 7 million tons) is 11 A million tons, we
assumethe planned downturn in feeding of whole milk did not
materialize, and hold the writity fed constant from 1971 to 1979."

sma 1 l downturn probably occurred in the first year of a new five:
year plan.)



'T-Ibre=6I1

_ USSR: Poulfry sa

Poultry - Young- Poultry Birds-
Floes on -. Poultry From Birds Flocks on -Expended

. -1 January . IncOhators - Available 31 December and Lost ,
(million). (million) b (million) c (million)`. (million) d

-1953

1957
60,71= 306.2 3 666t9 400.4

75. 807.1 7-

1958 433.9 8 .6 482.8=

266.5
3'57A

, _

ProduCtion.
of Fpultry _

Meat
(thousand-tons)d

513

1959 482.8 620.7 0 4. 5 9
1960 5143 6994 12 5116 698 1
1965 456.2 :636.3 109 5 490 7 601.8 696 157

668,3 11.59.0_ -5.164 642.6 745 1:159
1967 4 -. 715.4 - 528A 703A_ 764 1.0861 :
1968 528:4; 790.6 6:9 4 _771 1 817 1.058
1969 546.9' 893.3 440.2 5903 - 849_9 866 1.1119

1970 5 11847 1775 _0- 6 7 11223 107 0.954'

584

600
731

766

Ratio
of Meat
to Birds!

.925

1.634
497

1.241 --

1.097

1966

a (.3Bleiarstatisties on poultr its are from Narkhoz 1960
Selkhor 1950,p. 320; &alien' 1970, p. 272.
b Selkhoz /960, pp. 32_4-326; Selkhoi- 1971, p.
Column 1 pitts'eohimn 2. .

d column 3 Its column 4.
Table A-3. -
Coltiniii 6 diVided bfeaIum65.



USSR: Eggs Used for Hatching.

4 b.'

1950 1951- 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959' 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Ratio.of rnealto birds' (1;9) (19) (1.9) 1.9 ,,(1,8)'-' .(1,$) (1.7)
. 1.6 .15 .11 I.14 (1,1) .41.1) U I)

Production of poultry r-2.78

meat (thoissand forts) 5.

Birth tXpoidd and lcist 146

(millMn)

HatOlting'-eggi :for .neat`

birds (nillion)d

400 400 : 513 480 455 475"''' 584 600. 731 766 813 :822 80 .606

253 279 365 400 609 696 739 747 729. 551
I

389' - 429 615 937 1011 1137 1149 1121 848.

Change iirpinttry flocks

(million) e'

Hatching eggs .for

increase:in .poultry

, .

(16) (40) 0 7

13

Total ,hatchint eggs' , , 281 , 386

(Million) a

393 492 390 "427 471 596 678 999 1073: 1189 1164 927 861

1967 4 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 '1973 1974 1973 1976 1977 1978 19i9

-:Ratio of meat to birds 1,0 ." ,95 05) . '05) (,95) 05) 05) 05), ) . 05)_ 051
.

w Pfixinction prpaultry '696 745 764 8L7 866 '1071 1183 . 1703 1295' 1420 1500 1414 169I 1902 2017

Cf t (thonsa d'ton
Birds exPendedand.lost 580 621 694 743 -:866 .1121

(million)

Hatching eggs for meat 892'. , 955 1068 1143 1332 1734 1915 1948 2097 2300 2429 2289 . 278
birth (million)

_

Change tn. p9ultrtflocics

(rnillion)

3080 3266

34 -

65

26 .12 4

`Hatching eggs for

increase in poultry

0°46 Imillion)r

83' 119 65 '92' 86 119_ 18 . 13

Totil'ibatebint,eggs

(million) s,

9 . 1005 1091 1178 1415 1853 .' 1980 -1975 2189' 2386. 2408 2903 3216 3331

Table fignres id parentheses arc arbitrary estimates bised on

data in table 011;

"Table A:3;

Production 'of 'poultry meat dificd by the ratio of meat to.kirds,

d Birds expended and lost druid by a hatching ratepf 65 percent,

c Calculated from data in table A.kadditional data to complete the

series are-from Narkho;'1978, p 247; NorIchpz. 1915, p 395;

Narkhoi 1960,-0.451,
-,

.1Changes in poultry trucks divided by the 65.percent hitching rate

and by an 80 percent survival rat for young lids,

I Hatehicg eggs for meat birds-plus those for changes in poultry

flocks,
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Index of Consumption
in the USSR

Introduction

-The index of consumPtion described in. this paper was
developed to provide ameasure of real consumption in
the Soviet Union in ihe postwar period that is

concomparable in concept and methodology to measures
available for _Western countries. The indek defines
consumption to include all household expenditures on
goods-and services for consumption-plus government
current expenditures on health and.education services._
In Western national accountsthose of the OECD,
for examplethis definition is equivalent to private
final consumption'expenditures" plus the health and
education components of "government final consump-
tion expenditures". Although treated separately here,
the indekis desiinedas a major component of an
index of gross-national-product (GNP).' Like mast of
the other components of CIA's reconstruction of
Soviet GNP over time the consumptio dcx is an

aggreqate of-time.series;most-of them physical
units, weighted by expenditures in rubles in the base
year (1970). This approach contrasts with that in
Western countries, where the GNP index and its
componentk are usually deflated value measures. In
the Soviet case, the resort to physical measures was
both necessary and desirable, because of the lack of
trustworthy price indexes as well as current expendi-
ture data in =most cases.

Western-tyPe-measure of progress in raising living:
standards in the :USSR is, required for two important
reasons: First, the measures published by the Soviet
government are conceptually unsuitable forcompari-
sons with those_Published by Western countries and
also are widely believed to have a large upward bias.
The official Soviet measures real per capita

1comesl'- and 'personal consumption-plus ''rnatercal
expenditures of institutions serving the populatioit-----
are couched in the Marxian conceptual Ramework of
net material product; thus. they exclude the labor
inputs into personal and communal services, and they
include depreciation and,some other elenients not
considered to be final consumption expenditures in the
West.7 The Soviet government publishes neither a cost

' See JEC, GNP, 1950-80;
FaedetailS, see-United Nations, Comparisons of the System of

National Accounts and the Systeni of Balances of the National
Economy. Part I, Series F, No 20. New Yoik (1977).

-- Of living index, nor a suitable deflate,- for net material
product by end use The official of retail. prices
has serious methodblogical and conceptual faults.'

Second, progress, in raising living standards is a- -major
facet of the challenge that Soviet-style socialism has
long posed :to Western market-oriented systems. The
goal to overtake and surpass capitalist rivals was
laid down by Stalin in the early 1930s and reiterated
with great fanfare by Khrushchev in the early 1960s.
Indeed, the Program of the 22nd Party Fongress was
designed to bring Soviet society to communism in
the main" by 1980 when the Soviet people would
have a "standard of living higher than that of any

-capitalist_country.7_!_Thus,_provision_of a reliable
measure-of real gains in living standards is key to an
evaluation of the Soviet Union's pragress toward its
goal.!--The-CIA-index-is the only-Western-type rnea--
sure of consumption that has been constructed and
kept up to date for the entire period since 1950. The
results of its several recent versions have been pub-
lished periodically in _MC compendia on the Soviet
economy' The index described in this paper is a

-- somewhat revised version of that "published in JEC,
1979.- Two other Western-type indexes are available
for a part of the periodindexes fOr 1950-58 by.
Bergson and Chapman' and an index for 1958-64 by.
Becker.' These indexes have not been revised to take
account of more recent information or extended to
later years. The CIA index thus fills a large gap in
Western:reseacch on trends in levels of living in,the
Soviet Union in the.post-war, years. The index is kept
continuously'under review, with a-view to increasing
its -reliability as neviinformation permitS.,

I Gertrude E-Scbroeder, An Appraisal of Soviet Wage and
Ineome Statistics- and Morris-Bornstein, "Soviet Price Statistics"
in Treml and Hardt pp. 307-312. 370-378.

Pravda. October 19, 1961:
The Soviet achievement is evaluated-in a comparative framework

in Gertrude E Schroeder and Imogene Edwards, Consumption
the USSR. An International Comparison, US Congress, Joint
Economic Committee, 198i.
JEC, 1966; Part II 13, pp. 499-529; JEC, 1973, pp. 376-403; JEC,

1976, pm 620-660:-JEC, 1979, Vol. I, pp, 759-789.
I Janet G. Chapman, -consumption,- in Abram-Bergson and
Simon Runlets, eds., economic Trends in the Soviet Union,
Cambridgm Harvard University Press, 1963;pm 235-282.
"Abiaharn g. Becker, Soviet National Income. 1958-1964, RAND
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1969, pp. 119, 222-227.



e following section provides-a-brief discussion of
_ ,

postwar trends-in per capita consumption and
'changes in jts structure, Then follows a general _

descriptioriand-evaluation of the overall index of
consurription and a com arison with h-officialI- P- _

Soviet measures-as well as the two measures devel-
- aped by Western scholars for part of the. period. A

. _ . _

final section presents, describes and evaluates the
component indexes for major_categories of goods and
services. Descriptions of indexes andyeights and the
documentation for their derivation are intentionally
quite complete.



Consumption Trends and Patterns

Trends in Per Capita Consuinptioa

The level ofliving of the Soviet= people has improved
rapidly during the past 30 years_During -1950-80. real

___consumptioaper capita nearly tripled, rising at an
average annual rate_of 3.5 percent (Table'l). Gains _

were much smaller in the 1970s than-in the 1960s and
1950s, reflecting a5lowdown in overall economic
growth %While substantial, the growth rates for per

-s capita consumption are well within the bounds-of
those found in Western countries in the postwar
period, and Soviet living standards remain well below
those in the United States, Japan, and most of
Europe, both East and West.'

Over the period as a whole., per capita consumption of
.

goods has risen faster than consumption of services
although this relationship was reversed in the 1970s.
Among the three major goods categories, by far the
fastest' growth took place in consumption of durables,

sought fc;-&\,elop productive
capabilities: for consumer durables from very loW
levels. Soft goods,-too, haVe been made available in
rapidly groiving quantities and improved quality and

-variety, Although quantitative gain's in food-supplies
have been the slowest of the three goods categories,
the quality of the diet has nonetheldss improved
greatly,-shifting toward a Pattern' of less reliance an
bread and potatoes and more reliance on meat and
dairy productsa shift typical of other countries_as
per capita income levels rise. This shift toward a more
modern dietary pattern slowed in the 1970s as a result
of faltering agriculturalprogreSs.

Among the services, household services as a group
grew.considerably-faster than communal services.
Particularly rapid expansion occurred in the provision
of tTanSildr\tation, communications, and utilities. In
contrast, per capita availability of housirig increased
very sloWly, with-per capita living space in urban
areas in 1980 still remaining below the minimum
norm for health and decency set by the government in
1928. Repair and personal care services increased
even more slowly than did housing until the latter half
of the 1960s, when the government began a belated
push to expand facilities for providing such services.
Recreation services, measured mainly by-movie and'

' For a detailed international comparison of relativ,e levels aud .rats
of giowth of consumption see Gertrude E. Sehroeder and Imogene
Edwards, op. cit.

-theater atteridaace, expanded rapidly during the
1950s but-slowed Sharply thereafter, reflecting the

-rapidly growing-use of television and less organized
forms-of recreation..-

. In contrast to the pre-war period; prpos" ion of comma m
nal seNices peecdpita has increased much less rapidly
than provision of goods and personal services_ Health
services have grown somewhat faster than education
services over the period as a Whole, Growth rates for
both services have been quite uneven among 5-year

.

periods, and there has been a pronounced slowdown in
the expansion or both al the_1970s. Nonetheless, -
educational attainment of the population has risen
substantiallyfrom almost_5 years in 1950 to a little
over_g years.in 1980.10,Health services measured by=
the number,of doctors and-boipital beds per 10,000
population have mpre-than doubled, although the
quality of public health services may be seriously
flawed, if one may judge from the significant-in-
creases in infant mortality rates in the past 10-15
years.'!

The_discussion thus far has referred to growth rates
given by indexes aggregated with weights in establ-
lished-prices. As noted below:appreciably lower rates
result, when component indexes are aggregated with .-
factorcost Fweights. Differences occur in the growth

. _ .

rates for total consumption, goods, food,-household
services, and for services as a whole. When the
concern is to-indidate the expansion of real resources
allocated to consumption, the indexes of consumption
at factor cost are preferable. A summary comparison
of growth rates for consumption and major categories
measured in both sets of prices is given in Table 5
below.

Changes in the Structure of Consumption

The structure of consumption in the. Soviet Union has
been remarkably stable since 1950 (Table 2). Whether
measured in established prices or at factor Cost, the

spective shares of goods and-of services were about

" CIA, USSR: Trends and-Prospects in Educational Attainment,
ER 79-10344, June 1979; Oh I, 23
" Christopher Davis and Murray Fe§hbaeli. Rising Infant Mortal-
ay in the USSR-in the 1970s; US-Department of Commerce
Bureau of the Census, International Population Report.s. Series 13-
95, No. 74, June 1980.



able_ 1'

= -Average Annual Rates of Growth of Pet- Capita ConiUmption
and Major Components in Fstablished PriCes, 1950-80

1951;80
-

1951-15 -1956-60 1961-65 -1966-70 _
-

_ 1971;75 -_- 1976-80

Total - - - 4 d,0. 24 2.9-

6 4 9 _14.2 2.0 5.4 2.8 2.1

F 2,6 43 1 6

g 4.8 8.4 5 ,9 7.1 0 .1

' Durabl 9.3 17.4 -- 10.5 - 9 9

Se 2,9` 4.2 4. 3.0 2.

Household sc c 8 4.4 . 5.8 4.

Housing 2.0 1.1 3.1 2.5 _ 2.0-- 1.7 1.4

Utilities 5 4.1 4.7 7.8 5.7= 3.8

Transl nation 7.3 _10. 8.9 -8.4 8.0 6.1 2.6

mmunication j 6.0 6.2 5.2 5 _7. 6.3 4.9

Repair and persona ca ---------3.8 0.3 1.1 1.8 .4 7 5.5

R Lion 2.4 7.1 30 1.6 0.6 0.

orrimunal servic 2 2.6 2._ 4.0 3.0 1.5- e_11-L-_:
_ Er =Um._ - ---, 2.4 .2 2.9 1.7

Health 2.6 4.3 5 2 3.2 1 4 l.3

Table 2

Structure of Consumption in Established Prices and at Factor Cost, 1950, 1960,1970, and 1980 a

100.0

1950-

Established Factor
Prices Cost

Total 0.0 100,0

Coady 77.1 62.8

Food. beveragei -59.8 53.6
and tobacco

-- Soft g 5.2 7.9

Durables_ __ 2.2 1.3

Services , 22.9 7.2

1-1 usehold ' 9.6 23

Housingin 2.3 6,2

Utilities 1.2

Transportation. 1.0 1.1

Cornmum ions- 0.4 0.5

Repair and 3.2 2.4
Dore

Recreation 1.4 1.7

Communal 13.3 - 14.0

.6 9.2 _

Health 4. 4.8

(Percent)

1960. 1970- 980

_ Established
Prices

Factor
Cost

Established
-Prices

Factor
Cost

_Establish
Prices

Factor
Cast

100.0 100.0 100.0
78.4

100,0

79.8 65.4 78.9 64.1- 63.6

589: 51.0 51.1
.
47.1 45.3 42.4

. -

19.6 11.0 21.0 12.5 22 13 6

5.2 6 4. 11.0 7,6

20.2 34.6 21.1 .9 21.6 36.4

9.0 22.0 10.2 22.8 11.8 24 2

1.9 .14.2 6 13.0 12.2

1.2 1.2 1.6 1.8 2,1)_.. 2.2

1.7 -- 2.0 -,. 2.6 3.2 4.0

0.4 0.7 0.6 0.9 0

2.3 2.6 2.2 3.0

1.5 2.0 1.2 1.8 1.0

11,2 12.6 10.9 13.1 9.8 - 12.2

6.6 7.6 6.8 % 8.3 6.2 7;8

4.6' - 5.0 4.1 4.8 3.6 4.4

-a Derived from ruble values in 19 0 prices. ecruse of rounding,
components may not add to the totals shown.
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the same id19_80 as theywere_to 1950:Eisentjaily_the
--same-finding holds true when patterns are compared
in current prices_ Within the goods catogorYNowever,
there has beCn a relatively slo* decline (by interna-
tionalstaridarai) in the share-of food. beverages, and

= tobacco and -a concomitant rise ia the share of soft
oo katid especially duthbIeS72_Thfs direction

change is to be expetted from Engel's 1aw oncerning
= th relatfonship of expenditUres on food to total
consumption-expcitditures as incomes rise. Within the
services, there has been a small increase in. the role of

_

-- cinpersal services and, a=moderatddrop-in-thdroldof
comrimnal services. The shares bf transportationand
communications, have _risen appreciably, while the
share of housing has declined.

12 Thew matters are explored in more detail in a comparative
framework in Schrooder and Edwards, op. eft

- -



Description and, Evaluation'
of ihe Consumption Index

The Index in Established Prices

General
Tht indek of oial consumptionshown -ummary
form in Table -3 and in detail in AppendiX Ais a-
weighted aggregate of ieparately-constructed.indexes
Tor-three &bad categories-of goods---food, soft goilds,-
and durables and miscellaneous goodssix categories
of, personal serviceshousing, utilities, transporta-

_ tion, communications, repair and personal care, and
recreatfonand two communal servicesducation
and health. The indexes for major categbrios, in turn,
are Weighted aggregates of varying numbersof corn--
ponent indexes.
}

The aggregate index is a sample index based to a
considerable extent on time series in physical units.
The sample is large and in one Way oranother

_represents more than 90percent of all consumption
expenditares. All importantfoods, soft goods-, and
durables=nre:included, as are most personal services
and all education and health services. Both the sample
categories and the time series selected to represent
them were severely constrained by the availability of_
published Soviet data. Ideally,,one would like to have
suitable and detailed -expenditure time series and
corresponding reliable price deflators. In general; the
Soviet government publishes neither:Data on retail
sales, regularly published in veurrent prices with a
disaggregation of several dozen groups, are flawed by
the presence of sizeable residual groups of obscure
content and.by inclusion of sales .to enterprises and
said of intermediate and investment goods that do not
reflect household consumption. Retail sales data also
include sales of so-called "productive" services, such
as shoe repair. The data with which to remove or
reclassify these various items arc not available over
time: Official retail price indexes are seriously defec;
five, as already noted, since they reflect official price
changes only on a fixed sample of basic products; the
index is,. in essence, an index of prices on an official
Mice list and not an index of prices paid by consumers
for goods actually available for-purchase. The Soviet

_ government publishes neither quantities nor values for
consumption in kind, a Major dement in total food
consumption. Neither expenditures hor price indexes

are available for most personal services. Official data
on government. outlays for education and health are in
current prices, and include transfer paYments and
some expenditures that belong to investment rather
than to consumption.

In general, tte Soviet Union publishes'only a small
fraction of the data that are required, ideally, to-
construct a reliable-consumption-index; moreover-the
definitions and methodologies underlying the pub-
lished data are seldom available in more than cursory

_detail Asa resort of these problems with_the data, the
quality of the coniponents of the CIA indexes-is_
uneven. Most satigactory; perhaps, are those for food,
softgoods, transportation, and comMunications: least
satisfactory are those for durables and miscellaneous
goods andfor recreation- indexes foitousln- and
for dortirMitiargerVidiksiiffer fri tri an inability to
reflect improvements in quality; thi shortcoming is
not unique to the indexes' constructed here for the
USSR, however. Each of the major component indek-
es is evaluated below with respect to coverage and
quality of the time series data and internal weights
within major components:

Several sources of possible bids exist. The choice of
1970 as the base year may iapart some bias to the
index. In-general, however, 1970 was afairly
"'normal.' year ffor consumers, in the sense that no
major crop failure or other unusual event occurred
The matter of the degree of overall equilibrium in
consumer goods markets is considered below. To test
the effect of the choice of base year, alternative
weights for majcir categories on a comparable basis
were constructed for 1960 and 1976Rates'of growth-
shown by the three sets of weights do not differ much.
The use-of 1960 weights speeds up the index some-
what, while the 'use of 1976 weights instead of 1970
weights has a negligible impact oh the index. -Table 4
summarizes the growth rates given by alternative sets
of weights for major categories.

The use of time series expressed in physical units may
bias the index downward because of the inability to
allow fully for improvements in quality. This source of
bias could be significant, probably; only for fbotwear,
hosiery, and knitwear and perhaps for education and
health services. On the other hand, those series that



Indexes.of Total Consumption 'and Major Categories,
Selected years, 1950-80,

1970 Weights
(Percent)

1950 1955 1960 1965' 1970- 1975 1980

-Total Co -mini
Goods=

Food
_Soft g _

Durables
Servic

45.9- 9 74.0
45.0.

100 0
61.6 73.2

51.1 39.5 509 65.5 77.2
21.0 245 39 . 57.0 = 674 100.0 = 121.5 147

6. 10 8 263 - 47,3 _61.6 100.0 168.9 227-9
21`.1 36.6 46.1 77_0 . 100.0 121.7 -.143.7

20.7 140.4
100.0 120.4 139

6 124.5

Household services - 10.2 .6 40. 53.7 71:8: 100,0- 131 61.6
Housing :-- 1. 48.1 55A -70.6 86.0_ 100.0 - 114.1 '127.-4--
Utilities 1.6 5 A 45.9 72.1 100.0 135.7 170.4
Transportation 2.6 13.6' 24.0 40.1 64.8 ' 100.0 141.2 67.6
Communications 0.6 22A 465 65A 100.0 142.0 187
Repair and personal care 2.6 42. 46.6 53.8 6 eke 38:1 .0
Recreation .1.2 7.6 57 6 ,_ 73.0 87.7 100.0, 08.0 4.3

nod household services= - _ - 84,1- -----73 --100 ''- --121:67- --142.1-
ommnrial services 10.9 . 62.6 19, 00.0
Education 6_8

"41A - 112.7 126.9
4/8 5 59.3 2. .100.0 112.7 127.8'

Health 4.1 39.0 -52.5 68_0 100.0 112.6 25.2
: -I---

--Table 4-

Growth Rates of. Total Consumption and Major Categories,
Alternative Base Year Weights in Established Prices

1951 -60 1961 -70 1971-80
-I

1960 1970 1976 1960 1970 1976 .190 -1970 1976
Weights Weights Weights Weights - Weights Weights Weights Weightl Weights

Total consumption 6.7 6.1 6.0

Food
Soft goods

5.4 5.1 3.7 3.4
-7.2- 6.4 6.4 5.3 5.0 5.0 3.6 3.4 .

6_1 5.2 4.5
-8.8

5.2 5.0
8.7 5.3 5

Durables 15.9 15.9 15.9 7.8 7 7.8
4.0 4. 43 5.8 5.6 5.5 4.1) 3.7 3;6Services

2.4 2.2- 2.2
4. 4.0 3.9

8.6 8.6 8



are based on deflated retaitialeS or value of produc-
tion in- "constant" prices may_ impart an Upward bias
to the iziex, -because of the.-dubious reliabilityjof the-
official price indexes used as-deflators. These two
sources Ofbias tend to offset each other ,fudging from'*
a mass_of anecdotal evideacefrom the Soviet press -

concEining the poor quality of consumer goods-and
hidden price inflation, however, one might conclude
that the upward biases are predominant. Theie is no

-J
nor>I consumption -expenditures frotn retail sales of

and services the total can be reconciled fairly
with offiCial SON/let values for consumption. The

-total, of course, -does not take into account blgek
market prices and other activities carried on in the
illegal "second'. econtimY. Such activities are not_

-included in. GNP in other countries either. In the
Soviet case, moreover, they probably generate mainly
price increases and income transfers rather than,

good way to assess-the matter.

Category,.Weights
The expenditure weights used to aggregate the 11
major categories of goods and services are those for
1970 estimated,in the calculations of GNP by end use
in established prices=. A full description of the sources

. .

and inethcids'of their derivation is given in-CIA.; GNP
1970. The weights shown there have been revised
considerably to fake into account additional or more
recent information and an i proved understanding of
Soviet-data;.theTevisionsa described in_Appendix_a_

-- of-JEC-,'GNP, 1950,80_ . h revisiens_reduced total
consumption by 4 percent and raised the share of
goods as opposed to services_. ,A summary description
of the revised weights follows:,

_

additions-to the supply Of real,goods and services,'' As
for individual categpry weights, which are based on
s-pecific Soviet sources and assimptiOns, their magni-,
tudes-generally are supported by-othei- information
that is available. Also, the revealed expenditure Oat-
-tern agrees well with that given by Official statist-es
based on family budget surVeys (Norkhoz 1977. pp
409-410), and, in general, witliwhatbne would expect
on the basis of international comparisons for a-coun
try at the LISSR's level of developfnent as Measured
by per capita l P and consumption :4 Data from

-surveys, of the_family_budgets oLurban Jewish_ emi-
grees alsorsupporuhe relationships'3vhe_eallowaeseis
made for the unrepresentative composition of the
sample.'

Goods; The weights for food and soft goods are the
sum of (1) retail sales reduced to reflect only house-
-hold purchases for consumption, (2) consumption in
kind estimated in physical units valtied at average
prices realized by producers ( "farm gate prices) and
(3) military subsistence estimated by valuing rations
in 1970 Prices.3he weight for durables and miscella-
neous goods represents retail sales reduced to reflect
only household purchasek for consumption.

Household services: The weights represent estimated
-household expenditures on these services based on a
-wide variety of Soviet sources, mainly studies by -7
individual researchers published in books and journal
articles.

Communal services. The weights are .the sums of
estimated expenditures for education and health (I) by
households based on a variety of Soviet and,other
sources and (2) by the government, derived from
official data on wages and employment and on budget
expenditures for other items, net of investment outlays

_ .

and stipends.

On the- yhole, the expenditure weights are considered
to be quite reliable. Although nominal consurnption
may he overstated becauie ofinability to remove some

The 1970 weights used to aggregate the component
indexes, both for major' categories and for their sub-
categorits, are probably about as accurate as can be
obtained with the d a base andunderstanding of its
Meaning that are av liable at present.. Although `a
number of-estimates nd assumptions had to be made
in the process of co strutting these weights, the
impact of any errors cannot be large. If anything, the
values for consumption as a whole and for some
categories are probably overstated,-a tentativeconclu-
skin sternmingirom the fact that successive revisions
in the Weights, based on new infdination invariably
produced lower values. The data underlying the
weights for iedividual sub-categories are of uneven
quality, a Matter that will be considered in the
following section.

Many personal services arc provided privately, both legally and
illegally. The expenditure weights for repair and personal care and

health and education services include a substantial allowance for
such services, based on a variety of infOrmation.
" Data on comparativ'e expenditure patterns arc given in Schroeder.
and Edwards, op. cit.- International Labour Office, Household
Income and Expenditure Statistics, No. 3, 1968-1976, Geneva,
1979; V. Cao-Pirma and S. S. Shatalm, Comparison Patterns in
Eastern and Western Europe, New York, Pergamon_Press, 1979.
" Gur Ofer and Aaron Vinokur, Private"Sourees o Incignie of the
Soviet Urban HouSehold,RAND, R-2359-NA, August 1980, pp.
53-69.



=

ideves
The indexes of total consumption and major comp°-=_
nents:provide; it is believed,a reasonably reliable

-- ,.mbasure cif the growth of real consumption in the
-USSR-since 1950..Because.the index-is designed to
measure as closely as possible real consuriiption of
goods and:services as missured- in the West, this
overall judgement lends confidence. to international
comparisons of relative progress in raising levels of

require modification to correct-for distortions in So-
viet prices, which-fail to reflect either full resource
costs (production- potential) or consul-Ore eiarginal
Utilities as they_would be expressed in a free market.
Where-the concern is-i.vith produCtion potential (and
perhaps also with welfare in terms of planners.' prefer-

ii)'ences). ruble prices need to be adjusted to remove
turnover taxes, now levied mainly on goods.
thimbles and alcoholic beverages; (2) to add subsidies,
now applicable mainly to fool:Land to hOusing; and (3)
to allow for a resource charge for capital. A factor
Cost adjustment to 1970 ruble values has been made
far GNP and its end-use cornponents."-For consump-
tion the procedure resulted_ in a net reduction in total
consumption of 33 billion rubles, or 1-.6 percent. -

Table 5scrpares the growth rate ofconsnmption=and
its major components aggregated (1) with established
-price weights and (2) with 1970 ruble factor-cost
weights. The factor cost weights reduce the growth of
total consumption by about one - tenth for the period as
a' wholg_because_the_adjustment:raises_the_weight_of
the relatively slow-growing housing component and
reduces the weight of the fast-growing durables corn-
ponent. Also, the index of food, beverages, and tobac-
co' grows more slowly when factor cost Weights are
used, because the factor cost adjustment raises the
weight of the relatively slow-growing animal products
sub-index and sharply reduces the weight of the very
fast growing index of beverages. Meat prices are
heavily subsidized; and alcoholic beverages are heav-
ily taxed.

living in the-USSR-and in other- countries The index
is also a better indicator of the growth of co sumption
in the postwar period than are the Soviet icial
Statistical series intended for that purpo , because

- the index is more inclusive and beeause it largely
a.voidsthe use. of_the unreliable official retail price
indexes.

The index is considered much rnore reliable Tor--
depicting' long-run trends than year-to-year changes.
Inaccuracy in measuring the latter stems from the

data_availability__Absencer _
particular years necessitated interpolation in a num-.__
ber ofcases, or resort to estimates based on a variety
of evidence in other cases. Also, use of production
data to represent some series may distort annual
changes in actual consumption, especially for agricul-
tural products; however, adjustments for inventory
change and net foreign trade were made where avail-
-able data permitted doing so.

=

'fie individual time series selected to measure con-
sumption of particular categories of goods and serv-
ices necessarily were constrained by the availability of
data. Every effort was made to scour the literature
and, to select or construct data series that seemed most
suitable as measures of changes in real consumption
over time. Some- series are based on measures of
productibn or of consumption expressed in physical
units (kilograms, square meters, kilowatt-hours and
the like); others arc based on &flaw! retail sales,
while others are deflated government expenditures.
The series are of uneven quality, a point that will be
elaborated later for each major component index.

Indexes at Factor Cost and in Adjusted Market Prices

Factor Cost
As Bergson has sholvn," measures of Sciviet consump-
tion in established prices (prevailing ruble prices)

"-Be 1961, pm 103426..

The addsttnent reduces the share of consumption in
GNP in. 1970 from 55.1 percent to 54.2 percent. The
effects on relative shares of major categories within
consumption in 1970 are shown in Table 2.

Adjusted Market Prices
Bergson also considered the question of the extent to
which relative prices in consumer goods markets in
the USSR conform to his "consumer u"ility stan-
dard." " For retail prices to reflect relative utilities in

'the Soviet context, consumers must be free to dispose
of money incomes as they choose and government
price-fixing must succeed, by and large, in limiting
demand to supply. Consumption in kind, in tufn,
should be valued at retail prices that reflect' consumer
utilities. Similarly, housing rents should reflect the
levels tha would obtain in an open market.

For a description of the procedure, see JEC, GNF. 195040.
"'Bergson, 1961, pp. 157-172.
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_ Table S

Growth. Rates of Total Consumption and Major Categories in
_

and at Factor Cost, Selected Years, 1950-80
ablisbed Prices

Average Annual Percent

_ _195160,

Established
Prig

Total co

Food
Soft goods
Durables

Services --.

orootion 6-1

' Factor
Cost

1961 -70

Established
Prices

n-80

Factor Established -

Cost Prices
-Factor
Cast .

64

4.8 5.6

tiow did the situation in,markets for consumer goods
and services in 1970 conform to this theoretical
standard? What adjustments in the 1970 established_
price-weights would be needed, if they were to reflect
relative-utilities?-We. consider:in- turn:retail prices-of
goods, consumption in kind, dnd household services,
including housing.

4,9. 3.7

might assume that half -of the differential "is a quality
Premium, leaving the rest to be accounted for-by the
inal2ay to obtain the fresh' foods involved in state

____stores.lf_the total quantity supplied were sold on a
single_rnarket, the uniform price would be above the

_-_average statestomprice, but below therFM average_
price adjusted. for quality. Since the price and income
elasticities of demand, as well as thejndividual prices
and quantities of the products involved are not known,
the equilibrium prices cannot be determined. If they
were known, the relevant, values used as weights in the,
index theoretically would need tb be adjusted to
reflect those prices. To provide anidea_ of the size of
the adjustment, we assume that for the products
involved (fresh foods) the average state price is 30 -

-.percent below the av6rage CFM price, taking into
account quality differences. Valuing state store sales
at that pried adds 5.6 billion rubles to consumption.

As Bergson notes, consumption in kind theoretically
also should be valued -at that -equilibrium" price
here assumed to be 10 percent above the state store
levelless distribution and processing markups. In
1970,,food subsidies paid by the state to food'proces-
sors to compensate for the difference between pro-
curement prices and retail prices for meat and-milk
amounted to some 11.9 billion rubles. The estimated
gross subsidy per ton was 694 rubles for ritea,t and
68.32 rubles for milk." Household consumption in
kind can be revalued at the subsidized prices after
deducting processing and distribution costs estimated
at 10 percent of those values. The results then need to
be again revalued to reflect the assumed retail ',equi-
librium- priee of 30-percent above the state price
level. For products other than meat, and milk., a rough

The overall Market foNconsumer goods and services in
N
1970 probably was not seriously in disequilibrium. In
that year, the average savings rate was a low 5.2

__ percent, although the marginal propensity to save
jumped sharply.' This change probably reflected con-
sumers' reaction to the expected (and actual) rapid
increase in the number of new cars made available for
purchase by the population. Cash is required for
purchase of such high-priced durable goods, and
people's expectations of being able-to obtain one of-

_ __these much. desired items were greatly heightened.:-
Clearly, however, there-were numerous disequilibria
in m-arkets for individual goods and servicessur-
pluses of some items, manifestal in Spring clearance
'sales and price cuts and some `above norm" inventory
accumulationsand shortages of other goods, reflect-
ed in sporadic qUeues,and reported black markets.

With respect to products (mainly food) sold in both
types of outlets, prices paid in ex-village collective
farm markets (CFMs) exceeded the prices paid in

. state and cooperative retail outlets by an average of
59 percent. A part of that difference reflects the Much
superior quality of the products sold in CFMs. -We.

"JEC 1979; p. 766.

*'° Constance B. Krueger, ACES Bulktin. Fall, 1974, up 66-67_
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-allowance of 10 percent was made for-processing
distribution costs of state Procured products, and the
average retail prices so estimated were then raised by
30 percent-to bring them to the assupiedqulibria
urn- -price. The trial result is to reduce consumption
in kind by 5.6 billion rubles (12:7 compared with
1 8 3). Military subsistence is assumed to be correctly
valued in terms of the consumers utility standard,.
since the original prices are a cornbinailion of retail
and cFM priCes, more or less. The-effects of the two
hypothetical adjustments to 1970 valuations cancel
out; leaving the value or the goods compZ3nent of
consumption unchanged,,_-_ _

Relative prices for housing and some household ser-
vice in-1970 clearly did not correspond to the result
that would have obtained in an open market, Urban
housing vials rationed and rents heavily subsidized; the,
basic rental rate was the same as in 1928,-Prices for
utilities, public transport, communications and other
services also had remained fixed for ma py years.
Following Bergson's approach, we revalte, housing
and housebold services in 1970, so that their price is
related to that for goods in the ratio that prevailed in
the United States in 1976. We use the ruble/dollar
ratios given in the paper by Schroeder and Edwards."
The result is to _more thaittreble the value of these
services, 'raising it from 21.6 billion rubles to 68A
billion rubles- Education and health services, mainly-
government provided and valued at current cost, are
re-valued at factor cost, thus increasing their level
from 23.0 billion rubles to 27.2 billion rubles.

-The impact of all these revaluations-is shown halo

Established Prices Adjusted Prices
Billion
Rubles

Percent Billion
Rubles

Percent

Good: 166.-5 .9 166.5 63.5
Household
st vices

21.6 10.2 68.4 26.1

Education &
health

23,0 lb.9 27.2 10.4

Total 211.1 100.0 262.0 100.6

When the indexes are _weighted with adjusted price
weights, the average annual growth of consumption
during 1951-80 is 5.2 percent instead of 4,9 percent
The indek is speeded up a little because of the much

Gertrude E. Schroeder and Imogene Edwards. op. cir, p.-73.

larger Weights given to the most - rapidly expanding
categorieshousehold services, most notably trans-
portation, communications andutilities. The structure
of Soviet consumption in adjusted prices more closely
resembles that of developed market economies, welt as
Italy, than does the-structurein established prices; in
those prices, the ratio of goods to all services resembles
that of India. It could be argued that in 1970 excess de-
mand for housing was relatively much great than
that for household services; indeed,- excess demand for
such services as public transportation, communications
and utilities was not especially evident (i.e., by:queues
and Waiting lists). To consider the effect of this
pdssibility, the above calculation was carried out with a-
revaluation only for housing -among the household
services, The result was to slow the index of total
consumption somewhatfrom an average annual
grorth c7i- 4.9 percent to 4.5 percent during 1951-80.

k Comparison With Other Indexes

Official Soviet Measures
As already noted; the Soviet government does not

_ publish_an index of real per capita consumption that
can properly be compared with measures available for
Western countries. For a number of years before
1976, the government published periodic data on total
"personal c sumpiion" and "material expenditures
of instituti ns serving the population" in Current
rubles. The only published deflator related to final
consumption is an index of retail prices in state and
cooperative outlets. The index which shows almost, no -
change in the price level Since 1955, has been judged
seriously unreliable.' Indexes of collective farm-mar-
ket prices in the USSR as a whole have not been
published since 1968, although an aggregate index
can be calculated indirectly from-regularly published
data.

The Soviet consumption data refer- to consumption as
a component of national income (net material prod-
uct), omitting labor in all services but including some
depreciation on-housing and on the capital stock in the
services sector. For 1961-1975, the only period for _

which a comparable series in available, the Soviet
measure of total consumption per capita deflated by

L' See articles by Gertrude E. Schroeder and Morris Bornstein in
Trend and Hardt, pp.'307-312. 370-376.



-an index of official retail prices (including CFM-.
pricei) grows much more _rapidly than the CIA index
of real per capita consu

_ 1960

Soviet-Measures
current Gonstant.,
Prices Prices

100.0 100.0.

-1975 211..1 109.6

Average annual .1 6.1

- coverage may- be part of the explanation,:for the-CIA
idex includes personnel services in education, health
and other services, which apparejitly grow more slow-
ly than materials used in these-sectors. The main
reason -however,_seerns to lie in. the faulty price.index

CIA Index used in the Soviet-index to deflate current
Conslant __ tures and imputed -depreciationl-The.clA index, in
Prices contrakt, attempts to measure real quantities of goods
loon and services consumed.'Comparison of-this index- with--

_166.8

3.5
.

The Soviet government also gauges progress in raising
living standards by a riguldrly`published-statistical
series labeled "real ecomes.of the population," ex-
pressed per capita. Althbugh the exact nature of this
published statistic is something of e puzzle it
apOarently measures real per capita consumption of
goods and material services!! As described in an'
official source, the calculation for each year: (1) begins
with money incomes frorn-ad sources (2) deillictS taxes,
savings, change in bank loans an caSh. balances, and
payments for services to arrive at ofie-expenditures
for the purchase of goods (3) adds incomes in kind,
material expenditures (including depreciation) of insti-
tutions serving the pOpulationtrarisportation, health,
education and otherspayments for utilities, the value
of cooperative housing constructed, and depreCiation
on state housing, and (4) deflates current values with
an index of the prices of goods. In coverage, it differs
from the. IA index of consumption, mainly' by
Inclbsion of cooperative housing, depreciation on
housing and' orithe capital stock in services and by
exclusion of labor services. As Table 6 shows, the ..

official index grows much more-rapidly-than the CIA
indexalmost half again as fast for the period as a

- whole. The differgnee is greater in the 1970s than in
.

earlier periods.

The reasons for the faster growth of the official index
of real incomes are obscure. Neither the structure of
that index in current values nor the deflator has been
published. Why the official index increases m e
rapidly compared with the CIA index in sont ds
than in others also is not evident. Differences in

" Gertrude E. Schroeder in Trern1 and 'Hardt, pp. 304-307.
a The most-complete description of how:real incomes arently arc
calculated is given in USSR Gospktn,Merodicheskipe u iya lc
razzabotke gosudarstvennogdplana rarvitiya narodnato k
zyaystva SSSR. Moscow, 1969, pp. 499-505. (Hereafter re
as Metodicheskiye ukazaniya)

index'in current prices provides an'implied
sure or price_ inflation.

Other N)Ystern.-Measures
Only two Western measures of Soviel realnonsurrip-.
tion are available for-comparison with the CIA index-
esone calculved by Janet Chapman for the peri-
od 1950-58 and one calculated by Abraham Becker
for the period 1958-64. The construction of both of

.these series begins with estimates of consumption
constructed in current Prices.-The sub-categories of
consumption are then deflated by price indexes of one
kind or another. Both measures follow concepts and

A hif afriBeigi-off. T1
Char/mail-index for 1955-58 and the Becker index, in

-effe:et, employ Soviet official price deflators for goods
Burch_ ased at retail prices. The. Chapman index for
1951-55 uses Bergson's calculations for the period.'
The implicit' Bergson-Chapman deflator.gives nearly
the same rate of price change for the period as does a
weighted index of Official indeXes- of prices-in-state
and cooperativ8 stores and of prices on collective farm
markets."'The Bergson-Chapman implicit price index
for 1955 (1950.. =100) is 78.0;29 the combined- fficial
price index is 77.6 or 76.7, with 1950 and 1955
weights, respectively.

With respect to the other components, matters are
roi3re comiilex. In general, the Bergson-amI Becker
indexes (1/) value consumption in kind,- housing, and
persthal-servites in physical quantities in-constant--
sets of prices (2) deflate the _wage component of
expenditures on health and education by an index of
wages and (3) deflate nonlabor expenditures on health
and education by composite deflators compiledfrom
various sources (Bergson; Becker cieefed not tb deflate
such expenditures.) The Chapman index for. 1956-58

" Janet C: Chapman, tor. in bov e.
a Abraham Beeker, loc. cit., in above.
" Bergson, 1961, pp. 307-308,

Narkhaz 1958. pp. 699. 771. 787.
961, pp, 40, 85.



Compirrison of Official and CIA Measures of Soviet Per Capita Consumption

Average Annual
Rat4 of Growth
(Percent) -

Sovietindex
of Real Incomes
per Capita A

CIA Index of
Real Per Capita
Consumption b

&vie?
Index

CIA
Index

1950 00 100
1955 142 125 1951 -55 7.3 '45
1958 17 143 1956-60 5.6 4.
960 7 151 1961 -65 .6.

1964 209 163 1966-70 5.1
1965 22 171. 1971,-75 4.4 2.9

= 1966 236 -179-- 1976 -80 4 2.2
1967 252 9
1968 26 -2 1951-60 6.5 4:2
1969 281 _ 210 1961-70 4.7 a
1970 297 219 1971-80 3.9 2.5 .

1971 226
1972 23 229 951780 5.0
1973 9 = 236
1974 52 244..
1975 68 2
1976 84- .257
1977 397 263

1978 408 269
1979 276
1980. 282
The index was put t her from indexes for various periods given

in Narkhoz 1965, p. 593; Narkhaz 1967;p:674; Norickcia 1970, p.
. 537; Narkhoz 1975, p_ 567; and Narkhpz 1980, p. 380
b Table A-2. Growth-rates were calculated from itrirounded data

is deflated variously by a cost of living index given in
a Soviet source, the official index-of state retail prices,
and an index of die change in average wages.

,

Table 7 compares the rates of growth given by the
Bergson,' Chapman, and Becker indexes of total' con-
sumption with the rates shown by the CIA index'. As
can be observed, the CIA index increases more slowly
than the other Western indexes.in all of Ole:periods
compared. Many reasons could account, fr,the'diver-

;' gencesoipewhat different concepts, different treat-
ment of ,some expenditure categories, dat4 availabil-
ities, and others. Since none of the indexes hws been
extended to recent years, there seems little point in
trying to measure the impact of these factors. Prob-

- ably the main reason for_ the differences is that the

CIA-index is largely an aggregation of physical
measures of consumption weighted by expenditures in
1970 prices, while the other Western indexes employ
earlier base-year weights and rely much-more heavily' =-
on deflated value measures, with the deflators differ-
ing little from the official rdtail price indexes pub-
lished by the Soviet government. Also in constructing,
the.CIA index, use could-be made of a considerably
larger body of data and information that, has become
available in the past. 15-20 years. "_



Average Annual Percentage
= Rates of Growth_

Comparisons Q[-CIA Index of Total
onsunintion With Indexes Constructed

by-Bergson,-Chapman, and Becker
1951-5 1956-58 1951-58 1959-64

_

Bergson

man
Becker

-7.9 7" 7.4

TAW _

b Consumption is valued at 1950 prevailing prices. (Bergson, 1961,
W-85, 149).-Figure in parenthesis reflects a valuation in W50 ruble
factor cost.

Chapman, ioc. PP 238, 271:The index for 1951-55 is
calculated in adjusted market prices of _1937, -taken or derived from
data in Bergson, 1961, pp. (28,-134, 165. The extension to 1958 is
based' on estimate values in current prices and various deflators:
Sources are given in Chapman, foe th p. 272.
a Underlyng values are in 1958 established prices. Becker, 1969,
V. 526:

.



Description and Evaluation o
Component Indexes

'Goods

The index of goods-is the weighted sum of three
category indexesfood; sofCgoods, and durables and

-miscellaneous-goods: The weights are expenditures on
the thrcesategories in 1970, derived as explained in
detail in CIA, GNP 1970 and in Appendix D of JEC,
GNP.' 1950-q0, The weights for sub-,indexes of the
'three major- category indexes are consistent in concept
and method of derivatiowwith the major category
weights. All weights are shown in ruble values or
percentages in Appendix A, along with the indexes.

Food, Beverages, and Tobacco
Scope and Coverage. The category Foodi-d3everages
and Tobacco comprises ( I) household purchases of
these items in state and cooperative retail outlets arid
in 'collective farm markets, including pnrchases in
restaurants and canteens (2) household consumption
in kind of food products, obtained mainly from private
farming and (3) military subsistence. The concept
coincides with the category *Tood-and Tobacco- in
the personalconSurntition exPenditures in US national
accounts: Although the- index is a sample index, it
covers 94.4 percent of estimated total consumption 2f
the relei;ant prothicts. Only minor food items, such as
salt, spices, and condituents, are not included;'-all
important alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages, ex-
cent kvass and ;coffee, and all tobacco products are
included.

The composite index is a weighted aggregate of .18:
sub-indexes-111dr foods, two-for beverages andone
for tobacco. The weights for the sub-indexes represent
expenditures in 1970 prices derived to be consistent in
concept with the weights-tor the category as a whole.
The weights for the sub4ndexes arc considered
sonably reliable-. The sub-indexes are -based on phys-_=
ical quafitity,ses except for the indexes for macaro--
ni and for tobaced, which represent deflated retail
sales. Indexes and weights are shown in Appendix A,
Table A-1" underlYing data and sourdes are given in
Appendix B.

Ten sub-indexes for food products, with 63 percent of
the waght, arc based on official data on per capita
consumption of these products iifkilograms or phys
ical-units. The corisurription data, which have been

Published regularly since 1965," ar based on a
variety of sources, principally on bal !ices of the
-supply and uses of agricultural prod cts.and on
periodic family budget surveys. Whi e the latter have
been criticized for lack of representa iveness, the
results they giVe, according to Soviet tatements, are

-checked against availabilities given b the product
balances. Although the- abSolute level in any one year
must be used with great-care in inter ational com-_
parisons (because of definitional prob

_

are considered reliable in. trend.-The' aLe reasonably
consistent With.statistics for production, intermediate
uses, changes in inventories, and net-importS. The
preserit approach to constructing the food index uses
all of the per t apita consuniption series that are
published and replaces .an. extremely coinplei Method-
ology used earlier.31 That approach relied on produc-
tion data, with ntimcrous adOstrne t nd esti at
being required to fill in gaps in information. The
phYsical consumption data are believed to piovide an
improved theasure of year-to-year changes in con-
sumption, compared with the production-based series.

Four sub-indexes for food products and the two sub-
indexes for beverages with a total weight of 34
percent are based on physical production data, adjust-
ed where possible- for inventory change, net imports;
and qualityihanges. Data availabilities constrained
the extent of such adjustments. Such lacunae, along
with gaps in the series df data on Per capita consump-
tion, reduce the_teliability of the sub-indexes,' espe-
cially witfilr respect to year-to-yea .changes.

_
The two sub-indqes based on deflated retail sales (3
percent of the total weight) employ official retail price
inilexes as deflators; these indexes probably are not
seriously in error for the two products concerned
(macaroni-and tobacco). They do takceccottnfaf
changes in quality and mix,, however.- Although such

;changes are not reflected in, the series based on
consumption in physical units, this failure is probably

_ not too serious in the case of most food products.

" The method of calculating the physical measures of per capita
consumption is described in_Vest stat. No. 2, .1968, pp. 16-50.-
1' This Methodology was used to construct the index that was
published in JEC, 1976. pp. 641-650 and in all versions Published
earlier.



'Table 8 ..

Derivation of 1970 Weights for Components of the
Index of Food, Beverages, and Tobacco

Total

Fish
Vegetable oil

Margarine

Retail _ FM ilitary. Consumption Total Consumption
Sales for Sales for Subsistence. in Kind d

Consupption Consumption b. (Billion Rubles) (Billion (Billion (Percent

(Billion Rubles) (Billion Rabies) Rubles) Rubles)

79.924 .001

11.793 .024

2.963'

1.970

_690

110 -

6.964 0 859 100.00

6.702

Milk-
Butter
Cheese

Eggs

.058 -_.094

Ag21.

Sugar
Confectioneries
Tea

Flour and groats

a ron

Potatoes

Vegetables
Fruit
Aleoholibeverages and
soft drinks
Tobacco

2.677

.723
7

5.089

5.744
.580

9.295

-.534

.7

2.486_

3.130
23..866

20.209

3.073
.996

621

9. 4
3.02'.

.98

.61.

.07 =9.020 8. 6__

.121 A61 3.259 3.20

65 1.679

.020

77;

.014_

072-

.072

.120

..753

.224

46

.309

2.490

.517

.564

.723 .7

3.648 3.58

5.169 5.07.

5.744 5.64

.600

10.11 9.93

_:548. 4

4.0

3.299 .24

41160 4-

23.866 23A3.

2.780 .780 .73

. Retail sales reported inNarkhos 1972 pp. 584-585 minus
purchases by state enterprises and institutions small.scale
wholesale trade (met kip opt). Such purchases were deducted, based
on their reported shares in 1968-1969 as given in Vest stat,No. 5,
1971, pp.. 3&3T No atter-ilia-1,1/(as made to distribute the dednetion
for business restaurant meals or the reported total value of the
markup added to-the costs of products sold.in restaurants.
b Collectige farm market pUrchases were distributed by product
group on the basis of the following data (1) a distribution of sales in
all CFMs in 1957 (I. D. Ignatov Putt razvitiya kolkhoznoy torgorli,
Moscow, 1959. p. 15; (2) indexes of the physical VON= of total CFM
sales during 1958-68 (Illarkhoe 1959.p. 708 and Narklzor 1968, F.
654); (3) price indm5es for 1958-68 compiled from ttaSse for all CFM_
salek during 1958-63 (Narkhor 1959, p. 667; inand-Narkh 1968;p.

655); (4) ruble values for 1957 Obtained from-the shares giVen in
Ignatov and a value-of total sales given in Narrkhoz 1959,p. 708; (5)
extending these values to 1968 with current vildeIndexes dervied
from the indexes of physical volume and price; (6) assuming that the
relative shares so obtained for 1968 held in 1970. Institutional
purchases were deducted,.based on information in Vest vat; No. 5,
1971,p.39.
CIA estimates based on information concerning the basic military

food ration and its estimated costs.
dC1A, GA? 1970 pp..32-35. A value for fruit was estimated using
the methodology described there.-The value for butter represents the
milk equivalent of 104,000 tons of private production 19arkhoz 1970.
p. 151) valued at average realized prices. Consumption in kind of
sunfloWer seeds was allocated to vegetable oil.
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erghti.-Tho deriyatithiof-the,1970 weights for the
sub-indexes is shown-in Table 8. Essentially; the task
was to disaggrpgate the.components.pf the total
weightretail sales for consuMptiorr collective farm
market sales for consumption, roilitarysubsistence,
and Consumption in kind. The distribution-of retail
sales (the-bulk of the total) could be made with
considerable confidence, using published retail sales

sugar, and flour used in making those products-for
Which separate sublindexe§are calculated are found
in

_

various statistical handbooks and a varier x of other
Soviet sources, as are the data used to calculte
indexes of quality change for confectionery products

=
arid-for flour and groats.

Six of the Component indexes are-based on produetion
data and the assumption that the distributiOn of-sales in physical units: margarine, butter,-cheese, confer-
to enterprises and institutions was the samein1970 as tioneries, tea, and alcoholic beverages and soft drinks.
in 1968-69; Lack of data precluded allodation of the Where necessary and possible, the production data
public catering markup, amounting to 2,4 percentof were adjusted to allow for net imports and net
total retail sales of food and beverages. The distribu- inventory change. The index for the sum
tions of CFM sales and military consumption are far, of production in dekaliters of 3 products, combined
less certain, but probably not grossly wrong. The = with 1970 average price weights. Data on imports and
distribution of consumption in kind is given by the clip its are regularly published inihnannual trade
methodology for estimating its total value and is handbooks (Vnefiznaya torgovlya SSSR). Data on
thought to be reasonably accurate. ---=------wholesale and retail inventories weft regularly Pub-

lished in two tables in-the annual Narkhozy (e.g:
Narkhoz 1972, pp. 591,-593) until 1976; the tables
were dropped from the handbooks after 1973, thus
introducing some inaccuracies in the indexes for -

subkquent_years_Iltejnd_xe_for, confectioneries and
flour and groats incorporate indexes of quality to
refl9ct changes in product mix. The indexes for
tobacco and macaroni are based on deflated retail
sales, using official Soviet- retail price indexes:

Indexes. The primary data underlying all-of the sub-
_ indexes are given in Appendix B. Ten sub-indexeeare

based on officially published data for per capita-
consumption.expressedinalograms_ohunits;_these_____
data are converted to total consumption using mid-
year-population data. These sub-indexes are: meat,
fish, vegetable oil, milk, eggs, sugar, flour and groats,
potatoes, vegetables,- and fruit. Consumption so ob-
tained for milk was reduced by milk used to produce
cheese'and butter: consumption of sugar was reduced
to rempvesugar used to produce confectionery pro-
ductk: consumption of flour and groats was reduced
remove flour used in the production of confectioheries
and macaroni. The basic data on per, capita consump-
tion are given for 1950, 1958, 1960,. and 1964705 in
Narkhoz 1965. p. 597; for 1966-67 in Narkhai 1967,
p..697; for each year 1968-80 similar data are pub-
lished in the-respective year's Narkhoz in similar
tables. Data for the years 1951` -;57 and 1959 wore
interpolated on the basis -of growth rates for Produc
tion of each product over the intervening periods.

While the results for the period as a whole are
reasonably consistent with production data, the rates
of growth for 1951-55 and 1956-58 shown by the
physical consumption data are subject to considerable
and probably varying margins of error. Values for
1961-63 also were obtained by inferpolation, by use of
production data, or with data' on the value of con-
sumption in current rubles given in Narkh5z 1964,
pp. 580-81. The data required to remove the milk,

Soft Goods
Scope and Coverage. The "soft goods" category com-
prises (1) household purchases-of 16 categories of
consumer nondurable goods that are explicitly listed
in Soviet retail trade data, plus an estimated share of
an unidentified residual,in these data; (2) household
purchases of similar goons in collective farm mar-
ketsa minor item; (3) military consumption of such -
goods; and (i) consumption in kind of wool. Over four-
fifths of the Uieight for the. category consists of
clothing and footwear and related items. Although the
index for soft goods is based on a sample, it covers 94
percent of the total estimated consumption of these

-goods in 1970. The only items separately listed in
Soviet retail trade data that are not specifically
_included are fur products and matches.A variety of
odds' and ends that are included in residual:(unidenti-
fled) retail sales are also excluded, hoWever; the most
important of these- are medicines and gasoline.

The index for soft goods is a 'weighted aggregate of 16
sub-indexes. All but 5 ofthe 16 pertain to clothing,
and footwear (including fabricsrl'he weights for the
sub-indexes were derived in a manner consistent with
the derivation of the weight for the category as a



4t-Vhole: They areconkidered babe quite reliable. Seven
of the indexes with 72 percent =of the weight are based
on production series, and the rest are based on
deflated retail sales, using official retail price indexes.
When possible, the indexes based on physical produc-
tion data have been adjusted for net foteign trade and
inventory change. Three- otthese indexes can be
compared with indexes derived from official Soviet _
data on per capita consumption in physical units and
with deflated retail sales. `The comparisons are shown
below (1950-100). The CIA indexes agree quite well
with those based on Soviet data on per capita
consumption.

A B c- A- u- C

Leather
Footwear

of the farbiliar faillts-Of official pride indexes, the
indexes probably have an upward bias: One tan hope-,
but not be certain_that the various biases more or less
cancel out. However, the composite index of consump-
tion derived here clearly is preferable to a measuie that
relies entirely on-official values and price deflatOrs.

_

The CIA indexes for clothing and related items, based
on production, do not allow for imports, which come =
mainly from CEMA countries, Although imports rose
rapidly y-during the 1950s, they were miniscule relative
to the value of retail sales. During the 1960s, imports in
current prices increased at about the same rate as the
value of production inoonstant prices.' Although
imports in current prices increased faster than real
production in the 1970s, prices of imports evidently
increased rapidly also From this evidence, it appears

A B C that the CIA index for clothing is not seriously biased
1960 314 274 443 224 204 358 206- 206 315 downward by failure to allow for imports. Exports of

clothing have been negligible throughout the period.1975 758 809 1275 316 1,235 411 364 901
AIndex derived from Soviet per capita consumption data in
physical units.-ineluding imports.

t 1A indexf
CIndexes derived from official deflated retail sal

But both indexes grow much less rapidly than those,
based on officially deflated retail sales. No doubt, the
physically based measures understate the real growth
of consurnption of these items because they do not take
account of improvements in quality and product
assortment. On the other hand, deflated retail sales
indexes surely overstate real growth, since the price
deflators are known to have a downward bias. There is
no way to determine the degree of bias independently
because there are no suitable price data.

The, index for. Clothing (sewn garments) with a third or
the soft goods weight is based on official Soviet data on
thevalue of production in so-called constant (1967)

It, too, increases much more slowly tharrthe-
value of officially deflated retail sales: the respective
indexes for 1975 (1950= 100)-are 608 and 1048. Both
indexes, as well as the others discussed above, overstate
real growth of consumption to some extent because
they do not take into account the shift from home
production to factory manufacture. Although both
deflated value indexes (production and retail sales) are
believed to have unreliable deflators, that for retail
sales is considered the least accurate. The comments
about the reliability. of official retail price indexes
apply also to the 6 sub-indexes that are based on
deflated retail, sales. There aresio alternative data to
use in estimating consumption of these items: Because

Weights. The derivation of the 1970 expenditure
weights-for the soft goods index is shown in Table 9.
EISeritrally,-theta-srwas-tiaclisaiiregate the principal
expenditure categdries=retail sales for consumption _

and military subsistence. The allocation of retail sales
to sub-groups can be made with confidence from
published retail sales data and assumptions about the
distribution of sales to enterprises-and institutions..The
distribution of the military thing ration is tenuous
but is probably not grossly w one. Because their
content is unknown, purchas s of soft goods in
collective farm markets, a small sum, were not
distributed. The value of consuraption in =kind of wool
was obtained by the methodology used to derive the
total of such consumption and is thought to be
reasonably reliable; the wool was assumed to be used to
produce various items of knitted clothing.

Indexes. The data underlying all sub-indexes are
given in Appendix C. Six sub-indexes are based on
physical production data available in Promyshlennost'_
SSSR 1954 and in annual Narkhozy. They include:
knitted outerwear, knitted underwear, leather foOv
wear, rubber footwear, felfootwear,- and hosiery. The
series for leather footwear was adjusted for net, trade
and inventory changeneeded because of rapidly
rising imports. These adjustments could not be made

the other categories; imports are known to be

3.40



Table 9

Derivations of 1970 Weights for Components of the Index of Soft Goods

Retail Sa Military
for Consumption Subsistence b

Rubles) (Billion Rubles)

Consumption
in Kind

,
Rubles)

Total
Cotton fabrics
Wool fabri
Silk fabrics

40.370 ;
1.360
1.003

1.141

Linen fabrics 246 -;

1.199

Clothing .

nit underwear
Knit outerwear

()Slay
Leather foatvye
Rub
Felt footwear

13.022 d

2.603
4,127.
1.69

6.210
_865

.214

.651Household soaps and detergen
Toilet-soap and cosmetics

Total Consumption

_ Percent,
Rubles)

4,_ _
1;360

1.003

I.-141

246
.9324

.043

Ail_
.020

.123

13.954.

1646
.112 4.310

1.711

2.4
2.7

4.6

33.6

6:3

10.3

4.1

15.2

Haberdashery and thread
School and office sup_ plies

Publications

1.140
3_62

.834
1.640

2865

.651

1.140

1.640 3.9

a Total retail sales, less institutional purthases, services and commis-
sion sales. Retail sales are given in Narkkor 1972. pp. 584 -85.
Institutional purchases were distributed on the basis of the shares in
last half 1968 -first half 1969 shown in lest vat. No. 5, 1971,--p. 37.
Services were allocated on the-basis of data in Narkhoz 1972. p. 621.

_ Cloth used in repair ancl tailoring of clothing arid knfiwear was
allocated to fabrics in accordance with their respective shares in
retail trade. Laundry and dry cleaning services were allocated to
cloth.
b Military subsistence was distributed among groups on the basis of
information concerning the basic clothing ration end its cost by item.
r Wool.

Excluding fur and fur products.

negligible for other footwear. One indexclothing
is based on official ,data on the value Of production in
constant rubles; the data are given in the above-noted
sources. Few interpolations had to be made.

-Eight indexes arc based-on deflated retail sales:
fabrics_(cotton, wool, silkjinen), haberdashery, school
and office supplies, household soap and detergents,
and toilet soap and cosmetics. Retail sales in current
prices are available for nearly all years in the annual
Narkhory (e.g., Narkhoz 1972.-pp. 5847585) as are
specific indexes of state retail prices (e.g. `Narkhoz
1972, p. 603). Price indexes 'for linen cloth, household
soap and detergents, and toilet soap and cosmetics

were derived from current values and published index-
es of the value of sales in constant prices (e.g.,
Narkhoz 1972 p:555). The in-dex for publications is
-based on retail sales in 'current prices until -1977.no
mportant price changes are known to have been made

far these goods until then, the prices of which are kept,
low as a matter of social policy

Durables and Miscellaneous Goods _
Scope and Coverage. The index implicitly covers all
goods purchased in state and cooperative retail out-
lets, except those covered by the indexes for`food,
beverages and tobacco" and for "soft goods.- The



n ex inchides furniture:: hal-salad aprilianceS; radios
and TV.sets, passenger cars, sports equipment, toys,
musical instruments, dishwares, motorcycles and bi-
cycles, watches and jewelry, and a Variety of odds and
ends not specificallyidentified in the published -data
on-retail sales The statistics are not deviled enough
to permit an _accurate matching of the US classifica-
tion of goods into consumer durables and consumer-.
nondurables. Nonetheless, the classification used here
for the USSp---durables and miscellaneous goods
consists mainly fat least four-fifths) of items classified
as -durable goods in US national accounts.

The index for durables and miscellaneous goods is
based on a deflation of total retail sales of such goods;
it is not a sample index. Unfortunately, the coverage
of the index is not identical with-that of tIte 1970
value weight, which is used to move the index, but this
discrepancy is, -not thought to be serious. With the
detail available; it is not possible to provide an exact
match. The coverage of _the weight and the index

=

overlap by at least 80 percent. The items implicitly
covered _by _the index. but not by the weight, are repair
services for autos and household durables, building
materials, a variety of goods of unktiowncompoSition
included in a residual category in-Soviet retail sales
data, and retail purchases made by state enterprises=
and organizations.

The index based on the deflation of total retail sales of
durables and miscellaneous goods employs current _

price-values and an implicit official retail price index
as a deflator. Despite the reservations already mated
about the reliability of official retail price indexes, no
better approach to constructing the index could be
devised, given the paucity of data available. The
deflated sales approach replaced a method based on a
sample of nine. product groups, some measured by
production or sales in physical units and some based
on retail sales. This sample, severely limited by the
availability of Soviet data, was seriously unrepresen-
tative. It was .dominated by a group of goods
furniture, household appliances, radioand TV sets
and automobilesthat increased very rapidly from
verylow levels; these rapidly growing items made up
over tvid-thirds of the weight. Analysis of retail sales
data showed that the rest of the goods.covered by the
weight were increasing much less rapidly. The unre-
liability of the sample index also was indicated by the

'fa-ef-thit rate of giriiith tivas far hikber than an
official production series in constant rubles labeled

tovarovkurturno-bytovogo naznacheh-
iya i khozyaystvennogo ob'ikhoda," (cultural and
household goodshereaftei- -referredto as- :ovary),
which evidently includes-rnost-of the goods involved.
This value series itself is Probably biased upward.
because of unreliable price deflators.-Lack of data
precluded expansion_of the Sample to make it more
representative.

The present index based on defladd retail sales,
unlike physical value and production basedindexes,.
incorporates imported goods and reflects changes in
product mix and quality. On the other hand, it is
probably biased upward, because of-the flaws in
official-price indexes.-Dis flDisguised price inflation may be
serious for durable goodS, but there is no way to
estimate the degree-of bias. The index can be com-
pared with two other measures with similar (though
not identical) coverage. One is the offioial Soi4et
series for the production of household durables,and
related items inentoi pcd_aboycjheser_ies o_in c nstant
rubles-Srovory) is-believed-to-includeautomobiles a_
to be distorted by changing coverage _32 The other
index is a composite of 'the CIA indexes for produc-
tion of consumer durables and furniture, weighted by
estimated value of retail sales for the two components
in 1970: These indexes, components of the-CIA index
of Soviet industrial production, include passenger cars

The coverage of the :ovary series is not entirely clear. The
Narkhozy regularly provide data, mainly in physical Units, for a list
of the, -basic kinds of goods included. Clearly, it includeghousehold,--
appliances, radio and TV sets, musical instruments, motorcycles and
-bicycles. furniture, household chernicali,dishware and many other
products. A key question is whether it includes passenger cars_
Although not absolutely certain, the weight. of the evidence suggests
that it does. It is also prObable that the coverage of the series has -
been expandiug_ Both conclusions are supported by a-lefigthy
discussion of the ovary crappies of Dods in R. A. Likshin, Sprat
proizvodstvg torgovlya, Moscow, 1975; pp. 185-216_ Other evidence
for the belief that automobiles are included is provided by ---

comparisons of growth rates for production of :ovary during 1971-75
with (1) growth rates -for all components listed as included (Narkhoz
1975, pp. 294-295) and (2) growth rates for retail sales in ionstant
prices of all idintified componerits for which such series are
available. Among the production series, all those with large weights
increased much less rapidly than :ovary as a whole_ A similar
situation prevailed for the retail trade series:Firially, retail sales of
identified :ovary (less furniture) in current prices rose by 4,4 percent
during 1971-75, residual retail sales of non-food goods, which
include cars, increased by 128 percent, and production of :ovary
(including furniture) increased 64.5 percent/From what is known
about relative values of the various components, it is hard to account
for such a fast growth rate airless cars wereincluded_



and implicitly, ail of the items included in e roPary
series except household chemicals. A comparison of
the threeindeites is shown below (1950 --- 100):

Index of Consurpc. CIA Index of Index of-
tion of bumbles
and Miscellaneous
Goods _

goods. T'pr dure; in effect, derives the Price
deflator for th group _of gdods-tharis implicit in the-
values and indexes in current arid Constant values-
published by the Soviet government. This outcome is
made possible by the fact that the official indexes of re--

Production of Tovary _

Consumer- tail prices are linked indexes employing given year
Durablv weights (S. G. StolYarov, 0 tsenakh i tsenoobrazovonii
and Furniture. v R,-Moscow; 1969, p. 103). The values underlying-
-408 428 the index of durables and miscellaneous goods are

shoWn in Appendix D.

a Weighted by estimated retail sales of durables (78.4 percent) and of
furniture (2E6 percent)

-Although the index of consumption grew re...slowly
than the production-based indexes, the rates of growth
shown by the indexes are not greatlYidifferent. A
nurnber of factors may account for the differences: (1)
differences in coverage, (2) probable price inflation in
the rovary_series, (3) thelact that the CIA production
index reflects the tovary series in part, (4) the
prodlictien-based series include exports and some non_-
consumpton usage, while the consumption index
reflectsiMports, (5)_theproductionbased series allow,=

-for inventory accumulations.

Weights. The 1970 weight represents the value of
relevant categories of goods identified in Soviet retail
sales data plus a share of the residual of unidentified
sales,,less repair and other applicable services, commis-

_ sion sales, and purchases by state enterprises, and
organizations. The details are described in Appendix D
of JEC, GNP. 1950-80. The category weight is judged
to be quite reliable_

Index. The index for durables and miscellaUeous goods .
is derived from three sets of regularly published data:

-(1) value of retail sales by major product category ink
current prices, found, for-exdmple, in Narkhoz 1975:
pp. 626-627; (2) indexes of prices in -state and cooperat
ive retail trade by major product group (found4 for
example in Narkhozl 975,-pp. 645), and-(3) for a few
categories, indexes of the growth of retail sales in
Constant prices (found, for example, in Narkhoz 1975,
p. 590). From these data it is possible to obtain a series
of-ruble values of total retail sales of non-food goods in
constant 1970 rubles and likewise a series of similar
values for tobacco and for 17 categorieiof soft goods
that are' includdd.in our indexes for food beverages, and
tobacco and for soft goods. The sum of these 18 v-alues
for each-year was then subtracted from the total value
of non-food goods in that year to obtain the residual
value in constant 1970 rubles. The residual consists
almost entirely of durables and miscellaneous related

Services

- _

The index of services is a weighted average of an index
of household services and an index of communal
services. The weights are those for l97Qused in GNP
by end use.

Household Services
The index for househoktservices is a weighted aggre-
gate of six sub-indexes for major typesof services
houSing;_utilities_transportation,sorrirounications;se:,:__
pair and Personal care, and recreation. The indexes as'
a group cover all of the major household services; any
services omitted would be insignificant in terms or
consumer expenditures. The Soviet Union lacks most
of The financial and related services that are irripor
[ant in Western countries.- Although some, such as

services, do exist,there are no data concerning
them. The 1970 expenditure weights-used-to aggre--
gate the 6 sub-indexes are those used-in GNP by end
use; they are described in detail in CIA, GNP
and in JEC, GNP, 1950-80. Appendix D. Th data
underlying each of thesub-indexes are given in
Appendix E.

Housing. Scope. aaa-Coverage. The index measures
ihe flow of housing services in real terms by the
change an the total stock of living space available
expressed in square-meters. The stock ineludes all
housing, public and private; urban and rural. About
80 percent of rural housing and 25 percent of all
urban housing is privately owned. State housing con-
sists mainly of multi-family buildings, wiiere small
apartments are rented at heavily subsidized rates. The
basic rates have not been changed since they were set
in the 1920s. In the US- national accounts, housing

-services as a component of personal consumption are
measured by expenditures-in current prices, deflated
by an index for rents that is a component of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics; Consumer Price Index.
Value data are not available for the Soviet Union.



resumably, an index base' on housing space alone .

understates-the real "gains by failing to capture-quali-
tative improvements. However, there is little evidence
to show that the physical quality of housing -construc-
tion-per-se in the USSR has improved much over -the
year's. Although the average sike of a dwelling unit
increased between 1950 and 1978--by 17 percent for
publichousingand 77 percent for-private housing
(Narkhoz 1970, p. 541; Narkhoz 1978. pp. 393, 395),
urban housing remains crowded. The number-of new
dwelling units built, however, has failed to keep up
withthe number of new families formed. As a
consequence, many families and single persons must
share living quarters. Morton has estimated that in_
1970 there were 1.23 households per dwelling unit, a
rough Measure of the extent of-overcrowding." Also,

= urban familiek often must share kitchens and baths.
. with-other'familie§ some 30 petcent do, according to

a recent Soviet source' While state.nrban housing
has been increasingly provided with inienities
baths, hot water, plumbing and electricitymost
rural housing and probably some private urban hous-

___ing_stilLlick all_of_them except electricity__IVIosLof_
this aspect of improvement in housing cenditions is
captured in the index for utilities.

The diverse con§iderations discussed suggest that no
adjustment to the housing index needs to be made for
quality change. Probably the:largest element in irn7

_ _provement of housing condition's for the individual
under Soviet conditions is simply more space, which
the index measures when expressed per capita.

Weights. The weight for housing is the sum-of (1) cash
tents paid by tenants in urban public housing, (2) im-
puted Bents at the state urban public rate per square
meter for owner-occupied Urban Private and all rural
housing, and (3) expenditures by tenants and owners
focurrent repair of housing. The derivation of the
weight isdescribed in CIA, GNP 1970, p. 41. The
average state rental rate was obtained from a Soviet
source; Use of-that rate for, imputation to owner-
occupied housing was considered appropriate. Al-
though-the average quality of private housing Con-
struction is perhaps lower than for state housing, the
average new privately built unit has been appreciably
larger than the average state unit since.1960. More-
over, the state rental rate covers only about one third
of total maintenance costs.

" the, 1979. D. 797
A. Andrcev, Houszng. Mosoow,,Novo iti Press, 1976, pp. 14-15.

Index. The index used to,measure housing services is
an index of total living space, computed as the sum of
separate estimates for midyear stocks of urban and
rural housing, respectively. The estimates are based
on data regularly published in annual - statistical hand-
books Mukha* 1977, p.415). Although urban
stocks are reported directly, rural stocks are not. They
can be estimated quite sati§faCtorily, however; from a
Soviet estimate of-the stock in 1959, relevant official
data bearing on changes in the stock via new con-
struction and transfers to urban stocks, and an ak-
surnption about retirement-rates. The sources and
methodology for deriving the total stocks are de-
scribed-in detail in Willard S. Smith,- Housing in the.
Soviet Union: Big Plans, Little. Action," in_JEC, 1973,
pp. 419:422. This source gives the estimates for 1950;-
1955-71; estimates for 1951-54 were interpolated. _

Estimates for 1972-80 were obtained by the same -

methodology with data given in Narkhoz 1975; pp.
570, 576, 578, and for subsequent years in compara-
ble tables in the respective annual Narkhozy.

Utilities...9rope_and _Coverage.The_sector comprises_
household public utilities electricity, gas, and cen-
tralized supply of heat and hot water, cold water and
sewage disposal. The index, a composite of three
series expressed in physical units, is designed to
measure household outlays on these service§ in real
terms. The- sector is defined in the same way as the
Soviet category "eommunal payments," (Afetodiales
kiye ilkozaniya, 1969, P. 535) except that outlays
hotels and dormitories, included there, are classified
in recreation and in housing in the GNP accounts;

-
As defined here,'the sector is essentially the same as
the -household utilities" component of the sector
-household operations" in US national accounts for --

personal consumption. The procedure, in the ys is to
measure real consumption of utilities by deflating
money expenditures by appropriate price indexes.
Lack of data precludes this approach for the. USSR
However, the-Soviets claim that basic utility charges
have not changed in recent decades. The coverage 'of
the utilities index is essentially complete. The 197o
weights for thedihree sub-indexes are-based on data-
given in a-Soviet source_ Although the sub-indexes are
based on physical series (kilowatt-hours of electricity,
cubic meters of gas, square meters of state urban
public housing stock), they are considered suitable as
measures of real consumption trends. Quality changes
are not important in this' sector. The change in the
urban public housing stock was selected to move the
expenditure weight for centralized heat, water and



_billion kilowatt-hours in-I950 (Sekhoz 1971, 402).
,Consumption for for 1953 can be
estptated at 27.7 percent of total consuinption in
1953 front data in Sel'khoi 1960, pp.-428; 432, 436.
This share was assumed to apply-to 1950, and the
further assumption was made- that household-use
accounts. fOr 75 percent of the total- The Soviets
re rt that-10 percent of collective farfn households

_ - -- _ -age disposal bemuse separate Physical indicators
not available and-becauSe the bulk of such services

are provided to state-owned housing. Although the
Share of housing units provided withsuch amenities
evidently' has been rising, the data are insufficient to
allow for this factor -

fights- The e-expenditure weights for the three sub-
n xes electricity, gas, and other utilitiesrepre-

sent their respective-shares in total household-outlays
in 1970 and were derived-from a table given in ,
Ekonorniehokie nauks ;- no. 11, 1973, p. 44. The

- .percentage shares are, respectively, 45.1, 9.1 and 45.8.
The share allocated to *`other utilities " is the sum of
the source's categories "water pipes.and sewer sys-
terns,1-'4'heating-andhot-water-supply,'"---The-latterr

. two, with over four-fifths of the category weight, are.
supplied as joint products.

index_ The index for utilities-is a weighted composite
of three separate indexes-a-electricity, gas, and other
utilities (heat, water, sewage disposal).-

Electricity. The index reflects the consumption-of
electricity by all households, rural and urban, mea-
sured in kilowatt-hours. Consistent data are availa le
for only 3 years-1960, 1970 and 1975. onsum Lion
in 1960 is estimated at 17.358 billion kilowatt- urs
on the basis of the statement that household n of
electricity amounted to 81 kitowatt-hou s per person
(Energelikd SSSR v 1971-75 godakh, Moscow, 1972,
p: 61) and a Mid-year population of 214.3 million.
Consumption in 1970 is'given at 41.2 billion kilowatt-
hours (Ibid., p. 63). Consumption in 1975 is given as

_ 56.6 billion kilowatt-hours (Energetika SSSR v 1967-
1980 godakh. Moscow, 1977, p. 47). Total household
consumption is estimated at 9.251 billion kilowatt-
hours in 1950 based on some information with respect
to urban use and rural use Urban household con-
sumption in 1950 is reported at 9.412 billion kilowatt-
hours (P. S. Neporozhniy (ed.), Elektrilikatskria
SSSR. Moscow,'1970, p. 522). This figure evidently'
includes electricity used for street lighting, which was
estimated at 481 million kilowatt-hours on the basis of

(2.050 million) had electricity in=1950-(Serkhoz 1971,
p. 4p2). Comparable figures are not available for state
farms,-but the share probably was higher; they em-
ploYed 2.425 million workers in 1950. Since COMMu-
nal facilities were scarce in rural areas, household use
probably constituted most of the non-productive use
of electricity.

Estimates for all other yeanfwere derived by interpo-
lation on the basis of average annrt _rates of growth.
Household consumption in 1976 and thereafter was
estimated on the assumption that its share of total
production of electricity, regularly rted in Nark-
toz,-was the same as in 1975 (5.45 p cent).

-
e index measures gas consumed by households

in billi n cubic meters, Data on actual consumption
are available for 1966-76 (Ekonornika gazoVoy prep-
rkvshlennosti. No. 2, 1978, p. 7) and for 1960 (Gazo--
vaya prornyshlennost'. No. 4, 1970, p. 55)_

in all other years was estimated ontlhe
assumption that the household share_ws percent
of total prodtietion of natural gas in each year. In

. 1960, the share was 3.97 percent (Ibid.). During 1967-
76: its share fluctuated between 3.49 pefcent and 4.15
percent; its share was 3.89 percent in 1976. Data on
production of natural-gas are given as follows: 1950-
62 Prom. 1964, p. 213; 1963Narktior 1969. p.
198; 1970-76Narkhoz as a60 let, p. 205 and in
similar tables in Narkhozy for subsequent years.

=the Share of street-lighting in-1958 (I.-T.-Novikov,
Ettergetika SS SR, Moscow, 1961, p. 377) and the
assumption that the share was the same in 1950.

Total: use of electricity by rural households in 1950
was estimated at 320 million kilowatt-hours on the
basis of some information for 19'53. Total -consump-
tion for all uses by agriculture is reported at 1.538

Other Utilities. The measure for_this category is an
index of the midyear urban public housing stock
expressed in Mid-year stocks were calculated
from data on end-of-year stocks given as follows:
1950---Narkhoz 1922-1972. p. 367; 1952, 1958-62
Narkhoz-1-962,--p.-499;-4-963-64---Narkhoz-196.
610; 1965-68Narkhoz 196.p= 580;-1969Nark-
hoz 1969, 0. 568; 197075Narkhoz 1975, p. 576;
1976 and following yearssimilar tables in the re-
spective annual Narkhozy. Stocks in 1951 and 193--
57 were interpolated.
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cope and &overage:The index_of. IndeZ-Th8 nature and sources of data fo hemay' Trap poi#- =

transPortation is a measure, of passenger transporta- indexes are summarized: below:
bon services in real, terms It is, a Weighted composite
of physical series for 9 modes ortransrportrail, sea,
river; bus; air, train, trollcybus,=subway. and taxi.-The Rat nve r,1#

air
coxerage-of the index is coraplete',Both the we
and the physical series are based on officially pub-
lished data, and little interpolation-or estimation was
required. The component indexes use quantitative
indicators, mainly passenger kilometers and number
of passengers. Quality change does not seem to be a Tram, trolley-
serious problem in this seetoralthough the basic bus, subway
equipment has beemmodernized over the years; thus
probably making transportation physically more corn-
fortable. However, the degree of crowding likely has Tax`

not been much reduced.

In the US, transportation services as a component o
personal consumption in the national _accounts' are
measured by current expenditures deflated by _BLS .

price indexes. Annual expenditure data are not avail
able for the USSR. According to Soviet statements,

--fares-for-the-various.tipesof passenger 'transport have_
not been cbangedfor depacks_except for air and taxi

-fares in thelate 1970s.

Weights_ The weights used to aggregate the .9 sub-
jndexes are averap revenue rates per,passenger kilo-

, meter, per kilometer or per 'ride. The weights and

Passengel% P Transport! . 1972,-
p. 19, and tar table in
-Narkhozy ubsequent
years.

Passenger miles-- Transport loyaz -1972,
p. 139 and:similar tables in
Plarkhozy for subsequent
years.
Transport i svpas', 1972,

- pp. 256-57 and similar
tables in Narkhozy for
other years.

Passenger km_ Transport i svyaf. 1957,
pp 256 -57} Transport i
sdas* 1972, pp! 24647;
similar tables in Narkhozy
for other 'years.

theirsciurces are as follows:

_verage Rate Source
(kopecks)

0.87 per pass. km. Transport i suyaz . 1972, p. 111:

-----Tr46 per pass. bid- p. 151.
mile
1,48

i,31 km

Ibid.. p..186
Ibid., p. 241.

1.74per km. N.N. Belenkiy, Ekanamika
passazhirskikIpperevozak.

__ 1974, p._241, with a_25 percen
profit markup added.
N. B. Chestniy, Tardy no

tunas uslugi.1968, p. 19.
Ibid,
A. G. Krcykin (ed.), Passazhirs-
klye tartly na :rampart SSSR.
1966, p. 19

,------

Communications_ Scope and Coverage. Soviet statisti-
cal practice definesthe sector to incltidejlie postal
services, telephone system, telegra*sYstem, radio

__and...television broadcasting,amt 014collineous special
services .36 The irujex,for the sector is a Composite of
four ph-ysical output series for the-Major forms of
communicationspostal, telegraph, telephone, and
radio and televlsion; the four series are aggregated.
with 1970 average revenue (Implicit unit price)
weigh . The coverage of the index.evidently is quite

_ corn pl te, only -miscellaneous servIces being
ted, T e sum of, the revenues for the-four types
inclu_cd in the index comprised 98-percent of the
tptal reported revenue (Transport svyar% 1972, p.
=302).

Tram r ride

Trqlleybus 4.0 per ride
Subway

.
5 per ride

Taxi ,11.50 per km. Transport i svyaz; 1972, pp.
247i54.

The data,used for revenue weights,and indexes
to total activity of the sector, i.e., services rendered o-
business firms-and government,_as well as to private
persons. There are no data by type ofetitomers; _

evidence that the housellold sharehasteen relatively
stable is provided by a comparison ofhousehold
expenditures on communications in 1960; 1965, 1970-
and 1972 37 with the total. value of output of communi-
cationS in those years!' The household percentage.
shares are respectively: 38.5,-40,0, 33.3 and 34.2,

" Metodieheskiye ukazanipa. 1974, pp. 755-756_
" 1.M. Schneiderman, Statistika tislug, 1974, p. 62.
" Nark/oz 1972, p. 461.

" Although the index covers all passenger transportation both
private and businessthe 1970 expenditure weight excludes csti-
mated business travel outlays. Thus, their share in total outlays is
assumed to remain constant. .



,

Weights. The:wcight for the four suindexes and for
the components of the telephone indexes are the
revenues for -the various kinds of services provided by
the Ministry of Communications (Transport t svyaz
1972, 302). There are no data with which to obtain
separate value weights for the individual components
of the postal and radio-TV broadcasting sub-indexes:

Index. The nature and sources of data for-the four sub-
indexes are shown below.

sector --

--a

or

Sum of the number
of letters, newspapers
and magazines. par-
eels, and money-or-
ders and pension pay-
menu

Telegraph
Telephone

Number of tele
weighted sum of
number of inter-ur-
ban calls- sets.
and rural sets

Radio -TV broadcast, Sum of the number
In& of radios, TV sets,.

and wired loudspealc-
ers.

Transport t
svyaz p.
274 and Similar
tables in Nark
hazy for subse-
quent years
Ibid.
Transport
seyaz'. 1972. pp.
.274. 283, 285 and
similar tables in
Narkhozy for
subseimeat year-a:-
Transport I
svyai',1972, p.
292 and similar
tables in Nark-
hozy for subse-
quent years,

indexes.used to-measure expenditures in real terms are
calculated as the deflate-d values of outlays in current
prices.

The index for -repair and personal Bare" is a weighted
composite of separate indexes for state; supplied ser-
vices and for privately supplied services. Both purport
to represent the value of such services in constant 1970
prices:Although the coverage of the combined index is
virtually complete, the Underlying data leave much to
be desired. The index for state services is based on
published values reported for some yearsin current
prices and for other Years in vafiouL kinds of constant
prices. To complete the time series, use was made of
growth rates for the RSFSR and various assumptions
for years for which, no data aould be found: The series
for private services relies on survey data relative to the
RSFSR in 1960-1971 and on assumptions about their
growth in other years. Thrunsatisfactow state of the
data is a result of the fact that-state-supplied personal
services were long neglected and that systematic data
are not compiled on privately supplied services. Evalu-

--ation of the quality-of- the - resulting- index -is difficult_ it
relies in part on official price deflators of an unknown`
character. The index, as a consequence may overstate
the growth of state-supplied services. On the other
hand, the assumptions (and the data) ontrends in
private services may understate their groWth. Clearly,
the total supply of services has been increasing rapidly
as incomes have...mem-The index reflects this expected
result; the degree of accuracy is hard to assess.Repair and Personal Care. Scope and Coverage. As

defined here, the sector encompasses a wide variety of
personal services,-the most important of which are:
repair and tailoring of clothing, repair -of household

_appliances and automobiles; shoe repair; barbershops
and beauty parlors; public baths; and photographic
services. The coverage is nearly idcntical to that of the
Soviet statistical category Byiovoye obsluzhivilniye
naseIgniya ("everyday servicing of the population"),
except that_the latter includes housing construction
and repair, which is included in Thousini" in the GN!
accounts. In Sovierfradtice, these gel-vices are classi-
fied partly as "productive and partly as "non
productive," but: statistics for both groups combined
are now reported regularly in the annual handbooks.
The ,coverage of the sector is described in Metodiches-
kiye ukazaniya, 1974, pp. 774-776.

In US national accounts these services are classified
mainly in "personal services" and "miscellaneous
repair services and hand trades." For the most part, the

Weights. Separate vajues for state and privately sup--
plied services were derived for the 1970 GNP weights.
The value for state-supplied services was obtained as
shown below: The value of private services is estimat--
ed in CIA, GNP 1970, p. 42, except that_ housidg
repair -services are now estimated at 1.071 billion
rubles. (See tabulation on next page.)

Mdexest State-supplied services. The construction of
thisSub=index entailed a series of linkages based on
diverse data. .

1. The proCedure described on the following page to
Obtain the value for 1970 was used to obtain similar
values in current prices for 1960 and 1965-1972 and in
comparable prices for 1965 and 1970-76. The Valuei.of-;.
sales to-enterprises were estimated from the shares
giVen in Chnitliev, op. cit., p. 98 for 19p5, 1970, and
1972. 'Their share-in 1965 was used for all preceding
years. Extrapolation for 1973.-76 was made on the
basis of the average annual rates of growth of their

347
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Total services

upplied Services, 1970
M(lIioTr
Rubles
4.044.4

Less sales to enterprises --

Less9- 5'Percent of the housing services sold to
enterprises
Plus 96 percent of the materials used in
tailoring of clothing

Privately-supplied services:\The grOwth rates ofIkese
services during_1959-1970-are-based on data for the
RSFSR giveriin Y.I. DmitrievKaP. cit.. i?. 45. For
1950-58, the 1959 value was aSsbTed. The level in

i75.0, 1970 Was assumed the same in all Follow- ing years, on
the reasoning that the last grdwing supplies of state
services would tend tO e'rowd out pri4te services, given
the generally hostile,official attitude toward them,
even though money incornesinued to rise rapidly,

,i,003.1.

Plus 96 percent of rhe-marerials used in
tailoring or knitwear;
Equals consumer purchases qf service
ad%'ork hoz p. 621.
b Esrimated.on the basis of percentage data given for theitSFSWin
V. I, Drnitriev, Metodologichesklyealnavy prognozirovanlyo sproso
no bytovyye uslugi.1975. p. 98 and ruble values in itlorkbor RSFSR

115.4.
There are ne other data on the trend in the supply of
these services.

-Recreation. Set:Tel:1nd Coverage. As defined here,- the
Sector encompasses activities provi mg entertainment
and recreation services to the population that are
largely paid for out of household incomes. Conceptu-
ally, the sector includes both public and private,
purveyors of entertainment and recreational services;
such. as movies, theater, ballet,.concerts, circuses,
sports, vacation resorts, and lodging facilities. There is
no direct counterpart of this seen:it in the Soviet
classification of-economic activities; rather, the sector
encompfsges--"art11, a-component of the category-,
-culture and art;" -sanitoria and resorts" and "sports
and. physical culture organizations,'" both components
of "health and physical culture"; and hotels, a
component of "housing-communal eco-nomy and ev-
eryday services."- (See Afetadichesklye ukazaniya,
1974, pp. 762, 764, 767.) The categories in US
national aceotints:that would-be edeompassed_in
-Recreation" are: motion pietures, amusements and
recreational services n.c.e., and hotels and Other lodg-
ing places. -

The index used to measure the activity of the sector is
a weighted aggregate of three sub-indexes: -entertain-
ment," -resorts" and "leisure." The first reflects the
activities of movies, _theaters, sports, and other1 enter-
tainment enterprises. The second represents the ac-
tivities of-vacation_resorts _which are_publicly_operat _
ed and heavily subsidized in the USSR. The third is
intended to represent recreation in the form of travel,
not yet common in the USSR Available data do not
permit satisfactory measurement of these diverse ac-
tivities. Neither expenditure data nor price deflators
are available for developing the deflated expenditure
series that are employed to- measure comparable
activities in US national accounts. As a substitute,
several physical series were-selected to represent the
various types of activities and aggregated with 1970

- 4480j

1972, pp. 4017402.
Materials are assumed to constitute half of total sales approximate-

ly the Milo for earlier years shown by data in Narkhoz 1968. p. 664
and-Plarkhoz-1959 ,-p. '660. Enterprise sales are calculated at 4
percent of-enterprise purchases of tailoring services, the share that
can be derived from Dmitriev!s data_ z

share during 1966772, using data on total sales given in
Norkhoz 1972. p. 621 and similartables in Narhozy

--forsubsequenryears.-The-share was-assumed-to
remain unehanged'after 1976. The shafe estimated for
that year (16.9 percent) accord S well with a Soviet=
statement that the share was almost 18 percent in
1975." Because of a change in the way data-were
reported, useof this procedure for years-after 1976
necessitated adding materials used-in repair ofdura-

----T-bles and of housing to the published totals; these-were
estimated to be half of the totals, their shares in 1975-

2. These values in current and consist Prices are used
tO splice together an index irr constant prices for 1966-
80.

-3. The index for 1960-65 is based on constant price
values given in L.A. Bobrov, N.V. Gukov, and K.S.
GuleVich,--Ekonotizika bytovogo obsluzhivaniya nase-
leniya;.1971, p. 27.

4. Data in current prices for the RSFSR, cited in Mid..
p. 24 for 1958-62 were used to obtain an index for
1958-60. For 1956-58, the annual growth rate is based
on constant aice data= for the RSFSR, given in L.A.
-Bobrov, Ekonornicheskiye problerny bytovogo obsluz-
hivaniya naseleniya, 1978, p. 58. An annual growth of
10 percent was assumed for-1950-55, the rate reported
for 1950-54 in Bobrov, et al, -1971,

" N.V. Gukov. Ekonorniko. orgonizotslyaralonirovonlye muter-
iarria-tekhnicberkogo snabzbenaw predproaay bytovogo obrluchi-
voniya; Moscow. 1977, p. 14.

.



expenditure weights". Despite reservations concerning
both the sub-indexes and weights, the composite index
probably reflects real outlays on recreation reasonably
well. Its relatively-slow groWth is consistent with the
traditional reluctancevf the Soviet government to
invest in the provision of recreational facilities and_
with the impact of rapidly growing availability of
television on attendance at movies and similar

Weights. The derivation of the 1970 expenditure
weights for the three sub-indexes is explained in CIA,
GNP 1970, p. 42. _

Indexes. Entertainment. The index is based'on the,
sum of the numbers: of paid admissions to` movies and
admissions to theaters. These are the only series of
-data on entertainment that are regularly published.
The data are to-be found in two tables-regularly
published in annual handbooks; e.g., Narkhoz 1972,
p. 669.

Va
=

tion-resurts.-The index is based on the number of
persons staying "sanatory, resort polyclinics, rest

and.nd. pensions" in each year; the series'-excludes
visitors to "rest bases" and -tinirist bases," which are
essentially campgrounds and shelters.-There are no

- other: data available to reflect sueh formS Of recrea-
--tion.-Datafor.1950; 1-958,-1960-80 are given in tables

arly published inNarkhozy, e.g.Narkhoz 972.
[3: 569. Growth, rates for other years are interpolated.

-Leisure= The index is based on machour employment
in bowls: Thereare no other data-available on this
fori'n of_travel and recreation, which is greatly under-
developed in the Soviet union. Employment in hotels
was estimated for 1950-69 in Stephen Rapawy, Cora-
parison of US and USSRICivilian Entriloymeal in
GOvernment.-1950-1959. US Bureau of the Census,
International Population Reports 'P-95 No_ 69 .April
1972; p. 17. Estimates for subsequent years are Vased
on the: assiimption that employnientin hotels in-.
creased.at-the same rate as emploYinent in the -
hoitsing-Corninurial economy, regularly reported in
Narkhoz. Narkhoz- 1977, p. 378. The'andual -

'number of manhours worked in hotels is assumed to
be the same as thatin housing-communal economy.
Manhours for 1950-74 are estimated in Stephen
Rapawy, -Estimates and Projections of Civilian Em-
ployment in the US,SR. 1950-1990. US Bureau of the
-Census, Foreign Economic Report No. 10, September
1976. P. 60, and extended to 1980 by hint -

Communal Services
The index of communal services is a weighted aggre-
ga_te of separate indexes for education and for-health.
The coverage Of-these services,-nearly all state-pro'-
vided, is virtually complete. The-1970 weightS used to
combine the indexes are total current expenditures on
these seLvices by the population and by the govern- -
merit. The data underlying the two sub-indexes-are
Mown in: Appendix F.

.
Education. Scape and Coverage. The definition of the
sector _follows Soviet statistical practice and includes
(I) kindergartens and all tYpes of general education
schools concerned with the education and rearing of
children, (2) trade schools fvocational-technical
schoo s), and (3) higher and secondary specialized
educa onal institutions of all kinds (Metadichefkiye
ukaza iya, 1974, pp. 755-56). The coverage coincides,
mostly,--with "private education and research," a
component of personal consumption expenditures in
the.US national accounts, plus-government expendi-

, ,

tures-on 'education:Expenditures on nurSeschoolS==---
and on public libraries in'the US are included in
educatioh; incthe USSR, the fdrmer are included in
-health" and Ihe latter in "culture."

The index of education services is 6-weighted compos=
ite of t sub-indexes--Lpersonnel services and other
current purchases,- Mainly:food;Attilities- arid -suntilies.
The index for personnel is a measure of manhour
employment and igitsed to move wage expenditures in
1970 The result is equivalent to the procedure-used
by Bergson and Beeker-ancl.also to that-in the US,
-where total wage expenditures-are deflated by an
index of average wages. The index for other expendi-
tures is deflated value series, as are similar indexes
constructed by Bergson for the USSR for 1928-55
and by the Department of Commerce for the US.
Use of manhours as a measure of personnel-servicd--
makes ne allowance either for productivity change or
for improvement in the quality of education in general
that may have resulted from changing skill mixes and
an upgrading of the level of qualificatinn of teaching -

staffs. Elecause a suitable measure of productivity in
'educatiOn haS yet t6 be devised' and agreed-upon, the
practice in the US and elsewhere is.to measure
education services' in real terms on the basis of inputs,
as is done here for the USSR. In its measure, the _US,
does make some allowance for changes in the quality
of labor inputs (skill mixes). The data required-for an
adjustment for rising qualifications and changes in
skill mixes are not available for the USSR.



Weights.- The weights used to combine the sub-
indexes for personnel services and other current ex-
penditures are their respective shares in 1970 of total
expenditures on education, excluding investment and
student stipends.-Their derivation, revised from that
used GNP 1970. is explained in Appendix D
of JEC; GNF, 1950-80.

Indexes. Personnel services. The index of total man-
hours worked in education was obtained as follows:

a. Estimates of manhour employment in "education
and culture" gombined during 1950-74 are presented
and the derivation described by Stephen Rapawy,
Foreign Economic Report No. 10 (loc. cit ), pp. 50-51
and extended to 1980 byhim.

b. Estimates of total manhours worked in education_
alone were obtained by subtracting vstimated man-
hours in Culture from manhours in education-and'
culture cOmbined. Estimates of manhours in culture
were obtained by: multiplying emploYMent in culthre
in each year by the-number of manhours worked pe
person.

la) Odier current purchases in current prices

-Rota' purchases in each year are based-on estimates-
made separately for kindergartens; general education
schools (including- children's homes and boarding
schools), higher educationlvuzy),and secondary spe-
cialized educational institutions (tekhnikums)._Expen-
ditures for these types of schools make up over 80
percent of total outlays on education. Data far other
schools (mainly trade schools, correspondence schools
and the like) arc not available.

The procedure used to estimate other current pur-
chases for each typeof school was as follows;(1) using
the distribfition of expenditures in the budget of the
union-republics, investment expenditures were first
deducted from total expenditures to obtain a series for
total non-investment outlays. Front this value for each
year was then deducted the sum-of wages and social
insurance, stipends, capital repair, and purchases' of
equipment. The result is a series of values for other

piirehasei firiariaidlibirithe-blidgetS-CT the
republics.

(4 The values obtained in step (1) were expressed as
percentages of total non-investment outlays from re-
public budgets. To obtain the values for other current
purchases for the USSR as a whole, these percentage
shares were multiplied by total non - investment out-'
lays reported or calculated for the USSR The proce-
dure assumes that the distribution of expenditures for
each type of school in the total state budget is the
same as that in the sum of republic budgets. The
latter accounted for roughly 85 percent of the total in
1975. The distributions of expenditures in both types
of budgets were similar in 1950-57, the .only years
_when distributions pertaining tothe total budget for
the USSR are available.

a; Average annual emploYment in culture is given for
1940,-1965. 1970-75 in Narkhoz 197_t p. 533, `for
1966 in Trud v 5.55R, 1968, p. 27 and for 1976-80 in
Narkhoz-1980. p. 358. Employment in culture in
1965 and 1966 was 8.4 percent of total employment in
education and culture; its share was about the same in
1940.- Accordingly, employnient in culture in 1950-64
was calculated by assuming that its share was 8.4
percent in each year: Estimates for 1967-69 were-
interpolated. Employment in education is obtained by
subtraction for thcfse years in which it is not reported
directly.

d. Average annual man-hotirs worked in culture are
estimated by a Procedure similar to that used by
Rapawy (loc. cit.). The procedure assumes that hours
worked annually per person employed in culture
follows the trend derived for industry. The level of
annual manhours in, culture was calculated by-apply-
ing to the level for industry in each year the _ratio of
the scheduled workweek in culture (38.6) to that in
industry (40:7), as reported in Vest strut, No. 4, 1978,
pp. 94-95.

Other current purchases. The index is based on esti- _

mates of these purchases in current prices, deflated by
a price index.

(3) Distribution of expenditures from union-republics
budgets by type of school, as well as total expendi-
tures for the USSR, are available for the years 1'95°-
57 and 1960-75 in the following sources: Raskhody po
sotsiarito-kulturnyye meropriyatiyapo gosudarst-
vennornu byudzhetu SS1?, Moscow, 1958;s(hereafter,
referred to as Raskhody), pp. 11, 12, 38, 49-58;95,
97. Gosbyudzher 1966. pp: 23-24, 79, 82 85-87, 89.
Gosbyudzhet 1972,,pp. 27-28, 85, 87, 91-94. Gos-

byudzhet 1976, pp. 25-26, 82, 85, 88-91.



In making tbe calculations, allowance was made for_
change in classification in the 1960s. Parental fees
were added'to total budget expenditures foi-
kindergaitens.

(4) For the years 1976-80, data on total non-invest-
ment expenditures by major kind of school are given
in 1Varkhoz 1980, p. 525. The pcfcentage shares

- obtained for 1975 in step (1) were used to calculate
values-of total current purchases for those years.

(b) Price index

Other current purchases by educational institutions
encompass a wide variety of items. The largest cate-
gory i food (estimated from budget data at 47 percent
of otal in 1970). Other sizeable items are services
and miscellaneous outlays (25 percent), bedding and
uniforms (9 percent), and numerous items related to
utilities, office supplies, and-housekeeping expenses
(1 .percent) No'satisfaotpry price index exists or can
be devised to deflate this mix of expenditures.-Official
industrial wholesale price indexes arc too highly ag-
gregated for categories other than food, and in-any
event are of dubious reliability, as are also the official
indexes of retail' prices.' In the belief that some
deflation procedure, however crude, is -preferable to
none, it was decided to adopt a deflator that is implicit
when the CIA index of household consumption' of
purchased goods in constant prices is compared with
an index of retail sales of such goods in current prices
that can be calculated from official Soviet data. The
justification for employing this "alternative index is
as follovis: (1) the need for some kind of deflation is
recognized; (2) the implicit index is largely indepen-
dent of official price indexes; (3) from a comparison of
data in -Vest stat, No. 5, 1971.-pp. 34, 36 with
expenditure data in Gosbyudzhet 1972, 94 it is
evident 'that schools, primarily kindergartens, pur-
chase nearly all their food in retail outlets, as well as
about one-third of all Other material purchases."

The implicit indexshown in Appendix F--declines
by 13 percent during 195155 and rises by_40 percent
during 1956-80; in contrast the implicit official price
index (gate and collective farm market prices com-
bined) declines by 25 percent during 1951-55 and

"tin- this point, se Morris Bornstein in Trernl and Hardt, 1972, pp.
355-395.

ains virtually unchanged thereafter. -The interpre-
tation'and limitations-of the `alternative" price index
are discussed in JEC1975, pp. 631,-651. A revised
version of the index, along with-a description of
sources and methodology, is given in JEC, 1979, p.
766:Despite its limitation_si the -alternative" index is
believed to reflect-price changes far more accurately

.than ithe official ndex, Moreover, even the "alterna.
tive" index may be biased downward; because the
CIA index- itself incorporates several stib-indexes
based on the value of retail sales in constant prices as
measured by official price indexes. The sub-index for
"durables and miscellaneous goods" is the most con-
spicuous example.

Health. Scope and Coverage. The_sector is defined in
Soviet statistical practice to include all activities
concerned with public healthhospitals, clinics, Sana-
toria, vacation resorts, homes for the aged and dis-
abled, and organizations concerned with social securi-
.ty and physical culture. In constructing the index of
health services, expenditures on vacation resorts and
sports activities are removed. The definition, then.
corresponds. in the main, to the coniponeni "medical
care and expenses".in the US national accounts-for
personal consumption expenditures plus government
expenditures on health and hospitals and on medieal
vendor payments.

The index for health services is a weighted average of
sub-indexes for "personnel services- altd for "other
currept purchases"mainly food, medical supplies.
utilities, and housekeeping and office expenses. The
_underlying data are given in Appendix F. The nature
of the index is the same as that foi "education",
described above. The discussion there of the limita-
tions of such an index applies also.to the index for
health. In constructing the weights for the index,
expenditures on physical culture and vacation resorts
were deducted;- they are included in the sector-1're-
creation." Lack of detailed data prevented the re-
moval of workers in physical culture from the employ--
ment data underlying the indexes. However, their
share in total employment-is small (5.2 percent in..
1966): they are not-included in the published outlays
for "health," and therefore are omitted from the
index of other current purchases.

Weights. The sub-indexes are weighted by estimated
expenditures in 1970 on personnel services and on

Separation of expenditures between material purchases and materials and the like. The weights, revised from
services follows-the approach used in M. R. Eidel'man Mezhotras- those used in CIA, GNP 1970, are described in
levay balans obshchesniennogo produkta, Moscow, 1966, p. 165. Appendix D of JEC. GNP, 1950-80.



- --
Indexed Persiannekervices. The index for pgitormel:
services is based on total manhours worked irihealth

-and physical culturp.".The manhour series for 1950-
1976 is presented and described Stephen Rapawy,
Foreign Economic Report No. 10; lac. cif., p. 60, and
extended to 1980 by him. It was not possible to
remove manhouts worked in snorts organikations and
vacation resorts friSin the series-. There-are no data
with, which to adjust- the-series either for changes in
the educational quality of the labor forte or foe
changes in the_skill mix. However, the number of
"middle medical personnel-----nurses, feldshers, medi-
cal technicians an the like---has increased faster
since 1950 then has the number of doctors; Avetage
life expectancy at birth in the USSR-did not change
between 1960-61 and 1971-72, when the publication
of such data was halted -Life expectancy probably has
declined since then; because infant mortality rates
and death rates for adult males-have Iieen rising since
1969.42

r current purchases: The index of other current
purchases is obtained by a procedure similar to that
used for education, The.derivation is as follows:

(at) Other current purchases in current prices

(1) Data on total non-investment outlays for health
financed from union republic budgets are available
for 1950-57 and -1960-75, with a distribution by type
of expenditure. To obtain "other current purchases"
in each year, the sum of outlays on wages and social
insurance, equiptnent, and capital repair was deduct-
ed from total non-investment outlays, and fees paid by
parents were added.`The.values for "other current
purchases" so obtained are' then expressed as percent- --

-ages of total non-investment outlays:

(2) Almost four-fifths of. total expenditures on health
is financed- from republic budgets. To obtain values -

for ','other current purchases" for the USSR as a
whole the percentages derived in step (1) were multi-
plied by the values for total_non-investment outlays
financed from the state budget (union and republic
budgets). This step assumes that the distribution of
expenditures by object is the same in both types of
budgets. The distributions were qugsimilar in 195
57, the only years when such data for both budgets
are available.

Christopher Davis and Murray Feshbach, op. cit_ pp. 1-8.

_

3) The.data 'for steps (1) and (2) are found in the = -111

following sources for 1950-75: Raskhody, pp. 71-72,
76. GosbyudzIzet 1966, pp.:57, 90, 94.cosbyudzhet
1972, pp, 62, 95, 99, Gosbyudzhet 1976, pp. 60, 92,
96.

For years after 1975, data on total non-investment
outlays for health financed from the state budget are
given in the annual statistical handbooks, e:g., Nark-
hoz 1978, -0; 536. The percentage share of "other
current purchases" in the totalmas assumed to remain
at the 1975 live]: the share changed little in 1966-75.
A small amount of current expenditures for health
care is knqwn to be financed from sources other than
the state budget (funds of enterprises and trade
unions, mainly). There are po data with which to take
such expenditures into account in constructing the
indexes.

(b) Price index

"Other current purchases,- by institutinns classified in
the health sector encompass a wide variety of items.
The most important one is food, which in the expendi-
turesin republic budgets made up an estimated 32
percent of the total in 1970; the remainder consisted
of medicines (26-percent), bedding,ancl uniforms (8
percent), services and miscellaneous outlays (22 pet-
cent), and a variety of items related to office and
housekeeping expenses (12 percent). The price index
used to deflate this mix of expenditures is the same as
that usetito deflate a similar group of outlays of
educational institutions. The considerations leading to
this choice are similar to those set forth above in the
discussion of the price deflator for other current
outlays in education. Like schools and kindergartens,
hospitals, rest homes, and children's nurseries pur-
chase a substantial part of their supplies at retail
outlets, particularly food. According to data in Vest
star, No. 5, 1971, pp. 34, 36, compared with data in
Gosbyudzhet 1972, pp. 95, 99, these organizations
purchased nearly all of their food from retail outlets
and a significant share of other purchases..

The description and sources for the price deflator are
given above in the discussion of the index for
education.



Appendix

Table A-1

Indexes or Total Consumption in Established Prices

by Category, 1950-80, and 1970 Category Weights a

Consumption

Goods

Food

1970 100-

4

1970 1970'. 1950 . 1951" 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958. 1959-

Weights Sub.index

Weights

Rubles) (Percent)

21483, t6 37.1 40.2. 43.0 45.9 .48.2 5L

Anirm41 products

-Fish

Meat

MIJk

Butter

Cheesc

Eggs

Pr

-166.478

107.926 100.0

42,310

3.1 13.1 , 36.5 40.0 42.9 45.8 48.4

55,4 517

52.4 56.2 -. 58,3

619

623 65.5

54.2 551

39.5 . 39.0 42.3 45.9 47.5 50.9' 53.1 57.4

.9 3 6 40.6 42.9' 46.4 0.3 553.

52.23.0 3,7 39,9. 39.3. 40.7 45.6 493

19, 40.2 39.4 41A 44.7 46.9 47.1

.9

3.2

0.7

. 46.6 46.1

32:4 35.0.

d foods 13.857

Sugar

Vegetable oil

Margarine

5.1

1.0 9._ 35,4 39,1

OA 25.9 30.1

153 17.7

2 '32,2 35.1 39.

26.0 34.4 38 45.9 37,6 46,5 50,7 52A 54.92 57.5

. .19,2 . 32.3 34.5 4 45,1 45. 48.6 . 51.1 51.9 . 54.4

48A '55.1 46.3 ". 50.8 54.1 58.9

37.0 45:2. 52.4 53.3 546 57.1 56.8

$0.7

51.4 55. 63',9 68.6

44.5 44. 45.3 45.2 48.9 . =561 66.5 65A

37.1 393 463 , 52.9 57;6 64A . 66:1

19.0 21.4 23/ 27.6 30.

C4 -.. 45.9 48.6

32.4 .35.4. 36,8

55.8 57.9 623

Confectioneries 5.6 313 . 36.7

Macaroni 0,5 28.9 3. 44A 55. 65A 69.8 633 71A

22..890 .72.4 60A 68.6. : 72.6 .76.4 .79.6 18.2 82.8

4.0 137. 611 9. 97.9 1021 93.6 95.9

46.1 .4_ . 48.1 55.5 58.0 68.0 65.2 67A

4.1 23 .1 27.0 28.8 33,5. 38A 32A . '55;5

751 79.6 84.0. ,86,0 ..,

7

40.9 45:0. 46.6 44.6 51.0 51.0 54.5 57.7

Basic foods

Potatoes

Vegetables

Fruit

Flour and groats

Beverages and tobae0 : 28.869

Alcolidandkft drinks'

.Tea s ' 29.1 .

23A

20.8 23,3 26:0 . 29.2

19.6 22.2 25,0 28.2

34:2 39.132.7

Tobacco * 29.3 .

73.8

84,1

983 100.0

13.7 10.8

55.6

.77:0

83.4

.0

95.1 '93 9 23 .93.789 8 95A

32:9 36.9 38.5

35.9 37A

40.6 463 39.6 40.6 49.8 49.8

- 40,2 431 45.6 41.5 493 : 51/

1.

42.6 44.8.

42.1

443

44.2 . .43.8 _



Table A-1 continued

r

Soft goods
. .

. Cotton fabrics

Wool fabrics

Silk fabrics

1970 1970

Weights -Sul ndex

(Billion Weights

Rubles) (Percent)

44.294 1R0

3.3

2,4

2.7'

1950 1951

24,5 27.7

91.7 95.5

561 50.0

Linen fabri Ok

19.7 24.1

32.4 30.4

Sewn goods 335' 19,5 22.2

Hosiery 4.1

Leather shoes 15.2

ub r footwear

Felt footwc3r

Knitwear _

35:3 " 443

29.0.-- 5M

11 '64'0 67M

0;5 70 '

16.7 1 1 18.1

Haberdashery 8.7 .11 15:2

School SiTlie 2.0 1 .1

Publications 3.9 19 3 20.2

Household soap 1.6 23.1 25.7

Toilet soap. 2.7 13.4 15.0

10. 124.'Durables

Consumer services

HOUSehold services

Housing

Urban housing

Rural housing

Utilities

Electricity

Gas

Other ufilitia

14.258

44.

21.612

3.429 100.0

54.9

6 7

31.6 3 0

3.478

45.1

100M

45;1

9;1

45.8 32.0

48.1 49.4

33k 35M

65:8 67.0

25.1 2E6

22.5 24.5

229

1970 100

= 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956) 1957 19 8 1959

29.3 32.5. 37;8 39.8 43,2' 46.1 49.6 523 .

99.4 120.0 144.9 134.8 135.6 1232 117A 1243"

44,5 53.6 646 49.9 66.1 840 91.6 92.5

294 402 550 9,0 86.0 88.6 85.0

-8k 26,8 28 7

13.1

3.7. 41;7 54,2 606 61.9

24;9 27.8 6 6 40.3 403 44.5 49.2

'43,7 453 _0.4 573 60.0. 63.1 663 69.2

33.9 33.2 35,6 37.8 41.4 4E1 51.8 55.6

70.1" 73.3 76.6:: 80:1 818 7,1 92.0. 96.8

733;7 '74,8 7.8. 77,0 76.1 83.0

20A '223 . 265: 28:9 29.0 '31.11 33:1 ....331

.16.1 193. 23k .. .25.9. 38A ...41A '

201, _. 23.9 27.6 30,3 -353

211 231 25:1 . 28,4 3L9 35.4 39.1 43.6

27.4 30.6 37:8 36.5 40.3 42. 45.2 45.6

16.7 21.7 28.2 31.3 32:7 37.8. 40.6 43.1

14.4 18.8 24.1 26.3 28:8 34,8 183. 41.8'

39.1 41.0 43.4 4E1 416 49 52;3 .55.S

34.5 36.0 38 1 '401 42.1 44.1 47:3' $1"

50.7 . 52.1 53.6 55.4. 7.3_ 9,8 63.0 663

57.6. 3E4 38A 40.9 43.5 46.1 49,2 53.2

681 68.8 -6 1 69.8 .71.0 7 .8 74.9 77.8

284 300 316 334 .3 37,1 .39: 42.9

26.9 290 30.9 33:2 35,4 36.6 8.7

14.2

.9

231 33.5 24.6 36.1 39,4 17.9

34.8 .36.3 7 39.3` 40. 43.1 46.1 49.9

r-: .

.



Transportation 1 13.6 15.1. -1 _.6 .18.6 .20.8

. Rail 19.8 33.2 7,1. . 40.5 44.6 . 48,6

Sea 11 78.1 19 78.2 .2 93.1 91.2

River . . 49.7 53.4 5.3. 60.8 64.5

us 45,7; 2,6 3,2 7.0.

Air .113 1 1, 17- 3:1

Tram 4.1 64.8 61:6 70,5 73 5 7E7

Tmlleybus 4:2 I5A 17.6 20.1 23.0

Subway '10 274 93 32,2 349 37,7

. Taxi 10,0 . 3 15 3 . 5A 7.1

.Cornmuni6tions L2 100,0 22A t 24.5 26.7 28A . 30.8

Postal 203 234 25,9 27.3 29:8

Teleiraph 9.8 412 45,8- . 4916 53.5 551

'Telephone: 36. 23.2 24,4. 26.1 27.2 28:8 .

Radio-TV : 12.7 103. 12. 134 1E5 20.8

RePairnnd personal care 497 .0 42.9 43.7 .6 45,6

'Stale serum 8.9 .9.8 10.8 I I. 13.

Private.serviCes 16.9 202.5 202.5 20 202,5. 202,5

. 'Reereation' 2.608 100.0 37.6- 39.9 42.4 44.4 49.6

Entenaintrient 8,8 25.4 30.0. 34.3 35.6 42:9

Resorts 17.6 36.9 38.3 .40,5 42A 44.4

Leisure 23.8 68.7. 6 . 64.4 68.2 70,6

Goods and household services 188.090 32.9 33.f 36.2 37.6 423
.

Communal services 22:993 41.4 42.3 434 43:6: I 48. 3

Education 14380 .100.0 .- 42.8. 43,8 45.1 .46.3 483

Labor 71 47.2 48,8 50.4. 51.7 54.0

Other current purchas '28.7 31.7 31,3 32, 32.9 33.9

Health 3,613 100.0 39. 39.8 41.7 44.5 48.5

Labor 611 44.0 45;8 471 49.3 517

Other current purcha 3 30.5 29. 31.5 36.2 4L2.

24.0 25.7

533,.

929

65.7

53,7

6.7.

13,0

4.0

80.6

0.3 34.0

29.4 32,8 36.0

.57,8 59.7 6L9

88,9 86.0 : 88.0

70,0 73;4 76.2

-161 . LO

8.2 11.6

85.6 901 93.6

.39:1 . '434: .45;8

40,8 434 44.2076,56-
10;1 114'

33 I . 35.6

32.0 34.9

55.7 r. 56;6:

30.8 315

253 303

.6

14.3

202.5

45.4

12.9

202,5

: :57 60.8

4.2 60.9

48.0 47.9

743

-4 .3 47.7

51.1 r. 52.8

503 51.8

. 561, 57.0

35.6 38.8

52. 54 :5

56,0 57.6;

46.3 49.2

16,4, 19.3 21.4

38A 404 43:2

37,1 3 41:9

62.3 612 63.2

34:5 37,0 39.0

351 391 .44.3

4 48.0 55.3-

12,4 16.0 24.8

_ 202.5 202.5 2015

63.6 68.5 703

66.0 13.0 15,6

49.2 54:9 .57:0

691 69:1' 68.4

.' 51.5 .1 57.6

543 5E9 59,3

53.1 54.7 364

58.1 -.19.5 60.8

40.6 42,6 45.3

57.4 60.6 64.1

60.2 63,4. 66.4

52.7 -:7 60.2

.



.::-Table A-1 (continued)
. .

. .
1960 1961

Consumption 60.9 62.7

Goods 61.6 63.2

Food b. 67.0

Animal products 69:1

Fish 56.7 58.8

Meat
7 6 72.9

Milk 67.2 70.7

Butter 69.0 70.8

Ch 4a6 42.7

Eggs 65,5- 62.5

Proctsse4 foods 61.8 64.7

Sugar- 64.6, . 68.3

Vegetable oil, 68.8 . 14.0

Margarine 6_ . 65.2

Confectioneries . 6.0 8

Macaroni 80.8 803

Basic foads 84,1. 843

Potatoes 97,1 98.8

Vegetables 75,3 734

Fruit 55.5 56.2

Flour and groats 93.6 94.8

. &wags and tobacco

Alcohol and soft drinks

1962 1963

65:5 68.2

65. 8 68.3

. 69.8 73.5,

71,1 78:3

62.5 67.7

75A . 84.2

70.8- 79.7

70.2 71,0

47.5 -483

6L2 63.8

68,9 71.7

71.4'. 763

79,2 84.

67M . 753

1970 -7 100

1964 1965 1966. 1967 1968 1969 .

69J 74,0 78.6_

69.2 73.2,
71.8

73.5

71.6

371 80.8

83,8 893 95,0

813 89.2

85.8

75.4-. 81.2 86A

4.9

0.9 963

23

744 77.8 80:6 83.3 91,1_

97.2

101.7

744: 81.2 :88.2 93.1 98:1 970

-66.0 61.5 _ 67.8 = 754 82,6 983

75.7 79.5 78.9 82,2 90.5 984

57.5 .64.9 73.6 76,2 81,6 90 2

66. 74.2 .79.8 84.4 88.9 92.2

784 1:9 818 .87,6 . 9L3 .;.96.1

37,6 84.8 900 944 96,2 96,8

91,2 ,,99.3 89.1 92ff 93.8

85.1: 78.4 78.8 81:5

8 -74-5- 75 :O -ry 0.7

87.8 630 94.5 913 90.8 93.6

87.0

91.

96.2

96.4

95:0

100.0.

86:8 84.7 .88,3 90.8 9a5 ,2 96.4. 912

99. 1 0 6. .101.2 103.9 99.9 97:9 98.9 99.9

74,6 7L2 84.8 83.5 85.6 94.8 94.6 91.8

62,2 .65:1 68.0 7E1 74.1 81.8 92.9 85,2

95,7 903 9216 94.1 95,1 95.4 974 di, 98.7

49.9 550 58.6 12:1 -66.6 71.6 78,2 - - 84.4-

46.1 49.2 .54:7 58.3 61.7 664 71.4 78.1 .84.3

Tea

Tobacco

53,5 1114 62,7 69.5 71.7 66.9 76.7

59,1

96.1

91,0

94,5



T'

ft 004 57.0 58,9 60,9

Cotton fabrics

Wool fabrics

Silk fabricl

Linen fabrics

Sewn goods

Hosier);

!lather shoes

126.2 112.9 107ii

109.3 1015 , .5

873 43 89,6

669 64:0_ 57

53:0 5E6 583

72.0 74.8,
77;2

Rubber footwear

59.6 63.4 66.9

9E1 94.6- 9

Felt footwear 99.1

Knitwear 38.7

Haberdashery 466

School:sUpplim 38.5

Publications 46.3

HousehoM soap 0.3
.

Toilet soap 46,0

Durables 47.3

Consumer servo

Household services 53,7

Housing 70.6

Urban housing 61.8

Rural housing 81.3.

Utilities 45.9

Electricity 42.1,

Gas 243

Other utilities 53.9

Transportation 40.1

Rail 64,4.

ea :83.7

River 19.1

Bus 30.1

Air 15.5

Tram 98,

TralleYb115 49.9

50,0

Taxi 26.5

105,0 106:3

40A - 42.9

49.9 54.0

40.0 416

48.4 , 50,8

52.4 n 54,1

48:2 13

48,1 0.5

,8 64.2

55.5 58.6

74:1 .774

65.9 69.7

841 86.7

5014 -55.5

52:6

. 29 9- T37:13

58.0 62,1.

144,0

... 66.4 71.3

85:8 .. 83,5

81.5 85:3

_ 34.2 40.6

21,0 26,0

97:7 993

513 54.8

3 56;7-

43134.2

351

61.2 63.1 61.4 73.4' 79.9 86.9

103.4 101.3 99.8 105,0 109.4 108.9

14.1 83 1 964 97,2 97.8 103.3

89;2 8'5.0 96.2 1033 106.8 , 101.8

'55.1 55.6 693 814,- 88.1 971

73 E2 56.1 ef.6 10.6 8

83.8 92.4 .100.9. 101:9'° 111.0 . 109.6

66.6 69,2 14.1.. 19.4 84.4 -89.9-

923 93.1 . 943 972 97.

1073 107.9 .104.7 1015 101:3 1013

45.7 518 61A 69.1. 76,0 83.7

54. 56, 683 73.

433 49.5 543 602 .. 66.2 53

54.5 57,7 653. 13.0, . 80.0 84.4

60,3 61.8 69.4 76.0 85.8 93.4

52.1 56.3 60.9 67.4 74.9 82.3

50.4 55.4 61,6 8.9' 74.8 ,0

67. 71.0-

61.9 . 66.6 71.8 77,0 823 89.0

803 83.3 86.0 88.8 ,91,6 94.5

73; 17.1 '80.7 84.3 88,1 92,1

88,9 90.8. .92.5 94.2 96,0 .97.5

609 66.5 72.1 17,1 813 4 87.7

8:3 64,5 70.1 .- 75.5. 80.9 i. 87.4

510.s." `-64.7 12 81.1:.if..,

664.. 75.0 '..79.6 .84 4 89.4

. 544 59:3 64.8. .310 1 1, X6.6

-1. .72.3 733- . -76,0.- 82.1 '88:3 95.7

910 83,7 :92,7 1103.3 1444 110.8:

87.0 86.0 90.8 95.0 98.1 100.8

47,0 531 59;5 67.6 751 83.2

314 39:5 483 573 68A 794

101.8 103:3. 103.5 1019 102.1 100.1

59.4 64.5 10.2 77.0 82;3 87;1

8 -68,4- 72.0 .4- 843 0.

50.6 53,5 59.1 64.4 71.6 81.3

93.5

107.7 .

104.3

98.0

1014

.90,6

104.3

-93.7

740

03

87.7

94.5 .

X96.0

90.8

, 89.5

,Q-T4

94.2 -

91.3

96.0

931

.93:6

.91.9

'.94.6,

910

98.5

191

1013 .

904

91A

.98,4

92.9

94

90.8



Table A. (continued)

A

1 960 1961 1962

CominitnicatiOris 463 49.2 52:3

Postal 45.1 47:1...

Telegraph 66.1 67.2 69.2

Telephone 41.9 44.7 47.9

Radio-TV: 48.9 53.3- 57.3

Repair and personal ear; 53:8 50.1 49,9

tate services 27.5 303 33.4

Private services 180.4 .146.0 129.7

: Recreation 73.0 75.9 77.8

'Entertainment 77.7 12.8 84.5

Resorts 61.0 60.7 64.0

Leisure

- -
71.5 :1116 717

-Goods and household.slrvices 60.1 62.3 65.0

Communalscrvids . .

Educiation 59.3 52, 68.0

. Labor 62. 6 3 69.9

Other current purchases L 6.9 63.4

Health 68.0 70.5 71:7

Labor 694 72,2 750

Other current turchases 6 67.6 ' 661

1970 - 100

1963 1964 1065 1966 .:1967 1968 1 69

553 654 72.3 79.8 85.5 9 .0

54.9 60.8 . 674 75.6 84.0 88.4 94.7

69,8 . 70.6 14.9 8/2 i. 88.5

49.9 -52:6 59.2 654 72.1 79.9

61.3 64.9 -693 74':0 79.8 6.6

51.5 - 56.51 635 70.3 77.7 854 -91.7

36.9 43.8 532 60.6 69. .79.5 90.5

. 121.6 118.0 :113.0... 117.2 115:3 11.3:8. 97.6

919 97.9

89,7 ,

933.

78.2 844 87.7 93.6 97.6 98.6

83.5 88.7 92.0 0.2 96 6 101.1 100.1

65.2. 10 86.3 89.7 91 97.0

67,5

795 82.1 84.7 89.3 917 96.2

68.9 73.1 77.7. 3,3 ,2 94.9

.

718 77.8 82.3. 86.3 89,6 93,8i 974

833 873 904 9412: '.97,1733 78.7

70A 75,6 7919 83:8: 9217

-77,6 .81.3 84.5 87.0 90,8 94.3

7712 80.3 83.8 86.9 894 93.4 97.1

70:8. 73,1 77.0 8014 83.0 .863 89.6



1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

1,4:="...usamption I R00 1 -110.6 115.5 1 to 7 .0 1279 131:1 136.4

100.0 1019 .106. 110:3 115.2 120A 123 127.6 131.5 1351

Food

Animal products

1 .0 102.2 1023. 105.7 1100 1131 1145 117:0 120:3. .1231 :

100 .0 1011 1039 1115 1183

'1143

118.2

126:4

1193

118A

1210 125.2,

119,5 1153Fish 100.0 : 7.0 99.9 107.6 '1111

Meat. 100.0 .. 105.2 1083 1131. I.19k 124,5 . 123 A I24-.- 12_7:8 1311

Milk 10040 95S ' 91.4 883 933 97, 96.3 912 915 975

Butter 100.0 97.2 . 98.5 121.1 113:4 1131 113.2 I3a7 1253 . 1313

Ch 100.0 96.9 101.0 1111 . 1181 117.6 12 2

139.0

I37k

148.9

144.6 1463

157.0 159.0-Eggs 100.0 110.5 - 118.6 126.2 1319 142A

Processefl foods 100.0 102.3. 103.9 110.3 113.5 114.2- 119.2 123.6 127S . 1304

Sugar. loa0 103.5 101.9

'103A

108.1.:

110.4

108.9

120.6

110.1

117.1

113,5 1151 1163 117.1'.

egemble oil I 0 103.9 119:8 127,1 131,4 134.0

Mdgarinc 100.0 104.7 1131 128.9 127.5 129.5 140.4 77. 165.4 171.9

Confectioneries 100.0 1003 103 :3 110.2 115.1 114.9 120.5 126.2 132.8 136.0

,Macaroni 100.0 1053 118:6 110.9 . 1103 1212 1344 1301 135,7 1435

Basic foods 100k 1031 99A 103.3 1015 .102.8 MI k I06A I08k 1073.-

:Potatoes' 100.0 99A 94,9 98.1 96.6 96.8 .., 96,8 98,5 96.9 91.8

V eiciables 100.0 104.6 99A 106,6 110.2 1118 110. 1145 120.7 127.0

126] 117.8Fruit 100.0 111 104,8 117.6 109.8 116.8 117.9 125k

:flour andiroats 100.0 101.3 98.9 98.5 99.3 95.8 91 91 100,8 102.4

Beveriges and tobacco 100.0 101.3 101,4 100k 109.2 11 . 117;6 . 118.2 1243 129.7

Alcohol and soft drinks 100k 10a7 100:1 97.8 107A .,1115 114;9 114.6 120.6 125.8

100,0 99.1 1043 :1024 114.9 1263 132,9 149.7 -153.0 1616

Tobacci) 100,0 106.3 112:3 118,6 123.8 132.4 137,0 142.3 148.5. 156:1

Soft goods 100.0 104.7 107:8 111.2 115.2 1213 1271 1314 1351 140.9

Cotton fabrics I00.0 9E 8 92:2 96,3 88k 8E1 88k 8E6 87:9 94.

Wool fabrics 100k 3;3 116.4 127.1 139.8- 152.9 151,3 147.2 1632 172,6

Silk fabrics 100. 98,3 114.5 122.9 130:1 181 207.3 20 .9 1813 197.

Linen fabrics

Sewn goods

100,0 '10_ 110.8 110 '109A 993. , 104A 114k .:.119,4 107A

100k 106:3 107,5 -109A 112,5 '1183 -1253 130'. 1359 141.6

Hosiery 100k- 918 99S ,:.105,4. 109,8 1113, 115,1 11E9 119,3 122

.Leather shoes 100:0 100,0 99.1 100.4 104.5 105.5 .109.3 112,5 1118 112.1

Rubber footwear 100.0 103,5 : 104,0 1111 1183 118,5 1173 1139 1123 112.1

Felt footwear' 100.0 99:1 97.2. 96.9 95:9 94,7 874 82.7

_

_



Cable A.1 (continu
1970 100

1971 1972 1973 :1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

;oft cOntinum1)

100:0 1051. 106:7. 1103 .1 3:0 . 1141 116,7- '119.2. 121,2 '-1232

100.0 . 110,8 1212. 125,3 .131;5 142,9 1522 164,2 '. 1713.. 1824.' --

..: School upplies 100.0 .1110 122,4 127,3 -- 137.9, 146.6 1511. 162:2 168,6 1773

. Publ ton 100,0 106,0 .: 1123 1183 125,0 _134 :0 139:8.' 1443 155.2
,

Housthold suaii 100.0 108.6 1194 1.18.6 1231' 136:7 .. 1-51- 1403 147:9 1703..
.-----

Toilet siiap 100,0 1099 . 120.2 .. 1294 .1388 154:5 1 188.0 215:2 - 24W
Durahlii 100M. 1135 .131.0 ' 142.1 154.0 168:9 . 180.1 1963' 205f1. --: :2133

fitsureir seaces 100:0 1041,- 107.8 .1110 , 11E9 121,7 12E0' 129.1: 134.2 1 .9.

lolischoldscrvicris 100.0 1054 1111 .1171 ' 124:4 131,2 1375 : .1 41,0 1471' 1543

Housing .. 100M- 102,7 105.5- 108A 1111 1141- '116,

Urban housing . 100.0 104.2' 1081 113.1 . 117,7 1223 1263 131.2 135,8 1402

Rural housing -- ..,.: 1000. : - 101M 101:9 '. 1016.,_ :.A03,3,.,-,104,11,-,::::1042 105.2_ .105.L. 6,0.

till its 100.0 106.8 113,8 120.8 128,2 135,7 143.8 '149,5 . .156:6 163;0

El&tricity 100:0 107:6 114,8 ,--"- 122M 1291 137,4: 147M 1511 159,0 1631 ,

100:0 1081 1203' 132:4 144,6 156.8 168S '175,3 188;6 206,0

1 :Otberitilities 100.0 105:7 1 1 1 : 5 117:4 1231 129.8 1 57 1413 : 147,8 -153.8

Transuortatiop -: 100,0 10E9 114.8 ' 1213 .131.2 141.2 1493 : 148 A 1544 . ' 161A

Rail

124:8:

Sea

River

Bus

Air

Tram

Trolleybus.

Subway

Taxi =

100.0 103:5 1073 111,8: 115,4 117.7. 121.4 125.1 1263..

100:0 108,0 1171 . 122M 1312 .1510 .165,9 147,1,,.....,1A54

1000 :105M 105.0 1083 112.4 ' 116.r , 10E9 -

100,0 11)E6.. 1164 1254 137.8 : 149:9 160.7: 1781 185:7

100,0 1131 . 122.6. 1263 .1 9:1 1568 1673'. ......1634 179:2 -193,1

_100,0. ion, 99.9 ' 100:4' -101A. . 103A 105M '105,3 ' "1.04,2

100,0 - 130,1 141,0'71 1133 119. 124. 136

look 106.5 113.0 118,9 1234 1293 1403 146:3 . 153.2 160,2

169.7 '115.4 1073 121.6



ammunitions . 100.0' 197.3 --115.2 123.5. 132.4

Postal:: 100.0 105,2 110.0 . 113.7 . 117.1

Teligriph -71 100R-11'1010 -105.6 _?'110.8' 1153 .j=

-Teterihone . 100.0 110.9 -123 :1 137.8 154.6

142.0 -151.1

1212.. 122.7

'121.5 125.6

172,1 191.9

168.4 171,9-,

124.5 12(6'

130.8' 4.7 1401
--,-

3 2305 250.4..=

Radio-TV 100.0, 107.4' 1210'. -130.1 137,1 143.2 1493:- 7.551 .1

Repair and final care

. Statescrvices

Private services

1 .0

100,0

Recreation

00:0

100.0

Enterfainment

Leiitite

nds and household services

4210 130,1-

,. 136.4

1 1000 100 0 :100,0: 1000

'1021: 103:4 1054 107.0

106.4 11

107.8 11

.100.0 100.1 98.3 98:6

138,1 '146.3 1535 4.64.5 . 175.9'-

.146.0 155:9 164-.6 177.8 191.

1000 1000 100 0 100:0 -1010
-

_108.0 1063 106:7. , 109.5 1114

. 96:9 .

11.8
-.-

":--127,0 131,9 139.6.

100,01' '.q05:9-. '137.6 141.9'

Communal seNices

Education

Labor

Other current purChases

Health
.

100,0 . 104.0

100.0- 102:7-

100.0 102.9

100,0

1010 102.9

Labor

Other current purchases.

._106.8 121.6 125.1 129-.1 133A 137.8
L. 7 7

104,4 106,7- r--109,9 -112,7 t 1 15.2 121:5 1243

109.7 112.7 115.3 118.1 : .121.7 :124104.2 -1063

105.2 107.1 109. 111.7, 113.8 115. _:- 119.2 121.7.---------------
-.101.8 110.0 -115.1 .9 23.5 128.1 130.9

102:3 1043 .107,0 . 1102 .

100.0 .103.4 106.2 108.5 II

100.0 100.4 101,6 104.4 108.2

114.9 117.6 1213 124,3
.

113.4 115.6 117.1 118.5 . 121.7:

111.2 113.8 H8.3. 126.1 128.8

a



Table A-I (continued)
_

. 1970.= 100,

1980

Consumption

139,5

124.5

animal products

.Fish

Meat

Milk:

getter

Chem

Eggs

Processed foods

Sugar.

125.3

129.9

98.6

'128.3

. 141.4

163.7.

131.8

115.4

:
-r 1383

arganne 17

.Confettioneries ,!' 139.9

Macaroni'

Basic foods

-Flour and groats

146,0

105,3 .
941: .

120. :

103.2

:Beverages and tobac

f.; Alcohol and soft thin



Soft goals

Cotton fabric

ill fabrics-

Silk fabrics

Linen fakrics

,inn goods

Hogery

Leather shoes

Rubber foOtwcar

'elt footwear

Knitwear

Haberdashery

School supplies

Publications

Household soap

147.7

94.6

1.70.6-

,
233.9

109.4

." 149,9

124,5

Tailitsoap

Durables

'ConSinner servic es'

ElouSehold seri/.

AY.Hoosin

6 h _ngi

tp: Kura I Ihonsin

124:8

194.0

186:5

165.9

181

266:5

227.9

143.9

161:6

127.4

144.6

106.5

170.4

171.3

220.4

Ralf'

Sea

fiver:

167,

124.8

157.2

.110.6

Bus

Air

4Trarn

Trolleybus

Subway

138.7

192.5

103.7'

147.6

axi

a



Table A -1 (continued)

Communications

Postal

Telegraph

Telephone

1970 -100 -

Radio.TV

Repair and pOsnnal care

State services

Private services

Recreation
.

Entertainment .

Resorts

Leisure

Goods indlioniebold services"

.Communal services

Eduotion

Labor

187.9

129.0

145,6

271.3

166.

188.

206.3

100.0

1143

91.7

143.5

146.0

.

Other current purchases

Health

004 carrentpurchaso.. -129k

1;kause of roundinL Components may not add to totals shown.



Table A-2

;Ter Capita ConsuMption in Established Prices;

by Category,' 1950 =80

1950 . 195: 2, 1953 1954 19

Comumption

M

Food

Mimal products

hocessed foods

970 - toO

1956 1957 1958 . .1959

45.6 45.9

44,6 44.7 47.6

.4 51.4 54.1 56,8 58.6

131 54.0 563 58.8

.3 583

:56.6

583

92.7Basic foods'

,Beverages and tobacco

Sort g

Durables

Consunier services

53.3 51.7

-52.5

35.1

52.5

45.7.

97.

28.1

53.

49.8

80.1 89.6

30.9

33.0 36;

16.7

49,4 50.1

42.6 43.8 45.0

64,9 653

14.6

Household services

Housing

Utilities.

Transportation --

61.9 et 65.0 66h

617 66.0 67.3

59.7 63.0 64.6 68,6 720 72.5

34.0 37.4

38.3 41.5

18.8 24,1

51.3 . 52,4

46.0

66.2 66:6

33,8 35.3 37.0 38.3

Communications

Repair and.personal care

Recreation

.. 21,7 .... 2

0. 32,5 34.9 6,

56.8 56.9 57.0 57.0

Goods and household services

Communal services

50.7 52.9 554 56.8

44,3 .6 47.3 50.6

55.8 5E1 57,2 58.3

Faction. 57,7 58.1 8.9 .59,2

i.9.Health

Population

Million people.

Index, 1970-1

52.6 .52.8 _54,4

57;4

47A 57.5.

96.1 9

41.4 453-

47,6

30.3

49.3

315

54,6 57.1

47.9 5a5

67.5 68.5

39. 41.3

383.

. _ 29. _ , .

40.9

57.3 57 3:

624 713

533 56M

60.8 63.3

'60.7 62.

61.0 64.9 ..."

61.1 66 :1

61.7 62.7

95.0 99,0

46.

73.6 75.6

64.4. 66.4

97.9 97.0

0:9 .52.6 1,6.

523 55,0 58.2 60.8

350 41,6 450 48.2

57,9 59.2 614 64.0

512 516 55.6 59.3

69.7 713 -74.0 77.0

42,9 44. 46.8. .49.5

313

43.3 45.8 47.7 t 49.8

55.3. 53,8 564 63.8

73:9 .75.9 80.5. 81.1

57;9 --61,5. 641. 66.4

64.2 65A 66,8 684

62.9 63A 64.2 65.0

66,3 68.6 71.1. 73.9 _

180,1 183,0

74,2 75,4, .. 76 .78.3. 79,5 80.8

199.7 203.2 206.8 210.5

.2 86.7



Table A-1 (continued

1960

Consumption
69,0

Goods
69,8

Food
74.2

Animal products
783

Processcd- foods
70,1

Basic foods
_ 5.3

Beverages and tobacco 31

Soft goods .

64S,

Durables
53.6

Consumer services

atighOid StrViteS

Noising

Transportation

COmmuoOtions,

Repair and pa 3M-131:care

Recreation

ad household soviets

Cominenaliervices

0

018

80.0

52.0..

45J

52.7

60.9

82.7

68.8

70.9

Education
61.2

77.1
Health

Pjpulolion

Million *go.

IndeX, 1970'100

214.

881

1961 1962 1963. 1964 1965

.69.8 71,7 73,6 .9- 743 71,8

70.4 72.1. 73.6 73, 171 .

74.5 .763 793 781 81.1

-77J 77, 84.5 76.2 793

72.0 15A 7 7 .4, 83,4 86.1

94.5 0 91A 941 95.5

55.5 601 631 66,1 70.0

65.6 663 66.0 671 701

516' 5.3 543 5819 64,7.

1,7 703 73.2. 77,0 81;0

61,8 64.2 -66/ 70.9 75.

82.5 4.8 6.8 881 90.4

.1. 60.8. 65.7 70.7 75,9

49.0 54.4 59.1 63.1 6 .1

-593' -631' "68,

55 54.7. 5 601- . 66

84.5 5.2. 843 89.9 923

694 71:2 72. 73.3 76

73.2 761 79.3 821 86.1

70.0 14.5 18.5 82.8 86.5

78 5 18.5 80.7 82.6 5.5

221.7 22 228.1218.1 230.9

89.8 91.3 92.7 3.9 95.1

1966

81,7

1967

863

'801 851 .

. 84.1 883r

84A

86:1.

94.1

14J

88.9

.1

951

80.5

_ 16.3 82.2

11,6 16.9

7 88.4

0.1 .3

92.3 94.3

801 . 843

14.8 813

791-73.1

91.7 96.3

80.8 85.6

89.1 91.2

89:7

811 8 5

1970 -= 100

1968 .1969

91,2 959,

90,9 8

97.2

94.1 '98.1

31 97.0

8.2 96.1

861 96.7

88.6

845

94.3

90.3

16 96.1

95.0

6.3 98.2

89.4 .94L8

881 933.

99A 99.5

90.9 953

94A 97.1

95.5 98.3

92.5 95.2

1233:5 236.0 238:3 240;6

96.2 97,2 98:1 99.1



. - .

[fable A..2 (continued

Nrournption

Food

nimal products

Prixessed foods

Baste foods

1970 1971' .1972 1973 1974

100.0 1(12.9 104.5 107.5 111.3

'100.0 102.9 104.2 107.2. 110.

100,0 101.3 1003 . 102.3 106.0

. Beverages and t hace0

of g

Durables

.100.0, 101.2 101.9 1061 .109.3

100:0 1013 101:9 103.2 109,3

100.0 102.6 97.5 1004 98.7

COnsumer serdcei

Household servia

Housing

Utilities

Transportation

Communications
.

Repair and personal care'.

REcreation

100.0 1003 99.5 97.2 105.2

100.0 1033 105.

100.0 112A 128:5

108.1 110,9

(31i 148.3

100.0 103.1' 105.8 109.4 112.6

100.0100 1094 114,3 119.8

100.0 .101.8 103,5 105: 107.1

100.0 105.8 111.6 117.5 123.

Goods and household services

Communal service's

Education

Health

iopulktien

Million people

Index, 1970-100

1975 1976

115.1 117.1-,

114.9: 116,8

108.3 108.3

112.9 1113

109.0 1123

98.1 5. 5,

109.5 111,1

115.9 /M,3

1611 1703

116.1 119.1

125.2 130.0

.. 108,8 1104

..129A 1360

10519 1116 7 118117126:3 -134:77:'1414

100,0 106.3 1130 120.0 127.5 135A :. 142.8

100,0 118.6 125,3 1313 138,3

1000 1014 1014 1024 103;0 103,1

1970 = 100

.

1977 1978 1979

119.9. 122,8 125.7

119.6 122 125,1

109.6 111.8 .1 13;6.:

1.122 113.3 115.4

118 120.2

13 100.3 : 98.8

14.8- 115.3 119.6

12 2 125.6. 1293

184A '190.5 196.8

1210 1271 128.1

132.2 137.2 142.4

1120 113.5 115.1

140.1 145.5. 1503

139 .5 -143Y- -148:8-,

1493 156. 1639

1000 :103.1 104.8 108,0 1119 116.1 1183 121.1 124.0' 127M

112.9 114.6-
100.0 101.7 102.4 103,7 - 105.

100,0 1019 102.3 1016 .105,6 107.5

100.07 101.4 .104.0.7..: 106_1 107:4 1083 110.2 112.7 114,6,

_

242.8 245.5 247.5 249.8 -252.1 254.5 256.8 259M 261.3 263,4

100M . 100.9 101.9 102.9 103.8 -100 105.8 106.7 107.6 '108,5



Table A-2 (continued):

1980

Consumption

G

Food

Animal products

Processed foOds

Basic both

Beverages and tuba

Soft goods

Durables

CQIISu010f senicts

Household services

Housing

.Transpbtlition

114.6

120.

63 .

123.7

135.0

2083

131,4

Corninuniations

Repair and personal care

Recreation-

171.8

171,

104.5

:offirlional services

Education

Health

Milling ogle

index. 1970 100

'765.5

1093.



-kppeildix B

Data Use_d in the Derivation of the lode

of Food,-Beverages, and Tobacco

r

1950 1951 1952

Mcat-kg pFr capita_ 26: 26:

Fish- r capita 3.0 I 73

Vegetable 11-kg pef caPitn

Margatine-7production (thousand tons!

Margarine-wholesale inventories (thousand toni) 33

1953,, 1954. 1955

28.27,

8 8,8 9.4

23 3. 2 3,5 43 .9

192, 226. 277. 338. 392. 399

3 4. .6 6.4

2.

388: 395.

167: 166. 167. . 175. ,

Margarine retail inventories (thousand tons) 38.6 41.0 43.6 . 464 49.4

274. 335Margarine-consumption (thousand tons) 192. 223.

Milk;-kg per capita' 172. 171.

1957 19581956 1959

3 32. 38.

9.6 A .8

42 4,4 43 5,0

437. 449. 451

7,0 8.2 6.2 11.8

. 43 105.0 1.5 101.8

404; 427. 421, 426.

193. 216. 238 ,23

Milk-total consumption (million tons) 30.977 31.365 31147 31,4 3/236 34.335' -38542 43,891 :49.218 50309..

Milk used for butter (million tons) 9,379 9A62 10,550 10.728 .12,611 14.984 17.040 17.583 14:097-r
.0934 1,084 1,164 1307 `:1:420: 1.690 .1.882 :1:984 2:163 2.253

Milk-used fur cheese (million tons)

Milknet consumption (million tons). -

Butterproduction (thUtisdnd tons) . 415; .. '436.:j

Butterwhol sale inventories (thousand tons) 15.1 159.... IC

17,0 173

33,4' 22.9-

43,

20,664 20,418 19.713 19.629 20.089 20.035 21.677 24.867 29.472 28.960

454. 467, 475. 558. 663_ 754.

18 19.5 18.6 31 A .

17, 1 .2 18,6Butter-retail inventories (thousand tons)

Butter -exPortsithousand tons)

BiaterimPorts (thousand tons)

Butter-consumption (thousand tons) 386.1 417:1 442.4 4

Cheese-production (thousand tons) 73.

Eggs-number per capita

5.4-_
9,9 , 47.1,4

778. 845

44,4 . 3L9

-44,8

26,4'. 49.1 24.7 80,3

5.6 5.8 8.2 251 13,6

557.2 630.3

III. 132.

60. 68 7 80, -85:

17,4 18,5Sugar-kg per capita 11:6.

SUgar-total consumption (million tons) 2.089

Sugar-used for confectioneries (million tons) 0.645

229 12,6 /2.0

687.0 767.8 788,5

147. 155. 169, 176.

94. 106. 108. 114.

235 24.0 24.2 25.0

4.8773.190, 3A33 .4341 2.424 4316 4.693

0.753 0.836 0,916 0.947 0.903 1.028 1,024 1:089: 1162

.

Sugar-net consumption (million tons) 1.444 2.438 2.597 3429 . 1.477 3A14 3,853_ 1915 4.101

Confectioneries-production (thousand tons) e 993: 1,158. 1,286. I 1A57. 1,389. 1,582. 1,575. 1,676 1,787.
_

Confectioneriepindex of quality (1970-100)w 91,4 91,7 92.0 924 91.7 93,0 ; 93.3 93.7 94,1 915

Confectinneries7adjusted production index 31,3 36.7 40:9 45,0 46.6 44.6 51.0 . 51,0 .

(1970 100)

Tea-productidn (thousand tons)

4 73

84.9 94.9 97,7 110,0 1101 121.0 110.0 1114 1381 145.7

Tea-net imports (thousand tons) 3,2 3A 3:7 19 4,2 4,5 9.6 153 21A 25.1

Tea-inventory change (thousand tons) -1'.0 '-1,8 -3,1 5.5 59.8 -17.3 =1,4 3.6 7.5 18.7.

--Tcaonsumption (thousand tons) 89.1 100. IT -104.5 -1195 . 124.2 142,8 .121.0 124.1 _1_152,1 152.1



Appendix B (continued)

caPit3
116. : 180 179. 178, 177. 169.

Flour7-1o1alconsilmAon (million tons. 30,971 32;1.98 'Ll3,419 34,029.- ... 35!250 37:082 36,745:,.: .361101_2. 35.570 35.574.

in macaroni 04441 tons). .- 0.450. 0.507 O 1. 0,757 ;11:..870 ...0:980 ya8.82 0:979 0.971. 0.984
flou,r7ustding-onfectiiincriethillion tuns) . 0.348'. 0A50 0;493 . 0.510 '0A.86 :0:551 0,587:

con3umptionitnillion1ons) 30.180 285 32;338... r.3.3.871 35:616..... 34,011 -33.965'
F.lour.-.-index Of quality (1970 100) 84,6 86.4 88.2 :89.1. .; 90:9. 92.0 92.5 : 93:7

.75.2
95A 95:1 93:9 9/7 :.

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 195R 1959

floOradjusted tridai of consumption

.,(19,10 =100)

Macaroni-deflated reiail.salcs (ninon 1970 .!

.-"ruble)
157. 184. -241. 301. 355. 379. 346. 389, 418.

Polatneskg pr capita
. 241.. ' 107., 157 I 61, 167.'. 148.; 148 149.:...'..: .15[1.: ...150._

".. Vegetabld-kg persaplia.: :51,-. . 4 51 ,: 58. ...60, .: 69, ...6 . 66, 71 . .67 '...

Fruill and txrricsig Der capita. '.

---F-_--

11, 1 12.. 13.. .1 7...: 14. ,.. 23 22. .2
V efdka'and liquoF-enniumOtion (million 62.8 .71:1 . .80 5 , 91.2 1032 '. . 116,9 ..122.9 14a2' .' .145.4: 137,3.. :.

.. dckgters) : .

Cognac4insnruplion deialiters) 0A. . 0:5 0.7. 1.0
-a . 7

RUnfkanStiMPtion (MilliOndeOliterS)

WinearISUMPLiOn dekalitCrS) .304 34,8

CliarnvagnekunsUrnpilOn clekaliters). , 1.1 '1.2

45.4

1.6

1:3

2.0 59.4 64,6 69.1 78.7 85.4

1.8 2,0 2.2

Beer consumption (million delaliters) - 131.0: 140,3 L1503:' ;161:0' ..172.4
: 1843.. 1803,..: 1965 ' 1991 :.' 231.9

Nonalcoholic baler:ages-01401004 (million ..71.9 82.0 78.9 , :87.8 104..7. 17.8 97:2 1115.2 120:1 i134.6
:

2,8

Tobacco -dellaied retail saIN(rnillioa 1970 814:

rublei)

864. 915. 996. 1,118. 1,200:. 1,268, 1,321. 1370, 1,423... -,s.. _



-Mont -kg per capita

Fish-kg per capita

Vegetable oil-kg per capita

1960

4o, .

9.9

.3

Maigatini-4rOduttion (thousand tons) 431'

Margarinewholesile inventories (thousand tons ) 7.3

4.7Margarineretail inventories (thousand tons)

mariarihe- toosumption (thousandions)

Milk-kg per cap to

483:

.240.

Milk fatal Onstanption (milliontOns1 51.432

19.165Milk.,-used for butter (million tansy

Milk k-Lused for:cheeie (million tons) 2.483

Milk-net consumption (million tons) 291784

Butterproduction (thoOsand tons) 848.

Butter,-"-wholesale inventories (thOusand tons) 35..1

Butter-retail inventoricsithousind tons) 334
.

Buttcr-expotts (thousand tons)..
-

37.2
IA:-. 7

Butter-imports (thousand tons). 4.0

flutteronsumption (thousand tons) 823,0 ,

Chcescproduction (thousand 1961 ..,
194.

Eggs-number per capita 118.

Sugar kg per capita 28.0.

Sugar---total consumption (million tons) 6000.

Sugaruscd for confectioneries (million tons) 1.134

Sligar=-net consumption (million tons). -. 4,867

Confectionotio-productiop (thousand tom) -1,744.. ( 1,950, ,061, 2,306,.. 2;315,-. '2,238. 2,374, 2,551 1765,

,Confectioneries-41ndcx of quality (1970=.100), 93.0. 934 918 915 934 ..' 94:7 97.0 98,4- 98.6. 99,5.,

1963 1964 . 1965 1966 1967.

,

48

_

'1969
1%1 19621

10.1

...40..

10.5

"44:

11,2

S. 44.,

12.9

6.3 .

46. 47.

15.8112

.6

.06

43.9

11 r3,2 14.3-

54 5,9 6,2

566

7,1 6.5

-- 624.

314

6.5 6.6

476, 516: 670. ,

. 16.0 .

599.

19.6

: 651.. 1

9. 9.2 9.4, . 35A 251.

45,0 .

483.

65A 70,7 - 124.3 136:i

584.

260;

1434

604.

.147/ 135,6

496. 560. 635, 581. , .645. 714.

248: 250: 259; D8

. 54,288:

251. : 274: 285. 304.

54,160 :55.510

21.244

58 2311 57.956: :60,710 64.664 . 67.915 73,142

20.204 19,978 21.515 26.758: 26.148 26.600 26,329 24,069

1611 2,906

31:360

2.937 320

29.2

3.968 4.506 4.659 4.992 5.517

31.344

894,

.35295 30.056
-

33A05 36,595 41557

940.. 884. 952,

61,8

1,184. 1,157. 1177.- .

532,7

1,165;- .

:537.2

1,065,

,40.8 . 45.7 32,4 174,1. 388.8 333,5

294'

5,6

60.9 49. 135,5 85.5' .

54.1

77.5 86.4 .109,5

69.7 65.0 253 43.0 63A 75.6 74,1

7.8. 3.3 18 . 42 5.8 2.3

940.5

12
_

9799

14

1,078 4

2.0

1;173.3
844.3 837A 846.3 917 947.5

204. 227, 231. 275. 10. .

124..

352

132.

35-3

364. 390. 431.

III, . 107. 109; 113. r. 138. . 144. 148.

. 29,0. '30.0 31.5 32.2 . 34.2' '36.7 37A. 37.8

6325 6.651 7.091 7.345 7:897 .8.343 8.661 8.912 '9.095

1,174 . 1.267 1.340 I A99.

5.846

1.505 ,1A55 1.543 1.658' 1,979

5.151. 5,383. .5.751 6,392 :6:788 :7.118. -.7,254 ....7,297.

confectioncrics7-adjusted. production index .56.0 58.2 63,2 65,13' 143-- 75,1 75,0. ,.80,7 ' 86,9: 950

(1970.100)

jea-production (thousand tons) , 163.7

'Tea =not imports"(thouand tons). 173

Tea=inventory change (thoUsand tons) 17.3

Tea-consumption (thousand tons) 163.7

161.6 . 1741 -. 195.6 193.7 197:0 238.2 2_34.4 229,0 244.6
....--4 _ _

4- 14.4- 23.7 25,2 9,4 1 .8 9.1, , 15.2

4, =4,1 i:4 -1.9 17,8 13,2 0.4 -8A : '.-18.5
---

166.3 191.6 212.4 219.3 204.4 -234.4 246,8 2463 278.3



`Appendix B (continued)

Flour-kg pereapita

Flat...2=1ml consumption (million tons)

Flour-used in macaroni (million tons)

Flour-used in conketioneries (million tons)

flour-netconsumigion (million tons)

) .
9

1960 1961 -.196/ 1963 1964 19G5. 1966 , 1 967 1968 1969

164, 163. 162... 161. 1_ 9, .156. 153. 150.. . 149: 149,

.145

1.030

0.610

33.505

Flour index of quality (1970 10

Flour-adjusted inclex of consumption

(1970-100)

94.9

93.6

Macaroni-dollated retail $alcs (million 1970 . 439:

tuhles)

Potatoes-kg per capita

Vegetables-kg per capita

Fruits and berrits-kg per capita

Vodka and liquor-consumption (million

dekahtcrs)

143.

70.

22.

137.8

35,550 35.915 36.241..

1.022 1.078 1.160 1,293

a632 a682 0.721 0.807

33.896 34.155 .34360 34.168'

95.0

4.

95.1 89.8 92.0

92.695.7 90.9

438, 477. .342. 13

141 142.- 141. 140.

67. 67.. 63: 74,

22. 24. .25: 25

145.3 161.5 168.5 176.8

Cognacconsurnntion

Rum-consumption (million dokaliters) ; 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.3

2.

;35,725 35A00 35,50T - 15349

1,280 1.121 1.181 1.087 1.199"

0.810 0.781 ia831 0;893 0.968

30 33.819 33.389 33.526 33.6

'94:1

94,1

95.5 . 97,0 98.7 .4

98.795.1 95.4 97A

-496. 493. 508. 497. 543.

142. 135. 131. 131. 131

72 3. 80, 79. 76,

. 28. 27, 29. 33. 30.

1883 197.2 211.6 224.8 236.4

0 5.8

0.4 0:6 0.3 0.4 0,7,

Wincr.--consumption (million dekaiiters) 102.9 1113' 129A 151.0 1653 177.9
.. . . .

Champagne-s=eansumption (million dekalitors) 3,0 - 3:2'.
-7- .

Betr-consumptiaOmilliondekaliters) 252.1

Nonalcoholic beveragesonsurnption . . -141.5 142.8'

dekaliters) -

257.2

.8 6.4

364.1 4 399.0

149.0 155.0 161.9 168.8 184.0 '200.6 218.7 238.3

Tobacca-41ellated retail sales (million:1970 . 1,492, 1,534. : - 1;563: :-.1.;642.

rubles)



10-kg- pc? capha

ish-r-Lkg Per capita

igetable oil;-kg per capita

.1970 1971 1972 1973

_
19.77 1978 1979

iiikarine-prOduction (thou land tonS) 762. 850..

fargatine7-wholesale inventories (thousand tons) 28.3 . 56A

fiarkarrnc Mail inventaries (thousand tons) , 153.3 199,3

ligarine consumption (thousand tons) 741. 776:

Ilk -kg per capita : . 307, 301:'

Mk-total:consumption (million tons) 74:540 73.775

411kused fot butter tons)'-,

rtillusedfOr.deisoinitiliortjons

consumption (million tons)

6.9 7:3 . 7:6 7.7

850 3. X91. 999. 1,040.

31.0 26.7 52,9 49,7 49.7

232.6, 16 1918. 234.7 234.7

296.'

8.4 ..

1,273.

49.7

234.7 -

..1,225.. .1173:

307. 315. 316. 316. 321; -318. 319. ,

79411 80.422 81.149 83.139 83,093 184.025

0.832 30,646 33.900 33.267 31.843 :

6.861 7.232 7,194 v 1846 8384 8.845 8.973

41443 43396 42.657 40.855' 40:981 43.208

1,356: 1,500. 1,472. 1,409.

73.260 76.689..°

30.510 30336

44.307---
Iutter-production (thousand tons) 1,067.

.926 6.182

42,491 40,500. . .39:318

totter -who( inventories (thousand tons)

lutter-retail oriinventes (thousand tons)hs
lutterexports (thousand tons)

luttcr-imports (thousano tons)

1,121. 1.176. 1,350. 1,360. 1,320,

134.8

.112.3 911 66,1 106.3

73.0 24 1 163. 1715

lutter-consu motion (thousand tons)

;h se- production (thousand tons)

97& 114:4:

2.2 2.2 6,2

1,192:1 1,158.3 1,174.0

478. 463. 483.

Igs--number per capita

;ugar--kg per capita

consumption (million tons)

higar.=,usal for confectioneries (million tons).

iugar-4et consumption (million tons)

181.8 165.6 165.6

11 91.4

18.3 0.0 16.5

1.4

165.6 165.6 165.6

91:4 91.4 91.4

17.8 17.6 17.9.

2293 =10.9 rI 1.6 75.7 38.9 174.2

1,444.2 I ,3 S I .4 1,354.3 1;34'.1 1,557_9 1,493.3 1,5653

536, 565: 2..

159: 14 185, 191 205:---

38.8 39.5 38.8 140,8 41.0 40.9

613, 655.

41.9 42.4

691-, 701

42,8 42.8

9.421. 9.681 9.603 10:192 10336 10A09 10360 10.982 11.184 11,174

1.882 1.878 1.925 2.044. 2.124 2.111 2.202

7.538 7.803 7,678 a8:148 8.213 '8.298 8.

2,205. 2403 .450

8.686 8.781

=onfcctioncrics pro tion (thousand tons) 2;896, 2,890: 2,961. : 3,144. 3.267; . 3,247. . '3,387. 3;531.

:on fectiOntries-index of 'quality (1970 100) 100,0 100,5 101,0 101,5 102,0 102,5 '103.0 103.5 104,0 104.5

onitetiptleries-adjusted action index 103,3 . 110.2 :114.9 - 120.5 "126:1 1318 -136.0 _

(1970 -100)

,824

;697. 3,769.

ica..--production (thousand tons).

rea-net imports (thousand tons)

329.9. 352.3 375.4 4341-272.7 280.2 291] 305.4

193 -31.6 35:9 , 24.8 35.3 49.8 45.9 38:5

lea-inventory change (thousand tons) -13,7 8.7 7.0! . 17.3 13,8 14.8. 15.0 15.0

lea-consumption (thousand tons) 305.7 303.1 320.0 3123 351A 387.3 406.3 '457.7 467.6

453:8 4803

28.8 32.1

15.0 15.0

497.2



Appendix (continued

.

FlourHoi perm* 149.

1971

coniumplidn (Million tons) .. 36.177 .36.520.

Flotirtised its macaroni (million tons) 1.211 1.218;

our-used inonfectiontrics (million tons 1,014 1.011

Flotir...-riet.consUmplion (Million. tons 31952 34.290

Floiltindex'a4uality'(1970.7100). 100.0 100.3

Flout-i-atljusted index olcOnsurnotion 100:0.7 101.3

..'.(1970 100)'

kinoroni7-dellaed'relail sales 1970

rublei)
-7 -----

543, 575,

rotatocs-kg per capita 130.. 128.

Vegetables-kg per cailiti 82. .

Fruits and berries-4g per capita 35. 39,

Vodka and liquor -consumption (million

dekaliterp)

237.9 230.7

1972

145.

5 8 7

1,359

1.036

A93

-.100

98S

M4:

.121.

0.

217.1

Ignae-ronsumption (million dekaliters)

um-consumption dekaliters)

Nine-consumption (million dekaliters)

.:.harriOagn,,consumplion (million dekaliters)

3ecr-casurnption dekaliters)

qonalcoholic lxverages-consumpliou (million

dekaliters)

robacadeflited retail sal
rubles)

million 1970

7,5 , 7.6

.0.4 0.9

382.0

.6.9 7.2

421.2 443.5

259.8 267.0:

2,780. 2,954.-

7.7

2:0

413.9

7.4

4724

275.0

3,122,-

1973

143,

1974

142

1975 1976 ,1977

139.

6.001

1978

. 1

-1979

141.

35.884

136

.. 1.136

; 33:380

97.5

141...

35.209

1,510

1.185

33.513

93.8

139:.

35.721

1.373

Y.

. 1.100

33.248

100.

35,798

1.252-

; 1.143

33A03

10th9

36.582 36.613.

L52

1.236

33.240

1013

1A87. 1.533

1.294

33.801

. 101.3

1319

33.760

103.0

8:5 99.3 5,8 92,6 992 100,8 102.4

602. 601.. 669. 7 707, . 737. 779.

124. 121. 120. .119: 120. 117. 110.

85..

40.

87. 89. 86. 88, 92. 96.'

17, 9

261A

.39. 41. i 41. 38.

244.4 257.7 265.1 269,6 283.7 '296.0

7.8 7.9 8.1 7.6 7.7 8,1 8.5

lA 1 1.2 , 1,2 1.3 1;4 1:4

43E1 413.3 434.9 453.814.4 382,3 , 21:7

73 7,

5434

8.2

575:1

88 :93

511.0 597. 6264 6592 i 7.8

283.0 . 291.5E 300.2. 309.2 318:5. 335.2

3,296 3,441, 3,681. ,808. 3,957::.' 4,127, 4;339.



1980

.Meat ke per capita

':ristkg-rtreapita

:Vegetable oi141ig pertaPita .

:17,0

fvfargarine--pr

Margarinewholesale inventories (thousand tons)

Margarine retail inventories (thousand tons)

Margarineconsumption (thousand tons)

u lion ( housand tons

Milk tr capita

Milktotal consumption (million tons)

Miff used for-butter (million tons)

Milk-uscdfor cheese (million tons)

Milknetzonsumptian (Million tons

Butterproduction (thousand tons

43,684

1,373

Butterwholesale inventories (thousand tons) 165.6
.

Butterretail inventories (thousand tons) 91.4

Butterexports (thousatattons)

Butter-imports (thousand tons)

Butterconsumption (thousand tons

Cheeseproduction (thousand tons)

risZrTuMber-Picipita-'' `-n-

17.9

174.2

1,529.3.

676.

Sugarkg per capita 422

Sugariota! consumption (million ton 11.204

Sugarused for confeetioneries (million tons) - 2.508

Sugarnet consumption' (million tons) 8.696

Confectioneriesproduction (thousand tons) 3,859.

Confectioneriesindex of quality (1970:- 100.) '105,0

".Confectioneriesadjusted production index: 139.9

.(1970-!100)

Teaproduction (thousand tons) 530.5

Teanet imports (thousand tons) 40.0

Teainventory change (thousand tons) 10.0

Teatonsumption (thousand tons) 60.5

Flourkg per capit 139..

:Flourtotal consumption (million tons 36.904

Flourused in macaroni (million tons) 1.534

Flourused in confectionerie,s (million tons) 1;351

.Flournet -onsumption (million tons) 34.019



Flours -index cf quality (1,970 .100)

.'Flour7-3djustetindex of ionsuMption.:: 10 2

'..-11970*100)

Macatani4datcd.r tail salc3.(thillion'1970 H. 193

rubles)

Polat*kiper, clip in

Vcictables.kg Nrclpit'a

Nits and krries-kg Or capita

Vodka and liquofr4onsumption (million

dckalitcrs)

.Cognacasumption dekaliters)

Rumconimmtion. (Million dckaliters)

Win consumption (million deloliters) 2850

Chompagneonsumption dckalitcrs)

,Beerrsonsumption . 650i0:

Nonaktholic beverages-4onsomption (million

dekaliters)

Tobacay--4efiatcd retail sales (million 1970

'ruble



Appendix C

Data Used in the Derivation of the Index

of Soft Goods

Cot(on textilcsretail sales (million" rubles)

Catkin textiles7-price index (1940=-100)

cotton textilesdellated retail sales

(million 1910 rubles)

1950 1951 1952' 1953 1954 1955 1956. 1957-

2,477. '2,487. 2;589;` 2;751 2,827. 2,543, 2558 2;324.

249. 243: 243: 214. 4182. 176; 176, 176,

1,247. 1,298. 1,351. 1,632, 1,970. , 1,833. 1,844: 1,675,

Wool textild-retail sales (million rubles) 921,

Wool textilesprice index (19407100) . 1901'

Wool textiles-iierlated retail sales 564.

(million 1970 rubles)

Silkiestileretail sales (million rubles) . 446,

511_1(tekt ilts7prict indeS (1970-100)

Silk textiledeflated.retail sales

,.
million 1970 rublei)1L,.:

LinetitextileirOW1 sales (million rubles)

186.

225,

" 1958 1959

2,215. 2;353.

-.176. "176;

.L596. 1,696.

706. 814. 969. 744. 986. 1,253. .1;366. 1480.

185. 184. 176.
=

174. 173, 173. . 173. 173: 173.., _

502. 447. . 538. . 648. 581. 663. 843. 919, 928.

538. .657. 860. . 1,143. 1,162. 1,416. 1,754. 1,808. 1,735.:

.184. 184. 176. 171. `170. 169. 1 168. 168.

.275. 336.' 459. 628. 643. 788. . .982. 1`,612, 971.

LinenSe.s1iles-7price.inde (1970.7.100) ;126.fi

Linerftestiles--deRated retail sales ' 80,- 75: . 70:

million riibItS)

159. 230.: :.235.

116.0. 1 16,0 1,16.0 115,3 1:15.3

70. 75. 102 133. 149. 152.

liosiery-lroduction (million pair) 472,7 597.8 584.9 61 L9 674.8 772,2 . 03.2.. 844:7 887.7 926.1

Leather shoes-pr action (million pair) .203.0 248,1 241.2 237,5 255,5 271,2 287:0 317.3 3564 384.9

Leather shoes-wholesale inventory change 1.0 1.0 L 1.0 LO 11-5 -1.3 1.4 1.5-

(million pair)

1.406i tOsiebil. iliventOry change

(million pair).

1.0' 1.0 I. 1,6 0.7- 9.1 17.0':.

Leatlier shoesnet imports (million pair)

Lelther shoesonsurnption (million pair)

Rubber footwearproductian pair)

Felt footkarproduetion.(million Pair) . -22.4

Kni underwear- production (million units) 150A 198.3 234:9

Knit ericar4pi_ fiction units) ;47.1 . 58.9 63._

Hatordas ryretail salts (million tubles)

lialxrdasbeY--Priee index (1940= OM

Haberdashe0,deflatth retail sales _

1970 rubles).

6.6

. 207:6. 250,5

4.4 ; 3.0 2,0 , 1.3

242.2 . 237.5

121.2 126.8

22.9. 23.3

254.8

0.9 IjA 11,8

270.1'

132.6: . 138.6

24.5

296.3= 329.7

145;0; 150.7

26,4 y 28.6 31.123.8 . 24,1 . 24:5 24.2

26,1

370;4 397.5,

159.2 167.4

640, 684,

153. 150.

274,7 327.1 346.5 348.5 374.7 398,1 399.3

: 66:0 15:5 . 85.4 901 97.1

1,035; :1,150.; 1,381., 1,523. L643.(

133 132; 132. 132.;

601 _ 717... _ 1,041 1,264. 1,394. 1,504.



Appendix C (continued)

School and of supplies retail Sales

(million.rubles)

School office Supplies-price.,

index (1940 -100)

1950 1951 1952 1953

243. .260.

1954 .1955 .1956 1957 . 1958 1959,

273k 275. 307 337. 363.

. 138: 134.. J34. 121. 107, .

School and office suppliesLdellatcd 'retail sales: 113, 116.: 141: 168. 199.

(million 1970 rubles). .

salt (million rubles) 316. 332, 348, 37 411, 466, 524 581; 64I,. 715,

104. 104 104. 104. 104.

206, 230. 253. 272. 294,

jtusehold soap retail sales (milliori rubles) 294, 2 271. 263. 280. .263. 290, ..3b6. 326: 3

Household soap pace index (1970-i-= 100) .182.3 161.5 :143,0 123.3 106,3 103.3 103.1 , 103 4 103:4 la]
Household soaHellated retail sales 151. 167. 178, .199. 246, .238:

(million11970 rubles)

Toilet soap= - retail sales (million rubles) . 320: 312

Taild soart7priie index (1970 =100) 202.5 159.2

Toilet soap4cflated retail sales 151 .170.-

(million 1970 rubles)

294.

190: 247. 321.

291.

514.

1013 101.3

497
337.

372: -431. .462.



1960 1961 1962 1963 1964- 1 =1966. . 1967 1968

. textiles ieta (million. rubles) 2,38Q '2,130; 2,036.

Cotton textiles-price index (1940 100) 176; 176. 116.

Cottarttextiles."deflated retail sales L715. 1,535, 1,467. 1,405,

(ironic 1970

1,911. 1,871. 1,914. 1,993,

176. 176. 175.

Wool textilesretail 'sales (milliou.rubles1 '1,630. 1,488,

Wool textilis4riee i_ndex(1940*-.100)...

Wool teitilesA

(million 1970 iubles)

173..

1,377. 1,356.

1,98 1,963.

t 170.

1,481. 1,465.

.170: . 170..

1;428, 1,487.

1,097. 1,019.

1,233. L220. 1,330, 1,307. 1,316. 1;389. 1A01 .

170. . 170, 110. 160. 156, 156. 156. 156.

928, 844. 835. 968. .975. 982. 1,036: 1,047,

Silk textiles-retail salesimillion

Silk textilespriceindek(1940..8.100)

Sillt.textildeflated retailsales

(Million 1970 rubles).

Linen textifiretaitsales (millionrUbles)

,Linen tektileprice index (1970 100)

Linen textileideflated_reiailsalis

(million..1970 rubles) -

Sea ioodsPrOdtiction index(1970 100)

floSieryproduetion

1,718: 1,597; 1,622. .1,487..

161: 156: 149.

1,003. 962. 1,023 1,018.

144, 7

254, 217. 210.

115A 115.4 115:4 115.9

164,- 157. 140: 135

243.

53.0 56,6

1,542. 1'1,589. 1,634..

144. . 132, 126. 126..

1,219.971. 1,098. 1,186.

1,557: 1,499,

:126; 126.---
. 1,162. 1;118.

212. 240. 271.

t.15.9 1043 100.0

171, 202.136.

290: 321. 334.

100.0 100.0 100.1

216. 239.

58.7.: 57.5 -6,2

Leather shoe.s-pr uetion (Million Pair)

leather shoes-71holoaleinventorY change 5,4

pall.

964.1 1;000 .5 1,032.8 1.121.6 1,230

419.3.

56.1

0.0

249.

70.6 81.2 90.6

444.3 1,485.9. 1,4664 1,395,9

443.2 456.3 462,7 474.7 486.0 523.2 563.2 600,0 638,4

1,5 , 1,5 2.9 al -31 -1,0 1.9 -0.2 3.1

61.6

. , - . .

Leather shoesretall'invcntory change. , 17.3 13.1 L8 9,2 4.4 -12.8 -10.1 6.7

iLeather shocsnet imports (rnllionpair).

...Leather'shoesconsuniptiOri(million pair

. 29,7 25.1 251 25,6% 25.1 27.9

495:3 , 529.9__-
Rubber footwear-production (million pair) 166.2 163.6 1571 159.6 1643 161.0 164.2 168.2 168.6 167.8

Felt footwear-Productian (million pair) 31.5 33.4 33,8 34.3 34.3 33.3 316 32.2 '32A 31.8

770A _ 811.8 .0 821.6

426.3 453.7 . 412: 476.2

11.6
a

21.1

33.7 :48,9 :54.6 56:2

568,0. 03, 643.2 670:4

Knit uiderwearproduction (niillion units) .471.6 487.7 519:4 554:5 639.8 .714:

Knit outerwear production (million units) 111.7 117.8. .124,9 132,9 153 :4. 187.9 227.1 .255,4 302,7 363.4

Haberdashery- retail sales (million rubles) 1,724. 1,830. 1,982. 2,009. 2,077, 2,281. 2,500:. 2,967, 3,284.

Halxrdashery-price index (1940 100) 123. 122. 122. 122.- . 121: 121.. '12L . , 121. 121,, 121.

Haberdashery-deflated retail salt 1,694. 1,813.. 1,963. 1,990: 2,057. 2,278. 2,497; 2,681, 2,963. 3,279.

(million 1970 rubles)



Appendix C (continued)
. .4

.

1960: 1961 1962 1963

School and office supplies 'retail sales

(Million rubles)...

424. 436. 453. 476.

School and office-supplies-price index

(1940-100)

103. 102. 102, . 102 *

Schoolnd office supplies-deflated retail sales

(million-1970 rubles)

321. 4. 347. 364.

sales (million rubles), 759. ': 794_ 832. 894.:

.Household pretail 'saki rubles).
_

351:- 368. 380 423.

Household soaprice index (1970100) 100.1 1 7 100.7 IOU

:-,Houtehold,.soap-dellated retail sales

(million 1970 rubles):

328.. 341: 352; 393

Toilersbaretail sales (million rubles) 535. 566. 605. 613.

..,1 odd index (1970 -.100) 98,9 99,9 99.5 100.0

Toilet..OP:::74flated retail sales

(irgllion,1970 rubles).

525. 549. . 589. _ r 594_

1964 1965

539. 592.

102. .102.

412. . :

947. 1,078,

433, 487.

100:6 100.6

402. 452,

:658 716.

9 100.0

.64 .. _ .694.

1966 1967 1968 1969-

656. 721, 827. 956.

102. .102. . 102, .102.

502. 33. 732;

1 197.. 1,312, 1,3 L550.

533. 602. 65 674.

100.6 100,7 100,6. 100.8

495 558: 608. 621,

792. . 880. 965. 1,069.

.100,0 99.9 _99:7. 100.1

768.. . 854.. 939, , ...1,035.

.



1970. . 1971

tton,textile (million NW)._ ''1822.

Caton:. textilesPifee indix (1940 100) 170, . 170.

Cotton

hill 970 rubles)

Wool tiles-retail sales (million rubles)

'Ics-price indix.(1940 100)

Wool te dated retail sales

(million 970 rubles)

Silk teitiles-retail sales (milliorr rubles)

Wool

1;359, 1,315.

1;345, 1,389;

156. 156.

index (194001

1,004. 1 036.-

1,530

126.

1,504.

126,

S11*-----41PeFlatek d retail sales 1,122

1970 riiblar,

1972. 1976. 1978,
1973 1974 -1975 1977

1,679, 1i755, 1,604.` .1,568. .1,604: 1,578 1,601.

.170, 170. 170, 170. '170. 170. 170.

1,253 1,309. 1,19Z 1,170.. 1,197. 1,177. 1,195.

. 1,565. 1310. 1;880 2 056. 2,035 1,980.: 2,195.

156. 156. 156. 156. 156. 156. 156.

4403. 1,534.' 1,518. 1,477. 1,638,

1 752. 1 881. 1, 0. _ ,797. 3,171. 3 247 . 1,833.

126. 126. 126. - 126.. 126.. 12 128:

-1,307, 1,485,. 2i087 .2,366, 2,385 '2,084

Linen textilcsretail sales (million rubles) 129,-, 349,,::

Linen taxtilesprice index (1970 100) 100.0 100,1 I

Linen textiles-7:;deflated seta ales 245, 260;

(million,197b rubles)

Sewn goodsproduction lido; (1970,100) 100:0

Hosicry--lrodtktiori (million pair) 1,338.1

Leather shoes,lrothictioni(million pair). 678.9

327.

99.9 100,4' 100 100.8 101.0L

244. 256, 281. 293 264.

1979.

4723.

170.

1:286.

' 2,321.

-156,

1,732.

3,076.

128.

2;259.

107.5 109.4 112.5 125.7 130.8 135.9

1,309.1 1336.9 1,411.0 1,469.0 1,495.0 1,540.0

681.9 647.4 66.2 84.0 698.0 724.0

141.6

564.Q 1,596.0 1,636.0

736.0 740,0 7400

Leather shoes-wholcialc inventory change 5.2

(million pair)

Leather shoei-fetall inventor/ chug

(million pair)

Doter shoes-iiet imports (million pal?) 59,7
-------

Leather shoes-cotisumption (million poll

63,9 ' 67,6 67:7 69,0 66.8 61.6

715.3 . 7154 708.8 . 7183 747.6 754.3 781,7 805.0 806.8 8014

Rubber footwearproduetion (million pair) 173.0 179.0 180.0 194.0 205.0 205 203,0 197M 1910 -194.0

Felt-foilwe'ar-LProdtiction (Millioh pair] 31:8 31 30,9 - 30.8

Knit underwear-production (million units) 814.4

Knit outerwear-productiorl(million units) 415:2 445,4 450,9 4593 . 46%0 466,0 472.0 474.0 474.0

Haberdashery-re:tail Ales (million rubles) 3,638.. 4,031, 4,410, 4,557: .. 4385, 5,197.. 5,537. 5,975. 6,231.

Haberdashery-price ihdex (1940 100) 121. .121, 121, '1211± 1211 121, 121, 121.

.

Haberdashery-deflated retail sales. 3,633, .4,025. . 4,404, - 4;551. 4,778. 5,190. 5;529.

(million 1970 rubles).

828.8 842,9 900.4 920.0 9 5 990.0 1,038.0 1,080.0 1,111.0

121.

5,967. 6,222. 6,628.

478.0

6,637.

121.



Appendix C (continued)

_ _ .

1970 1971

School and office sales 1,015. 1,032.

(million rubles)
.

Schootaild &Tux soppliesPrice 411( 95 87
(1940 *1001

SOO and &rice retail sales 834. 926.
rubles)

Publientionslrelail iales (niillion rubles) 1,640. 1;738.

HousehOld snarhrelail-salo (million rubles) 697. 153.

HouseholdNbrprice index:0970 100) 100,0 99,5

HoUstbold soapflate0 retail sales ... 65.1. 707..
(rrii111on 1910 rubles).

Toilet soart--=-relnil sales (million rubles)
___ _

roi1it soaruprice index (1970 100) 100.0 40'
------ff-----------------------

1,176, 1,292=',

Toilet sonv-dellawd. retail sales . I,140, 1 253...._ ,.

.

1972.

1,125.

.1973 4974 1975 , 1976 1977 1978 1979

1,170, 1,4238. 1,316, 1365. 1,456, 1,513: .1,595.

86, 86. 84, 84. 84, 84, 84' 84,

1,021. 1,062; s- 1,150. L223. 1,268., .1;353. : 1;406. -. 1,482:

1,845. 1,947. 7;050, 1197, 2,204. 2;223. 2,374. 2,5:46.._
827, . 820, 851, . 946. 940. . 174, 1,008, 1,153.1

99,2' :- 99.2 99.1. :99:3 99.3 99j.. 97.8: 97.0 "

779::' 2" 772. 806. 890;'' 884. 916: ' I 963: 1,110.

1,01, 1,520. 1,632 1;807 1,983. 2,199. 2 529 2 844

.99.8 99.9 100.0 .99.4 .99.3 99,5 , 99.9 99,

1 371: 1 475. . "-. 1 582..-... . I 762,. : 1,937, -2;143. ---..1,453.-- 2,774:



1980

Cotton tcxtilcsaretnil sales (million rubles) 1.723

Cotton textiles price -Index (1940...100) . 170

CottOntextilesgeflated retail sales 1.286
illicin 1970 rubles)

Wool textilesretail sales
0-ifool4e_xtilesprice index (I

Wool textilesde s
(minion 1970 rubles)

Silk textilesretail sales (million rubles) 3.636_

bilk textilesprice index ()940-100) - 128

million rubles
40-1

2.294
156

_ 1712

Silk textilesdeflated mai! sales
(million 1970 rubles]

Linen textiles-retailsales (million rubls) 363

Linen textilesprice index (1970-.100)- 000.8
Linen teittilesdeflated retail sales 269

(million 19`70 rubles)

2,671

Sewn goodsproduction index (1970 =100) 149.9

Hosieryproduction (million pair) 1,666.0
_

:Lcather shOesproduction pair) 744.0

Leather shoeswholesale inventory change 0.0
pair) .

Leather shoesretail insento?y change
(million pair)

Leather shoesnet imports (million Pair) 70.0

0.0

Lether shoesconsumption (million.pair) 814.0

Rubber footwearproduction (million pair) 194.0

Felt footwear production (million pair) 25.0

Knit underwearproduction (million units) 1,144.0

. Knit outerweariproductfon (million units) 478.0

Haberdasheryretail sales (milli6n rubles) 7.057.

Haberdasherpprice index (1940 == 100) .121_

Haberdashery-deflated retail sales 7,047. Iv,
(million 1970 rubles)



Appendix C (continued).

Schaol and Office supplies- ,:retail sales

School and office suppliesprice index

(19 4 100)

I and office iuppliesAlefiateti retail sales I 556,0

(milliOn 1970 rubles)

Publicationsretail sales (million rubles)

Household soaretail sales (million rubles)

Household sowprice index (1970 I

Household soapAellated retail sales

it illion 1970 rubles

24TWO soapretail sales (million, rubles) 3,1

Toilet Soapprice index (1970-100) . 99.7

Toilet soapdeflated retail sales 3,038

(million 1970 ruhles)...-



ppendik D.

his Used in the Derivation of the Index.

If Durables and Miscellaneous Goods

1onfood goods Jetail sales (million rubles)

406kodgoads.--)ricc.indez(1940100).

4anfood go-ods-retail salei(million 1970 robin)

loft goods4retail Sales (million rubles)_ . . ,

16ft gOodsfirice index (1970 100) ,..

loftioods7it.tailsales(millian1970 rubles),_

hiablesind rniscelinboius 'goods .

'Iilliorj271rlible±:__-_

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

15,517i . 16,807. 49;194. ;1, 194.;.... 22;660,- 24,807, 28,721; 30,762. ,:32,661.

165... 137. .156. 145, . : 134;. . ,'...134.., 133, '133. 133. 13

11,243,

. ----.T-

12,255. .. '13,359,. '... 16,414.

. .- . , .

..20,I68; -' 20,969, - 23,128'. 26.777, 28,680. 30,6

1 1,931:' 12;029,, i -13,190. 14372. 16,508, .,_
,
16,601; . -18395;-: 20,978. 22,241. 23,503:

' 133. ' ..126'.'- ' 128, ::,..116.: 110,, .' 108: .,' -108; 108.. .` 108 108.

8,947:: 9,584. 10;306, 12,428, 15,074 1 ,402, 17, 194 1. 20,574. 21,833;

'' 295, 2,672. 3,05. /- 3,986. 5,094. 5,567. 6,b89. 7,377. 8,107. 8,848.

1960 1961 1962 1963

4onfood g;Od.;-=retailsalcsiMillion rubles) . 35,800.
'.

36,216, 38.242.

qonfooil -.price index (1940 '100) -... :130. 129. " 129.'. '129.-
._______......... __-T.

kitirifood goods- retail sides (million 1970 rubles) .' ;34;148. . . '34,811_ 36,700. 37,100. .- 39,062, 43,607. . -48,101.-
_.. ,................, .. ____ .

__...._ _ __.-._7_
;ofigoodsretail Sales (mill* rubles) .25308; 25,988.: 27.411. 27,687-....:, 28,615, .,31,168, 33,720:

_____

kiftiOciisprieiindei(1970*1 1,,, _. - .107;4 .:..106-._ .. :405.: ..,7..405L......':.10.&:,:,...-,2_...102,, ::.101,..
..___ ._-._ . ,

i'oft.gr.iodS=.4utail sales (million 1970 Raid) , 24,135.. 24.630; 26,062. -. .,. 26,44I. 27,145. 1/,574..
______:______,_ _-. _______ -. _

)urultles'and miseellaneouS. goods -10,012,', .
"10,182: :.-. -10,697.- 6,10,659.';' 11,717-.-T

(milli° 1970 rubles)
..

. -: 1910 .... 1971 1972,.' , , ,' 1973

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

53,165, 58,693. . 63;742.

.124. 124

53,165, 58,693. 63;742.

37,563. 41386. 44,967.-

101. 10t.. 100, ;

524. 37,336. . 41,1331 ' 44,794,

13,033. 14;577, 15;829, 17;560. 18,948.

1974 1975

Nonfood oodsretail sales (million rubles). 69,040. 74,117; .79,921, .84.500. 90,043. 97,660, 103,037. -109,378: .115;456, 122;932. .

Nonfood goodstprice index (1940 =100) 124. 123. .122, '122: .: 122, 122. .122. 122: 123 125,

Nonfood goods,--re4i1:91es (million 1910 rubleS)..-..69,040. 74,720 85,885..

soft goods,retnii snles rubles) 47,871 '50)39. 3.317, ,..15,416; 58;186.

.100, .100, 99., 99,

1,519. 99,261.. 104,726.. 111,171. 116,395: 121,949.

iriftloodspriee indeq1970-100)

Soft goodsMO sales (million 1970 rubles) ; 47,872. 50,696. 51500. 55,811, 58,920.

Durables and miscellaneous Bonds 21;168. .. 24,024, 27,731, 30,074, 32,599.

(million 1070 rubles)
i

'62.709. 65,776. 69;099. 72,006. -75,870..

99. 99, 99, 99, 99.

63;503. 66,603; 72,994.. '76,751:
.. .

41,637. '41,401. ... 45,1.97; ;

1980

Nonfood goes retail sales (million rubles)

Nonfood goods--:price index (1940- 100) . '123..

Nonfood gOods,retail sales (million I 970'rubles) .129,985; H

Soft goods.=-Lretailsalos (million rubles) 80,794, .

oft goodsprice.index (1910.7'100) 99,

sort goodsretail sales (million,1970 rubles) .8 L735:
. .

purabl6 and .ftiseelloncoos goods .
,48,250,

(million 1970 rubles)



Appendix t

'Data Used in the Derhation of the Index

of Household Senices

A A-4

Housing

Urban 'housing

Endyear stock -useful space

(tliillions

Endyear stock= living space

(million quart meters)

Midear St% k=living space.

(ntilliortsimare-Metcrs).

Rural housing

Endyear stock;lseitil sPace'

(million ware meters)

Construction (million square meters)'.

Transfers or rural housing to urban

housing (Million s4uure meters)

1950 1951 1952

513,0 535.1. 557.0

342.0 356.7 371.3

336.0 349.4 364.0

725,9 739.8 7514

19.7 20.0 18.9

,0 2.5- 2.6

Retirenients (million quire meters) 0,0

Stock.--livinglpaec 544.5

square meters)

Midyear t1ock7-living

(million qUare meters)

NMI to

Midyear hock -livini space

(million Square meters)

Household use of electricity

kilowatthours)

Household use of natural gas

3.6 3.7

554,9 564,3

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

593.9 '632.6

383.6

395.V 421,7

20.0 23.9 27.9

14.4 14.6

6710= 711.0 763.5

448.0 474.0 509,0

408.8 434,9 461.0 491.5

.2
759,8 769.1 784.4 8084

32.0 45.9

14.8 12.8 18.0

3,8 '3.8 3.8 3.8 3.9

.5653 569.8 576.8 588.3 606.3

1958 ^y 1959

832.0 896.0

554.7 , 597,3

531.8 576.0

831,8 872.0

48.2 55.7

20.8 . 11.3

4.01 4.2

. 623.8.. 654.0

540.0 549.7 559.6 565.0. 567.8 573.3 5816 5973 615.1 638.9.

876.0 899.0 92_31 9481 9761 1,00 .2 1,0431 1,058.8 1,146.9 1,214,9

(billion cubic meters)

Urban public housing

stock-living sPace

(million square mods)

npnlr and personal tare

State.provided services...

RSFSR sales (Million 1955 rubles)

RSFSR sales (Million rubles

.251 10.112 11,018 11.928 1234-9 , 13.686 14103 15.096 15.955 16,859

0.216 0.234 .23 0.258 10,282 0337 0.4 53' 0 :697 ' 1,053 1327

222.7 231,4 2417 .252.4 2623 273,0 2843 299A, 320,8 347:0

443.2 398.8 3841 494.7

3923 609.8



-State-provided scriiees (eontiOile)
.

',USSRSalesonstant prjces

(millionrnbles)

U$SR..sales eurient Oriees

USSRsales7=eornoarable pricts

(million rubles),

USSR Sales (million 1976 rabies)
_ .

a

Privatel.provided services
.

Totalsales (million rubles) L268. 3,268.. . 1268, 3,268: 68, 3 3,268. .1268;

Housing services (million rubles) r 1X81, 1,387, 1,387, .1 1,387., 1,381 1,367, 'I",387. '1,387.

'Recreation

Movie adrnistions .060: : 1,562. 1,625. 1,967,

Theater 'admissions (million) 68. 69, . 70,

Resort visitors (thousand) ' 3 -745: 3,884. 4,102. 4,299: .' 4;505.

Hotel employment (thousand) i 53, , 51. ; .

._...

Hotel employment (million manhotrg)
,

1 15 10 114; -118.

Transportotion . _

Rail (billion Passenger-kilometers) 88.0 98,5 . 107.4 118:3 129.1 141A 142A 453A 158.4 . 164A

Sealbillion passenger-miles) ." 671.0 679,0 672.0 800.0 7810 798.0 748.0 764:0 :739.0 . 756:0
.=--_-_,_

River passerigepkiloineteM--'-'- -:,-,1.0.- -, 13-- .,=15-,,-, - . 3.6 . --.... , , .8 ._._ .. _AO .. .. 4,1_ ... , .

_
, .

Bus (billion-passcriger.kildruclers) ,
6 4 . 10:5 14.1 20.9. : 26A 33,7 42E 50.8

!Air (billion paSsenger4ilometers11, 1.2 1.5 1.7 11 2:4 I'2 8 3.1 4.5 6A 9.1-

Tram (million passengers) . 5, 1 57.0 5,379; ,5,612.0 5,853.2 6,104,7 6,367M 6,416.0 6i812.0 7,195M. , 7,450,00

Trolleybus (million Passengers) 945.0. IM77:7 .1.229M 1,410,5' .1,618.9 1,858.0 2,082.0 2,392.0 2,672M 2,805.0

ubway (million passengers) , ------17 629.0 1.8 739.0 799.9 - 865,7' 0937. 996. 1,015M 1,068.0 1,093M- _- ,

.

Taxi (million paid kilometers) 160.1 210.9 277.9 3233 424,8 600:3 739.0 97 1 1,148,1 1,275.1

_ ,

Communications '

Postal number of items (million) & y32.2 9,856.0 10:885.0 11:471.0 12,533.5, 13,459A 14,695:0 I5,604M 16A8618 17,623.6

Telephonelong distance calls (milliell . "103A 108M 115M 119.0 126M 135.2 143,1 152:0 163.1 A 171,7.

Telephone urban telephoneqthilitsa4 ._,Q92.0 : 2,231.0 2,422M - 2,548.0 . 2,698.0 2,839.0 2,983.0 3,145M -73,360M 3.520.0

Telephoneroral telephones (thousa0 ,. 221,0 . 244.0 ' 264,0 : 289.0. 326M 351.0 383:0 '4I3M 450.0 503M
, .

Telegraphnumber of telegranis (rnillii0 , 153,9 167,0 , 181M 195J1 201:0 203.1 206.2 227.0 223,2 230.0

_ .

3,268, 3,268.

1,387;

2,824. 3,065. 3,392. .3.512:

77., 79. 83. 89.

4,859 091. 5,564. 5,780

57. 57, 58. .-

119. _116. 115. 114!

Radio and TVnumber of radios

(million) 3.6 4,8 5 8 7 I0:0 13.0 1E2 19.1., 21.7 24.7

-
Radio and TVnomber of TV sets

(million) OM 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.3

Radio and TV.--number of radio rehp 9,7 10,6 11,7. 13,8 16:4 19.5 22.2

facilities

1.8 = 2.5 3.6

.24.8 27.1 29.2



ApP6Oix E (continued) .

1.100.111V.

Urbau bang

ghtlyett stockUseful pee

Auare meters)
.

rgr4 otstock--.1iving s[uce

(tuillioa square raters)

itlytdr stockliving space 618.0 658.3 697,0
Ittalida square mews)

Rural hmini

. Erklyasiocktiieful space

(rutllioa square meters)

- r.

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965
.

1966- 1967 068 1969

'612,0 1,017.0 1,074,0 I;130:0 1,182.0 1;238.0 1,290.0 1 SOD 1,410.0 1,4694

638.7 678.0. 716.0 753.3 788.0 825,3 860.0' 900.0 940.0 979.3

square mitits) .:1- .

Itaus;:a of rural housing I6 urba.4 tumisimr,

square belerS)

Rc(iremrnis (q Ili n squIre meters!
-7-

Eldeo.1106k4ving

Jritillio.astiunre meters.. .

M40(itock7livinsliace ',667,1 691.4 712.0 330,1. : 745,6 T
759;1'. . '773..1. 787.,8 I .81 0,9meters)

Total hoeing

734.7
959,7

907.0 936.7 9621 9.84,8 1;003,6 1,020:6 1,041.,1 .1,019: ".. 1,080 .

50.6 .461 41'.1

9,4 7:8 54

39.2

5.0

35,2 36.9 383 38,4 36,0

1.6 5.9 2,9 31 3.8

35.2.

:4

9,1 10,3 ,1-15 121 15,3 L 16,7 18.0 . 19.7

738.6 752.7 767-5.4 780.8 794 8 )105.5 8163
680.2 702.5 721.6

(itialloti square meters)

1- Household use of e=lectricity

(hilliorikilowatt.hours)

Household use of natural gas

(billie5tAc meters)

Urbart public housing --

Vace

(millimuuare meters)

Mideststeckliving spae 1,285.1 ,1;349.7 1,409,0 1,464.7 I 16,3 1,565.7' l ,615.8 1,667.8 13201 1,7704
. _

'RtDair 110 tirrsonal care

State-Phivifid services

(million 1955 rubles)

RSRRUles rubles

17,358 19,313 21.652 24,025 26,559 29,131

1.800 2.212 , 2.757 3.369, 4,071

31.105 33.344 35,997 38.576

4,787 5.361 5.500 6.000 6.800



State-pro/irk(' services (continual)

1,0542

I-

'AJSSR salesIconstant prices

(aillion rubles)

1,158,2 1;277.3 1,413.7

(
c.

1,677.3 2,038_3 '2,375.0 2,827.3 ,
.

U$$R.siiicS.Cartini prices (million ruble) .1,375,6 2,357.5 2,688.9 3,1.08.3 3,544:4 4,045.0

USSR, iiles.:7coinparable peas
V.

2,346.9 2,670.5 3,079,7 '3,503,4 3,988.8

(ni111100Ir.obles)-.

PrivattlyPicivided

Total. sal6 rubles) 2,716. 2,284,.. 7. 2 . 2,170; 2,11'1: 2,03E'. . 1,859.

. HoUsing Services (million rubld). 1,040, 928, 857. - 867. 973: 1,006. 1,040. 979. 951

Reenlist

Movie admissions (trillion) . 3,611. 3,859, 3,926. 3,877. 4,123, 4,279, 4,192, . 4,495. 4,705. 4,656,

Theater admissions (million). 91, 98. 101. 10/ 101. 106. .106. III. 110.

Rost yam (thousand)

Hotel employment (thou.sand)

Hotel employment (million manhours)

Transportation

Rail (billion passenger iilometers) 170.8 1763 .3. 192,0 .. 195.1 .201.6 219.4 234.4 2%1' 261.3
&. .

Sea (billion itasscngcr.miles) 119.0 . 737,0: 711,0. 7810 719,0 796.0 ' $87.0 897.0 9510 9410 .

River (billion.passenge6kilorocters) 4_3 4.4 4:6 4.7 4,1 4.9 52 : 5.3 , "5.5

Bus (billion passUnger-kilomcters)- 61.0 . . 69.3 82.2 95,2 107.7 120.5 137:0 153,0 :168..5 183.0 '

Mr (billion paskucrAilumateri) . 121 16.4: 20.1 25,3 30.9 -38,1 45.1 53.5 '. . 62.1 71.5

Tram (million passengers) _ 7,842.1 7,780:0 7,937:0 8,103.0 8,2210 1,241,8 8,1916 8,130:6 7,9713 7,831.5

TrOlIcybus (million pasw.nger0 1054.6 3,139,0 3,353.0 3,638, 3,947,0 4,298,0 4,7118 5;039.3 :5,330.6 5,6$9A

. 'Subway (million paswgers) 1,148.3 1,2310 :1,301.0 1;441.0 1,5'69,0 1,652.4 ' 1,822.2 1,9V.3 2,072.0 '2,110 ,
f

'Taxi (million paid kilorneEersi 1,576,0 1038,0 2,569,3 . -3;110 3185.0 3,515,0 3,832.7 4,258.9' 4:835i. .5_402,9

Communications
..

. _ ,
. . . .

Postalnumber of items (million) 18,9913 20,071.4' 21,301 :7 23;109:4 2 28,461,9 31,837.9 35,358.9 I 37i225,3 39,842.8
...

Telephone-14g distance calls (million) 185.0 , 196,9 . 2100 218.2 226,9 .,256,5 . 283.0 / 31,3.9 34.2,8 385.7

Telephone urban telephones (thousand) ,3,753.0 : 4,021,0 4,350.0 : 4,475M 4,864 0 5A90.0 . -6,129.0 . 6,867M 7,677M 8,570.0

Telephone-rural telephoneS (thousand) 548M 598.0 650,0 814,0 893M 909.0 ' 986.0. 1,075.0 I;192M 1.324.0
.

.Telegraphnumber of telegrams (million) 240.9 ' 2450 252.2 : 254.5 257.3 .273:2 299.8 322.8 338,6 356.2
___ _ _

Radio and T

____.

Vnumber of radios 30.5 32,8 35.1 '36.7 38,2 39.8 41.8 40 46.7

(million) 27.8

Radio and TVnurnbr of TV sets 4.8 - 6,5 83

(rilillion) ____________ .

liadio and TV number of radio relay facilities 30.8 : 321 33.1 `.33;8 ' 34.6 35.6 37M 38,9 41M 43.4

_Itnillion) _

6,492, 6,609. 7,881. 8,310_ 8348 9,098. 9,417. 9,831.

63. 70. 73. 76. -78. 81 85, 88.

137. 141, 149. 155: 161.119. 120. 121. . 127, 131



1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1974 . 1976 1977 1978 1979

Housing

Urban housing

Endycar stock;..usertijr%

. (million sioarc IONA'

Endyear stucic-..fiVint

sotiare te.

Midyear stuck---1iginett,

(million_aquarc Met

Rural Housing

Endyeur stuck-moeftil

(million'squart

Cootruclion (m1111011 omelet)

.Trordier5 of rural flotiourban housing,,.
tquate rneldt:'"

1,529,0 1,594,0 .1,661.p 1;730:0 1,800, 1,86710 1,9310 21001.0 21070.0 2,134.0

1,019,3 1,0617 1,107.1: 1,1533 1,200.0 1,244.7 1,288,0 1,334.0 1,380.0 1,422.7

9993 1,041.0:° 1,085.0. 1,130,3' 1;176:7, 1 222.3 1,2663 1,311.0 1,357 1,401.3

1,100.9 4110, 1,119,2 1,127.1 , 1,1342- 1,143.2' 1,148.6 1,154.5 1,158.7 1,163.4

Retirements (Million tammtters)

Endyear ste4117-liviN

squart

Midyear

.(million Nolte rrieltn

Total housing

M r stock-40N 18

(million 3401%

1.6 2.8 2.5 23

33,6 . 30.3 30.6 301 ,29.4

3.3 1.9 2.1 1.7 1.9 ,16

20:7 210 2 214 22.5 22,7 22.9 23. 23.1 23.2

6?1) 872.5

821.01 829.4 836.3 842.4 848,0 854.0 .859.4 . 863.7 867.5 870.8

1,820,3 1,870.4 - 7_1,921.3 1,9717 2,024.6 2,076.3.. 2,174:7 '1224.5 2,272.1

lloterbold'use of cleetti'l

Eloalt-1010!

41.2 44.327 4119 50.249 53.391 56.600 _60.568 62.675 65499 . 67.477

8.900 9.80 r 10.700 11.600 12.500 12.975 13.957 15.247

6953 734.7 775.0 8163 859.71 9023 9433 985.3 1,0 .0 1,0693



,8tifeprovided services (continued)

prices

111(rnillion rubles)

V,SSR salesurrent prices (million rubles)

1),SSRsales-4inparable prices

(million rubles)

USSRsaks(miIlion 1916 'rubles)

:)).rivately-provided services

Total sales (million rubles)

'I.Housing services (million rubles)
D

Recreation

1";A Movie admissions (million)

=-:
Theater admissions (million)

Resort visitors (thousand)

Hold employment (thousand)

''Hotel employment (million manhours)

,Ton.spotiation

(billion passeger.kilometers)

-,"Sea (billion passengermiles)

:.River (billion passenger-kilometers)

:Bus (billion passenger-kilometers)

Air (billiO'n Passenger-kilometers)

Tram paisengers)

Trolleybus (million passengers)

Subway (million passengers)

Taxi (million paid kilometers)

:,communleadoris
,,

:postalnumber of items (million)

Telephonelong distance calls (million)

.:.:.Telephone---uran telephones (thousand)

Telephonerural telephones (thousand)

Telegraphhumber of telegrams (million)

Radio and TV number of radios

(million)

Radio and TVnumberof TV sets

(million)

and TIL=num4er of radio relay

facilities (million)

F

N

4,480.7 4,838,8 5,159,6

4,408,1 4,7500 5,144.9 5,579.6, 6,011.6 6,4319 6,817.8

, 6,243.2 6666,5 7,039.7 7,607,1, 8,199.

2,000. 2,000, 2,000, 2,000, 200, 2,000. 2,000, 2000., 2,000, 2,000.

1,071. 1,071. 1,071, 1071. 1,071. 1,071. 1,071, 1,071, 1,071, . 1,071.

4,652, 4,656, 4,569: 4,583.

115:

4567, 4,497, 4211. 4,080, 4,155, 4,151.

II! 114. I V, 116. 117, 117. FIE 118, 119.

10,138. 10,594, 11,069. 11,517. 11,882. 12,3/14. 12,875, 13,373, 13;681 14,154.

92. .96! 101. 106. 110, 114, 117. 127. 127, 131:

.167, 71; 185. 192, 200, 208, 213. 220, 230, 237.

265,4 274.6 285.8 296.6 306.3 312,5 315.1 322.2 332,1 3353

859.0 928,0 1,012.0 1,048.0 1,127,0 1,151.0 1,306.0 1,425,0 1,265.0 1,326,0

SM 5.7 5.7 5,9 6,1 6,3 6.0 5,6 5.8 5.8

202.5 215,8 235.6 253,9 279,1 303.6 325.3 344,5 361.5 ( 376,0

781 88.8 - 95.9 98,8 108,8 122.6 130.8 127,5 140.1 151.0

7,962.1 7,975,1 7,951,7 7,997,5 8,074,2 8,2354 8,358.0 8,371.5 8,384.1 8,2964

6;122,2 6,587,8 6,973,9 7,298.3 7,638,5 7,963.3 8,355,0 8,634,1 8,810.8 8,945,4

2,294.4 2,443.3 2;591,7 2,727.0

7,694.7

2,836,3 2,972.0 3,228,6 3,355.6 3,515,0 1675.1

5,951,0 6,570.4 7,179.5 8,443.9 9,291.1 10,097,0 6870.0 6.395,0 7,239,0

42,092,7 44288,0

479,0

46,2981 47,872.0 49,280.0 51,0089 51,66E0 52,174.0 52,385.0 53,296.0

430,5 535,0 604,0 684.0 768.0 868,0 960,0 1061.0 1;160,0

9,504.0 10,436,0 11,380-0 12 450.0
_ 13 589 0, 14 694 0 15 712 0 16 690,0_

17 752.0, _ _ 18 855.0

1,483.0

364.6

1,642.0 1,819.0 2,013,0 2,236,0 2,473.0 2,710.0 2,948,0 1192,0 3,440.0

372.0 385,0 404,0 421.0 = 443,0 458.0 477,0 491,0 511,0

48.6

34.8

46,2

50.8

39.3

53.2

45.4

54.8

49.2

57.1

52.5

59.8

55.2

62,7

61,5 63.3 64.7 66,2

57.6 59,9 62.5 64.3

49.1 52.1 55.5 59.0 66.4 70,2 74,0 77.8

385



%it ppend E Ontinuedi

HO

Urbadousing

Endyear stockuseful space

square meters)$
Endyear stockliving space

(million square meters) t

Midyear stockliving space

(million square meters)

Rural housing

1980,

1970 100

I

2,200.0

1,466.7

1,444:7

Endyear stockuseful space 1.168,6

(million square meters)

Construction (million square meters) 30.0

1 I ,

1.1

:Transfers of rural housing to urban housing

(million square meters)

1,5

23.3

876,4

p4.5

Retirements (millioq square meters)

Endyear stockliving space
,

(million square meters)

Midyear stockliving space

(million Square meters)

Total housing

Midyear stock-living space

(?nillion square meters)

2,319,1

"-`

Utiliti

H old use of electricity

on kilmatt.hours)

Household use of natural gas

(billion cubic meters)

. Urban public housing

Midyear,stOck living space

(million square meters)

Repair and personal care

State.provided services

70372

16.313
vs

i 9

RsEsR sales (millioO 1955 rubles)_

RSFSR sales (million rubles)



State-provided services (continued)

USSR sales onstant pricer(millioniubles)

USSR salcS-Lcurrent prices (million rubles)

8,822:9USSR-sales (million 1976 rubles))

Frit'iatcly-provi-ded services

Taal sales (million rubles)

1-loffsing services (million rubles)

Recreation
IT--

-MO-vie admissions (millon) 4,244,

Theater admissions (million)
122.

14,546_

I _

2,00().

1,071.

Resort visitors (thousand)

Hotel employment (thousarid)

Hotel'employment (million manhours)

Transportation

Rail (billion passenger.kilometers
331,2

.

Sa (billion passenger-miles) 1,350,0 ________
River (billion passenger,kilorneters)

60

Bus (billion passenger- kilometers) 389.8

passeriges-kilometers) 160,6

Tram (million passengers) 8,255,0

TrolIcybus (million-pisseners)
9,035:0

Stiliway passengers) 3,823:0

Taxi (Million paid kilometers 8,251.5
. .

Communications

PoStal'number items (million) 54,307:0

244,

Telephonelong distance calls (million) 1,2640

Telephoneurban telephones (thous'and) 20,043.0

Telephonerural telephones (thousand) 3,657.0

Telegraphnumber of telegrams ) 531.0

Radicand TV-=number of radios. 67.7

(million)

Radio and TVnumber of TV sets 66.6

(million)

:Ratio and TVnumber of radio relay 1,1)

Facilities in IlloH)

rk

,

2R7



Appendix F

Data Used in the Derivation of the Index

of communal Services

,

Undid

Personae services

0 1951 1952 1953 1954 1954 1956 1957

Education and cultureemployment 3;315.

(thousands)

Culture employment (thousands) 279.

Educationemoloyment (thousands) 3036,

3,434. 3,551

289, 299.

3,145. 3,254.
_

Education and culture--manhours (million) 5467.9 5,6530 5,837.2 5,9818 6,256:4 6:51D.0

Culturemunhours (million) 584:8 604:5 624 ,0 639:5 668:1 6946

3;647, 3,817. 3,977. 4,1

1958 1959

4,250: 4,378, 4,556.

307. 3Z2:, 335. 358:: 369. 384.

53,340? 3;495: 3642,

',..Educationmanhours,(million

Other current outlays

Kindergartens

Outlays net of investmen((million rubles)

7. 3,892. 44009. 4,172.

697.8 6,720,6 6,889.6 _ 7,033M.

701.6 712.3 729,9 739.0

4,883,1 5,048.4 5,213,2 5,344.2 5;588.3 5,815.4 5,89E2 6,008.4 6,159,8 6,293,0

332.1

Other current outlays as a percent of total 72.6

outlays

Other current o tlaye(million rubles) 294,0

General tducation

316,7 3103 301,6 312,1 355,9 392,3 457,8 5129 577.7

715 71,3 68.4 67,8 68.2 68,1 66,8 6E6 66,4

280.2
1

280,2 269.6 282.1 3174 351,1 401,6 451.0 514.4

Republic budget no --investment outlays 2,359.0 2,446.5 2,469.6 2,5081 2,5L5.8 2,525.3 3,555.0 3,733,3 -2,829,2 3,032,0!(million rubles)

Republic budget other rcent outlays

(Million rubles)
--. -7 --

%Repalie budget other Cu ea outlays ,as a 22,4 203 18.1 16.8 15.9 16.2 1E6 174 17,7 19.7
percent of total outlays

___14USSR outlays, less kinderga ens 30400 3,1292 3,165,1 3,223.4 3,272.8 3,354.2 3,452.7' 3,762,3 3,868.0 4,435,2(million rubles) .

ti USSR investment outlays less landergart 42.2, 40.8 v 37,7 55,1 74,8 80.3 87.0 1231. 071 3077
(million rubles) . , ,

2,947.8 3,080 3,127.4 3,168.3 3,198.0 3,273.9 g,365.74 3,638.5 3,821.8 4,127:5

529.2 496.3 447.1 520.2 399.1 407.9 425.0 47t7 501.3 590

USSR outlays net of investment, les1

kindergartens (million rubles)",

USSR other currtairoutlays (million robin) . 5980 56

tgFieredueatio (hay)
--

Republic bud et outlays net of investment and 158,

stipends (mil rubles)

L

480.3 457.8 471.3, 494,6 544.7 586.3 698,7

157,2 160,3 166.5 175,8 251."7269.0 855 200 3 672 2. .



Higher education tcouttnueui

Republic budget other current. outlays

(million zrobles)`.

Republic bpdget other current outlays as a

'Krum of total outlays

Specialized education (rekhnikum)

Republic bet Outlays net of investment and 153.0 153.0

stipends (million 'Albin)

28A 28.6 29,1 30.0

17.9 18.2

Republic budget other current outlays 38:6 38:7

(million rubles)

Republic budget other current outlays as a 25.2 25.3 26,0

percent of total outlays

17,5 17.5 17.1

159.4 1,164.3 181:6

Cadre preparationW, technikurns and trade

schools

44.1 . 48.0

17.5 17,8

186.5 234.6

26,2 25.6 27.3.

51,̀.9

.18.2

I6.2

30, 29.4

55.1 132,1

_

. 18.4 19,7

303.4

413 46.4. 51.0 7 9 92;9 , a1.3 9L4

28.8 28.9

316;3

7=-

' Ttaoutiays (million rubles) 1,807s ,.47,2 1,799,4 I 11.7 , 2,237,6 2,307.9 2,401. 2,396,0 2333.3 _471.2;

Investment uble-stment (million r) \ 35.0 30.6 . 363 42.8 78.9 88,0 81,2 91.7' 97,0 98,2

Outlays net of investment (million rubles) 1,772,1 1,716.6 17616 , 1,8619 2,158.7 2219,9 21319,8

Stipends (million rubles) 181.0
, 295,2 317.7 63.1 341 2 J84 0_ _

Outlays net of investment and stipends 15865 T,649,0 1714,0 1,781.5 2,851,7 1,925,1 2002,7 lfi89.6

million rubles)

Republic budget other correrft outlays i -.., 67,0

(itilliiin rubles) =

(7.3 69.6 72.2

.,_...__ . _____ _ __a_ . _ _ _ _ __

.Republic\budget outlays net of investment and, 311.9 3104 319.7 . 330.8

stipends(million rubles)

764 95.1 118,9 144.8 .442,4 ; 2235

3574 498.2 50jh ',601,9 602.7 988.5

.
- _._______ ,______

Republic budget other current outlays as a 21. 21.7., 21,8 21.8 21',4 21,1

percent of 10tal

, .,

USSR other current outlays (million rubles) . 340,8 372,4 3831 ' 407,9 / 46P A 417 472 467.'1,

, , o

'All education.total

Other current outlays (million rubles)

Price index for material expenditures

....- . .

Other current outlays (million 1970 r_ybles)

Health

Employmentthousands

Manhours=rmillion

Rept%i

ic,*1:rubles,'udget outlays net of investment

(th

Republic budget other'eurrent outlays

(million rubles)

Republic budget other current outlays aspercent

of total outlays

USSR outlays net of investment (million rubles)

USSR other current Outlays (million rubles)

Price index LR!ial exocodilures (1970 1()0)

Other current outlays (million 1070 rubles)

7,144,

922.0

1013

947.8 917.6 979.0

1,232.8 1;214.9 1,173,9

1033 103,3 97,6
..93.2 '', 93:1 93,6

1.267,2 1,240 1,271.0

2,051. 2,139. 2,226,

3,886.8 4,047,7 4,206.1

1909.1 1929-8 1,977.4

2,170. 32.

892.' 900_0

103.3 97,6

825.4 799,6 803,1

_

430 411 40,3

1,157,8 1,201.4 1,206,2 1,318; 1A3,5 ', 1,491,1 q 1,595.1.

93,5 94-v.2 .9a) , 4,5'
, .

1315,0 1354,6 1 4219 1547:9 1, 21,8, 1301,6 181)&9

E

2,308. 2,468. Z627, 2,736. 2,892. 1059, '3,245,

_

4356.9 41655,5 4,950,7 5,098.6 5314.8 5,602.1 5,860,11

2,130,6 2215.3 4433,9 2,871.1 3,1825 3456.4 . 3,4a3

881.6 846 962,5 1,057.4 1203.6, 1286,0 1,395,4

_______
41.1 39.7 39.6 37,0 38.1 37,9

2,410. 2,857. 31113.

,91.1 I

_

1,135,1 1,2203

18.3

3,517, 3,7i; 3,998, 4,297,

1,302.3 1,436,5 1,5153 1;647,4

93.5 94.2 90.1

1,125.7 1,279.9 11,438.6

35

90,5 93.2 93.1 93.6

1,528,8 1,636,7 1,729.2 1,868.2



Appendix F (continr,

a'

Education

Person'nel

Education ar.

(thousands)

'Cultureir

_

cark)," .

0.0

Education t2111

Education

Culturen,

Pdticatioo-1

Other current ou.J.J

KindergIrtens

'!

i)

lion)

,-----4.---;-----
total outlays .r:, '1 i in.,' ant (million rubles)

v-----
Other current ouil,i)s as a percent of total

outlays I
Other curtent outlays (million rubles)

General education .,. I

Republic budget flon.irtvcstment outlays

(million rubles) .

Republic widget Other current outlays

(million rubles)

Republic budget other current outlays as a

percent of total outlays

-USSR outlays, less kindergartens

roblei)

USSR investment outlays, less kigdergartens

rubles)

USSR outlays net of investment; less

kindergarten's (million rubles)

USSR other current outlays (million rubles)

ligher education (hay)

Republic budget outlays net of investment and

stipends (million rubles)

Republic budget other current outlays

'(million rubles)

1 ,

1960 .1961; 1962 1963: 1964

4

4,803. 5,165. 5,521. .5,835. 6,235.

405, 435. 46,5. :49 523.

4,398, 4,730. 5,056, 5,343. 5,681.

7,200,8 7,534:2 8,053.5 8,498,7 9,066':7

752.0 776.0 825.7 870.5 929.5

6.468.8 6,758,/ 7,227,7 7,628,2 8,137,2

.

659.8 781,9 . 946,5 1,124,1, 1,333.8

66,9 65,9 66.4 66,9 65.3

,

621,5 700,0 850.9 1,012.2 1,189.1

3 14.5 3,688.7 4,-0.1 4280.6 5,650.4

i

702:0 743.0 8,9

699.2 7$9,4 ' 894,1 966.3 1;022.8

21.1 213 22.4 22:6 22,0

5,-2.2 5,6)4,2 6,207.9 6,730,3 7,374,7

421,0. 512,8 573,3 596,7 585.3

4,581,2 5,101,4 5,634.6 6,133.6 6,789,4

827.2 936:1 1,047.9 1,130,8 1,199.9

755.5 795.2

137:4 145.9 154.8 43J3 151.0

1965

6,600.

556.

6,044.

9,595.0

981,4

8,613.6

1,694,6 ,

'58.9

1,317.1.

5,637.8

1966 19 7 1968 , 1969

6,902. , 7,187. 7,531: 7,811.

580. . 636. 6 691. 759.

6,322, 6,551, 6,831 7,052.

4

10,057.7 10,481.3 10,987.1 11,399.0

1,028.4 1,131.0 1,245.7 1,355.0

9,02 9,350,3 _9,741.6 10,044.0

1,077,3'

19.1

8,935:6

621,3

UM I

1,264,9

877,5

159,3

_

j

1883.2 7034:6 2295.6 2,494:8

57.8 57.1 53.0 . :53,4. .

1,424,5 1,509.8 1,584:0 III 3 14.4

5,813.4 5,982.1 6,411,1 6,638,5
I

A

1,061.2 1,106.7 1,03.1 : 1,208,6

18,3 18.5 18,3 18,2

.

8,750,8 9,125.2 9,894.3 1034,9

1,253,6 1,31 [8 1,388,2 1,432,8

931:9 87516 965,8 1,039.8

[68.41. 154.8 170.6 , 183,6,



light education (continued)

AepuNic budget 011'6...current outlays as a

PerOnt.Of 661 outlay's

19.6

pecialized education (rekimikurns)

Republic budget outlays net of investment and 320.7

stipends (million rubles) . .

-- -:" i -7
Republic budget other curtenVatlaYs :. , : 99.1

(million rubles): ' \W

Republic budget other current outlays as a ' 28,1

percent of total oujials

!Ore preparationNay, tekhnikwns and trade

hoots

1.1SR total outlays (million rubles) 2,402,5

!,Investmcnt (million rubles) 114,7

Outlays net of investment (million rubles) 2,287.8

Stipends (million rubles) : 550,9
_

Outlays net of investment and stipends 1,7375

(million rubles)

Republic budget over current outlays' 227,5

(million rubles)

Republic budget=Ou. 1:ç net of investment and ,1,022,7

stipends (million rubles)

Republic budget other curre outlays as

a percent of total

22.2

USSR other current outlays (million rubles)

11 education-total'

Other current outlhys (million rubles)

Price index for materiaexpenditures

(1970 100)

386.5

1,835,2,

95.3

Other current outlays (million 1970 rubles) 2,045.4

teltb

ritployment--thous

lanhoursmillion ,

epublic budget outlays net of investme

(million rubles)

3,461,

6,133:7

4,076.9

'kepublic budget other current outlay,

(million r .bles)

epublie budget other current outlays as

percent of intal outlays

ISSR Other current outlays (Million rubles)

'Fic4 index for material expenditures

(l970lO0)0

1,567,8

39.4

1,827:6

.95.3

Ither eu eqt outlays (million 1970 rubs) 2,036.9

335.6 357.8 3815

9.4i ... 98.9

26.8 26.4 425.8 24.7 215

2,5116 2,7232 2,888.5 3,081.9 3,4503

115.0 124.4, 152.4 .157.2

2,398.6 2,598.8 2,736.1 2,924.7 3,251.1

554.2 602:2 581.7' 623,4, 683,8

1,845.2 2,005.4 2,163.8 2,309.9 2,573.9

235,9

1,078,6

2,26..9 2,532,2 2,810.4 3,017.0 3,189,6

116 19.3 18.9 19.0

90.0

21.9

.403:6

2,039.7 2330,3 2,602:6 2,873,2 3,081.5

95.4 97.7 98.3 1011 102.6

3,677. 3,818: 3,731 4,082. 4,277:

6,378,3 6'622:9 , :6,815.1 7,090.2 7,401.4

4,381,8 4,642 4,937.9- 5,321.5 6,2k1.1

1,680.3 1,8103 1,949:1 2,073.0 2,212.3

39.1

954 97.7

,2,099.4 2,054.0

ii!,

.18.2

415.0 516:9

1-02.7 i11.3

249:3 241'.9 253.7 270.6

1,1537 1,139:0 1,210.2 1,394:4

21,5 212 21.0 ' 19.4

431.5 459.5 484.2 499.5'

_.._

39) 40.2 39.7 36.0

1,886,4 1,890:2. 2,036:2 2,162.9 2,311.2,

98.3 101.1 102.6

2 1988 2,271.2 2,392.2

391

449.1 466.2 r' 14,5, 544.5

101.4 96.6 006.6 :11'12.3

22.6 T 20.7, 1 20.7 206

I A

a

1,562.1 3,948.4 4,290.5

618:5 . 634.9 680.5'

),9500 )32115 3,617.G

4,597.7

736,5

269.8..: .251,4 27/1 :205.8

1,381,0' .),341.8 1,480.3 108,4.3

19.5 18,7 18,7 18.7

576.3 SLS 77.3 721.9

3,254:5 3,4441 3,649.6 3,8691'

:103.2 104,3 104.7 105,0.

3,3478 3,505.3 3,702,8 3,932:7

4,427, 4,545. 4,747, 4,927.

7,679.2 7,8943 8,254.0 8,576,0

6,609,9 6,940.8 7,607.0 8,0021

2,2917 ii,392.5 2,500,4 2,603.6

35.5 35.4 33,8 33.6

2,427:7 2,533:7 '2,642.7 2,7516

103,2 104,3 104.7 105.0

2497,4 2,578.7 2,681`.2 2,782.6



kppendix F, (continued

I

i

i. L
dufion ,

6

trsonnel Sriices ..

1 7 ,1971V 1972 1973. , 1974 97 1976.

'

Edutation and culture-employm,ent , . 8,070. , 8,309, 8,531, 8,759 8.977:, 91,1917 . 9,392,

(thoUS63:05) , '

Culturomployment (thbusa0) 824, . 816. 915, 944, 11014: 1,056, ' 1,097.

Educationemployment (thousands) 7,246. 7,433e ' 7,616. i 7,791 .7963, 8,135. 8,295:

and aultnre-manhours (million) 118111. 12,211.3 12,519. 12794.0 13,1354 13 931,5 13,725.7
-

Culture-Manh froirspillio
,

n ) 4 I 467.3 1 5683 16353 1

"

711.9 1,3044 1,376.4 .1,949 :2

r r !

rEdutatibi-man_ oUrs (million) .10,340 1-0,642 10,884A . 1 ;082.1 11 330,9 11,555.1 , 11776.5

6:;--3ther, iurrells.
Eindergaricoi

Total ne,t of investment (million rublcs) 2,600;44 2,785? 22,9 3167.6 ,3,328,5 3,5133. 3,713,0 1,979,0 4,277.0 14,518.11_

Other current outIdys as a _peicent of 510 529 .51.7 50.4 50.4 51.4 51,4 51.4 51.4 511

,

1977 , 1978 1979

9,622.

1 '

9,915 10,128,

116,1. 1,209., 1,235,

8,8918,461. 8,706.

14,040:8 14,468.3 14,740

2,058.6 2 143A
'

2,189.Q

11,982.2. I ,324.9 12,589,11-

total outlays .-. ,

Other current outlhys (million rubles) , 1,768,1 41,875.8 '1928.5 2,0283 2,135.5 2,292,3 2,4226 2596.3 2,790.6 29411
.

IT- ----.

]eneral education 4

. =E ' At ,- , .

Republic budget nonqnvcstment outlays' 1,768,1. 1,875V. 1,928,5 2,028,7 2,135.5 2,292,3 2,4226 2;.596.3 2,790,6 2,941,1,q --.

Republic budget other curreyt outlays -r,EFT*5 1,310.9 1,3477 1,400.8 1,462.0 ,. 1491.9- 4. 1,515.5' 1531.8 1,5615 '

.(million rubles) =, , ,
.

_,

--:---, !It

-..--,,-------
Republic budget dthcr current outlays as

r
18,0 ' 17,9 17.4 1 ' 16,5 16.7 17.2 17,2 17,3 17,2 11,1

percent of total outlays

USSR outlays, less kind,crgartins` . -
4-

- - -
(million rubles) '- . .. I-
USSR.ionstment outlayOess kindcrgardcns - ____ _

(million rubles) / : .

USSR outlays net 9f investment, las 10,748,8 11,224.6 11,880.3 17910.6 13,3675
t13,853.7

14,.283.0 14,722.0 15,326.0 15,721,0

%

lerErterOdn IT *SY t_ f ' 0I

I

USSR other current outlays (million rubles) 1,464.3 1517,4 1519,3 1,60440 1,678.1 1,775,2 1,8193 1,85e.3 1,901,4 1,941,1-
Higher education (1fuzy.) ,

Outlays net of investment and stonds 1,097,8 1151,6 1,221.5 1285.4 1,354,5 1,420.6 1,4856 1,561.1 1,6486 1,7111

(million rubles) , -

OilierCurrent outlays (million raid) 192,1 , 1916 205,3 26.5 223,8 234.5 , 245.2 257.6 272,1 283.1

Othersorreit °Kays as a percent of ,. , 17,5 0 168 16,3 _ 1,6. . 16.5 16.5 ' 16,5 16.5i . , i18.1 . . ..

total outlays 397,, I
1



ialized education (tekhnikums)

Republic budget outlays net of investment and

stipends (million rubles)

Republic budget other curint outlay's

(million rubles)

576:4

Republic budget other current outlays a a

percent of total outlays

20,6

cadre preparation Yuri), rekhn/kums and trade

schools

USSR total outlays (million rubles)

Investment (million rubles)

Outlays net of investment (million rubles) 4,853,6

Stipends (million rubles)' 765.5

Outlays net of investment and stipends

(million rubles)

# 4,091,7

Republic budget other current outlays

rubles)

311:1

Republic budget oullays'net of investment and 1,674,2

stipends (million rubles)

Republic budget other current outlays as a

percent of total

18,6

USSR other current outlays (million rubles) 760.3

All educationtotal

Other current outlays (million rubles) 3,992.7

Price index for material expenditures 106.2

(1970 ,100)

Other current outlays (million 1970 rubles) 3,992.7

MI6
Employmentthoisands

kianhoursmillion

Republic budget outlays net of investment

(million rubles)

5,080.

8,832:9

8,675.3

Republic budget other current outlays

(Million rubles)

Republic budget other currentoutlays as a share

of total outlays

USSR outlays net of investment (million rubles)

2,936.5

USSR other current outlays (million rubles)

Price index for material expenditures

(1970 ,100)

1r-

)5.4

8,785.0

3,105.7

106.2

Dther entreat outlays (million 1970 rubles) 3,105.7

605.8 650,9 720.4 7. 464,0 788.8. 818,2 842.S

161,2

154.1

125.9 131.5 13)5.9 142,4' 146.2 150,9 156.6 163.5

20,8 20,2 18.9 19.0 19.1 19.1 19.1 19,1

=
5,145.8 5,572.4 6,177.2 6,630.3 7,019.4' 7,387.0 7,734.0 8,108,0

1,6544

6,454,1

433,3

1,N3.0

800.6 1,068.8 1,300.8 1,373.8 1,432.5 1,507.4 1,578'1 1,1126

4,347,2 4,504.8 4,877.6 5,257.5 5,587.5 5,880.2 .6,156,4 6,681,0

321.5 , 336.8 345:4 366.2 380.7 396.1 '414.2 tall

1,757.4 1,872,4 ,2,005.8 2,102,1 2,184.6 2,274,4 . 2,319.3 _2,491,1 1512.0

18.3 18.0 172 17.4 17.4 17.4 17,4 17,4

1,122,6

5,814,I

120,13

5,110,1

I7.4

795,3 810,3 839,9 91519 973.7 1,024,1 1,071,7

5,526,3

119.0

11,161,1

4,188.5 4,298.1 4,472.7 4,729.5 5,041.2 5,265.9 6,03.6

108.3 1123 113.2 114.3 116 117.8 1134

4,109,0 4,064.7 4,194.8 43926 4,597 .4 4,746 4 4,931,0 ,113A

5,239: 5,386. 5,522, 5,655. 5,769. 5,878, 5,962,

10,344,6

11,692,8

6,033

15,467.8

1Z,656,1

4,209,0

35,0

_

1Z,130,

4,455,1

W7,

9,136.1 9,382.9 9,587.9 9.831,0

-
10,020.1 10,209,7 10,752.0

11,159.2

4376,4

9,030.9 , 9,418.0 9,856.6 10,289.7 10,760.2 11,144.0

3,012.3

A

3,161.9 3,272.2 3,422,0 3,578,6 3,706.2 3,888.8

35.2 35,3 34.7 34.9 35.0 35,0 35,0 15.0

9,033. 9,441. 9.950. 10315. 10,823. 11,209: 11,761, I1,23&

3,179.9 3,3373 3,455.9 3,619,0

_

3,787.8 3,922,8 4,116.1 W2.2

0108,3 112.3 113.2 114.3 116.5 1.17,8 119,0 1203 1,3.0

3,119.6 3,156.1 1241,2 3,361.2 3,454.3 3;535,8 3,672.7 3,915,8 3939,3

393



'

Appesuidix F (continued)

EiluesMion
_

Persort:nel Services

l98

Nucication and etyltureernPloYtnal

(tho=sk_nds)

CultP=ureem loyment (thousands)

Ed0O.Cationtmploymcg(thousandil

10,475.

9,210,

dlrs a(ioI and culture=rnanhoursimillion) 15,285,5

Cultrzure ianimurs (million) 2,2423

EduCwa manhours 13,042.8

Dthurtzlicurrent outlays
_

Kinder_Tgattens
_ .

Iota 410utlays net of investment (rni110 rubles) 4,775,0

Oth=r current outlays as 8 percent of 51,4

total outlays

0111r current outlays (million rublo1 3,115.5

General education

RepLrublic budget non-investment outs 9,763.5

(bill lion rubles)

RepLiublic budget other current outhys 1 608,2

rues)bl

Reptxtiblic budget other current outIols 17.4

0 pervcent of total outlays

UsS GR outlays, less kindergartens

(NE:ion ruble_
'LISS GR in mem outlays, less kindviens

)

LISS .sR outlays net of investment, less

kindo..ergartens (million rubles)

USSR other Current outlays (milliallilts)

Higher education (Vuzyl_

RepLjblic budget outlays net of invesion and

stipe:7,?,nds (million ruhlesr

Rept_mblic budget other current mkt 290,6

(rrii1161 =ion rubles)

gaLitiblic budget other eurrcrr ontiosa 166

ptrant of total outlays

. .

16,121,2

1:96

1360.9

_ - -



_ Specialized education itekhnikums)

Rdpublic budget outlays net of investment and 875A

stipends (million vubles)

Republic budget other current outlays

(million rafts)

167A

Republic budget other current outlays as a

percent of total outlays

Cadre preparation= tekhnikurns and trade

schools

..

USSR total outlays (million rubles)

InOestmcnt (million rubles)

19:1:

Outlays net of investment (million rubles) 8,602,9 ,
...

Stipends (million rubles) , 1;7903

General education stipends (million rubles) 0,3

Outlays net of investment and stipends 6312.7

(million'rubles) .

,

RePublic budget other current outlays 458.0

(million rubles)
.

Republic budget outlays net of investment and 2,636,3

stipends (million rubles)

Republic budge? other current outlays as 17,4

a percent of total

USSR other current outlays (million rubles)

-All education-total

1,183,6

Other,current outlays (million rubles) 6,268.8

Price index for material expenditure 126.1

(1970. 100)

Other current outlays (million 1970 rubles) 3278.8

Health

Employmentthousands 6,250,

Manhoursmillion 10,844,4

Ripublic budget outlays net of investment 13,554,0

(million rubles)

Republic budget other current outlay_ s 4,507.8

(million rubles)

Republic budget other current outlays as 35.0

petcencof total outlays
. . . _

USSR outlays net of investment (million rubles) 13,633I

USSR other current outlays(million rubles) 4,771.3

Price index for material expenditure (1970 = 100) 126.1

Other current outlays (million 1970 rubles) 4,017.8

1.


